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CORNELIUS VANDERBILT.
The influence of one earnest, energetic life upon the world is scarcely
appreciated. Where that life has given birth to some grand idea, w*
readily see the effect upon society. The inventor of the cotton gin, for
instance, worked a revolution apparent to all wherever cotton cloths are
made or used. But when one's life, though successful, is not thus signa
lized, its influence upon the present and future is not so readily appreci
ated. In a biography, too, we must fail to show it, for it is only now and
then that the acts of even our most prominent men attain publicity. Th«
steady flow of their lives carries with it a power felt by every one, although
not always acknowledged or even known. Like the current of a river,
noiseless though it be, yet making every object it touches on either bank
bend beneath its influence, until the land itself is shaped by the river that
thus flows through it, so the acts, views and purposes of all men, yes and
the external and internal policy of the country itself, are shaped by the
few who have a decided and single purpose in life, and the energy, perse
verance and will faithfully to pursue it. To measure that influence—to
state in every instance its extent and potency, is not, as we have already
said, possible : yet by referring to their more public acts we can show,
but ouly iu part, the work that has been accomplished.
Especially is this true in the case of those eminent in the commercial
world. Is not the progress and glory of this city inseparably connected
with, and almost made up of, the lives and works of the merchants and
commercial men who have held, and now hold, the foremost rank!
Without the results they, and others like them in sister cities, have
accomplished, would not the wealth of the country be still unproductive
and its commerce undeveloped? Lawyers and politicians may claim and
obtain the ofb'cial positions, but if there is progress, the power that pro
pels the ship must come from commercial men.
We place at the head of this article the name of one whoso life has
thus contributed very largely to the general prosperity of the country; a
VOL. LH.
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name inseparably connected with our commercial history, and synony
mous with the rapid growth of our merchant navy. His enterprise,
genius and success are known and felt the world over, and we propose to
follow the course of his life, briefly noting, in many instances, the
motives of action as well as the acts themselves, and thus adding a valu
able page to history, while furnishing incentives to young men every
where.
The sturdy Knickerbocker habits of industry, developed so early, and
forming, as it were, the corner-stone in the character of Commodore
* Vanderbilt, may be traced to his ancestors, who left Holland for America
at an early period in the history of New York. His father, whose name
was also Cornelius, settled on Staten Island, living very comfortably and
pleasantly on his own farm. At that time the Island was divided into
large estates, being worked by those living there, for the purpose of rais
ing supplies for the city. Communication with New York was of course
a necessity, and many of the Islanders, therefore, kept small sail-boats, for
the purpose of carrying their products to market. As the inhabitants
increased, other facilities for communication became necessary, and Mr.
Vanderbilt, St., would, at times of leisure, undertake to convey those
not having boats themselves. Out of this, and the demand for some
public and regular communication, grew up a ferry, which he established
in the form of a perryauger, departing every morning for the city and
returning every afternoon.
In the meantime, however, and on the 27th day of May, 1794, a son,
the subject of this sketch, was born to Mynheer Vanderbilt. Young
Cornelius was not one of those sleepy babies, making no trouble (the
pride of our Dutch ancestors) but very early showed that he had voice,
will, muscle, and mind. As the days of his infancy merged into those of
boyhood, his naturally ambitious temperament began to develope itself
and assume shape. Books he did not seem to fancy. It was the practi
cal of life rather than the theoretical that engaged his thoughts. Even
thus early his aim appeared to be to strike out new and untried paths,
rather than to walk along the well-worn old ones. A school was too
confining for his restless nature, and neither the urgent entreaties of his
mother, nor the more forcible logic of his father, could convince him of
the great importance of a thorough school education. His disposition led
him to draw his knowledge from another source, making nature his in
structor : and so absorbed did he become in the execution of his many
plans and ideas, that it was with difficulty he could find time for his
meals.
But it was not until he was sixteen years of age that he entered upon
his first independent business venture. Living upon the Island, being of
necessity much upon the water, he early developed a fondness for that
kind of life, as affording the widest scope for his ambition. Thus far he
had acted for others, but now he wished to strike out for himself, and de
termined, therefore, to have a sail-boat of his own. He went to his father
and made known his plan and desire. Little encouragement did he re
ceive, his father deeming it rather a dangerous and uncertain business for
so young a boy. Not discouraged, he continued to plead his cause with
the greatest earnestness, and finally received the qualified promise that if
he could accomplish a certain amount of work on the farm the mopey
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should be furnished. The task set was no slight affair. To do it would
require time—more time than he could consent to give, with his enter
prise delayed. In the absence of his father, therefore, he determined to
make the job a short one. Being popular with his companions in the
neighborhood, young Vaxderbilt imparted to them his secret, and sum
moned them to his aid. Meeting with a hearty response, they all went to
work with a will, and soon completed the allotted task. At once he report
ed to his mother the successful achievement, and claimed the boat. Her
aversion to his proposed business was as great as his father's, and she also
tried to dissuade him. But it was of no use. His purpose was fixed, and fear
ing that if this cherished project fell through he might carry out his oft ex
pressed intention of running away to sea, she gave him the hundred dollars
as being the lesser evil. With the money in hand, he was soon at the PortRichmond shore, where the selected boat was snugly moored to the dock.
The purchase was made at once, and with a proud heart ho took posses
sion of his long-coveted prize. One can easily imagine the sensations of
this boy of fourteen, as he first walked the deck of his little craft, and set
sail for home. He was now a full-fledged captain—a man of business—
dependent upon his own exertions. What visions must have danced
through his head of future successes! But every picture has its shadows.
As the little boat, freighted with so many hopes, was cutting its way
through the water, a rock in the Kills was struck, and our, as yet, inex
perienced sailor was only able to run the boat ashore before it sunk.
Here was certainly a discouraging accident. Still, nothing daunted, the
young captain at once brought to his service the needed assistance, and in
a few hours all damage was repaired, and his little craft safe and sound at
the Stapleton dock.
An important point had now been gained. No great work to be sure
had been accomplished, but the means to an end were obtained. He had
stepped out from under his father's care, and was the owner and captain
of a boat. The world was now before him. Launched upon lifo's broad
sea, his character must at once show itself. In every community there
will be found three classes of young men : those who boldly put forth
their energies and cleave for themselves a way through life ; those who
simply float along the play of every wind and tide ; and those who sink
at once. The latter class would have taken this little boat, enjoyed a
pleasurable but brief existence, while indulging every folly and every pas
sion of youth, and making a speedy shipwreck of their characters and
hopes. Another, with little force of character, would have wistfully looked
out upon the vast expanse before him, waiting for fortune to come, half
frightened, leaning upon friends for support, and thus, by using these lifepreservers, have been able just to keep his head above surrounding waves.
But the hero in the strife makes good and bad fortune equally his servant.
Striking always with a strong arm and a brave heart— prepared alike for
failure or success—a way is soon cleared : even the most discouraging
circumstances becoming subservient to his wishes. Thus, young Vandekbilt was now in a position to choose what should be his future: the
question to be decided was, should he rise, float or sink. Many and varied
difficulties at once beset him. Young and inexperienced as he was, be
must necessarily compete with older heads, long used to the work, and
with reputations made. He felt, therefore, that he could not simply float,
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he must fight or fail, and feeling thus, at this early day, when but sixteen
years old, he set up his first opposition line—a prophetic miniature of
later efforts.
Of course, in such a position, and with such ideas, Vandehbilt could
not be idle. He at once made the necessary effort to obtain business, and
succeeded wonderfully. At that time the fortifications of Staten and Long
Islands were being built by Government, and the carrying of labourers to
and from New York furnished work for him and his perryauger, which
was quite remunerative. Amid, however, these first successes one fact
troubled him. The money that bought his boat came from his mother ;
and this being so, he could not feel that perfect independence his spirit
craved. Day by day, therefore, from his first earnings, he scrupulously
laid by every cent that could be saved, for the purpose of returning this
sum; and but a little time elapsed before he quietly placed in his
mother's lap the hundred dollars. Prohably a happier, prouder child
never lived than Cornelius Vandkrbilt at that moment; aDd he had
certainly won the right to be so.
We thus see with what spiiit and earnestness, this mere boy laid hold of
the stern realities before him. Ilia life was regulated by self-imposed rules,
and with a fixedness of purpose as invariable as the sun in its circuit. Among
other things he determined to spend less every week than he earned. We
have already seen the first fruit of this careful management; but it speedily
produced other results, for very soon he was able to extend his business, by
purchasing with his savings a vessel of larger dimensions than his first little
craft. Thus, for three or four years, he went on daily adding to his world
ly means, until on his eighteenth birth-day, he found himself part owner
and captain of one of the largest perrynugeis in the harbor of New York,
and shortly after became also interested in one or two other smaller boats
engaged in the same business. In the meantime he almost lived on the
water, carrying freight and passengers, boarding ships, and doing everything
else coming within his line. Not satisfied with working all day, he under
took, and continued through the whole war of 1812, to furnish supplies by
night to one of the forts up the Hudson, and another at the Narrows. In
fact his energy, skill and daring became so well known, and his word, when
he gave it, could be lelied upon so implicitly, that " Corueile, the boatman,"
as he was familiarly called, was sought after far and near, when any expe
dition particularly hazardous or important was to be undertaken. Neither
wind, rain, ice nor snow ever pievented his fulfilling one of his promises.
At one time, during the war, (sometime in September, 1813,) the British
fleet had endeavored to penetrate the port during a severe South-easterly
storm just before day, but wer*i repulsed from Sandy Hook. After the
canonading was over, and the garrisou at Fort Richmond had returned to
quarters, it was highly important that some of the officers should proceed
to headquarters, to report the occurrence, and obtain the necessary rein
forcements against another attack. The storm was a fearful one—still the
work must be done, and all felt that there was but one person capable of
undertaking it. Accordingly, Vandehbilt was sought out, and upon being
asked if he could take the party up, he replied promptly—" Yes, but J
shall have to carry than under waUr putt oj the wuy !" They went with
him, and when they landed at Cotiee-House Slip, there was not a dry
thread in the party. The next day the garrison was reinforced.
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Vanderbilt also showed in these earlier days, what he has frequently
exemplified in his later life, that he was very tenacious of his rights, and
determined that no one should infringe them. 'On one occasion, during the
same war, while on his way to the city with a load of soldiers from the forts
at the Narrows, he was hailed by a boat coming out from the shore, near
the Quarantine. Seeing an officer on board, young Vanderbilt allowed it
to approach him ; but as it came nearer, he saw that it belonged to one of
his leading competitors, and that the owner himself was with the officer.
Still he awaited their approach, preparing to defend himself in case of any
unauthorized interference. No sooner, however, were they alongside of his
boat than the officer jumped on board, and ordered the soldiers ashore with
him in the other boat, for inspection, etc. Young Vanderbilt seeing that
the wUulo xS.iir was a trick to transfer his passengers to his competitor, at
once told the officer that the men should not move, that his order should
not be obeyed. The military mm, almost bursting with rage, hastily drew
his sword, as if about to avenge his insulted dignity, when young Vander
bilt quickly brought him, sword and all, to the deck. It did not take him
many minutes more to rid himself of the officer and his companion, and
quickly getting under way again his soldiers were soon landed, without
further molestation, at the Whitehall dock.
But we havo not room to dwell longer on these boyish exploits. They
are important, however, as they forcibly illustrate the life and character of
the man. Thus, the labors of young Vanderbilt having been rewarded
with success, he now felt that the time had come when he might prndently
carry out a long cherished wish. Hiving previously wooed and won Miis
Sophia Johnson, of Port Richmond, Staten Island, they were married on
the 19th of December, 1813. They settled temporarily on the Island, re
maining there till the fall of 1814, when they moved to New York. About
this time Vanderbilt became the master and owner of the new perryauger
Dread, just launched, then by far the finest and largest craft traversing
the bay of New York. In the summer of 1815 he built, in connection
with his brother-in-law, De Forest, a schooner remarkably large for her day.
This vessel justly elicited the praise of others, and the pride and satisfaction
of its owners. It was called the Charlotte, was commanded by De Forest,
and profitably employed as a lighter, carrying freights between numerous
home ports. Thus up to the year 1817, with varied experience, but always
with success, Vanderbilt continued interested in the business we have in
dicated, improving the construction of vessels, and adding to his reputation
among nautical men. Seven years were passed in this manner, from the
time he was sixteen till some months after his twenty-third birth-day, la
boring incessantly. During the last four years he had laid up nine thou
sand dollars of his earnings; yet his ambition was by no means satisfied.
A new clement had within a few years been made subservient to the pur
poses of navigation, and quick to see the importance of this powerful agent
steam, as thus applied, he determined to devote himself to exploring and
developing its mysteries, as soon as an opportunity could be obtained.
About this time he became acquainted with Thomas Gibbons, of New
Jersey, a large capitalist, then extensively interested in the transportation
of passengers between New York and Philadelphia. Very soon Gibbons
proposed to take him into his employ, and offered him the position of cap
tain of a little steamer, at a salary of one thousand dollars a year. For
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one who Lad always been his own master, and was then making enough to
lay up nine thousand dollars in four years, such a position would appear to
offer few inducements. An^ifhehad studied alone his present interests,
certainly he would have declined it at once. But as we have already stated,
he was not acting with the expectation of obtaining an immediate return—
he saw with his clear head the future trinmphs of steam, and determined
to participate in, if not direct them.
With such motives, in the Fall of 1817, Vanderbilt entered upon the
duties of captain of his first steamboat. This boat was so little that its
owner soon after changed its name, re-christening it " The Mouse of the
Mountain." In a few months he was promoted, and put in charge of the
Bellona, a much larger boat, being then just completed and ready for her
trial trip. This vessel was at once employed on the Philadelphia line, in
carrying passengers between New York and New Brunswick. About this
time Vanderbilt left New York for Elizabeth port, and after a residence at
that place of a few months, moved with his family to New Brunswick, his
business engagements requiring him to spend his nights there. It will be
remembered that the passengers en rout for Philadelphia remained at New
Brunswick over night, to be in readiness for the early stage to Trenton,
whore thoy again took boat for Philadelphia. Mr. Gibbons himself owned
the Stage House, where the passengers then remained over night, and of
course the proper reception and treatment of travellers was an indespensable
condition to the prosperity of the whole rout. He, therefore, having be
come unfortunate in the management of his hotel, shortly after Vander
bilt moved to New Brunswick, offered it to his new captain, free of rent, if
he would, in addition to his other duties, take charge of it. Vanderbilt
finally accepted this proposition, and continued at the head of the house
during the remainder ol his business connection with Mr. Gibbons, conduct
ing it so successfully that it proved a source of considerable profit. In 1827,
while still in the employ of Mr. Gibbons, he leased of him the New York
and Elizabethport ferry for seven years, and ran it on his own account. At
the end of that lease it was renewed for seven years more. This enterprize
was managed so skilfully th;it it also brought him in large returns, although
previous to his taking the lease, the working of the ferry had proved unremunerative.
In the meantime Vanderbilt began to think it was time for him to
act for himself again.
He had been in the employ of Mr. Gib
bons for twelve years, and during those years had, with such faithfulness,
care and persevering industry, watched over the interests intrusted to him,
that the line rapidly advanced in prosperity until then it was netting nearly
forty thousand dollars a year. Every ucw boat constructed under his super
vision, was made better and fleeter than its predecessors, enabling him to
drive away all opposition, while his quick and active mind took hold of
every new circumstance arising, making it subservient to his purposes.
To understand some of the difficulties with which Vanderbilt was sur
rounded, at the time he first became captain of the Bellona, we must re
call the early history of steam navigation. It will be remembered that in
1798, an act was passed by the Legislature of New York repealing a pre
vious act, and transferring to Mr. Livingston the exclusive privilege of
navigating the waters of the State by steam. This act was from time to
time continued, and Fulton was finally included in its provisions. In 1807,
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after the trial trip of the Clermont, the Legislature, by another act, extend
ed this privilege, and in the following year subjected any vessel propelled
by steam to forfeiture, which should enter the waters of the State without
the license of those grantees. These acts were in force when Vanderbilt
entered the employ of Mr. Gibbons, and the Philadelphia line violated the
privilege thus granted, in case the boats stopped at the city of New York ;
and, hence, for a long time, whenever Vanderbilt ran a steamer in on the
New York side of the river, as he was instructed by the owner to do, he
was arrestsd if he could bs found. As an expedient, to avoid arrest, he
taught a lady how to stear the boat, and when it neared the New York
dock, he would turn it over to her charge, and disappear himself; so that
the officers were frequently compelled to return their writs against him
"non est." At this time, it will also be remembered, the New York Court of
Errors had pronounced these acts constitutional, the New 'Jersey Legisla
ture had passed retaliatory acts, and a suit against Gibbons was in progress
in the United States Court. To make this line prosperous under such dif
ficulties, and against such opposition, was, of course, no ordinary task. Still
it was at once accomplished as we have stated.
At length, and in 1824,
the Gibbons case was decided, Chief-Justice Marshall delivering tho
opinion of tho Court, to the effect that, under the Constitution of the Unit
ed States, no State could grant an exclusive right of navigation, by steam
or otherwise, on any of the principal rivers of the country ; and, as a con
sequence, navigation on the Hndson and elsewhere became free to all.
With this obsticle removed, Vanderbilt went to work with renewed vig
or, steadily pushing forward his employer's enterprise, until it produced the
remarkable revenue noted above.
Thus having labored faithfully for others with such brilliant results, he
now felt at liberty to look after his own interests more exclusively, and to
commence business again on his own account. Therefore, in 1829, he in
formed Mr. Gibbons of his plan to leave him.—" You must not," he re
plied, "I cannot carry ou this line a day without you."
He then offered
to increase his salary to five thousand dollars, or more, if money was his
object. But Vanderbilt had thought well before he decided on the step
he was about to take, and at once refused the offer. Finally, Gibbons told
him he could not run the line without him, and that he might have the
Philadelphia rout, saying, "There, Vanderbilt, take all this property, and
pay me for it as you make the money." This tempting offer was also de
clined, for he was unwilling to put himself under such an obligation to any
one, although fully sensible of the great kindness that prompted it. Thus
ended Vandbrbilt's engagement with Mr. Gibbons, and soon after Mr.
Gibbons sold out the line to other parties, finding that the life of it was
gone.
Once again the captain was now his own master. He had served along
time in a severe school to make himself thoroughly acquainted with the
details and practical management of steam navigation. The next twenty
years of his life we must pass over rapidly. At once applying himself to
the work before him, with the same wisdom and that earnest, steadfast zeal
he had ever shown, successful results followed. During this period he built
a very large number of steamboats, and established steamboat lines on the
Hndson, the Sound and elsewhere, in opposition to corporations and com
panies having a monopoly of the trade, and making travel too expensive to
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be enjoyed by the many. His plan was always to build better and faster
boats than his competitors, to run them at their lowest paying rates, and
thus furnish passengers with the best and cheapest accommodations. That
he has made enemies in doing this we will admit, but that society at
large has been greatly benefitted thereby, we fearlessly assert. We do not
claim that Vanderbilt by his every act has sought alone the public welfare
—that ho has never allowed himself to be influenced by self interest— but
let the man that is without sin in this respect (if sin it be) cast the first stone.
Besides, as we have already said, the great result of his opposition has been de
cidedly good to the country. Commercial growth presumes rivalry, and there
can be no healthy trade without competition. Brand every man with approbrious epithets who undertakes to compete with another, and their will bean
end to all enterprize—an end to our prosperity and growth as a nation. The
property of individuals or corporations may suffer in the conflict, but the
country at large does not and should not care for that, so long as it is
better served—so long as the great result is progress.
Thus engaged, these twenty years were past, contributing greatly to the
rapid growth and development of steam navigation. In the meantime, the
gold of California had been discovered, and the rush of passengers and the
pushing forward of merchandise to that remote portion of our country ne
cessitated the building of the Panama Railroad, and the establishment of
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company to run in connection with it.* The
immense travel over this route led Vanderbilt to determine to seek another
transit route, in connection with which he could put on a competing line
between New York and California. With this intention on the 12th of
August, 1849, he obtained from the government of Nicaragua a charter for
a ship canal and transit company. This charter was subsequently amended
by additional stipulations granting to Cornelius Vanderbilt and his asso
ciates the exclusive right to transport passengers and merchandise between
the two oceans by means of a railroad, steamboats, or otherwise, and
separating the transit grant from the canal grant. In 1850 Vanderbilt
built the Prometheus, and left in her on Christmas day of that year for
Nicaragua. The party were three weeks exploring the region, and during
the whole of that time they were either on foot, on horseback, or in an
open boat, satisfying themselves of the practicability of the route. The
original plan was to make Ilealegjo the Pacific port, but finally the then
but little known harbor of San Juan del Sur was fixed upon. Thus having
explored and mapped out the transit route from ocean to ocean, he at once
went to work to put the line in operation. Having built the little steam
boat Director to run up the San Juan River, he towed it all the way to
Nicaragua, and personally superintended the laborious, wearisome, and diffi
cult task of taking her up over the rapids. This accomplished, the transit
company was formed, the route was opened, and a semi-monthly line to
California, via Nicaragua, was established in July, 1851. We can scarcely
appreciate now the difficulties of this undertaking ; yet all will agree that it
required a man with a clear head, and a will that never yields to obsticlea,
to plan and execute it. Under his management, also, the route became a
favorite one, and the price of passage between New York and San Francisco
* The Railroad was surveyed in 1849, and finished in 1855. The P. M. steamship:.
ran in 1848.
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was permanently reduced from six hundred to three hundred dollars. He
constructed very many first-class steamers for both the Pacific and Atlantic
sides of this line, and it was continued in successful operation until January
1st, 1853, when Vanderbilt sold his steamers on both sides to the Transit
Company. After that he acted as the company's agent for a few months,
and then his connection with it ceased, until January, 185G, when he was
chosen president. In the meantime, William Walker had hmded in
Nicaragua, and Vanderbilt having taken ground against his " fililwsterism,"
and refused to carry his men and munitions, Walkkr issued a decree on
the 18th of February, 1856, annulling all grants to the company and the
acts of incorporation. After this there was a long series of plots and counter
plots, all of which would be interesting in a history of Wall Strict, but we
have not room for it here. We will add, however, that very in my unsuc
cessful attempts were made by different parties to obtain tha right to open
this route, until finally, when every difficulty of that kind had been re
moved, it was found to have become almost impracticable—a sand bar
having formed at the mouth of the San Juan River.*
About the time Vanderbilt sold out his interest in the Nicaragua
California line he had laid the keel of a new steamship, to be called the
North Star. She was built, as all his vessels have been, under his own
supervision in a very complete manner, and splendidly fitted up with all that
could tend to gratify or please. He had now become a man of great wealth.
From the little boy of sixteen with his hundred dollar sail-boat, he had
gradually butsurely crept up, accumulating and so using his accumulations,
that now his vessels plowed almost every sea, and his enterprising spirit was
felt in every part of our country. It has never been his plan to put away
his money in a chest, nor yet to simply invest it, but rather, in the fullest
sense of the word, to use it. Consequently, it is said that today he employs
more men, directly end indirectly, than any other person in the land. Hav
ing, then, from so small a beginning, worked out such great results, ho pro
posed in May, 1853, to make the tour of Europe, with his family, in the
North Star. The undertaking was a novel one, and yet, as has been said,
in some respects a grand one. By means of this excursion a display of
American enterprise and skill was made which was of essential service to
the country. But besides that, for a single individual, without rank, with
out prestige, without national authority, to build, equip, and man such a
noble specimen of naval architecture, and to maintain it before all the courts
of Europe with dignity and style, was an extremely happy and suggestive
illustration to the old world of what the energies of man may accomplish
in this new land, where they are allowed to have full play, uncramped
by oppressive social institutions, or absurd social traditions. Cornelius
Vanderbilt is a natural, legitimate product of America. With us, all
citizens have full permission to run the race iu which he has gained such
large prizes, while in other countries they are trammeled by a thousand re
strictions.
For the purposes, then, of this excursion the North Star was built and
furnished. This was the first steamer fitted with a beam engine that ever
attempted to cross the Atlantic. Many steamship men considered engines
thus built impracticable for ocean steamers, but Vanderbilt, by his experi* This route is, however, now used, passengers being landed in small boats.
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ments on this and many other vessels, has, we think , established the fact, that
they are eminently suited for sea purposes as well as river navigation. But
we shall not attempt any description of the capabilities, or of the beauty
and elegance of this vessel as it then was.* It is enough to say it was per
fect in all departments. Thursday, the 19th of May, 1853, was the time
fixed for sailing, but as she was leaving her berth the strong current of the
ebb tide caught her on the quarter, and swung her upon a reef of rocks at
the foot of Walnut Street. The damage being slight, however, was soon
repaired, and on the following day she was on her way to Southampton.
To give an account of this excursion, or even a small portion of what was
seen or was said, would require more space than we can spare, and besides
is foreign to our purpose. In almost every country visited they were re
ceived by all the authorities with great cordiality, as well as great attention.
At Southampton the North Star formed the topic of conversation in all
circles, and the party was honored with a splendid banquet, at which about
two hundred persons sat down. When in Russia, the Grand Duke Constanti.ne and the Chief Admiral of the Russian Navy visited the shi|i. The
former solicited and obtained permission to take drafts of it, which duty
was ably performed by a corps of Russian engineers. In Constantinople,
in Gibraltar, and Malta, the authorities were also very cordial and polite.
But in Leghorn (under the government of Austria) the vessel was subjected
to constant surveillance, guard boats patrolling about her day and night—
the authorities not being able to believe that the. expedition was one of
* We give the following, however, from articles published in English papers after
the arrival of the party at Southampton, showing the opinions, on these points, of
those who are certainly not inclined to flatter Americans.
In regard to the peculiarities of the vessel, the London Timtsof June 3, 1853, say 6:
"Most of the old fangled notions of builders of English ocean steamers are com
pletely discarded in the North Star ; and although it may "be questionable whether
the adoption of so much of the principle of the American lake and river boats into
the uses of trans-Atlantic steamships is, in the long run desirable, yet it is certain that
this beautiful ship is in the highest decree worthy of attention
*
*
*
*
Her model is the perfection of nautical boauty, and gives promise of the highest speed
at the least expenditure of motive power."
In regard to the interior of the vessel the same article says :
"The fittings of the cabin are the especial theme of admiration of most of the
visitors, and it is difficult to believe that any royal or imperial yacht could be supplied
with greater luxuries or conveniences, or with greater taste and elegance."
The London Herald of the same date eays:
"The North Star is one of the finest steam yatchs ever seen. She is fitted up in
the most gorgeous style."
The London Chronicle of June 9, 1853, says :
"The saloons and furniture appeared yesterday magnificent in the extreme. Every
thing on board the North Star is American, and it is very evident that in many of the
useful and ornamental arts the Americans are our equals m point of taste and skill."
The London News of June 3, 1853, has the following :
"Handsome flights of stairs lead to the saloou, which is larger and more magnifi
cent than the saloou of any ocean steamer afloat, and even surpasses in splendor the
Queen's yatch, the Victoria and Albert. The carpets and furniture are superb, etc."
We might multiply these extracts indefinitely, but have given enough to convey an
idea of the vessel in the estimation of Europeans.
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pleasure, but imagining that the steamer was loaded with munitions and
arms for insurrectionary purposes. Thus, after a very charming and de
lightful excursion of four months, they returned home, reaching New York
September 23, 1853, having sailed a distance of fifteen thousand miles.
This certainly was an expedition worthy and characteristic of the man who
undertook it, and met with that decided success which his efforts ever seem
to ensure.
This visit of Commodore Vakderbilt to Europe satisfied him that the in
terests of our growing commerce required that the facilities of communica
tion between Europe and America should be increased. Consequently,
soon after his return he made an offer to the Postmaster General to run a
semi-monthly line to England, alternating with the Collins line, carrying
the mails on the voyage out and home for fifteen thousand dollars. It will
be remembered that the Cunard line was at that time withdrawn from the
mail service on account of the Crimean war, and his plan, therefore, was
to provide for weekly departures, filling up those thus left vacant. This
proposition, however, was not accepted ; nevertheless, not willing to aban
don the idea, on the 21st of April, 1855, he established an independent
line between New York and Havre. For this purpose he built several new
steamships, and among them the Ariel, and finally the Vanderbilt, and the
line was kept up with great spirit and very successfully.
Subsequent to
the building of the Vanderbilt, there was an exciting contest of speed be
tween the boats of the different lines. The *\rabia and Persia, of the Cu
nard, the Baltic and Atlantic, of the Collins, and the Vanderbilt of the In
dependent line, were the competitors. Great interest was taken in the con
test, as all will remember, but the Vanderbilt came out victorious, making
the shortest time ever made by any European or American steamer.
The subsequent history of this vessel, and the use which is now being
made of it, is well known. In the Spring of 18G2, when the administra
tion needed, immediately, large additions to its navy, to aid in carrying on
its military operations, (an occasion which many were too eager to turn to
their own advantage, at their country's expense,) Commodore Vanderbilt
illustrated the nature of his whole-souled patriotism, by making a free gift
of this splendid ship to the Government. The following resolution of thanks,
passed by Congress, and approved by the President, January 28, 1864, is
a fitting, though late, acknowledgement of his magnificent gift :
Whereat, Cornelius Vanderbilt, of New York, did, during the Spring of eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, make a free gift to his imperilled country of his new and
6taunch steamship " Vanderbilt," of five thousand tona burthen, built by him with
the greatest care, of the best material, at a cost of eight hundred thousand dollars,
which steamship has ever since been actively employed in the service of the republic
against the rebel devastations of her commerce ; and whereas the said Cornelius
Vasdeebilt has in no manner sought any requital of this magnificent gift, Dor any
official recognition thereof,—Therefore,
lietolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the thanks of Congress be presented to
Cornelius Vanderbilt, for his unique manifestation of a fervid and large-souled
patriotism.
S»o. 2. And be it farther resolved, That the President of the United States be re
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quested to cause a gold medal to be struck, which shall fitly embody an attestation
of the nation's gratitude for this gift ; which medal shall be forwarded to Cornelius
Vandebbilt—a copy of it being made and deposited for preservation in the library of
Congress.
How appropriate it seems that the man who has spent his life in deve
loping the commerce of the country, should give this, his best effort, for
the defence of that commerce ! He may be sure his country will never for
get it
But time would fail us were we to attempt to speak of all the prominent
acts, and varied interests, in steamboats and steamships, of Commodore VanDEituiLT during his life, or even for the last few years—nor is it necessary.
Wherever a line could be established profitably, he has always been ready
to undertake it. tie has built and owned, exclusively himself, upwards of
one hundred steamboats and steamships,* and has never had the misfor
tune to loose one of them by any accident.
IIe has extensive machine
shops, where he makes his own machinery, according to his own ideas, and
his vessels have been generally built by days' work, under his constant supervi
sion, and from plans entirely his own. Consequently, there have never been
wanting those who have predicted disaster at every new launch. The North
Star, we were told, would certainly go to the bottom, with all the excur
sionists on board. The Ariel could never coss the ocean ; while the Vanderbilt wis a dead failure. Still they have all managed to sail regularly,
safely and speedily. It is his practice to employ the most deserving and
trustworthy commanders, and never to insure a vessel or cargo of any kind
—believing that good vessels and good commanders are the best kind of
insurance ; and, more than that, if corporations can make money in the busi
ness of insurance, he can.
Ilis time and money have not, however, been alone employed in deve
loping the steamship interest. Railroads, and all other commercial enter
prises, have received a large share 0f his attention.
In fact, wherever his
money would do the most work, there he has ever placed it; thus greatly
extending and invigorating every commercial interest. Oflate years, how
ever, and especially since the commencement of this war, he has been gra
dually retiring from the shipping business, and within a few months has
sold his last steamship, transferring a much greater proportion of his wealth
to railroads, until now he is the largest railroad proprietor in the United
States. The steamboat king is thus turned into a railroad king, as Wall

* The following are the uames of the principal steamboats and steamships built by
him: —
Steamship*.—Prometheus, Daniel Webster, Star of the West, Northern Light,
North Star, Granada, Ariel, Vanderbilt, Ocean Queen, Galveston, Opelouaa, Nagnolia,
Metagorda, Champion, Costa Rica, Port Jackson, New York.
Steamboats.—The Citizen, Cinderella, West Chester, Union. Nimrod, Champion,
Lexington, Cleopatra, Augusta, Clifton, C. Vanderbilt, New Champion, Commodore,
Gladiator, Staten Islyider, Huguenot, Sylph, Hunchback, Red Jacket, Kill Von Kull,
Westfield, Clifton No. 2, Westfield So. 2, Clifton No. 8, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Wil
mington, North Carolina, Geo. Dndley, Traveler, Director, Central America, Clayton,
Bulwer.
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Street well understands. His property has, in the meantime, accumulated ra
pidly. Perhaps there are two or three men wealthier than he in New York city
—but no more ; and all of this vast wealth is the product of his own tabor.
Were we asked the secret of this success, we could answer it no better
than by pointing to the history of his early life, which we have already
given. As a boy, we have found him an indefatigable worker, ever exhib
iting remarkable jndgment, inflexible will and untiring perseverance; full of
enterprise, self-dependent and self-reliant. The prize, therefore, was clearly
his from the beginning. Georoe Stevenson would never allow that he
possessed any faculty pre-eminently except perseverance. We cannot agree
with him in this estimate of himself, and yet admit that the man who is
never discouraged, even though the prospect be dark and gloomy, possesses '
one great requisite for success, and has an immense advantage over his
timid neighbors. But still, one may walk forever on the wrong road and
not reach the desired haven ; the power to jndge correctly is, therefore, as
necessary as perseverance. In this particular Commodore Vandeubilt has
ever excelled. He appears to possess an intuitive jndgement of men and
things. Consequently, all his plans are first carefully considered ; every
possible contingency provided against; so that when he executes them he
strikes with a strong arm, because a confiden t one. We see this illustrated
in the first efforts of the boy, and in every conflict and undertaking of the
man. With, then, such jndgment, and with the energy and perseverance
he has ever exhibited, unusual success was the natural result.
Yet amidst his close and continued application to the business of life, the
kindly feelings of childhood have remained unchanged. The eagerness
with which he has anticipated every desire of an aged mother, is only an
evidence of the heart within him. He was as devoted to her in manhood,
as she to him in early youth. The pretty homelike cottage constructed for
her under his eye, and in accordance with the taste of both, surrounded by
luxuriant vines and evergreens, was a continual joy to her during her lift'.
There, near her old home, and overlooking the water, the scene of his early
exploits, she happily lived, tenderly cared for, and only a few years since as
happily and peacefully died. How consistent with all his conduct towards
her was the thoughtfulness which prompted him, upon returning from his
triumphal tour of Europe, to stop the steamer in passing up the bay, and
give that mother hi* first greetings, and receive her welcome home. Few,
as they read at that time the newspaper accounts of his arrival, could have
failed to notice, among the more exciting items, the statement of this simple
fact, and to feel that it was an honor to the son as well as to the mother.
This same kindliness of feeliug he has always exhibited in every other
position in life. Deceit and underhand dealing he has ever quickly detected
and thoroughly hated, but frankness and honesty of speech and act have
been sure to find a ready and kind response. During all his contests with
men, he has exemplified the truth of this, ever being ready to act with the
greatest generosity, when thus approached. A certain captain, interested
m a hue of boats to Hartford, took steps which Vanderbilt considered dis
honorable, to injure his line of boats to the same place, and therefore
Vanderbilt determined to run him off, and did it. About that time, Cap
tain Brooks, who is an intimate friend of the Commodore, met the defeated
party and asked him how he got on. " Why, I have put my hand in
Vandbrbilt's mouth, and of course I must give up," he replied. " But,"
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said Brooks, "go and see him, and if you are frank to him, ha will be
generous to you." " Go !" said he, " he would not see me." Yet after
wards he concluded to go, and, sure enough, he came buck not only with
the difficulty healed, but with obligations conferred, which he will very long
remember.
Many other similar instances might be mentioned, but it is needless. All
remember the account of the storm which overtook the Ariel in 1859, on
her voyage from Havre. After the vessel had received severe damage from
the fury of the gale, and those in command were exerting themselves to
their utmost to avert the destruction that threatened, a tremendous sea
broke upon the forward deck, causing a fatal injury to Captain Ludlow.
He only revived sufficiently to say a few words, the last of which were,
" Tell the Commodore I died at the post of duty." These words proving,
as they do, the unflinching devotion of Captain Ludlow, speak also very
strongly in praise of the one to whom the messago was sent. The man
who can inspire another with so noble a sense of the trust and responsi
bility committed to him, must possess great warmth of heart as well as
strength of mind.

THE NATIONAL FINANCES.
BY HON. AMASA WALEEB.

Two things are alike indispensable in war, men and money. So said
the great Julius before the Christian era, and if true then, how much
more so now.
The expenses of war increase as civilization and the arts advance, and,
as these are rapidly progressing, so are the expenditures incident to war.
An old line-of-hattle-ship, such as those with which Nelson fought at the
Kile, cost a hundred thousand pounds, but a "Warrior," a modern iron
clad, requires a million sterling. A forty-eight pounder was once a
formidable gun, but now we talk familiarly of shot weighing half a ton.
In time of peace, a standing army costs one thousand dollars per man
annually ; in time of war, vastly more.
Such being the case, the finances of a nation become a matter equal in
interest to that of its military force. The two cannot be separated ; the
latter is dependent on the former. You may, indeed, have money with
out men, but cannot have men without money. To every one who can
comprehend the condition of our national finances at the present time
they become a matter of greater anxiety than the military resources of
the government.
Our finances are depressed ; from what cause ?
They ought to be restored ; in what way ?
These two questions we propose to answer.
That the finances are depressed, cannot be a matter of dispute. The
price of gold at the time of writing this is quoted at 240. One thousand
dollars in gold will purchase $2,400 of United States bonds bearing in
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terest at six per cent, payable in coin. This is sufficient evidence of the
great depression of the public stocks.
In examining into the cau-es of this extraordinary depression we shall
endeavor to speak plainly. Deception is not patriotism, and the good of
the country does not require false statements, or specious arguments. It
is true of a nation as of an individual, that nothing is gained by self de
lusion. The individual who finds himself emharrassed, if he is a wise
man, will look carefully into his affairs, and ascertain, as near as possible,
just how he stands, lie will exercise the utmost scrutiny to know the
best and worst of his condition. H; will not hesitate, or fear to do this.
Just so should it be in regard to national difficulties.
In order to accomplish the object proposed it will ba necessary to give
a brief history of our financial operations since the commencement of ^he
war.
Many false statements have been made in regard to the condition of
the Treasury at the time Mr. Chase came into office. It has been said
that the country was then in a very flourishing condition, "the Treasury
well supplied, the national revenue abundant." All this is untrue. The
national Treasury was empty. It had been robbed. It was deranged in
all its departments. There was no adequate system of taxation, and the
revenue from customs had been almost annihilated. The six per cent
stocks were sold as low as 83 cents; five per cent at 75 cents. The pub
lic debt was 8100,000,000.
And yet under these circumstances, a fearful avalanche of expenditure
was hurled upon the Treasury. An army of 500,000 men was to be
raised, armed, equipt, and supported. No financier in all history ever had
such responsibilities to meet as Secretary Chase. The labors that de
volved upon a Colbert, Neckar, Carnot, or Pitt, were li;j;ht compared
with those of the American Minister of Finance.'
No public man in the nation practically unacquainted with the laws of
currency and finance, was perhaps better qualified to meet the crisis than
Mr. Chase. His character and antecedents inspired universal confidence,
and his personal appearance and bearing were in the highest degree favor
able to the successful discharge of the duties that devolved upon him.
THE BANES LOAN THEIE WHOLE CAPITAL TO THE GOVEBNMENT.

But under such depressing rnd difficult circumstances, what could the
Secretary do? As there was no money in the Treasury he must go abroad
and get it. He went to the bunks of the three great commercial cities.
Where else could he go? The bunks responded in the most prompt and
patriotic manner. Their generous conduct ought never to be forgotten.
They •loaned $50,000,000, and when that was gone $150,000,000 more—
finally, indeed, they loaned all their capital to the Government ; for the
next annual returns will doubtless show that the bunks of the loyal States
hold a larger amount of stocks than their aggregate capital ; not that every
hank has loaned all its capital in this way, but some have loaned much
more, so that in the aggregate, we doubt not it is strictly true, that the
banks hold a greater amount of governmental securities than the sura total
of their capital stock.
But all this amount, so liberally furnished, was but a small part of what
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was needful to meet the demand of the war, and by authority of Con
gress, Treasury notes (greenbacks) were issued. In tin's manner matters
went on quite comfortably until the last day of 1861,, when the Govern
ment and banks suspended specie payment.
Mil. CHASE UNJUSTLY CENSUBED.

Blame has been thrown upon Mr. Chase for this suspension, but quite
unjustly. That he might by some arrangement with the banks, in regard
to the circulation of their notes, have postponed the suspension for a short
time, we do not doubt ; but it could not have been long avoided.
Mr. Chase had a broken down currency to start with. The banks of the
United States on the 1st of January, 1861, had $459,000,000 of imme
diate indebtedness, while they held but $87,000,000 of specie, equal to
but 19 cents on the dollar. How was it possible to go through a great
war with a currency of so little strength ? It could not be done. Sus
pension was inevitable.
The Government and banks having stopped specie payments, a new
state of things was inaugurated. At first the banks contracted their en
gagements, in view of a speedy resumption, but the Government went on
issuing its notes, as it was obliged to do, and it soon became evident that
no resumption would take place. The banks, therefore, changed their
policy, and increased their own issues.
BISE OF PEEMIUM ON GOLD.

The currency of course was expanded, and in a short time, say in about
two months, there began to be a small premium on gold. In June it Lad
advanced to 2 L per cent, and from that time rose rapidly. The Govern
went continued to issue greenbacks to meet the pressing exigencies of the
nation, the banks issued their notes to increase their dividends, and be
tween them both, on the 1st day of December, 1862, they had carried
the premium up to 33£ per cent.
This was an alarming state of things. All who could appreciate the
condition of the currency felt it to be so. An important crisis had ar
rived, and it was as certain as anything could be, that the financial policy
of the Government must be changed, or national insolvency would ulti
mately be the consequeuce.
CONGBESS ASSEMBLES.

This was perhaps the gloomiest hour of the great struggle. Every
thing seemed adverse to the national cause, and its best friends were Res
pondent. Congress assembled. The members felt the solemnity of the
crisis, and the majority were ready to do anything which the Secrefery of
the Treasury should recommend. Bold and efficient measures were in
dispensable, and had such been brought forward by Mr. Chase, they would
have been carried, for there was no lack of confidence in the Secretary, or
want of cordiality between the different branches of the Government.
Up to this point the management of Mr. Chase had secured as much
success as could reasonably have been expected. He had used a feeble
and defective bank currency wisely, and had issued the Government notes
only as the most imperative necessity required. But this course could be
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safely pursued no longer. The frightful premium on gold of 33£ percent
was an unmistakeable indication, that although he had been able to fur
nish thus far the funds required to carry on the war, it was a temporizing
policy which should no longer be followed. Unless the rise in the price
of gold, and of course of all other commodities, could bo arrested, the
Government would grow weaker and weaker.
The credit of every Government is more or less depressed in time of
war. It has always been, and always must be so. The expenditures are
vast, the consumption of capital rapid, the duration of the contest always
uncertain,' the fortune of war constantly varying, and the final results
wholly unknown. It is not possible that public credit should be unaffec
ted by such adverse circumstances. And this must be especially true of
a Government suddenly plunged into the most fearful conflict in human
history. The wonder is not that the credit of the nation suffered so much,
but that it suffered so little—that the capitalists of the country responded
so cheerfully and heartily.
Had the bank currency of the country been reliable at the commence
ment of the war, it might have been kept so without difficulty, and there
would, of course, have been no premium on gold. The prices of all com
modities being determined by a correct standard, the national expendi
tures would have been lessened, and whatever of depreciation there really
was in the national credit, would have shown itself in the discount at
which Government bonds would have been negotiated.
THE GOLD PREMIUM

HAS TWO ELEMENTS.

But it was far otherwise, and a heavy premium on gold and correspond
ing rise in prices were the necessary consequence, ft is important to
understand that this premium on gold, so irresistable in its influence, in
the present case, is composed of two elements ; first, that which arises from
a redundant currency ; secondly, that which comes from the depreciation
of the public credit incident to a state of war. But from whichever cause
it may arise, its effects upon the national finances are equally unfavorable.
These effects we must notice.
EFFECTS OF THIS PBEMIUM.

1st. Effect on prices. All commodities advance in price as the standard
by which they are measured declines in value. When it requires two and
a-half dollars of the currency to purchase one dollar in gold all commo
dities will advance iu proportion— that is two and a-half times above their
natural price.
2d. Effect on governmental expenditures. These are increased in the
same proportion, and the Treasury is therefore obliged to disburse twice
and a-half as much as would be required if its purchases were made with
a currency equivalent to gold—that is, with a sound or convertible cur
rency.
3d. The effect on the national debt. That is growing twice and a-half
as fast as it would be if the standard were gold instead of paper, or mere
credit. Debt to the amount of one dollar is created for every 40 cents
of value received by the Government—certainly a wasteful mode of con
ducting the most stupendous war the world has ever seen.
YOU UL—NO. I.
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4th. The effect on labor. The wages of the laborer are not raised as
much as the commodities which he consumes. Wages are higher than
they would be under a value currency, but not as high in proportion as
all articles of commerce. Why is this ? For the reason that for all
commodities there is both an actual and a speculative demand, while for
labor there is only the actual demand. The speculative demand always
enhances the price of property, but the wages of labor cannot be bought
up and held like flour or coffee for a rise, and, therefore, it is that the la
borer is certain to suffer from any inflation of the currency which indu
ces speculation.
5th. Effect on imports. A redundant currency always increases im
portation, especially of luxuries, and causes a demand for gold for expor
tation. It is commonly supposed that importations are greatly influenced
by tariffs ; but the statistics of the national Treasury show indisputably
that importations are governed by the currency. The larger the volume
of the currency the greater the amount of foreign imports. Nothing is
more certain than the operation of this law.
6th. The effect on speculation. As we have already intimated, a re
dundant currency induces speculative operations, and these become wild
and extravagant as the quantity becomes excessive. It is a certain and
inevitable consequence which cannot be avoided. It has always been,
and always will be so. It is an effect. Many persons denounce specula
tion and the speculator, but that is entirely idle. The thing to be de
nounced is the cause. Every man and woman, in every sphere of life,
may, and in fact, does speculate.
When prices were constantly rising from day to day, and the prndent
housewife sent to the grocery for five pounds of tea instead of one, because
" every thing is rising," she speculated as truly as the grocer who pur
chased fifty chests of tea instead of ten, for the same reason. Under
such great excitement as a vast inflation of the currency causes, it may
be literally said, that speculation is universal, and its effects highly pre
jndicial to the public morals and public interest ; but remove the cause,
and you remove the evil. Preserve a sound currency and speculative
gambling will be almost unknown. With these remarks upon the effects
of a premium on gold we return to our review of the national finances,
and would recal the condition of things on the 1st day of December, 1862,
when the 37th Congress assembled for its last session.
WHAT THE SECBETABT ASEED FOB.

As we have before said, it was a dark hour in our history, and it was
evident to all who could understand the signs of the times, that the finan
cial policy of the Government should be greatly changed.
The first object should have been reduce the currency, and bring back
gold to par. This was a sine qua non ; yet the Secretary had no propo
sal of the kind to make, but in the bill " to provide ways and means for
the support of the Government," he wished for loans, Treasury notes on
interest, Treasury notes not on interest (greenbacks,) fractional currency,
and subsequently, for a system of National Banks.
LOANS GBANTED.

The bill was debated through the session, but finally loans to the amount
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of $900,000,000, 10-40 coupons, 6 per cent, payable in coin were author
ized. This was well. Coin had been previously given for interest, and
it was not practicable then, perhaps, to change the policy, but it was
nevertheless a mistaken one at the outset. The Government should never
have recognized any difference between its own notes and 6peoie. Green
backs should have been sufficiently good for all purposes, for the soldier
and the capitalist, the importer and the manufacturer.
TEEASUBY NOTES.

Another proposition was for $300,000,000 of Treasury notes of ten
dollars and upwards, bearing interest, payable semi-annually in ooin at
the rate of one and a-half cent per day, or 5.47 per annum.
When this measure was brought forward it was objected by a member
from Massachusetts, that the rate of interest was an unusual one, to which
the people were not accustomed, and was less than the common rate, and
therefore would not be satisfactory ; that the interest was payable semi
annually, which, on small notes, would be inconvenient and expensive ;
was payable in coin when it should be payable in lawful money.
COMPOUND INTEBEST NOTES PBOPOSED.

Instead of this, the objector proposed—
1st. That the notes should be issued payable in three years, principal
and interest.
2d. That they should bear six per cent compound interest.
3d. That principal and interest should be paid in lawful money.
4th. That interest for each six months should be computed and en
graved on the back of each note.
5th. That they should be paid out to contractors, soldiers, officers, and
other creditors of the Government, so that they might secure a
wide diffusion.
If these notes were so issued, it was argued that they would be hoarded ;
that they would innate the currency but Tittle, if any, as they would be
laid by for investment by all who could afford to keep them, and thus be
demonetized ; that such notes were precisely what all persons having trust
funds, like executors, guardians, trustees, etc., would wish to obtain and
hold ; that they would be especially acceptable to savings banks, who by
retaining these notes would be drawing compound interest, and yet be
ready at any moment to meet such calls as might be made for their de
posits ; that they would, in short, constitute a popular loan to the Govern
ment, and thus aid the national Treasury ; while at the same time millions
of people would thus become personally interested in the stability of the
public finances—a matter of no small moment in a time of great distress
and embarrassment ; and lastly, that they would not interfere with any
other Government loan.
The bill was recommitted, and finally reported with authority to issue
$400,000,000 of Treasury notes of $10 and upwards, at a rate not ex
ceeding six per cent, payable not exceeding three years.
MOBE GBEENBACES AUTHOBIZED.

In the same bill authority was given to issue $150,000,000 of Treasury
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notes without interest, (greenbucks,) and $50,000,000 of fractional cur
rency. The act was approved March 8, 1863.
Besides this, Mr. Chase had on hand some $300,000,000 of 5-20's pre
viously authorized, making in all, $1,200,000,000.
Such, however, had been the delay of Congress in acting upon the
finance bill, such the expansion of the currency in the meantime, and such
the discouraging aspect of military affairs, that gold on the day of the
adjournment was at a preminm of 65 per cent.
How did the Secretary use the vast power placed in his hands by the
national Legislature ? The ample provisions, which, despite a violent op
position had been made by Congress, inspired confidence amongst capi
talists, and the 5-20 bonds sold rapidly. They became more popular
from week to week, until the subscriptions amounted to two or three mil
lions per day.
These sales reduced the circulation, as they were made for greenbucks,
and gold rapidly declined to about 40 per cent. The victories of Gettys
burg and Vicksburg, which took place about the 4th of July, gave addi
tional impetus to the fall of gold, and it went down to 23£ during that
month.
the 10-40'b issued at five per cent.
The condition and prospect of the Treasury was now encouraging, and
it seemed only necessary that Mr. Chase should go forward in the same
direction to secure all the funds the Government required. The 10-40
bonds were even more desirable, if issued at 6 per cent, as the Secretary
was authorized to issue them, than the 5-20's. If promptly put into mar
ket they would have sold as rapidly. But Mr. Chase seems to have sup
posed that the 5-20's having sold so well, he could issue the 10-40's at
live per cent, and thus make a large saving to the Government ; and he
accordingly fixed the rate of interest at five per cent. This proved, as all
shrewd financiers expected, a great mistake. The demand for bonds fell
off at once from two millions to two hundred thousand per day, notwith
standing they were widely advertised. But this was not all, nor the worst
of the matter. By issuing these bonds at five per cent instead of six, the
Secretary virtually depreciated his own currency by the difference, be
cause it required 1.20 in greenhacks to purchase an equal income or in
terest on five per cent, which 1.00 would purchase on bonds bearing interest
at six. Consequently the price of gold was thereby raised 20 per cent,
and of course the price of all the Government must purchase to carry on
the war. The economical intention of the Secretary proved a most uneco
nomical operation for the country. The popular current seemed to be
running strongly in favor of the Government credit while the sale of the
5-20's was going on, but the 10-40's offered at five per cent changed the
face of affairs, and the current set strongly in the opposite direction.
ISSUE OF TBEASUBY NOTES ON INTEEEST.

*
But there was still another way in which the Secretary might have
greatly reduced the preminm on gold.
He was authorized to issue $400,000,000 of Treasury notes at not ex
ceeding six per cent, as before stated, and it was expected that he would
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make them at six per cent compound interest, and of suitable size for es
calation as had been proposed in Congress. But he did no such thing.
He first issued $50,000,000 at five per cent on two years, $50 notes and
upwards. These, all or mostly, went into the bunks in Philadelphia, New
York, and Boston, where they displaced and drove out into circulation
$50,000,000 of currency. This, instead of benefitting the Government,
absolutely made matters worse, and carried the gold preminm still higher.
The Secretary then made the experiment of issuing $150,000,000 of five
per cents, for two years, with coupons attached, but under the strange
restriction, that the coupons should not be cut off, except by an officer of
Government ! These, too, to a great extent, went into the bunks, and
operated to expand the currency and carry up the premium on gold. So
that notwithstanding the success of the war, it went up to 98 on the 15th
of June last
THE GOLD BILL.

And now came the crowning folly of financial legislatipn.
Congress, as it is understood, at the instance of the Secretary of the
Treasury passed an act " prohibiting the sale of gold in certain cases."
The measure was utterly absurd, and produced an effect precisely oppo
site to that intended. The price of gold advanced more rapidly than
ever before, and went up to the extreme rate of 285. All confidence in
the actual market value was destroyed, and speculation bejame more rife
than ever.
Alarmed at the results of its own folly, Congress repealed the obnoxious
act, and gold again receded. The victories of Grant, Sherman, and
Sheridan, which soon followed, carried the price down to about 200, from
which point it has risen to its present raw.
Such is a brief outline of the financial operations of the national
Treasury. The results are now before us, and the question presents itself,
whether a different course from that pursued might not have been adopted
with great advantage to the country, and whether even now such a course
should not be attempted.
WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN DONE.

Suppose that instead of the plan pursued by Secretary Chase, he had
issued his 10-40 bonds promptly at six per cent. They would certainly
have met with a ready sale, and he would have been able still further to
reduce the circulating medinm, and, consequently, the preminm on gold,
and besides would have furnished himself abundantly with funds. But it
may be said that the Secretary could not have carried out this reduction
of the currency with entire success, because, as he withdrew the green
hacks, the hanks would push out their notes. True, and hence the neces
sity of such legislation by Congress as should have effectually prevented
this. But the experiment showed that the reduction of the currency
lowered the gold preminm, and that if it could have been fully carried out
gold might have been brought to par.
COMPOUND INTEBEST NOTES SHOULD HAVE BEEN ISSUED.

Suppose again, that as soon as Congress adjourned the 4th of March,
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1868, the Secretary had set about the work of preparing his six per cent
compound interest notes, and issued them as he might have done, in a
few months. They would have been readily received, and as readily hoarded.
Instead of this lie never issued a dollar of this kind of notes until June,
1864, fifteen months after he was authorized, and just before he left office,
when he only put out a few millions.
The manner in which they were received, and their immediate disap
pearance from circulation satisfied everybody of the desirableness of this
kind of Government notes, and Mr. Fessenden, the new Secretary, haa
since issued thera, we believe, exclusively, (so far and so fast as he was able,)
and at present there are some 81 50,000,000 or raoreinthehandsof the people.
They have been paid off to soldiers and other creditors of the Govern
ment, and, as was confidently predicted, immediately hoarded by those
who have the ability and disposition to lay them by, as a safe and most
convenient investment. They thus become a three years loan to the
Government.
If these three measures had been adopted, (and they were perfectly
feasible,) is it not quite clear that such a depressed condition of our na
tional finances as we now witness, would never have existed ? That gold
would have been brought down nearly to par ? If so, then is it not
equally clear that what we now suffer from the depreciation of our cur
rency, and the low value of our national stocks, is owing to mistakes and
blunders ?
The value of our stocks is low, not so much because the ability of the
nation to discharge all its indebtedness, or the disposition of the people
to sustain the Government, is doubted, but that owing to our mistaken
management, a redundant currency has been allowed to accumulate in the
country, until the standard of value is so reduced that our stocks actually
bring only 40 or 50 cents on th» dollar.
WHAT IS THE REMEDY ?

First. The currency must be reduced until prices are restored to some
thing like their natural rate, and gold goes down to par.
It is in vain to hope for any reform or essential improvement until this
is done.
If it be said that this cannot be accomplished, then the finances cannot
be saved. But it is not true that this cannot be done. Intelligence and
determination on the part of Congress, and efficiency and perseverance
on the part of the Secretary of the Treasury, are all that is required even
now, low as the public stocks have fallen, to retrieve the national credit and
restore the finances.
THE BANE CUEBENCY MUST BE WITHDBAWN.

That the undertaking is an arduous one we shall not deny. There are
now some 1,500 banks competing with the Government in issuing cur
rency. This competition neither the Government or the people can stand
much longer. The nation must have the advantage of its entire credit
to carry on the war. Of all forms of credit, that in the shape of currency
is the most available, and used only to a reasonable extent, the most
profitable.
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The bank currency of the nation, at the present time, reckoning the cir
culation at $250,000,000, and the deposits at$450,000,000, is $700,000,000.
The country does not need a dollar of that circulation. There are
$457,000,000 of greenbacks, besides fractional currency, and these are all
that the country needs, all it can possibly bear, and preserve the standard
of value. Every dollar, therefore, put in circulation by the banks, inflicts
injury upon the nation, and goes to break down our finances and weaken
the Government. The bank circulation, at the present time, is a public
nuisance that must be abated.
Such being the case, it becomes the imperative duty of Congress to im
pose a severe tax upon the circulation of the banks. Probabiy a three
per cent tax for the first six months, and five per cent for the next, with
prohibition after twelve months, would be found entirely effective. This
would cause a gradual withdrawal of all bank circulation, and the Govern
ment currency would form the only circulating medium. This would be
ample, and upon it the people would gain the entire interest. This cur
rency the Government might enlarge or diminish from time to time, ac
cording to the wants of trade.
If this be so, why should not the reform be at once commenced, and
continued until the desired object be attained?
What objection can there bo to such a course of proceeding ?
WILL THIS DESTEOY THE BANES ?

Will it be said that such taxation must destroy the banks? Not at all.
Not a dollar of their capital will be touched ; they will still possess every
light and privilege attached to banking, except the assumed right of
manufacturing currency, a right that belongs exclusively to the Govern
ment of the country. Will it be said that it will prevent them from
making fair dividends ? That cannot be true, for the capital of all the
banks, of whatever kind, is invested in Government stocks, and upon them
the banks draw six per cent annually in coin ; they also have their deposits
on which to make loans, and thus increase their profits, besides all
they can make upon exchanges, no small source of ineoma. The banks
can do as well as any other interest ; as well as the farmers, mechanics,
or merchants, without swelling their profits by issuing their promises in
the form of currency, and thus injuring all classes of the community, and
weakening the Government in the hour of its distress and peril.
Do banks exist for the benefit of the country, or the country for the
benefit of the banks ? That is the primary question to be settled. But
there is, in truth, no real collision of interest if the matter be looked at in
its true light. That which is beneficial to the banks in the long run, is
equally so to the country; that which is detrimental to the one, is equally
detrimental to the other.
TlUg COUESE FOB THE INTEEESTS OF THE BANES.

Of all classes banking institutions are the most interested in having their
own notes entirely withdrawn from circulation, because they, above all
others, have the most at stake in the success of the national finances. If
the Government securities are repndiated, the banks are utterly ruined.
That they must know very well. Other interests and institutions may
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Buffer much by a failure on the part of the Government, but the banks
will be annihilated. How anxious ought they to be, then, that a policy
should be adopted which shall expel all bank circulation, and thus afford
great additional strength to the Government, by reducing its expenditures
and curtailing the national debt, which at the best will be of formidable
dimensions.
BANE STOCEHOLDEBS.

No far seeing stockholder can desire that the present inflation of the
currency should continue, much less that it should be carried farther; for
he must see that if this is done, final bankruptcy and repndiation are
inevitable.
There is still another reason why a bank stockholder, who understands
the nature of currency and his own interests, cannot wish for an excessive
currency, and that is, that he gains nothing, but absolutely loses by it. He
increases his dividends to be sure, but at the same time raises the price of
every thing he has occasion to purchase. That this is very bad economy
may be seen by the following illustration :
A has an income from various sources of
From bank stock.
Whole income

$5,000
1,000
$6,000

In consequence of an increase of circulation by the banks he gets an
increase of $500 in his dividends, making his income $6,500. But prices
of all commodities have advanced 25 per cent in consequence. What he
could have bought for $6,000 he must now pay $7,500 for. So he has
lost $1,000 by the operation ! There is nothing imaginary or ficti
tious in this statement of the case. It is a plain matter of fact
that any person can appreciate who will give a little consideration
to the subject. It is very strikingly illustrated at the present time, when
incomes for the purchase of commodities have scarcely half their former
value ; and it is ever true, that those who receive dividends from bank
stock always suffer when those dividend* are increased by inflating the
currency. It is a law from which none can escape, and the holders of
bank stock, for their own interest, should be utterly opposed to such in
flation.
'
J3T Therefore, the proposition we now insist upon, that all banknotes
shall be withdrawn from circulation, is one that, so far from being injuri
ous, will be absolutely beneficial to those who hold bank stocks.
It may perhaps be said, that after all no legislation is needed on this
point, because the banks already have the power to call in their issues if
they see fit. True they have the power, but will they universally have
the disposition to do so ? A few of the more enlightened bank managers
are quite ready for the movement, but can they secure concerted and
unanimous action ? That is not to be expected, and hence the action of
Congress is indispensable.
NATIONAL BANES INCLUDED.

But it may be inquired, perhaps with some surprise, whether we intend
to say that the currency of the National Banks shall share the fate of that
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of the State Banks, and be expelled from circulation ? We answer, Yes
we mean just that. But it may be asked, was not the National Bauk sys
tem a special pet of the late Secretary, and did he not insist upon it as
essential to his financial system? Certainly. But on what ground are
the National Banks to be favored at the expense of the Government and
the peril of the national finances ? They, like State hanks, exist for the
benefit of the public, and are to be maintained and cherished only so long
as they answer that end. The last section of the act by which they were
established, says, " Congress may at any time amend, alter, or repeal this
act." The hanks accepted their charters under this condition, and with
out it the bill never could have become a law, for a large majority of both
houses had little confidence in the measure, and voted for it mainly be
cause it was so strongly urged by the Secretary. A full majority of Con
gress never gave their sanction to it. In the Senate, the vote was 23 to
21, and 4 absent. In the house, 77 to 64, and 38 absent.
As a measure of finance the National Bank system was of slight im
portance. It was urged in behalf of it, that a large demand would be
made for the bonds of the Government, but such was not the case. Exist
ing bunks, having their capital already in stocks, had no occasion to pur
chase in order to come into the new system, and when new bunks were
got up, it was generally by those who were already holders of Govern
ment bonds.
As financial agents there was no necessity for these bunks, because the
State bunks could act as such efficiently, and as they held Government
bonds so largely, could give all the security required, and would have been
happy to do so. As a measure of finance, there was really no occasion
for the creation of a new banking system.
NATIONAL BANES, WHY PEEFEBABLE.

But as a currency measure, although it was no suitable time to inaugu
rate a new system, it may certainly be regarded as a decided improvement
upon tho old for several reasons.
1. Because all notes issued under it are permanently secured, so far as
a Government guarantee can do it.
2. Because the notes will be universally current, and as far as possible,
under a credit currency, will equalize exchanges.
3. Because it brings the currency under national legislation and control,
where it ever ought to be.
4. Identifies the interests of our monied institutions with the credit of
the national Government, and in so far adds to the stability of
both.
For these reasons the system may be justly regarded with more favor
than that which it is designed to supersede, and there need to bs no in
terference with it, except with the issue of its promises, or credit, as cur
rency. That, under any circumstances, no bunks ought ever to do, and
under present circumstances, when to do it is in the highest degree to in
jure the national finances and absolutely endanger the public safety, they
ought to be prohibited from it entirely, and rely upon legitimate business
for their profits. If such profits, together with the interest in coin which
they receive upon their Government bonds, are not sufficient to enable
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them to make satisfactory dividends, it is clearly not for the interest of
the public that they should exist at all.
BUSINESS MEN, HOW AFFECTED.

But it may be urged as an objection to any curtailment of bank circu
lation, that business men will thereby be deprived of their accustomed an
necessary accommodation in the way of loans.
There is no force in this objection when the circumstances of the case
are carefully examined. The banks, we have already shown, have no capital
to loan, having already parted with that to the Government. They have
nothing but their own credit in the shape of currency. If their currency
be withdrawn prices will be so reduced that business men will need only
half what they now do, and money will be as plenty with them as ever.
Speculators will suffer, but no other class. Their vocation will be ended,
and legitimate capital will be employed for legitimate purposes.
We know it may be said, there will be a loss upon stocks on hand if
prices are brought down. True, and so there will be whenever we return
to a sound currency. The sooner we come to that the better. The longer
it is postponed, the worse will it be for all.
THE FAVOBABLE MOMENT.

There never was a time in the whole history of the nation when busi
ness men had so little necessary connection with the banks. They do not
themselves give credit, and they have little occasion to ask credit of the
banks. The circulation of the banks merely inflates prices and excites
speculation. That fact is well known to all concerned with business and
banking, and the gradual withdrawal of bank notes, as proposed, would
not only not be injurious, but absolutely advantageous to all engaged in
every department of trade and manufacture.
MOBE COMPOUND INTEBEST NOTES,

In the second place, Congress should authorize a further issue of com
pound interest notes, and the Treasury should pay them out so long as
they continue, as at present, to be hoarded, but no longer. Whenever,
they appear in the currency, that is in circulation, no more should be issued
Until that time arrives, there is no more politic or convenient mode of
raising funds for the Government; and a measure so eminently successful,
thus far, should be followed up till all its advantages and capabilities are
realized.
ONLY ONE EIND OF BOND8.

Thirdly, Congress should authorize only one kind of bonds, and those
six per cents, on such time as may seem most desirable, say not less than
five or more than twenty years. This should be the uniform mode of
raising money by loan. Every other description of loan should be dis
carded. Then all at home and abroad would understand the precise char
acter of our Government stocks, and make their arrangements accord
ingly.
There should be no temporary loans; no different rates of interest
founded on the expectation that the war will soon terminate—that six or
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twelve months will be as long as the Government will need to borrow,
and therefore it may temporize. Such idle expectations have already cost
the nation millions of money and thousands of lives.
TUB BBITISH FINANCES.

The British Government, in its great struggle with Napoleon, prose
cuted the war as if it were to last forever ; met its vast demands in the
most prompt and resolute manner, imposing the heaviest taxation possible,
and negotiating its loans on the best terms it could.
The discount or loss upon the sale of its bonds, from 1793 to 1815, was
more than 40 per cent, yet the sacrifice was cheerfully submitted to, though
in the aggregate it amounted to $1,350,000,000, a sum equal to more
than one-half of our whole national debt at the present time! But by
this bold and decisive action, the finances of the nation were maintained,
and England secured her grandest triumph.
If we would have a like success, we must imitate her example. Our sys
tem of internal taxation must not only be kept up, but every effort made
to increase it. The revenue must be carefully watched, and every oppor
tunity to enlarge it must be promptly improved, whether by excise, cus
tom house duties, or direct taxation.
PBEMIUM ON GOLD NOT DEPENDANT ON MILITAEY SDOOESS.

Again; we should not delude ourselves with the false idea that if we
have great military successes the preminm on gold will disappear. This
is a popular delusion, which has already given rise to many temporary and
wasteful expedients. The preminm on gold will not be permanently affec
ted by any military acheivments whatever. If Grant should capture the
rebel capital, and Sherman inarch his troops to the Atlantic, or the Gulf
of Mexico, the quantity of currency will not thereby be changed, and there
fore the preminm on gold will remain essentially unaltered. Even were
peace to come within sixty days, the price of gold could not, until the
currency was reduced, go down to par.
ATTEMPTS TO INFLUENCE IT.

And here we would say that no attempts to influence the price of gold
should be made by combinations formed for that purpose, or by govern
mental action. Such has hitherto been the case on more than one occa
sion. The newspaper press has done its utmost to "bear" down the
premium on gold. All such efforts are very far from indicating an en
lightened patriotism, however well intended.
They produce no good result nor any permanent effeot, but they do
greatly interfere with the trade and industry of the country. For example,
a great effort was made during the month of September last to bring down
the price of gold. On the second of the month it stood at 154, on the
5th of October at 88. A tremendous panic was created mostly by politi
cians through the newspapers, and the public was made to believe that
gold was going down to par, or nearly so. Business men were greatly
alarmed, and many sold off their stocks at an enormous sacrifice, because
they believed that gold certainly would decline until it reached par value,
and of course every species of merchandise would follow gold. So they
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sold out at whatever they could get. But all this was a perfectly sense
less panic, without the slightest foundation ; and therefore, despite of all
these efforts, gold went up back to its former average price, and has fluc
tuated mostly between 210 and 240 —which is probably about its actual
value as compared with the present currency of the country, by which it
is measured. Great injury was inflicted upon innocent parties.
NOBODY BENEFITED.

It may be said we are aware that what the manufacturers, importers,
and dealers thus lost, the people, the consumers, gained. That, in the long
run, is not true ; for such a panic destroys confidence and interrupts busi
ness. Men feel that they are not safe in making operations, and hence
the industry of the country is paralized, and production is lessened.
The country, as a whole, is not benefited by any such movement
as that refered to. Gold should be allowed to rise or fall by the laws
of value, and not by any extraneous efforts made for that purpose.
WHAT BUSINESS MEN SHOULD DO.

If the matter were well understood by business men, they would pay
no attention to the hue and cry raised about the premium on gold, but go
straight forward in their operations with entire confidence, that until the
quantity of currency is reduced by the action of Government no essential
change can take place. Gold may advance from where it now is, and
probably will, but it cannot permanently recede, except in the contingency
mentioned, that is, by the action of Government.
As a matter of fact, there has been no safer time to do business, for
many months, than the present. If Congress should take measures to re
store the currency, it will be a gradual movement of which all will be
apprized, and can govern themselves accordingly. The true standard might,
iu that way, be restored, with as little loss and injustice as the nature of
the case will admit.
A CHEEBFUL VIEW OF THE MATTEB.

If the foregoing considerations in regard to the past history and pre
sent condition of the finances and currency of the country are correct,
then it will follow that the depression and derangement we suffer, are not
the result of any want of ability or disposition on the part of the people
to sustain the Government in its great struggle, but only to the mistakes
of those to whom the management of its affairs have been entrusted.
This is a most cheering view of the case, because if our difficulties are
owing to errors in legislation and financial mismanagement, then, if those
errors are rectified, the finances may be restored.
We have endeavored to show that this may be done, that Congress may
re-establish a sound standard of value, negotiate the public securities upon
that basis, and thus greatly reduce public expenditures, and prevent an
unwarrantable increase of the national debt.
THE NATIONAL DEBT.

Bilt it may be said that we shall after all be left, when the war is closed,
with a great debt. True, and it will be a national incumbrance which
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every sensible man must deplore. It is no blessing, as BOrae would fain
make the people believe, but will be to the nation what a heavy mortgage
is upon an individual estate. The only question is, will that burden be so
gTeat as to bear with oppressive weight upon the people ? So large as to
retard their industry, interfere with the natural increase of population, put
a stop to immigration, and consume the capital of the nation ? Not at
all. Nothing like it. Wisely managed, it can be easily borne, aye more,
it can be paid off in thirty years without difficulty. There is not the
slightest occasion to fear repudiation from inability to discharge the debt.
Our debt will be less per capita than that ot England, while our ability
to sustain taxation is practically twice as great as hers. No people ever
bud so large a margain, over and above their necessary expenditures, out
of which to pay taxes, as the people of the United States. But our present
population are not alone to pay the debt. That will be done by a greatly
augmented population. Nor is the debt always to bsar six per cent in
terest. As last as it becomes payable, as most of it will, at the pleasure
of the Government, in five or ten years, the new loans will be had at not
exceeding four-and-a-half per cent. Let the credit of the Government be
established as firmly as prior to the war, and its bonds at four-and-a-half
per cent would command a preminm. This we shall readily believe, if
we consider that they are exempt from taxation, which is equal to one per
cent annually at least. That would reduce them to five per cent.
Our stocks of every description will eventually be consolidated into one
having a uniform rate of interest, and then American "consols" will be
in general request at home and abroad lor permanent investment. A large
part of our debt will eventually be held in Europe, where capital yields a
much less rate of interest than in this country.
PBOSPECTIVE INCEEASE OF POPULATION AND WEALTH.

If the population of the country increases in the future as in the past,
(and it assuredly will,) in 20 years we shall be i30,000,000. If our wealth
increases in the future as heretofore, it will in the same period amount to
more than 60 billions, ($50,000,0 10,000,) or more than three times its
present amount. Should our public debt reich the improbuble and ex
travagant amount of four billions, ($4,000,000,000,) it would not be half
as great a burden on the people, as the debt of England was upon her
population at the close of the wars growing out of the French Revolution
NO BEPUDIATION.

There is then, no occasion for repudiation, or danger of it, if we reform
our financial system and effectually put down the rebellion. The first the
Government ought to do, and if disposed, can do; the latter the people
are determined shall be done.
They have resolved that the nationality shall be restored in all its in
tegrity— that at whatever cost of blood and treasure,
" These States shall be,
One nation, sovereign, independent, free."
The people comprehend the great issue and are prepared to meet it.
We have able generals who know how to fight buttles and follow up
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victories ; men who have no fears whatever of hurting the rebels, or de
stroying their property, when necessary.
We have brave and veteran troops, who instead of being employed in
guarding rebel orchards and hen roosts, are marching in serried ranks to
those great victories and achievements which are to decide the fate of
their country.
By the will and fiat of a mighty people the war cannot end, or even
relax, until all who once formed the American nation shall be reunited
under one government, in one great and glorious destiny.

TEE TAEPING REBELLION—ITS RISE AND FALL.
T. M. J.

The Taeping rebellion in China, which was expected to open a wide
door to increased commercial enterprise, and which, in its early stages, was
hopefully regarded by the whole Christian world, has snddenly come to
an inglorious end. The bnd that promised so well has produced nothing
but bitter fruit. The mercantile community has been doomed to disap
pointment ; and the pretended Christianity of the leader of the insurrec
tion has resolved itself into the mad ambition of a rebel chieftain, or, at
best, into the wild fanaticism of a crack-brained and self-deceived enthu
siast.
Before the present race of monarchs came into power in the East, the
old, time-honored and respected Ming dynasty filled the throne of the
Celestial Empire. This illustrious line of worthy potentates ruled, accord
ing to the Eastern chronicle, full four hundred years, with undisputed au
thority and power. At the end of that time, however, which was about
two hundred years ago, their government was overthrown by the Manchu
Tartars, who drove the Chinese monarch from the throne of his fathers,
and have from that day to this held the country and ruled it with despotic
sway. In many of the high civil positions they placed Tartar officials,
and of the 800,000 men who compose the Imperial army, at least onefourth belong to the victorious race, who, besides being paid, armed, and
disciplined in a manner superior to the native Chinamen, occupy a sepa
rate quarter in every garrison, and always the one which commands the
town. It must not be supposed, however, that the Chinese acquiesed
quietly and tamely in a foreign rule, and, bowing their heads, submitted
with patient humility to the yoke which the Tartars placed upon them.
It was by hard fighting that the conquest was achieved, and much Chinese
blood had watered the plain, before the Manchu foreigners ruled peacefully
over Cathay. In no part of the Empire was the innovation more obsti
nately contested, and nowhere did the people struggle more fiercely for
the preservation of their ancient government, than in the two provinces
of Kwang-tung and Kwang-si. The Kwang district is the most southern
portion of China. It contains about twenty-seven or twenty-eight mil
lions of people, and as it has been the last to submit, so has it always been
the first to revolt against the rule of the newly established dynasty. It
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is a barren, mountainous district, with naked peaks, utterly devoid of
vegetation, but presenting scenery grand in the extreme. The Kwang-si
Mountains are among the curiosities of the Celestial Empire, and strange
stories are told, by native travelers, of the wonderful things they present.
Antedeluvian animals are found encrusted with rock, and petrified in the
most curious shapes. Whole masses take the forms of animals and re
present a cock or an elephant beyond the possibility of mistake. But
these are the stories of natives concerning regions for ages unpolluted by
the footstep of the foreigner, and require some further investigation before
we can consider their existence as established. Nevertheless, the general
aspect of Kwang-si is charming and picturesque. But the soil, being
suited only to certain kinds of cultivation, is barely able to sustain its
crowded population. It is inhabited by a bold and hardy race,
inured to fatigue and animated by a heroic spirit of independence, and
rivers of blood were shed, before Kwang-si submitted to be ruled by the
Manchus. Some of them in fact never submitted at all. Beaten on the
plain they would betake themselves to the mountains, and after years of
Tartar rule, we find them in their native fastnesses, as banditti or pirates,
wandering about this Eastern Switzerland, still unreduced, and acknowle lging the authority of no government whatever. In these men, who con
sidered themselves subjects of.no sovereign, and who feared the violation
of no law, provided they could escape its penalty, did the armed smug
glers of the different commercial nations find useful and willing allies.
Long before the English settled themselves at Hong-Kong were these tur
bulent spirits roving about the country, bent only on mischief, and ready
for any wickedness that might happen to turn up. It needed but the ex
ample of a few English smugglers, in their armed opium clippers, over
powering the clumsy war junks of the government, which guarded
the China seas, to stimulate them to like proceedings. When no other
work presented itself, they would attack neighboring Chinese towns, and
as it made little difference to them, whom they fought, provided the opera
tion was a paying one, they sometimes cut off their own traders and little
coasters, and were even ready, for a consideration, to turn round and assist
the Imperial Government in its efforts to destroy " the barbarians." This
utter defiance of all law and authority did not confine itself to the sea
board. Far away in the interior, armed bands fought their way down to
the coast with smuggled goods. It was stated by one of the French
Roman Catholic missionaries, with how much truth we cannot say, that
at one time some six hundred of these ruffians forced their way from
Yunnan to Canton, aided by some of the most influential people of Kwangsi. The gentlemen, who afforded this timely assistance, were, naturally
enough,.called to account for their action in the matter. They resisted
the authorities. The mob came to their rescue. A secret society in the
province gave a helping band. Sedition spread like wild-fire. All the
disaffected, disbanded soldiers and sligbted braves, ruined opium-smokers
and ruffians of every description joined in the movement, which, in the
year 1850, broke out into a rebellion, and, under the name of Taepingism,
it has for the last fourteen years spread death and devastation over some
of the fairest portions of the Celestial Empire.
* Whether he is right or wrong in affirming that the rebellion arose in
such a way, it would be impossible to say ; but certainly the incendiary
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disposition of the people of these provinces might have served to supply
fuel, when once the flame of anarchy had actually burst forth.
But beyond the lawless character of the people of Kwang-si, and the
seeds of anarchy, which were scattered over the province, there were
forces at work in the government itself, which served to invite rather than
to repress such a movement. Never was a country cursed with a worse
race of rulers, than that whieh at present directs the destinies of China.
Each succeeding Emperor appears to have surpassed his predecessor in
evtry low vice, without possessing any redeeming virtue. A memorial
from a high English officer, during the year 1832, draws a touching pic
ture of the results of the Emperor Kiaking's misrule, in allnding to the
consequent disturbances in some of the provinces. Taoukwang, his suc
cessor, only added to the disorganization of the country, while the ad
ministration of his grandson Hienfung, who succeeded his father Taouk
wang, in 1851, was marked by increased. peculation and general corrup
tion. Thus disorder and rebellion spread as the natural results. We
should remember, in this connection, that all the honors and privileges of
the Pekin government are, by law or custom, which in China is equiva
lent to law, attainable by any one who can successfully pass through
a certain examination. This popular right is, of course, jealously regarded
by tLe nation, and any tampering with the freedom of this great arena of
national ambition is indignantly resented. The necessities of the court,
however, during the reign of the last three inefficient and corrupt monarchs, had led it to dispose of certain appointments by purchase, and
consequently every disappointed candidate, tracing his failure to this abuse,
became a disorganizing agent, laboring zealously to increase the general
discontent.
A poor and venerable man, upright in all his dealings, who, like his
neighbors, earned his own living by cultivating rice and rearing pigs and
poultry, dwelt in a little village about thirty miles from Canton, He seems
to have obtained the respect of his fellow townsmen, for he held the
position of headman or elder of the village, and was accustomed to settle
the disputes of the people, and to take care of their ancestral fields. In
the year 1813, the third son was born to this old man, and his name was
Hung-6Iu-T6uen. He appears to have been a remarkable child from his
very cradle, and wonderful stories are told of the progress which he made
at school. But as he signally failed every time he was examined for the
bachelor's degree, we cannot help thinking that it was with him as with
many great men. When they have made a name for themselves, in after
life, it is snddenly discovered that they evinced the most remarkable precociousiiess when young. The poverty of Hung-siu-tsukn's family is
given as a reason why he did not attain literary pre-eminence, llis parents,
after giving him every advantage, which their slender means would allow,
were reluctantly compelled to take him from school, that he might aid
them in providing the means of livelihood. Accordingly, at the early age
of sixteen, when his studious propensities would have led him to devote
himself eagerly to his books, he was obliged to give up his time to manual
labor, or in attending to the oxen and the pigs. As soon as he could he
abandoned this employment, and obtained a situation as teacher in the
village school, the meagre emolument he got for his services being suffi
cient to keep him from actual want.
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Hung was his family name. He chose Siu-tsuen as his literary name.
This means "Elegant and Perfect," and by adopting it, he displayed the
characteristic modesty of a true Chinaman.
In the year 1833, a public examination was to be held at Canton, and
Siu-tsuen went to that city to attend it. Hero he accidentally fell in with
two men, one of whom gave him a package contuining nine small volumes,
entitled " Good Words Exhorting the Age." The person who gave it to
him was a native Christian convert and colporteur ; and the books them
selves were tracts, intended to spread the knowledge of religious truth,
but written in such a diffuse and careless manner, as to be unacceptable
to a well educated Chinese, and almost unintelligable to the masses. It
was through this illiterate channel, that Siu-tsuen received his first im
pression of the Christian faith. In IBS'? he again visited Canton, and
presented himself for examination. Utterly failing, he returned home
very much disheartened and oppressed. He was now attacked by a severe
fit of illness, which for some time confined him to his bed, and his mind
became filled with strange fancies and subject to visions.
" In one of his visions," says Commander Lindesay Bbink, of the English Navy,
who has given us an excellent account of the rebellion, " he imagined himself to be
carried away in a sedan-chair by a number of men playing musical instruments, and,
after visiting bright and luminous places, and having all his impurities washed away,
he entered, in company with a number of virtuous, aged, and venerable men, into a
large hall, the beauty and splendor of which were beyond description. A man, ven
erable from his years, and dressed in a black robe, was sitting in an imposing attitnde,
in the highest place. As soon as he observed Siu-tsuen he began to shed tears, and
said ; ' All human beings in the world are produced and sustained by me ; they eat
my food and wear my clothing, but not a single one among them has a heart to re
member and venerate me ; what is, however, still worse, they take my gifts, and there
with worship demons ; they rebel against me and arouse my anger. Do thou not
imitate them V Thereupon he gave Siu-tsuen a sword, commanding him to extermin
ate the demons, but to spare his brothers and sisters ; a seal, by which he would over
come evil spirits; and a yellow fruit, which Siu-tsuen found sweet to the taste. He
then gives him charge to do the work of bringing round the perverse ; and taking
him out told him to look and behold the perverseness of the people upon earth.
"Siu-tsuen looked and saw such a degree of depravity and vice that his eyes could
not endure the sight nor his mouth express their deeds. He then awoke from his
trance, but being still partially under its influence, he put on his clothes, left his bed
room, went into the presence of his father, and making a low bow, said : ' The vene
rable old man above has commanded that all men shall turn to me, and all treasures
ehall flow to me.'
" When his father saw him come out, and beard him speak in this manner, he did
not know what to think, feeling at once joy and fear. The sickness and visions of
Siu-tsuen continued about forty days, and in these visions he often saw a man of mid
dle age, whom be called his Elder Brother, who instructed him how to act, accom
panied him in his wanderings to the uttermost regions in search of evil spirits, and
assisted him in slaying and exterminating them. Siu-tsuek during his sickness, when
his mind was wandering, often used to run about his room leaping and fighting like a
soldier engaged in battle. His constant cry was, ' Tsan-jan, tsan-jan, tsan-ah, tsanah P Slay the demons 1 etc., etc."
He also took a notion into his head that he bad been duly appointed
Emperor of China, and was pleased when any one gave him that title.
His curious antics and the wild fancies, with which his brain was filled,
soon obtained for him the appelation of the madman, by which name he
was known throughout the district.
He recovered from his illness, but his distempered imaginations still
YOI» l11.—HO. I.
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clung to him. He considered that he had a peculiar mission, and that to
carry out the mandates of the old man he had seen in his vision, was his
one, all-important duty. He again perused the bundle of tracts, and be
came very much impressed with their character. He saw that they sup
plied the key, which unlocked the mystery of his dream. They explained
to him that the old man he had seen was God, the Father of all, and that
the man of middle age, whom he called his celestial elder brother was
Jesus, the Saviour of the world. He was, of course, transported with joy
at making this discovery, and he and his friend Li, also a schoolmaster,
and one who had become persuaded that Siu-tsuen had a divine mission,
administered baptism to themselves, which rite the tracts declared to be
absolutely essential. His next step was to discard his idols. He took
down the tablet of Confucius from tie school-room, and endeavored to
make converts to the new faith, but not meeting with very great success,
and losing his place in the school on account of his heterodoxy, he moved
to the province of Kwang-si. Here he remained for some time teaching
his doctrines and obtaining some disciples. In a short time the converts
to the new faith began to meet together for religious purposes, and became
known as the " Society of God- Worshippers." After remaining in Kwangsi a few months, Siu-tbuen returned home, leaving one of his converts
Fuko-yun-san behind to proclaim the new doctrine. At this time his
opposition to the Tartar dynasty is said to have commenced. He went to
Canton, where he remained some time stndying Christianity under the
Rev. Mr. Roberts, a Baptist missionary, who happened to be residing iu
that city. When he returned, he found the Society of God-Worshippers
in a prosperous state, and he was immediately received as their leader.
Thus far we have followed the story of the leader of the Taepings, as
it seemed at the time, unaccompanied by the light of the subsequent facts.
Had everything been as it appeared on the surface, and as the leaders of
the movement proclaimed it to be, there would have been great reason to
rejoice. For although Siu-tsden's ideas of Christianity were crnde and
indefinite in the extreme, and in endeavoring to extend his doctrines by the
sword, and in setting himself up as an object worthy of divine adoration,
as he afterward did, he displayed a character more like that of Mahomet,
than of a meek and humble seeker after truth, yet even this would have
been so far in advance of the miserable idolatry of Bnddhism, that we
might, with good reason, have felt glad. But even these meagre results
were not attained. Religion was merely used as a cloak to cover his
traitorous schemes, or, if his apparent zeal for Christianity ever contained
a spark of genuine honesty, it quickly gave way when brought in contact
with his inordinate ambition.
The influence of the Society of God-Worshippers must have extended
itself, by this time, to a considerable distance, for we find the members of
the Christian Union acting in connection with Siu-tsdkn. The Christian
Union was the name of a school which had been established at Hong
Kong by the Protestant missionaries. Its object was to instruct the na
tives in gospel truth, and to prepare them to act as teachers among their
own countrymen. This excellent institution was under the charge of a
Mr. Gutzlaff, who seems to have beun entirely in error as to the char
acter of the men he received. They were mostly worthless vagabonds,
pretending to be Christians for the sake of a living, and there was no trick
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so low, or imposture so cunning, which they did not commit. An instance
of this we will mention in passing. It seems to have been a part of the
work of the Union to send these converts into the various provinces of
the Empire, for the purpose of distributing Bibles, and of acting the part
of native catechists and colporteurs. These Bibles were supplied by a
Chinese publisher at Hong-Kong. Somehow or other a suspicion was
excited, that these same Bibles were brought back to the missionaries by
the publisher, and were passed off by him as new ones. In order to see
whether there was any truth in this suspicion, a number of them were
secretly marked before they were sent off, and in a short time they all
came back to the office as new Bibles fresh from the press. Of course
this was immediately stopped ; but it is only a specimen of the numberless
duplicities practised, by these arrant knaves, upon the innocent-minded
missionaries.
How the God-Worshippers first came into collision with the Imperialists,
what was the particular spark which fell into this combustible mass and
caused the first explosion, is not stated ; or rather, it is stated in various
ways by various journalists. Having, as they supposed, permanently es
tablished their own religious worship, they commenced interfering with
that of their neighbors, by destroying their idols, etc. Fung-yun-san,
was seized and placed in confinement, but was subsequently released. A
young convert and iconoclast is said to have been thrown into prison at
the instigation of a certain enemy of the God-worshippers, and to have
died on account of the ill-treatment he received, and that this caused the
first serious collision. Then it is stated that the magistrates attempted to
seize Hungbiu-tsuen and Fung-yun-ban, and that they summoned the
God-Worshippers to the rescue, and thus the rebellion commenced.
They first attacked and captured the towns of Ho and Kiang Men,
where they obtained money and supplies, and from theuce they proceeded
to Tai-tsun, a large village, where they found provisions in great abund
ance. Sin, the head of this vice royalty, a weak and cowardly man, was
thrown into a great state of uneasiness by the violent acts of the insur
gents. When he learned that they were approaching, he requested per
mission to visit the late Emperor's tomb, and to humble himself before it,
in order that he might escape the approaching evil ; but as this was not
considered a proper time to perform a pilgrimage, his request was refused.
He sent a body of Imperial troops against the rebels, but they being de
ceived by the tactics of the enemy, were defeated and slaughtered with
out mercy. The rebels would feign a retreat, and draw the Imperial
troops iuto an ambuscade, and then, turning upon them, cut them to pieces.
"At first," writes one of the Imperial officials, concerning Hung siu-tsuen
"he conceals his strength, then he puts it forth a little, then in a greater
degree, and lastly comes out in great force.
He constantly has two vic
tories for one defeat ; for he practices the tactics .of Sun-pin."
Emboldened by various successes, the insurgents ventured to leave
Kwangsi, and to penetrate into the neighboring province of Kwang-Tung
and here they issued a proclamation, which was their first political act.
It is a curious document, and displays rather crnde notions of the art of
government :
"The Manchus." says the proclamation, " who, for two centuries, have been the her
editary occupants of the throne of China, were originally members of a small foreign
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tribe. With the aid of a powerful army they took possession of our treasure, our
lands, and the government of our country ; proving that superior strength is all that
is required for the usurpation of an empire. There is, therefore, no difference between
us, who levy contributions on the villages we have taken, and the officials sent from
Pekin to collect the taxes. Taking and keeping are both fair alike. Why then, -with
out any motive, are troops marched against us? This appears to us very unjust
How have the Manchus, who are foreigners, a right to collect the revenues of eighteen
provinces, and to appoint the officers, who oppress the people ; while we, who are
Chinese, are forbidden to take a little money from the public stock I Universal sov
ereignty does not belong to any individual to the exclusion of all the rest, and no one
ever saw a dynasty, which could count a hundred generations of emperors. Possession
—and possession only—gives a right to govern."
The first really great advantage obtained by the rebels, was the cap
ture of the city of Yung-gnan, in the eastern part of Kwang-si. The cap
ture of this important place was effected in a manner decidedly Chinese.
The walls of the city were not very high, and the attacking party were
enabled to create confusion in the garrison within, by advancing quickly,
and throwing lighted fire-crackers into the town. The constant explosions
of these fearful missies, at last caused the enemy to retreat, and the rebels
succeeded in scaling the walls and entering the city.
Rather a lndicrous mode of conducting a siege, according to our ideas,
and reminding us strongly of4lh of July sham-fights, but strictly in keep
ing with the rules of Chinese warfare. The rebels seized all the treasures
of the city, put all the Imperial officers to death, who were unfortunate
enough to fall into their hands, and Hung-siu-tsuen, under the name of the
Tien-wang, or Heavenly King, which he had previously assumed, entered
the place in triumph, and was proclaimed Emperor of the new dynasty of
Taeping, or Great Peace. Here the Tien-wang established his govern
ment. He appointed four chief officers to be inferior only to himself,
giving to each the title of king. His old tried friend and comrade Funqyun-san was the Southern king ; a man named Yang, who held the po
sition of a prophet, was the Eastern king; Siau, a man who was in the
habit of falling into trances, and who conceived himself to speak in the
name, and under the direct inspiration of Jesus, the Celestial elder brother,was the Western king; and Wir-chikg, another adherent, was the North
ern king. And besides these, the Kang-Wang, or Shield King, formed
one of his principal officers. This man was, beyond doubt, one of the
ablest of the Taeping leaders. He had formerly, under the name of Hungjin, been connected with the Christian Union, and was much esteemed as
an earnest catechist and preacher. His part in the drama seems to have
been to worm himself into the confidence of the missionaries, and by de
ceiving them with regard to the quasi Christianity, which the Taepings
professed, to secure their influence in preventing "the active operation of
the foreign powers against their material progress."
The service, which
in this way, he rendered the rebel cause, appears to have been fully ap
preciated by the Tien-wang, and rewarded by an important office under
his government. The missionaries were much pleased with the amiable
disposition, and Christian sweetness, which Hung jin had assumed, and
it was a long time before the wolf was discovered through his double cov
ing of sheep's clothing. Even after he had left the Union, and become
chief officer of the self-styled King of Heaven, he was still used by the
missionaries as a channel of communication with the Taepings. Having
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displayed great skill in humbuging the foreigners, while connected with
the Union, he still continued to throw out to them the hope of extention
of religion and the promotion of commercial interests, neither of which,
he very well knew, vtou\& ever be realized. In Nov., 1851, the Ties-Wano
issued his second proclamation, in which he stated the doctrine of his re
ligion, and gave certain orders to his army :
"Our Heavenly Father, the great God and supreme Lord, is one true Spirit (God)'
besides our Heavenly Father the great God and supreme Lord there is no Spirit
(God). The great God our Heavenly Father and supreme Lord is omniscent, omnipo
tent, nd omnipresent—the supreme over all. There is not an individual who is not
produced and nourished by him. He is Shang supreme). He is the Te (ruler). Be
sides the great God our Heavenly Father and supreme-Lord there is no one who can
be called Shang, and no one who can be called Te.
"Therefore, from henceforth, all you soldiers and officers may designate us as your
lord, and that is all; you must not call me Supreme, lest you should enroich upon
the designation of our Heavenly Father. Our Heavenly Father is our Holy Father,
and our Celestial Elder Brother is our Holy Lord, theSavior of the world. Hence,
our Heavenly Father and Celestial Elder Brother alone are holy ; and from hence
forth all you soldiers and officers may designate us as your lord, and that is all ; but
you must not call me holy, lest you enroach upm the designation of our Heavenly
Father and Celestial Elder Brother. The great God our Heavenly Father and Su
preme Lord is our Spiritual Father, our Ghostly Father *
*
*
* All the
kings above referred to are to be under the superintendence of the Eastern King. We
have also issued a proclamation designating our queen as the lady of all ladies (em
press), and our concubines as royal ladies. Respect this."
This was comparatively modest, for he here acknowledges himself in
ferior to Deity, and claims no superhuman authority ; but he afterwards
ceased to be content with such an humble position, and demanded for
himself divine adoration. Mr. Roberts thus speaks of him in Jan., 1802 :
" His religion is of no avail in the spread of Christianity— worse than use
less. It only amounts to a machinery for the promotion and spread of
his own political religion, making himself equal with Jesiis Christ, who
with God the Father, himself and his own son, constitute one Lord over
all! Nor is any missionary, who wiil not believe in his divine appoint
ment to this high equality, and promulgate his political religion accord
ingly, safe among these rebols in life, servants or property. U-i told me,
soon after I arrived, that if I did not believe him I would perish like the
Jews did, for not believing in the Saviour."
But to resume. The rebels now pressed on, taking one place after another,
until on the 12th Jan., 1853, they had occupied Han-yang, Wu-chang and
Hankow,three cities adjacentto each other, where they collected an immense
amount of supplies, both money and provisions. The insurrectionists had
met with almost uninterrupted success. Almost in every instance had
the Imperial troops been defeated, and the rebels victorious ; not so much
on account of the skill or generalship displayed by the officers of the Tienwang, or the valor of his men, as of the imbecility and cowardice of Sls,
the viceroy of the two Kwa.vo3, and the insubordination in the Imperial
ranks. On one occasion twenty large war junks came down from the
TouaugKouan district, bringinir a reinforcement of about 2,000 recruits.
They were as undisciplined a horde of vagabonds as ever pretended to call
themselves soldiers, and refused peremptorily to embark, unless two
months wages were paid in advance. The mandarins foolishly acceded
to this demand, and they consented to go.
With such troops it wa3 not
itrange, that victory seldom crowned the efforts of the Imperial forces.
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The insurgents next proceeded down the Yangtsze river to Nankin, and
took the city by assault March, 1853. Nankin was defended by a garri
son of 7,000 or 8,000 Manchus, and although the Tien-wano had public
ly declared, that their extermination was the first duty of his mission, and
they knew that neither they nor their wives nor children could expect to
receive any mercy, yet were they so overcome with fear and so fully pursuaded of the invincibility of their enemies, that they never struck a blow
in their own defence, but fell down before the leaders of the insurrection
with pitious cries of " Spare my life, Prince ! Spare my life, Prince !" It
does not appear, however, that this appeal touched the cruel heart of the
stern Tie.v-wang. The whole city was put to the sword. Only about one
hundred escaped out of a population of over twenty thousand. Men, wo
men and children were put to death. " We killed them all," was the fiend
ish exhultation of the pityless insurgent. " We killed them all, to the
infant in the arms. We left not a root to sprout from." Such was the
unsparing brutality by which the Taeping rule was, in a degree, establish
ed and maintained in China.
We have not space to narrate, even in this brief and meagre way, all
the operations of the Taepings. Firmly established in Nankin, which
-was, under the Mings, the capital of the country, they were able to
establish their jurisdiction over an immense extent of territory, and to
maintain their authority over a vast number of people. At one time
they were said to be in possession of sixty thousand square miles, having
a population of 70,000,000. Of course all these were not Taepings,
neither in their sympathies nor in their actions ; but as long as they lived
tmder the tyranny of the Taeping government, they had to acquiese in the
Taeping rule. It was thought that ninety-nine out of a hundred of the
people, over whom the Taepings held sway, had no sympathy whatever
with the movement, but that they dreaded the fate which awaited them
should they fall into the hands of the Imperialists, or feared the vengeance
of the Tien Wang's officers, should they be apprehended when attempting
to escape. The government of the insurgents was a most awful tyranny,
as is always the case, when ignorant and fanatical men become snddenly
possessed of power. They seemed to be actuated more by whim or fancy,
than by any principle, which could be dignified by the name of a national
policy. At one time we find them anxious to establish commercial inter
course with the different foreign nations, at another they cut off the head
of any man who attempted to oarry on a trade. At one time the foreign
merchants made a sort of commercial raid among them, buying whatever
they could, and bringing away their teas and silks iu wheel-barrows and
hand-carts, or whatever else they could get hold of. At another time we
find Mr. Roberts writing of the Tien Wang as follows: —" He is opposed
to commerce, having had more than a dozen of his own people murdered
since I have been here, for no other crime than trading in the city, and has
promptiv lepelled every foreign effort to establish lawful commerce here
among them, whether inside the city or out."
The entire absence of any kind of plan with reference to future opera
tions, and an absolute inability or unwillingness to provide sufficient force
to carry out any important movement, were among the striking character
istics of the Taeping rule. It was not until the movement had commenc
ed and the civil war had actually burst forth with all its fury, spreading
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ruin and desolation over a thickly settled and well cultivated country, that
the leader began to stndy military matters at all. Indeed he was so
ignorant of the art of war, even according to the clumsy fashion in which
the Chinese carried it on, that he was forced to begin at the vary rndi
ments, when he should have been leading his array to battle. One of his
chiefs, when taken priioner, confessed that after the commencement of
the rebellion, he had instructed the Tien-Wang in military tactics. After
the capture of Nankin, an expedition was fitted out to march upon Pekin.
It was one of the most important operations which the Taepings could
possibly undertake. It was nothing less than a 6trike at the very centre
of their enemy's power—his capitol. If it succeeded, it placed the insur
gents at once in possession of the government, and although it might
not have been the immediate and absolute overthrow of the Imperial
dynasty, yet it would have greatly decreased the power and impor
tance of their rule, and have surrounded the Taepings with all
the prestige of success. If undertaken at all, it should have been under
taken with ali the force which the Tien Wang could possibly muster.
Nothing should have been neglected, which would insure victory and ward
off every possibility of defeat.
Yet how different was the fact ? A small body of men, scarcely lar^e
enough to besiege a little unimportant town, was despatched upon this
expedition. This contemptible force was to march all the way from Nan
kin to Pekin, overcome all the obstacles, defeat the Imperial troops, which
ventured to oppose its progress, and besiege and capture the capital of
the Chinese Empire. The thing was absurd, and it seems almost unne
cessary to add that it resulted in complete disaster. It seemed as if the
Taepings were merely playing with the cause they had espoused, and were
indifferent about its success or failure. But it was only a specimen of
the way they did things. The Heavenly Monarch appears to have made
no preparation at all, either for the revolt itself, of which he became the
head and front, or for the different operations, which the revolt forced
him to undertake. Instead of deliberately maturing his plans, and pre
paring himself with all the means in his power, and omitting nothing to
increase the chances even of success ; he seems to have been dragged lazi
ly along by the current of events, and to have had littleor no regard to the
probabilities of the future; consequently, that future came upon him un
awares ; it caught him napping, and he had to pay the penalty. It was
this feature, more than any other, which led to the final failure of his
cause. The rebellion retained its power so long more on account of the
imbecility of the Imperial government, than of any ability which the TienWang ever displayed.
To show the tyrannical nature of the Taeping rule, and the utter im
possibility of any material prosperity ever resulting from its permanent
success, it is only necessary to mention one fact. When I^ankm fell into
their hands, the inhabitants submitted at once to the Tien- Wang's gov
ernment. The rebels immediately seized all the crops, which belonged to
the people, and served out rations to them ; but these rations were so
scanty and insignificant as barely to sustain life. This caused such great
indignation on the part of the inhabitants, that they threathened to apply
to the Imperialists. Wiien their murmuring cane to the notice of the
insurgents, they took a bloody vengeance, and seventeen thousand victims,
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fell, in one day, to satisfy the ideas of justice entertained by the cruel
Tien-Wang. So it was with all their acts. Wherever they went, devas
tation and ruin were the results. Smoking villages, devastated fields,
death and destruction followed in the wake of these Apostles of Great
Peace. Indeed it could not be otherwise. No pay was given to the sol
diers, and they were not only allowed, but expected, and encouraged to
make it up out of the wholesale plunder of the country through which
they passed. It was their custom, wherever they met with the least op
position, to destroy the adults, both men and women, but to carry off the
children, probably to train them up in their peculiar faith.
The arrogance of the insurgents, in their intercourse with foreigners,
was extremely silly, and rendered it impossible to carry on with them any
thing resembling international correspondence. Shortly after Nankin fell
into their hands, the Hermes, of the English Navy, visited the city, hav
ing Sir Georoe Bonham, the governor of Hong-Kong, on board. The
Taepings seemed very willing that the English should visit them, but pro
fessed to care little whether they aided the Imperialists or not. As they
expressed it : " Our Heavenly Father helps us, and no one can fight with
him." They pretended to believe that the English had come to give in
their allegiance to the Tien Wang, and no matter how high the rank of Sir
Georoe might be, the Noi them King declared that it could not possibly be
as high as his own. So it was when, a year later, the Susquehanna visited
the city. Some of the Taeping officials came on board, and their as
sumption of power and dignity was ridiculous in the extreme. "You
say you come from a great nation. That is not so. There is no na
tion but Taeping. You call yourselves officers. It is all a mistake —
if you had commissions from the Tien-Wang, then you would be."
AiV ith such a people it would, of course, be impossible to establish any
diplomatic intercourse.
Nankin continued to be the residence of the Tien-Wang, and the
seat of his government, as long as the Empire of Great Peace was
able to exist. It fell into the hands of the Imperialists on the 19th
of last July, and with the fall of Nankin fell the hope of the Taep
ings. The city was defended by three walls—one round the city
proper, another round the Tartar portion, and a third, which defended
the Tien-Wang's palace.
The outer wall was breached by means
of a mine, containing 60,000 pounds of powder. On the 18th inst., it
was abandoned by the rebels, who made no defence at the Tartar city, but
fell back to the third line. Here the Taepings are said to have fought
very bravely, but they were too weak to resist successfully the stronger
force, which their enemies brought against them. The next day the
whole city was in the hands of the Imperialists, and the Taeping rebellion
was subdued. Within the palace was found the dead body of the TienWano, lying upon the ground, and hanging from the garden trees were
the bodies of a number of his wives. He knew that there was nothing to
hope for from Imperial clemency ; so when he saw his power gradually
decrease, and the chance of offering any effectual resistance become smal
ler and smaller, and found himself unable to retain possession of the city,
where he had established his government, he quitely hung his wives upon
the trees of the garden, and swallowed gold leaf, the favorite mode in
China of committing suicide. Part of the garrison escaped, and pan were
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made prisoners. Those that escape have to wander as fugitives about
the country, and the prisoners have little to expect from the Emperor's
mercy. The brother of the Tien-Wang, and one of his chief officers, who
were taken, were sent to Pekin for execution. It was thought by many
Chinamen, that they would be brushed to death ; that is executed by
means of an iron brush passed over the body, tearing the flesh from the
bones—a method of execution almost surpassing, in the refinement of its
cruelty, the ingenious devices of the Spanish Inquisition. With regard
to the body of the Tien-Wang, the Emperor commanded that the flesh
should be torn from the bones, and the head be sent through the country.
It was not, however, on account of any ability on the part of the Manchu generals, or any superior wisdom ever displayed by the Imperial gov
ernment, which turned the scale against the Taepings, and finally effect
ed the complete overthrow of the rebellion. It was the foreign element
introduced in favor of the Tartar dynasty, to which the Pekin govern
ment is indebted for its own preservation ; and that portion of the Empire
over which the Tien- Wang held sway, for deliverance from the blasting
influences of his rule. Our own people, as well the English and French,
gave, at the last, very effective aid to the Imperialists. Introducing among
the Chinese the discipline and tactics of the Western nations, they quick
ly showed their superiority to the clumsy operations of the rebel soldiers.
An American by the name of Gough rendered, in this way, most impor
tant service, and obtained the title of Admiral. A Mr. Ward also be
came a Genera! over the Chinese forces. But the most effective aid was
rendered by a Major Gordon, of the English army, who drilled a number
of the Imperial troops, and was promoted for his eminent ability, to the
rank of General in the Chinese service. He assisted the Imperial forces
in taking very many important places, or perhaps it would be more cor
rect to say, that the Imperial forces assisted him ; for to the superior ele
ment, which he was personally instrumental in putting into practice, be
longs the merit of the capture of the most important cities, and of the
final suppression of the Taeping rebellion.
Nankin will hereafter be open to trade. It was a large and important
city, but is now mostly a heap of ruins. The country about it is a desert,
and years will elapse before it can recover from the pernicious influences
of Great Peace. Taepingism is probably dead forever, and we are not
aware that the mercantile interests, or the extension of Christianity, have
materially suffered from the failure of the Tibn-Wang's Heavenly admin
istration.

WHY THE GOLD REVENUE IS FALLING OFF.
PBOHIBITOBY DUTIES.

Experience is revealing the many, crnde and absurd provisions of the
present Tariff Act, whereby the revenue of the country is diminished
rather than increased.
Take the article of spool-cotton for example. Selecting -this article as
one, solely of foreign manufacture, our legislators have thought no duty
too high. The present specific and ad valorem duties amount to about
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sixty per cent of the foreign cost, and are so arranged, that on a return
to lower prices for raw cotton, they will amount to a tax of at least seven
ty-five per cent—one altogether prohibitory.
The protection incidentally given to a few New England spinners, at
the expense of the United States Revenue, is enormous; the taxes paid
by them, in currency, being only one-tenth part of those levied on the
foreign spinners. The Internal Tax is five per cent in currency, a tax
which produces from five to six cents per dozen at this time, and which
will not yield more than two and one-quarter cents a dozen at the ordin
ary prices of spool-cotton. The duty on foreign thread, ranges from
twenty-four to twenty-six cents per dozen, according to quality, and is
payable in gold. When gold can be bought at a premium of 2.25. this is
equal to 64c@60c. per dozen in currency. Since the Tariff Act went in
to effect, the fluctuations in the price of specie have made the duty, at
times, equal to seventy-four cents in currency, against an average tax of
six cents on the domestic article.
The consequence is an enormous falling off in the imports, and conse
quent specie-revenue, raised from duties on spool-cotton, which, for many
years has been upwards of $300,000 in coin, at the port of New York
alone; and which, for the past two years has been about $500,000 per
annum. It is absurd to suppose that a domestic tax of only six cents per
dozen in currency will make up this deficiency, even if the entire trade
could be transferred to New England.
Already the general bulk of the importations of this article have been
largely diminished under successive advances of duty, and since the last
Tariff act went into effect, they have almost ceased. The great and sndden
reduction ofimports for the current year cannot be attributed to excessive
importations prior to the passage of the Act, since the imports of 1864
were very nearly the same as those of the two preceeding years. The
true explanation is to be found in the losses which foreign spinners are
now suffering, in their attempts to contend against these heavy odds,
whereby importation is stopped. The duty has passed the, point at which
the article will yield revenue.
The annexed tables are taken from the reports published weekly of the
New York Customs, and are approximately correct, no official statement
of revenue from spool-cotton being accessible. As regurd the quantities
imported at the Port of New York—the figures are official, the duty for
each year being assessed according to the Tariff Act then in operation :
EEVENUE COLLECTED FBOM SPOOL-OOTTJS AT POSIT OK NEW

VOEE.

: Entered for consumption, and wlttidrawn fro:n warehouse.
Bevenue
In fiscal year ending.
Paokages.
Foreign value. D'tv aaa'd, p. ct
in Gold.
80th June, 1859....
7,24tS
$1,621,108
' 24
$839,087 76
1860
7,193
1,589,185
24
381,404 40
(Duty at 80 )
p. ct, levied V 1861
7,845
1,311,042
24
824,69t3 96
on 969 p'k's. )
1862
5,546
1,063,267
80
318,930 80
1863
6,331
1,282,756
40
493,102 40
1864
4,539
1,257,856
40
503,142 40
Sp'fic Duty, eq'l
to 1 2c, A 30 p. c.
Six months of 1865, 1st July to
on 200 yd. thr'd,
15th Dec., 1864
631
180,002 say, 60
108,00120
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COMMERCIAL LAW-NO. 17.
INTEREST AND USURY.
(Continued from Page 440, Vol. 51.)
CIIAEGK FOB BISE OB FOB SEBVICE.

It is undoubtedly lawful for a lender to charge an extra price for the
risk he incurs, provided that risk be perfectly distinct and different from
the merely personal risk of the debtor's being unable to pay. If anything
is paid for this last risk, it is certainly usury. But if it is a part of the
bargain that the debt shall not be paid if a vessel or goods do not arrive
in safety, as is the case in a loan on bottomry, or on respondentia, this is
not usury. And by the same principle, if one buys an annuity to end at
the annuitant's death, or a life-estate, even on exorbitant and oppressive
terms, against which a court of equity would relieve, still it is not a
usurious contract, provided the purchase be actual, and not a mere dis
guise.
So, one may charge for services rendered, for brokerage, or for rate of
exchange, and may even cause a domestic loan or discount to be actually
converted into a foreign one, so as to charge the exchange ; and this would
not be usurious. But here, as before, and indeed throughout the law of
usury, it is necessary to remember that the actual intention, and not the
apparent purpose or form of the transaction, must determine its character.
So, if one lends money to be used in business, and lends it upon such
terms that he becomes a partner in fact with those who use it, taking his
share of the profits, and becoming liable for the losses, this is not usuri
ous.
So, if one enters into a partnership, and provides money for its business,
and the other partv is to bear all the losses, and also to piy the capitalist
more than legal interest as his share of the profits, this is not usurious,
because there is no loan, if there be in fact a partnership ; because then
there is a very important risk, as he becomes liable for all the debts of
the partnership. If, however, there be only a pretended partnership, in
order to disguise the fact of the loan, this would be usurious, although
very possibly the lender might, as to a third party, lay himself open to a
liability for debts incurred, by reason of his interest in the profits.
The banks always get more than legal interest by their way of discount
ing notes and deducting the whole interest from the amount they give.
This is perfectly obvious if we take an extreme case ; as if a bank dis
counted a note of a thousand dollars at fifteen years, in Massachusetts, the
borrower would receive one hundred dollars, and at the end of fifteen
years he would pay back the hundred dollars, and nine hundred dollars for
the use of it. But this method is now established by usage and sanctioned
by law. It must, however, be confined to discounts of negotiable paper,
not having a very long time to run. For the rule is founded upon usage,
and the usage goes no further.
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THE SALE OF NOTE8.

There are, perhaps, no questions in relation to interest and U3ury of
more importance than those which arise from the sale of notes or other
securities. In the first place, there is no doubt whatever that the owner
of a note has as good a right to sell it for the most he can get, as he has
to sell any goods or wares which he owns. There is here no question of
usury, because there is no loan of money, nor forbearance of debt. But,
on the other hand, it is quite as certain that if any person makes his own
note, and fells that for what he ean get, this, while in appearance the sale
of a note, is in fact the giving of a note for money. It is a loan and a
borrowing, and nothing else. And if the apparent sale be for such a price
that the seller pays more than legal interest, or, in other words, if the
note bear interest and is sold for less than its face, or is not on interest
and more than interest is discounted, it is a usurious transaction. Sup
posing these two rules to be settled, the question in each case is, under
which of them does that case come, or to which of them does it draw
nearest.
We are not aware of any general principle so likely to be of use in de
termining these questions as this : If the seller of a note acquired it by
purchase, or if it is his for money advanced or lent by him to its full
amount, he may sell it for what he can get ; but if he be the maker of the
note, or the agent of- the maker, and receives for the note less than would
be paid him if only a lawful discount were made, it is a usurious loan.
In other words, the first holder of a note (and the maker of a note is not,
and cannot be, its first holder) must pay to the maker the face of the note,
or its full amount. And after paying this, he may sell it, and any subse
quent purchaser may sell it, as merchandise. The same rule (if it be law,
of which we cannot doubt) must apply to corporations, and all other
bodies or persons who issue their notes or bonds on interest. If sold by
brokers for them, for less than the full amount, it is usurious. Nor can
such notes come into the market free from the taint and the defence of usury,
unless the first party who holds them pays for them their full value.
But then comes another question. If a note be offered for sale, and be
sold for less than its face, and the purchaser supposes himself to buy it
from an actual bolder and not from the maker, can the maker interpose
the defence that it was actually usurious, on the ground that the seller
was only his agent ? We should say that he could not ; that there can
be no usury unless this is intended ; and that the guilty intention of one
party cannot affect another party who was innocent. Undoubtedly, a note,
originally usurious, is not healed, so far as the owner is concerned, by
transfer to an innocent holder. The indorsers may be liable to the holder ;
but whatever defence the maker could have, on the ground of usury,
against the first bolder, he may always have against any subsequent holder.
This is because there was actual usury at the beginning ; that is, one lent
and the other borrowed, both knowing that more than legal interest was
paid. But in the case of an innocent purchaser, or, rather, of one who
supposes, and has a right to suppose, that he is a purchaser, he did not
lend his money at all ; he only bought a security with it ; and, therefore,
there is no usury.
We should, however, say that, when a maker shows that the apparent
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seller was only his agent, and offers this as evidence that the note passed
from him usuriously, he thereby casts upon the buyer the burden of prov
ing his innocence ; but it is then enough for the buyer to satisfy the jury
of his belief that he was only a purchaser.
As one may sell the notes or other securities which he holds as property
under no other restriction than that which attends the sale of merchan
dise, so we think that a man may sell his credit. The cases which relate
to this question are far from harmonious. In the dread of usury which
was formerly entertained, and the determination—so strongly expressed
by Mansfield—that it should not, by any device, escape the law, it has
undoubtedly been held that the indorser of a note should be liable upon
it only for what he received, with lawful interest. But although we have
not much positive authority for setting this rule aside, we are quite con
fident that a better understanding of the nature of negotiable paper, of
the contract of indorsement, and of the rules which properly belong to
the sale and purchase of money, would make the indorser liable for the
whole of the note.
If A holds the note of B, and sells it to C, without indorsing it, he can
certainly sell it for what he pleases; if he chooses to add his indorsement,
he will do so, and he will probably do this if the additional value, which
he thus imparts to it exceeds the risk he incurs. If, then, he indorses the
note, it is to make his merchandise more valuable; and it would seem to
be little less than an absurdity to say, that a merchant may not thus give
a paper he holds more value, or that he may give the paper this value,
but must not realize this value by the sale. If, however, the rule is, that,
when called upon by the indorsee, he may plead usury as between them,
and pay either nothing, or so much only as he received, without regard
to the amount he agreed by his indorsement to p.»y, it is obvious that the
whole effect and utility of the indorsement would be very much impaired.
We think that a seller with indorsement should be, and that he now gen
erally would be, held as liable for the full amount of the note.
Some courts have held, that, if one honestly buys a negotiable note for
less than its face, he can recover only so much as he pays, with lawful in
terest. But the law is otherwise generally, and especially in our most
commercial States, for the plain reason, that, if this be law, no note would
be saleable when money was worth more than lawful interest. That is, no
one would buy it, if he could only get his money back with simple in
terest. Suppose one owes a note for $1,000, having six months to run,
when money is worth twelve per cent per annum. The note is worth in
the market $1,000, less six per cent, or $00; that is, it is worth $940.
But if a man gave this, he could recover under this rule only what he gave,
with simple interest; that is, $940 with three per cent interest, or
$968.20. Therefore he would not buy it. Only where it is supposed that
the law can always regulate and control the actual market value of money,
can this rule prevail.
We should say, also, that one who, having no interest in a note, in
dorses or guaranties it for a certain premium, will be liable for its face ;
he does not now add his credit to the value of his property and sell both
together, as where he indorses a note which he holds himself, but sells
his credit alone. This transaction we should not think usurious. And if
it was open to no other defence, as frand, for example, and was in fact
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what it purported to be, and not a mere cover for a usurious loan, we know
no good reason why such indorser or guarantor should not be held liable
to the full amount of his promise. This case arose in New York. A,
being desirous of raising money upon a note, drawn by himself, and in
dorsed for his accommodation by B and C, authorized a broker to buy an
additional name or guaranty, for the purpose of gating the note discounted,
and application was accordingly made to D, who thereupon indorsed the
note, receiving a commission of two anda-half or three per cent therefor ;
it was held that the taking of the commission by D did not render the
transaction usurious, and D was bound for the whole amount. The earlier
cases, however, seem to have held that the compensation thus received
must not exceed the lawful rate of interest for the time the paper has to
run.
COMPOUND INTEEEST.

Compound interest is sometimes said to be usurious ; but it is not so ;
and even those cases which speak of it as " savoring of usury," may be
thought to go too far, unless every hard burgain for money is usurious.
As the authorities now stand, however, a contract or promise to pay money
■with compound interest cannot, generally, be enforced. On the other
hand, it is neither wholly void, nor attended with any penalty, as it would
be if usurious ; but is valid for the principal and legal interest only.
Nevertheless, compound interest is sometimes recognized as due by
courts of law, as well as of equity ; and sometimes, too, by its own name.
Thus, if a trustee be proved to have had the money of the party for whom
he is trustee (who is called in law his cestui que trust) for a long time,
without accounting for it, he may be charged with the whole amount,
reckoned at compound interest, so as to cover his unlawful profits. If
compound interest has accrued under a hargain for it, and been actually
paid, it cannot be recovered hack, as money usuriously paid may be. And
if accounts are agreed to be settled by annual rests, which is in fact com
pound interest, or are actually settled so in good faith, the law sanctions
this. Sometimes, in cases of disputed accounts, the courts direct this
method of settlement.
Where money due on interest has been paid by sundry instalments, the
mode of adjusting the amount which has the best authority, and the pre
vailing usage in its favor, seems to be this : Compute the interest due on
the principal sum to the time when a payment, either alone or in con
junction with preceding payments, with interest cast on them, shall equal
or exceed the interest due on the principal. Deduct this sum, and upon
the bulance cast interest as before, until a payment or payments equal the
interest due ; then deduct again, and so on.
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THE TREASURY REPORT.—THE PAST AND FUTURE POLICY.
"When a few months since Mr. Fessenden succeeded to the arduous
position and complicated embarrassments bequeathed by Mr. Chasb, we
sympathised with the new Secretary in the great task he had undertaken.
The finances, inflated like an immense balloon, and showing evident signs
ofcolapse, after a more or less successful ascension, were put into his
hands to guide and sustain. He has now had five months experience of
the task, and his annual report is before us. We should, however,
remember, in examining it, that he is net to blame for the errors of his
predecessor, nor for their necessary consequences. Had he, therefore,
taken hold of his department with a firm hand, and a steady purpose to
guide the ship through the breakers that surround it—had he shown no
signs of yielding to the cry of eager speculators who live upon inflation—
had he adopted every expedient to bring his ballon to the earth again, no
fault could be found with him. But we are sorry to see, that although
he acknowledges this swiming in the air is not safe, yet he appears either
to like it or has not the courage to make the necessary change : so he
casts about for some means of sustaining himself without apparently
having any exact idea of the kind of aid which will be effective.
He informs us that revenues from taxes are not as large as he hoped
for, and appeals to Congress for some action which will be more efficient:
and yet he fails to propose any adequate taxation or to make any change
in the policy pursued. It is difficult, therefore, to see how he would
attain the desired end. At the last session of Congress the duties on im
ports were doubled and the internal revenue charges consolidated and
increased, and yet the revenue bears a less ratio to the increasing expen
diture than ever. The actual income for three years has been as follows,
with the estimate for 1865, now half elapsed:
1862.

Customs
Lands
Direct tax
Internal i evenue
Miscellaneous

$49,056,397
152,204
1,795,882

, Total revenue.....
Expenditures
Excess expenses

$61,985,720
474,744,778
42-,809,058

931,787

186S.

1864.

1865.

$69,059,642
167,617
1,485,103
87,640,788
8,046,615

$102,310,153
688,383
475,649
109,741,134
47,511,488

$70,271,092
642,186
16,080
249,562,860
24,020,171

$111,399,766
714,709,996
603,310,229

$260,682,717
866.234,087
604,601,870

$344,512,389
1,248,790,997
904,278,608

These figures present the difficulties of the position. The increase of
expenditure is constantly exceeding the increase of revenue.
The statement of the income, as above given, is not quite accurate, how
ever. It will be observed that the customs which are paid in gold are
added up in their specie value, with other resources given in the currency
value. 1 his would have been accurate had the provisions of the law been
carried out which provides that the coin received for currency shall be
appropriated exclusively to the interest on the public debt and to a sink
ing fund. The amount of customs, however, exceeded the amount paid
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for interest by forty-eight millions, and lhat sum, instead of being applied
to a sinking fund, as the law directs, was 6old and used for other purposes,
under the head of miscellaneous receipts.* There isacreditof$16,498,975
for premium on gold sold. This would give a premium of about 33^ per
cent on the surplus gold, but much of it was sold at 65 premium under
official public notice ; and at that premium the actual revenue of the year
should have been $16,000,000 greater than reported, making $32,000,000
deii\ed from the premium on gold for the service of the Treasury. The
business of the present year is such that the customs will give no more
than will be required for interest, and perhaps, as the Secretary intimates,
not enough for that purpose. Hence, notwithstanding tho increased esti
mate for the internal revenue tax, the actual revenue for tho service of
1865 will be very little more than last year. This is apparent if we
deduct the amount applied to interest:
Gold receipts
Interest paid

$102,316,153
53,685,422

Balance gold
Add premium
Total used for general purposes
Other revenue
Total currency revenue, 1864
" 1866, less gold
Net increase

$48,680,781
82,500,000
>

$81,180,781
1 58,316,564
$239,447,295
274,241,297
$34,794,002

Now, when it is borne in mind that these are results from a revised
tariff, by which duties were doubled, and a revised revenue law which
came into operation with Mr. Fessenden, in July, and that these figures
also embrace a 5 per cent extra tax levied upon the incomes of 1863, and
which the report of the Commissioner of internal revenue informs us will
give $35,000,000 ; and when we remember, also, the great increase of our
expenses, caused by the increased currency issued by the Treasury and
the National Banks, we become aware of the gravity of our financial posi
tion and the necessity for some radical change.
"We have already stated that the difficulty lies in the fact that our
revenue, each succeeding year, bears a less and less ratio to the expendi
tures. Why this is so is evident. So long as prices rise our expenses
must increase, and so long as Government adds to its issues of paper,
and allows Banks to do the same thing, prices will evidently rise. The
* The Treasurer has applied the gold ($48,000,000) to purposes other than those
the law directs, and all the explanation he makes is the following :
" The act of February 25, 1862, provides that the coin received for duties on im
ports shall, alter paying interest on bonds and notes, be appropriated to the purchase
of one per centum of the public debt, to be set apart with its accruing interest as a
sinking fund, as the Secretary might, from time to time, direct. All experience baa
proved that, in a time of war, when expenditures must largely exceed receipts from
ordinary sources, and large sums are borrowed in each year, the attempt to establish
a sinking fund invariably fails. It is, in fact, simply borrowing to lend again. For
this reason, no attempt to carry out this provision has yet been made."
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extent to which our expenses are being multiplied by the currency is
seen in the foregoing statement. The measure of the depreciation is
the price of gold, which is lower in relation to paper than most other
commodities, and is, consequently, a safe guide to the over-supply of
paper. If we take, then, the average price of gold each fiscal year, in
connection with the expenses for the same time, the one will explain the
other :
1862.

Expenses
$474,714,778
Average premium on
gold
S

1863.

1864.

186S.

$714,709,995

(865,234,087

$1,248,790,997

40

60

125

Our expenses ought really to decrease as the war advances, since muck
of the material bought the first year does not have to be purchased again.
The unfortunate policy that has been pursued, however, has made a con
trary result.
If now we take the official tables of the receipts and expenditures of the
quarter ending September 30th, being the first quarter of each of the
two fiscal years 1864 and 1865, we may also learn the effect on the reve
nue of the paper issues :
iec3.
$22,562,018
186,182

Customs
Lands
Direct tax
Inland revenue
Miscellaneous
Total
Expenses
Excess borrowed

17,599,714
641,542

1864.
$19,271,092
842,186
16,079
46,562,860
9,020,171

$40,939,456
176,110,932

$76,212,408
358,061,861

$135,171,476

$277,849,458

The following statement shows the revenue of these two quarters at its
specie value, which was 30 preminm in 1863 and 150 in 1864, and, also,
the actual revenue, less the customs :
Currency Eovenue.
Specie value,
1868
$18,877,488
$14,136,481
1864
65,941,816
22,376,510
Thus we see there was an increase of $117,000,000 in expenses, while
there was an increase of $37,000,000 in currency revenue, and only
$6,000,000 in coin value. Can we look at such figures and then read
with patience the portions of the report speaking in commendation of
National Banks and their fast increasing currency, or those sentences re
commending that unlimited power be granted the Treasurer to issue legal
tenders !
Mr. Fessenden makes, apparently, a grave error in the amount to be
borrowed this year. Thus, he gives the income and expenditure of the
year as follows :
Bevenue,
Expenditure.
1 quarter actual
$75,212,408
$368,061,861
3 "
estimated
269,299,981
1,245,729,186
Total
Deduct unexpended halances

$344,512,889

$1,248,790,996
904,278,607

Amount, less revenue
VOL. LII.—Ho. I,

$1,598,790,996
350,000,000

4

y
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This sum evidently represents the amount that must be borrowed, yet
Mr. Fessenden states the amount to be $570,727,508. The error of this
last statement is manifest from the fact that the official figures show the
amount actually borrowed in the first quarter ending September 30, to
have been $277,849,453, or nearly one-half of what he puts down to the
whole year, and there still remained a large amount of arrear requisitions
to be met.
Such seems to be the real condition of the Treasury, and the Secretary
appears to be puzzled, for he does not pretend to point out any remedy.
He suggests rather than advises a tax upon leaf tobacco, a tax on all sales
of merchandise, that the income tax be made to embrace all sums, and
that the tax increase in proportion to the income ; also, that mineral
lands be rented instead of sold. Any or all of these means he thinks will
increase the revenne.
The great resource, however, is to borrow, and this is to be done on
bonds with paper interest, even if it requires another flood of paper to
float them. Why such a course is persevered in, is past finding out. Can
not the Government see that when they depreciate the currency they are
not only increasing the expenses, as shown above, but are depreciating the
value of the stock issued as compared with the products of industry t
Thus the farmer in December, 1863, could get a United States six per
cent gold interest bond of $1,000 for 170 barrels flour, to-day he can get
the same bond for 90 barrels flour ; or he could get the bond last year for
60 barrels mess pork, this year it will cost him but 30 barrels of pork.
The President, in his annual message, proposed that the bonds should
be exempt from all tax, and made also exempt from seizure for debt.
Mr. Fessenden sustains this expedient as follows :
" If our public debt must necessarily be large, and require a long course of years for
its liquidation, its wide diffusion is most desirable. Such advantage should be offered
as will induce all, who have anything to spare beyond the amount required for their
own support or use, to invest the surplus, or a portion of it, in the national securities.
These advantages can only be found in an increased rate of interest, an exemption
from public burdens, and security of possession. What limit should be fixed in either
of these particulars it is for the practical experience and wisdom of Congress to as
certain and determine."
This loan is so very objectionable that we cannot think it will be seri
ously entertained. Suppose the Government was able to absorb all the
capital of the country in such a loan, who would pay the taxes necessary
for interest, etc. ?
Of course as the Secretary has no particular policy to recommend for
raising the necessary funds, he asks for further and unlimited power to
increase the currency. On this point he saye :
" A wide discretion should be entrusted to the officer charged with the duty of ne gotiating loans, in order that he may be enabled to avoid unexpected difficulties oc
casioned by, possibly, conditions of the money market This delicate and respon
sible duty must necessarily be entrusted to somebody, and the people can have no
other reliable security for faithfulness in its discharge than may found in the estab
lished character of the individual charged with so important a trust, whoever he may
be. The discretion thus confided should, in the opinion of the Secretary, inclnde the
power of increasing the currency."
He protests strongly against the supposition that he would heedlessly
i ncrease the currency. But in regard to this power being granted the
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Comptroller of the National Banks has the following excellent pro
test :
"Circulating notes have been issued under peculiar circumstances by other govern
ments, as is now being done by that of the United States, but the jndgment of the
world is against it as a permanent policy, and nothing but an overpowering public
exigency will at any time justify it. Under popular institutions like ours no more
dangerous, no more corrupting power could be lodged in the hands of the party in
possession of the Government ; none more perilous to official probity and free elec
tions. Give to a party dominant in the legislative and executive branches of the
Government the authority of issuing paper money for the purpose of furnishing the
country with its currency, subject, as it would be, to no restraint but its own pleasure,
and what guaranty would there be that this authority would be honestly and jndici
ously uned ? If there were no risk in the preparation of the notes, and checks were
provided to make frandulent issues an impossibility, the power of issuing Govern
ment promises as a circulating medium is too daugerous a one to be conferred upon
any party, except under extraordinary circumstances."
This is, as we said, no doubt a correct view of the matter. But although
the Comptroller argues against Mr. Fessenden having this power, he
claims it in behalf of the National Banks which he controls, and says it
is indispensable for the Treasury to control the currency. He fails en
tirely to show how the increase of the currency through banks which he
controls, is any less dangerous than for the Secretary of the Treasury to
control the currency himself directly.
The gold revenue is now short of the interest account, and the spectre
of a deficit gold fund presents itself to the mind of the Secretary :
" But whatever success might attend any effort to check speculation in coin, or to
counteract its injurious effect, it is still obvious that so long as there remains a large
and increasing necessity for its use, and a limited supply, it will command a price
commensurate with the necessity and the difficulty of obtaining it. This necessity
arises from the demand for foreign exchange, the customs duties, and to pay the in
terest on the public debt The matter of foreign exchange I do not propose to dis
cuss. The demand for duties on imports and that to pay the interest on a large por
tion of the public debt are so far identical that one is dependent upon the other. The
laws authorizing the issue of bonds bearing interest in coin specifically pledged the
revenue from customs to the payment of that interest, and provided for the collection
of those duties iu the same currency. In the opinion of the Secretary that pledge
should not be violated ; a departure from it could only be vindicated by one of thote
state necessities which justify a nation in temporarily postponing its obligations in
order to preserve the power to discharge them at a future diy. When the pledge was
given no one anticipated a possible continuance of the war for such a length of time
as would involve the increase of the public debt to the point it has already attained,
or the possible payment of interest in coin to an amount beyond the ability of duties
on imports to supply. It will be noticed, however, that our annual coin interest now
exceeds (66.000.UU0. Should the additional amount required for the expenditures of
the present fiscal year be raised upon bonds bearing interest in coin, and the revenue
from customs not exceed the estimate predicated upon the receipts of the first quarter,
it is quite manifest that resort must soon be had to some other source of supply, or
recourse must be had to the emission of securities of a different character."
These suggestions thus put forth involve very grave consequences. The
actual interest payable in coin is $61,000,000. The actual amount of
duties in the last ten years of peace was $54,000,000 average. The paper
outstanding convertible into coin stock will raise the interest to $70,000,000
if no more is created. The point is therefore reached when " resource
must be had to securities of a different character," and what are these ?
Such is the substance of the report of our new Secretary so far as he
develops his future policy. To our mind there is little in it that is satis
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factory. It fails to suggest any plan for the future, or any remedy for the
present. As we understand it, the Treasury is to be left to drift along,
while old evils are too aggrivated. Oh, for a man brave enough to strike
out boldly and swim against this current which is hurrying us on to
bunkruptcy ! Is it fear that leads our official men to recommend a three
per cent income tax when it should be thirty per cent, if there is no bet
ter way to raise the money ? Is it something worse than fear that allows
the further increase of our currency through Government and through
bunks ? Why should hanks of any kind (whether State or National)
have the power to issue circulation now f Can the Government afford to
increase its expenses each year as in the past, and can we as individuals
continue to pay an advance each day for our daily bread ? Is there no
limit to our ability to do this ? Certainly the late election has shown the
administration that the people are in earnest in carrying on this war. All
they ask is, that it be managed rightly, economically. Unwelcome as
taxation is they are ready for it, if the Government will only avoid other
measures which are neutralizing the payments they are called on to make.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

IMPOETS AND EXPOETS AT NEW TOEE PALLING OFP— PEICES OF SIXTEEN AETICLES FEOM 1862-64
—EFFECT OF TEEASUEEE'S EEPOET—THE 7.3-10 BONDS, EIGHT OF OONVEESION—UNITED STATES
PAPEE, PEICES Or FOE YEAE—6PECIE AND PEICE OF GOLD—EATES OF EXCHANGE, ETC.

These has been, during the month, little change in a commercial point of view.
The uncertainties that attended the election, the publication of the annual re
ports, the assembling of Congress, the new projects lor increasing the taxes, and
their probable influence upon the value of and demand for goods, together with
the anxieties in relation to military operations, and their possible influence, in
combination with the Treasuary measures for the raising of money upon the
value of goods, have all tended to paralyze enterprise, the more so as a new draft
for 300,000 men was announced towards the close of December. The imports
and exports of the port of New York, as compared with last year, show a great
falling off. They have been as follows, November 1 to December 19 :

1868
1864

importa,
$26,964,896
18,412,177

-Exports.Currency
Specie
value.
value.
$20,027,109
$18,686,218
28,968,763
12,069,291

Excess
Imports.
$12,829,678
1,342,886

The amount of goods imported was hardly more than half that of the same
period last year, but as the price of gold fluctuated in the market, advantage
was taken of the low rates of gold to draw goods out of bond, and the duties so
paid seemed to sustain the customs revenue, which nevertheless has been much
less than at the same period last year. The rise in gold and in taxes has told
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heavily upon consumption by greatly enhancing prices. The following is a com
parative table of the prices of sixteen articles in illustration :
March, 1862.

Cordage, Manilla.
Indigo.
Coffee, Rio, 100 lbs
India rubber
Gunny cloth, 100 yards
Hides, Rio, 100 lbs
Plaster of Paris
Leather, oat. mid
Mahogany
Molasses, No. gall
Silk, raw
Cassia, 100 lba
Gin
Sugar, Cuba, 100 lbs
Tin, Banca
Spelter

Cordage, Manilla
Indigo
Coffee, Rio, 100 lbs
India rubber
Gunny cloth, 100 yards
Hides, Rio, 100 lbs
Plaster of Paris
Leather, oat. mid
Mahogany
Molasses, No. gall
8ilk,raw
Cassia, 100 lbs
Gin
Sugar, Cuba, 100 lbs
Tin, Banca
Spelter

.

$9 00 a 10 00
125 a 2 50
17 25 a 19 50
48 a
50
11 OOall 50
21 00 a 21 60
160 a 176
27 00 a 30 00
86 00 a 45 00
50 a
66
6 00 a 6 60
31 00 a 82 50
26 00 a 27 00
6 87 a 8 75
30 00 a 82 00
5 50 a 8 70

March, 186X
$18 00 a 18 60
2 00 a 2 85
30 50 a 34 00
85 a
87
16 00 a 16 75
80 00 a 31 00
3 60 a 8 75
40 00 a 42 00
45 00 a 65 00
46 a
47
10 00 a 10 50
45 00 a 46 00
66 00 a 56 00
9 25 a 11 50
66 00 a 58 00
9 00 a 9 87

$228 35 a254 25

$870 65a396 56

March. 1864.

66 00 a 67 00
12 60 a 13 00

December, 1664.
$24 00 a 26 00
2 60 a 3 00
44 00 a 48 00
1 16 a 1 20
20 50 a 21 00
81 00 a 82 00
4 50 a 4 80
49 00 a 62 00
76 OOallO 00
1 10 a 1 27
14 00 a 15 00
100 00 al05 05
210 00 a216 00
16 26 a 22 25
70 00 a 72 00
16 00 a 15 60

$516 13a577 00

$679 lla739 27

$19 00 a 20
1 60 a 2
86 00 a 87
83 a
15 60 a 15
29 60 a 80
3 25 a 8
46 00 a 47
100 00al50
70 a
9 60 a 9
62 50 a 66
108 OOallO
12 25 a 14

00
60
60
85
76
00
50
00
00
80
76
00
00
76

This average aggregate me has been as follows :
Gold
premium.

March.1862
*
1863
"
1864
Dec, 1864

\\
64
69
1 25

16 articles.

Bise
per cent.

24130
883 66
646 66
709 19

60
180
194

This table shows that the price of commodities keeps always in advance of that
of gold. Thus the premium on gold is 125 per cent, and the advance in the
articles has been 150 per cent on the gold price of those articles. These higher
prices inclnde the duties, the cost of gold with which payment is made, the price
of exchange, the stamps and other taxes, and all the expenses and profits of the
importers. Before the goods reach the consumers they are thus loaded with ex
penses, cbarges,taxes, and profits, which therefore necessarily diminish the ability of
the consumers to take the usual quantities. The home manufacturers have had
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less to contend with. They have been charged with three per cent tax, and other
charges, and the rise in raw materials and wages, but they have been sustained
by a large and effective demand from the Government for most materials of
clothing, munitions, etc., at rates which have left a considerable profit. The
manufacturing sections have indeed never been so prosperous as during the past
year. It is the case, nevertheless, that the stocks of merchandise generally, aa
well in first hands, as those on the shelves of stores, and in possession of con
sumers, an far less than in ordinary years, while there is very little apparent dis
position at the present moment to import. For these reasons prices are generally
firm.
The effect of the annual Treasury report was not very marked. The leading
idea advanced was that the issue of paper money would be restrained, and that
dependance would be had mostly upon paper interests bearing securities, to the
exclusion of gold stocks, the amount of which the Secretary intimated is quite
as large as the revenue from customs will meet. Nevertheless, he asked for the
authority to issue more legal tender at discretion, while avowing the strongest
opposition to the exercise of that discretion.
The securities most pressed upon the public were 7.3-10 three year notes,
with coupons payable half-yearly, and convertible into 5-20 six per cent gold
stock at maturity. The right of conversion is not, in this case, very valuable,
for the reason that the gold stock to be issued in exchange is also payable, at
the will of the Government, at the end of 5 years, and may be paid in paper by
the contraction of a new loan for the purpose. The sales were, therefore, not
very great. An amount of about $27,000,000 of the 5-20 gold stock was issued
to private takers at about 105. This stock was in some demand on account of
the rapid increase of the new Banks, which desire them to place with the Comp
troller. The negotiation was followed by another of the 10-40 five per cent gold
stock, the only stock absolutely payable in coin at maturity. The amount of
this stock authorized by the law of March, 1864, was $200,000,000. There had
been sold about $82,000,000, and the balance of $18,000,000 was taken up, in
the hope that the Secretary would make a public announcement withdrawing
the remaining $100,000,000 from market. This he declined to do. Last year
Mr. Chase stopped the sale of the 5 20's while they were being rapidly sold, in
order that by so doing the price might rise for the benefit of the speculators.
The results were by no means satisfactory, and Mr. Fessenden seemed desirous
of avoiding that mistake. The negotiation left the Treasury with the following
means to negotiate :
10-40's 5 per cent gold stock
tl00,000,000
6 20'g 6 per cent gold stock
183,000,000
8 year 7.8 10 paper notes
60,000,000
The 10-40's were sold at par, with an allowance of 3-16 discount. The inter
est ran from September, and accrued interest was paid by the buyer in gold, or
at the rate of 150 in currency. One year certificates, due before Jan. 6, were
taken with the interest in full. One year notes, due in February, were also
taken with interest. The movement caused a greater degree of activity in
Government stocks, the more so that the scarcity of business paper directed the
growing abundance of money mostly into Government stocks for employment.
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This was encouraged by the disposition of the Government Banks to sell the
docks on small margins and lend the money on them. The effect on prises was
as follows :
PEICES UNITED STATES PAPEE.

January 2 . .
u

"
u
u

9..
16..
2S..
SO..
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il

"
il
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u
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12.
19.
26.
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16.
23.
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7.

M
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28.
4.
11.
13.
25.
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9.
IB.
23.
80.
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M
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M
•l
•i

M
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«
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a
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M
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II
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M
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10.
17.
24.
1.
8.
15.
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6.
IS.
1».
26.
8.
12.
19.
26.

7 3-10,
^-4ft,183l.—.
Keg.
Coup. 5'«,1874. S years.
106$
104}
105$
96
104}
105$
96
166$
106$
104
105}
96
106
107
97
107
106$
106
100
.107}
108
107}
107 $
100
109}
1091
100
109$
111}
110
100
111
111}
110$
100
111
111
111}
111
100
110$
112
112
100
110$
112
112+
IOC
112
1124
100
111}
111
111
110
100
111}
112
112
102
107}
1121
102
112
105$
108
109
109
111
114
114
102
113
118
102
109}
114
114$
102
111
ill
114
114
102
114
114
102
111
109$
109
113$
102
105
118
102
108$
107
112
102
107
104$
112
102
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104$
111
102
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104
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105
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102
103$
102$
102$
102
107
107
93
107}
106$
105$
99
107}
106$
107
100
108
108}
108$
100
109$
109}
100
111}
107
107
100
111
107
108$
100
111
110$
108
108}
100
108
107}
100
110}
106
106$
103
110}
105$
105$
100
105$
106
105$
100
105
106
106$
100
105
106$
105$
100
108
106}
107$
106$
100
108
107}
107$
100
110$
110$
100
118
111$
111}
100
180
110
107}
107}
100
120
108$
108$
100
109
109}
100
120
110
110
100
120

no

1 yeaniertit.
Old.
New.
101}
97}
102
97$
102$
97$
103
97
102}
97$
102}
98f
103
98$
99$
108
108
99$
108$
90f
108
99$
108
99$
103
99$
99$
99$
99
...
97
•..
98$
98$
98$
98$
98$
98
97$
97
96$
94
94
...
94$
92$
95$
94$
95
94 1
95
93f
93$
93$
94$
94$
94$
94 1
94}
95
...
95$
95$
96}
...
96$
97$
97}
97 i
96$

Gold.
151}a 151$
162 a 1624
165 a 166$
156 a 158
156$ a 156}
159} a 169$
159$ a 169}
159$ a 161
159$ a 161
161} a 161}
162$ a 162}
162 a 162$
169{ a 179
166} a 167$
169$ a 170
173 a 189
174} a 179
179$ a 179}
173}al73}
172$ a 172$
183 a 183$
186 a 186$
190} a 191
198} a 198}
195$ a 196
212 a216
236 a 240
266} a 267
244 a 286
250 a 268

251 a 261$
260 a 260$
266$ a 256
257$ a 267$
264 a 266
251 a 254$
234 a 288
222$ a 222}
212$ a 212$
194$ a 194}
200$ a 200}
213$ a 214
209} a 210
216$a216}
239} a 240
244 a 245
216$ a 217
219 a 219$
231} a 282
240 a 241$
234$ a 284$
217 a 217$

The rise in the 6's carried the prices here to a rate higher than the price
abroad, which varied from 40 a 43 cents per dollar in London.
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The demand for gold was well sustained during the month for export, and the
movement was as follows :
8PEOIK AND FEIGE OF GOLD.

SG3.

Received.
Jan.

2
9
16
28
80
Feb. 6
18
20
27
March 6
12
19
26
Apr. 2
9
16
28
80
May 1

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

1,277,788
678,841
801,860
859,987
'286,394
1,243,581

2*49,514
159,105
250,778
Yl7,602
256,604
205,057

14 ...

12
28
June 4
11

...
...
...
...

258,570
818,066

18 ...

187,082

26 ...
July 2 . . .
9 ..

254,947*

16 ..
28 ...
80 ..

2*70,182

Aog. 6 . . . .
18 ...
20 ...
27 ...
Sept 8 . .
10 ...
17 ...
24
Oct l ...
«
8
» i6!!!'
* 22
'• 2» . . . .
Nov. 6 ....
" 12
" 19
" 26
Bee. 8 ....
" 12....
" 19
" 26
Total

3*18,612
231,854
279,043
198,543
277,380
268,282
2*67,9 il
647,838
281,340
261,730
261,101
805,650
297,899

Exported.
681,448
726,746
1,880,247
780,817
1,881,027
1,277,000
1,152,846
620,017
1,877,016
738,643
3,540,560
1,201,907
1,050,166
473,385
607,059
188,487
629,865
'294,998
451,827
661,996
4S8.746
279,994
411,483
285,364
622,147
134.482
347,807
401,936
2,190,781
1,725,748
480,874
6S0.044
1,210,220
238,398
1,879.710
309,799
862,752
585,796
1,411,611
803,583
2,555,666
1,206,960
1,243,273
685,302
646,017
896,796
1,006,907
1,831,057
1,771,021
1,409,465
1,466,497
730,806

-1S04.

Hecejved. Exported. Gold in bank. Prem.ongold
254,239
690,262 25,161,035 61i. a 62
1,216,204 26,122,002 61 $ a 62
279,801 1,986,057 24,884,264 52} a 66$
305,608 1,000,000 24,681,204 56 a 68
824,864
668,747 24,208,682 66$ a...
662,616 24,070,191 f9±a...
363,198 1,219,808 28.521,458 95 a...
826,682 22,523,918 69 a...
407,057
681,700 22,801,687 165 a 61
612.368
629,808 21,220,658 61} a 66J;
465,920 20,750,495 62 a 62
281, S04
83,881 21,059,512 62 a 70
875,101
278,900 20,425,504 69* a 684
273,429
168,912 19,527,665 68f a 71*
802,344
845,471 20,924,287 67 a 29
269,522 1,002,384 21,687,670 71 a 89
8,226,000 24,868,208 72* a 79
282,876 1,271,886 24,087,848 77 a 85
282,276 1,174,241 28,082,028 71 a 81
2,452,668 22,686,155 61} a 76*.
888,428 1,884,195 22,091,691 78 a 85
680,820 21,973,180 87$ a 92*
271,801 1,425,588 22,461,604 87 a 90*
1,543,600 24,041,704 92 a 99*
291,208 1,886,663 22,916,291 94 a 98*
281,011 1,296,356 22,000,898 99 a 130
660,677 21,206,685 115 a 180
801.207
486,889 20,084,917 12! a 176*
301,244 21,284,354 144 a 185
249,095
656,464 21,033,912 150-}alti8}
284,801
404,312 21,051,896 144 al69
90,111 21,159,518 166 al61}
841,883 21,080,309 162 al69J
571,281
48,009 20,794,268 166 a!68
206,898 19,952,949 145 al57
887,281
444,508 20,186,547 181 al5S
486,461 20,608,881 125 al48
869,592
669,788 20,066,180 114 al80
1,288,569 20,065,180 100 al26
281,481
608,604 19,671,131 85 alC&
275,131
287,768 20,066,557 89 al06
191,781
239,491 20,522,082 99 al08
616,466 21,010,860 110all6
279,121
932,648 21,078,807 109}al20f
881,810 2,296,630 21,740,827 121$al46
489,682 1,224,280 22,491,122 288 a260
1,546,166 21,438,959 209$a225
1,524,118 20,248,716 216*a228*
1,528,255 20,273,919 226 a2S8
876,878 1,072,508 20,713,208 226*a248*
792,517*1,671,487 20,868,768 223$a227*
881,220 1,281,851 20,600,441 211$a226

11,087,229 $49,882,515 12,484,145 49,571,781
* $500,000 to United States Treasury.
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A good deal of the export movement is dne to the amount of gold stocks held
abroad. Of these it is estimnted that $150,000,000 are there held, which would
involve a shipment of $9,000,000, or 25 per cent of the receipts from California.
The Secretary of the Treasury in his report states, however, that he had large
additional sums to pay abroad, and to' meet them sent out $10,000,000 of stock
to sell, but failed in the negotiation, and was therefore compelled to send
$4,000,000 of gold from California for that purpose. The demand for travelers,
for remittances of emigrants, and for State and corporation interest and divi
dends, form important items of remittance in addition to the payments on
account of imports. It was also the case that the Bank of France had been a
buyer of gold to aid in bridging over adverse exchanges, until the current of
trade set hack. This accelerated the export hence. The whole export for the
year haa been such as to diminish the amount here by perhaps $40,000,000.
The dealing in gold has become large, regular and permanent, and the fluctua
tions in currency such that it has been necessary to confine exchange transac
tions to the gold price, payable in gold, as is also the case with many leading
articles of importation. Under these circumstances the transportation and safe
keeping of the gold became onerous. The large dealers, therefore, by consent,
took a common depository—the Bank of New York—where all the gold that
arrives for the parties interested is deposited, and is transferred by certificate
from hand to hand, until wanted, for shipment, or for customs, when the holder
of a certificate draws it. This seems to be the initiation of a system like that
of the Bank of Hamburg, which grew out of a similar difficulty, viz., the per
manent depreciation of the currency making it too unstable for purposes of
foreign commerce. Hence pure silver lodged with the Bank becomes the medinm
of settling exchanges, and is termed "banco," in distinction of currency, which
bears an hourly varying "agio." The demand for exchange has been quite
limited, and the rates as follows :
BATES OF EXCHANGE.

Jan. 2,
" 9,.
■ 16,.
" 28,.
" 30,
Feb. 6,
" 18,
20,
27,
5,
12,
19,
26,
April 2,
"
9,
" 16,
" 28,
" SO,
Hay 7,
* 14,
" 21,
" 28,

London.
Paris.
Amsterdam. Frankfort. Hamburg.
Berlin.
166 a 166} 8.88} a 8.84} 62} a 63 62} a 68} 65} a 66 110} a 111
166$ a 167} 8.88^ a 8.40 62} a 63 62} a 63} 66} a 66} 110} a 111
169, a 170} 8.80 a 3.32} 64 a 6-U 64} a 64} 56* a 5J} 112} a 113}
170 a 171 8.81 a8.83 64} a 64} 64} a 65 66} a 67 112}all8}
171 a 172 8.82} a 8.28} 64} a 64} 64} a 65 57} a 57} 113J a 114
174 a 175 8.26} a 8.28} 65} a 66} 65$ a 66 58 a 58} 115 a 116
178 a 1741. 8.27} a 8.23} 65 a 65} 65} a 65} 68} a 68} 115} a 116
172} a 174 3 27} a 8.28} 65} a 65} 65} a 65} 68} a 53} 115} a 116
173}al74 2.26}a8.22 65} a 65} 65} a.66 58} a 68} 115} a 116}
174} a 175} 8.25 a 8.21} 65} a 66} 66 a 66} 68} a 69 116 a 117
177 a 178 8.15 a 8. 18} 66 a 66} 67 a 67} 69 a 69} 117} a 118
176 a 177 8.22} a 8.18} 65} a 66} 66 a 66} 68} a 59 116 a 117
179} a 182 8.15 a 8.10 67} a 68} 68 a 68} 60} a 61 120 a 121
177} a 181 8.18} a 8.12} 66} a 67 67 a 67} 69} a 60} 118 a 120
184 a 185 8.08 aS.06J 68} a 69 68} a 69} 61} a 62 121} a 122
189 a 191 2.97} a 2.95 70 a 71 70} a 71} 62} a 64} 127 a 123
190 a 192 8.05} a 2.95 71} a 71} 71} a 72 62} a 68} 124 a 125
195 a 198 2.90 a 2.85 73 a 74 73} a 74} 65 a 66 130 a 181
192 a 195 2.96} a2. 90 72 a 73 72} a 73} 63} a 64} 126 a 127
192 a 187 2.96 a 3.02 71} a 70} 71} a 71 62} a 63 124 a 126
196 a 198 2.87} a 2.83} 74 a 76} 73} a 75 65 a 66 130 a 181
201 a 208} 2.81} a 2.77} 75}a76} 76} a 76} 67 a 67} 134 a 186
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London.
Paris.
Amsterdam. Frankfort
Hamburg.
Berlin.
June 4, 218 a 210 2.72* a 2.68$ 78 a 79 77$ a 74* 68* a 6vi 136 a 136
" 11, 215 a 218 2.65 a 2.60
79 a 79$ 78 a 79 71i a 72 143 a 144
" 18, 216 a 219 2:64 a 2.88
79$ a 80$ 80 a 80$ 72 a 78 145 a 146
" 26, 235 a 238 2.87$ a 2.41} 86 a 87 .. a.. 76 a 77 154 a 156
July 2, 270 a 295 2.16 a 1.92$ 93 a 94 .. a.. 86 a 95 186 a 196
-*
9, 292 a 298 1.95 a 1.87$ .. a.. 200 a216 96 a 98 184 a 188
" 16, 268 a 290 Nominal.
" 23, 278 a282 2.10 a 2.01* .. a.. 101 a!08 90 a 93 182 a 184
" 80, 270 a 274}2 15 a 2.07$ .. a.. 98 alOO 88}a90$178 a 180
Aug. 6, 279 a 283 2.00* a 2.00
.. a . . 103 al05 91 a 93 184 a 185
- IS, 274 a 277 2,05 a 2.-07$ ..a..
..a.. 91} a 92} 183 a 185*
" 20, 278 a 279* 2.06} a 2.02* 100 a 102* 101 al08 914 a 92$ 188 a 184
" 27, 275 a 276 2.08* a 2.05
..a..
.. a .. 90 a 90$ 178 a 180
8ept 3, 260 a 276 2.16 a 2.05
.. a..
.. a.. 85 a 90$ 170 a 180
" 10, 263 a 266 2.26 a 2.20
93 a 94 .. a .. 88 a 84 166 a 167
" 17, 246 a 248$ 2.31* a 2.27* .. a..
.. a.. 80 J a 81} .. a ..
" 24, 230 a 240 1.47* a 2.36
..a.. 88 a 90 76 a 80
.. a ..
Oct 1, 208 a 210 2.76 a 2.68$ .. a..
.. a.. «7$ a 68$ .. a ..
" 8, 210 a 218 2.70 a 2.60
.. a..
.. a.. 70 a 72
.. a ..
" 16, 218 a 230 2.55 a 2.46
69 a 71
. . a . . 72 a 75 188 a 142
" 22, 108* a 109$ 5.16* a 6.20
40fa 41
.. a.. 85i a 36
71 a 72
" 29, 108*a 109 5.18$a6.22
.. a..
.. a.. 85* a 36$ 71} a 72
Nov. 6, 109*a 109}5.17$ a6.25
40 a 41 40* a 41 85* a 86* 70* a 72
" 12, 109* a 109} 5.16* a 6.26
40 a 41 40* a 41* 35$ a 86$ 70 a 72*
" 19, 109* a 109} 5.25 a 6.16
40$ a 41$ 41 a 41* 36$ a 36 72 a 72*
" 26, 109}a 109}5.16 a 6.17$ ...a
a ... 85$ a 86$ 71$ a 72*
Dec. 8, 109*alO9}5.16 a 6.17$ ...a... 40* a 41* 36* a 86$ 72 a 72$
" 12; 109f a 10!if 5.16 a 6.17$ ...a
a... 86} a 36f 72 a 72$
" 19, 109$ a 109f 6.16* a 5.17$ ...a
a... 36* a 36f 72 a 72*
" 26, 109* a 109* 6.16* a 6.15
...a
a... 36* a 86* .. a ..
The payment of the Federal interest, January 1, to the amount of about
89.000,000, involves some remittances to foreign holders.

JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY, AND FINANCE.
STATE BANES COMING UNDEE NATIONAL LAW—INCEEASE or NATIONAL BANES, AND TUB NUMBEE
OBGANZZID IN EACH STATE—INTEEEST ON DEPOSITS—NEW TOBE

BANE

BETUBNS—BBTUBNS OF

TUB BANES OFgPniLADELPHIA, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, BHODE ISLAND, OHIO,

AND WLSOONBIN

—CONDITION OF BANE OF ENGLAND, AND EETUENS— BANE OF FBANCE EETUBNS.

In our last number we remarked upon the fact that the Banks of Boston and
Philadelphia, with those of New York, were disposed, and some of them were
taking steps to come under the national law. This movement has since become
more general for reasons then stated, and the chances now are that all the State
Banks will merge themselves under the new law. The advantages to stockholders
in selling the gold on hand, dividing the surplus, and begining anew under a
system which never contemplates a return to specie payments, are apparently very
great. The progress of the Banks has been as follows :
No. banks.
Capital.
Circulation.
Oct
"
Nov.
"
«
"

22
29
5
12
19
26

656
660
664
668
678
587

$98,111,420
104,746,070
105,881,070
106,540,750
108,440,870
110,960,870

$66,868,036
68,734,180
60,460,100
6'2,350,820
64.529,470
68,585,070
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Dec- 8
601
115,710,870
70,507,840
" 19
620
121,266,020
70,260,840
" 17
681
128,161,020
72,888,740
This rapid increase involves the adhesion of the old Banks to the new system,
into which the Comptroller of the currency confidently expects the absorption
of all of them. It was rumored, therefore, that the further formation of
new Banks had been discouraged by the Comptroller, and consequently he pub
lished the following denial of the rnmor :
" The Comptroller has given no such notice. In view of the fact that State Banks
are being rapidly organized under the National Currency Act, and that in the Eastern
states there is no deficiency, but rather an excess of banking capital, he has considered
it to be his duty to discourage, in many instances, new organizations, and in mcire in
stances, the increase of the capital of those already in existence. It is the aim of
the Comptroller to introduce the National Bank note circulation without adding to the
present inflation ; but it is not in bis power to prevent new organizations, nor is it his
desire to do so, in places where the legitimate business of the country seems to re
quire additional banking facilities."
The Secretary of the Treasury in relation to the circulation of the old Banks
stated that the amount out in July, 1864, was $144,000,000. To extend the
new system to $300,000,000 would involve an increase of $156,000,000 in the
currency, even if the old note circulation should be entirely withdrawn. The
old Banks, especially those in cities, hold stocks enough to lodge with the Comp
troller for circulation without purchasing any more, and it is evidently for their
interest to utilize the stock by obtaining circulation for it. The number of
Banks in each State, November 25th, was given officially as follows :
NATIONAL BANES.

State.
Mame
New Hampshire
Vermont
Rhode [aland
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia . .
Virginia
West Virginia.
Ohio.
Kentucky
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Nebraska Territory. . .
Kansas
Missouri
Tennessee
Louisiana
Total

No.
18
9
10
2
67
20
100
109
16
1
3
2
1
2
84
1
84
88
16
15
4
20
1
1
7
8
1

Capital stock paid In.
»2,749.SOO 00
1,120,000 00
1,490,000 00
700,000 00
25,909,040 00
6,176,688 00
20,599,176 08
21,120,148 88
2,141,249 00
800,000 00
1,560,000 00
600,000 00
96,025 00
206,950 00
10,086,166 86
200,000 00
4,201.67126
4,147.887 26
1,166,090 00
1,040,277 00
690,000 00
1,216,000 00
40,000 00
100,000 00
1,621,580 00
840,000 00
600,000 00

684

$108,964,697 28

Circulation.
$1,887,880
662,700
1,811,800
414,000
12,536,850
4,084,050
12,584,950
10,193,830
1,756,170
200,000
1,245.000
477,000
95,000
140.000
7,505,880
162,000
8,148,400
8,896,560
797,800
774,500
442,000
945,900
27,000
49,000
722,000
234,380
180,000

Bonds.
$2,244,500
944,000
1,636,000
560.000
16,888,650
4,526,500
14,064,600
14,964,100
2,011,000
250,000
1,400,000
634,000
112,000
280,000
8,749,850
134.000
8,924,100
8,794,600
948,500
908,060
608,000
1,092,000
80,000
56,000
866,000
268,000
200,000

$65,864,660

$81,961,460
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The business of the new Banks continues to be mostly Government transac
tions. Those institutions are deemed fiscal aids to the Treasury. The city in
stitutions employ large amounts of Bank balances, Government deposits, and
individual deposits, but at times like the present, when there is not much busi
ness paper created, the employment for money is not so active in the usual chan
nels. At the same time there is a considerable amount of individual money un
employed, which might be directed to the service of holders of United States
bonds. In this view the first National Bank of New York makes offers as fol
lows :
"Resolved, That this Bank confine its discounts to collateral loans on United States
securities, payable on call or at short dates, except in its dealings with corresponding
Banks, where advances on bills receivable may be proper.
" Resolved, That this Bank issue to depositors, when so desired, deposit receipts
instead of the ordinary Bank pass-book, such deposit receipts to be payable on de
mand, and to bear interest at the rate of three per cent per annum on all amounts
from $100 to $1,000, and at the rate of four per cent on all amounts of $1,000 and
upwards ; but no interest shall be allowed on deposit receipts paid within fifteen
days from the date of issue."
The operation of this is to draw into the Bank the funds of individuals, who
thus get their money employed at a fair rate of interest, and always on demand.
This issue of deposit receipts bearing interest, and payable on demand, is, we think,
a novel feature in Banks. It is of the nature of the Government deposit certifi
cates, without the formality of ten days notice. The funds so attracted to the
Banks are employed in advances on United States stocks. The idea seems to be
to strengthen holders of those securities who may be in want of a temporary
loan.
The old Banks, as will be observed in the weekly returns, show a continual de
cline of circulation, and in Boston and Philadelphia of specie, which it seems is
being gradually sold. The New York Bank returns are as follows :
NEW YOEE BANES.

New Yobk Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1864, $
; Jbn.,1863, $69,494,577.)
Date.
Loans.
Specie. Circulation. N<t Deposits. Clearings.
January
2,.. $174,714,465 $25,161,935 $6,103,331 $140,250,856 $300,753,147
9,..
173,009,701 25,122,002 6,032,546 134,861,977 387,546,217
"
16,..
165,991,170 23,S84,264 6,008,182 180,311,046 416,962,806
"
23,..
162,925,880 24,077,513 5,049,807 130,136,203 460,811,543
"
30,..
162,296,896 24,203,682 5,913,568 130,665,415 427,806,608
February 6...
163,076,846 24,070,791 6,974,762 183,849,042 425,480,986
13...
165,090,829 23,521,453 5,916,707 140,464,616 467,751,746
"
20,..
168,302,935 22,523,918 5,908,394 148,014,106 514,887,411
27,..
174,928,205 22,801,687 5,907,861 154,875,059 675,442,304
March
6,..
182,317,878 21,188,034 6,987,167 168,999,668 518,951,438
12,..
189,757,746 20,750,405 6,918,807 168,044,977 688,822,278
"
19,..
198,229,513 21,059,542 6,889,197 169,687,975 618,838,858
26,..
199,872,487 20,425,504 5,514,189 168,316,904 676,258,989
April
2,..
203,998,131 19,526,665 6,708,908 171,151,297 670,872,745
9,..
204,333,192 20,924,287 6,804,511 170,518,020 658,852,112
"
16...
198,703,699 21,687,670 6,779,650 168,850,790 646,593,648
"
28...
196,286,72? 24,863,003 5,679,947 161,978,166 672,442,840
80,..
194,157.495 24,087,343 6,626,978 164,578,919 446,587,420
May
7...
192881,246 28,082,028 5,594,882 168,562,197 410,052,018
14,..
194,178,921 22,635,166 5,482,357 174,426,682 418,552,127
"
21,..
197,866,939 22,091,691 6,367,855 173,111,884 486,884,114
"
28,..
195,813,462 21,978,180 6,240,812 171,765,696 410,972,198
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u

■
1l

July
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4,.
11,.
18,.
25,.
2,.

tt

»,.

it

16,.
23,.
30,.
6,.
13,.
20,.
27,.

II

u

August

..
u

II

September 3,.

t(
i*
tt

October
u

"
u

i•
JlOV.
•I
M

iDec.
II
II

10,.
IT,
24,

1,.
8,
is,
22,
29,
5,
12,
19,
26,
3,
10,
17,

Loans.
196,740,609
194,935,822
195,773,583
197,077,002
198,089,016
199,699,742
199,048,887
190,885,761
185,838,430
185,563,507
186,074,244
185,998,407
188,502,729
189,414,631
187,286,127
186,317,519
186,551,211
186,896,887
185,876,206
185,357,270
186,788,764
186,521,361
187,878,510
188,914,029
190,460,852
192,679,080
196,363,507
202,470,849
204,479,016

Specie.
22,461,604
24,041,701
22,916,291
22,000,988
21,206,685
20,084,917
21,234,854
21,038,912
21,051,896
21,159,518
21,080,309
20,794,268
19,952,949
20,136,547
20,603,881
20,185,815
20.065,180
19,671,181
20,066,567
20,522,082
21,010,360
21,078,807
21,740,827
22,491,122
21,438,959
20,248,716
20,273,919
20,718,208
20,868,768

Circulation.
6,180,«S9
6,049,457
4,959,096
4,807,195
4,752,917
4,696,107
4,724,538
4,688,892
4,563,426
4,522,728
4,417,804
4,846.658
4,256,847
4,200,950
4,181,616
4,169,513
4,147,107
4,167,828
4,131,111
4,051,767
8,991,779
8,920,290
8,850,468
8,735,686
3,700,626
8,615.648
3,570,821
3,516,872
3,467,084

Net Deposits.
174,516,367
172,537,248
169,445,767
158,772,982
164,989,844
163,526,957
151,816,947
147,981,;!25
162,929,633
153,279,263
155,826,514
166,586,217
166,086,807
151,068,566
147,967,942
146,878,542
144,654,935
145,816,097
146,388,022
150,238,084
150,816,884
161,883,092
168,920,408
163,883,095
158,164,196
161,422,248
165,482,990
161,916,844
159,566,835

GO
Clearings.
477,648,207
445,519,166
481,158,427
442,840,362
452,583,581
836,521,426
466,126,408
408,144,195
399,489,739
415,360,181
422,879,926
382,685,847
406,296,866
486,381,918
485,795,880
496,191,745
461,221,702
643,084,474
506,281,897
494,880,434
611,888,091
487,717,898
641,883,442
673,145,880
678,069,364
452,028,948
549,927,689
657,185,969
517,584,142

The increase in loans is due to the Government loans taken by the institutions
daring the month. This case is the same with regard to the Banks of Boston
and Philadelphia.
The following aro the returns of these Banks :
PHILADELPHIA BANES.

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1863, $11,740,080; 1862, $11 970,180.)
Dne
Due
Deposits.
Date.
Loans.
Speole. Circulation
to banks. from banks.
$35,698,808 $4,158,585 $2,055,811 $29,878,920 $4,316,768 $2,963,563
Jan. 4,.
86,458,967 4,158,235 2,050,891 80,484,227 4,001,473 2,814,188
" 11,.
34,896,842 4,158,125 2,044,427 81,194,851 4,830,120 8,068,148
" 18,.
34,849,959 4,103,065 2,047,846 82,354,263 8,500,698 2,905,921
" 25,.
84,845,126 4,108,109 2,056,582 82,027,147 8,453,431 3,271,806
Feb. 1,..
84,146,677 4,102,671 2,066,069 81,033,030 4,080,059 2,461,873
Feb. 8,.
84,590,880 4,102,748 2,069,061 29,911,704 4.822,609 2,080,750
" 16,.
85,059,676 4,102,588 2,119,488 80,783,741 4,468,751 2,099,778
" 22,.
35,519,704 4,102,848 2,167,848 81,435,768 4,887,264 2,114,227
" 29...
Mar. 7,.
35,918,384 4,102,682 2,208,492 81,712,547 6,S2S,316 2,116,042
85,956,678 4,099,707 2,308,250 82,511,406 6,508,146 2,383,819
Mar. 14,.
86,412,928 4,099,664 2,840,182 82,835,038 6,933,974 2,428,227
" 21,.
36,695,416 4,096,401 2,857,768 33,156,496 6,791,191 2,724,985
*' 29,.
87,262,220 4,095,496 2,890,092 84,404,607 6,641,638 8,425,806
April 4,.
87,082,110 4,093,461 2,879,827 36,958,444 6,855,277 8,799,161
"
11,.
39,536,334 4,095,387 2,829,590 38,174,046 6,748,257 3,291,176
" 18,.
" 25,.
89,570,567 4,095,476 2,263,886 87,898,247 6,067,966 2,592,465
89,770,436 3,972,349 2,241,885 87,768,836 6.874,531 2,730,540
Maj 2,.
" »,.
39,689,436 8,967,268 2,162,827 87,466,311 6,636,576 2,786,080
89,262,695 3,964,522 2,131,919 87,638,814 6,580,548 2,863,894
" 16,.
89,639,436 3,967,263 2,152,827 87,466,811 6,686.576 2,786,080
" 23,..
39,262,895 3,964,522 2,131,919 87,638,814 6,580,548 2,868,894
L" 30,.

70
June 7,...
" 14,...
a 21,...
" 27,...
Julj4,...
" 11,...
" 18,...
" 26,...
Aug. 2,...
a
9,...
" 16,...
" 24,...
" SI,...
Sspt. 7,...
r 14,...
" 21,...
" 27,...
Oct 3....
" 10,...
■ 17,...
■ 20,...
" 27,...
Nov. 7,...
" 14,...
" 21,...
" 28,...
Dec. 6,...
•' 12,...
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89,728,498
40,286,488
40,286,488
42,057,758
40,918,009
40,717,627
40,781,324
42,057,758
39,277,980
39,142,449
39,358,341
3M.40l.423
39,778,594
40.834,268
40,885,872
42.404,883
41,839,955
41,152,336
40,541,371
40,867,864
41,105,615
41,598,194
41,768,747
42,844,878
48,792.297
44,170,412
44,810,186
45,836,881

8,694,820
8,964,768
8,964,529
8,968,640
8,955,836
8,949,106
8,948,440
8.968,640
8,962,886
8,962,367
8,962,813
8,962,154
8,972,413
8,962,395
8,962,853
8,961,342
8,960,464
8,910,436
8,940,409
8,940,341
8,668,670
8,496,148
8,058,994
2,748,641
2,674,087
2,589,218
2,478,419
1,988,502

2,100,927
2,077,753
2,074,278
2,092,470
2,154,258
2,337,651
2,208,068
2,092,470
2,249,228
2,281,894
2,214,929
2,222.401
2,361,745
2,454,060
2,624,005
2,674,671
2,610,809
2,626,884
2,608,851
2,681,607
2,554,604
2,519,885
2,455,776
2,406,652
2,355,768
2,815,268
2,821,109
2.366,678

88,249,800
88,867,171
37,588,203
39,122,866
87,945,305
37,812,423
86,462,271
39,122,865
36,520,768
87,284,436
86,826.674
35,869,084
85,608,148
34,981,281
35,039,636
35,918,425
84,888,109
84,649,198
34,968,886
35,559,796
87,102,885
87,425,689
86,948,993
37,705,036
89,227,713
88,974,932
88,462084
39,622,645

5,998,116
6,980,707
6,408,664
6,644,668
6,226,952
6,197,570
6,189,843
6,544,668
6,059,048
6,992,712
6,801,281
5,788,141
6,070,883
6,119,871
6,071,768
6,081,204
6,121,101
6,851,204
6,836,490
6,745,828
6,582,950
6,469.666
6,000,000
6,000,000

[January,
8,186,259
8,007,283
2,998,648
8,139,182
4,325,450
4,658,667
8,616,992
8,189,132
8,816,166
8,785,896
8,691,201
3.891,137
8,704,278
8,419,624
8,047,818
8,081,281
8,057,881
8,158,271
8,268,860
8,126,082
3.802,488
8,654,675
8,000,000
8,000,000

v...

BOSTON BANES.

Boston Bahks. {Capital, Jan., 1868, $88,281,700 ; Jan., 1862, $88,281,700.)
Due
Due
Date.
Loans.
Speoie.
Circulation. Deposits.
to banks.
from banks.
Jan. 4,.. $76,805,843 $7,508,889 $9,625,043 $32,525,679 $12,881,000 $12,351,600
" 11... 77,747,734 7,581,195 10,185,616 81,624,185 12,708,600 11,019,000
a 18,.. 75,877,427 7,464,511 9,968,889 81,151,240 12,041,000 11,769.000
" 25,.. 74,146.000 7,440,000 9,729,000 80,898,000 11,106,700 12,227,000
Feb 1... 78,959,175 7,886,413 9,660,163 30,656,782 10,825,000 11,854,600
"
8,.. 71,765,122 7,265,104 9,579,020 80,030,292 11,816,000 12,272,000
- 15,.. 71,088,849 7,224,924 9,741,471 30,412,647 11,615,000 18,448,000
r 22,.. 71,074,000 7,216,600 9,411,000 81,881,000 11,829,600 14,925,404
" 29,.. 7'2,18n,OOS 7,179,810 9,371,440 38,156,888 12,224,603 16,189,720
Mar. 7,.. 72,687,868 7,108,519 9,606,818 88,688,017 12,818,829 16,535,992
" 14...
72,106,111 7,062,181 9,490,811 88,891,204 12,704,181 17,815,281
"21,..
78,207,121 7,038,721 9,548,211 86,090,181 18,092,681 17,266,741
" 28,..
7H,485,514 7,016,086 9,210,096 84,859,508 18,852,706 17,071,781
April4,..
71,888.606 6,856,708 9,442,082 32,861,609 18,601,005 15.786,092
" 11,..
72,620,848 6,982,192 10.447,916 88,324,978 15,094,860 17,362,371
"18,..
72,328.896 6,869,726 J0,381,806 88,510,054 14,447,997 17,054,244
" 26,..
72,688,611 6,952,498 10,988,991 81,810,971 14,715,981 15,790,498
May 2,..
71,270,181 6,642,798 10,127,097 81,461,499 14,206,681 14,206.592
" 9...
69,471,481 6.7L6.484 10.521,591 81,172,584 12,801,000 16,239,000
'■ 16...
68,888,581 6,644,493 10,126,478 81,688,071 12,600,671 16,201,083
" 23...
66,688,510 6,578,181 9,899,193 36,605,131 11,871,719 15,738,691
" 80,.. 69,201,301 6,541,201 9,681,204 84,391,208 11,101,307 15,926,201
June 7,.. 67,098,500 6,509,181 9,160,621 32,771,821 10,875,181 16,130,720
" 14,.. 67,942,400 6,624,207 8,771,181 88,305,220 10,710.089 15,057,181
a SI,.. 68,880,121 6,507,021 8,988,121 82,740,201 11,681,602 14.790,012
" 28,.. 69.691,000 6,470,600 9,068,712 80,865,101 12,260.080 12,872,111
July 6,.. 66,950,111 6,290,621 9,5-74,009 29,940,102 11,880,312 18,809',002
' 12,.. 66,452,107 6,801,101 9,986,491 82,260,004 11,306,002 18,434,528
a 19,.. 66,079,000 6,246,211 9,890,081 80,584,101 10,008,181 18,942,001

1865.]
Date.
" 24,. .
Aug 2...
" 9...
" 16,..
" 2S,. .
" 80,. .
Sept.fi,..
" 13,..
" 20,..
" 27,..
Oct. 4,..
" 11,..
" 18...
" 25...
" SI,..
Not. 8,..
" IS,..
* 22,..,
" 28,..,
Dec. 6,.,,
" 12,.,.
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Loans.
59.913,511
59.760,398
60.655,181
61,175,211
61,817,002
61960.481
62,211,931
61,818,600
61,863,582
08.352,671
58,391,621
57,719.911
55,734,921
66,080,000
53,485,492
60,865,491
50,488,921
44,28«,000
44,236,311
43,614,928
44,190,581

Specie.
Circulation. Deposits.
5,733,010 9,775,481 27,905,491
5,729,431 9,827,101 27,866,201
5,734,101 9,685,671 27,806,030
6.665,981 9,538,841 27,778.821
5,660,911 9,567,921 27,221,781
6,681,871 9,638,000 26,495,100
5,744,898 10,100,400 25,884,487
5,789,033 10,274,852 25,015,230
6,820,671 10,420,810 24.722,891
6,687,921 10,280,431 23,582,981
6,589,000 10,816,991 24.384,581
6,891,101 10,304,867 23,918,381
6,861,581 8,998,181 24,01 8.F72
5,307,481 9,619,682 24,500,689
6,225,591 9,197,471 24,009,531
4,967,781 9,000,000 21,384,001
4,787,182 9,046,981 22,028,478
4,429,700 9,068,881 20.219,421
4,429,821 9,058,101 20,219,491
4,094,672 8,480,921 21,129,421
8,868,121 8,190,231 22,572,481

Doe
to banks.
9,151,111
8,947,021
9,84-2,621
9,855,9-21
10,052,871
10,110,000
10,585,000
10,152,979
10,580,000
10.958,781
9,664,481
7,784,451
7,827,911
9,934,311
7,647,421
6,893,910
6,785,521
6,875,581
6,875,582
5,289,121
6,896,8-21

11
Dne
from banks.
13,478,621
13,039,587
13,261,654
12,798,821
12,007,481
11,618,981
11,526,011
11,142,930
11,287.080
10,197,691
11,476.581
10,017,792
9,879,721
7,901,421
8,669,439
8,167,892
8,781,799
8,889.421
8,889,421
10,109,591
11,640,481

The returns of the Banks of Massachusetts for the four weeks to October 1st,
compared with two previous returns, were as follows :
July
Aug.
Oct.
Deo.

J....
1....
1....
6....

Loans.
56.628,876
66,487,727
68,472,826
51,889,762

Specie.
1,348,876
1,298,756
1,309,666
1,114,728

Circulation.
21,694,366
21,748,761
22.221,063
21,488,266

Deposits.
18,141,787
12,585,810
12,157,216
12,164,096

Balances.
5,427,596
6.184,681
6,889,286
5,480,362

The following statement of the condition of the Banks of Rhode Island is
taken from the returns made to the State Anditor on the 5th inst. :
Capital
Circulation
Specie
Loans
Deposits

$21,810,819
6,760,540
456,57 1
82,839,770
7,008,784

The following is a comparison of the leading items of the Banks of Ohio, as
appeared by their returns made on the 1st of November, in the years indicated :

Stock
Specie
Loans
Circulation
Deposits

1864.
Not. 1.

1863.
Not. 1.

1862.
Not. 1.

1861.
Not. 1.

$4,408,820
1,180,802
9,426,994
5,116,471
11,116,818

$5,052,940
1,828,591
11,366,451
6,662,311
11,405,439

$5,539,950
8,370,181
11,295,987
10,083,826
9,814,009

$5,690,450
8,047,251
10,750,862
9,522,493
5,664,392

The December statement of the Banks of Wisconsin compare with the returns
of the previous month as follows :
Not. 1.
Dec. 1.
Circulation of Banks
$2,562,780
$2,607,894
Circulation of Banks winding np
89,356
83,478
Total circulation
United States and State securities
Treasury notes on hand
Specie.

$2,642,136
2,511,880
178,661
1W»

$2,691,872
2,641,480
102,906
10.762
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[January,

In the first week of November, the favorable state of the exchanges which
had been developing itself since the rise in rate of interest to 9 per cent, Sept. 8,
was so far advanced that the Bank of England felt justified in redncing its rate
to 8 per cent, notwithstanding that some considerable failures in France, and
symptoms of weakness elsewhere, suggested caution. The export demand for
bullion had, however, closed, and speculation had subsided in face of the accu
mulating stocks of goods and produce in bond, caused by the dearness of money
and the idea that the dearness would result in lower prices. The higher rate
had caused a large number of liabilities to be settled, and had attracted money
from abroad. The impulse once given in that direction, the accumulation of
means was continuous.
On the 23d of November the bullion had increased 85,000,000, and the Bank
made a farther reduction of the rate of interest to 7 per cent.
The returning ease of money was, however, already producing a reaction in
the current. Several new loans were announced—an Egyptian loan and a
Danubian loan—the latter for $5,000,000 at 86 for 7 per cent interest ; also, a
Danish loan of 84,000,000 5 per cent at 94$. These, with the movements of
trade, caused a renewed export of bullion.
The Bank returns were as follows :
TBE BANE OF ENGLAND EETUENS.
Public
Circulation. Deposits.
Date.
Dec . 8,... 21,686,732 7,284,894
fa 9,... 20,801,207 8,629,866
r 16,... 20,882,764 9,108,788
M
28,... 20,278,799 10,266,546
M
80,... 20,686,588 10,841,991
Jan. 6, '64 21,322,804 10,001,982
18,... 21,896,420 6,264,097
it
20,... 21,445,793 6,689,074
t• 27,... 20,875,825 6,337,246
Feb. 8,... 21,162,626 6,748,867
M
10,. . . 20,708,118 7,264,682
ii
17,... 20,696,172 7,079,789
ti
24,... 20,207,871 8,158,601
March 2,... 20,840,374 7,898,688
H
9,... 20,668,325 8,868,864
i'
16,... 20,338,112 8,570,711
tl
28,... 20,366,705 9,841,828
II
30,... 20,908,644 10,280,458
Apr)1 6,... 21,628,914 9,818,880
12,... 21,785,697 6,929,922
a
20,... 21,672,783 5,787,329
ti
27,... 21,484,602 6,217,965
May 4,... 22,046,792 6,981,132
II
11,... 21,478,987 7,299,484
it
18,... 21,818,352 7,568,661
M
25,... 20,868,047 7,971,008
Junei 1.... 21,246,840 8,286,719
r 8,... 20,766,405 8,748,610
it
16,... 20,697,557 8,512.811
tt
22,... 20,628,207 9,287,694
it
29,... 21,168,606 10,218,636
July 6,... 21,890,063 9,489,180
II
13.... 22,161,001 4,688,808

Private
Deposits.
Securities.
12,924,545 81,980,889
12,981,276 82,622,659
18,265,068 32,308,049
12,711,637 32,270,286
18,021,212 88,488,164
18,052,604 88,486,952
15,411,794 81,726,675
18,879,877 81,446,860
18,406,627 81,017,449
18,872,981 81,436,334
12,882,226 86,928,817
18,806,156 81,078,828
12,426,673 80,604,827
18,641,278 81,980,446
12,484,976 81,769,811
18,105,800 81,929,164
12,480,164 82,112,543
12,658,986 38,472,484
18,348,299 34,228,609
18,686,029 81,335,305
18,684,069 81,596,179
12,620,036 80,961,635
12,278,903 82,070,427
12,901,160 32,239,210
12,962,402 81,855,696
12,882,042 81,297,181
12,498,776 81,329,121
11,966,204 80,711,740
12,790,861 30,884,192
18,061,661 81,948,856
12,890,244 38,297,897
18,471,415 34,286,692
16,082,746 31,637,509

Coin and
Bullion.
13.048,475
18,008,617
18,676,474
14,217,067
14,362,605
14,196,764
11,708,697
12,974,109
18,022,220
18,308,248
18,472,271
18,688,635
18,819,412
14,034,222
18,884,889
18,946,943
14,499,201
14,168,619
18,616,762
18,080,800
12,748,802
12,567,776
12,454,244
12,706,251
13.267,416
18,718,948
14,052,761
14,048,129
14,304,206
14,819,061
14,197,849
18,980,809
18,701,112

fcatoof
Discount
8 per ct.
it
8
M
7
M
7
it
7
II
7
II
7
II
S
it
8
It
8
(i
7
II
7
M
6
M
6
ti
6
it
6
M
6
it
6
it
6
M
6
i4
7
tt
7
M
tJ
9 tt
S tl
7 tt
7 it
7 tt
6 ti
6 tt
6 M
0 "
6 tt

1865.]
a
u

Aug.

■
N

,
•i

Sept,

"
M
it

Oct

**
M
W

Not.
M

u
it
H

20,...
27,...
8,...
10,...
17,...
24,...
SI,...
7,...
14,. . .
21,...
28.. . .
6,...
12,...
19,...
27, ..
2,..9,...
16
23,. . .
30,...
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22,302.688
22.158,547
22,489,710
21,831,814
21,554,139
21,047,048
21,289,824
21,367,124
20,960.414
20,842,714
20,751,741
21,915,817
21,774,334
21,828,920
21,525,745
21,598,300
20,919,333
20,750,500
20,120,567
20,381,055

4,462,490
4,961,046
6,155,704
4,968,222
5.145,800
6,288,725
5,815,742
6,022,878
6,702,054
6,815,611
7,083,958
6,877,591
7,023,234
3,273,589
8,723,549
3,777,941
4,560,836
6,142,368
6,518,860
6,301,202

13,408,676
13,719,621
13,519,626
14,419,768
13,950,446
18,714,161
13,073,761
12,904,085
12,723,620
12,390,681
12,588,902
11,731,746
13,206,313
14,098,454
13,897,777
13,848,428
14,438,460
14,426,234
14,858,521
18,272,161

80,471,085
81,846,657
81,909,793
82,202,648
81,594,936
80,861,710
81,058,341
81,202.405
81,381,674
30,795,453
81,298,584
31,580,896
82,192,227
29,447,960
29,274,958
29,181,019
29,575,836
29,776,783
29,184,949
29,200.705

18,171,561
12,996,635
12,877,483
12,609,925
12,725,759
12,831,751
12.980,088
12.970,447
12,905,511
13,171,107
13,121,123
12,998,210
18,606,293
13,002,483
18,148.009
18,313,441
13,647,270
13,862,355
14,131,094
13,989,924

73
6 a
8 n
8 M
8 1
8 M
8 ('
8 "
9 II
9 M
9 II
9 "
9 M
g il
9 M
9 M
9 "
8 It
8 M
7 M
7 (I

The returns of the Bask of France show a more prompt action of a high rate
of money upon the influx of coin, which rose from 250,423,737f., October 20
when the rate was put up to 8 per cent, to 308,621,518f., or by 58,000,000f. to
November 23, when the rate was put down to 6 per cent ; and, in the last week
of November, to 5 per cent. The returns were as follows :
BANE OP FEANCE.

Circulation.
Specie.
Loan*
Deposits. Intcrost.
January —fr.751,649,983 fr. 169,027.010 fr.813,490,825 fr.159,797,667
7
February— 705,516,796
182,573,888
775,096.775
160,110,225 7
March
195,994,738
746,610,375
642,135,993
142,925,719 6
April
219,320,720
— 643,570,276
759,926,425
133,701,530 6
May
242,824,609
— 683,332,517
767,443,475
178,434,305 6
June
294,892,295
— 577,309,524
725,381,925
156,085,209 6
720,243,375
280,511,406
23, 594,563,973
144,559,768
6
277,544.816
30, 676,605.538
766,609,875
165,668,712 6
July
276,522,727
7, 662,197.524
772,309,475
170,022,200 6
792,819,275
266,890,961
14, 667,187,446
152,242,482
6
269.810,253
21, 639,299,542
788,378,725
135,282,170
6
28, 642,692,154
276,162,420
791,673,525
144,636,985
6
276,790,393
August
4, 634,904,899
786,629,625
157,810,891
6
11, 633,495,575
272,433,487
777,023,925
148.866,812 6
276,200,183
18, 627,110,297
769,096,425
139,746,017 6
25, 615,885,942
280,595,089
767,100,725
130.43l.547 6
279,353,778
September 1, 618,948,683
767,763,725
141,075,120 6
"
8, 618,030,503
281,021,082
752,214,625
137,349.361
7
15, 633,405,806
273,371,823
761.638,225
130,975,227 7
»
22, 585,624,962
276,644,874
732,775,425
110.529.671
7
279,039,471
739,183,625
122,373,527
7
29, 608,645,155
267,533,219
751,377.975
128,769,575 7
6, 606,581,148
October
120,525,826 8
13, 619,256,344
250,423,737
754479,725
254,073.596
20, 621,458,240
761,296,775
123.847.672 8
27, 591,882,251
272,826,218
740,767,475
124,872,300 8
5, 619,601,399
274,145,142
749,664,075
156,717,974 7
Nov.
10, 612,218,482
276,575,577
745,249,825
153,336,313 7
17, 692,319,529
733,661,325
284,276,966
148.945,706 7
308,621,518
24, 571,509,684
732,482,125
146,273,755 6
1, 564,370,793
327,718,612
742,316,325
Dec.
158,317,239 5
VOL. UI. KO. I.
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This was due partly to the revival of the old system of purchases of the pre
cious metals, and partly to the rigor which the Bank exercised towards bills
which there was reason to believe would occasion a drain of coin. So great
was this rigor that the discounts are 57,810,000f less than they were Oct. 20.
As to the note circulation, it declined 30,000,000f. These reductions were not
made without great distress, and consequent complaint. The principal disasters
was the failure of Rotoemont de Lowekbekg. He was at the head of a banking
firm of long standing and considerable importance. His liabilities are stated at from
15,000,000f to 18,000,000f, (3 to 4 million dollars)—but it is said that there are
large assets, though they cannot be immediately realised. It appears that he became
embarrased principally on account of his connection with the Libourne to Bergerac
Railway, of which he was one of the chief promoters. One or two banks with
which he was much connected were, in consequence of his failure, under the ne
cessity of obtaining aid, and fears were entertained that they may, in spite of it,
be obliged to close their doors. Unfavorable reports respecting other banks
and some few commercial firms were current, and at Bordeaux and Lyons fail
ures are apprehended. None of the Paris, Banks, however, failed, but confidence
in them was not strong. It said, also, that certain Russian houses suffered great
ly. The actual suspensions were :—1, a commission agent at Paris in an exten
sive way of business ; 2, two houses at Lyons, one of them engaged largely in
the silk trade ; 3, two shipping firms ar Bordeaux, one a large one ; and fourthly,
the bills of " several " cotton dealers at Havre were protested. The amount of
the liabilities in the various failures recorded is loosely estimated at from
20,000,000f to 25,000,000f. (£800,000 to £1,000,000).
The dearncss of the money market, and the fact that the Bank of France alone
has the right to raise the rate of interest at will, caused much discussion. The gov.
ernment, before presenting to the Corps Legislatif a bill for the abolition of
the Usury Laws, thought right to consult the Chamber of Commerce. Most of
them declared energetically in favor of " libetty of interest ;" but the Chamber
of Commerce of Rouen is of a different opinion- As organ of the very Protec
tionist city, it thinks the restriction by law of the rate of interest wise and just,
and demands its maintenance. It, besides, complains that the Bank of France
is, by special privilege, allowed to charge more than the legal rate whenever it
pleases—certainly a special privilege that is open to remark. The Chamber of
Commerce of Rouen, moreover, demands energetically that " the Bank of France
shall be made to do what it was founded for—discount commercial bills at the most
moderate interest possible," and that " the government shall take measures for
providing the Bank with the necessary means of attaining that object." But
the Bank already does the former, and it cannot do otherwise if it would ; whilst,
as to the government, it has no power whatever in the matter.
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THE RECIPROCITY TREATY.
THB PEESENT TEEATY SHOULD BE CONTINUED UNTIL A NEW TEEATY IS MADE.

The subject of our commercial relations with Canada, which has been so much
discussed the past year, is likely to receive increased attention at the present
session of Congress. What has been already said has accomplished much, since
thus the public mind has been enabled to reach certain definite conclusions.
In the first place, it seems now to be the universal sentiment of thoughtful men
that our interests lie in future freedom of commercial intercourse, not in addi
tional restrictions. The action of every Board of Trade we have seen, has been
to this effect. Trade mnst be free, or as nearly so as possible. Again, all agree
that our existing Treaty must be continued until a new one is made. There may
be, and undoubtedly are imperfections in it ; but at the same time great benefits
are accruing, especially to the West, from its operation.
The following letter shows what has recently been the action of the Board of
Trade of Detroit, and of some other similar bodies :
Detroit, Dec. 9th, 1864.
W. B. Dana :
Dear Sir,— Be kind enough to chronicle in your valuable journal the fact that
our Board of Trade has, after mature consideration and full discussion, declared
unanimously in favor of allowing the present Reciprocity Treaty to stand until
another Treaty shall have been negotiated by Commissioners to be appointed by
the high contracting parties. This action, on the part of our Board, is signifi
cant of the friendship that every philanthropist and enlightened lover of his
country so ardently desires to see obtain between us and foreign powers, and es
pecially between us and our British neighbors ; there being so much that should
knit us together in the closest ties of brotherhood. Besides, this action makes
the decision of the agricultural and commercial interests of the North West al
most unanimous in favor of the continuance of the Treaty—a decision that will
continue to be favorably regarded by the government of the United States. By
thus promoting the interests of this growing section of our common country, the
interests of the whole, to which the West is so largely tributary, will be best
served. In addition to the action of our Board of Trade above refered to, I give
below the action of several other similiar bodies :
hichigan.
Detroit Board of Trade, December 7, says :—" The only action necessary, on
the part of our government, is to allow the present treaty to stand until commis
sioners appointed by it, and the British Colonies of North America, agree on
whatever alterations may be deemed advisable and mutually just and bene
ficial."
ILLINOIS.

Chicago Board of Trade, February 10, 1862, states that the " treaty has been
of great value to the producing interest of the whole North West " Says that
" we should not check the energy nor circumscribe the industry of our country,
but take a broad national view of the question, and firmly advocate the principle
of the greatest good to the greatest number. Cannot recommend any measure
that will in the least cripple the energies of our people, but cheerfully advocate
the revision of the treaty, if any of its parts are unjust or oppressive. What we
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desire i8 to make our trade still more reciprocal, still more free with our Cana
dian neighbors."
Wisconsin.

Chamber of Commerce at Milwaukee, January 13, 1864, desires " soch action
as shall result in securing a new treaty, founded upon the true principles of re
ciprocity between the two governments and the people of both countries, and
which shall obviate the objections and inequalities existing in the present treaty,
and be upon a more liberal and enlarged basis."
MINNESOTA.

Memorial of the Chamber of Commerce at St. Paul, referred to the Commit
tee on Commerce, February 5, 1862, invokes the " sober second thought " of the
country on the subject of our continental policy ; reiterates the " uniform utter
ance of the authorities and citizens of Minnesota in anticipating an adjustment
of the relations of the United States and all the British provinces on t hi-; con
tinent, upon a basis of mutual interest and good will ; does not deny the expe
diency of a revision of exisiting stipulations, but always in the interest of further
freedom, not additional restriction of commercial intercourse."
MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston Board of Trade, March 8, 1864, " resolved, that the continuance of
the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, between the United States and Great Britain,
as the same may be revised in certain particulars by commissioners of the two
high contracting powers, is of great moment to both countries, and is demanded
by the principles of human brotherhood, as well as by the interests of American
commerce."
From these several expressions of sentiment, touching our commercial relations
with our neighbors, we look for an amended treaty that shall correct any imper
fections that time has shown to exist in the present treaty, and at the same time
secure *nd extend the real benefits that have already accrued to both countries
under the existing treaty.
The action of the Board of Trade of Detroit, above referred to, took place on
the 7th of December. A committee had previously been appointed which pre
sented the following report. We give this report entire because it clearly and
forcibly expresses the views of a large body of men in the West. The whole
report was not adopted by the Board, but its conclusion was—some of the memb
ers not wishing to commit themselves to all the points discussed in it :
Detroit, Dec. 6, 1864.
To the Honorable the Board of Trade of the City of Detroit :
On the 7th of June last, we, the undersigned, were appointed a committee to
report to your honorable body, on the second Tuesday of December, what action,
if any, in the opinion of this Board is needed, on the part of our Government,
with regard to the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty, now existing between
the United States and the British North American Colonies.
Your committee would beg respectfully to report as follows :—We find that
both the Government of the United States and the Government of Canada have
given this grave and important question much and careful consideration, and an
examination of the facts and figures presented in their various reports has en
abled us to arrive at the following conclusions :
From the year ending June 30th 1821, to June 30th, 1863, the total exports
to Canada and the other British American Provinces were 8422,443,981 ; the
total imports for the same time were $260,327,900— making a balance in favor
of the United States of $162,116,081. With men acquainted with commercial
matters, no further argument is needed to prove that the trade with Canada and
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the other British possessions of North America has been of vast advantage to
the people of the United States This seems so clear and Conclusive that we
consider it unnecessary to add anything to the force of the figures presented ; to
do so would be a waste of time.
We find the principal argument in favor of an abrogation of the treaty to be
the fact, that since the treaty went into effect, the Parliament of Canada has
largely increased the duties on manufactured articles produced by us, causing a
large decrease in the demand for such articles, and consequently acting injurious
ly upon our interests. We say this is no valid objection, a3 these duties do not
touch one single article named in the treaty ; and further, no one claims that any
infringement of the treaty has taken place. On the contrary, it is admitted on
all hands that both parties have been scrupulously exact in the observance of its
terms, in spirit and in letter.
The Government of Canada increased the duties on imports, not because it
desired to inflict any injury on the people of the United States, or their com
merce, but because this measure had become a matter of necessity, in order to
sustain the public credit and meet the public expenses. If increasing the duties
on imports, under these circumstances, be a just matter of complaint against the
Government of Canada, then, every nation with whom we have treaties of com
merce has a much more just cause of complaint against ourselves, as our nation
al necessities have compelled us to raise the duties on articles coming into the
United States, far beyond anything contemplated by the Legislature of Canada.
We take the ground that the governments of the two countries are the sole
jndges of what is best to be done in the way of taxation in their respective
countries. and when, as in the present case no treaty is infringed, no other nation
has a right to consider itself aggrieved.
The second argument used is, that the people of Canada and the British Isles
have do sympathy with us in our present struggle; that on the other hand, all
their best wishes and feelings are with our enemies. This view of the ca3e is
largely dwelt upon to create a prejndice against the treaty. We consider this
no kind of argument, as it has nothing to do with the subject under discussion ;
and it is not in keeping with the dignity of a great and powerful nation like the
Uuited States, to allow itself to be betrayed into hasty and ill-advised acts of
legislation, because a portion of the inhabitants of certain countries do not like
ns. This is not a question, of likes or dislikes, it is a question of trade and com
merce, affecting the well-being of 70,000,000 of people. If there has been any
infringement of our rights on land or water we submit, that, repealing the re
ciprocity treaty is not the proper redress for wrongs done us. Let the Govern
ment of the country, when the proper time comes, present its case in the right
quarter, in a becoming and statesmanlike manner, and insist on sueh redress as
is just and reasonable. Let our commercial treaties, and our quarrels, each stand
or fall on their own merits.
It is further argued that our lumber interests suffer by the competition of the
Canadian lumber merchants. We consider this a most wholesome ns well as
need ml competition. It is well known that the pineries of the great West are
being rapidly taken up by large capitalists, and that in a few years monopolists
will hold the most of these lands ; this result will leave the consumer at the mercy
of these great land holders, who would then control the price of lumber and put
it to such a rate as would greatly retard the building and improving of our cities,
towns and villiages, and weigh heavily upon our farming interests. We there
fore consider it a great and fortunate thing for the people of the great West that
we have tbe privilege of the Canadian lumber market to keep in check the de
sire of our own dealers in that article, to raise it to an unreasonable price. Cheap
lumber is a commodity of indispensable necessity with us.
Coal is covered by the same argument as lumber. Coal masters are combin
ing all over the land to raise and keep up the price of fuel, and we are only sorry
that Novia Scotia does not export to the cities of our Atlantic seaboard twenty
times more coal than she does ; because, if she did, we would luv.i a much larger
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and cheaper supply at the West. The interest of the manufacturer, the wants
of the poor, Ibe requirements of our vast steam marine on the western lakes, as
well as on the seaboard, demand cheap fuel, and no monopoly in either lumber
or coal. We trust the time is gone by when those who earn a living by the
sweat of their brow can be made the mere tools of those who get rich by impro
per acts of Congress. In helping us to fuel and lumber at a reasonable price, the
treaty is a real blessing.
Touching the fisheries, although they have not been near so profitable to us as
was anticipated, the settlement of a question that was rapidly drifting the two
countries into an attitnde hostile to each other, was a boon so great to both par
ties that, had the treaty affected nothing else, it would have been worth all the
advantages its enemies claim we have given to Canada.
In whatever light we view the treaty, it has been of vast importance to us, as
well as to the colonies. It has been what all treaties should be, a mutual bene
fit, conferring on both contracting parties, advantages as nearly equal as pos
sible.
We now come to breadstufis. It is claimed by those opposed to the treaty,
that this portion of it affords great and improper advantages to the Canadians.
We claim the advantages are on the side of the United States, and not of Cana
da. Instead of being injured by the importation of Canadian grains, we are
largely benefited.
We will try and prove this., and we think the proof is cooclusive. In 18G3 we imported at Detroit 300,000 bushels of Canadian white
wheat, on which Americans received the following sums, for labor, freight, in
surance, elevating charges, and commission :
Elevating and shipping charge on 800,000 bushek, 2c
$6,000 00
Fire insurance on value here $460.00, $c
1,125 00
Freight to Buffalo on 800,000 bus., 6c
18,000 00
Transfer at Buffalo, lc
8,000 00
Canal freight to New York, 20c
60,000 00
Measuring at New York, lc
!>,000 0©
Commission on value at New York, at $1.90 per bushel, $484,250, 2}
per cent
14,250 00
Lake insurance on $684,250 at \ per cent premium .'.
2,921 26
Total charge paid Americans

$108,296 25-

With the revenue law, as it stands at present, the Government would have re
ceived directly, as its portion of the benefit, the following sums :
On canal and lake freight $78,000 at 2\ per cent
$1,950 00
On gross sales $584,250 at i of 1 per cent
130 80
On stamps for time drafts for $400,000 at 50c. per 1,000
200 00
Assuming that all parties interested netted the moderate sum of $10,000
on this property, it added just that amount to the nett income of the
various parties interested, so that with a five per cent income tax,
the Government would get another sum out of the transaction of. .
500 00
Amount paid the Treasury

$3,880 30

Here we have a sum of $111,676 55 paid to the Government and people oo
one lot of 300,000 bushels of white wheat. Every transaction of the same nature
resulted more or less in the same way. It will take a great deal of argument,
prejndice and sophistry, to prove that the United States were deeply wronged
by the above and kindred transactions. The opponents of the treaty say that this
wheat would have come in under a twenty per cent ad valorum duty, and that
we should have had all these profits and the duty besides. To this we reply :—
We would not have received one single bushel of the wheat with a twenty per
cent duty, for the simple reason, that the amount of this tax would have paid the
freight charges, insurance and commission from the point, or way port from
which the grain started in Canada, to Montreal, where it would have sold for a
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larger sum than it would have done at Detroit. As all merchants sell in the
market that will yield them the largest net profits on a given article, it is easy to
see that Montreal, and not Detroit, would have drawn this grain into its port,
and that neither the people nor the Government of the United States would have
received a single dollar out of the transaction.
It may be deemed policy, it may be considered statesmanship, it may gratify
a spirit of revenge for wrongs, fancied or real, to destroy this trade that so large
ly benefits the citizens of the United States. Tour committee think otherwise ;
such conduct could only be expected of Chinese, Japanese, and other semi-bar
barous nations, who are in the habit of erecting barriers to hinder commerce :
when they overdo the thing and get their barriers a little too much in the way.
Christian England, France and the United States send fleets and batter down
all obstructions, destroy forts, burn cities, sink shipping, and do many other
things that only strong christian nations can do, to teach weak heathen nations
proper respect for civilized ideas of free trade ; and yet we can be so inconsistent
as to do ourselves what we so strongly condemn in others.
Our commission merchants complain that a vast quantity of Sour is now pur
chased in Toronto by parties who used to make their purchases in Detroit, and
claim that the treaty ought to be repealed on that account. To say the least,
this complaint is rather selfish and ungenerous ; for the plain English of the de
sire is to get a law passed by Congress that will compel the New England con
sumer to purchase his flour in Detroit, whether it is to his interest to do so or not.
A better and more natural way would be for our merchants to offer our New
England friends flour at fair rates, instead of holding it from one to two dollars
per barrel above all other markets, as they have generally done for the past few
years, and by this cause have driven the flour trade that used to center here, to
Toronto, Chicago, Milwaukee and Toledo. A spirit at utter variance with the
ordinary rales of trade has lost us this business, and nothing else. Neighboring
cities with more spirit and liberality, are fast stripping us of even the home trade;
for the same reason, Chicago and Cleveland are fast leaving us behind in the
race for the Lake Superior trade, simply because the consumer in that region
can trade with more advantage with them than with us ; and it would be just
as reasonable to ask Congress to stop this trade as to ask a repeal of the Recip
rocity Treaty, to prevent the New Englander from purchasing his flour in
Toronto.
Canada, and the Northwestern States, have always a surplus of breadstuffs, and
both must look abroad for a market for what they cannot consume themselves, and
both look to the same market. It therefore follows, that Canada can send to Liv
erpool just the amount less she has sent to New England. If she sent none of her
supplies to the United States, she would have to send the whole of it to the
markets abroad, where our own supplies would come into competition with it ;
this being the case, it appears to us a matter of no moment whether the ground
on which we compete is Boston or Liverpool, for every merchant knows that
the foreign, and not the home market, governs the price.
The next complaint against the treaty is, that it fosters and sustains rival
transportation interests through a foreign country. This is the most groundless
complaint of all. There is not one single merchant in the Northwest but knows
that the facilities to transport the produce of this region to the sea-board, through
American territory, is utterly inadequate to the task—that, in the busy season
of the year, freights are so' crowded on the American lines, that the cost of tran
sportation is largely increased, and delays so numerous, that the mercantile and
farming interests suffer great damage from these two causes. We do not use'
more severe language than is called for, when we state that members of Cong
ress and others, who make this complaint, show an amount of ignorance on the
subject that can hardly be explained or excused. The only real ground of com
plaint your committee can make clear is, that the Grand Trunk Railway (one of
the rival lines), has not increased its rolling stock to a point where it could car
ry off an average of at least 10,000 barrels of flour per day from Detroit, instead
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of the present small and insignificant amount it can transport. If it conld do
this, it would add five cents per bushel to the value of all the wheat grown in
Michigan, for the reason that its increased facilities would reduce the cost of
conveying a harrel of flour from this point to the seaboard at least twenty-five
cents per harrel. In other words, the saving yearly, for all time to come, would
be almost equal to the original cost of the land on which the wheat was pro
duced.
Your committee have only touched briefly on some of the more important
points of the treaty. It is needless for us to add, that we are, and think your
honorable body should be, opposed to a repeal of the Reciprocity Treaty. We
condemn in the most earnest and unqualified terms possible, all legislation, that
has for its object the placing of the producer and consumer within the grasp of
the monopolists who try on this particular subject to control the action of Con
gress.
Finally, we would respectfully report that, in the opinion of yonr committee,
the only action necessary on the part of our Government is, to allow the present
treaty to stand, until commissioners appointed by it, and the British Colonies of
North America, agree on whatever alterations may be deemed advisible and mu
tually just and beneficial.
In modifying the treaty, we would respectfully suggest that our Government
endeavor to have the Government of Canada enlarge the locks of the Wetland
Canal to the same length and breadth of the St. Lawrence Canals ; and that,
within a given number of years, (say five years) from the ratification of the
amended treaty, that the Canadian Government guarantee a depth of 12 feet 6
inehes of water fit for navigation from the entrance of the Welland Canal at Port
Colborne to Montreal ; as also the enlargement of the locks above named ; for
which great and important benefit to us, the new treaty be made for twenty-five
years, so as to give stability to the trade between the two countries, and take
away all cause for mutual irritation, and put it beyond the hope or power of
scheming monopolists on either side to disturb the harmony of the two countries
by acts of unfriendly legislation,
We would also suggest that the revenue laws of Canada be so amended, that
goods purchased in the original package in the United States be admitted to
Canada on the same terms as if the same class of goods had entered by sea ; and
that our Government give the same advantage to goods in the original package
from Canada.
We are also of the opinion that the law that authorizes the Governor Gener
al to discriminate in favor of certain railroad routes be repealed.
As the law
now stands, he can issue an order to admit goods via Portland, by the Grand
Trunk Railroad, at the value at the port of exportation ; whereas, the same
goods entering from any other of our seaport cities, would be liable to the value
at that point of departure. Exceptional laws of this kind must always produce
irritation in the minds of those injured by them ; and no one, oither in Canada
or the United States, can look upon such enactments in any point of view ex
cept that of being most unfriendly acts.
To remedy such evils, and strengthen the bonds of friendship between the two
countries, we respectfully recommend the line of policy indicated in this re
port.
Duncan Stewart, Chairman of Committee,
W. 11. Craio,
K. Hawlev,
•

AUQ. K. BlSSELL,

F. Lambie.
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THE NAVAL FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES. ,
The subjoined statements, which we take from the Report of the Secretary
of the Navy, presents a general exhibit of the navy, inclnding vessels under con
struction on the 1st of December, 1864, with a comparative statement of the
navy in December, 1863 and 1864.
A tabular statement is appended of the number of naval vessels, of every class,
that have been constructed, or in the course of construction, since March 4,
1861.
GENEEAL EXHIBIT OF TEE NAVT, INCLUDING VESSELS L'SDEE CONSTEUCTION, DEO., 1864.

No. of
Vessels.
Description.
113 Screw steamers especially constructed for naval purposes.
62 Paddle-wheel steamers especially constructed for naval
purposes
71 Iron-clad vessels
149 Screw steamers purchased, captured, ikc., fitted for naval
purposes
174 Paddle-wheel steamers purchased, captured, &c, fitted for
naval purposes
112 Sailing vessels of all classes

No. of
guns.
1,426

No. of
tons.
160,231

524
276

61,878
80,5'J6

614

60,880

921
850

78,762
69,549

671

4,610

610,896

Total

COMPAEATIVE STATEMENT OF THE NAVY, DECEMBEE, 1863 AND 1864.

No. of
Vessels.
Description.
671 Total Navy, December, 1864
538 Total Navy, December, 1863
83
Actual increase for the year
26 Total losses by shipwreck, in battle, capture, ifcc., during
the year.
109 Actual addition to the Navy from December, 1863, to De
cember, 1864

No. of
guns.
4,610
4,443

No. of
tons.
610,396
467,967

167

42,429

146

13,084

818

65,513

The following tabular statement exhibits the number and description of ves
sels that have been constructed, or put in the course of construction, for the
navy, since the institution of active measures for the suppression of the rebellion.
Some of them have been built by contract ; others by the Government, in the
several navy yards. If we add to the number those constructed under similar
circumstances, and within the same period, that have been lost by shipwreck, in
battle, &c., viz. : the sloops Housatonic and Adirondack, and the iron-clads
Monitor, Weehauken, Keokuk, Indianola and Tecumseh, the aggregate would
be 210 vessels, 1,675 guns, and 256,755 tons.
Picket-boats, and small craft built for especial purposes, are not embraced in
this statement.
VES8ELS CONSTEUCTED TOE THE NAVT BINOE MAECH 4, 1861.

No.
Description.
7 Screw sloops, Ammouoosuc class, 17 to 19 guns, 3,213 to
8,713 tons each
1 Screw sloop Idaho, 8 guns and 2,638 tons
8 Screw sloops, spar deck, Java class, 25 guns and 3,177 tons
each
2 Screw sloops, spar deck, Hassalo class, 25 guns and 3,365
tons each

Guns.

Tonnage.

\21
8

2S.687
2,638

200

25,416

60

6,780
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No.
Description.
10 Screw sloops, clippers, single deck, Contoocook class, 13
guns and 2,348 tons each
4 Screw sloops, Kearsarge class, 6 to 12 guns, and averaging
1,028 tons each
6 Screw sloops, Shenandoah class, 8 to 16 guns and 1,367 to
1,533 tons each
2 Screw sloops, Ossipee class, 10 to 13 guns and 1,240 tons
each
8 Screw sloops, SerapiB class, 12 guns and 1,380 tons each. .
4 Screw sloops, Resaca class, 8 guns and 831 to 900 tons
each
,
8 Screw sloops, Nipeic class, 7 to 12 guns and 693 tons each
28 Screw gunboats, Unadilla class, 4 to 7 guns and 507 tons
each
9 Screw tugs, Pinta class, 2 guns 350 tons each
2 Screw tugs, Pilgrim class, 2 guns and 170 tons each
13 Paddle-wheel steamers, double-enders. Octorara class, 7 to
11 guns, and 780 to 965 tons each .'.
26 Paddle-wheel steamers, double-enders, Sasaacus class, 10
to 14 guns and 974 tons each
7 Paddle-wheel steamers, of iron, double-enders, Mohongo
class, 10 guns and 1,030 tons each
1 Paddle-wheel steamer, of iron, double-ender, Wateree, 12
guns and 974 tons

Guns.

Tonnage.

180

23,480

40

4,092

74

8,584

23
96

2,480
11,040

82
71

3,462
4,744

123
18
4

11,661
3,150
340

98

11,024

272

25,824

70

7,220

12

974

141

1,442

175,986

28
12

8,576
9,733

16

12,800

16
4

6,256
1,250

16

8,880

16

8,272

21

7,596

85
4

12,230
953

13

1,624

8

768

189

73,988

1,631

249,974

Total
IEONCLAD VESSELS.

2 Sea-going casemated vessels, Dunderberg and New-Iron
sides.
8 Sea-going turret vessels, Puritan, Dictator and Roanoke. . .
4 Double-turret vessels, Kalamazoo class, 4 guns and 3,200
tons each
4 Double-turret vessels, Monadnock class, 4 guns and 1,564
tons each
1 Double-turret vessel, Onondaga, 4 guns and 1,250 tons. . . .
4 Double turret vessels, Winnebago class, 4 guns and 970
tonseach
8 Single-turret vessels, Canonicus class, 2 guns and 1,034
tonseach
9 Single-turret vessels, Passaic class, 2 to 4 guns and 844
tonseach
...
20 Single-turret vessels, Yazoo class, 1 to 2 guns and 614
tonseach
2 Single-turret vessels, Sandusky and Marietta, 2 guns each.
8 Single-turret vessels, Ozark, Neosho and Osage, 2 to 7
guns each
2 Oasemated vessels, Tuscumbia and Chillicothe, 5 and 8
guns respectively
62
208

Total
CONSTEUCTION OF NAVAL VESSELS.

At the commencement of the rebellion the navy consisted of sailing vessels, a
few paddle-wheel steamers, and screw vessels with auxiliary steam-power.
Among the latter, the principal and most important were the steam frigates,
which, on account of their great draught of water, were unsuitable for any other
purpose than that of cruisers on foreign stations as flag-ehips, for which indeed
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they were intended. These vessels had been bnilt to meet the conditions of the
day ; some of them, the Mississippi for instance, had been in service more than
twenty years. When constructed, the principal object in view was armament,
not speed, and they were equal, if not superior, to the vessels of other naval
Powers. For attacks on forts, when accessible to naval attacks, or to protect
trooys in landing, they can still render service. Time was required to repair
and place in proper condition such of these vessels as were dismantled, and also
those which were recalled from service abroad. The sailing men-of-war had be
come useless for fighting purposes. In the emergency that devolve*! upon it at
the beginning of hostilities, the department resorted to the commercial marine,
and purchased every available merchant steamer that could advantageously be
converted into a naval vessel, and be used to enforce the blockade.
The want of a class of small, heavily armed, propeller vessels was felt, and the
department immediately proceeded, on its own responsibility, and without any
appropriation or authorization by Congress, to contract for the construction of
twenty-three gunboats, of which the Unadilla, Pionola and Wissahickon may be
taken as the type. Some of these vessels were afloat, armed and manned within
four months from the date of contract, and participated in the attack on PortRoyal ; others took part on the lower Mississippi, in passing the forts and in
capturing New-Orleans. These gunboats continue to maintain a good reputa
tion, and their steam machinery gives satisfaction. Well adapted as they are
for guarding our coast, a larger description was needed for ocean service,
and four vessels of the class of the Ossipee, mounting each two guns of eleven
inches, were built. There were, also, four vessels of slightly les3 tonnage con
structed, carrying the same armament, of which the Kearsarge is the type. The
Shenandoah is the type of six vessels, mounting each three eleven-inch guns, all
of which sustain a high reputation. The heavy guns mentioned constitute the
principal armament of the several classes named, but they each have in addition
from two to six guns of less calibre. All of these vessels are screw steamers,
suitable for sea cruising : but for shallow sounds and bays, the rivers and bayous,
often narrow and tortuous, another and different class, drawing Ie3S water, was
found to be necessary, and for them competition was invited. To turn in these
frequently restricted channels is difficult, sometimes impossible, and the necessi
ties of the case suggested the principal of a fighting vessel with a double bow
and rndder at each end. Twelve paddle-wheel steamers constructed on this
principle were built, some in the navy-yards and others by contract. The PortRoyal and the Sonoma are types of this class. An additional number, amount
ing to twenty-seven, of these double-bowed paddle-wheel vessels have been built,
almost all of them by contract. The Sassacns, which was distinguished in the
attack on the rebel ram in Albemarle Sound, the Metacomet, conspicuous in
Mobile Bay, and the Eutaw, are types of these vessels. Eight of this class are
built or building of iron, and will have strength sufficient for sea service as well
as for inland waters. One of them, the Waterce, sent round Gape Horn, reached
San Francisco in September last, and is on duty in the Pacific.
In order to have armed vessels suitable for naval operations on the Mississippi
and its tributaries, the Department invited plans and propositions from ship
builders and others acquainted with those waters, and the vessels built on those
rivers have been chiefly from the plans submitted by parties thus invited. Two
of these vessels, built at St. Louis, participated in the action with the rebel ram
Tennessee, and have done good service in Mobile Bay.
The entire class of monitor or turretcd vessels has been brought into existence
daring this war, and the coast and harbor iron clads have been serviceable in
James River, at Charleston, and at Mobile. Modifications and improvements
have been made in this class of armored vessels.
The pressure for iron-clads of light draught, which could ascend the rivers and
penetrate the sounds and bays along our coast, was felt to be a necessity. The
operations of our armies in the vicinity of the inland water and adjacent to the
rivers required the constant presence of gunboats. But the men thus employed,
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as well as the magazines and machinery of the vessels, are exposed, especially in
the narrow streams with high and wooded bonks. Some vessels, and not a few
valuable lives, have been lost by these exposures, and in order to afford all pos
sible protection to the gallant men who encounter these dangers, the Department
considered it a duty to provide armored vessels of liffht draught for their security.
Contracts were entered into for the construction of twenty vessels on the monitor
principle, each to carry two 11-inch guns, in order to be efficient, and to draw
seven feet of water.
It was ascertained, however, when the first two approached completion, that
their draft of water was more than was intended. The heavy armor and the two
11-inch guns, with the machinery to give them proper speed, involved the neces
sity of enlarging the capacity of each of them. When making these necessary
alterations, it was deemed advisable, under applications from some of the com
manders of squadrons for boats that should present but a small rise above the
surface of the water, to dispense with the turrets in five of these light-draft ves
sels, with a view to special operations. The remaining fifteen were ordered to
be enlarged by raising their decks, thereby giving them additional tonnage and
greater draft and making them more efficient, but in other respects carrying out
the original design. This work is now being performed, and most of the vessels
are near completion.
The exigencies of the times and the necessities of the war have stimulated the
inventive faculties of our countrymen to vast improvements in vessels, in engines,
in ordnance and projectiles. That in some instances they are not at first entirely
successful is not surprising. Mistakes and even failures will occur. In nearly
every class of vessels that have been built, and especially those that are armored,
more or les3 alterations have been found necessarv while they were being con
structed. Only two of the monitor class of vessels, the Dictator and Puritan,
are proposed for sea service. Their success, of which the inventor and builder is
sanguine is among the experiments that the period and the exigencies of the
country have imposed upon the department.
Four turreted vessels have been built in the navy-yards, of wood, and cased
with iron—differiug therein from the original monitors, which are exclusively of
iron. One of them, the Monadnock, now in commission, has performed her trips
from Boston to Hampton Roads with entire satisfaction, giving assurance that
this experiment, deviating, in essential respects, from others, is likely to be suc
cessful. The draught of water of the Monadnock is twelve feet, and with two
independent screws she has a speed of ten knots. Four other similar vessels, of
a still more formidable and invulnerable character, are building.
The only sea-going ironclad ships, besides the two turreted vessels already
mentioned, are the New Ironsides, built in 1802 ; the Roanoke, one of the old
frigates which has been armored, and the Dunderberg, a casemate vessel. For
this vessel the contractor has promised a speed of fifteen knots at sea.
The department has, on several occasions, invited propositions for irou, sea
going, armored ships, but Congress having declined to make the necessary appro
priations, no measures have been taken for their construction.
The vessels recently built, and at present constructing in the navy yards, are
of wood, the smaller class of them being gunbouts, eight of which are of the class
of the Nepsic, 600 tons, mounting one heavy pivot and four broadside guns.
There are four of the class of the Nantucket, of 900 tons, mounting one heavy
pivot, with six broadside guns. In addition to these there are four vessels of the
class of the Algona, with a tonnage of 1,350 ton3, and proportionate armament.
All of these vessels have very considerable steam-power, and will, as some of
them have already proved, be efficient cruisers at sea.
The immediate wants of the blockade having been supplied by the vessels built
and altered in the navy-yards, and by purchase of the best merchant steamers
capable of bearing heavy armament, the attention of the department has been
bestowed on larger and more imposing ships, such as would be formidable not
only for home defence but for foreign service. The position and influence of a
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nation among the great commercial and maritime powers of the world are to a
great extent dependent on its naval ability. Limited appropriations have already
been made by Congress for vessels of this character. Each succeeding year of
this war has produced from foreign ship yards steamers of greater speed to rnn
the blockade, and the reliable preventive of this illicit trade must be fonnd in
vessels of increased 6team power. By making them of sufficient size I hey will be
formidable, not only to neutral violators of our laws, but to any enemy. Of the
vessels on which some sacrifice of armament has been made to obtain speed there
are seven building, three of which are already launched, and the others will soon
be ready. Two of these vessels are being built by contract, and five in the
navy yards. This class of vessels is represented by the Ammonoosuc and the
Chattanooga. There are also in progress of construction twenty vessels with
steam machinery of rather less power, but which are to be much more heavily
armed. Ten of these, of the class of the Illinois, the Guerriere and the Java,
have covered gun-decks, and will carry twenty heavy guns. Two will have a
plating of thin irou as a protection from shells. The remaining ten, of the class
of the Coutoocook and Manitou. building in the navy-yards, are of less size, but
with equal machinery, and intended for greater speed. As all of them will be
provided with masts and sails, they can be cruising vessels and used ou foreign
stations.
FBIZES AND PENSIONS.

The number of vessels captured by the sqadrons since the last annual report,
and reported to the department prior to November 1, is 324, classified as fol
lows : schooners, 105 ; steamers, 88 ; sloops, 40 ; brigs, 3 ; barks, 3 ; small
boats, 85. The total number of captures since the commencement of the rebellion
is 1,379, viz. : schooners, 652 ; steamers, 267 ; sloops, 171 ; brigs, 33 ; barks, 29 ;
ships, 15 ; yachts and small boats, 117.
The gross proceeds arizing from the sale of condemned prize property amounts
to 814 396,250.51 ; expenses, $1,237,153.90, leaving for distribution, one-half to
the captors, and one-half to the United States as a naval pension fund,
$13,190,841.46.
The pension roll on the 1st of November, 1864, was as follows :
769 invalids with pensions amounting to
840 widows and orphans amounting to

$50,401 10
139,258 00

1,609 persons receiving a total amount of

$189,659 10

EXPENSES AND ESTIMATES.

The following are the expenses of the Naval Department the past year, and
the estimates for the coming year :
On the 1st July, 1863, there was an unexpended balance standing
to the credit of the department of
$39,101,970 34
The appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1864, were
76,663,567 36
Total available means
The expenditures of the department during the same time were.

$115,765,587 70
$85,733,292 77

Leaving a balance at the commencement of the present
fiscalyearof
The appropriations for the current year are

$30,082,244 93
1 09,256,8 14 54

Making the total available resources for the fiscal year
endmg June 30, 1865

$139,289,059 47

The estimates submitted for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1866, are as fol
lows :
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Pay of the navy
Construction and repair of steam machinery
Construction and repair of vessels
Ordnance and magazines
Fuel, hemp, and equipment of vessels
Provisions and clothing
Navy-yards and superintendents
Navigation and Naval Academy
Surgeons' necessaries and hospitals
Marine corps
Contingent and miscellaneous
Total

[January,
$28,827,722
17,14 5,000
24,580,000
9,187.616
14,050,000
18,928,280
4,577,818
562,626
816,000
1,699,087
8,970,018

60
00
00
00
00
75
00
00
00
70
83

$112,187,663 28

The expenditures of the department since the 4th of March, 1861, have been
as follows :
From 4th of March to close of fiscal year, June 30, 1861
$6,244,367 63
For fiscal year ending June SO, 1862
42,200,529 06
For fiscal year ending June 80, 186S
68,211,105 27
For fiscal year ending June 80, 1864
86,788,292 77
From July 1, 1864, to November 1, 1864
41,257,976 72
Estimated expenditures from Nov. 1, 1864, to March 4, 1865
42,000,000 00
Total

$280,647,261 46

PUBLIC LANDS, MIXES, AND WESTS.
The Secretary of the Interior reports a revival of the demand for the public
lands, particularly for settlement and cultivation. During the year ending June
30, 1864, more than three millions of acres have been disposed of, and including
the quarter ending ou the 30th of September, more than four and a quarter mil
lions of acres. The following is a statement in full :
Acres
"
"
. "
"

sold for cash
located with military warrants
located with agricultural scrip.
certified to States for railroads
taken under the Homestead law

" disposed of during the year
During the quarter ending September 80, 1S64, the aggregate
quantity taken for the same purpose was
Making a total of

432,778.90
515,900.00
214,418.14
867,180.87
1,261,592.61
8,281,866.62
939,476.90
4,221,342 .42

The cash receipts for fates, homestead and location fees, for the same five
quarters, were $1,019,446 44.
The aggregate quantity of public lands surveye.1, but not disposed of, on the
30th September last, was 133.517,587 acres. This has been the average quantity
for several years past. The amount surveyed annually has been about equal to
that disposed of annually.
The annual receipts from ordinary sales for four years past have been as fol
lows :
For the year ending June 80, 1861
$884,887 03
"
"
"
"
1862..
126,048 30
■
"
"
1863...'.
136,077 95
»
"
1864
678,007 21
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Nineteen States have accepted the provisions of the acts donating lands " for
the benefit of agriculture ana the mechanic arts," and have received land and
land scrip amounting to 4,950,000 acres.
THB MINES.

The reports of the mining interests are very encouraging. Additional dis
coveries of precious metala have beeD made during the year iD the region flank
ing the ranges of the Sierra Nevada on the east, in Idaho and Nevada and
Arizona, and the Secretary recommends the appointment of experienced and
skillful mineralogists to make a scientific examination of the principal mining lo
calities, and of the mineral regions generally, and to report the result. An ap
propriation would be required for these purpose.?. The report sjys : "In that
portion of Nevada through which the Pacific Railroad will pass, many rich veins
have been found, and it is estimated by persons familiar with the subject, that it'
the mines now opened there wero supplied with the proper machinery, they would
yield ten millions of dollars per mouth. In thesame region vast beds of salt have
also been found, which, from its value in the process of separating the silver in
the ores, has given a fresh impulse to mining. When we reflect that the region
of country in which deposits of the precious metals abound, includes large por
tions of three States and six territories, and that the richest veins of ore hereto
fore discovered are as yet but slightly developed, whilst new discoveries are con
stantly made, it will be perceived that the annual product of the mines in the
United States must soon reach a magnitude, without precedent in the history of
mining operations."
The mines of New Mexico and Arizona, though regarded as inferior to no
others, are now nearly inaccessible and indifferently wrought. It is therefore sug
gested whether it would not be expedient to grant all, or such portions of the lands
as are requisite, to insure the construction of the necessary railroads, and the
conversion of the sterile lands to a condition of fertility.
THE INDIANS.

The Indian troubles, during the year, have given the department much concern.
The proposition to reverse the policy of making treaties with Indian tribes, and
to abrogate all existing treaties, is discouraged by Mr. Usher ; but he suggests
the propriety of omitting all stipulations for the payment of money annuities,
whenever good policy or existing engagements will admit of that course of ac
tion.
PATENTS.

The inventive industry of the country is stimulated rather than depressed by
the war. Last year 6,740 applications were made for new patents ; 9*9 caveats
were filed ; 29 applications for extensions were received ; 4,843 patents were
issued (including re-issues,) and 40 extensions were granted.

THE
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A History of the Worldfrom the Earliest Records to the Present Time. Vol.1. By
Phivp Smith, B. A. D. Applxton it Co, 44S and 445 Broadway.
Thi title which this volume bears usually suggests to one's mind a mere dictionary of
dates ; that beiDg about the scope of what are generally called " Universal Histories."
We must confess, therefore, that in opening it, we did not anticipate any tiling less
weighty, and were the more pleased to find it a very different affair. It is a history
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not a dictionary— and promises to be a work of permanent value, as a continued
record of human progress, showing the gradual development and the grand result of
the acts and struggles of all nations.
The author treats his subject under three different heads or periods— the three into
•which history naturally divides— ancient, niidieval, and modern. The first extends
from the creation to the fall of the Western Empire, and is to be completed in two
volumes ; the second, also in two volumes, will embrace the period from the fall of
the Wf stern Empire to the taking of Constantinople by the Turks; and the third, to
which four volumes are to be devoted, is to bring the story down to our own time.
Thus the work will extend through eight large octavo volumes— giviug room enough
for a valuable history, and yet not making it 60 extensive as to place it beyond the
reach of any.
We notice that the first volume contains several fine steel-plate engravings, and is,
in fact, in every respect issued in excellent style.
Our Young Folks.

A new Magazine published by Ticknob dt Fields, Boston.

Single subscriptions $2 a year.
We have received the first number cf this new periodical for " Toung Folks," and find
it full of articles both instructive and entertaining. Filling, as it does, an important
corner before unoccupied, and addressed to a class whose characters are forming, we
are glad to see that its pages are to be presided over by editors so well fitted for the
position. If we would interest young people in books we must make them attractive,
and convey the information they contain, in an agreeable, lively, and entertaining man
ner. We know no one able to do this better than Gail Hamilton, and feel sure,
therefore, that so long as she is one of the editors, one will find precious little Btupidity
between the covers of " Our Youug Folks." We wish it a long, useful, and successful
existance.
Diary of lirt. Kilty Trevylyan : A Story of the Times of Whitfield and the
Wkslkts. By the author of " Chronicles of the Schouberg-Cotta Family," etc.,
with a Preface by the author for the American edition. New York: M. W. Doon,
606 Broadway.
Notices of this and other books received deferred until next month.
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PETROLEUM.—ITS LOCATION AND PRODUCTION.
At present engaged in the oil producing region of Pennsylvania, the
undersigned cannot repress the ever uprising desire to explain, or to
attempt an explanation, of the phenomena of the oil and its production.
ROCES IN WHICH IT ABOUNDS.

First the rocks in which it is found, and those in which it abounds,
claim a passing notice.
Everybody was surprised at the out-gushing of oil from the rocky bosom
of the earth, as much as were the weary and thirsty Hebrews, when the
smiting of the Prophet's magic wand brought water, pure and sweet, from
the desert granite. At first there was a tendency to regard it in the same
category as the " Moon Hoax." Its reality, however, was palpable. The
senses could testify, and even incredulity was compelled to believe. Then
arose the questions, "if oil is found in one place, why not in any other?"
and "if in one place only, or under certain conditions only, then in what
place or under what conditions ?" If in one place only it could be found,
then that was answered when the first well was found. No other need be
looked for. Happily, however, the first astonishment over, venturesome
spirits were not wanting to repeat the experiment of Mr. Drake ; and, in
a remarkably short period of time, many neighbors began to bore. Tha
identity of the oil thus obtained, with the oil obtained by distillation of
coal and inspissated bitumen, which had just at that time succeeded in
making a market for itself, brought the new product immediately int»
use, to the serious loss and great disgust of the coal distillers. The de
mand, however, was still exceedingly small, when the discovery of a flow
ing well of great productiveness set enterprise and speculation all astir,
and the oil began to spout forth from the wounded earth in numberless
torrents. Demand was drowned in the deluge. The oil could not' be
voL. lu.—NO. II.
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given away at the wells as fast as they poured it out. Small producing
pump-wells were abandoned by the thousand, insomuch that old derricks
rear their decaying heads all over Pennsylvania oildom, and bear mourn
ful testimony to the ruined fortunes of thousands of early adventurers.
But to the rocks— what kinds of rocks are they ? The rocks of almost
every geological epoch above the primary igneous, produce petroleum
in quantities greater or less— more less than greater however. But the
rocks, pre-eminently oil-bearing, are immediately subjacent to the bitu
minous coal-bearing rocks of this region, although a remark of an old
oil hunter, made in the hearing of the writer, seems to be a realized fact.
Speaking in the earnest manner, common to the mere observer without
science, he said : " Where the coal is, the ile aint." Thus it seems to be
pretty generally agreed, that it is useless to bore through a coal bed for
oil. After all, this is, at present, mere empiricism. No reason can be
given by any man why oil may not be reached through a bed of
coal, as well as through the other overlying rocks. On nearly all these
hills subcarboniferous rocks abound, and the debris of subcarboniferous
rocks forms the surface of mosi of the valleys as well. The basis of the
hills are mostly identical with the Devonian sandstones and shales, repre
sented in the New York system by the Chemung and Portage group. At
the base of the subcarboniferous series lie the compact sand rocks, which,
in many parts, are coarse conglomerates.
In boring for a well, no man expects to find oil until he has reached
and passed through a whitish sand rock, lying at depths varying from
seventy-five to two hundred and seventy-five feet in the valleys. This is
called, by way of distinction, the " first sand rock," although the borer
may have passed through a dozen different sand rocks alternating with
shales, before having reached the "sand rock." Very generally, a well
stopped after having penetrated this rock, yields a heavy thick oil, con
sidered specially valuable for lubricating purposes, and commanding nearly
double the market value of the light oils.
From one hundred to two hundred feet below this lies another, very
similar, and called the " second sand rock." Having penetrated through
this, the borer is usually rewarded with another " show of oil." This,
too, is a heavy oil, though not commonly so heavy as the former. From
this rock is produced nearly all the wells along the Alleghany River, while
the wells on French Creek are nearly all completed in the " first sand rock."
But, to reach the great oil fountains, the drill must make another plunge
of from one hundred to two hundred feet, when a "third sand rock" is
reached. From beneath this rock out gushes the pure, limpid, light oil.
Here, loo, are reached most, not all, the great "flowing," or rather spout
ing wells ; some of them having deluged the land at first, with three
thousand barrels per day—the " Empire well," for instance. The wells
of Oil Creek are mostly in this rock.
Here, then, we have perforations through a series of sand rocks and
clay shales, until a certain sand rock is reached, under which lies the
greasy treasure. Let it be noticed that in all this descent into the bowels
of the earth, no limestone is reached in this region of country.
CAN WELLS BE OBTAINED FBOM TOPS OF HILLS?

Under the general impression that breaks in the hills indicate chasm
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in the rocks beneath, the valleys, gorges, dells, and even mountain rills
are seized upon by oil seekers as favorable locations for boring ; and the
omnipresent derrick climbs to the summits of the ridges, by timidly
following the channel or brink of some little mountain torrents, instead
of boldly mounting up the faces of the hills. It is, undoubtedly, a geo
logical fact, that these valleys of Western Pennsylvania, never primarily
marked out at the period of upheaval, by the flexures of elevation caus
ing anticlinal axes, or by the flexures of depression causing synclinal axes;
in both which cases a system of fissures would be produced ; in the former,
they would be superficial and open upwards, forming the primitive chan
nels for the waters—now the rills, brooks, torrents, runs, creeks, rivers ;
in the latter, they would be deep and cavernous, and open downwards,
while the depression itself would form the water channel. Both these
forms of valleys are seen here, and are usually plainly distinguishable, the
one from the other; while, in some cases, it becomes necessary to care
fully observe the dip of the rocks before a decision can be formed.
But what is the testimony of the wells? Do they all f peak one langu
age—tell one tale? Verily no; though their reports, however various,
are susceptible of classification, quite clear aijld intelligible. These re
ports are of two distinct classes, viz.: cavernous accumulations of oil,
and shaly accumulations of oil.
When the Noble well was bored, for seven long days and nights, down
rushed the waters, down rushed the oil, and down rushed the gases.
Probably Mr. Noble thought he had struck a short route to China or the
Other place below ; and he might have been pardoned, if the thought of
putting a telegraph wire down through to the Celestials began to suggest
itself to his excited mind, apparently disappointed in his dream of wealth
from the flow of the coveted grease. But lo! if he had been amazed
and chagrined during the first seven days, at the swallowing up of all his
hopes in a fathomless abyss, he was no less astonished and delighted on
the eighth day when he saw the liquid wealth snddenly rise with a snort
and a splutter, and shoot up at the enormous rate of two thousand five
hundred barrels per day. Other proofs of caverns are abundant, espe
cially of caverns in the forms of rifts and chasms. Intermitting wells
also show the fact of caverns. For instance, one well flows a good stream,
gradually diminishes, ceases, and then gradually commences, increases,
reaches its maximum flow, and then, as before, gradually declines. The
periods in this case are eleven minutes flow, and fifteen minutes rest. On
the contrary, most wells, I think, give proofs of being supplied with oil
from shales. The gradual manner in which it evidently readies the tube,
shows that it results from percolation through some partially retaining
substance. That shales are there the borer knows ; for he brought up
their triturated debris, while reason also affirms "it must be so."
As to the question of choice of ground, whether we shall take hill or
valley or ravine, we may evidently conclnde that these three several "sand
rocks " will be reached at a less depth in a valley than on a hill. That
rifts and chasms would be more abundant near the axes of flexure than
where these do not occur, is a very natural and safe conclusion ; but that
one of the shale wells might be obtained from the top of a hill seems
self-evident, by adding to the depth of the boring the excess in altitude.
That no chasm or rift might be reached from the top of a hill, is by no
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means a tenable position. Indeed, proofs are not wanting that chasms
or rifts do occasionally occur in hills and beneath them. The celebrated
bitumen vein in West Virginia splits a hill from summit to base, and
crosses the valley at nearly right angles. At the top of the hill this rift
is two feet thick ; at the bottom and through the valley it is four feet ten
inches thick. Assuming now, merely for the argument, that this same
rift wore a thousand feet geocentrically lower, that the bitumen existed in
a liquid state, and that, in boring for oil, or other purpose, it is reached,
evidently our part of the rift, *. e., the reservoir, would be equally efficaoious with another, hill or no hill. If, however, this hypothetical rift
should make an angle with a vertical plane, in such manner as to place
some portions geocentrically higher than others, (a condition, the proba
bilities of which, against the supposition of a perfectly concentric contour
and vertical position, are almost infinity against zero,) then perforations
at different altitndes will vary in productiveness. A low perforation will
give great hydrostatic pressure; and the flow will be correspondingly
great. If a barrel tilled with any liquid be tapped on the head in a dozen
different places, and at different distances from the top, that orifice will
discharge the most which lies the lowest, the preforations being equal.
A priori, then, we may safely conclnde that he who bores for oil from the
top of a hill, though his chances for striking a chasm reservoir may be
somewhat diminished, may still very confidently proceed, assured that he
will find oil in shale, if not in rifts.
THE THBEE SAND EOCES.

What may be the character of the three " sand rocks," in virtue of
which they, and they alone, have become the conservitors of oil, does not
yet appear. So far as known, all the surface drainage must have origi
nated from these rocks, as in all the borings made these alone have
yielded oil,—still not these, but under these. Moreover, the reservoirs
under the three are evidently disconnected ; the oils differing in gravity,
the heaviest atop ! when, by mixing the three in one vessel, they separate
according to the law regulating the separation of liquids differing in specific
gravity. On the contrary, as might be expected, the reservoirs under the
same rock, give abundant proofs of extensive connections. Thus new wells
frequently so tap the reservoir of old ones near them, as to greatly effect
the quantity of the product from the old. On Oil Creek, new borings
very generally pass through a deposit of debris from the old borings ; and,
in some instances, remnants of cable, and of seed bags and seeds have
been brought up from a depth of several hundred feet. Thus the proof
of connection is placed beyond hypothesis. It rests on facts.
DAILY PBODUCTION OF OIL, AND THE AGGEEGATE AMOUNT.

The quantity of oil produced now does not materially differ from that
of two years ago, viz., about six thousand barrels daily ; a little short
perhaps. From this fact some have leaped to the unwarrantable conclu
sion, that the maximum capacity for daily production was then reached.
They argue that the number of wells has been greatly increased, but the
quantity received is nearly constant. Therefore, more oil cannot be pro
cured by increasing the number of wells.
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Now we need but a moments reflection, and an appeal to a fact or two,
in order to expose the fallacy of such a conclusion. First, the number of
producing wells now is not so much greater than two years ago, as would
at first sight appear. Old abandoned derricks, over wells which were
producing oil two years ago, are very abundant ; all along Oil Creek for
miles, along French Creek for miles, and along the Alleghany River for
miles, these abandoned wells outnumber the wells producing oil to-day.
To the inquiry, wherever made, "Why are these wells idle?" but one
answer is given, viz. : "They were abandoned two years ago, many of
them at the time of their abandonment yielding thirty to forty barrels
per day. But cooperage could not be obtained, and oil was worthless.
The owners were obliged to leave them. Many of the owners have since
gone into the army." This tells half the tale. The other half is as fol
lows : All great spouting and flowing wells act either from hydrostatic or
pneumatic pressure, or both. In either case the vent made by the well
gradually reduces the force, and the well as gradually declines in its pro
ductiveness. This is the universal history of these wells. But it is a no
less noticeable fact, that fewer new wells are great spouters than formerly.
On the other hand, pumping wells, especially those of moderate produc
tiveness, are very constant in their yield, scarcely diminishing their primary
quantity in years. I conclnde, therefore, that the daily product might be
indefinitely increased. Not so, however, may it be said of the
Aggregate amount. That is fixed, is limited, under every view of the
question of origin. If the quantity is definite, as is that of coal, iron ore,
gold, silver, and the like, then like them it is exhaustible, not only in special
localities but as a whole. If, on the other hand, it is a product of con
stant evolution, generated deep in the earth's secret laboratory, then is it
exhaustible whenever the draft exceeds the production, just as the annual
fruits of the earth are exhaustible whenever consumption exceeds pro
duction. Neither will it avail here to assume that its production exceeds
any assignable amount of consumption. In that event, its accumulation
in past ages would, or at least should, have overflowed its rocky reservoirs,
and caused an inundation of oil, long geologic eras since. It is a very
favorite and fashionable expression with the world, and even with many
acute writers on scientific subsets, to say of this or of that mineral, '" It
is absolutely inexhaustible!" Thus they say of iron, of coal, of the fertility
of some soils, etc., etc.; and thu* many say and affect to believe of oil.
Still it requires no gfeat engineering acumen to demonstrate not only the
contrary, but even to show how many years any given mineral, as coal,
will last any specified country, as Ulnylund for instance. True, we do n,ot
yet know how large a portion of the earth's surface rocks is oil-bearing.
For myself, I am persuaded that it will eventually be found about as ex
tensive as coal in territory. Discovery, thus far, seems to cling to the
skirts of bituminous coal regions. It may prove that the oil regions and
the bituminous coal regions will be found everwhere conterminous. With
the present light we have, I do not think geologists would commit a very
great blunder should they encourage enterprise to seek for it in all such
localities, and stand non-committal with respect to other localities. Still,
wherever we have the bituminous coal resting on other strata than the
upper Devonian, I confess to some doubt", and I would be slow to com
mit myself beforehand. The very marked feature of the three " sand
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rocks," and the fact that they alone, in this region, are oil-bearing, cannot
but make one hesitate. Yet it is difficult to maintain entire silence, for
men are everywhere eager to know what their prospects of success may
be ; and they appeal to the geologist not so much for an honest counsel
as for a confirmation of their hopes. That geologist who frankly says
u I do not know," is set down as very verdant, yet he only is safe. The
excitement of speculation is so great, that the rocky bosom of mother
earth will undoubtedly be put to the test in many a region now little
thought of, whether the geologist speaks or not ; and, as the first discovery
was made without his knowledge or consent, so is it quite likelv to precede
him in extending the development of the greasy area. While science
pauses to ponder, to systematize, to classify, and to rationate, speculative
enterprise, eager for the golden harvest, plunges into blind search, strikes
out right and left, and is very sure to hit in the right spot sometimes.
Science will follow at her slow measured tread, and only corroborate and
substantiate the discoveries of the adventurer. This will prove so at least
until facts have fertilized the waiting womb of science. Then will she
bring forth an illustrious progeny, out of this, as out of other great sub
jects iu natural history.
OBIGIN OF MINEBAL OIL.

Absolute certainty on this subject, as on many other kindred subjects,
may never be reached. Speculation respecting tie origin may be, as yet,
entirely premature. Still, as the world is full of guesses, and as conceit
is frequently enrobed in the garb of unquestionable principle, it may not
be amiss to estimate the value of one or two theories respecting this most
recondite subject. Recently, an article appeared in the Daily Press, with
out the authority of a name and without comment of the editor. In such
case, the editor must, of course, be held responsible. This was very brief,
but the theory was explicit so far as it went. It assumed that oil, as it
comes from the pierced bosom of the earth, is the offspring of water and
carbonate of lime, mutually decomposed. The words are, " The water
descends through the rocky strata, dissolving as it goes, and carrying with
it various acids and alkalies ; and, on reaching some limestone bed, de
composition takes place, and the elements unite to form different com
pounds, among which the carbon of the limestone and the hydrogen of
the water unite to form oil. Therefore, the supply is inexhaustible as the
ocean !" I have not quoted verbatum, but nearly so. The sense, I think,
is accurate. It is not an agreeable work to strike an unknown person.
But we may hit this theory a blow or two in order to see whether it is
merely a hollow shell, or vapid air, or solid substance. First, it lacks
completeness. It does not tell us what re-agents are dissolved before
hand in the water, sufficiently effective to cause decomposition. Water,
most assuredly, will not. If the carbonate of lime were the carbide of
calcium, or carbide of lime, (compounds never found in nature,) then
would this theory stand on a very fair foundation. But not now. Again,
had the re-agent been named, we might, perhaps, comprehend the opera
tion ; but, as it is not named, we grasp at solidity and catch air. If we
buppose an acid re-agent, what shall it be? Will we suppose it to be
nitric acid, a small amount of which is produced in thunder showers?
It is combined with the free ammonia forming nitrate of ammonia. Sup
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pose this substance and carbonate of lime to be brought together in the
solution and decomposition effected under the laws of affinity, what do
we get ? Surely not oil at all ; but nitrate of lime and carbonate of
ammonia instead. So of any other salt, the elements of which may mu
tually interchange with carbonate of lime. But suppose the water carry
down free acid capable of decomposing carbonate of lime. We now get
free carbonic acid, not oil ; and, if we can contrive to hypothesise the de
composition of the water so as to liberate the hydrogen, we still have the
carbonic acid from the limestone, not carbon. It is really a very difficult
affair to make even so clever a guess as this work. But, suppose for argu
ment sake, we admit that this is really the origin of petroleum, and jump
the modus operandi—What follows ? What else but this, viz., carbonate
of limestone everywhere should be doing the very same thing ? All lime
stone countries should be greasy countries; and the more the limestone,
the more the grease! Limestone regions, with one accord, cry out indig
nantly against the imputation. Finally, it must have been so from the
first ; and it is difficult to conceive how carbonate of lime has been able
to maintain its existence through such vast cycles of ages, as must have
intervened since it was first born of the elements and baptised in water.
Second, the theory that oil is a result of pressure upon coal is main
tained by some respectable geologists. In other words, that, as whey is
expressed from a cheese curd, or oil from the olive, so is petroleum ex
pressed from the coal beds. This theory supposes coal to have originated
from vegetable substances, by a process identical with that operating in
the formation of peat and lignite; that a peat bed requires only submer
gence and burial beneath a mass of rocks, and the elevation of tempera
ture consequent upon increased depth, to convert it into coal. During
this process of conversion a slow but sure instructive distillation is quietly
at work upon the vegetable substance, converting it into the various hy
drocarbons. (They are not carbides of lfydrogen, as are the two gaseous
compounds, C1I and C2U, although the former of these is an abundant
product of vegetable decomposition.) The temperature requisite for ob
taining oil must have been reached, maintained sufficiently long to reach
the result, and subsided before the coal was reduced to coke. Under the
enormous pressure and in compressed water, that coke, if reached in the
process, may have very materially differed from anything in that line hu
man art can ever hope to attain, how different from anthricite coal I leave
for others to declare. At all events, we can easily perceive that, if this
were really the manner in which the oil was originally produced, a tem
perature would not be difficult to assign which would coke any supposable
bed of the primitive coal. Moreover, if the heat did certainly exist in
sufficient intensity, it is difficult to see how, under the circumstances of
pressure and absence of free oxygen, anything else should transpire than
the evolution of the hydrocarbons; and, if continued, of the coke, by
means of superheated water and incalculable pressure. Nevertheless, the
theory of the formation of anthricite coal from bituminous, through the
agency of heat and pressure, is universally conceded by all whose opinions
bear much weight on scientific subjects. But, says the skeptical querist,
if this be so, why do we not find oil in the anthricite regions? To this
my answers are, first, we have but now found it near the bituminous coal,
and that, too, without scientific forecast, but rather by a blind inquisition,
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groping after a little, n very little " Seneca oil," as one of life's panaceas,
propounded by quacks and believed in by ignorance and disease, Secondly,
a priori, one would say, that, under the high temperature attained in pro
ducing anthricite, the oil would become volatilized and sent into the
" upper air," there either to ignite ajid suffer the consequent decomposi
tion, or to be condensed and to float away on the bosom of the primeval
ocean ; to be driven hither and thither by the turbulent storms, until, find
ing quiet in some isolated lagoon or land-locked bay, it might ultimately
become some bituminous lake of Trinidad—be buried again to be ex
humed in the long after eras, as the Albert coal of New Brunswick, or as
solidified bitumen amid the mountain rifts of Virginia and North Carolina.
Who will say nay?
The temperature around bituminous coal regions not having attained
sufficient intensity to produce coking, nor to volatilize the oil, this latter
remains in its liquid state to follow the water with which it was associa
ted, sinking as the water sank and rising as the water rose, maintaining
its hydrostatic relation of levity, as compared with the greater gravity of
ite saline associate—salt water.
The fact that the lightest oil is found beneath the "third sand rock,"
may have reference to the order of distillation, or it may be the sign of
a redistillation of the lowest ; for it i9 a known fact, ascertained in the
refineries, that the heavy oils may all become converted into light oils by
properly managing the distilling process. Thus has God, in his own
matchless laboratory, anticipated human research and attainment.
I scarcely need add, that to this theory for explaining the origin of that
wondrous product of nature's chemistry, this more than Alladin's lamp,
to many a formerly poor peasant, but a now wealthy Croesus, I can dis
cover no very serious objection. It seems perfectly to meet all tho require
ments of a well grounded hypothesis which will endure the severest tests.
It seems to render intelligible the mysterious characters "done in oil," and
to bring forth a true interpretation of the mystic symbols traced in
nature's own book, and stored away amid the rocky archives of the geologic
eras if the mysterious past.
There is one other theory which deserves a notice, though I by no means
propose to discuss it in full, neither to refute it, nor to show it* plausibili
ties. It is the only really rival theory to the one last above given.
That theory begins where the other leaves off. It supposes oil to be
one of the primitive compounds, in the same manner as water and all the
ordinary solids and carbonic acid gas, instead of being a secondary,
belonging to the same category as ether, alcohol, chloroform, etc., the re
sult of derivative chemical forces. It says the hydrocarbons were first.
By exposure to air and moderate temperature, etc., they became inspissated
and are asphaltum, bitumen, and finally coal. It says " all the impressions
found in coal are the mere accidents of their day—organic substances
embalmed in nature's cerements." Their strong arguments consist in call
ing for the potash of the plants supposed by the opposite theory to -have
originally constituted the coal beds, in citing the chemical identity of -oil,
asphaltum, and bitumen, and in appealing to the existence of these in
separate beds, deposits, and reservoirs.
I do not deny the force of all this ; but I do conceive that the theory
of organic distillation by heat, and under immense pressure, and with
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permeating water, is more in exact consonance with what we know from
experiment ; and that it meets all the reasonable demands upon it as a
primary hypothesis. True, every hypothesis should be tried by the seve
rest tests before it is catalogued as a fundamental principle. And no mat
ter what hypothesis one puts forth, only so be he is willing it Buall be
subjected to the '" experimentum crucit.n
Ira Tavler.

NATIONAL SAVINGS AND NATIONAL TAXATION.
(Number II.)
THE ISCOMS TAX AND IT8 EESULTS.

We have already referred to the difficulty there is in attempting to reach
any accurate conclusion raspecting the national income. In our last
article, however, we showed what must have been the annual accumula
tions during the past ten years, if the census returns are sufficiently accu
rate to form a basis for the estimate. Taking the assessed valuation of
all the property, real and personal, in the United States, in 1850 and 1800,
(that is taking an account of stock at each of those periods,) we stated
that the increase thus exhibited must be the savings of the country dur
ing that period, with certain exceptions. Among those exceptions we
mentioned the increased valuation of real estate, which is mostly nominal.
It does not represent accumulations, except to the extent of the improve
ments in the way of houses, fences, etc. ; and, as we then said, it makes
no difference whether Western farm lands are assessed at their actual cost,
$1 25 per acre, or at their assessed value, $100 per acre, the real value,
which is the profit the farmer gets after supplying his family, is in eaeh
case the same. It is only out of that net income that he can pay taxes,
whether his farm is assessed at $1 25 or $100 per acre.
So, too, in regard to the valuation of personal property, we showed that
there were many inaccuracies. Much of it is assessed two or more times.
For instance, take the valuation of savings and other banks, and we find
the capital of the bank is first assessed, then the deposits, and, again, all
that the capital and deposits are invested in —such as real estate, United
States bonds, the stocks of goods, etc., merchants and others are able to
purchase by means of the loans thus obtained, etc. Hence, therefore, two
things it appears to us are evident. First, that the increase in valuation
of real estate is not, except to a small extent, accumulations; and second,
that the personal valuations are in many cases repeated, and therefore ex
cessive. Balancing, then, this excess in the valuation of personal property
against that portion of the real estate which may be considered savinT*,
and we reached the conclusion that the increase in personal property
might be taken as the amount of the savings. We claim, of course, no
refined accuracy in this estimate, all we expect is an approximation. But
that is sufficient for our purposes ; for if we can convince our readers of
the necessity there is for economy, both national and individual, we shall
have accomplished a decidedly good result.
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Yet, although an estimate made, as indicated above, could of course lay
no claim to refined accuracy, still we now have, in the returns of the Com
missioner of Internal Revenue, corroborative evidence that the conclusions
reached cannot be far out of the way. The census returns give the per
sonal estate in 1850 at $2,029,050,213, and in 1860 at $5^111,553,956 ;
showing an increase of $3,082,503,743 in ten years, or an average annual
increase in the savings of the country of about $308,000,000 a year, and
this we gave in our previous article as the probable net income of the
United States each year from 1850 to 1860. Turning now to the returns
of the income tax we reach similar results. The amount collected on the
income tax for the year ending 1863 was $23,556,084, and this tax being
three per cent, the suuis thus collected represents a gross income of
$785,136,133, which amount, therefore, is thus shown to be the total gross
income of the United States in 18G3 over and above the $600 exempted.
It will be remembered that in our last article we showed the result of this
same tax in England, and the conclusions reached then compare with the
above figures as follows:
All incomes
otcr
$484

Gross incomes.
$1,471,521,686
785,186,183

Eate of
tax, per ct.
8f
3

Proceeds.
$55/i40,740
28,566,084

Thus the income tax gave very nearly half as much here as in EnglandIt is to be borne in mind, however, that the English tax was levied in the
year 1861-62, when general business became very dull because of the
outbreak of the war in this country, many of those channels of profit
which we pointed out in our last article being under depression. On the
other hand, business in the United Slates was very active and prosperous
during the year 1803, under the influence of large Government expendi
tures, and of the progressive issue of paper money, which resulted in a
continuous rise in prices of all commodities during the year, causing old
and dead stocks ot goods lo command unexpected profits, which were
calculated in paper money and not in the specie medium of the previous year.
Thus, as all know, the paper income of the year was very largely in
creased, and yielded a much larger amount of tax than could otherwise
have been looked for. Still it should be remembered, on the other hand,
that incomes are in many cases understated and never overstated, so that
the aggregate returned must be somewhat less than the actual. We can
not, ol course, know the extent to which this tax is affected by either of
these causes, nor shall we attempt it. To continue, howeuer, our com
parison with the returns of Great Britain, it is necessary to reduce the
paper income to its specie equivalent, which is (taking the average price of
gold in lfc63) $523,424,089. The fact will then remain that, pa) able in
the same currency, the income of the Northern States is rather more than
one-third that of Great Britain. Kefering now to our last article, we find
that out of an income of $1,471,621,685 per annum in Great Britain, the
net surplus (page 434, vol. 51) was placed at $570,000,000, or about forty
per cent of the gross income. At the same rate the net surplus of those
States paying this tax would be $209,309,602 per annum. The estimate
of savings made in our former article, as stated above, v/m $308,000,000
for the whole country, giving about the same result now obtained.
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Thus it appears that the annual net income of the whole United
States is about three hundred, or certainly cannot exceed four hundred
millions of dollars. This represents the total annual net surplus, which
heretofore has been applicable to the following purposes:
1. Purchases and improvement of land, drainage, machines, buildings,
etc., necessary to production.
2. Construction and improvement of dwellings.
3. Construction and improvement of factories, workshops, tools, motive
power, etc.
4. Creation of public works, railroads, docks, bridges, telegraphs, roads,
churches, hospitals, colleges, asylums, and waterworks.
5. Trading capital, stocks of goods, ships, etc.
G. Investments in public stocks, insurance, gas, etc.
7. National taxation.
The increase of business and population demands a considerable appli
cation of capital every year to each of the above six purposes, so that all
oi the net surplus clearly cannot hereafter ba applied to the payment of
taxes. If it were so applied, the further development of the wealth of
the country would be impossible. The rapid increase in wealth of the
United States hitherto, has been owing, in great part, to the fact that the
surplus earnings in almost all business have been applied to extending,
improving, facilitating, and therefore cheapening production, while the
means of individuals have been free to purchase those productions, thus
giving a new stimulous thereto. Should the Government now be com
pelled to step in and absorb the whole of that portion of this revenue,
which has hitherto been applied to facilitating production, one can easily
see what the result would be.
We must here remind our readers again that there is no fund out of
which taxes can be paid except this net income. The popular boast about
our inexhaustible resources is really nothing more nor less than silly and
wicked ; silly, because even a thinking child knows better ; and wicked,
because it leads to extravagance and carelessness. The resources of the
nation are measured by its income. We, as individuals, can pay no more
in taxes than we have net income. To point to our gold mines and say
there is the means to pay our debt, is no more foolish than to tell the
farmer to pay his interest due this year out of crops not yet even put into
the ground. The soil and the mines are rich enough, but the gold and
the crops must be produced before they can be spent. As we slated on
a previous occasion, this same gold and fertility of soil were there when
the continental dollar was valueless, and ever since that time we have been
producing both gold and crops as fast as we could with the capital and
labor we possessed. It is to the annual production alone we cau look as
a resource, and we can increase that only by the application of more
capital and labor. If, therefore, all the surplus earnings are to be applied
to taxes, it is clear that the production neither of our mines nor our
farms can be increased.
But we will not dwell longer on this point, as we have discussed it at
length in previous numbers.* Besides, it is self-evident that the only fund
we can look to for payment of our taxes is our income. By economy on the
* Merchant'! Magazine for 1861.
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part of the people, however, the net savings can to a certain extent be
mcreased. It should be remembered, also, that the income estimate we
have made, does not include any under $G00. Of course such small in
comes, as a general rule, yield no surplus—the full amount being required
for consuption. And yet they indirectly pay taxes, and are able to do it
by the exercise of greater economy ; thus adding to our tax paying abili
ties. This process of saving, however, of necessity discourages business
and production, and if carried to too great an extent, the whole system
of production and interchange is thus put under pressure, which soon
must undermine the incomes and diminish the surplus.
We have thrown together these lew ideas, for the purpose of showing
the earnestness of the financial question before the people at the present
time. If its importance were only appreciated there would be far less
danger in the future. We have no doubt of the ability of the country to
finish this war successfully, and to pay the expense of it; but yet it is
evident from what we have said that we have no money to waste —that
the future growth of the nation depends upon the financial policy pursued
now. The hearts of all are full of hope, joy, and thankfulness, on account
of the successes obtained in the field; only this one threatening cloud
remains. It can be robbed of much of its damaging power by care and
wisdom. But if we choose to flatter ourselves with the idea of our wealth,
to blind our eyes with false notions of our resources, and act accordingly,
the extent of our future suffering must be greatly aggravated. Remember
that not one cent of the expenses of this war has yet been paid ; we have
carried it on by simply issuing our promises to pay, so that the war has
not proved our resources financially, but only our faith in our Govern
ment. The taxes collected have paid nothing because the additional issue
of currency has neutralized them, by increasing the expenses each year
to more than the amount thus collected. And remember, too, that when
we begin to pay, we can spend no more than our net' income, and that
every cent required for taxes is so much taken from production.
We shail hope hereafter to indicate some of the changes which should
be made to increase revenue and decrease expenses.

COMMERCIAL LAW-NO. 18.
BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY.
TOE HISTOBY OF THE LAW OF BANEBUPTCY.

Centuries ago, dealers in money, or " exchangers," as they were called
in England, sat behind a bench, on which lay heaps of the coin they
bought or sold; and some remains of this practice may now be seen in
vaiious parts of the old continent. This bench, or " banco," in the Italian
language, gave its name to the moneyed institutions of deposit, or of cur
rency, of which the earliest of great importance, if not the first in time,
was the "Bank" of Venice. When such a trader became insolvent, or
unable to meet his engagements, those who had charge of such things,
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whether as a police or as an association or guild of such dealers, broke
his bench to pieces, as a symbol that he could carry on that business no
longer. In Italian, the words " banco rotto " mean a broken bench ; and
from this phrase antiquarians suppose that the word " bankrupt " grew.
In this we sea nothing of alleged criminality, or of punishment. But
the laws of England went to an earlier source tban the Italian commerce
of the Middle Ages, and found in the Roman law the principle which
gorerned, and perhaps still governs, their system of bankrupt laws. Tim
principle is, that the bankrupt may be presumed to be dishonest and cri
minal, and treated accordingly.
By the original English common law, the body of a freeman could not
be arrested for debt, whether he was a trader or not. And the earliest
processes of that law inclnded none for imprisonment for debt. This was
of later origin. In the reign of Edward I. a law was passed authorizing
an arrest of a defendant in certain cases, for the purpose of more effectu
ally securing the performance of commercial contracts. This was exten
ded in its operation by a law of Edward III., and sundry statutes followed,
applying further regulations to this subject, until late in the reign of
Haory VIII. (1544) a statute was passed so nearly resembling a modern
statute of bankruptcy, that it is generally considered the first bankrupt
law. In a statute of the 13th year of Queen Elizabeth, the operation of
the law was confined to traders; or, in the words qf the law, "to such
persons as had used the trade of merchandise in gross or in retail." And
thus an important principle was introduced, which has since been adhered
to, although somewhat liberally coustrued.
In those, and in still earlier days, there was perhaps more reason for
regarding a mercantile bankrupt as a criminal than there is now. Even
at present, many insolvencies are undoubtedly frandulent, and the inno
cent bankrupt generally, if not always, owes his failure to guilty intent or
guilty improvidence in some quarter. But it is also certain, that, in the
vast complications of the commercial world, all who engage in business
are subject to casualties, which imply no crime, and which no sagacity
could avert. By the Roman law, the merchant who failed in business
was expelled from the college (or guild) of merchants, and never suffered
to trade again ; if that law prevailed here, many of our most eminent and
useful merchants would have lost the opportunity of retrieving their affairs
by ultimate success, and paying off, by the fruits of a later industry, the
debts of an early insolvency.
The community are now sensible of this. And to this conviction we
owe the gradual, but of late years rapid, change in the spirit of our laws
for the collection of debt. Now the endeavor is made to discriminate
carefully between an innocent and a wrongful insolvency; and to treat the
latter only as criminal. That our laws do not yet effect this purpose per
fectly, and without any injurious result, may be true ; but the purpose
and the principle are certainly right.
The Constitution of the United States authorizes Congress to pass a
bankrupt law. But not until eleven years after the adoption of the Con
stitution was a bankrupt law passed, in 1800, which, by its own terms,
was limited to five years, but was in fact repealed after it had been in
operation two years and eight months. Sundry attempts were made from
time to time for a new one ; and whenever the vicissitndes of trade press
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ed more heavily than usual on the community, these efforts were more
urgent. And to the general decay of trade in the country, or rather the
wide prevalence of actual insolvency, was due the law which was passed
in 1841, after an earnest but unsuccessful endeavor in the year previous.
If the amount or number of applications for the law is a true measure
of its need or its utility, this law was not passed too soon. In Massachu
setts, for example, there were 3,389 applicants for relief, and the creditors
numbered 99,619, more than a third of the adult male population of the
State, and the amount of their claims exceeded thirty millions of dollars,
averaging about three hundred and fifty dollars to a creditor.
This law was repealed March 3, 1843, one year six months and fourteen
days after it was enacted; and in this short period it affected more pro
perty, and pave rise to more numerous and more difficult questions, than
any other law has ever done, in the same period. It was repealed because
it had done its work. The people demanded it, that it might settle claims
and remove encumbrances and liens and sweep away an indebtedness that
lay as an intolerable burden on the community. When it had done this,
it began, or was thought to have begun, to favor the payment of debt by
insolvency too much, and the people demanded its repeal.
We have no national bankrupt law now. The present Congress may
pass one: yet the State insolvent laws are now so well constructed and
systematized, that they effect, though not quite so well, nearly all the
purposes of a national law.
But these State laws are entirely independent of each other ; and their
provisions are 60 different, that it is difficult, or indeed impossible, to pre
sent a view of the bankrupt law of the United States which can have the
unity and system of such a view of the laws of any nation, in which these
laws are made by one legislature for the whole people, as in England, for
example. But there is enough of system and of similarity, and enough of
principle running through the whole, to make it expedient to endeavor to
present a general view of the generally admitted principles, without
attempting to exhibit merely local details and peculiarities. Should a
national law be passed, it would undoubtedly embody these same general
principles.
THE DIFFEBENCE BETWEEN BANEBUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY.

This difference was not perhaps perfectly clear in its beginning, and has
gradually grown dim with time, until now, in this country at least, it has
become almost obliterated. But from it arose, and upon it, in some mea
sure, depends, our present American law of insolvency.
The earliest difference between these was, that bankrupt laws applied
only to those "who used the trade of merchandise," while insolvent laws
applied not only to traders, but to all who were indebted and unable to
pay their debts. The more prominent distinction, however, was this, that
the process under the bankrupt law was against the will of the bankrupt,
by his creditors, in order to obtain a sequestration of his effects, (by
sequestration is meant the taking them out of his possession and control,)
and prevent & further waste or frandulent or unequal misapplication of
them, and secure the payment of their debts as far as these effects would
go. But the insolvent laws were intended for the relief of debtors who
sought to be protected, by the delivery of all their property, from further
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molestation. This distinction is now so far lost sight of, that the last
national bankrupt law, and most of the State insolvent laws, provide
separately for jj process against a party, and also for one on the applica
tion and request of the insolvent himself. It has also been supposed that
another ground of distinction lay in the fact, that the bankrupt law dis
charged the debt, while the insolvent law left the debt in full force, but
protected the debtor himself from arrest or imprisonment. But this dis
tinction has also faded away.
For a long time, in England, these two systems of law — Bankruptcy
Statutes and Insolvency Statutes— ran along together, those of Insolvency
being the more numerous, but the two subjects were kept quite apart.
At length they began to assimilate, and in the recent legislation, especi
ally by the latest, they have continued to approach nearer and nearer to
gether, until there is now scarcely any discrimination between them.
In this country, there has not been any very clear distinction between
them, at any time; but one consequence from the nominal distinction
was important. These colonies, from the earliest times, enacted insolvent
law?, but not bankrupt laws. And when the Constitution of the United
States gave to Congress the power to pass a bankrupt law, it seems to
have been thought that this in no wise affected the rights which the
States continued to possess, of enacting what insolvent laws they chose
to. This right they have continued to exercise to the present day; and
always under the name of insolvent laws. But, so far as we may affirm
with much positiveness any conclusions on this obscure subject, we may
say that the distinction between insolvent laws and bankrupt laws is now,
in this respect at least, nothing, and that a State can pass no law calling
it an insolvent law, which it could not pass under the name of a bankrupt
law; and that the power given to Congress to pass a bankrupt law does
not take it away from the States, who may pass what bankrupt laws they
will for their own citizens, whenever there is no general bankrupt law en
acted by Congress. And even if there be such a law, any State may, per
haps, pass any bankrupt law which in no way interferes with or contra
venes the statute of the United States.
This last remark, even if admitted to be true, cannot have much prac
tical value; for it can hardly be supposed that Congress will pass any
general bankrupt law which would be so inadequate or incomplete that a
State could pass an insolvent law, of any importance, which should not
interfere with it. Where cases had been commenced under the State in
solvency laws, before the bankrupt law went into force, it was decided
tLat they might go on to maturity, and were not superseded by this
national law.
At present, we have no general bankrupt law, but a great variety of
State insolvent laws. Of their special provisions we do not propose to
say much ; but shall confine our remarks, principally at least, to those
general principles which may be supposed common to them all, where
not specifically exclnded. And of these, what may be called the funda
mental principle is an equal division of the assets (or property applicable
to debts) of an insolvent among his creditors.
At common law, any person, whether a trader or otherwise, may pay
any debt at his own pleasure, whether he be insolvent or not; and if such
payment exhaust his means, so that he can pay no other creditor, the
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common law makes no objection. In other words, it permits a preference
among creditors, to any extent and in any form. Nor does the English
Statute of Fraudulent Conveyance affect this question. This statute was
passed in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and has been considered as
brought over to this country ; so that it is now a part of our common
law. By its provisions, any transaction is void, because fraudulent, if in
tended to "hinder, delay, or defraud a creditor." But it is not considered
that a debtor does this by paying one more than another, or paying to
some of his creditors all of their debts, and to others nothing, provided
liir reason for paying to these last nothing is that he had nothing left for
them after paying the others.
At this right of preference, the bunkrupt system was directly aimed.
Since the reign of Elizabeth, it has been restrained and almost suppressed
in England. But in this country, where, as has been said, the English
bankruptcy system was never introduced, and this whole matter was re
gulated by common law, a system of voluntary assignment, with prefer
ences of all kinds, prevailed extensively. The frauds and mischiefs re
sulting from this, gradually produced a conviction that both expediency
and justice imperatively demanded an equal distribution of the assets of
an insolvent among all his creditors. In Maine, New Hampshire, Massa
chusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Mis
souri, Georgia, and Louisiana, special assignments, with preferences are no
longer permitted. In other States, particularly in New York, there
seems to be a growing disposition to encourage an equal division, by pro
viding not only, as is now generally done, that the insolvent shall be dis
charged only when his effects are equally divided, but that all preferences
shall be void. This system is found to operate well wherever it is tried,
and we cannot doubt that it will be, at no distant day, universal. We
are not aware that any State which has suppressed special assignments
with preferences, has ever returned to them. In some of the States, how
ever, preferences of debts due as wages of labor, to a certain amount, are
permitted.
THE TBIBCNAL AND JUBISDICTION.

The bunkrupt law of the United States gave the jurisdiction of (or
right to hear and determine) all cases of bunkruptcy to the District
Courts of the United States ; and the reasons for this are so obvious, that
it would undoubtedly be so provided in every future law. The State in
solvent laws, for the most part, provide commissioners of insolvency, and
among these the judges of probute are sometimes placed ex officio ; but
there is no uniformity on this point. There is, certainly in general, and
we think always, a supervisory power in the Supreme Court, or in the
Court of Cham ery, of each State.
If a creditor's claim be doubted, the assignees may have the question
decided by a jury,— and so may the creditor, if his claim be disallowed,—
by the provisions of many States.
As to the manner of initiating the proceedings in bunkruptcy, the
national law contained some provisions copied substantially from the
English laws; and in the short time during which the law was in force,
vaiious rules were made by the courts, or resulted from adjudication and
usage. At present, each board of commissioners, or each commissioner,
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seems to have the power of framing its own rules of practice, always,
however, subordinate to the principles, first, that each case shall begin
with an application, either from the creditor (where that is permitted) or
the debtor, under oath, and then full notice, by advertisement or other
wise, to all interested, with sufficient delay, and convenient arrangement
as to time and place. And, secondly, all the facts material lo any party
are to be proved before the proper tribunal, by proper evidence, verified
by oath, and subject to cross-examination, and generally governed bv the
common principles of the law of evidence.
There is also introduced into most of these codes a rule derived from
equity practice, by which the debtor may be compelled to answer, under
oath, upon the interrogatories put to him by the commissioners, or by
one or more creditors ; especially upon matters bearing on the question
whether he has made any frandulent or favoring assignments of property,
with a. view to bankruptcy, or while actually insolvent. lint the commonlaw privilege would in most cases still be allowed him, of refusing to
answer any question, if the answer could expose him to punishment for a
crime.
The power to compel an answer is given to the commissioners, by
authorizing them to issue a writ or warrant, and commit a recusant to jail
for contempt, as a common-law court could do.
At common law, any kind or amount of preference of one or more
creditors over others was, as we have seen, valid. That is, the law re
quired of a debtor to pay his debts; but permitted him to pay any debt
at his own election, although by such an appropriation of his means he
could pay no part of any other. As, however, the general purpose of the
insolvent laws is to secure an equal division of all the assets among all
the creditors, for this purpose they avoid any payment, assignment, or
transfer which would have, or was intended to have, the effect of favoring
a part of the creditors at the expense of the others.
There is, however, an obvious difficulty in applying this rule. If, a
trader, as is usually the case, passes gradually into a state of insolvency,
almost any creditor, who has the good fortune to be paid in full, gains an
advantage over the rest, and reduces the means of the insolvent, to their
injury. A line, however, must be drawn somewhere. If any transfer or
appropriation of property be made with frandulent intent at any time, and
this frand is known to the transferee, the transfer itself is void at common
law. But, as was said, the mere intention of giving to a creditor priority
or preference is not frandulent. And the national law contained, and
most, if not all, our insolvent laws contain, a provision defining a period
of time prior to which any ttansfer of property from a bankrupt, provided
there was no frand on his part with the knowledge and connivance of the
assignee, is valid; but any assignment or transfer or payment after that
period, if made by the bankrupt in contemplation of bankruptcy or insol
vency, is void, however innocent or ignorant the assignee. In the national
law this period was two months; it differs in the different States, but is
sfbout the same time generally.
In computing this time, it is said that the day on which the transaction
took place, or the day on which the petition is filed, must be exclnded.
In legal computations of time, generally, the law knows no fractions of a
day. But in the application of the insolvent laws, the very hour is inTOL. JJI.—SO. II.
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quired into. The reason of this, or at least its justice, is obvious. If one's
rights depend upon whether he has lain in prison two months, or whether
a certain thing was done more or less than two months before another, or
whether a petition was filed under a law before that law was repealed or
not, it is as proper to ascertain the exact time, as it is when there is a
question whether an attachment of land or a record of a conveyance was
first made. This has been denied in some cases, but not, we think, on
good grounds.
It would seem that this question of frandulent preference should stand
upon the same footing as questions of frand generally. It is a mixed
question of fact and of law ; and so far as it depends upon law, or upon
construction, the court may decide it, and the parties have aright to have
it decided by the court. But so far as it rests upon proof, or is to be in
ferred from evidence direct or circumstantial, it would seem to be a ques
tion of fact, upon which a jury might pass.
It may be remarked in this connection, although also true without re
ference to the laws of bankruptcy or insolvency, that if one purchases of
another property, either real or personal, for its full value, and pays the
price in money, it is still a frandulent and void transaction, t/the purch
aser did it with intent to aid the seller in defranding his creditors. And
in this case the sale is wholly void, and the assignee of the seller, if he
goes into bankruptcy, will recover the property, although the sale take
place before the limited period above referred to.
The very important influence of bankruptcy or insolvency in extending
the lien of a seller, so that he may reclaim his goods, unless they have
come into the actual possession of the insolvent, or, in other words, the
right which insolvency gives to the seller of stopping the goods in transitu,
was fully considered in the article on Stoppage in Transitu. This right
depends of course upon insolvency, but not necessarily upon legal and
formal, or, as it is sometimes called, notoiious insolvency.

TEE BANK OP THE NETHERLANDS.*
Evert one who has read Adam Smith's Inquiry knows something
about the Bank of Amsterdam, an establishment which stopped payment
in 1795. With the present state of banking in Holland, however, scarce
ly any one in this country is fully acquainted. A little information on
this subject may therefore prove acceptable to our readers.
The Bank of Amsterdam was simply a bank of deposit, and for this
reason did not issue any notes. In fact, no bank in Holland ever issued
notes before the year 1814, when the so-called "Bank of the Nether
lands" was established by Royal Charter, with a capital of £416,606,
divided into 5,000 shares of £83 each.
Small as this capital was, and though the Dutch Government alone
took one thousand shares, a year after the Bank had commenced its
* See the London Economist, January 1, 1865.
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operations no more than £200,000 had been subscribed, and it lasted
another year before the subscriptions amounted to the £416,668 required.
This disinclination on the part of the public to invest their money in the
Bank is easily explained. Bank notes at that time were quite unknown
in Holland, and the only knowledge people could get on the subject was
rather unfavorable than otherwise. It is to be remembered that in 1814
the Bank of England had not resumed payment in gold. So the notes of
the new establishment were not readily taken by the public, and, as a
matter of course, capitalists were unwilling to invest their money in a
concern which was not trusted by the public. Besides, there is another
reason why it was very long before the Bank could issue a large number
of notes. At that time no Dutch firm of high standing would have
thought of discounting a bill. Discount was considered as the last means
by which a man, when hard up, could avoid bankruptcy. Accordingly,
the Bank had very little to do, and could only gradually increase its busi
ness.
The capital being small and all transactions being conducted in a very
prudent way, the Bank succeeded, however, in making some profits. In
1815, a dividend was declared of 5.84 per cent, on 2,445 shares, in 1816,
of 6 per cent, on 5,000 shares, and in 1819, 10.39 per cent, was paid to
the shareholders. Owing to this circumstance the Bank could increase
its capital by £416,666, which was at once subscribed by the public.
The circulation of notes then amounted (31st of January) to £833,333.
Of course our readers do not want us to trace the history of the Bank
in all particulars up to the present date. The few details we gave may
be sufficient. The distrust with which the bank notes were received by
the public compelled the Directors to be as prndent as possible. Looking
more to the future fban to high profits at once, they constantly kept a
large metallic reserve, very often equal to 100, and very seldom under 70
or 80 per cent, of their cash liabilities. Even in the midst of the crisis of
1857, their proportion never fell below 59 per cent. The following figures
may give an account of the progress of the Bank :—
Date.

March 81, 1615
1825
1835
"
1846
"
1855
May
8, 1864

Capital,
including Reserve.

£-208,388
876,000
891,666
1,487,500
1,482,500
1,638,833

Deposits.

Circulation.

Bullion.

£905,000
1,100,888
1,425,000
1,646,888
1,827,500
2,620,000

£160,0C0
1,205,000
8,022,500
8,087,500
7,713,383
9,941,866

£885,833
1,666,666
2,145,'ouO
8,586,833
8,584,166
7,196,666

The original charter of the Bank had been given for 25 years, and con
sequently expired on the 31st of March, 1839. A second charter was
then granted, rather similar to the old one, though a little more liberal.
Bo, for instance, the curious restriction which did not allow the Directors
to raise the rate of discount beyond 5 per cent, was removed. It was also
permitted them by this charter to discount promissory notes and to ad
vance money on foreign stocks, which they had never done before. On
the other hand, the Bank was ordered to establish a branch at Kotterdam.
It is very odd that this order has never been carried out till this year. It
has been constantly deferred, and nobody seems to have made any objec
tion.
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This second charter was granted for twenty-five years, and, as the first
one, simply by a Royal ordinance, without any interference of Parliament.
Very little was said in the newspapers on the subject. Everybody seemed
to be perfectly satisfied with the management of the Bank, and nobody
wished to adopt any other system than that which existed.
When, however, the Bank Charter expired again, all this had changed
a little. A good many people were dissatisfied with the Bank. They
taxed the Directors with over-prndence, and with not rendering all those
services to the public which they might render. They professed not to
know why free competition should be admitted in every department of
trade, and not in banking. Indeed, competition had never been exclnded
even there in theory; there existed no law or ordinance preventing any
bank or private person from issuing notes. Yet, practically, the Bank
did possess a monopoly, because all other notes, except their own, were
required to be stamped. Now, this monopoly, it was argued, ought to be
done away with. So, in order to give fair play to discussion, the Govern
ment decided upon having the question settled by Parliament. A Bill
was introduced, by which it was proposed that no Company or private
individual should henceforth be permitted to issue notes, unless authorised
to do so by a special Act. At the same time this permission was proposed
to be granted to the Bank of the Netherlands. This Bill was strongly
opposed. It was said that such a regulation would practically strengthen
the monopoly of the Bank, instead of abolishing it. Still, aftor a very
warm debate, the Bill was passed by both Houses by a large majority.
Since then a year has elapsed, and no other permission to issue notes has
yet been granted, nor would any one think of making a request for that
purpose, because the Dutch Parliament would be sure to refuse. The
general feeling in Holland is very much opposed to free competition in
this matter.
Nor is it unnatural that this feeling should exist. The Bank of the
Netherlands may be charged with over-prndence ; it is admitted by all
parties that this is about the only fault it ever committed. The large
metallic reserve it keeps may be detrimental to the interests of sharehold
ers ; but it cannot be denied that in bad times this very reserve always
enabled the Bank to give every sort of facilities to trade. To this it must
be ascribed in part, that most commercial crises have nowhere made so
few victims as in Holland. Every merchant always knew, that however
large the drain of bullion might be, there always was money to be had on
good security,—either of bills, stocks, or merchandise,—at the Bank.
Every reader of this journal knows how the Bank of England managed
before and during the crisis of 1847. After having kept the rate of dis
count as low as 3 and 3£ per cent, till the beginning of 1847, they raised
it to 5 per cent, in April, 6 per cent, in August, and 8 per cent, in Octo
ber, whifst in the beginning of that month no other but 14 days' bills
were discounted, and all advances on stocks absolutely refused. This
state of things lasted till the Act of 1844 was suspended. Everybody
knows that. Well, how did the Bank of Holland act during the same
period ? It raised its discount to 4 per cent, as early as September, 1845,
and in November of that same year to 5£ per cent. This rate was main
tained, with few alterations, till April, 1847, when it was lowered to 4j
per cent., though in November it had to be raised again to 6 per cent.
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This, however, was the highest rate charged, and during the crisis all sorts
of facilities were granted to the public, as usual, still more so than in ord
inary times. The same thing happened once more in 1857. The dis
count was raised before the crisis commenced, and during that year the
highest rates were 7 per cent, for bills of exchange and 7£ per cent, for
promissory notes. In fact, as long as the Bank has existed, 7£ per cent,
has been the highest rate of discount.
We give these details merely to account for the strong feeling which
exists in Holland in favor of maintaining the monopoly, not a3 an argu
ment to prove that this feeling is right.
As to the operations of the Bank, they are very simple :
1st. The Bank keeps the deposits of the Government. These are near
ly all the deposits it receives, for it is not the custom in Holland to keep
an account with a bank. Everybody keeps his money in his own safe.
This is explained by the circumstance that the Bank allows no interest
whatever on deposits, and would probably charge a commission for collec
ting bills, &c.
2nd. The Bank discounts bills and promissory notes. For the latter, £
per cent per annum is charged extra, as a rule.
3rd. The Bank advances money on securities, either of stock or mer
chandise. For the former the minimum, for the latter the maximum, rate
is usually charged.
The first of January, 1865, the account of the Bank stood thus :
LIABILITIES.

Capital
Reserve
Circulation
Deposits
Sundry accounts

ASSETS.

£1,883,888
200,000
8,173,1 1 8
8,256,495
253,-218
£13,221,159

Bills discounted
Loans ou merchandise and
stock
Bullion
Sundry accounts
Invested reserve

£4,066,956
2,628,989
6,807,406
44,195
178,613
£13,221,159

The legal proportion between the bullion and the cash liabilities of the
Bank is not regulated by Act of Parliament. It is fixed by a Royal ordi
nance and may be changed any moment, if necessary. It is at present 2
to 5. According to this the Bank might issue now about £12,500,000.
Having issued only £8,166,666, the present stock of notes is about
£4,333,333, which is called rather a low figure, as in April it amounted
to £6,375,000. Still it is a great deal better than two or three months
ago, when it fell to £3,333,333. The rate of discount was then raised to
7 per cent. It has since been lowered to 6 per cent, for bills of exchange
and 6£ per cent, for promissory notes.
As stated before, the Bank has no branches anywhere. By the law of
December, 1863, however, it is bound to have one in Rotterdam (which
was to be opened on the 1st of January, 1865), and to establish agencies
in all the principal places in the country. This measure has been taken
in order to avoid the blame that the Bank only serves for Amsterdam,
and does nothing for the provinces.
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Tiierk has been a continued stringency in the money market during the past
mom] i, mostly due to the necessities of the Treasury Department, which, with
large arrears outstanding, due to the public creditors, has been a large borrower
upon gold stocks, thus absorbing a considerable amount of capital at a time
when there is a demand for capital to put into new National Banks, and when
the State Banks, which are mostly making preparations to merge into the
National system, are more chary of loans. The close of the year, bringing with
it a settlement of general accounts, also conduces to greater stringency. These
leading, with many minor causes, have sufficed to maintain the price for money
fully up to the legal rate. It is very apparent that while the Government con
tinues to be a borrower of capital at the rate of $2,500,000 per day, for non
productive purposes, that the rate of interest must continue to increase, unless
temporarily checked by the dilution of the currency through greater issues of
legal-tender and National Bank notes. This process enables the Government to
get a greater amount of money, on seemingly easier terms, but it gets less capital,
or purchasing power, for the same ultimate payment. It, in fact, pays more for
capital, by engaging to pay gold for paper borrowed. The operations of the
Treasury, for the month of December, were as follows :
Received from five-twenty bonds
Received from temporary loan
Received from ten-forty bonds
Received from seven-thirties
Received from internal revenue
Received from hospital money, etc
Received fiom fractional currency issued
Total Receipts, December

$25,000,000
2,836,533
38,042,250
16,581,550
20,249,983
22,000
108,902

00
27
00
00
10
00
45

$97,841,218 82

Thus the sales of gold interest stock formed a large item in the amount ob
tained, and the 7.30 bonds, although not immediately bearing interest in gold,
are convertible after three years into gold-bearing stock. The receipts from the
internal revenue were at the rate of $240,000,000 per annum, but this amount
included a considerable part of the extra 5 per cent tax on the income of 1863.
The negotiation of the 5 per cent 10 40 bonds was kept open until the 7th of
January, np to which time $80,000,000 additional had been negotiated, leaving
about $40,000,000 of the authorized amount ($200,000,000) unsold. There also
remains about $140,000,000 of the gold stock authorized by the act of June,
1864, unsold. This, with a sum of $60,000,000, still unissued, of the 7.30 paper
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loan, constitute all the means at the disposal of the Treasury, with the exception
of the one year certificates, to which there is no limit. In the early part of
December, the National Banks and Treasury agents took about $10,000,000 of
the 10-40 5 per cent stock. It was then urged upon the Secretary to stop the
sale by the Treasury until the public had absorbed that amount. This he hesi
tated abont doing until the close of the month, when the following notice
appeared :
"Trkasuet Department, December 23, 1864.
" Notice is hereby given that the ten-forty loan will be withdrawn on the 7th day
of January next. No subscriptions, therefore, will be received after that date.
" W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury."
The stringency of the money market, no doubt, prevented the rapid absorption
of the stock, and the time for the payment by instalments was extended to facili
tate the operation. To hold these stocks required a good deal of capital, and
some of the National Banks adopted the plan of lending on the stock. It is
apparent that the working capital of the country is finding its way out of pro
ductive employments by realization of effects in paper, and » reinvestment
in the Government gold stocks. It i3 very apparent, however, that the ability
to pay those stocks in gold is approaching a limit, unless some change is made.
The dependence of the Treasury for gold, to meet the interest, is upon the gold
derived from customs. The amount which may be so derived, it is evident, is the
limit of the amount of interest which can be paid, unless the Government comes
into the market as a purchaser. Under these circumstances, the clear necessity
exists to make the revenue the sole object in levying duties. This, unfortunately,
has not been the case. On the contrary, the tax seems to have been imposed far
more with a view to protection of home manufacturers than to benefit the
National Treasury. The result has been that while the amount of interest dae
on the debt has been increasing, the revenue from customs has been decreasing,
mostly for the reason that the rates being doubled last May, at a time when the
price of gold began to rise, they became prohibitory in their character.
The report of the Assistant Treasurer for this port for the past year gives the
following leading heads of revenue :
Lottos.
Internal Bevenue.
Customs.
January
$87,483,896
$2,275,409
$6,179,605
February
16,696,350
1,48S,578
7,483,511
March
7,878,087
1,452,524
7,670,092
April
6,947,988
1,7*4,305
14,65«,573
May
6,184,612
1,179,966
8,908,068
June
60,582,650
865,851
8,318,010
July
8,248,736
972,734
8,641,382
August
6,091,422
1,022,969
6,272.002
September
8,292,261
1,220,966
4.11K.210
October
14,465,967
774,144
8,697,336
November
10,300,614
733,562
8,487,561
December
28,598,263
924,461
8,467,869
Total

$209,655,581

$14,625,897

*$67,926,708

* These returns of the customs receipts do not agree with the later returns which
we give in our review of the Trade and Commerce of New York.
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The column of customs is the most important It will be remembered that last
year the imports were considerable, and the entries were large, under threats of
higher duties ; and when the law passe 1 for the duties to be doubled in May, the
quantities taken out of bond were very large, making receipts of $35,991,781
from January 1 to May 1. Those duties represent a very large amount of goods
taken out of bond and put upon the market at lower rates of duties ; and these
goods have been supplying the market ever since. The amount of duties in the
last eight months has been only $31,035,927, or about 90 per cent of the revenue
of the first four months.
The duties of the last eight months being at much higher rates, represent a
mnch smaller amount of goods. The supplies have been less to meet the demand,
and the quantities now in bond are inconsiderable. The imports at the same
time will be small, and it is not probable that more than one third as much gold
will be taken for customs this year as last, up to May. The amount of gold now
in the Treasury is small. The interest payable between this and July is as fol
lows:
Amount.

Interest

March 1, 10-408
May 1, 6-20a
July 1, 6-2U8

$200,00n,000
676,838,500
8S6,23.',290

$5,000,000
17.276,656
10,000,000

Total

$ 1,11 1,1 70,792

$52,276,656

Thus, between now and July as much must be paid for interest as has been
collected in duties during the past eight months.
The receipts of gold at this port in six months, from January to July, and
from July to January, as compared with the rest of the Union, are as follows :
NewYoik.

Other Porta.

ToUl.

January to July
July to January

$48,147,849
24,778,869

$10,978,620
6,120,210

$64,126,469
80,899,069

Total

$67,926,708

$17,098,830

$86,025,538

Thus, in the last six months, the receipts for the whole Union are less than
the interest that accrued in that time. The balance of gold left over from the
large revenue of last Spring was in great part thrown away by Mr. Chase in
the mad policy of putting down the price of gold.
The interest on the public debt hus increased as follows :
May to November, 1864
Kovember to May, 1865

$28,110,000
83,000,000

This comprises only the amount of debt payable at this time, and does not
inclnde the issue of the remaining amounts authorized, nor the conversion of out
standing paper bonds into gold stocks. To maintain the amount of revenue it
is apparently necessary to reduce the rate of taxation in order that the present
prohibitory operatiou of the duties may be modified, and so permit of greater
receipts. The effect of the duty upon the cost of goods is greatly exaggerated
by the depreciation of the currency. Thus a certain description of woolens pay
sixty per cent tax in gold, and the same article of home manufacture pays live
per cent in paper. The effect is as follows :
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Preminm coat
Preminm on exchange
Gold duty
Gold duty preminm

H3
$1.00

*

127
60
'6

Total tax

►-•8

Cost imported goods

$3.63

The tax ou the homo made article of the same description is only five centi
per dollar. As soon, therefore, as the duty becomes prohibitory the Treasury
loses 60 cents gold duo to the public creditors, and gets only five cent," in paper.
The national credit demands the prompt revision of this system, uu ler which
business of all kinds is languishing, and the substitution of one which will
give the greatest amount of revenue with the least obstruction to commerce.
The prices of the leading Government stocks are as follows :
FEICEB UNITED STATES PAPEB.

"
"

14
28,...

a's,18SI.—,
Be?.
Coup.
110*
"It
HI*
111*
112*
11-'*
111
110
110*
109*

5's, 1S74.
100
1 00
102
99
'J 8}

SpercL, Bperct s ptr ct.
10-40's. 1 year eortlt.
5-ai's.
101 J
a6J
108*
102
Ml
109
102f
98
110
108|
101 J
97*
100}
98
108*

Golit.
price.

229*
227
217*
197i
113*

a
a
a
a
a

The last quotation in London, January 14, for the 5-20's was 4.ri| a 45|.

229*
227*
221
206
220
The

highest quotation during the month was 46. In addition to other causes for dimin
ished business activity, or rather non-revival of the usual spring trade, has been
the conviction that Mr. Fesbkndk.v would return to the Senate. What policy a
new Secretary might pursue it is impossible to surmise, since the administration has
no decided policy. The conduct of the department hitherto has been one of
daily shifts and expedients. Frequently at variance with well settled principles
of economical science, and therefore entirely outside the calculations of the most
sagacious.
The effect of the unstable paper currency in checking the credit system, and
forcing cash transactions upon the business community, is very apparent in the
returns made of the number of failures, and the amount of their liabilities, in the
past few years, as follows :
Number.

Liabilities.
$2ii;,8 18,0ii0
78,608,747
51,814,000
61,730,477

Number.
18rt2

1,652
610

Liabilities.
$17S,rta-2,170
28,049,300
7,S99,O0O
8,579,700

The year 1857 was the panic year, and in 1861 the war, by cutting off re
sources, caused a considerable amount of distress, but the curtailment of credits
has since given a very effectual check to that class of mercantile evils. The gold
market during the month has been very unsettled. The taking of Savannah
caused a temporary fall in the price from 236 to 211*, but the rate at once re
covered under the demand for export and the purchases of those who had
operated lor a fall. Since then the success at Fort Fisher and the various
peace rumors which have been current, have caused continued fluctuations.
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The exports of general merchandise from the port are on a very limited scale
as compared with former years. The exports of breadstuff^ to Great Britain
and the Continent this year since September 1, are as follows :
Flonr.
1,282,585
894,928
402,650
64,995

1861
1862
1863
1864

Wheat
16,710,883
12,399,804
4,987,981
1,228,333

Corn.
4,985.430
8,278,813
239,459
66,988

In this return we have the exact figures to indicate the ratio of decline in our
foreign trade. The value of these exports for the four months embraced in the
figures, according to the Liverpool price in gold, is as follows :
1861
$42,500,000 1 1863
$8,909,042
1862
27,842,090 j 1864
1,850,819
Thus the trade is nearly extinguished. This is due, no doubt, as well to the
good harvests of England and Western Europe as to the derauged state of our
currency here. The latter cause will, however, continue to act with ever in
creasing force, because the cost of producing wheat here is enhanced by the higher
prices of all the farmer consumes. For instance, it adds to the cost of labor, the
cost of transportation, the amount of commissions and interest, and above all, to
the taxes, local, State, and federal. These are all no doubt piid in paper, but
they enhance the cost upon the exported wheat in proportion to the price of gold.
Breadstuffs are not articles of monopoly, like cotton, for which the American
article commands the markets of the world ; but is one in which the sharpest
competition exists, and that of the United States having further to go at greater
cost of transportation, maintains its footing only with difficulty while it is not
subjected to taxation.
The following table shows the quarters of wheat imported into Great Britain
for the past nine months of 1864, with the value in pounds sterling. Wheat is
now entered in Great Britain by the hundredweight, instead of measure. The
quantity bought of the United States, including California, was about 40 per
cent of the whole purchase, at prices rather less than those paid other countries.
Thus the cost of Prussian wheat was 10s. 4d. per cwt., while that of the United
Stales was 9s. 4d. :
Wheat—From
Russia
Prussia
Denmark
Mecklenburg
Hanse Towns
France
Turkey and Wallachia.
Egypt
United States
British North America
Other countries
Total

Quantity, cwt.
2,825,463
3.616,145
853.056
466,392
465,647
481,073
377.646
3i16,860
7,100,042
824,806
,
846,203
17,728,333

Value.
£1,214,911
1,836,528
878,228
285,635
208,451
233.499
162,632
158,324
8,342,849
865,547
169,223
£8,336,568

It follows that if the United States wheat is to go loaded with taxes and extra
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expenses; that of other countries will have the entire market, and that the un
taxed crops of Canada will successfully compete with those of the United States.
This reduction in the quantities exported, as a matter of course, reduces the
supply of bills, and those who are required to remit for sugar and other merchan
dise avail themselves of a fall in gold to make those remittances, and the full is
thereby checked. On the other hand, mnch of the gold paid out by the Govern
ment is sold, and the Banks also, which are making arrangements to convert
their business from State to federal authority, are also selling gold. Dealing in
gold, both buying and selling, has become a very important institution iu this
country. The amount collected by the Federal Government last year through
the purchase of importers was $102,316,152, or very nearly 82,000,000 per week.
One-half of that amount was paid out for interest, and found its way again to the
brokers, and the other half was sold by the Treasury in the open market. Thus
the Government operation, in collecting, paying, and selling, amounts to
$200,000,000 per annum, at the same time the importers bought in addition
$50,000,000 to remit in payment of goods, and about $12,000,000 arrived from
California. It is evident from these facts that gold dealing is a leading business,
and employs a great number of brokers. It was, however, of a troublesome and
hazardous nature, since the gold in bags had to be passed from hand to hand, at
more or less risk. For this reason it wa3 determined to make a common deposi
tory at the Bank of New York of the gold held, and to transfer it from hand to
hand by orders. The amount of gold so deposited was in the first week of
January about $1,200,000. There was beside a good deal of gold deposited
with other Banks by customers for safe keeping, and in some cases did not enter
into the returns of the Banks. The gold movement was comparatively as follows :
Specie in banks and Sub-Treasury December 1
Received from California in December
Imparted from foreign ports in December
Gathered in from hoards in December

$23,96 1,568
2,205,6 1 9
11 4.976
4,876,964

8upply
Exported in December

$36,1 58,827
6,101,877

Leaves in banks and Sab-Treasury, January 1, 1865

$30,054,450

The demand for gold for the payment of goods has been less because of the
diminished imports. It will be borne in mind, However, that a large amount of
goods was taken out of bond in April last to avoid the double duties imposed in
May. Those goods have gradually found their way to the shelve! of jobbers and
retailers, and have been remitted for by the importers. There has also been
more demand for remittance, in consequence of the purchases by the Bank of
France during the recent stringency strain. The imports and exports of gold
and silver to and from Great Britain during the first ten months of 1862, 1863,
and 1864, compare as follows :
IMPOSTS.

Gold
Silver
Specie imports

1863.

1864.

1884.

£16,164,466
8,616,611

£16,272,909
8,481,084

£13,847,154
9,515,538

£24,781,076

£24,753,993

£23,362,690
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EXFOBT8.

Gold
Silver

£12,208,069
9,782,415

£12.899,087
8,941,854

£10.488,672
8,676,842

Specie imports
Imports exceed exports

£21,990,484
2,790,592

£21.840,481
8,418,562

£19,115.514
4,247,17tS

The production of gold in California has been in the past year scant on account
of the great drouth which has prevailed there. That has now passed away, and
copious rains give promise of the greatest abundance.
The Custom-House has at last succeeded in bringing up its statement of fraports and exports to the conclusion of September. The following are the im
ports at New York from foreign ports, for July, August, and September, 1864 :
Entered for consumption
Entered for warehouse
Freegoods
Specie and bullion
Total entered at port
Withdrawn from warehouse...

Jnly.

August

September.

$6,882,928
14,954,686
917,684
128,062

$6,603,658
10,487,478
936,474
245,868

$4 390.1 14
6,258,568
882,657
68,220

$22,888,299
8.886,878

$18,228,468
7,967,843

$10,539,459
6,852,329

The following comparison shows the imports of foreign merchandise at this
port for the first nine months of the last four years :
1861.
1862.
1863.
1864.
January
$26,827,411
$12,020,829 $15,789,676 $18,977,394
February
16,841,707
18,872,140
12,027,846
21,648,937
March
18,204,861
18,719,866
18,930,895
28,667,119
April
14,886,898
18,262,822
17,886,315
26,168,631
May
14.949,281
14,248,621
14,824.928
28,976,144
June
12.649,788
12,886,195
12,697,516
20,926,814
July
14,938,851
20,358,202
16,008,677
22.888,299
August
8,885,928
14,804.843
16,088.129
18,228,468
September
7,806,461
18,147,917
15.499,940
10,539,469
Total
$184,989,116 $137,856,895
Cos. revenue same period
15,856,132
42,276,832

$137,547,817
42,328,075

$189,504,760
66,870,92-0

It is to be remembered that the imports are represented in gold figures ; while
the exports are entered in currency figures. The following are the exports from
New York for the months of July, August, and September, 1864 :
Jnly.
August.
September.
Domestic produce
$26,261,678
$26,617,850
$15,595,548
Foreign free
249,404
126,587
848,742
Foreign dutiable
6,137,460
2,281,782
2,460,188
Specie and bullion
1,947,329
1,001,813
2,886,898
Total exports
$38,685 866
$29,977,982
$21,789,826
Total export of specie
31,088,587
28,976,169
18,904,428
The following will show the export?, quarterly, exclusive of specie, for the
first nine months of each of the last four years :
1861.

Firstquarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Nine months

1863.

1864.

$38,477,742
88,128,489
80,175,918

$82,076,668
29,798,344
46,818,299

1862.

$50,615,908
41,046,726
88,825,687

$41.429,75<5
48,440.686
79,519,134

$96,777,149

$107,187,211

$180,487,221

$169,395,676
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The re-exports of foreign goods for the nine months of 1864, inclnded in the
above total, amount to 81,582,348 of free, and $13,961,235 of dutiable, making
a total of $15,543,583 reshipped to a foreign market, three times the quantity
reshipped for the same period of the previous years.
The following comparison gives the total imports and exports for the first nine
months of the last four years :
Nino months of
18151
1862
1868
1864

Total imports.
$134,989,116
187,856,395
187,547,817
189,504,760

Total exports.
$9y,9J6,y63
150,030,350
163,333,715
204,382,287

TRADE AND COMMERCE OF THE PORT OF NEW-YORK.
RECEIPTS AND EXrOKTS OF DOMEBTIO PEODUCE— EXPOETS or DOMESTIC COTTONS— review or
PffTROLEI'H TEADE—WHOLBi ALE PBIOE8 AT NEW-YOBE FOB BIX YEAllS— IMPOETS Or MEECHAN
DIZE OTHEE THAN DEY GOODS—IMPOBTS OF DEY GOODS—BECEIPTS OF CUSTOMS.
Wj have ptepared the following review of the Trade and Commerce of NewYork, for 1864, giving also, for comparison, the figures for previous years :
MOVEMENTS OF DOMESTIC PBODUCE.
The table we give below, showing the receipts of domestic produce, exhibits
the same features as last year—a falling off in most cereals, oats in fact being
about the only exception. In 1863 the arrivals of oats doubled in quantity, and
again, this year, there is a further increase of nearly two million bushels, while
the receipts of Indian corn have fallen off from 20,725,166 bushels in 1861 to
7.164,895 in 1864. Nor has this been made up in meat provisions, as might
have been, and was by many, expected.
The table of exports, which will be stndied with even greater interest, shows
still less encouraging results.

Our wheat and corn exports, in 1851, compare as

follows with 1864 :
Wheat, bush, exported
"
flour, bbls."
Cora, bush.
"

1861.
28,889,914
3,110,646
12,456,266

1864.
1?,193,433
1,918,598
846,831

To the table of exports, however, should be added Petroleum, of which
34,792,972 gallons have been shipped from the United States, the past year,
against 28,250,721 gallons in 1863, as will appear from the review of the trade
given in another part of this article. The following are the receipts and exports
of domestic produce referred to above :
EECEIFT8 OF CEETAIN AETICLES OF DOMESTIC PEODUCE AT THE TOET Of NEW YOEE
FOE FOUE YEAES.
1861.
1862.
1863.
1864.
Ashes
bbls.
19,988
19,287
17,181
16,778
Breadstuffa —
Wheat flour
4,968,971
6,384,872
4,574,059
8,967,717
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1861.

Batter
Cheeee
Lard
Rice
tea.
Rice
bbls.
Tallow
lbs.
Tobacco—crnde
pkgs.
Tobacco—manufactured.,, lbs.
Whalebone

1E64.
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1863.

88,169,891 80,608,285 28,060,799
40,041,226 89,200,489 40,781,168
47,290,409 126,661,091 120,881,86i
16,867
701
182
15,527
12,143
12,044
26,820,885 48,866,9i0 43,487,731
116,598
113,576
107,489
8,162,484
1,598,044
3,542,210
976,075
1,191,907
259,185

1864.

14,1 74,861
49,765,842
63,436,128
4
20,678
81,087,976
161,404
6,250,014
609,646

EXPOETS OF DOMESTIC COTTON.

The following table giving the exports of domestic cottons for the year, with
the destination of the various shipments, will be found very useful. At the close
we have added the total clearances from Boston to foreign ports during the
same period. It will be seen that the exports for the last year have been very
small. This of course must continue so long as prices are so high. More than
two-thirds of the shipments for the year have gone to Mexico :
EXPOETS OF DOMESTIC COTTONS FEOM TBE POET OF NEW YOEE TO FOEEIGN POETS.
1859.

Mexico
pkgs.
Dutch West Indies
Swedish We*t Indies
Danish West Indies
British West Indies
Spanish West Indies
St. Domingo
British North America....
New Granada.
Brazil
Venezuela
Argentine Republic
Cisplatine Republic
Central America
West Coast South America
Honduras
Africa
Australia
East Indies and China....
All others
Total
" from Boston....

I860.

1881.

1862,

1603.

1864.

2,475 • 4,878
531
664
..
47
696
962
227
497
866
193
977
2,196
78
10
967
1,381
8,687
8.1U3
919
1,828
903
1,111
.•
..
65
53
6,806
13,294
269
889
823
1,406
185
828
63,663 47,786
1,793
1,792

2,766
669
88
622
587
874
1,267
60
2,005
6,400
1,421
480
..
28
5,299
246
876
180
81,911
1,828

2,427
84

1,886
9

849
2

74,549
82,661

65,736
18,146

6,977
4,238

86,318
83,588

816
165
140
484
23
609
963
141
145
.•
1
1
12
49
8
187
47

2»
1
149
24
66
86
63
12
16
850
88
86
4
82
9
13
2
19
8
16
..
2
6
4
11
24
6
30

7
8

2,776
422

1,182
264

PETBOLEUM.

Notwithstanding the Petroleum interest has apparently attracted a very large
amount of capital during the past year, still the quantity produced has not in
creased. For instance the totul amount taken for consumption at New York,
and exported from New York, Boston, &c., daring 1863 and 1864, was as fol
lows :
Exported from New York
Taken for consumption in New York
Total—New York

bbls.

1863.

1864.

488,690
314,481

633,394
242,187

808,171

775,587
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Boston-exported
Philadelphia"
Baltimore
"
Portland
"

51,435
134.693
22.896
8,662

[Febiuary,
42,807
194,003
28,249
1.769

Total
1,020,747
1,036,916
We thus see no material change. There are several reasons for this. In the
first place it should be remembered that the increase of capital. the past year,
actually employed in producing Petroleum, is not so great as at first si^'ht might
be supposed. Very many companies, to be sure, have been formed, and of large
nominal capital, but very few of them have their stock all takeu up, and much
of the money that has been paid in, has been given to those organizing the com
panies for the land they have purchased, while another large portion of it is paid
out in commissions. But, besides this, very little of the land upon which the
new compauies are hased has, as yet, been developed. It requires time to accom
plish much in that way. The coming year, however, must show the effect of
these new investments. Thus far, production has not kept puce with the
growing demand, and prices, therefore, have ruled high.
The following table, from the Shipping List, shows the exports of Petroleum
during the past three years :
EXI'O&T OF CtCDK AND BEFINED (INCLUDING NAFTHA, ETC.), FEOM NEW YOBE, FOE THB

vtAUS 1864, 1863 and 1862,

To Liverpool

Lodon
Glasgow, Ac
Bri-tol
Falmouth. E
Grangemouth, E
Cork Ac
Bowling, E
Havre
Harssillea
Cettee
Dunkirk
Dieppe
Koueu
Autwerp
Bremen
Amsteidam
Hamburg
Rotterdam
Gottenburg
(JroMtadt
Cadiz and Malaga
Tarragona and Alicante
Barcelona
Gibraltar
Oporto
Palermo
Genoa and Leghorn
Trieste
Alexandria, EgyptLisbon

1864.
Gallons.
784,755

1863.
Gallons.
2,1: ij -51

1862.
Gallons.
1,781,377

1,430,710
868,402
29,124
816,402

2,&7n.3 1
414.9i3
71.912
626.1". 6
425,3-4
1.632.U67

1,138,899
24,181

8,310,362
87,164
2,324,017
1,982,076
4,800
232.S0S
79,581
4,149,821
971,905
77,041
1,186,080
632,926
88,813
400,376
68,474
16,828
25,500
89,181
17,474
7,983
679,608
165,175
4,000
167,196

1,774.M'0
l,167,h:;3
•
4d,ii00
148,64i,
2,692,'.., 1
9uH,ii' 4
4;,6
1,486,1 :.»
767,2i9
88.O0O
88,2S4
88,000
808,450
2,2;-9
67,115
8aVi74
8,ot.u
64,662

299,856
195
791,221
185,765
200
2,700
61,692
828,090
452,522
229,884
16,988
81,960
.
167
8,990
21,000

'I frt
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1864.
Gallons.
8,368

1868.
Gallons.
6,128
490

1869.
Gallons
1,296
480

2,500
84,838
26,196
877,884
10,810
97,880
149,676
112,986
418,034
20,260
78,562
92,550
169,061
6,072
7,881
70,976
28,902
8,468
28,688
16,020
7,088
993
28,583
67,490
20,026

36,942
12,280
804,185
6,500
48,018
160,162
69,481
856,436
24,470
117,626
66,560
256,407
440
16,104
60,981
16,995
81,503
12,148
9,104
12,064
466
16,455
107,887
69,489

8,970
666
288,622
7,860
118,760
64,967
18,616
218,680
7,890
18,217
17,898
66,011

21,385,784

19,547,604

6,720,218

Caoarv Islands
Madeira
Bilboa
China and East Indies
Africa
Australia
Otago.N.Z.
Sydney, N. S. W
Braxil
Mexico
Cuba
Argentine Republic
Cisplatine Republic....
Chile
Peru
British Honduras
British Guiana
British West Indies
British North America Colonies
Danish West Indies
Dutch West Indies
French West Indies
Hajti
Central America
Venezuela
New Grenada
Porto Rico
Total

1*1

9,396
18,888
2,943
4,102
7,117
2,882
4,856
1,764
1,094
87.068
26,244

total zxpoet in 1864, 1868 and 1862.
1863.

1863.

gallons

21,886,784
1,696,807
7,760,148
929,971
70,762

1864.

19,547,604
2,049,481
6,895,738
915,b66
842,082

6,720,278
1,071,100
2,800,972
174,880
120,260

Total export from the United States..

81,792,972

28,250,721

10,887,701

FromNewYork,
From Boston
From Philadelphia
From Baltimore
From Portland

There was also exported, from Cleveland direct to Liverpool, 80,000 gallons re
fined.
WHOLK8ALE PBICES OF FOEEIGN AND DOMESTIC PEODUCE AT NEW YOBK.

We also present oar annual comparative statement of the wholesale prices at
this port of the leading articles of foreign and domestic produce. There are few,
even of those who are engaged in the trade, who can remember tbe changes in
price from year to year, and this table will, therefore, be found very useful for
reference.
We give the prices, January 3d, of each of the last six years :

Ashes, pots
100 lbs.
Pearls
Breadstuff*—
Wheat flour, State ...Vol.
Wheat, best extra Genesee
TOL. m.—HO. II.

1860.
1861.
$6 12J $6 00
6 b7$ 6 00

1861.
|6 25
6 25

1868.
$8 60
8 25

5 86
7 60

5 60
7 60

6 05
8 75

4 30
7 60

8

1864.
1865.
$8 50 $11 76
9 76
13 00
7 00
11 00

10 00
12 00
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I860.

Rye flour.
"
Corn meal, Jersey
Wheat, white Geo... bush
White Michigan
White Ohio
White Southern
Red Western.'.
Chicago Spring
Rye, Northern
bush.
Oats, State
Corn, old Western
Corn, new Southern
Cotton, mid. upland
lb.
Mid. New Orleans
Fish, dry cod
qtL
Fruit, bunch raisins
box
Currants
lb.
Hay, shipping
100 lbs.
Hope
lb.
Iron, Scotch pig
ton
English bars
Laths
perM.
Lead, Spanish
ton
Galena
Leather, hemlock, sole... lb.
Oak.
Lime, com. Rockland....bbl.
Liquors, brandy, cognac. .gal.
Domestic whisky
Molasses, New Orleans, .gal.
Naval stores, crnde turp. Bbl.
Spirits turpentine . . . .gal.
Common rosin, N. C. ..bbl.
Oils, crude, whale
gal.
Crnde, sperm
Linseed
Provisions—
Pork, old mess
bbl.
Pork, old prime
Beef, city mess
Beef, repacked Chicago. .
Beef hams, extra
Hams, pickled
lb.
Shoulders, pickled
Lard
Butter, Ohio
Butter, State
Butter, Orange County. . .
Cheese
Rice, good
100 lbs.
Salt, Liverpool, ground . sack
Liverpool, fine, Ashton's..
Seeds, clover
lb.
Sugar, Cuba, good
Tallow
Whalebone, polar.
Wool, common fleece

4 00
3 90
1 SO
1 50
1 46
145
130

4
2
1
24
63
2
6
6

8
8
1
1

1861.

4
8
1
1
1
I
1
1

00
16
46
45
45
45
38
18
75
37
72
72T

92
46}
90
80
11
12*
llf
1st
3 60
60
62
1 76
6
*i
SO
00
26
16
60 21 00
00 62 00
00
1 80
66
6 25
77 i
6 60
80
10$
80
27
76
75
26
2 00
26
19*
68
87
48{ 2 75
44$
35
66
1 25
62
51
40
1 40
67
60

lf63.

1862.

6 46
87$
4 00
00
60
1 60
60
1 53
48
1 63
52
••••
42
1 48
80
1 83
83
96
42
71
64
82
68
86
681
86,
36
68
8 60
4 60
3 50
8 20
9 18 a 13$
85
77,
20
23
28 00
83 60
67 00
77 60
1 26
1 45
8 00
7 00
7 12,
8 00
20$
27
83
28
65
85
6 25
4 00
20,
89
65
58
10 00
,,
2 60
1 47,
6 00
10 50
48
88
1 40
1 75
86
1 27
3
8
1
1
1
1
1
1

16
11
9
9"
14

87$ 16 00
12 00
76
10 50
8 60
00
6 00
6 60
60
9 00
11 00
60
14 00
14 60
','£
8
6
6T
H
10 $
10f
H
16
14
15
20
18
18
24
22
22
11
10
7
4 20
4 00
7 00
1 16
65
86
1 95
1 60
1 70
8J
8$
1i
7}
•«
b*
10$
»|
90
88
76
40
30
50

14
12
12
13
15

*t

8
1
2

n

1

60
50
00
00
60
8
6$
10
22
22
25
12
75
25
15
10}
10
10f
65
60

1865.

1864.

6
6
1
1
1

65
65
80
83
83

• •t ■
1 57
1 48
1 30
93
1 80

• •••
82
6 75
4 00
16
1 45
33
45 00
90 00
1 50
10 50
10 50
80
42
1 35

9
8
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

00
SO
60
70
60
75
46
22
75
OS
90

....
1
1
9
6
1
68
190
2
16
16

1

20
21
00
85
21
65
40
00
00
40
00
00
42
62
15

t•••
94
70

2 24
1 43

••-•
2
80
1
1
1

95
00
10
60
47

2
28
1
2
1

19
14
14
15
18

50
60
00
00
30
11

48
36
20
23
27

8J

10
1
2

1

13
24
29
82
16$
00
85
80
12$
12
12
60
75

10
00
48
13
60

00
26
50
00
00
20
IS
21
45
55
63
20
18 00
2 27
4 76
27

m
18
2 25
95

The rise in prices, as compared with lust year, extends to every article upon
the list, except some productions of the Southern States, and is very strongly
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marked with regard to all articles of food. If we make the comparison with
the year 1860, there will be found to be a rise of about one hundred and fifty
per cent.
IMPOBTS OF MEECHANDISE OTHEB THAN DBY GOODS.

The following is our usual table showing the quantities and values (invoiced
specie values) of foreign imports (other than dry goods and specie) the past
year. The figures for 1862 and 1863 may be found in volume 50, page 136 :—
rOEEIQN IMPOETS AT HEW TOEE FOE 1864.

[The quantity is given in packages
Value.
Quantity.
(6,914
Alabaster ornaments
459
Baskets
7,969
U6,485
Bags
179,422
Boxes
12
22,968
Bricks
4,452
ButtonB
1,649
415,863
17,496
Building stone
8
Burr stODes
17,773
61,583
Clay
Cheese
1,728
69,207
China, Glass and Earthenware
Bottles
24,856
China
6,509
348,787
Earthenware .... 87,841
1,205,478
Glaus.
191,462
882,109
Glassware.
9,647
181,540
Glassplate
8,224
425,524
Graphite
834
Cigars
788,287
Coal
tons 245,861
693,268
Corks
230,169
Chronographs
2
887
Got ton
bales 76,085 11,167,449
Clocks
116
14,107
Cocoa
bags 8,103
155,966
Coffee
bags 764,983 14,543,956
Drugs, ifcc.—
Acids
2,401
14,107
Alkali
568
8,598
Aloes
7,493
72
Alum
8,077
3S2.
Aluminous cake
90
4,279
Ammonia carb.
881
9
Ammonia
847
46,645
Ammonia sal . .
285
19,697
Ammonia sulph
61
5,127
Annatto
2,040
17,755
Aniline colors. .
187,238
Arrownfot
1,062
12,464
Asphaltum
189
2,976
ArgoU
1,645
220,386
Aesafcotida
4,134
Arsenic.
214
2.811
Bark, Peruvian... 6,288
267,525
Balsam Tolu ....
421
8,197
Bismuth
12,578
22
Blea powders .... 29,271
488,090

when not otherwise specified.]
Quantity.

Brimstone
7,946
Barytes
110
Castor oil
550
Camphor
4,877
Camomile
CantharideB... ...
10
Cardamoms.
Carmine
12
Chalk
22
Cream tartar
674
Chiccory
6,555
Cochineal
1,430
Cubebs
- 833
Cndbear
1,117
Cutch
711
JJivi Divi
Dye stuffs
Flor sulphur
Gentian root ....
Gambitr
80,906
Gum arabic
4,503
Gum crnde
9,422
Gum copaiva. . . . 1,369
Gum coroni
4,611
Gum copal
308
Gum gedda
50
Gum tra'canth..
38
Glue
4
Indigo
4,056
Iodine
106
Iodine pot
m
Ipecac
162
Insect powder. .
Isinglass
Jalap
90
Lac dye
840
Leeches
124
Licorice root . . . 11,872
Licorice paste.... 11,246
Madder
4,516
Magnesia
693
Manna
121
Morphine
Muriate potash...
Nutgalle
Nitrate soda ....
Nitrate silver. . ..

Viltie.

224,218
408

6,690
114,818
1,572
5,749
3,419
. 8,988
1,896
160,487
88,746
243,430
19,284
91,186
8,306.
1,538
1,283.
8,011
1,586
246,24.4
223,221
198,78261,567
86,413
4,782:

1,174
622.
230

706,806
23,684,
22,088

49,696
2,228
1,183
12,331

15,220
6,761 ,
48,433
363,898
810,066
12,087
8,902
1,427

1,278
1,542

298,904
1,828
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Oils, uDspec.
Oil. cod
Oil, cocosnnt. . . .
Oil, ess
Oil, linseed
Oil.olive
Oil palm
Oil sperm
Opinm
Orchilla weed ... .
Orange peel
Paints
Paris white
Potash bitch
Persian berries . ..
Potash chlo
Potash hyd
Phosphorus
Plumhago
Pruse. potash
Quinine
Quicksilve r
Reg. antimony...
Rhubarb
Safflower
Safflower ezt. ...
Saltpetre
Sarsaparilla.
Scaramony
Senna.
Shellac
Soda, bicarb
Soda, sal
Soda, causiic
Soda, ash
Soda, byd. sulph.
Sponges.
Sugar of lead....
Sulph. morphia
Sumac
Velonia
Tonqua beaus ...
Ultramarine
Vanilla beans....
Verdigris
Vermillion.
Worm seed
Yellow ochre
Yellow berries...
Drugs, unspec.
Emery
Fancy goods
Fans.
Feathers
Firecrackers
Fish
Flsx
Flour.
Furs, Ac.—
Felting
Hatters' goods...

Quantity.

Value.

988
81
187
2,277
1,958
60,069
693
700
667
97
..

89,798
4,276
8,716
170,880
161,128
202,851
88,928
6,740
811,087
1 6,74 6
4,327
486,763
1,926
2,286
8,112
17,478
7,677
20,079
97,928
8,090
65,032
1 84. 1 98
70,947
8,844
4,682
8.744
122,091
35,929
7,208
2,587
87,892
206,823
109,874
151,949
680,056
817
47,468
81,640
1,290
161,087
791
11,070
1,776
29,485
8,820
48,395
4,041
14,684
7,466
217,939
16.202
1,749,028
12,613
284,601
41,847
602,472
116,016
6,074

421
14
..
618
76
415
61
440
1 ,295
1,162
142
16
18
1,563
4
26
2,006
68,959
21,652
7,178
26,898
..
960
672
84,430
88
78
630
4,271
..
1,070

..
8,698
664
1

Furs
Fruits—
Bananas
Citron
Currants
Dried fruits
Dates
Figs
Lemons
Nuts
Oranges

Valoe.
Qnantlty.
2,058,780
4,966

.,
.,
..
,
..
,,
,,
,,
,.
..
..

Pineapples
Plums
Prunes
Raisins
Sauces and pres.
mm
Grapes.
,.
158
Furniture
■
Orain
Grindstones
,.
2,842
Gunny cloth
7,089
Guttapercha
920
Guano
2,686
Hair
279
Hair cloth
118,880
Hemp
8,762
Honey
##
Hops
27,742
India rubber
148
Ivory
Instruments—
25
Chemical
32
Mathematical
1,783
Musical
6
Nautical
203
Optical
30
Surgical
Jewelry, Ac.—
621
Jewelry
Watches
796
Leather, Hides, Ac.213
Boots and shoes . .
695
Bristles
Hides, dressed. . . 8,504
Hides, undressed.
..
..
Horns
C5
Leather, pat
Liquors, Wines, Ac.6.976
Ale
16,202
Brandy
1,762
Beer
2,212
Cordials
7,018
Gin
4,166
Porter.
1,260
Rum.
876
Whisky
256,001
Wine
102,744
Champagne
Metals, Ac.—
Brass
goods.
277
21,308
BroDie metal. ...
..
746

41,963
70,911
189,772
15,610
8,178
24,462
199,579
637,127
487,043
61,608
60,078
68,196
878,244
168,417
2,440
16,736
155,986
16,004
61,662
47,016
7,218
879,698
181,617
1,688,949
127,798
17,448
1,196,781
37,687
1,948
9,696
229,224

836
96,976
7,676
726,949
1,450,166
26,606
181,812
1,167,668
6,829,387
12,412
84,347
68,445
674,878
14,610
17,192
* 81,816
85,088
60,968
58,020
1,616,366
656,966
41,471
60,764
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Quint! ty.
Bronzes
84
Chains and A . . .
8,428
Copper
Copper ore
Cutlery
8,025
Gas fixtures
48
Gone
8,927
Hardware
4,464
Iron, hoop, . . tns 4,1 97
Iron, pig . . . .tons 50,050
Iron, raflroad . bars 579.148
Iron, sheet. ..tons 5,451
Iron tabes.
47 440
Iron, oth
tons 64,022
Lead, pigs
474,487
Lead ore
Metal goods
4,838
Nails
1,871
Needles
847
NickeL
284
Old metal
..
Plated ware
47
Platina
33
Percussion caps. .
S02
Saddlery
172
Steel
107,946
Spelter
lbs.7 ,422,486
Silver ware
22
Tm plates . . .bxs. 440,685
Tin Blabs, Ids. . .2,367,441
Wire
2,634
Zinc
lbs.7,296,436
Lith. stone
.-. .
..
Machinery
2,222
Lamps
Marble &. mid. do . .
Matches
67
Macaroni
1 1 ,3 14
Molasses
117,236
Oil paintings
466
Oakum
210
Onions
Paper hangings ....
813
Pearl shells
Perfumery
919
Personal effects. .. .
21
Plaster
Pitch
60
Pipes
Potatoes
Provisions
.,
Rags
27,261
Rice
Rope
Quartz rock
..
Rosin
1,767
Sago
365
Salt
Shells

Value.
9,934
631,772
639,048
855.563
1,167424
4,402
219756
678,094
228,464
803,788
8,687,970
883,975
148,403
8,427,850
2,682,319
82,596
474,116
67,919
147,835
124,168
892,050
14,079
96,554
64,261
63,383
2,012,197
836,540
8,097
2,904,646
556,778
49,382
870,675
8.689
213,836
•2,285
94,269
1,895
17,346
8,496,790
209,482
2,455
10,167
80,456
5,342
108,756
202,602
20,709
660
208,017
90,080
215,289
648,054
691,776
42,187
8,750
56,788
2,616
448,199
1,501

135

V»la».
Quantity.
145,457
Seeds unepec'd ....
40,817
Caatorseed
13,384
914,447
Linseed
217,959
160,676
Soap
68,866
Spices —
12,254
Cassia
2.678
Cinnamon
78,170
Cloves.
63,972
Ginger
12,140
Mustard
78,617
Nutmegs.
286,394
Pepper
89,090
Pimento
Stationery, Ac.—
827,718
Books
8,040
89,309
Engravings
£92
286,790
Paper.
8,755
181,640
Other stationery .
1,526
85,074
Statuary
Sugar.hhds. bbls 4 tcs203.5 17 12,988,667
2,950,08»
Sugar, boxes is bags 279,627
106,278
Tar
19,326
17,824
Tapioca
8,209
2,240
Teazles
40
24,946
Trees and plants ...
1,877
Thistles
8,172,078
Tea
604,972
24,842
Twine
775
427,246
Toys ._
8,848
625,473
Tobactb
23,982
2,826
Tomatoes
2,431
Turpentine.
297
294.824
Turpentine spirits. .
4,118
586,808
Waste
15,879
61,844
Whalebone
23,169
Wax
Woods1,886
Box wood
6,406
Brazil wood
240
Camwood
211,067
Cedar
,.
68,148
Cork
5,817
Ebony
82.382
Fustic
1,862
16,636
Lima wood
12.836
Lignumvitae ....
76
830,987
Logwood
64,829
84,366
Mahogany
79,508
Palm leaf
91,542
Ratan
189,582
Rosewood
2,960
Sapan wood. ....
8,608
Spruce
26,809
Willow
Other woods ....
103,468
Wool, bales.
115,724
9,426,409
Other midcellan . . . .
62,588
Grand total

$138,472,764

We repeat the above values, for 1 864, of a few of the leading articles, for
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the sake of showing the comparative imports during each of the last four
years.
'

IMPOETS OF A FEW LEADING AETICLES OF GENEEAL MEECHANDISE AT NEW TOEE, FEOM
FOEEIGN POETS, FOE THE TEAES 1861, 1862, 1868, 1864.

1861.

Books
Buttons
Cheese
Chinaware
Cigars
Coal
Coffee
Earthenware
Furs
Glassplate
India rubber.
Indigo
Leather and dressed skins
Undressed skins...
Liquors—
Brandy
MetalsCopper
Iron, hars
Iron, pigs
Iron, railroad
Iron, sheet
Lead
Spelter
Steel
Tin and tin plates
Zinc
Molasses
Rags
Salt
Saltpetre
Sugar
Tea
Watches
Wines
Wool and waste

..

1862.

1863.

$316,279
88,557
66,152
190,611
1,064,228
964,527
11,865,082
587,574
771,889
277,a2S
706,732
1,449,91i0
948,355
8,379,271

$376,607
162,452
60,165
210,968
1,012,162
901,811
8,517,284
887,322
1,435,618
176,512
992,848
2,088,180
1,278,688
6,134,345

614,949

477,213

1864.

$871,430
$327,716
176,448
416,863
47,967
59.207
268,218
848,787
608.408
788,237
808,466
698,268
7,796,635 14,648,966
1,067,477
1.205,473
1,912,166
2,058,780
368,469
426,624
1,407,536
1,196,781
718,730
706,806
1,087,266
1,157,66S
5,966,395
6,829,337
261,234

574,878

908,966
670,478
574,286
689,048
1,054,718
1,301,010
2,457,576
3,427,850
378,068
208,375
897,916
808,788
898,536
600,419
1,484,978
8,687,970
127,681
829,461
270,576
888,976
634,584
8,075,813
1,520,519
2,682.819
80,079
136.195
204,710
836,640
1,125,014
1,602,891
2,068,842 2,012,197
2,384.766
4,174,651
8,975,606
8,461,424
64,408
228,832
228,210
870,676
1,186.094
1,662,904
1,928,698
8,496,790
874,076
285,926
1,288,481
648,054
611,166
650,161
378,726
448,199
881,370
886,439
892,349
122,091
14,847,000 14,727,698 14,584,579 15,988,766
6,456,408
8,676,246
6,796,102
8,172,072
576,971
861,710
920,622
1,450,166
789,080
860,710
1,198,283
2,272,830
2,880,941
6,860,609
9,035,657 10,016,217
IMPOETS OP DBY GOODS.

We also give below the imports of dry goods the past year. These values are
likewise the invoice specie values. To know the cost to the country in our cur
rency it is necessary to add the freight and duty (payable in gold,) and then
double the whole :
IMPOETS OF DET GOODS AT NEW TOEE.

Description of goods.

1860.

1361.

1862.

1863.

Manufactures—
Wool
$84,976,011 $16,720,981
Cotton
18,416,258
7,192,524
Silk
35,532,035
13.334,411
Flax
8,952,812
8,580,803
Miscellan. dry
goodB
6,901,984
2,808,520

$26,718,592 $29,708,956
8,501,512
7,918,957
11,568,807
15,534,469
7,666,946
10,881,059

Total imports. $108,927,100

$66,121,227

$48,636,689

2,865,370

8,781,106

1864.

$31,411,966
8,405,246
16,194,080
11,621,881
8,956,630

$67,274,547 $71,589,752
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We annex a summary of the imports of dry goods, by months, in each of the
last five years :
TOTAL IMPOETS OF DEY GOODS AT NEW YOEE.
Months.

1SG0.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September . . .
OctnW
November ....
December.
Total

1861.

1862.

1663.

1864.

$2,965,952
5,344,514
6,471,901
3,296,498
2,944,483
3,535,102
6,628,014
8,707,710
6,185,193
3.865.798
8,710,367
3,466,406

$5,269,181
5.027,867
9,204,581
4,384,007
3,612,511
2,901,423
4,713,365
8,316,878
6,892,712
6.509,783
6,071.208
6,871,041

$8,184,314
9,487,464
12,635,127
6.220,245
6,081,136
4,801,708
6,762,760
7,529,800
4,147,449
2,996.100
2,286,107
1,558,567

$103,927,100 $43,636,689 $66,121,227

$67,274,547

$71,589,752

$11,770,006 $10,956 857
13,880,683
6,782,936
9,022,403
5,836,076
4,865,743
2,767,6*5
5,581,598
2,489,823
5,535,042
1,205,382
12,707,213
1,476,887
14,989,044
3,536,383
6,740,186
2,102,064
5,327,907
1,971,541
6,797.556
2.506.926
7,709,721
2,004,219

The imports of dry goods for each year since 1849, may be seen by the fol
lowing table :
IMPOETS OF FOEEIGN DET GOODS AT NEW TOEE.

Invoiced value.

Invoiced valno.

1849....

Invoiced valne.
1861....
67,274,547

1853
1860

..

108,927,100

EECEIPTS OF CUSTOMS AT NEW YOEE.

The revenue at the port for 1864 shows a gain of about eight millions over
the corresponding figures for the previous year. The following is a comparative
summary :
1861.
1862.
I860.
Jan . . . $3,899,166 17 $2,069,202 S3 $3,861,667
2,528,736
83
3,565,063
Feb . . . 8,878,043 28
March. . 3,477,545 74 2,489,026 26 4,626,862
April. . 2,444,267 96 1,643,261 99 4,149,962
979,146 14 4,704,914
May... 2,466,462 76
886,062 41 4,664,927
June . . 2,024,193 39
July.. .. 4,504,066 04 2,069,590 86 7,211,817
August. 4,496,243 10 1,558,824 11 4,762,581
Sept .. 8,038,808 28 1,642,882 43 5,239,045
Oct. .. 2,682,078 88 1,672,616 84 4 309,419
Nov. . . 1,794,748 67 1,861,384 73 8,008,270
Dec... 1,171,862 74 2,384,847 38 2,664,593

1868.
22 $4,127,906 82
83 8,590,718 97
86 4.554,460 18
86 8,967,197 67
62 8,878,865 42
19 3,788,934 06
68 4,912,713 49
54 6,206,735 68
50 7,270,543 66
87 6,233,943 46
28 6,075,846 24
82 6,248,189 03

Total.. 86,027,481 51 21,714,981 80 52,264,116 72 58,886,054 42

1864.
$6,180,636
7,474,027
7,659,770
13,982,566
3,866,186
8,311,148
8,585,848
6,287,864
4,084,492
8,670,188
8,465,166
8,440,862

09
98
47
60
46
43
44
17
64
38
53
67

66,987,127 71

We would refer our readers to the Commercial Chronicle and Review of last
month for the movements in specie, prices of United States paper and of gold.
and the rates of exchange for the year 1864. Those tables, together with the
foregoing, will afford a complete summary of the commercial movements at the
port of New York the past twelve months. The official returns showing the total
imports and exports have not yet been made up. We give, however, the figures
for the first nine months in the Commercial Chronicle and lteview of this month -
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OORTEEBION OF STATE BANU WTO NATIOXAL— rtntTHEE OPPO»ITICR TO K»TION»I. BAltEB rsEI.ESS
—SHOULD BE ADMITTED INTO THE CLEAEIhG-norBZ— CIBCULATION AKD CONDITION OF HANKS OF
TDK THEEB CITIES AT ESD OF Tim TEAE—BARE! or THE STATE OT MA1NE.

Wk referred in previous numbers to the inevitable conversion of the great
majority of the State Banks into National Banks, and this process is new going
rapidly on. The official reports of Massachusetts show that of 181 Banks in
this State, 52 have become national associations, 47 more have filed papers, and
the remainder are looking forward to change, while 25 new ones have been started.
In New York the same process is being developed, and an act has been intro
duced in the Legislature to authorize and facilitate the conversion. The desire
for change seems to seize the stockholders strongest where the existing Banks
hold the most gold and have the most surplus. These two items to be divided
np, hold out a tempting bonus, and in many cases will allow the stockholder his
shares in the new institutions as profits. These shares in the new Banks, how
ever, will probably not be very valuable, since all cannot have the Government
deposits, or do a large business in loaning to the Government, and general busi
ness is by far too much reduced from the old credit system to allow a large share
to multiplied Banks. It is also the case that many of the old Banks are large
holders of Government stocks, bought with their depositors' money, and which, in
case the latter should demand it, they would find it difficult to pay off under the
State system. Under the national system, however, they can deposit the stock
with the Compti oiler, and obtain as many notes as will pay the depositors with
out disturbing their investments. It is true these national notes are not legal
tender generally, but are so between the public and the Government, and, as at
present, almost all business is done with the Government, that faculty will suf
fice. The Banks are not required to pay specie in any event, and there will
therefore be no inceutive to require the notes to be paid in legal tender. These
considerations are the leading ones in bringing about the change that is being
made, and it is very apparent that it is only another stage on the road to insol
vency. The New York Bunk Superintendent in his report states in relation
to the national law, " its essential features are," as he expresses it, " transcrips
from the banking laws of New York applied to a wider theatre of operations."
This seems to be a strange misconstruction of the law. The constitution of
the State of New York, (art. viii., sec. 5.) declares that—
"The Legislature shall have no power to pass any law sanctioning in any manner,
directly or indirectly, the suspension of specie payments by any person, association,
or corporation issuing bank notes of any description."
Under this provision the Banks are required to deposit New York State stocks
to an amount which will always bring sufficient to pay the notes issued in specie.
The national law requires only that the notes shall be paid in paper. When a
Bank obtains notes on pledge of stack, and fails, the New York law requires
the stock to be sold lor specie, with which the notes shall be redeemed. The
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United States law only requires the stock to bo sold for ike dishonored notes
themselves. The Comptroller has, however, a clear sense of the evils at band.
He remarks :
" The system has in some measure the attraction of novelty, and is bnnyed up by
the gratuitous bestowment of currency, the receipt and payment of these notes in all
governmental operations, and the prospect of deposits by the collectors an I disburse™
of public revenue. Few seems to take cognizance of the fact that it comes into exis
tence on a wave of public expenditure such as has never been witnessed in this, and,
with a single exception, in no other country ; that it is floated upon an ocean of irre
deemable paper, whose ebb and flow no human intellect can regulate, or whose cur
rents and quicksands no intelligence can fully determine. Without waiting for the
return of the business of the country to its normal condition—ignoring the lessons
taught by the great revulsion which followed the war of 1812-16, and which has
crowned every inordinate expansion of paper credit—our people, having arrived at
the conclusion that the congressional system of banking promises profitable results,
rush into it with all the impetuosity inherent in our national character."
Some of the best of the State institutions will not adopt the new system, and
the public will one day see the wisdom of their course, and thank them for it.
Often have we stated in these pages the perils that attend this new banking ex
periment. Not a word would we now change. We firmly believe that the re
sult will be a disasterous failure, and yet wc cannot conceive that any good will
be accomplished by further opposing it. Let it now be tried without opposition
from any quarter. From time to time we shall notice its defects, especially as
they are more elearly developed, and hope to see them modified. The right to
flood the country with their circulation, at the present time, will, we trust, be
taken away from them and from the State institutions ; then let them run their
course. There is much discussion just now about their being admitted into the
New York Clearing-house. This would necessitate a change in its constitution,
but should not, in our opinion, be delayed. Let every applicant stand on its own
merits, and, if on examination of its affairs it be found a safe associate, let it be
admitted. There are objections to this course to be sure ; but we must come to
it sooner or later—so why longer bold out?
With the conversion of the State Banks into National Banks, it will be borne
in mind that the State stocks held will be sold. Nearly all the New York debt
is held by the Banks, and will be put upon the market. The New York State
Bank capital has been reduced $1,961,199 in the past year, and the circulation
as follows :
The total number of circulating notes issued and outstanding on the
30th of September, 1 868, was
On the 30th of September, 1864, it was
Decrease of circulation within the year.

$42,192,645
40,113,636
92,074,010

The circulation of the National Banks has considerably increased the out
standing amount of notes. The weekly returns will show the general movement
of all the Banks. The loans have fluctuated with the movements of the Govern
ment transactions, and the specie has generally declined to the amount owned by
the Banks, which has been about $20,000,000 since July. Latterly, however,
many of the Banks have begun to dispose of their specie, while the Bank of
New York, (having become a common depository for the gold dealers,) has to
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some ejtent. increased the amount it holds. The deposits of the Banks were at
their lowest point in January last year, when money was very dear and the
Treasury had not begun to issue its new legal tender notes ; after that event the
deposits rose to over $174,000,000 in June, and subsequently fell to 8144,000,000
in September. They are now low, under a state of affairs, as connected with
the Treasury, similar to that of last year. We are compelled to omit the pre
vious returns for the year ; but they will be found in the January number :
NEW VOP.E BANES.

New York Banks. (Capital, Jan., 18G4, $
; Jan., 1865, $69,668,787.)
Date.
Loans.
Specie. Circulation. Net Deposits. Clearings.
Dec.
24... $203,512,093 $20,600,441 $3,333,846 $158,805,909 $593,886,137
81,..
199,444,969 19,662,211 8,283.832 147,442,071 471,039.268
Jan.
7...
195,044,687 20,152,892 8,188,526 147,821,891 635.055,671
14,..
189,686,760 21.367,608 8,074,029 148,931,299 538,780,682
"
21,..
187,060.586 20,211,569 2,979,851 146.068,855 611.194,907
28,..
169,502,630 18,174,816 2,906,194 143,842,230 656,828,378
The returns of the Philadelphia Banks show a line of loans 810,000,000 higher
than in January last year. The increase has taken place mostly since their
determination to merge into the new law. The specie also declined from
84,153,000 to 81,803,000, that not being requisite. The deposits of the new
Banks have greatly increased since their adhesion to the national system. The
returns are as follows :
PHILADELPHIA BANES.

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, /an.,1868, $11,740,080; 1862, $13,318,880.)
Due
Due
Date.
Loans.
Specie. Circulation. Deposits. to banks, from banks.
Dec.17,... $46,480,087 $1,948,148 $2,871,579 $89,168,580
" 24,...
47,406,491 1,880,685 2,516,068 89,648,010
" 81,...
48,069,408 1,808,583 2,793,468 89,845,963 $7,462,222 $8,786,558
The returns of the Boston Banks show the most remarkable fluctuation. There
has been a steady contraction since the beginning of the year, under prepara
tions for merging in the new law. The results of the State Banks arc as follows :
BOSTON BANES.

Boston Banes. (Capital, Jan., 1863, $38,231,700 ; Jan., 1866. $22,360,000.)
Due
Dae
Date.
Loans.
Specie. Circulation. Deposits.
to banks.
from banks.
Dec. 17,.. $45,092,121 $8,601,228 $7,897,227 $28,124,921 $5,470,000 $11,806,500
" 24.. 46,746,230 8,936,311 7,781,981 28,2-22,891
6,470,000 11,481,291
" 81,.. 46,812,700 8,434,300 7,767,000 28,086,800
6,689,000 11,452,800
The State Banks of Maine report as follows their business for the years 18G3
and 1864 :
LIABILITIES.

Capital
Circulation!'".'
Deposits
Bank balances
progts
,
Immediate liabilities'.

1863.

1364.

$8,008,000
6,019,156
6,421,006
118,020
769,869
2,668,181

$6,786,000
7,042,098
6,120,762
268,042
965,568
12,480,897

dec. $1,222,400
inc.
1,032,987
dec.
1,810,243
inc.
140,022
inc.
205,707
dec.
127,284
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EESOUBOES.

loans
$14,988,809 $16,167,820
Real estate
246,846
195,222
Bills of other banks and checks ... .
1,047,979
l,28i,41S
Bankbalances
4,870,5G2
8,015,961
Specie
678,043
522,146
Immediate resources
6,096,584
4,819,520
Number of banks
69
60
Overdue paper
761,492
612,249
Estimated loss on same
111,366
95,116

inc.
dec.
inc.
dec.
dec.
deo.
dec.
dec.
dec.

$183,711
60,624
233,484
1,351,601
155.897
1,277,064
19
149.243
16,210

The savings institutions report as follows :
In
In
In
In
In

1860 the deposits were
1861
"
*
1862
"
"
1 863
"
»
1884
"
■

$1,466,157
1,620,270
1.176.165
2,641,476
3,672,975

56
26
18
41
85

The current of money which set towards Paris and London, on the raising of the
rate of interest by those institutions, had continued to 8ll the reservoirs up to
the latest dates, and had been followed by further reductions in the Bank rates.
The leading cause that underlies the money difficulties of the Paris, as well
as the London markets, is the Indian cotton, the value of which, imported into
Great Britain in nine months of the year, has been as follows :
Value

1862.

1863.

1S64.

$58,603,825

$126,298,450

$205,809,976

This doubling process is going on without any corresponding increase in ex
ports to meet it. The strain upon silver and gold is, therefore, steadily augment
ing, and must be felt here, where the supply is reduced, with great force.
In December, this operating cause lost much of its vigor, by reason of accounts
from this side leading to the conviction that, in consequence of the steady march
of events in America, the destruction of the Confederate Government may within
a comparatively short space of time take place, control the disposition to specu
late in cotton, and prevent the employment of any materially greater sum of
money in its purchase abroad.
This feeling induced a diminished operation in cotton, and less demand for re
mittances to Asia, and therefore helped to strengthen the Bank. The returns of
which are as follows :
THE BANE OF ENGLAND EETUENS.

Pabllo
Private
Coin and
Date.
Circulation. Deposits.
Deposits.
Securities.
Bullion.
Dec. 7,... 20,118,116 6,468,544 12,666,764 28,726,674 13,810,691
" 14,... 19,669,882 7,161,719 12,267,474 28,301,608 14,122,711
t 21,... 19,669,007 7,694,616 12,927,807 29,826,027 14,807,760
" 28,... 19,810,456 8,601,125 13,040,643 30,708,088 14,100,974

Eate of
Discount.
7per«.
6 *
6 "
6 "

The increase of specie in the Banking Department has been steady. The re.
doction of the rate of interest was, however, more rapid in Paris than in London.
Although the Bank of France has pnt down the rate in order to mitigate the
pressure upon French merchants, she does not in any degree remit the close scru Liny
upon all kinds of bills or the rigor with which are rejected all such as are likely
to send money out of France.
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The influence of the price of money upon the flow of the metals is very marked.
The rate of interest was put up to 8 per cent October 20, and was again lowered
November 30. The effect upon the Bank returns was as follows :
October 20
November 80
Reduction
Increase

francs

Loans.
621,458,240
564,870,798

Specie.
250,428,787
827,718,612

67,087,447
77,295,076

Thus the loans were contracted 811,000,000, and the specie increased nearly
$16,000,000. A portion of this increase was due to the purchases by the Bank,
said to have been $10,000 000 or 50,000,000 francs, of which a considerable por
tion was sent hence. This is a system which is, in effect, borrowing in London.
Thus, if the agent of the Messrs. Rothschild here draws upon the London house
at sight, and sells for gold what is shipped to France, it is, in fact., London which
has lent the money to Paris, and, on the maturity of the bills, Paris must pay
London, and she expects to do so when the spring business shall have turned the
current of exchange.
From November 30th the specie continued to accumulate to December 22d,
when it stood at $364,000,000 francs, a rise of 50 per cent in 60 days, without
any increase in the loans, which were kept down notwithstanding the low price
of money by the severe rule applied to the paper to be passed. The returns are
as follows :
BANK OF FEANCE.

December
"
"
-

8
15
22
29

Loans.
Speele.
Circulation.
fr.566,921,068 fr.855,640,597 fr.722,291,476
586,521,788
861,562,024
739,883,125
661,K08,876
864,008,878
721,487,475
597,157,830
859,969,767
726,212,275

Deposits. Interest.
fr.l 78,968,028
6
161,270,492
6
163,198,516
44
171,821,867

The contest which has been some time in progress in relation to the Bank of
Savoy, which claimed the right under its new organization to issue circulating
notes, has been decided against that institution. The exclusive power to issue
notes being confined to the Bank of France.

GRAIN TRADE OP THE UPPER LAKES.
The grain trade of the upper lakes is of such magnitude as to challenge
the attention of commercial men and statesmen, and they will be glad to
obtain, through your pages, the leading items of this trade for the year
1864, just passed.
The three leading ports which gather in and export most of the breadstuffs of the great interior plain that seek a market eastward, are Chicago,
Toledo, and Milwaukee.
The following table, taken from the reports of the several boards of
trade of the cities named, will be found substantially reliable:
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EECEIPTS OF FLOCi AND GEAIN AT THEEE LAEE POETS, FOB, THE TEAS 1864.
Flour rednced
Flour, bbla. Wheat, bu. / Corn,bu.
Oata, bn.
Bye, bu. to wheat, bu.
Chicago . . . 1,141,791 11,267,196 18,623,087 13,668.941 1,709.582 45,952,741
Toledo .... 1,052,479 6,907,243
441,417
1,035,222
110,888 18.757,115
Milwaukee.
280,874 9,120,255
1,051,953
473,309
287,490 12,387,697
2,476,144 27,284.694

16,181,618

16,147,311

2,107,890

72,047,553

AT THE SAME POETS THE EECE1 PT8 FOE THE TEAS, 1863 w EBE AS FOLI•ows:

Floor, bbla. Wheat, bu.
Chicago... 1,474,282 11,180,844
Toledo
1,126.260 6,194,130
Milwaukee.
428,747 18,024,823

Corn, bu.
24,469,(08
1,705,098
359,052

Oata, bu.
9,189,525
783,796
949,570

Floor reduced
Bye, bu. to wheat, bu.
1,968,106 66,079,903
62,187 14,826,469
869,019 10,845,699

8,029,289 80,898,797

26,523,656

10,822,891

2,899,262

87,262,061

From these tables it will be seen that the receipts of these three ports
the past year, compared with those of the year 1863, show an aggregate
decrease of 15,203,458 bushels; of which 10,127,162 are chargeable to
Chicago; 4,507,002 was the loss of Milwaukee, and 569,294 bushels
the deficit of Toledo. The deficient and badly ripened corn crop of the
year 1863, occasioned the chief reduction of receipts at Chicago and
Toledo. The loss of Milwaukee, it will be seen, was principally in wheat.
The commerce of Chicago and Toledo, in articles other than breadstuff's,
for the past year, was much in advance of that of any other preceding
year.—Yours, ifec., J. W. S.

STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.
COMMEBCE

BETWEEN

BEAZIL AND

UNITED STATES —THE WHALE FISHEBY FOB 1S64— BAILBOAD

AND STEAMBOAT ACCIDENTS—COMMEBCE OF UNITED BTATE8.

COMMERCE BETWEEN BRAZIL ASD UNITED STATES.
Thb following, prepared for the Merchants' Magazine by L. H. F. D'Aguiar,
Brazilian Jonsul at New York, will be found particularly valuable in the absence
of the commerce and navigation report. It presents the trade of Brazil with
the United States for the past three years :
EXPOETS

TO BEAZIL.

Vessels.
46
208

Tons.
19,804
46,814

Value rednced
from greenback
currency.
£298,899
946,460

Total
1862-63
American vessels.
... .Foreign vessels

249
144
16

66,618
46.441
17,629

1,239,349
758 798
475,996

TotaL
1861-62.... American vessels.
Foreign veseels

220
183
»7

64,070
64,904
7,987

1,129,789
743,043
166,842

220

62,891

909,886

1868-64

TotaL

American vessels
Foreign vessels
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IMPOETS rEOM BEAZIL.

1863-64.... American vessels
.... Foreign vessels..

Vessels
41
2h 2

Tons.
14,219
66,459

Vslne re
duced from
gold.
£374,717
2,684,469

Total
1862-68.... American vessels,
.... Foreign vessels.

323
150
107

80,678

8,069,186

45,960
27,149

1,189,496
1,299,784

Total
1861-62.... American vessels.
....Foreign vessels.....

«7
191
106

78,109

2,439,280

66,698
80,376

1,216,736
1,560,226

Total
1863-64
1862-83
1861-62
Imports.
Coffee
Hides..
Sugar
ludia rubber

296

tags
numb.
vol.
arrobee of 821bs.

im-M.
674,1 82
362,226
76,416
96,623

2 776,961
96,974
,—— Articles exported.
.
Flour, bbls. Dry goods, vol.
88
410,862
242
410,094
6,187
876,816
1861-62.
1B62-C3.
667,146
866,908
167,884
848,282
97,260
98,947
46,602
78,612

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE WHALE FISHERY FOR 1864.
TnB year 1864 has witnessed a further decline in the number of vessels em
ployed in the business, and the number now thus employed is less than at any
time within the last twenty-five years, being 276, with an aggregate of 79,692
tons. The greatest number within the above-named period employed in the
whaling business was in 1846, which was 735, amounting to 238,189 tons. The
present number of vessels, however, is as large as the business will warrant.
The success of the fleet in the Arctic Ocean in 1863. induced many of those
engaged in sperm whaling, to ahandon the latter and try their fortune North,
but with one or two exceptions the change was not successful. The whole num
ber of American ships that cruised in the Arctic Ocean in 1864, was 63. Of
this number, all but one, the William Giflbrd, have arrived in at different ports.
These nave taken an aggregate of 29,440 bbls. whale oil, and 439,250 lbs. bone
ull average of 475 bbls. oil and 7,084 lbs. bone. Add to these nine foreign
vessels also cruising in the Arctic, which took 4,220 bbls. whale oil and 66,600
lbs. bone, and the whole Arctic fleet numbers 71 ships, with an aggregate catch
of 33,660 bbls. oil and 505,250 lbs. bone, or an average of 474 bbls. oil and
7,116 lbs. bone each.
The Ochotsk fleet consisted of six American and four foreign vessels. All the
American ships but the Hercules have arrived in port, and taking her last report
—500 bbls.— will give an aggregate catch of 6,050 bbls. oil and 87,800 lbs.
bone, or an average of 1 ,008 bbls. oil and 14,633 lbs. bone each. The four foreign

v
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ships took 3,675 bbls. oil and 49,000 lbs. bone, or an average of 919 bbls. oil
and 12,250 lbs. bone. These added together make the whole Ochotsk fleet ten
ships, with an aggregate catch of 9,725 bbls. whale oil and 136,800 lbs. bone,
averaging 972 bbls. oil and 13,680 lbs. bono each. Thus the whole number of
vessels comprising the North Pacific fleet in 1864 is 81 (exclusive of the Wil
liam Giflbrd, to hear from) with a aggregate catch of 43,385 bbls. whale oil and
642,050 lbs. bone, or an average of 535 bbls. oil and 7,926 lbs. bone each.
On the whole the success of the Northern fleet has not been very encouraging,
for although oil and bone are commanding apparently high prices, yet almost
every article of merchandise has advanced more than our staples, and the enor
mous expenses attending a whaling voyage in these times, will require a muck
larger catch to make any favorable compensation to owners of these vessels.
Although the weather in the Arctic and Ochotsk has been very boisterous,
there have been only two vessels lost the last season—the Henry Kneeland, in
the Arctic, and the Mary in the Ochotsk, both belonging to this port.
The success in the Hndson's Bay whaling, did not come up to our expectations
the past year. The great difficulty appears to be the short time between the
breaking up of the ice and the closing up of the same, rendering the season avail
able for whaling extremely short. Whales seem to be plenty, but they are very
shy and difficult to capture. There were four arrivals from Hndson's Bay in
1864—three into New Bedford, and one into New London, bringing 3,454 bbls.
whale oil and 55,000 lbs. bone. There are now wintering in Hndson's Bay and
Cumberland lulet 12 American whalers—the Antelope, Ansel Gibbs, Black
Kagle, Glacier, Morning Star, and Orray Tuft, of this port; Cornelia, George
auii Mary, Heleu F. Monlicello, and Pioneer, of New London, and Concordia,
of Sag Harbor, all of which will probably arrive home next fall.
Of the American whalers from the North twenty-three arrived at San Fran
cisco, forty-two at the Sandwich Islands, one at Monterey, and one at Panama.
All the foreign whalers arrived at the Sandwich Islands.
Of the 81 whalers which sailed from home ports in 1864, 19 were bound to the
North Pacific, 15 to Cumberland Inlet and Hndson's Bay, 5 to Desolation 'and
Kurd's Island, and the balance sperm whaling to the Atlantic, Indian, aqd Pacific
Oceans.
From present appearances the import of sperm oil will be considerably less
this year than in ltJ64. The fleet on the Pacific coast is very small, and doing
very little, with one or two exceptions. The South Pacific fleet is also much re
duced, and have done poorly ; very few ships arc in the Indian Ocean. The fleet
iu the Atlantic have done better, although whaling has been much interrupted
about the Western Islands, the " Two Forties," and other grounds, by uncom
mon rough weather. The quantity of oil landed at Fuyal in 1864 by whalers is
4.S62 bbls. sperm, 883 Dbls. whale ; also 1,395 lbs. bone. All the oil but about
'300 bbls. has arrived home.
The import of sperm oil for the year is 64,372 bbls., 683 bbls. less than in
1863 ; of whale oil, 71,863 bbls., an excess of 8,889 bbls. over the preceding
year ; of whalebone, 760,450 lbs.—271,700 lbs. more than in 1863.
The exports exceed those of 1863 by 28,634 bbls. sperm, 703 bbls. whale oil,
and 250,600 lbs. bone.
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The average prices for the year are : Sperm oil, $1 78 per gallon j whale oil,
$1 28 per gallon, and whalebone, $1 80 per pound, exceeding that of the pre
vious year, 17 cents for sperm, 33 cents for whale oil, and 27 cents for bone.
The stock of sperm oil on hand January 1, 1865, is 10,818 bbls. less, and that
of whale oil 2,665 bbls. less than the corresponding period in 1864. Whalebone
is in excess 21,170 lbs.
We refer our readers to the following tables of statistics :
EXPOETS OF SPEBM OIL, WHALE OIL, AND WHALEBONE PBOM THE UNITED STATES.

1864
1863
1862
Ibtil
1860
1859

•
-

Bbls. sp.

Bbls. wb.

Lbs. bone.

45,000
18,866
27,976
37.547
32.792
62,207

12,000
11,297
68,583
49,969
13,007
8,179

530,000
279,394
2,004.981
1,145 013
911,226
1,707,929

Mr 0ET8 FBOM 1846 TO 1865.
1864
1863
1862
1861
1860
1859
1858
1857
1856
1855
1854
1853
1852
1851
1850
1849*
1348
1847
1846
1845

•
-

Bbls. (p.

Bbls. wh.

Lbs. bono.

64,372
65,055
55,641
68.932
73,708
91,408
81,941
78,440
80,941
72,649
76,696
103,077
78,872
99,591
92,892
100,944
107,976
120,753
95,217
167,917

71,863
62.974
100,478
133,717
140,005
190,411
182,223
230,941
197,890
184,015
319,837
260,114
84,211
328,483
200,608
248,492
280,656
313,150
207,493
272,730

760,450
488,750
763,500
1,038,450
1.337,650
1,923,850
1,540,600
2,058,900
2,592,700
2,707,500
3,445,200
6,662,300
1,259.900
3,966,500
2,869,200
2,281,100
2,003,000
3,341,680
2,276,930
3,167,142

IMPOETATIONS OP SPEEM OIL, WHALE OIL, AND WHALEBONE INTO THE VNITED
STATES IN 1864.

Bbls. sp.

Bbls. wh.

Lbs. bone.

New Bedford
Fairhaven Westport Dartmouth " Mattapoisett
Sippican

48,172
1,278
2,241

35,883

224,250

711
32
625
4
9

600

:—

District of New Bedford
New London
Nantucket
Provincetown

57,227

37,164
8,091

225,550
143,600

600
881
155

915
78
1,850

__
700

18
1,742

2,600
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90
153
931

Salem
Edgartown
Falmouth Sag Harbor
Boston
New York
Total

20
1,525

1,133
3,894
2,101

9,611
12,955

15,650
1,700
3,700
159,000
202,650

64,372

71,863

760,450

232
505

STOCE OF OIL AND BONE ON HAND ON THE FIBST OF JANUABY IN THE LAST SETEN
TEABS.

1865
1864
1863
1862
1861
1860
1859

-

-

-

- ' -

-

Bbls. sp.

Bbls. wh.

Lbs. bono.

20,382
31,200
16,038
16,132
15,838
13,429
17,176

6,679
9,344
23,019
58,378
80,469
96,480
82,376

170,150
148,980
91,500
295,600
438,700
380,600
400,000

AVEBAGE PBICES OF OIL AND BONE.

1864
1863
1862
1861
1860

Sperm.

Whale.

Bone.

178
161
142$
13H
141$

128
9oi
59*
44$
49$

180
153
82
66
80

RAILROAD AND STEAMBOAT ACCIDENTS.
These figures give the result of the railroad and steamboat accidents in the
United States the past year :
BAILBOAD ACCIDENTS.

Number of accidents and the killed and wounded in 1864 and the ten preced
ing years :—
,

January
February.
March
April
May
June
July.
August"
September
October
November
December
Total

Accidents.
15
7
11
8
12
10
9
17
15
13
15
8
140

1864

,

,

1863.

,

Eilled. Wounded. Accidents. Killed. Wounded.
27
28
11
14
75
17
28
9
102
57
87
87
10
14
64
7
26
9
4
41
42
166
4
4
28
19
106
8
26
62
74
145
6
11
49
87
194
10
14
33
47
106
10
80
103
69
177
7
24
76
28
111
2
18
66
16
110
3
8
17
404

1,486

89

264

671

The above figures do not inclnde accidents where no lives were lost, accidents
to individuals which were caused by their own carelessness or design, or deaths
voL. m.—so. ii.
9
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or injuries resulting from the recklessness of persons in crossing or standing upon
railroad tracks where trains were in motion.
The following table exhibits the number of accidents, with the number of per
sons killed and injured, daring the last eleven years :
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
Total

Accidents.
198
148
143
126
82
79
74
68
99
89
140

Killed.
186
110
106
180
119
129
67
101
264
264
404

1,230

1,869

Wounded589
639
629
636
417
411
316
459
877
674
1,846
7,289

STEAMBOAT ACCIDENTS.

Number of accidents and the killed and wounded in 18G 1 and
ing years :—
,
1864.
.
.
Accidents. Eilled. Wounded. Accidents.
January
.
..
..
2
February
2
18
..
2
March
1
2
..
1
April
.
..
..
3
May
1
7
16
2
June
2
46
..
1
July
2
72
4
August
1
8
..
3
September
6
72
60
2
October
6
28
22
2
November
8
86
10
1
December
2
26
82
1
Total

26

368

143

20

the ten preced
1863
.
Eilled. Wounded.
5
1
6
6
5
2
43
20
4
6
..
14
66
81
71
18
12

10
8
18
6

266

85

The above table does not include accidents where no lives were lost, the killed
and wounded by accidents occurring at sea, or those who lost their lives or re
ceived injury on board of steam vessels daring engagements.
The following table shows the number of accidents and the killed and wounded
dating the lost eleven years :
Accidents.
Killed. Wounded.
1854
1865
1856
1857
1868
1859
1860
1861
1862
1868
1864
Total

48.
27
29
80
27
21
29
19
16
20
26
292

687
176
853
822
300
842
6(7
69
220
266
858

225
107
127
82
107
146
134
88
70
85
143

3,584

1,814

1865.]
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RAILWAYS HI SPAIN—THE PYRENEES TO BE TUNNELLED.
A fkw years ago Spain was as innocent of railroad conveniences as she was
in the days when Don Quixotic bestrode his Rosinante and set forth in search of
adventures for the honor of Dulcinea del Toboso. The Dons had heard of the
the modern invention, and thought, doubtless, that the devil had much to do with
it ; but the muleteers, as they toiled over the sunny vine-clad hills, whistled in stolid
indifference, and with full confidence that their business was not to be broken in
upon by the tireless industry and force of the iron horse. The dream, however,
has passed ; and now the city of Madrid is connected by railroad with all the
frontiers of the kingdom—with the Mediterranean by way of Alicante, Valentia,
and Barcelona ; with the ocean by way of Cadiz to the south and of Santander
to the north ; with Portugal by way of Estremadura and Badajoz, famed in war
like story, and with France by way of the Basque provinces and Irun.
The length of the lines conceded, according to returns published in 18G4, was
3,781 miles ; that worked, 2,230 miles. The concessions were made to as many
as 37 different companies. The capital raised by shares was about £24,000,000
sterling ; and by the issue of debentures, rather more than £25,000,000. The
subventions which the government undertood to allow were £12,600,000 j but
only about half of them were actually paid. The average receipts per mile are
not clearly stated, but they were slightly less than in 1852. In the first six
months of 1864, compared with the corresponding period of 1863, some of the
principal lines, however, showed a marked advance—in the north of Spain, of as
much as 23 per cent ; Seville, 20 ; Pampeluna, 12 ; Barcelona, 4. French
capita], as is known, is very largely invested in Spanish lines ; and the French
now see that, in order to enable them to prosper, it is absolutely necessary that
a radical reform should be made in the customs system of Spain—a reform which
by abolishing many of the import duties and reducing the rest, shall permit the
introduction of foreign merchandise in considerable quantities. Unfortunately,
however, Spanish cabinets show no disposition to reform the commercial regime ;
and so little inclination is there in Spain to befriend railways, that a tax of 10
per cent of the receipts of express trains has just been imposed.
The companies enjoy the privilege of importing the materials for the work
free of duty. The construction of the line to the French frontier necessitates
the construction of a tunnel through the Pyrenees—almost as great a work as
that of tunnelling the Alps. The elevation is to be six feet iu oue hundred.

PACIFIC RAILROAD TO BE COMPLETED—ISSUE OP BONDS BY ST. LOUIS.
The County Court of St. Louis, at its session December 18th, ordered the
issue to the President and Directors of the Pacific Railroad Company, bonds to
the amount of $700,000, being the same that the County Court was authorized
to issue by the recent act of the Legislature. This loan of the county credit is
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upon what is regarded as ample security, and for an amount sufficient to carry
the road through to Kansas City wo believe.
In anticipation of this issue, the St. Louis Republican says that work had
been commenced upon tho section from Kansas City to Independence, where some
bridges destroyed by the rebels, are being rebuilt. Soon it will be resumed along
other portions of the line, and it is hoped that by midsummer, the last rail will
be laid and the last spike driven, so that by that time the communication will be
perfected between St. Louis and the interior of Kansas.

BRIDGE OVER THE MISSISSIPPI AT FULTON.
The Chicago Tribune contains an elaborate account of the completion of a
massive bridge spanning the Mississippi River, between Fulton, Illinois, and
Clinton, Iowa, forming a connecting link in the railroad communication between
the Lake City and the North-Western Trans-Mississippi States. The river, at
this point, has been crossed hitherto by the vexatious and inadequate medium of
of a ferry-boat transporting three cars at once, and obviously subject to great
detentions and annoyance, notwithstanding which, the business of the route has
largely increased each year. It has cost the railway company, hitherto, more
than one dollar per ton to take freight over the Mississippi River by ferry boats.
Hereafter it will cost no more than to run their trains upon other portions of
the road, per mile, except the trifling expense of watching it and turning the
draw of the bridge. Such was the nature of the stream and its banks, that it
has been found impossible, heretofore, to take across all freight offered at that
point. Hereafter, no such difficulty will be experienced, and an immense increase
in freight is inevitable. This route, which is called the Dixon and Air Line
Road, will connect the nearest points of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers to
Chicago, following very nearly the forty-second parallel of latitnde, and destined
to give U3 connection with the great Platte Valley, the great highway of empire
Westward.

THE EXTINGUISHMENT OP THE SCHELDT DUES.
Tins President has issued a proclamation declaring that the treaty between the
United States and the King of the Belgians for the extinguishment of the Scheldt
dues has been duly ratified on both sides, and also another proclamation announc
ing the exchange of ratifications of the convention between these same nations,
completing by new stipulations the treaty of commerce and navigation of July,
1858.
By these arrangements the United States, in view of the propositions made
by Belgium to regulate by a common accord the capitalization of the Scheldt
dues, consents, to contribute to this capitalization, under certain conditions, an
amount not exceeding 2,000,780 francs. Tho tariff of import duties resulting
from the treaty of the 1st of May, 18G1, between Belgium and France, is ex
tended to goods imported from the United States on the same conditions with
which it was extended to Great Britain by the treaty of July 23, 1862.
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The redaction made by the treaties entered into by Belgium with Switzerland
on the 15th of December, 1862, with Italy on the 9th of April, 1868, with the
Netherlands on the 12th May, 1863. and also with Prance on the 12th of May,
18C8, is to be equally applied to goods imported from the United States.
It is agreed that Belginm shall also extend to the United States the reductions
of import duties which may result from her subsequent treaties with other
powers.
In derogation to the ninth article of the treaty of the 7th of July, 1858, the
flag of the United States is to be assimilated to that of Belginm for the transportation of salt.

THE COMMERCIAL FAILURES IN 1864.
Office of the Mercantile Agencv, 293 and 295 Broadway, )
New York, January 2, 1865.
J
To Subscribers.—In our annual review of the condition of the mercantile,
manufacturing, and trading interests of the country, we are warranted in con
gratulating subscribers and friends upon the general existent healthy state of
affairs. Our record, during the past year, shows only five hundred and ten failures,
with liabilities amounting to $8,579,700, which, by comparison, exhibits a re
markably healthy state of the trading community. The number and liabilities
of failures for the past eight years are as follows :
Northern States.
1867
1858
1859
1860

Number.
4,267
8,118
2,969
2,783

Liabilities.
Northern States.
1266,818,000 1861
78,608,747 1862
61,814,000 1863
61.7S9.474 1864

Number.
6,935
1,652
495
610

Liabilities.
$178,682,170
28,049,800
7,899,000
8,679,700

In submitting these figures we call attention to the fact of a large dimunition
in the amount of annual failures since the rebellion broke out. This we attribute
mainly to that rigid caution which has obtained in our business community in
dispensing credits, and to the increased values of stocks on hand.
The immense and general prosperity of all branches of agriculture has aug
mented the wealth of the trading classes, and the scarcity of labor, suitable to
the requirements of the mechanical interests, has tended to increased wages, and
enhanced receipts ot the operating classes. These, the principal consuming in
terests, on account of their vast number, and constituting, as they do, the material
wealth of the country, have created an unusually large expenditure through the
channel of the retail trade, and yielded returns that enabled this class of mer
chants to meet their obligations promptly to the jobber. The latter has, there
fore, been prompt with the importer and commission merchant. Hence the
natural conclusion must be that each, acting in harmony with the other, has pro
duced a more satisfactory result than could have been anticipated by even the
most sanguine.
Satisfactory as trade for the past few years has proved itself to be, we cannot
but think that merchants should continue to rigidly follow out the course they
have of late adopted, and thus avert any impending crisis that even the most
conservative of our merchants think may yet be in store for us. We make this
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suggestion from the statistics furnished by our records, which clearly prove that
whenever merchants have deviated from the strict rules of a conservative system
of credit, based upon a well founded pecuniary security, and the close3t scrutiny
as to character and business experience, they have been the sufferers.
The deep interest, we have felt in arriving at correct statistics, to submit to
the jndgment of our subscribers, has induced us to make the most ri^id and care
ful research of our records, at this particular juncture, in order to present to
them, at a glance, '-an estimate of the wealth of the mercantile, manufacturing,
and trading interests in the loyal States. This estimate is not obtained by aver
aging the whole number of traders, but by a specific examination of each name
or firm. It has been the work of months, both with us and our associate officers
throughout the country, and the result is shown in the appended table, arranged
by States and the principal cities. Tho States of Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana,
and Kansas having been made the theatre of war, thereby disorganizing trade,
are consequently not fully represented in this estimate ; and California, as it will
be observed, is entirely omitted. Still, without them, the aggregate shows
168,925 business houses, representing a wealth of 84,944,766,000 mostly invested
,in*personal property. It is generally conceded that the average profits of trade
range from twelve to fifteen per cent ; but assuming the low figures of ten per
cent, we have $494,476,000 as the accrued gain the past year on the business in
terests spoken of. This, in view of the unprecedented expenditure necessarily
incurred, both by heavy taxation and in otherwise sustaining the Government,
exhibits the self-supporting character of our people, and but one element of the
strength of the country, which, when added to the other immense resources not
brought into our estimate, such as real estate, agricultural, mining, and other
interests, should inspire the most hopeful confidence in our future growth and
permanent prosperity.
Faithfully, yours,
R. G. Dim & Co.
B. O. DUN AND CO. 8 STATISTICAL TABLE, SHOWING THE ESTIMATED WEALTH OF THE MEE
CHANTS, MANUFACTUREES, AND TEADEES THEOUGHOUT TUE NOETHEEN STATES.

States and prin
cipal cities.
Connecticut. ..
Dis'L Columbia

Kentucky*
Louisiana* (N.
O. only)
Maryland ....
Massachusetts.

Business
houses.
6,882
1,150
1,282
12,215
8,812
5.052
438
1,528
802
4,982
3.666
17,302

Wealth.
$145,588,000

States and prin
cipal cliios.

24,701,000

Missouri* ....
Mmnesota ....
207,508,000 N. Hampshire.
134,240,000 New Jersey . .
38,582,000 New York. . . .
3,357,000 Ohio
39,659,000 Pennsylvania..
Rhode Island..
60,794,000
99,293,000 Wisconsin ....

17,448,000

102,869,000
868,815,000

Total

Business
houses.
Wealth.
6,934
$88,943,000
8,268
81,334,000
979
7,602,000
2,851
88,686,000
6,910
90,250,000
86,982
1,677,201,000
17,005
310,726,000
22,941
788,296,000
2,487
116,704,000
2,494
19,989,000
5,369
63,776,000

168,925 $4,944,766,000

* These States, in consequence of the disorganized state of trade caused by the re
bellion, are not fully represented.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.
In our last issue we noticed some of the suggestions contained in the Report
of the Secretary of the Treasury. We now give the more important facts and
figures. The report for the previous year will be found in vol. 50, p. 39, of the
Merchants' Magazine.
BECEIPTS AND EXPENDITUBES FOB 1863.

The following is a statement of the receipts and expenditures, estimated and
actual, for the year ending June 30, 1863. ineluding balance for the preceeding
year :
Receipts.
Estimated.

Actual.

$72,562,018
436,183
5,611,542
77,699,713

$ 102,816,152
688,333
47,511,488
475,648
109,741,13*

Total
Add halance July 1, 1863

$156,239,456
6,329,044

$260,632,7 17
6,829,044

Aggregate
Estimated receipts from loans

$161,668,500
594,000,000

$265,961,761
618,114,884

$755,568,500

$884,076,616

Estimated.
$31,267,811
7,840,814
8S5,479,511
112,799.186
59.105,136

Actual.
$2,755,599
7,617,«30
690,791,842
85,738,292
68,686,421

$1,099,781,960
850,000,000

$365,234,087

From customs
Lands
Miscellaneous
Directtax
Internal revenue

■—

Total
Expenditures.
For civil service
Pensions and Indians
War Department
Navy Department
Interest on debt

,

Total
Deduct estimated

Total
$749,781 ,960
Estimated halance
5,836,539
From actual receipts from loans
Deduct balance on hand July 1, 1864
It shows the amount received from loans applied to the service of
the year ending June SO, 1864

18,842,558
618,114,884
18,842,558
959,272,326

The statement may be more intelligible in another form, as follows :
Actual expenditures for the fiscal year
Deduct receipts from ordinary sources and halance from preceding
year
Balance provided from loans applied to the service of the year ....

$865,284,087
265,961,761
699,272,816

The amount derived from loans specifically stated, is as follows :
Five-twenty bonds, act February 25, 1862
Fractional currency exceeding amount redeemed
Six per cent bonds, act July 17, 1801
Ten-forty bonds, act March 3. 1864
Twenty years six per cents, act March 8, 1863

821,557,283
2,702,421
30,565,875
78,337.600
42,141,77 1
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United States notes, act February 25, 1862
One year five per cent notes, act March 3, 1 863
Two year five per cent notes, act March 8, 1863
Three year six per cent compound interest notes
Certificates of indebtedness exceeding amount redeemed.

149
43,869,821
44,520,000
152,864,800
15,000,000
4,098,768

Whole amount
Of which amount there was applied to repayment of public debt.. . .
Which deducted, it leaves applicable to expenditures
Deduct balance July 1, 1864

$780,64 2,4 1 0
112,527,526
618,114,884
18,842,568

Balance applied to the service of the year

$699,272,826

National Debt.
The public debt, as stated by my predecessor in his report of De
cember 10, 1863, was
To this amount should be added amounts paid into the Treasury
previous to July 1, 1863, for which evidences of debt were sub
sequently issued
Amount of debt July 1, 1863
Add amount of loans applied to actual expenditures, as above, and
balance in the Treasury July 1, 1864
It gives the amount of public debt July 1, 1864

$1,098,793,1S1
23,782,423
1,122,576,604
618,114,884
1,740,690,489

BECEIPTS FBOM MISCELLANEOUS SOUECES.

The very large comparative receipts from miscellaneous sources require ex
planation. They are accounted for as follows, viz. :
Prom captured and abandoned property
Premium on gold shipped from San Francisco to London
Sales of prizes due to captors
Internal and coastwise intercourse fees
Premium for sales of gold coin
Commutation money
All other sources
Total

$2,146,715
2 799 920
4,088 1 1 1
5,809287
16,498^975
12,451 896
3,716* 542
$47,511,448

The Secretary is of the opiuion that not over $25,000,000 can be safely calcula
ted upon as likely to. accrue from similar sources during the current year.
FINANCIAL OPEEATIONS ABEOAD.

The item of " premium on gold shipped from San Francisco to London " may
also require further explanation. In March, 1863, it became necessary to trans
mit a considerable amount of funds to London for a special purpose, for which
an appropriation had been made by Congress ; and it was thought advisable to
deposit a certain amount of our securities with an eminent London banker
against which bills might be drawn. Five-twenty bonds to the amount of ten
millions were accordingly placed in the hands of two distinguished citizens to
whose care the negotiation was committed. The ucgotiatiou failed, and the ten
millions were returned to- the Treauury and disposed of. It was thought advisable
that the amouat of four millions should remain, and that exchange should be
drawn against it and the bonds disposed of abroad if a favorable market should
be found. It appears, however, that very nearly this amount of issue is in excess
of the five hundred and eleven millions authorized by existing loans, $.510,756,900
having been disposed of. It is at least questionable whether by this clause power
is conferred to dispose of an amount beyond that fixed by existing laws. Addi
tional legislation may remove that doubt, should Congress thiuk it advisable
otherwise they may be cancelled. Exchange having been drawn, it became ne
cessary to provide funds to meet the bills at maturity, which was accomplished
by shipments of gold from California.
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ESTIMATED! EXrENBES OF THE CUREENT FISCAL TEAB.

The expenditures for the current fiscal year were estimated in the last report
of the Secretary as follows, viz. :
Estimated balance of former appropriations
$850,000,000
For the civil service
27,973,194
For pensions and Indians
9,681,308
For the War Department
686,z04,127
For the Navy Department.
142,618,785
For iiitereat on the public debt
85,887,677
Aggregate
Deducting aa likely to remain unexpended on the SOth June, 1861
Leaving to be provided for
And the receipts from ordinary sources were estimated in the
aggregate at
Leaving to be provided by loans

$1,161,815,089
$400,000,000
761,816,089
206,886,539
644>78,549

This estimate, like all others of a similar character, was necessarily based on
pa.- 1 experience with regard to unexpended balances, and upon estimates from
the difierent departments, which, in a time of war, must be liable to great un
certainty. Additional information enables me to state the probable expenditures
with a near^approach to accuracy, as corrected, by including so much of the
actual balance of former appropriations as is liable to be used during the year,
those made at the lust session of Congress, the additional amounts called for to
meet probable deficiencies, and reducing the balance of unexpended appropria
ting at the end of the year, as from amounts expended during the first quarter,
would seem necessary. The estimate is as follows, viz. :
Actual unexpended balances as above
For the War Department
For the Navy Department
For the civil service
For pensions and Indians
Indefinite appropriations

,

Total
Add interest on public debt
Add public debt matured and maturing during the year, viz. :
Certificates of indebtedness
Texas debt
Loan of 1842
Treasury notes under act of March 2, 1861, and prior thereto . .
Total

$380,387,060
626,946,741
1 10,047,469
21,796,572
6,590,089
9,162,007
$1,168,918,920
$91,810,215
160,729,000
2,149,000
'196,803
278,51 1
$1,409,082,456

OUTSTANDING

CEBTIFICATES OF DEBT.

The amount of certificates outstanding on the 1st November, 1864, was
$238,593,000. This being a much larger amount than the market ought to bear,
it would not be wise to calculate upon these securities as available for the service
of the year beyond $75,000,000.
THE EESOUECES FOB T1IE CUEEENT TEAK.

The available probable resources for the current year may then be stated as
follows :
From customs
$70,271,091
Lands
642,186
luteinal reveuue
249,56 2,869
Miscellaneous resources
24,020,17 1
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16s079
75,000 000

To*41
To this should be added probably unexpended balances, June
80, 1866......
Balance of cash July 1, 1864

$418,512,889

Total resources
Which, deducted from expenditures, leaves balance to be provi
ded for by loans..
If, however, an additional sum of fifty millions should be realized,
as proposed by the Commissioner, from internal duties, the
amouot to be raised by loans would be
From this should be deducted the public debt redeemed
Leaving an increase of public debt at the close of the year ....

1788,354,947

850,000,000
18,842 558

620,727 508
670 727 608
88'86s'j20
482,874' 188

[Note.—In addition to the liabilities before stated, it may be mentioned that
the seven-thirty notes, now called the issue of 1861, and the one year five per
cent legal tenders, amounting to 843,585,000, also become payable during the
current year. The conversion of the former being provided for, however, by the
act of August, 1861, and the latter, by a power of substitution, under the act
of June 30, 1864, they have been exclnded from this estimate. The amount of
seven-thirty notes redeemed in money to November 1, 1864, is only 863,500,
charged to current expenditure, while the whole amount converted to that date
is $125,864,900.1
BKCEIPT8 AND EXPESDITCBES POE 1864-65.

Stated in the usual form, by taking the actual receipts and expenditures of the
first quarter as a distinct basis of calculation, the result is the same, viz. : For
the first quarter of the current year, ending September 30, 1864, the actual re
ceipts, as shown by the books of the Treasury, were as follows :
From
customs
Fromlands..

$4
271 091
v 9'Sii'lS6

From direct tax
From internal revenue
From miscellaneous sources

16079
46 662850
90201 7 1

Total receipts

$75,212,889

Add balance in Treasury July 1, 1864

18 843 658

Receipts from all sources excepting loans

$94 054 ^-1

For the three remaining quarters, ending on the 30th of June, 1865, the es
timates are :
From customs
Internal revenue
Lands
Miscellaneous sources

$51,000,000
208,000,000
80,000,000
16,000,000

To**1
Total receipts from ordinary sources, actual and estimated, with
balance on hand July 1, 1864

$269,000,000
$363 854 947

The expenditures foi the first quarter, ending September 30, 1861, were as
follows :
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War Department
Navy Department
Interest on public debt
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$8,712,422
4,935,179
286,200,288
38,292,916
19,921,054

Total, exclusive of principal of public debt

$358,061,861

For the three remaining quarters the estimated expenditures, bused upon ap
propriations and estimated deficiencies, are :
For the civil service
For pensions and Indiana
For War Department
For Navy Department
For iuterest on public debt

$26,852,489
6,5 1 6,696
677,479,884
109,939,644
7 1,889,160

Total of expenditures, actual and estimated

$1,246,729,136

These estimates include all unexpended appropriations from former years, and
there may be deducted, as a probable unexpended halance at the close of the
year, 8350,000,000, leaving the total amount, actual and estimated, for the cur
rent year, $875,729,135. Deducting the receipts from the total of expenditures,
actual aud estimated, there will remain $512,374,188.
TUB DEFICIENCY.

If Congress should adopt the measures for increasing the internal revenue at
an early day, the Secretary believes there may be added to the receipts from that
source $50,0110,000, which being deducted, there would remain to be provided
$482,374,188.
THE

PUBLIC DEBT.

The public debt, matured and maturing during the year, is, as before stated »
$163 358,320. From this may be deducted, as likely to be provided for by new
certificates of indebtedness, $75,000,000. Add this sum ($88,353.320) to the
halance to be provided for the expenditures of the year, viz. $482,374,188, and
it makes the whole amount to be provided from loans $570,727,508. But as this
would include so much of the existing public debt as would be redeemed, exceed
ing certificates issued within the year, viz., $88,353.320, this sum is to be deduc
ted from the amount to be obtained by loans, viz. $570,727,508, showing the
prohable increase of the public debt during the year to be $482,374,188, which,
added to $1,740,600,489, would make the public debt on July 1, 1865,
$2,223.064,677, subject to such increase as may be occasioned should Congress
not provide lor additional revenue, or should the income from ordinary sources
la.ll short of the estimate submitted.
ESTIMATED BECEIPTS AND EXPENDITUBES.

Any estimate which may be made of the prohable receipts and expenditures
for the next fiscal year must necessarily be liable to still greater uncertainty.
This remark applies more particularly to expenditures, for while, if existing laws
remain unchanged, the amount of revenue may be calculated with reasonable
certainty, it is impossible to auticipate what the exigencies of war may require.
On the one hand this may call for increased effort, and on the other, it may be
confidently hoped that the great struggle is near its termination, and that, con
sequently, the estimate now submitted will prove far beyond the wants of the year.
While any doubt remains, however, it would be unsafe to assume any other basis
of calculation than one predicated upon the existing state of affairs.
The receipts for the year ending June 30, 186C, are estimated as follows :
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Internal duties
Lands
Miscellaneous sources.
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,

$70,000,000
300,000,000
1,000,000
25,000,000

,. ,

Aggregate

$396,000,000

The expenditures are estimated as follows :
Balance of unexpended appropriations
For the civil service
Pensions and Indians
The War Department
Navy Department
Interest on pubhc debt
Aggregate
But from this aggregate there may be deducted as likely
to remain unexpended at the close of the year

$350,000,000
88,082,097
14,196,060
631,768,191
112,219,666
127,000,000
$1,168,256,006

Total

350,000,000
$818,256,006

Deduct estimated receipts from ordinary sources, $396,000,000, there will re
main to be provided for by loans 8422,256,005. To this should be added for
redemption of excesss of certificates of indebtedness $47,365,000, making the
whole amount to be provided for by loans $469,621,005. Assuming the correct
ness of these estimates, the whole debt on the first day of July, 1866, would be
found by adding the foregoing amount of $422,25,6005 to the estimated debt in
July 1, 1865, $2,223,064,677, giving $2,645,320,682 as the amount of the debt
at the close of the next fiscal year.
This calculation is made on the same basis of receipts as that assumed for the
current year. It is quite probable, in the jndgment of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, that $300,000,000 may be received in another year from that
sonrce, without the additional legislation suggested by him. Should this sup
position be verified, and the Dew taxes propoied for this year be laid am] con' tinned, an additional $50,000,000 might be expected from internal revenue. The
Secretary has, however, thought it wiser to name $300,000,000 as all that would
probably be realized.

NATIONAL BANKS OP THE UNITED STATES.
From the Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency to the Secretary of
the Treasury.
Since my last annual report two hundred and eighty-two new banks have
been organized, and one hundred and sixty-eight State banks have been changed
into national ones. Of the one hundred banks last organized, sixty-seven have
been conversions of State banks, and nearly all the papers now being filed are
for the change of State banks into national associations.
There are now in existence, under the national currency act, five hundred and
eighty-four associations, which are located in the following States :
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Maine New-Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York TOL. Ul.—KO. II.

18
9
10
67
2
20
100

In Ohio In Michigan •
In Indiana
In Illinois
In Wisconsin
In Minnesota
In Iowa 10

84
15
34
88
16
4
20
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New Jersey
...
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia -

16
109
1
3
2
1
2

In
In
In
In
In
In
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Missouri Kansas
....
Nebraska Territory Kentucky ....
Tennessee
Louisiana ....

7
1
1
1
1?
1

A detailed statement of the affairs of each bank on the first Monday of Octo
ber last, with an abstract of the condition of all of them in the aggregate on
that day, is herewith submitted, together with the names and compensation of
the clerks, and the total expenses of the bureau for the fiscal year.
A large proportion of the circulating notes which have been furnished by the
Comptroller was intended to take the place, and is taking the place of the circu
lation of such State hanks as have been converted into national ones, or of those
whose notes have been voluntarily retired, or have been returned from those
parts of the country in which the notes of the United States and of the national
banks are alone current ; so that the currency delivered to the national banks is
not, and will not, be altogether an addition to the paper money of the country,
but rather, to a considerable extent, the substitution of it for that of the State
banks.
The paid-in capital of the banks in the respective States and Territories, the
currency delivered to them, (a considerable portion of which has not been put in
circulation,) and the bonds deposited with the Treasurer to secure their notes,
are as follows :
Suite.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Rhode Island
Massachusetts
Connecticut.
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Delaware
a.
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia.
Ohio
Kentucky
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Nebraska Territory
Kansas
Missouri
Tennessee
Louisiana

Capitol stock paid In.
$2,74 9.800 00
1,120,000 00
1,149,000 00
700,000 00
26,909,040 00
5,176,688 00
20,699,175 08
21,120,148 88
2,141,249 00
800,000 00
1,560,000 00
600.000 00
95,025 00
206,950 00
10,086,165 86
200.0CO 00
4,201,671 26
4,147.887 26
1,065,090 00
1,040,277 00
690,000 00
1,216,000 00
40,000 00
100,000 00
1,621,680 00
840,000 00
500,000 00
(108,964,597 28

Circulation.
$1,887,880
662,700
1.811,800
414,000
12,636,850
4,084,050
12,684,950
10,188,830
1,756,170
200,000
1,245,000
477,000
95,000
140.000
7,606,880
162,000
8,148,400
8,896,560
797,800
774,500
442,000
945,900
27,000
49,000
722,000
234,880
180,000

Bonds.
$2,244,500
944,000
1,636,000
660.000
16,888,650
4,626,500
14,064,600
14,964,100
2,011,000
250,000
1,400,000
684,000
112,000
230,000
8,749,850
184,000
8,924,100
8,794,600
948,600
908,050
608,000
1,092,000
30.000
55,000
865,000
268,000
200,000

$66,864,650

$81,961,450

It is, perhaps, to be regretred that so many new hanks have been organized in
States where, before the passage of the not, there was no deficiency of hanking
capital. There would have been less cause for apprehension that hanking capi
tal in any of the States was being too rapidly increased, if, by suitable legislation
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of the States, State banks had been sooner authorized to avail themselves of the
benefits of the national currency act, and the managers of banks, where the
necessary legislation had been obtained, had more promptly discerned the inevi
table tendency of the public sentiment, and co-operated with the government in
its efforts to nationalize the bank note circulation of the country. It was not
the intention of the originators and friends of the system, nor hap it been the
policy of the Comptroller, to swell, through the instrumentality of the national
banks, the volume of paper money. On the contrary, the system was designed
to check over-issues, by requiring ample security for every dollar which should
be put into circulation ; and it has been the aim of the Comptroller so to admin
ister the law as to prevent, instead of encouraging, an unhealthy and dangerous
expansion of credits.
Of course this system depends for its success upon the maintenance of the faith
and credit of the nation, which, in their turn, depend upon the preservation of
the national integrity. If these fail, the national banking system will fail ; but
it will go down with all other important interests, and will be but a part of the
general wreck. That such a calamity is not in store for us is the confident hope
and belief of all true men of the loyal States. The anxieties ami apprehensions
which have existed heretofore on this point are rapidly disappearing, as the loyal
mind of the United States has hardened to the inexorable resolution that the
Union shall be preserved, and the public credit shall be maintained, no matter
what sacrifices and burdens the execution of this resolution may involve.
It is a common objection to the national banking spstem, on the part of some
who favor a national currency, that it will deprive the government of the privi
lege it might safely use, and the field it might profitably occupy, by the continu
ed circulation of its own notes. Why, it is asked, should not the government
drive ont of circulation all bank notes, and continue to issue, as it has dona since
the commencement of the war, its own notes, and thus save the interest which
otherwise will go to the banks? In answer, I would remark :
The banking interest in the United States is an important one; it has grown
with the business of the country, and has been largely instrumental in developing
the national resources and in increasing the national wealth. Banks of issue,,
badly and dishonestly as many of them have been managed, and disastrous as
have been the failures which bad management and dishonesty have produced,
have still been of unquastionable advantage to the people. The capital of the
country has been largely, and in good faith, invested in them, and thousands of
stockholders depend upon the dividends upon their bank stock for support. It
is an interest which has stood by the government iu its struggles with a gigantic
rebellion ; and now, when it is indispensable that the government should control
the issues of paper money, there has bceu created a national bauking system, not
to destroy the State banks but to absorb them, and that, too, without prejudice
to their stockholders.
Governments should not be bankers. None has existed which could be safely
trusted with the privilege of permanently issuing its own notes as money. Cir
culating notes have been issued under peculiar circumstances by other govern-,
ments, as it is now being done by that of the United States ; but the jndgment
of the world is against it as a permanent policy, and nothiug but an overpower
ing public exigency will at any time justify it. Under popular institutions like
ours, no more dangerous, no more corrupting power could be lodged in the hands
of the party in possession of the government ; noue more perilous to official pro
bity and free elections. Uive to a party dominant in the legislative and executive
branches of the government the authority of issuing paper money for the purpose
of furnishing the country with its currency, subject as it would be to no restraint,
but its own pleasure, and what guaranty would there be that this authority
would be honestly and jndiciously used ? If there were no risk in the prepar
ation of the notes, and checks were provided to make frandulent issues an impos
sibility, the power of issuing government promises as a circulating medium is too
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dangerous a one to be conferred upon any party, except under extraordinary
circumstances.
The present issue of United States notes as lawful money, and the decisions of
the courts sustaining the constitutionality of the issue, have been justifiedby the
consideration that under a great public necessity, when the nation's life is in
peril, policies must be framed and laws must be interpreted with a view to the
preservation of the government. This is the paramount consideration to which
all others must bend. Whatever opinions may have been, in times past, enter
tained in regard to United States notes, and the expediency as well as the con
stitutionality of the law making them a legal tender, there are now, I apprehend,
very few intelligent persons who are not persuaded tljat without these notes, and
the character of lawful money given to them by Congress and confirmed by the
courts, the credit of the nation would have given way at the very outbreak of
the rebellion. When the war has been conclnded, and the exigency which made
the issue of government notes a necessity has ceased to exist, there will be very
few to advocate the continued nse of them on the ground of economy.
If, however, there were no objections of the kind allnded to, there are other
objections to the permanent issue of circulating notes by the government, which
must be apparent to all who have considered the object and uses of a paper currency.
Paper money has been found to be useful, or rather an absolute necessity in all
commercial countries for the convenient transaction ot business, and as a circu
lating representative of values too large to be represented by coin. Although
the fruitful cause of great evils, by reason of its unregulated use, and of its un
certain and frequently deceptive character, the general utility of it can hardly be
questioned. Now, what is needed in a paper circulating medium is, that it
should be convertible into coin ; that it should be sufficient in amouct to answer
the purposes of legitimate business ; that it should not, on the one hand, lay
being over-issued, encourage extravagance and speculation, and give an artificial
and unreliable value to property ; nor, on the other hand, by being reduced be
low the proper standard, interrupt business and unsettle values. It should be
supplied to just the extent of the demands of a healthy trade. It should be in
creased as the regular business of the country may require its increase, and be
diminished as the proper demand for it is diminished.
It is not pretended that banks of issue have furnished this kind of circulation.
Bank notes, with few exceptions, have been convertible into coin when there was
no demand for coin, and inconvertible when there was. They have, too gener
ally, been issued for the exclusive benefit ef the bankers, and not for the conveni
ence of the public, and they haTe encouraged speculation, when their true mission
was to facilitate trade. It has been the hane of a bank-note circulation, that it
has been expanded by the avarice of the bankeis, and contracted by the distrust
that over issues have created.
Now, this objection to a bank-note circulation applies with much greater
force to government issues. There is always inducement enough for banks to
keep up a full circulation, and against excessive issues there are the restrictions
of law and the liability to redeem. Government notes, in the issue thereof,
would be regulated only by the necessities of the government or the interests of
the party in power. At one time they might be increased altogether beyond the
needs of commerce and trade, thereby enhancing prices and inducing speculation ;
at another, they might be so reduced as to embarrass business and precipitate
financial disasters. They would be incomparably worse in this respect than a
bank-note currency, because the power that should control circulation would be
the power that furnishes it. Supplied by an authority not in sympathy with
trade, they would not be accommodated to the requirements of trade. They
might be the fullest in volume when there was the least demand for a full circu
lation, and the most contracted when there was a healthy demand for an increase.
They would eventually become an undesirable circulation, because there would
ibe no way in which the redemption of them could be enforced j they would be a
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dangerous circulation, because they would be under the control of political par
ties ; an unreliable circulation, because, having no connection with trade and
commerce, they would not be regulated by their necessities.
There are objections to all kinds of paper money ; but, in some form, it is a
commercial necessity, and no form has yet been contrived so little objectionable
as that which is authorized by the national currency act. Under this act the
government performs its proper functions by exercising one of its constitutional
powers for the regulation of commerce, by fixing the maximum of bank-note cir
culation, securing its solvency, and giving to it nationality of character and uni
formity of value. It takes the promises, which are to go among the people
through the national banks, put its seal upon them, and guarantees their redemp
tion, as it takes the precious ore from the mines—the property of individual*—
coins it into money of the United States and fixes the value thereof. It thus
performs the proper offices of government. In doing so it interferes with no
State rights, meddles with no man's lawful pursuits. It stands between the
bankers and the people, and while it protects the latter from imposition in the
use of a bank-note currency, it trespasses upon no privileges of the former.
Without becoming a banker, and without, as in the case of the charter of the
United States Bank, conferring peculiar if not dangerous privileges upon a
single corporation, it provides a national circulation, indispensable for its own
use and safety in the collection of its internal revenues, and suited to the circum
stances of the country.
But while the national currency act is restrictive in its general provisions, and
is efcpected, when generally adopted, to prevent expansions, there is still danger
that too much capital will be invested under it during the suspension of specie
payments, and in the existing unsettled condition of our political and financial
affairs. When money is plenty, and fortunes are being rapidly acquired, the
country is always in a feverish and unhealthy state. This is especially true at
the present time. The enormous expenditures of the government, and the great
advances in prices since the commencement of the war, have made many persons
snddenly rich, and, upon fortunes snddenly acquired, have followed reckless ex
penditures, extravagance, waste. Speculation is taking the place of sober and
persevering industry, and thousands are delnded with the notion that the wealth
of the nation is being increased by the increase of its indebtedness. The inau
guration of a new system of banking, under such circumstances, is peculiarly
hazardous ; and I have been, from the time of my appointment, more apprehen
sive tliut too many banks would be organized, than that the system would not
be sufficiently attractive to induce capitalists to become connected with it. The
government is the great borrower. Its obligation compose a large portion of
the discount line of the banks, which are making large profits on government
securities at little apparent risk, and the danger is, that the national banking
system, with all its restrictions, may, during the suspension of specie payments,
and the continuance of the war, add to the plethora of paper money ; and that,
when the war is over, the banks, deprived of the existing means of investment
in government obligations, and finding no legitimate use for their capitals, may
be tempted to use them in encouraging operations that will eventually prove to
be as unprofitable to themselves, as they will be injurious to the country. For
the double purpose, therefore, of keeping down the national circulation as far as
it has seemed possible to do it, consistently with the establishment of the system
throughout the country, and preventing au increase of banking capital that
might hereafter be instrumental in keeping up the inflation and retarding the
resumption of specie payments, or prove unprofitable to its owners, I have felt it
to be my duty to discourage, in many instances, the organization of new banks,
and in more instances to refuse my sanction to the increase of the capital of those
already organized. In doing so, I may seem to have exercised a power not war
ranted by the act ; but if not sustained by its letter, I have been by its spirit,
and I am willing to let the future decide as to the correctness or incorrectness
of my course.
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Some important amendments are required to the act, in order that it should
be lully accommodated to the wants and business of the country.
The provisions in regard to the lawful money reserve, and the distribution of
the assets of insolvent banks, require modification.
lam still of the opinion that the rates of interest to be charged by the national
banks should be fixed by Congress, and not by the States.
There are too many points at which the banks may redeem their notes. All,
with the exception of those in Philadelphia and Boston, should redeem in NewYork. The banks ought to be compelled by law to retain a part, if not all the
coin received by them, for interest on their gold-bearing bonds, in order that
they may be prepared to lend their influence in favor of a return to specie pay.
ments ; and some provisions should be introduced by which, when specie pay
ments are resumed, excessive importation of goods may be checked, and danger
ous exportations of coin may be prevented.
It is of the greatest importance that the national currency system should be
independent of politics and freed from political influences. To effect this, and
to facilitate the business of the banks with the Comptroller, I am clearly of
opinion ilmt the bureau should be made an independent department, and removed
from Washington to Philadelphia or New-York.
*
1 do not, however, recommend that any amendments be made by the present
Congress. The act will do well enough as it is for another year. When the
next Congress assembles, the defects in it will be better understood, by the prac
tical working of the system, than they can be at the present time. The act can
then be taken up, and, with the light which the experience of another year has
thrown upon it, jndiciously amended.

REPORT OP POSTMASTER GENERAL.
TnE postal revenues for the year ending the 30th June last were
$12,438,253 78, and the expenditures of this department during the same period
were 812,644,786 20, showing an excess of the latter of 8206,532 42.
The increase of expenditures in 1864, compared with those of 1863 isllf per
centum, and the increase in the revenues for the same year llf per cent.
This exhibit promises an increase of the revenues for 1865 over the estimate
submitted in the report of last year.
,
During the fiscal year 334,054,610 postage stamps, of the value of 810,177,327 :
2G,f44,300 stamped envelopes amounting to $765,512 50: and 1,574,500 news
paper wrappers amounting to 831,490, were issued. The total value of these
issves was 810,974,329 50, which compared with the issue of the previous year,
(10.338,760) shows an increase of 8635,569 50, or about six and one-eight per
cent. The value of the stamps, and stamped envelopes sold was 810,776,589 58,
and the amount used in the prepayment of postage was 89,878,155 61.
Notwithstanding the advance of every article used in the manufacture of stamps,
and the large increase in the number required by the department, the National
Bank Note Company, of New York, have fulfilled, in a satisfactory manner, all
their obligations.
The length of routes in operation 30th June last was 139,173 miles, and the
service as follows, viz. : Railroad, 22,616 miles ; steamboat, 7,278 miles ; " ce
lerity, certainty, and security," 109,278 miles—costing 85,818,469, divided as
follows, viz.: Railroad, 23,301.942 miles of transportation at 82,567,044, about
11 cents a mile : steamboat, 2,112,134 at 8253,274, about 12 cents a mile ;
"celerity, certainty, and security," 30,901,281 at $2,998,151, about 9 7-10 cents
a mile.
Under an advertisement dated March 22, 1864, inviting proposals for service
from Atchison, Kansas, or St. Joseph, Missouri, to Folsom City, California,
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-Tonx H. Heista.vd, of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, was the lowest bidder, at
8750,000 per annum ; but his bid having been subsequently withdrawn,
contracts have been made with Bex. Holladat, of New York, for the
service between Atchison, or St. Joseph, and Salt Lake City, at 8365,000,
and with Wm. B. Dixsmore, President of the Overland Mail Company,
also of New York, from Salt Lake City to Folsom City, at $385,000, mak
ing an aggregate $750,000 per annum. These parties are believed to be able
to fulfill their obligations. The contracts aro from October 1, 1864, to Septem
ber 30, 1868 ;the trips to be made in sixteen days eight months in the year, and
in twenty days the remaining four months ; to convey through letter mails only,
mail matter prepaid at letter rates, and all local or way mails.
Paper and document mails for the Pacific coast are to be carried by sea, via
New York and Panama, temporary arrangements having been made for their
conveyance, within the sum named in the law of March 25, 1K64, viz : $160,000
per annum, making the whole expense of territorial and Pacific mails not over
$910,000 per annum, or $90,000 less than under the former contract.
In this connection it is proper to add that, from information which has recently
reached me, I am apprehensive that the postal service in the Pacific States is
not in as good condition as should be desired ; and I may have occasion to com
municate with Congress upon the subject during its approaching session.
Inquiry has been made of Lieutenant-General Grant relative to the existing
arrangements for supplying our armies with mails, with the assurance of my
earnest purpose to co-operate with him in carrying into effect any desired im
provements of that service ; and I am gratified to learn, from his reply, that the
system of receiving and forwarding mails now in operation is entirely satisfac
tory ; and that " our soldiers receive their mail matter with as much regularity
and promptness as is possible for armies in the field, and with perhaps as much
celerity and security as the most favored portions of the country.
The aggregate postage (sea, inland, and foreign) upon the correspondence ex
changed with Great Britain, Prussia, France, Hamburg, Bremen, and Belgium,
amounted to $1,399,605 69, being an increase of $174,930 48, as compared with
the last year, and $21,458 37 in excess of the largest amount realized in any pre
vious fiscal year. The collections in this country amounted to $881,730 68, and
in Europe to $517,875 01 ; excess of collections in the United States $363,855 67.
This result is significant and gratifying, showing a largely increased correspon
dence with Europe, notwithstanding the civil troubles agitating the country, and
the interruption of postal communications with the Southern States.
The amount paid by this department for mail steamship service to and from
Europe was $371,740 44—the steamships employed receiving the sea postage on
the mails conveyed as compensation for the service. Of this amount the Liver
pool and New York and Philadelphia Steamship Company received $202,9l4 34
for fifty-two outward and fifty-three inward trips between New York. Queens- town, and Liverpool ; the Canadian mail packets, $77,175 30 for fifty-three
round trips between Portland and Liverpool and Quebec and Liverpool ; the
North German Lloyd Steamship Company, $46,149 61 for sixteen outward and
fifteen inward trips, and the New York and Hamburg Steamship Company,
$45,501 18 for thirteen outward and twelve inward trips, between New Vork
and Southampton.
The total postages on the correspondence exchanged with British North
American Provinces during the year amounted to $307,371 39, being an increase
of $81,628 09 over the amount reported last year, and $1.29,618 88 over that
for the previous fiscal year.
, The total postages on the mails conveyed to and from the West Indies amounted
to $59,990 18, and the cost of transporting the same to and from Havana and
other West India ports was $40,337 03, being $19,653 15 less than the United
States postages on the mails conveyed.
•
The provisions of the 4th section of the act of June 15, 1860, have not been
construed by this department as requiring the Postmaster General to allow the
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sea and inland postages on the mails conveyed, to all American vessels, but
simply as limiting the compensation in any case to that amount.
The United States postages upon the correspondence exchaneed with Central
and South America, via Aspinwall and Panama, amounted to 814,208 61. all of
which was paid to Cornelius Vanderbilt for the sea and Isthmus transporta
tion.
The initiatory steps taken to conclnde postal arrangements with the colonies
of Vancouver's Island and British Columbia, referred to in the last annual re
port, have not as yet been attended with the success anticipated.
In conformity with the provisions of the act " to authorize the establishment of
ocean mail steamship service between the United States and Brazil," approved
May 28, 1864, an advertisement was issued inviting proposals for carrying the
mails of the United States by a monthly line of first class American seagoing
steamships, between a port of the United States north of the Potomac River,
and Bio Janeiro, in Brazil, touching at St. Thomas, in the West Indies, and at
Pernambuco and Bahia, in Brazil, for a contract term of ten years, to commence
on or before the first day of September, 1865, and to date from the day the first
steamship of such line shall leave the United States with the mails for Brazil.
Three proposals were received for this service, the lowest and the accepted bid
being that of the New York, Nuevitas, and Cuba Steamship Company, with
Thomas Asekcio & Co. and Manuel J. Mora, of New York, as guarantors for
the performance of the required service, at the sum of $240,000 per annum, to
be divided equally between the two governments. The act authorizing the es
tablishment of this line of American steamships was the beginning of a new era
in the history of our ocean mail service, which is being performed principally by
steamers sailing under foreign flag.
There are other ocean routes besides the one to Brazil, which can be safely
and profitably occupied by American lines of mail steamers, among which the
route between San Francisco, Japan, and China, at present unoccupied by foreign
mail packets, is perhaps the most important in a commercial point of view.
Various considerations render it important that the Pacific routes properly
belonging to us, should be occupied by American mail steamers, the profits of
which with the addition of a small subsidy for the mail service, would justify the
establishment of one or more steamship lines, which would be remunerative to
the proprietors.
The number of dead letters of every description received and examined dur
ing the year was 3,608,825, being an increase of 958,409 over the preceding
year, attributable mainly to the return of large numbers of army and navy let
ters which it was found impracticable to deliver.
During the year there were registered and remailed to their respective owners,
as containing money, 25,752 letters, containing an aggregate of $131,611 24, of
which number 20,059 containing $104,665 84, were delivered ; 4,412 letters,
containing $20,485 49, were returned to the department, being addressed chiefly
to soldiers and sailors, and persons transiently at places of mailing or address.

NAVAL ORDNANCE.
The Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance (H. A. Wise) makes an elaborate re
port to the Secretary of the Navy, setting forth in detail the results of the year
and the experiments made with new inventions. The growing demands of the
navy have been fully supplied ; 1,622 guns of different calibres having been manu
factured during the year. The present aggregate is not stated in the report. In
the rifled ordnance adopted, no changes have been made, except in the introduc
tion of a 60-pounder among the Parrotts. This, as an intermediate between the
30 and 100-pounder, has been found of great service as a chase gun, fully sup
plying the place of the 50 pounder of Admiral Dahlgken's system. It is gener
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ally used as a pivot gun, and, as its bore corresponds with that of the army smooth
bore 18-pounder, the round projectile of the latter is always available where high
velocities are needed at close range.
Bronze howitzers and rifles have been introduced, as the special armament of
many transports of the War Department. As a special pun for long range in
chase, the 20-pounder three grooved rifle is preferred, and it now occupies a
prominent place in the armament of the double-ender vessels.
ABMAMENTS OF SHIPS OF WAB.

The governing rule in arming our ships of war is to furnish batteries of the
very heaviest guns they can bear with safety. Nine-inch guns are generally used
for broadside j 10 and ll-inch guns and Parrott rifles on pivot; 15-inch guns
for monitors ; and bronze howitzers and rifles for boat and deck service in shore.
A few of our ships continue to be armed with the 32-pounder and 8-inch gun of
the old system, but these will probably give way to the modified guns of similar
classes.
The battery of a first-rate ship of war is forty eiirht cannon and four howit
zers, one of the guns being a rifled 150-pounder ; that of a second-rate is twentyfour guns, mclnding two rifled 100-pounders and two howitzers; of a third-rate
ten guns, inclnding two rifled 100 pounders ; of a fourth-rate four guns, inclnd
ing one rifled 20-pounder. The development of the power of ships named in the
report as representatives of the several rates is as follows :
In shot, lbs. In shall, lbs.
Firstrate
2,606
2.123
Secondrate
1,220
9»0
Thirdrate
484
343
Fourth rate
210
183
and'
294
255
In the monitors :
Tonawanda
Onondaga
Montauk

1,764
1,180
606

1,820
930
465

68S

480

In the Western gunboat :
Carondelat

These figures express the weight of metal thrown for breaching purposes by
the guns at a single broadside in solid shot or shells. Conjoined with these, how
ever, are the destructive agencies of grape, canister, and shrapnel, a7ailable at
all times in the general course of naval warfare, but especially when used against
uncovered masses of men. The effective power of a ship is therefore increased
in a very great degree by these auxiliaries, which are common to both rifle and
smooth bores, excepting grape, which is not used in the rifles.
.

PIVOT OCK8.

*

The decisive power of the heavy pivot gun, strikingly exemplified in the fight
between the Kearsarge and Alabama, is dwelt upon in the report, and the follow
ing comment is added :
"There can be no question with regard to the superiority of the 11-inch guns
over the Blakely 120-pounder and the 68-pounder of the English pivot system,
either in penetration, smashing effect of the shot, or explosive power of the
shells. Hence, although the vessels were nearly equally matched as to tonnage,
motive power, and number of men and guns, yet the prepondering influence of
cahbre, properly disposed in pivot, and coolly and deliberately bandied by
American seamen, was sufficient to settle the question briefly and most couclu
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pively. For the Alahama was sank in a little more than an hoar after the
Kearsarge began firing, and the English and French navies were thus taught a
lesson in practical gunnery and seamanship, which they will not soon forget.
" The result of this action may therefore be taken as proving, beyond donht,
the wisdom of arming our ships with a mixed hattery of pivot and broadside
guns, taking due care to place on board of each ship the heaviest and most power
ful guDs that she can safely carry and manage with ease in all weathers."
QUALITY OF GUNS.

The report claims that it is no idle boast that the cannon of our navy, made
exclusively from American iron, are not surpassed by those of any other nation ;
and this, it is added, " will continue to be the case so long as the enterprise of
our citizens is left untrammeled. and full opportunities are afforded for the exer
cise of their skill in this most important art."
The Fort Pitt foundry, and two others, in South Boston, and Reading. Penn
sylvania, have taken contracts for making 15-inch guns. Several other foundries
are engaged in making guns of lighter calibre.
EXPEEIMENTS.

During the past year experiments have been systematically made, with both
shells and shot, from smooth bores and rifles, of all the heavier calibres. The
power of the guns belonging to our navy, and in common use in the hatteries of
our ships, have been fairly tested against both solid and bnilt up plates, and the
conclusion reached is wholly in favor of the guns and their solid projectiles—the
spherical shot for smooth bores being, however, immeasurably superior to the
elongated rifle shot in every form. No manner or thickness of iron or steel armor
that could be carried on the hulls of sea-going ships will resist the impact of solid
spherical shot, fired from the heaviest calibres of the navy, at close range, with
appropriate charges of cannon powder. It was generally accepted an an estab
lished fact that it was impossible to cast a spherical shot of large diameter which
would be solid throughout. It is now known, however, that it is easy to cast a
15-inch or 20-inch shell which will be perfectly sound and solid from circumfer
ence to center of figure, and one of the former has resisted, without breaking,
two hundred and twenty-two continuous blows of an eight ton steam hammer.
GUNPOWDEB AND NITBE.

The consumption of gunpowder by our squadrons in service, and for experi
mental practice during the year, required a supply of 1,325,000 pounds of pow
der and 575 tons of nitre, 500 tons of the latter being domestic, and supplied
entirely from the New Haven Chemical Works, the only establishment that has
yet undertaken its manufacture for the navy.
The number of mills engaged in the fabrication of powder for the navy has
been diminished by one since the last report, so that the only present sources of
supply are the works of Messrs. Dupont and those of the Schaghticoke, Hazard
and Union Powder companies. Their product has been quite sufficient to sup
ply the demand, although frequent explosions have occurred to retard their opera
tions.
Congress is earnestly urged to make special provision for the encouragement
of the production of nitre.
The establishment and maintenance of a thoroughly organized gunnery ship,
for the training of officers and uieu in all the details of gunnery, is earnestly re
commended by the bureau.
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DECISIOXS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT UNDER THE TARIFF ACTS.
The following decisions have been made by the Secretary of the Treasury, of
qnestions arising upon appeals by importers from the decisions of collectors, re
lating to the proper classification, under the tariff acts, of certain articles of
foreign manufacture and production, entered at the ports of New York, Boston,
4c. :—
OEGANZINE SILE, NOT IN THE CUM.

Treasury Department, October 5, 1864.
Sir:
Tour appeal, dated September 20, 1864, (No. 2,369,) from the decision of
the collector at New York, assessing duty, at the rate of 50 per cent ad valorem,
on certain organzine silk imported by you, is received.
You claim " that the article is subject to only 35 per cent duty ad valorem,
as being an unmanufactured article." " The organzine silk in question has been
washed only, and is in nowise a manufactured article."
The experts of the customs report, in substance, as follows : The article refer
red to is organzine silk not in the gum ; it is a manufacture of silk, and is there
fore properly classified as a manufacture of silk not otherwise provided for, and
liable, under the 8th section of the act of June 30, 1864, to 50 per cent ad val
orem duty.
The decision of the collector is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To B. G. Wainwright, Esq.,
Post Office Box, 747 New York City.
EEUPTS CAST-STEEL TIBES, AXLES, SHAFTS, &C.

Treasury Department, October 6, 1864.
Sir:
Messrs. Thomas Prosser & Son have appealed from your decision assessing
duty, at the rate of 45 per cent ad valorem, under the 43d subdivision of section
3 of the act approved June 30. 1864, on certain articles designated as " Krupt's
cast-steel tires, axles, shafts, and other fogings in the rough."
The appellants claim to enter them as "steel in any form, not otherwise pro
vided for, thirty per cent ad valorem," as provided for by the 33d subdivision of
section 3. act approved June 30, 1864.
For the reasons given in the decision of this Department under date of Decem
ber 23, 1863, on the appeal of Messrs. Page, Richardson & Co., I am of the
opinion that your decision in assessing duty on the importation of Krupt's caststeel tires, &c., at the rate of 45 per cent, was proper, and it is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Es^.,
Collector, New York.
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LOOMS AND SHUTTLES.

Treasury Department, October 10, 1864.
Sir:
John W. Stearns has appealed from your decision assessing duty, at the rate
ol 45 per cent ad valorem, on certain Looms and Shuttles imported by him in
the steamer " Hecla," from Liverpool, and claims that, whilst the latter are pro
perly assessed.- being composed partly of steel—at 45 per cent, the former, being
iron, are liable to only 35 per cent under the provision in the 3d section of act
approved June 30, 1864, as follows : " On all manufactures of iron not otherwise
provided for, thirty-five per centum ad valorem."
The appraisers report as follows : " We regard the steel portion (the shuttles)
as an indispensable appendage to the loom, which is the machinery referred to ;
and therefore, although contained in separate packages, or, as in the present case,
coutained in the same package with the loom, but separately charged for on the
invoice, must be deemed a component part of the manufacture, clearly rendering
the manufacture of the machine complete, subject to the' provision of the existing tariff above quoted, viz: 'On all manufactures of steel, or of which steel
shall be a componeut part, not otherwise provided for.' "
1 do not concur with the appraisers in their special report, in which they claim
that although the machine known as a loom is not a manufacture of which steel
is a component part, yet the shuttle, which is an accessory machine, a machine
per se, being composed partly of steel, renders the whole importation a manufac
ture of steel in part, and subjects it to 45 per cent. duty.
The Department, in analagous cases, where the classification of different arti
cles in the same package could be easily determined, has directed that the rate
of duty applicable to each per se should be separately levied.
1 am advised that the opinion here expressed is in accordance with the views
entertained by you on the subject.
You will please have the entry adjusted accordingly.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq.,
Collector, New York.
staves, etc.
Treasury Department, October 11, 18C4.
Sir :—Messrs. Sherman &Wibirt have appealed from your decision assessing
duty, at the rate of 10 per cent, ad valorem, under section 6, Act of July 14,
1862, " as staves for pipes, hogsheads, or other casks," on certain rough staves
imported by them from Canada.
The appellants claim " that these staves are exempt from duty under the reci
procity treaty with Great Britain, being included in ' sehedule of articles free of
duty,' in article 3 of said treaty, under the head of timber and lumber of all
kinds, round, hewed, and sawed, unmanufactured in whole or in part."
In the regulations (article 921) under the reciprocity treaty between the
United States and Great Britain, concluded June 5, 1854, it is provided that
" articles of wood entered under these (timber and lumber or any other designa
tions, remain liable to duty under the existing tariff, if manufactured in whole or
in part by planing, shaving, turning, splitting, or riving, or any process of manu
facture other thau rough-hewing or sawing."
It is admitted by the appellants that the articles in question are split, and con
sequently they are clearly embraced in the provision just quoted. Similar ap
peals have been made to the Department, and the action of the Collectors has
been uniformly affirmed. I see no reason for changing the practice.
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Your decision is affirmed in the coses of Sherman & VVi birt as presented in
their appeals dated and numbered respectively September 9 and October 4,
1864, (Nos. 2,362 and 2,377.)
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fesskndkn,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq., Collector, New York.
.
CAMEEA TUBES—MANUFACTUEES OP OLA8B.

Treasury Department, October 17, 1864.
Sir :
Messrs. B. French & Co. have appealed (No. 2,387) from your decision
assessing duty at the rate of 40 per cent ad valorem, under the last subdivision
of section 9 of the act approved June 30, 1864, on certain " Camera tubes "
imported by them,—as a manufacture of which glass is a component material.
The article is a brass tube, fitted with lenses, and an adjusting screw, and is
part of a photographer's camera.
The appellants contend that the article in question is provided for under the
clause of 13th section of tariff act of July 14, 1862, imposing a duty of 35 per
cent ad valorem on " manufactures, &c., not otherwise provided for, of * *
brags
*
*
or other metal, or of which either of these metals, or any
other metal, is the component material of chief value."
This provision is not a specific provision for "camera tubes;" they are still
non-enumerated. As the tariff stands, the article is as well described by the
language of one section as the other; the classification is therefore determined
by the provisions of the 20th section of act of 1842, assessing duty oa nouenumerated articles at the highest rate of auy of their componeut parts.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
1
Geo. Harrington.
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
To J. Z. Goodrich, Esq., Collector, Boston, Mass.
OLIVE OIL, IN CASES.

Treasury Department, October 18, 1864.
Sir:
Messrs. Maouin, Guedin & Co. have appealed (No. 2,384) from your deci
sion assessing a duty of one dollar per gallon on certain "olive oil in casks"
imported by them per ship " Ro naine" from Marseilles, and claim that olive oil
in casks should not be returned as salad oil, unless it is a very superior and costly
article, such ns is sent in bottles or flasks, exclusively for salad use, and further
claim that their importation in question is liable to ouly 25 cents per gallon
under the 5th section act July 14, 1862, which imposes that duty on " olive oil,
not salad."
In the act approved June 30, 1864, 11th section, a duty of one dollar per
gallon is imposed on olive oil in flasks or bottles, and salad oil.
The experts of the customs, to whom the subject was referred, report sub
stantially as follows :
Whether olive oil is salad oil or not, depends upon the quality, and not whether
it is imported in casks, or in any other manner. The olive oil in question is of
such a quality, which, in our judgment, clearly renders it salad oil, and liable to
the duty of one dollar per gallon under section 11 of the act of 1864.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
Geo. Harrington,
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq., Collector, New York.
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PIPES.

Treasury Department, October 19, 1864.
Sir :
Messrs. I. Hamburger & Co. have appealed (No. 2,389) from your decision
assessing duty, at the rate of 75 per cent ad valorem, and 81-y^y per gross on
certain clay pipes imported by them per ship " Victoria " from London, and
claim that they should be admitted at 35 per cent ad valorem, under the clause
in section 13. act June 30, 1864 viz. : " on pipes, clay, common or white."
The articles in question are colored clay pipes, and white clay pipes, with India
fubber hands at the tip, and are not the articles known and commercially recog
nized as " common " or " white clay " pipes, being advanced beyond the " com
mon " condition by quality and coloring, and by the addition of India rubber
hands, which the " common or white clay pipe " does Dot exhibit.
The article is therefore provided for in the same section (13) of the act of June
30, 1864, in the clause " on meerschaum, wood, porcelain, lava, and all other
tohacco smoking pipet, and pipe bowls, net herein otherwise provided for, one
dollar and fifty cents per gross, and in addition thereto seventy-five per centum
ad valorem."
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessendf.n,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq., Collector, New York.

THE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES FOR 1864.
The success of insurance business the past year is almost beyond precedent.
With regard to marine insurance, one, knowing tfle effect of the war on our
commerce, would have anticipated a very different statement, since small busi
ness and large losses would naturally follow in the wake of the rebel privateers.
Just the contrary of this, however, has been the result, for never have the earn
ings and dividends been larger. If, for instance, we take the returns of the fol
lowing leading marine companies in this city, (we omit those also taking fire
risks.) to wit, the Atlantic, Great Western, Columbian, Mercantile, Commercial,
Sun, Orient, New York, Mutual, and three others, we will find that the aggre
gate amount of preminms received during the year by these companies doing
marine business alone to have been about $29,000,000—a large sum even in these
days of large figures. This interest, too, has increased immensely within a few
years. It seems but a day since the Columbian advertised a capital of only
$500,000, while now its assets are about $6,000,000, and steps are being taken
to add a million and a-hall more to its capital. The Great Western has also
met with wonderful success, increasing its assets largely, and making a statement
of its business lor the past year, which certainly shows unusual prosperity. As
to the Atlantic, it holds its old place. Prohably there is no marine office in the
world which transacts the business every year that is done there.
But besides these companies doing only marine business, there are others which
issue both fire and marine policies, as, for instance, the Metropolitan aud Harmony.
More than a million dollars have been received in murine aud fire preminms by
the Metropolitan during the past year, and it has just declared a dividend of tea
per cent to its stockholders, und a scrip dividend ot fifty per cent to its profit
sharing patrons. By enterprising and judicious management it has been enabled
during the twelve mouths just past to double its business and largely increase its
assets.
We think onr merchants may truly congratulate themselves on their continu
ally improving facilities for murine insurance.
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Diary of Mr*. Killy Trevylyan : A Story of the Times of Whitfield and the
Weslets. By the author of " Chronicles *of the Schouberg-Cotta Family," etc,
with a Preface by the author for the American edition. New York: M. W. Doddi
606 Broadway.
We are rejoiced that the authoress of the Schonberg-Cotta Family is adding a new
luster to her reputation by this last work. The whole reading world gave a sigh of
disappointment when the " Early Dawn " succeeded the inimitable " Chronicles," not
because it lacked merit or interest, but because it fell so far short of its predecessor
in these two qualities. The " Diary of Mrs. Kitty," however, is fully equal to that
of Elsie and Fritz in all that is natural, simple, and charming. The period in which
it is written, too, is one of hardly less interest than that of the reformation, being a
time of great religious controversy and change, when the preaching of Whitfield and
the Wkslevs stirred all England to its hearts core. The style is exceedingly pleasant,
and the characters most life-like, but the chief power of the book, after all, lies in the
exquisit humor with which the religious eccentricities of doctrines and people are
shown up, and in that higher attribute which discerns and reveres a pure religious faith,
in whatever nation or age or sect it may be found. Men would be wise to remember
what this little book so beautifully teaches, that while names divide and doctrines
repel, the one hope and one faith of every truly Christian heart forms a tie that is
drawing them all together into a closer brotherhood, and welding them more surely
into a unity that is indissolable and eternal.
We give below two extracts from the " Diary," not as the best that can be gleaned
from it, but as fair specimens of its style and spirit. Aunt Henderson is a follower
of John Wesley, and a stout champion for his doctrine of perfection, which, perhaps
becomes somewhat exaggerated, like other doctrines, as it travels the further from
the original source. Having combatted iu vain Scotch Aunt Jeanie and English Mrs
Trevylyan, she snddenly makes a master stroke, and holds up her two opponents as
the proofs of her argument :
" Kittt, my dear, your mother and aunt Jeanie are the best women I know. They
are as good examples of perfection as 1 ever wish to see. They may argue against
the doctrine as much as they like, but they prove it every day of their lives. You
understand, my dear, the Wesley only argues for Christian, not (or Adamic or Angelic
perfection. He admits that even the perfect are liable to errors of jndgment, which
your poor mother also proves no doubt, by her little bigotry about the church, and
aunt Jeanie by two or three little Presbyterian crotchets."
We cannot refrain from gving our readers a piece of Betty's mind, for Betty is the
character of the book, a faithful old tyrant, as trenchant as she is trusty, and not to
be Blighted for fear of unpleasant results. She declares herself to be quite above all
superstitions, but at the same time she is brim full of the most doleful signs and
tokens, and quite disgusted because events dont carry them out. At last, ho t ever,
Betty comkig down in the dusk, and going into the dairy, fell over the stablebucket, which Koqer had left in the way, and broke her leg. The Falmouth doctor
came at once and set it, and says it is not at all a difficult or serious case.
But Betty, never having had an illness which prevented her from moving about, in
her life, grimily sets the cheery doctor at defiance, and takes it for granted that she is
dying.
" And its a comfort to me Mrs. Kitty," she said to me this evening, " to think I am.
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It'll be a warning to Roger as long as he lives, that'swone thing ; for if I've told him
once about leaving that bucket in the way, and said it would be the death of some
one, I've told bim so scores of times; and now he'll see that I told him the truth.
. That is one thing Mrs. iJrrrY ; and another is the signs and the tokens. They'll all
be made plain."
**aaa******
" But Betty," I said at last, " it is no better than the heathens to heed such fancies.
We must open our hearts wide to the'Bible, and let the light of the truth and the
breath of the spirit shine and search through every corner. What are all the forebod
ings in the world to one hour of hearty prayer ? Remember, prayer was stronger even
than St. Paul's forebodings ; for he said be perceived that the voyage would be with
much hurt and damage, not only of the ship, but also of their lives. Yet, afterwards,
when he had fasted and prayed, he stood forth and said that God had given him the
lives of all that were in the ship; and though the ship was wrecked, not one life was
lost"
"There be some prayers," said Bettt, "that can move heaven and earth."
"And prayer was stronger than prophecy once," I said, " not the prayer of an apostle,
Betty, but of a poor sinful heathen city. Kinevah was saved, let Jonah be disap
pointed as he might at his words being set aside."
"Well Mrs. Kittt," said Betty dryly, " I hardly take it kind of you to put me down
with that poor selfish old Jew. I've thought, many a time, it was as wonderful the
Almighty should speak by him as by Balaam's ass— running away from his work,
neaily finking the ship and the sailors, and then sulking and creusling like a spoilt
child, because the Lord was more pitiful than he, and the poor sinful men and women
of that great city, and the poor harmless dumb beasts were spared. I can't say but
1 do fee) hurt to be likened to hihi."
"Betty," said I, "you know I never meant to compare you to the prophet Jonah.
*
*
*
I want you to hope Betty, because the more we hope the better I
think we pray."
" Well toy dear," said Betty relaxing, "young folks most times find it easy enough
to hope. If the sun shines for an hour, they think there'll never be winter again ; and
if old folks don't keep their wits about them, where'll the fire wood be when winter
comes)
"And Mrs. Kitty my dear, I meant no disrespect to the Proohet Jonah ; poor fear
ful soul he had his troubles sure ; and if I'd been in his place 1 won't say I mightn't
have been worse than he, although I do hope the Almighty would have kept me
from caring for some poor bits of leaves, that grew up like mushrooms in a night, just
because they made me cool, more than all the people in that great town, especially
the innocent habes and the dumb beasts."
We might, indeed, fill pages with pieces of Mrs. Betty's mind, but we refrain, feel
ing sure that our readers will be satisfied with nothing less than the whole of the
" Diary of Mrs Kitty Tbevyltan."
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HON. WILLIAM STUBGIS,
OF BOSTON.
It is an instructive fact that the men who of late years have been
chiefly distinguished, in New England, for elevation of character, and who
have acquired the largest fortunes and exerted the greatest influence upon
commercial and manufacturing interests, were men of no early advantages;
with no means of providing their daily bread but their own industry; no
better education than our public schools afforded ; and no patrons but
such as faithful service in bumble stations had acquired for them.
Samuel Applbton, Nathan Applbton, Amos Lawkenob, Abbott Lawrence, and William Appleton, are names familiar among us as house
hold words, in their suggestion of ability, wealth, influence, and intellec
tual and moral pre-eminence. And to the same list may be added the
names of Francis C. Lowell and Patrick T. Jackson, who, under some
few circumstances usually esteemed more advantageous, rose, independ
ently of them, to be the architects of their own fortunes, and the founders
of the vast manufacturing interests of the Eastern States.
The energy, self-devotion, personal independence, moral purity, and
earnestness, ever exhibited by these eminently and truly successful men,
find a new and wonderful illustration in the subject of this Memoir; who,
entering life upon a little farm on the sands of Cape Cod, began his career
of self-reliance when sixteen years old, as a sailor-boy before the mast, on
wages of seven dollars a month, ami has recently closed his days on earth
at the ripe age of eighty-one years,—possessed of a most ample estate,
standing with his family in the foremost rank of American society, and
distinguished for a highly cultivated intellect, and for remarkably exten
sive knowledge, that embraced not only the commerce of the globe, but
a wide field of historical and literary information. Nor was be less conYOL. lii.— No. III.
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spicuous for firm and liberal principles, for a clear perception of justice,
tor a high sense of honor, for generous sentiments and tender affections ;
and he died surrounded by numerous and ardent friends of all ages— from
gray-haired contemporaries, to the little children who loved to gather
around him to listen to his tale of marvels and adventures among the
Indians of the North-west Coast.
William Sturgis was born on the twenty-fifth day of February, 1782,
in the town of Barnstable, on Cape Cod, in Massachusetts, near to Ply
mouth, the landing-place of the Pilgrims of the " Mayflower." His
father, of the same name, was a highly respectable shipmaster of Barn
stable, who for many years sailed in command of various vessels from
Boston. He was a lineal descendant of Edward Stuhgis, the first of the
name in this country, who came over Irom England in 1630, and, having
tirst settled at Charlestown, afterwards removed to Yarmouth, where, in
1638, he is recorded as one of the "first planters" of that town.
His mother was Hannah Mills, the youngest daugliter of the Rev.
Jonathan Mills, a graduate of Harvard University, who was Bettled in
the ministry at Harwich, where he died.
His earliest introduction into life was to a sphere of usefulness and re
sponsibility. His father's nautical pursuits kept him from home for the
greater portion of his time, leaving to his wile the care of the young
tamily (of which William was the eldest child and the only son), and of
the few acres of land that constituted what was then called a Cape-Cud
farm. She was a capable and energetic woman, with a large share of
sound common sense ; but she found it indispensable to avail herself of the
aid of her son, as soon as be was old enough to afford any, in the man
agement of their domestic affairs. She was, however, too judicious to
suffer her requirements to interfere with his regular attendance at school,
whenever one, public or private, was within reach.
At the age of thirteen, she sent him to a private school at Hingham,
kept by Mr. James Warren, son of General Warren of Plymouth, a
prominent patriot of Revolutionary limes. Here he passed a year ; and
in a memorandum made by him, from which this brief account of his life
is chiefly taken, he testifies to his teacher's fidelity by saying, " If I did
uot make sufficient progress, it was not the fault of the instructor, who
was attentive and efficient." As to the faithfulness with which this brief
opportunity for gaining the rudiments of an education was improved, his
subsequent life furnishes decided and satisfactory testimony. These, how
ever, were the last of his school days. Iu the year 1796 he came to
BiMon, and entered the, counting-house of his kinsman, the late Mr.
Russell Siurgis, at that time largely engaged in the purchase and
exportation of what were denominated " shipping furs."
It must be remembered that Mr. Sjturgis was then only fourteen years
of age, and yet, during the eighteen mouths he remained in' this situation,
he so faithfully improved his time and means for acquiring knowledge,
as to familiarize himself with the business ,of his employer, and thereby in
a peculiar manner became prepared for taking advantage of the contin
gencies which soon unexpectedly presented themselves. We well know
that there is a divinity that shapes our ends : still we also know that if
we do not use the means Providence is wont to bless, neither circumstan
ces will help us nor divinity aid us. Success is within the reach of every
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man who improves h is every advantage. What are called fortuitous cir
cumstances happen to all. Some, however, have fitted themselves, by
previous stndy, for taking advantage of them, while others have not.
Thus was it in the case of Mr, Sturois. When he entered that countinghouse he had no idea the information he might acquire would ever he of
any particular use to him. His taste was rather for the sea. Still he
went to work earnestly and faithfully, thoroughly acquainting himself
with the details of the business, so that when the occasion to use this
knowledge arose he was fuily prepared.
After remaining in the service of Mr. Russell Sturois nearly eighteen
months, he entered the counting room of Messrs. Jambs and Thomas H.
Pkkkins, merchants of great eminence and extensive commercial relations,
and at that time much engaged in trade with the North-west Coast and
China.
About this time, and in the year 1797, his father died abroad, his ves
sel having been captured and plundered by piratical privateers in the
West Indies. His family were left in straitened circumstances; and Wil
liam, being now thrown wholly upon his own resources, and compelled to
adopt some occupation that might not only secure his present support,
but give promise of future success in life, did that " which was most
natural for a young Cape-Cod boy to do" under such circumstances,—he
decided " to follow the sea."
The rndiments of navigation had been taught at the school he attended.
But now he set earnestly to work, devoting all the time that could be
spared from his duties in the counting-room to the acquisition of such
further knowledge of the theory and practice of the art as would qualify
him lor office on board of a ship ; and after a few months of diligent stndy
under the instruction of Mr. Osgood Carlton, a well known and highly
respected teacher of mathematics and navigation in tho^e days, he was
pronounced competent to navigate a ship to any part of the world.
In the summer of the year 1798, his employers, the Messrs. Perkins,
were titling out a small vessel, the "Eliza," of one hundred and thirtysix tons (below the average in size of those now employed in the coasting
trade), for a voyage to the North-west Coast, San Bias on the western
coast of Mexico, and China, under the command of Captain James
Kowan. This officer was a good practical seaman, without education or
much theorectical knowledge of navigation ; but, having been several
times on the North-west Coast, he was well qualified to carry on a trade
with the Indians, which was conducted wholly by barter. The large
number of the crew for a vessel so small, amounting to one hundred and
thirty-six men, but necessary for defence against the Indians, rendered the
passage one of great discomfort to those before the mast, and exposed the
"green hand" to a somewhat severe experience of the hardships of a
sailor's life. They sailed from Boston early in August; and, after touch
ing at the Falkland and the Sandwich Islands, they reached the North
west Coast iu the latter pait of the month of December. Captain IIowan
soon perceived the peculiar qualifications and efficiency of young Siurgis,
and select" il him as his assistaut in the management of the trade. Thus
early iu life he was able to turn the information obtained in the countinglouse to a good account. With his usual faithluluess and thoroughness
I e now devoted himself not only to the mastery of the business in all its
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details, but also to a laborious study of the Indian languages, and to the
cultivation of friendly relations with the natives by kind words and cour
teous manners, as well as by the most scrupulous truthfulness and honor
in his dealings with them. By such means he soon succeeded in secur
ing a degree of affection, respect and influence among these natives of the
forest, to which no other white man had ever attained. Indeed, his name
has ever since been cherished by these untutored savages with singular
affection and reverence, in sad contrast with their recollections of the vices
and harharities of others, whose superioritj in civilization, if such it can
be called, served only as the means of brutal excesses, frauds and cruel
ties, of which the former experience of the poor Indian afforded no paral
lel. Among the latest tidings from that decaying race came affectionate
inquiries from an aged chief concerning his old friend, " the good Mr.
Sturgis,"— the dying echo of the influences of a noble character upon the
children of the forest, still reverberating, after more than sixty years, from
the shore of the Pacific Ocean to his grave on the shore of the Atlantic.
After visiting numerous tribes, and disposing of the portion of the cargo
destined for that coast in exchange for sea-otter skins and other furs, they
anchored in the port of Caiganee, in latitude 55° north, much frequented
by trading vessels. Here they found two Boston ships—the " Despatch,"
commanded by Captain Breck ; and the " Ulysses," by Captain Lamb.
The crew ef the latter ship were in a state of mutiny. They and the offi
cers having revolted a few days before, had seized the captain, put him in
irons, and confined him to a state-room, with an armed sentry at the door.
This was alleged to have been done in consequence of the cruel treatment
by Lamb of those under bis command. Captains Rowan and Breck
interfered, obtained his release, and took him on board of the "Eliza."
After negotiations with the mutineers, occupying several days, and,a pro
mise by Lamb to pardon all that had been done, and to treat them better
in future, the crew, with the exception of the officers and two seamen,
consented that he should resume the command of his ship. This was
done; the second and third mates, with the two unwilling seamen, being
taken on board the other vessels, and the chief mate being confined in
irons on board of the "Ulysses." This arrangement left that ship with no
officer excepting the boatswain, who was illiterate, and without a know
ledge of navigation. Captain Lamb made very liberal proposals to induce
some officer from the "Eliza" or the "Despatch" to take the situation of
chief mate on board of his ship, but unsuccessfully ; his reputation for ill
treating his officers as well as his men was so bud that no one was willing
to go with him. It was indispensable, however, that there should be some
officer on board capable of navigating the ship, and of managing the trade
with the Indians, to take the place of Captain Lamb, in the event of his
death, or his inability to continue in command.
Young Sturois being competent for both of those duties, although de
ficient in practical seamanship, Captain Lamb proposed that he should
take the place of chief mate of the "Ulysses," with liberal wages; and
should also act as his assistant in trading with the Indians, anil for his
services should receive a small commission upon all furs collected on the
Coast. Such an offer to a lad of seventeen, then a boy in the forecastle,
doing duty as a common sailor, but eager for advancement in the profes
sion he had chosen, was too tempting, in regard both to station and
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emolument, to be rejected ; and on the thirteenth day of May, he left the
" Eliza," and joined the " Ulysses," though not without serious misgivmgs.
They remained on the Coast, collecting furs, until November ; when they
•ailed for China, and arrived at Canton near the close of the year. Tbere
they found the " Eliza," which, after visiting several ports on the western
coast of Mexico, reached Canton in October, and was then nearly ready
to sail for home. Young Sturois had found his situation on board of the
" Ulysses " less uncomfortable than he had apprehended, but nevertheless
far from being a pleasant one ; and he eagerly accepted a proposal from
Captain Rowan to rejoin the " Eliza," and take the position of third mate
on her homeward passage. As Captain Lamb could easily procure experi
enced officers at Canton, be consented to this arrangement; and, profes
sing entire satisfaction with the manner in which Mr. Sturois had per
formed his duties, promptly paid him his wages and commissions. The
"Eliza" soon afterwards sailed, and arrived in Boston in the spring of the
year 1800.
The reputation of Mr. Sturois was now so far established, that he was
immediately engaged to serve as first mate and assistant trader on board
of the ship " Caroline," owned by Messrs. James and Thomas Lamb and
others, and then fitting out for a three-years' voyage to the Pacific Ocean
and China, under the command of Captain Charles Derby of Salem.—a
worthy man, but not particularly qualified for the enterprise, as he was in
feeble health, had not before visited the coast, and knew nothing of the
Indian trade. He appeared to be in a consumption when they sailed ; and
his health failed so rapidly, that, before the end of the first •year, he virtu
ally gave up the command to Mr. Sturois; and, in the course of the
second year, he formally resigned it to him, went on shore at the Sand
wich Islands, and there died shortly afterwards.
Thus this young man, at the early age of nineteen, and with less than
four years' experience at sea, became master of a large sbjp in a far distant
country; the sole conductor of an enterprise requiring the highest quali
fications of seamanship, together with the greatest energy and discretion
in the management of a large crew, employed in peculiar and miscellan
eous services on shore as well as on board ; and requiring also unceasing
vigilance and courage to prevent surprises and attacks by the savage in
habitants, and great jndgment and skill in conducting a barter trade, now
committed wholly to his care and responsibility. He proved himself
worthy of the trust, for the voyage was completed with entire success. A
valuable collection of furs was obtained on the cost; these were exchanged
at Canton for an assorted China cargo, with which be returned to Boston
in the spring of the year 1803, to the great satisfaction and profit of his
employers.
It is difficult to imagine a state of more intense satisfaction and of more
landable pride, than that with which this youth, just entering upon man
hood, and not yet invested with its legal responsibilities, must have greeted
the shores of his native State. Only five years before, he had left it as a
•tripling before the mast, and he was now returning to it as the master of
a noble ship, with a valuable cargo on board, the fruit in great measure
of his own skill and exertions, and with the consciousness of an established
reputation that would thereafter enable him to command opportunities iu
the road to rank and fortune.
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These two voyages were unusual ones in many particulars. But especi
ally remarkable was it that during them such responsibilities should have
fallen on a mere boy, and that he should have been able to fill success
ful!}' the different trusts thus conferred upon him. Yet when we think of
his previous, though brief, business life, and especially when we examine
the "Daly" kept by him during his first voyage, all astonishment
ceases, for we find he was a fully developed man even at that time. He
had cultivated to such an extent ttie habit of doing thoroughly the work
before him to do,— mastering and understanding it in all its details—that
success could not fail to follow his efforts. Thus this "Diary" contains a
minute and accurate record of all the transactions, not only of his own
vessel, and trade, but also of all the vessels which they met on the Coast,
or of which they could obtain any account : a full account and description
of their voyages, the places visited, with the latitude and longitude of
each; also, an account of the various Indian tribes, their manner*, habits
and modes of traffic, with criticisms and comments of great interest and
value upon the manner of conducting the trade, and the vices, faults, fol
lies and mistakes of those engaged in it: a detailed statement of the
course to be pursued in order to make a successful voyage ; also, a sort
of dictionary or list of the most familiar Indian words—the English in one
column, and those of the several tribes opposite to them in corresponding
ones,—evidencing the pains he took for the accurate learning of their
languages. Of these he became so thoroughly a master, that, as the
writer of this memoir has been recently informed, by one engaged in like
enterprises, and who saw him on the coast, he could converse easily with
the natives in their own tongues upon all subjects, whether of religion,
philosophy, morals or of trade.
Is there not, then, in this daily record which he kept a full explanation
of his marvellous success? By this constant stmlv of all the details and
various elements and phases of the business in which he was engaged, he
became the master of his profession, and was able, whenever a better
opening offered, to fill it acceptably. If young men could remember and
act upon the lesson these facts tench, it would be to them of great value.
To acquaint oneself thoroughly with all the details of one's business, to
perform its duties not only faithfully but with the determination to learn
all that can be learned in it, is the sure road to promotion. Most are
satisfied with accomplishing the labor required of them : but those who
succeed are never satisfied so long as there is anything more to be done
or learned.
Of course the owners of the vessel were solicitous for the continuance
of such an agent in their service. She was accordingly at once fitted out,
and sailed under his command on another similar voyage, which also
proved eminently successful, terminating in June, in the year 180li.
Mr. Stuhgis, or, as he was then uniformly styied, Captain Stuugis, was
now foremost among all engaged in this department of commercial enter
prise; and bis services were of course eagerly sought for. Mr. Tueodoks
Lyman, a merchant of Boston, largely interested in the North-west trade,
had, at this time, two ships on the Coast; and was fitting out another for
the same destination, named the "Atahualpa." He offered Captain
SnciiGis very liberal terns to take command of this ship and proceed to
the Cutot for one season, ;md assume tha charge and di recti tn of all his
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business there; and thence to go on to Canton, taking with him one of
the other two vessels, and the fura collected by all of them, to he exchan
ged for homeward cargoes. This offer was accepted ; and, in October, he
sailed on his fourth voyage round tlie world. Thus the sailor-boy of 1798
had become in 180t1, as it were, an admiral, in command of a fleet ii|ion
the Coast, where, eight years before, lie had arrived in the humblest sta
tion. This expedition also proved very profitable both to Mr. Lymvv and
to himself, and terminated on bis arrival in Boston in June. 1808.
The threatening aspect of the foreign relations of the United States,
and the embargo which then paralyzed commercial enterprise, detained
Mr. Storois at home until April, in the year 1809; when he again sailed
in command of the " Atahuaipa," for Mr. Lyman, upon a direct vovage
to Canton, with an outfit exceeding three hundred thousmd Swinish
milled dollars, to be invested there in a return cargo. In this adventure
the late Mr. John BromPield was associated with him,—a gentleman of
great intelligence and elevated character. A warm friendship immediate
ly grew up between them, which constituted much of the happiness of
their lives, until the lamented death of Mr. Bromfili;ld, in the year
1849.
The vessel, lightly armed with a few small cannon, came to anchor in
Macao Roads (about seventy miles from Canton) on the night of the '21st
of August; and, early the next morning, was attacked by a fleet of six
teen Lidrone or piratical vessels, some of them heavily armed, under com
mand of Appotesi, a noted rebel chief. The fi^ht was a very desperate
one on the part of the comparatively small crew of the " Atahuaipa," and
continued for more than an hour ; some of the pirates befog so near as to
succeed in throwing combustibles on board, which set the vessel on fire in
many places. But the coolness and intrepidity of her commander, aioed
by the presence and assistance of Mr. Biioomfibld, inspired her gallant
crew with invincible courage. The pirates were repulsed with great
slaughter, and the ship was enabled to escape, and find protection under
the guns of the Portuguese fort. She was again attacked by them on her
passage up, in company with four other American ships, but finally reach
ed Canton in safety. This voyage, like all the rest in which he had been
engaged, terminated very successfully, and he arrived at Boston in April,
1810.
By twelve years of arduous effort and unremitted toil in the service of
others, at sea and in foreigu lands, and by prndent economy, Mr. Siukgib
had now acquired sufficient means for establishing himself in business on
his own account. He conclnded, therefore, to abandon the sea; and now
entered into copartnership with Mr. John Bryant, under the name and
firm of " Bryant ife SroEais," as merchants Resident in Boston for the
prosecution of foreign trade. This copartnership continued lor more than
half a century, being for many years the oldest in the city of B istou, aud
was indeed terminated only by the death of Mr. Sturgis. Although
these gentlemen were unlike in many respects, and entertained ditl'erent
views on many subjects, their connection was entirely harmonious ; aud
the writer of this memoir heard Mr. SrouGis, not long before his decetse,
remark that no unpleasant word had ever passed between them. Their
business was principally with places upon the Coast of the Pacific and
with China; and, from the year 1810 to 1810, more than half of the
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trade carried on with those countries from the United States was under
their direction. They occasionally, however, had commercial intercourse
with nearly every quarter of the world.
We have thus given a hasty and brief review of the business life of Mr.
Sturois. His persevering energy, quick perception and thorough busi
ness habits have worked results far reaching in their effect upon the com
mercial enterprise of the country. It would, therefore, be both pleasant
and instructive to dwell longer upon this portion of his life's work, but it
is impossible at the present time to do so.
Nor have we the space to notice at length his political career. It could
not be otherwise than that a person of the mental strength and activity
of Mr. Sturois should soon become generally known and appreciated, and
that any political party should desire to increase its power and influence
by sending him as its representative in the public councils. Nor was it
less natural, that one whom rapid and unexampled success must have in
spired with confidence, should be willing to widen the sphere of his repu
tation and influence. We find accordingly that in the year 1814 he was
elected a representative of the town of Boston in the Legislature of Mas
sachusetts : and such was his capacity and fidelity that from that period
until 1845, he was, for the greater portion of the time, a member of the
House or of the Senate. He was, however, too independent and selfrelying, and too single-minded in his conceptions of duty, ever to be
popular among the leaders of a political party ; yet in business circles his
political influence was the greater on that account. Always true to him
self, it is no wonder that the public trusts he held—those we have men
tioned and many others—were honorably and acceptably filled.
Among the varied attainments of Mr. Sturgis perhaps the most remark
able was his ability as a writer. With few early advantages, and amidst
occupations certainly unfavorable to the cultivation of letters, we find him
exhibiting unusual beauty, clearness and power of composition. In 1845-6,
he delivered, before the Mercantile Library Association of Boston, and
subsequently, by request, before the members of the House of Represen
tatives, "Three Lectures upon the North-west Coast," written in a clear,
simple and expressive style, indicating familiarity with English literature,
and at times exhibiting the truest eloquence in sentiment and description.
They are particularly valuable, however, for their development of the
habits of life and the moral and intellectual characters of those Indian
tribes by one who lived with them on terms of familiar and confiding
friendship, and as constituting the most important and trustworthy record,
if not the only one, of their later, soon to become their final, history.
His opportunities were such as particularly qualified him for this under
taking, since his first visit to the Coast was made in 1799, about twenty
years after Cook's discovery of Nootka Sound, and while the generation
was still living that " witnessed the arrival of the first white man among
them ; and many of the very individuals who were prominent at the time
of Cook's visit were still in the prime of life, and became personally known
to him." He passed a number of years among them at the time when
they were first becoming known to the civilized world, and were in a state
approximating to that in which the discoverers of the northern portion of
our continent found the aboriginal inhabitants; and he continued to
carry on the trade with them, personally or by agents, until it ceased to
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be valuable,—witnessing its growth, maximum, decrease, and final ahan
donment by the citizens of the United States.
These Lectures were received with great favor by the audiences before
which they were delivered.
We have further evidence of Mr. Stcrgis force and power as a writer
in a pamphlet which he published upon the Oregon Question.
In the year 1821-22, the people of the United States were startled by
claims suddenly and unexpectedly made by the Russian Government to
the exclusive possession of the most valuable portions of the North-west
Coast, amounting virtually to the right of exclusive possession of the
whole American Continent north of the 51° of latitude, and of holding
the Pacific Ocean as a close sea to that extent, although about four thou
sand miles across.
The Emperor had issued a ukase to this effect, which had been com
municated by the Russian minister, the Chevalier dk Polktica, to our
Government. By it, all foreign vessels coining within one hundred miles
of the shores of the territories so claimed were declared subject to confis
cation and forfeiture, with the cargoes on board.
To Mr. Adams's inquiry for an explanation "of the grounds of right,
npon principles generally recognized by the laws and usages of nations,
which could warrant the claims and regulations contained in the edict,"
M. de Poletica declared himself happy to fulfil the task ; and he under
took in an official communication to maintain them upon three bases,—
the titles of first discovery, of first occupation, and of peaceable and un
contested possession for more than half a century. These propositions he
undertook to establish by a variety of historical references and statements,
which certainly, to one not otherwise informed, made out a very plausible,
if not a very strong case.
Such an event could not fail to excite the deepest interest among those
who were engaged in the trade on the Coast, then at its height, and parti
cularly in the mind of Mr. Sturgis, who was thoroughly master of the
subject by means of his personal exploration of the most important por
tions of the territory included in the ukase, and of the study he had made
of its history, both by inquiry of the natives, and in the published voyages
of the discoverers and adventurers in those rogions. The importance of
the trade at that time was so great, and the indignity to the United
States which would be involved in a summary enforcement of the threat
was so manifest, that war between the two countries seemed inevitable,
unless the justice of these claims could be demonstrated, or the assertion
of them should be ahandoned.
Mr. Sturgis immediately prepared, and published in the North Ameri
can Review, a reply to them and to the several arguments adduced by the
Russian minister, which, it is believed, constitutes a refutation as annihi
lating as any to be found in the records of political discussion. His
familiarity with all the essential facts and elements of the case from the
earliest known period, his admirable array of the argument, and the clear
and vigorous style in which it was presented, leave nothing to be desired
It gave the coup de grace to the most material portions of the claim, and
secured for the author an extensive reputation for being among the ablest
public writers, as he bud long been among the first of the eminent mer
chants, of his country.
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In the subsequent negotiation with Russia upon the subject, she aban
doned the chief of these vast pretensions; the United States conceding to
her the exclusive right of settlement within ten leagues of the sea north
of latitude 54° 40',—that being the southern limit of the Russian posses
sions in America thus extended.
But a still more important and signal service was rendered to his
country by Mr. Sturgis, upon the breaking-out of the controversy between
England and the United States, in the year 1844, concerning the Oregon
Territory ; which controversy the political partizans on both sides of the
water, alike in utter ignorance of the position and .extent of the country
and of its history, and of the various rights of other nations upon its
coasts, were ready to inflame into open war.
Here, again, his personal familiarity with the topography of the coast,
with the course of trade on its various rivers, and with the extent to which
it had been resorted to and occupied by foreign nations, and particularly
by Spain, England, and the United States, qualified him in a very pecu
liar degree, it not exclusively, as fur as an individual could be qualified,
for the formation of an impartial judgment, and for enlightening others
upon the subject; and he proved himself as well adapted to the task in
tellectually and morally, as he was by this peculiar knowledge.
He prepared an elaborate treatise upon the subject, which he afterwards
delivered as a Lecture before the Association above mentioned, in January,
1H45, the substance of which was soon afterwards printed as a pamph
let.
The matter was one of great perplexity and seeming confusion, owing
to the miscellaneous claims made by Russia, England. Spain, and the
United States, of prior discoveries, and of the use and occupation of vari
ous portions of this vast wilderness, bounded on the east by the Rocky
Mountains, on the west by the Pacific Ocean, with its numerous indenta
tions, buys, sounds, inlets, capes, and islands, and extending from the
forty-second degree of north latitude to that of 54° 40/ ; constituting an
area of seven hundred and sixty miles in length from north to south, and
of about five hundred from east to west, with large rivers extending far
into and draining the interior.
' No one, remembering tlie agitation of this question at that time, can be
forgetful of the insensate cry of '"Fifty-four forty, or fight!" which was
so flippantly and recklessly uttered by the party politicians of the day, in
equal ignorance and disregard of the truth and the right of the case ; or
can forget the deep apprehension of a closely impending war, felt by the
friends of peace on both sides of the Atlantic.
In this treatise, Mr. Sturois, after an exhausting exhibition of the
material facts of the case, and a setting forth of the respective claims and
pretensions of the parties interested with great clearness and judicial im
partiality, arrived at the following result:—
" Some of the objections made by the British commissioners to our claims to the
exclusive possession of the whole territory cannot be easily and satisfactorily answer
ed ; and some of their objections are unfounded or frivolous, — the mere skirmishing
of diplomacy, and unworthy of high-minded diplomatists: but it must, I think, be
evident, to any one who looks carefully into the whole matter, that tome of the pre
tensions of each party are, to say the least, plausible ; and that, according to the rules
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established among civilized nations in similar cases, each has some rights, which
should be adjusted and settled by compromise and mutual concession.''
He ihen entered upon a discussion of the virions interests which each
party might be supposed to have in the possession of these territories, and
concluded by recommending the adoption of the line substantially estab
lished by the subsequent treaty, but defining it in much more precise and
clear terms, which, if they had been copied, would have prevented the
possibility of misapprehension, and have saved the two countries from the
unhappy San Juan controversy, which still rankles as a thorn to disturb
their friendly relations.
The line as described in the treaty is in these words: "From the point
on the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude, where the boundary laid
down in existing treaties and conventions between the United States and
Great Britain terminates, the line of boundary between the territory of the
United States and those of her Britannic Majesty shall be continued west
ward along the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude to the middle of the
channel which separates the continent from Vancouver's Island, and
thence southerly through the middle of said channel and Fuca's Straits to
the Pacific Ocean."
The line proposed by Mr. Sturgis was as follows : " A continuation of
the parallel .of forty-nine degrees across the Rocky Mountains to tide
water, say to the middle of the Gulf of Georgia ; thence by the northermost navigable passage (not north of forty-nine degrees) to the Straits of
Juan de Faca, and down the middle of these Straits to the Pacific Ocean ;
the navigation of the Gulf of Georgia and the Straits of Juan de Fuca to
be for ever free to both parties ; all the islands and other territory lying
south and east of this line to belong to the United States, and all north
and west to Great Britain."
It will be perceived that the insertion of the words here italicized would
have rendered the definition of the navigable passage intended, and of the
territories intended to be separated by it, too plain to admit of contro
versy.
This pamphlet was not only widely circulated among the minis
ters and statesmen at Washington, but also among those in England,
where it met with almost universal approbution for its intelligence and
candor.
The writer of this memoir feels perfectly justified, by the evidence in
his possession, in asserting that the settlement of this dangerous contro
versy, by the line adopted, was mainly, if not entirely, owing to this effort
of Mr. Sturgis, and the use made of it by the friends of peace in both
countries.
It must be a rare fortune for any private individual, holding no official
station, and in no immediate connection with the statesmen conducting
the foreign relations of his country, to be thus instrumental in the final
solution of two great national controversies, which, but for his efforts,
might have terminated in disastrous wars.
Both of these adjustments are monuments of his intellectual ability and
literary accomplishments, and call for a grateful national remembrance;
bit that of the Oregon Question evinces the breadth of view also, and the
rare magnanimity, which enabled him justly to appreciate and honestly
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to vindicate the claims of the adversary of his country, while firmly main
taining her own.
To these qualities, signally manifested in this pamphlet, may prohably
be attributed, in a great measure, its success in moderating the views of
his own countrymen, and winning the confidence of the English rulers
and people.
Such is the brief, simple narrative of the principal events in the life of
this extraordinary man. That he could have found time amidst his en
grossing business cares for the mental culture evidenced by his writings is
truly wonderful. His whole nurture, indeed, seemed fitted for the culti
vation of the sterner virtues almost exclusively. His childhood and early
boyhood passed upon a little sterile farm, the labors of which devolved
principally upon himself, with no room for mental expansion beyond the
occasional privileges of a village school ; his youth and early manhood
spent on shipboard, in the rough companionship of the forecastle and the
steerage, or in the lonely watches of despotic authority upon the quarter
deck,—breasting the tempests of the open sea, or the more harassing
perils of coastwise navigation upon wild and inhospitable shores; his in
troduction to business life in traffic with the savage inhabitants of the
Coast; and his almost totai seclusion, in most of the forming periods of
life, from the opportunities of tnental and spiritual culture, and the influ
ences of a refined civilization,—might well have seemed calculated for the
growth only of the heroic courage, indomitable energy, self-reliance, and
ability to command, by which he was among all men pre-eminently dis
tinguished. To the general observer, his quickness of perception, clear
ness of judgment, stern love of justice, fearless independence, promptitude
of decision, and dauntless resolution,—constituting a character of rare
strength,—might often overshadow its gentler traits, and sometimes might
obscure these even from his own consciousness. But there was a native
urhanity, a depth of affection, a readiness of sympathy, a generosity, a
refined nobleness of nature, manifest to those whom he loved, or to whom
friendship or any just claim gave opportunity for the exercise of them ;
and these were exhibited no less in his intercourse with the wild Indians
upon the far-off savage coast, than at the domestic hearth or in the social
circles of civilized lite. And to these we add a love of letters, a ready
wit, a sense of honor, and an appreciation of the courtesies and amenities
of cultivated life, which might seem hard to be accounted for under such
rough training, except in the natural structure of his mind and heart,—as
steel of the hardest temper takes the finest polish.
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PEACE, PRICES, AND PROSPECTS.
By Hon. A masa Walker.
That peace between the Federal Government and the Confederate
States will come sometime is certain, that it will come soon appears now
highly probable, and the effect which such an event will have upon the
business of the country cannot but be a matter of deep interest to all.
In the examination of the subject we must take certain things as gran
ted, for in no other way can we make any calculations whatever.
We will first assume that the terms of peace inclnde the perfect re
storation of the nationality, and secondly, that the great discordant ele
ment has been removed, so that there is no antagonism between different
sections of the country growing out of antagonistic institutions—that
there is, in fact, that harmony of ideas and interest, which alone can give
confidence and ensure tranquility.
These two conditions being established, the country will have peace,
national credit and universal confidence will be restored. As soon as this
state of things has arrived, as soon even as it is certain that the conflict
has ended, the whole industry of the nation will experience a severe shock.
That is inevitable. The war paralized industry, and for a while all was
stagnation. Peace will produce a similar effect, because the industry of
the country must be changed from a state of war to a state of peace.
Those who have been engaged in manufacturing the appliances of war
and the instruments of human destruction, must change their occupation.
Thousands and hundreds of thousands must be transferred from one branch
of industry to another. Half a million ot men now in arms must return
to their homes and find employment in peaceful pursuits. All this can
not take place without temporary derangement and consequent paralysis.
But the greatest shock will be felt upon prices.' Everybody knows that
these are at least double their usual average, and must, to a certainty,
come down to the natural standard, that the currency sooner or later
will be restored to a specie basis. A great panic of course will take place
on the announcement of peace. Every roan having property of any kind
which he desires to sell, will wish to be rid of it as soon as possible. And
what is worse, everybody will be afraid to purchase, because they are
sure prices must go down and down until they reach the lowest possible
point. But the general consumption of the country must go on. Why
should it not ? Men and women will continue to eat, drink, and wear ;
and, what must be borne in mind, they have plenty of money, or rather
of currency to buy with. What use can they make of greenbacks and
National and State Bank notes, of which we have so many hundred mil
lions, but for purchases i Then why should not the people purchase
freely ? They will do so, and of course trade must and will go on.
The first news of peace will doubtless cause a great decline of prices ;
most persons will be ready to sell on almost any terms, and at any sacri
fice ; those who have the courage to make purchases under such circum
stances will do so to great advantage, because prices cannot at once per
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manently decline. After the first shock there will be a reaction, and
prices will advance again.
Three causes have co-operated in raising prices, the increasing volume
of currency, the depreciation of the national credit, and the movements
of speculators. All these causes may cease with the return of peace if
our finances are managed on sound principles; the currency will be re
duced, the national credit will be restored, and the speculators occupation
will be gone. But since this change cannot be instantaneous, so fur as a
redundant currency is concerned, the reaction we have spoken of will take
place.
Prices are governed by the existing quantity of currency, and as that
cannot be at once greatly contracted, prices cannot immediately return Vi
their natural point. To most persons prices seem to be merely accidental.
That they are actually governed by laws as determinate as those of gravi
tation lew understand. Hence there will be a great panic, and many will
sell oft' their slocks, as some did under the senseless panic of September
last, at much less than they are worth, and be quite glad to repurchase at
advanced rates.
If it were universally known that prices in general can fall only as the
currency is curtailed, all would be well. Prices would go down gradually
as the currency was called in, until the specie value was reached, and
then trade would move on in its accustomed channels. But it will not be
so. Changes will be fitful and violent, because so many persons will be
unreasonably alarmed.
But we have a. ready said that after this panic there will be a reaction.
To what point the returning tide will carry prices it is of course impos
sible to say. Many not without reason claim that the effects of the infla
tion will then be more decided than ever before. They reach this conclu
sion in the following manner. The amount of currency afloat is about
one thousand millions. Much of this, say they, is now necessarily used
in the vast transactions of Government, and will be so long as its present
rate of expenditure is continued. Peace, however, will work a great
change; the currency thus employed will be thrown out of use, and when
its occupation is gone, it will simply drug the market and force up the
value of all commodities. This conclusion is undoubtedly correct unless
there are counteracting circumstances. Will there not be another field
lor this currency in such a contingency? Will not the States now in re
bellion absorb as much as will thus be thrown out of use? Wo do not
undertake to answer these questions or to decide what will be the point
prices will rtach after peace. That they will fall greatly on the first
announcement, and will again rise to at least about their present level,
must be evident to any one acquainted with the laws regulating currency.
What, under such circumstances, should the merchant do who has a
large stock on hand and a good list of customers whose patronage he de
sires to retain ? We reply, let him not be unduly frightened. Let the
Antishock be met with firmness. Those who are greatly scared will
doubtless take the first sales by making a great reduction, and will find
they were mistaken in so doing, because they will not be able to replace
their stocks at the rates at which they have sold. The price of gold will
doubtless recede very much on the news of peace, but will certainly ad
vance again after the first impression has passed by, because it is measured
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by the paper currency of the country, and that is so greatly redundant,
that any thing like a normal price for gold, or any other commodity, is
impossible. There are two extreifies, then, to be avoided in the emergency
contemplated. One is holding on too closely, the other, selling off at too
great a reduction. Most persons will take the latter course and suffer
unnecessary loss, while the more shrewed will niako fortunes by purchas
ing merchandise thus needlessly sacrificed.
Prndent men will operate under such circumstances with great caution,
because they will have in view the fact that prices must continue to decline
as the currency is withdrawn, until the bottom is reached. They will,
therefore, hold as small stocks as practicable ; they will not cease their
operating on account of prices, but carefully watch the volume of the cur
rency and govern themselves accordingly.
When the war commenced, many very prndent persons stopped their
purchases, and laid still waiting for " better times." Such have made
nothing during the war, and will lind themselves poorer at the end than
at the beginning' of the contest. Others went straightforward, buying
and selling, and have secured fortunes within the last four years.
Business men, who have a valuable trade, should hold on to it. That
they will generally make great profits for some time to come isnotlikelv,
because we must eventually descend in prices to the normal standard, but
in the meantime active men having a future before them would not be
wise to reliuguish their trade. Nothing is more certain than the wonder
ful career of prosperity that awaits us, if we only secure nationality and per
manent peace; and those who are in a position to take part in the busi
ness of the country, will have the btst opportunity ever yet known for
wealth. Hence the importance of passing through the transition from
war to peace, in such a manner as to be prepared for the tide of pros
perity which awaits us as a people. Our manufacturers, especially, must
start into new life and vigor with the termination of the war. The de
mand for cotton goods, in particular, will be unprecedented. The markets
are comparatively bare, but what is more strikingly true, the homes of
the people are more destitute of cotton fabrics than ever before. Every
thing has been used up. All are waiting for peace, that they may supply
themselves with those goods, of which they have been accustomed to»
keep a liberal stock on hand.
The demand for home fabrics will be immense ; but for foreign mer
chandise it will be greatly circumscribed. This will arise from two causes ;
one is heavy duty, the other, the reduced ability of the common people
to purchase. These are palpable facts that must be taken into the account
when considering the future and its promises. But still another enquiry
arises. When and how shall we return to a sound currency?
That will depend entirely upon the wisdom and energy of our states
men and public servants. It is for them alone to say how soon and in
what way. The matter is in their hands. From at least supposed ne
cessity they violated the laws of value, by making that to be currency
and legal tender which had no value, only the promise of it. They in
troduced credit into the currency, and it is by their action alone that the
false element can be aliminated, and the true standard can be restored.
When the war has ceased, war expenditures will cease; but taxation will
doubtless be continued, and the revenue made to exceed disbursements,
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and the Government will have the ability to take in its greenbucks and
other currency. Besides this, as soon as the credit of the Government is
assured, there will be a large, we should say, perhaps, immense demand
for public stocks, and the floating national indebtedness can thus be rapidly
funded.
By these means the volume of the currency can be reduced, provided
the proper steps are taken, and bunks are not allowed to increase their
issues. Congress will have the power, and ought to have the disposition,
to compel these bunks to resume specie payments, and if that be clone,
they must greatly contract their circulation. Thus by a gradual process
we shall relurn to the true standard without any violent convulsion.
There is one unprecedented fact connected with the war in which we
are engaged ; it is that individual indebtedness is being discharged to a
most wonderful extent, so that when the contest is ended the people
will be freer from pecuniary obligations than ever before. This is a
remarkable phenomenon, and quite in contrast with the condition of our
country at the close of the revolutionary war, but the course pursued by
the Government has brought it about. Private has been exchanged for
public indebtedness. The nation is involved to an enormous amount.
Every State, every county, and every town has accumulated debt to an
extent before unheard of.
This fact must greatly influence, the future. Taxation will be heavy,
continuous, and pressing. It will bear with great force on the masses of
the people. Their consumption of wealth, and of course their trade,
must be restricted. "What a man pays in taxes he cannot expend for
clothes. Every expenditure must be curtailed to meet the demands of
the inevitable tax gatherer. The result will be, that ordinary consump
tion will be less, and extraordinary consumption more. Those who pay
the taxes must buy less, those who receive the public dividends will be
able to buy more ; there will be less low priced, and more high priced
goods sold, more luxuries, and fewer necessaries proportionately, than
before the war.
The crisis through which we are now passing is destined, whetherl for
tunately or unfortunately, to assimilate the nation to European civiliza
tion. The great debt which we shall create will probubly never be paid,
or ever repudiated. The nations of Europe do not pay debts, they pay
the interest. They cannot pay the principal because their current reve
nues are required to meet the interest, carry on government, and prepare
for war in time of peace.
Such is our destiny so far as all present appearances indicate the future.
But with regard to the currency, that will depend entirely upon what the
people have the intelligence to demand, for it is certain that Congress is
always ready to do just what the people wish, except to reduce their own
pay and privileges.
What then would the people have ? Once they would have asked for
all the paper money that the bunks could put in circulation ; but the war
has wrought great changes in public opinion on two important subjects,
slavery and mixed currency. The nature and influence of each are now
understood as never before, and we think the great struggle will be equally
fatal to both.
Nothing connected with the war is more remarkable than the general
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success of its industry in every department of trade and manufacture.
Not that the country has been actually growing rich in the meantime,
but that it has been able to sustain itself so prosperously under circum
stances so adverse.
Should then the war be closed by a satisfactory peace, there will re
main but one cause of anxiety to the business public, and that, we repeat,
will be the currency, because on that prices and the security of trade will
entirely depend. Shall the descent of prices, which we know must and
ought to take place, be gradual and steady, or fitful and violent? That
must depend wholly upon the action of the Government ; that again upon
the clearly understood wishes of the people, and that upon their intelli
gent perception of their true interests.
Such is the position, wealth, resources, and credit of the nation, such
the brilliant prospects of the future, that nothing can prevent a realiza
tion of our brightest anticipations, but stupid legislation and ignorant
financiering.

DEEP AND SHALLOW OIL.
By E. W. Evans, of Marietta College.
The question in regard to the depth at which petroleum is to be found,
or, as the idea is popularly expressed, whether it be deep or shallow oil,
is one of great practical importance to those investing in oil lands. Ex
perience has proved that, as a general fact, supplies ot oil found at a depth
of two or three hundred feet, or more, are much more copious and last
ing than those found at a less depth. Even at less than a hundred feet
some wells give good promise at first ; but they are soon exhausted. The
best wells are over five hundred feet deep.
Oil coming to the surface in bulk, so often prized as a good sign, is
really nothing more than an index of shallow oil. On some parts of
Hughes River and Duck Creek, and in other places where petroleum used
to be collected in quarts and even in burrels, as it issued from between the
surface rocks or oozed up through the sand, experiments in boring have
resulted only in finding small collections at a slight depth. The oil in
these localities has worked its way up through open fissures into the upper
strata, and is rapidly undergoing the process of exhaustion. If upon
boring deeper other oil-bearing strata are found, as on Oil Creek, the kind
of surface show here described, affords beforehand no evidence of their
existence, but only of the collections near the surface. In such places it
is also common to find collections of asphaltum, or a thick, tar-like oil
approaching asphaltum ; the more volatile ingredients having escaped by
evaporation, owing to near communication with the air, while the grosser
parts remain. It often happens that shallow wells yield a heavy lubri
cating oil, the commercial value of which is greater than that of the light
illuminating oil ; but what is thus gained in quality is, as a general fact,
many times lost in quantity.
Of surface signs, that which affords the most reliable evidence, that the
source of supply is deep, is a scum of thin volatile oil appearing on
vol. lii.—No. III.
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mineral springs. For example, between the two Kanawhas, along tlie line
connecting the two burning springs, there are numerous oil and gas springs
in which the analysis of the water always reveals various minerals, such
as common salt, carbonates of iron and soda, muriate of lime, sulphates
of soda and potash, and sometimes sulphurated hydrogen. On the com
mon springs of pure water, whose source is near the surface, oil is not
seen in this region. It comes up through slight cracks and fissures in the
strata, from depths where the water has gathered its various mineral
contents. The high temperature of these oil springs, as compared with
the i-prings of pure water, is another fact indicating their deep source.
These signs characterize the best oil regions generally.

THE CHINESE IN CUBA.
Henry B. Auchincloss, Esq.
A great and important change is silently taking place in the character
of the labor employed in the West India sugar Islands, and especially
in Cubu, which attracts but very little attention outside of the circle of
planters interested, but which, in time, may lead to great results. The
Coolie is gradually taking the place of the African negro, and his merits
as a laborer are recognized even by the prejudiced and ignorant. It is a
great trinmph for the Chinaman that his superiority over the slave
should be acknowledged at all in a slave country so absolute as Cuha, but
we have no hesitation in asserting that the most intelligent Spanish
planters decidedly prefer the Coolie to the negro, not only for his greater
capacity to labor, but for his greater obedience and attention to his work,
whether overlooked or not. This preference is practically expressed in
the yearly increase of the Chinese immigration to Cuha, and although
the present condition of the poor Coolie is but little butter than that of a
slave, a few years of the system of immigration now in operation will
substitute a large and intelligent class of, free Chinese laborers, for an
eq.al number of ignorant African slaves. It is the possibility of the
gradual extinction of African slavery—or rather of its" decay before a
superior system and a superior race of free laborers— which gives interest
in the eyes of an American to the question of Coolie labor as compared
with slave labor. The prohability of such an event in a country like
Cubu may seem remote, and yet a careful attention to the signs of the
present will show that a radical change in the social and commercial
standing of Cubu and the other West Indian Islands may be near at hand
from causes now in operation. All have suffered from the same evil,
and the British Islands, especially Trinidad and Jamaica, have been benefit
ted by theimportation of Chinese and Hindoo laborers. In all, alike, free
Chinese labor has been a benefit; in all, free negro labor—or rather, negro
idleness—has been a curse. In all, alike, slavery has been a drag upon
their political and commercial progress. Notwithstanding the defence of
the slave system made by the Spaniards, and their more recent schemes
to import slaves by consent of all the treaty powers, under the name of
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'l Ransomed Africans," who are to work for ten years to repay the expense
of transportation, and the fair and specious talk about placing the negro
to organized labor, civilizing and returning him to his native land; a
scheme too transparent to succeed—there is a profound anxiety among
the people of Cuba, resulting from the examples of the other West India
Islands, the South American Republics, and Brazil; and, still later,the warn
ing which the events transpiring in the United Stutes give to states or
countries where slavery is tolerated. Sooner or Uter it brings trouble
and sorrow in its train. The more intelligent Cubans know thin, are
keenly aware of the danger, and hope to avoid it, at least partially, by
their system of Chinese apprenticeship.
Under this system the immigration of Asiatics is largely increasing,
and the recent removal of an absurd and cruel restriction, by which women
were not allowed to reach the country, gives promise of a still further
yearly increase. This restriction arose from the extreme jealousy felt by
the Spaniards of pure descent, who rule the colony, of any class which
might become so numerous as to provoke insurrection, or even to out
number the Creoles and soldiers. Another object of these wealthy Don*
was to make necessary a continual stream of laborers at the lowest pos
sible wages, and so keep down the price of labor that it would be im
possible for the poor white man to sustain himself. In this they had the
same success as the wealthy slave-owners of our cotton States enjoyed
prior to the rebellion. Out of 34,834 Asiatics who figure in the census
of Cuba for 1861, only 57 were females !
Many well informed Europeans and Americans believe that the sole
reason for this is the old law of the Chinese government prohibiting the
emigration of women. This law may still exist, but it is well known in
China that practically it is a dead-letter. The Taeping war, the war with
the Allies, the capture of Pekin, the dismantling of the Bogue forts, and
the opening of the ports, have cruelly shaken the imperial power, and the
people do very much as they please. Of late years their fiee intercourse
with foreigners, and the immense emigration to California, Australia, etc.,
have been the means of increasing the friendly spirit shown by the com
mon people, and have done away with much of the exclusiveness for which
they have such a reputation. It is notorious that their women do emi
grate. We have seen them in the streets of San Francisco and in the
Straits of Malacca, where many families, men and women, aie settled,
and we will venture to say that if the Spanish government, or its agents,
would advance means to the women, or would bring over Chinese fami
lies on the plan by which so many pauper emigrants have been sent of
late from Lancashire to Australia, there would not be the slightest diffi
culty in obtaining as many women as they required. The truth is, that
the labor of the men being most valuable, men alone are engaged to emi
grate, and as those who accept the hard terms of the Spaniards are the
poorest of the poor—men who are compelled to live on $15 @ «20 a
year—it is absolutely impossible for them to bring their wives and children.
Such men ate tempted by the wages they will earn during the eight years
of service, and the promise of enough to eat. They do not mind the
labor for they consider it well paid at $4 25 per month, and if they bad
their wives and children with thjsm^jb^e^JWttrtdrarely wish to leave the
country wl en their term of service expired. In a country like Cuba,
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where cheap labor is the great necessity, a peasantry with the hardihood
and industry of the Chinaman, would be the most desirable advantage
which a government could give its subjects. Judging by the policy of the
Spaniard, his only aim, heretofore, has been to obtain the greatest riches
and enjoy the utmost power with the least possible labor and the greatest
security. He deems it for his interest that an intelligent race like the
Chinese should not be suffered to gain a foothold on his island ; and, while
he wants the Chinaman's labor, he hopes to keep him under foot by mak
ing it obligatory upon him to return to his native land, or, living a buchelor,
to die without children, when his master has got from him all the labor
of which his frame is capable. There is something peculiarly revolting
in this cold-blooded, hard-hearted policy, fit only for the nation which
carried the cross to the Indian stained with blood, and which, since the
Indian was exterminated, has drawn from Africa thousands upon thousands
of negro slaves. This policy defeats itself, if the aim is to secure the
cheapest kind of labor.
On the other hand, allowance should be made for the proverbial slow
ness of the Cubuns to change their habits or adopt any new thing, and
for the fact that the importation of Chinese Coolies has hitherto been a
matter of experiment. They are just beginning to realize that the Coolies
are cheaper and more valuable than negroes. Chinese emigration only
began in 1847, and in 1852 but 6,000 had been landed. From 1853 to
1859, however, 42,501 were imported, and in the census of 1861 we find
them bearing a proportion of ten per cent to the number of negro slaves.
Only a very small proportion of these Chinese have worked out their
eight years of servitude, not enough to settle the question of what will be
their ultimate fate. The mortality on the voyage from China is great,*
and the labor in Cuha is so severe that those who leave China in the prime
of life are old men in body when free. Those who have served their time
find their way to the cities, and, as in the other West India Islands and
Deraerara, more frequently become peddlers than continue in the sugar
mills. Their shrewdness and natural talent for trade make them very
successful peddlers. In dealing with the free blacks they are as sure of
getting the best of a hargain, as a Yankee would be in Georgia.
On their first arrival in the West Indies they are subject to a suicidal
epidemic, which often breaks out without any treatment which would seem
* A writer in the Journal of Commerce, whose name we have been unable to as
certain, bat who is said to be a surgeon on some Coolie ship late from Macao, and
whose statements in regard to the Dona Maria we know to be correct, Bays, "within
the last three months six Portuguese ships have arrived in Havana bringing Chinese
passengers from Macao, and their losses have been as follows :
The Luisita, out of.
842
lost 69,
or 14 per cent.
Oamoens
416
" 61,
"12* "
Alfonso de Albuquerque.
866
" 88,
"11
"
Vasco da Gama
606
" 228,
" 46
"
Dona Maria de Gloria
296
" 168,
"66
"
1,916
" 689
" This is an average loss of 28 per cent, and does not include some 80 unfortunates
who became blind on the passage."
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to provoke such extreme measures, and quite a number of the Coolies on
an estate may be lost before this singular fatality is arrested. We ane
inclined to believe that it arises from home-sickness, and their Bnddhist
notion that their souls, immediately after death, return to their native
country. A singular case lately coming to our knowledge confirms this
impression, and may throw light on the morbid state of mind which occa
sions suicide.
Some years ago, an administrador of much sagacity, found that his
Coolies were killing themselves at the rate of two a day. Some hung
themselves, others were found with their throats cut, and one eccentric
•individual climbed to the top of the chimney, where he suspended him
self in full view of all the laborers on the estate. This example being
dangerously consprcious, and our administrador having another defunct
Chinaman unburied, he determined to try some plan by which their super
stitions could be reached. A trench was dug and filled with wood, the
bodies placed on the pile and burnt in the presence of all the Asiatics on
the estate. The ashes were then scattered. Finally the Chinese were
told that every man who killed himself should be burnt up—annihilated.
The trench was then cleared, again piled up with wood, and left ready for
the next occasion. That occasion has not yet arrived. In most cases,
however, this tendency to suicide is directly traceable to some ill-treat
ment or bad management.
It is understood that on some estates they are employed to cultivate
small patches of cane by contract, a system for which we may confidently
predict success. It is their favorite system in their own country and in
the "Straits Settlements," where many of the sugar estates are cultivated
entirely on this plan, and where it is found to be the most economical
and profitable which could be adopted. The contractor at the head of the
"cong-see" undertakes to cultivate a certain number of acres, and hire*
all the laborers, furnishing food, and being responsible for them. He re
ceives a small advance from the owner of the estate, and the latter from
time to time watches his operations in the field, having the right and
power to make any alterations in the system of culture which he may
deem essential. This, however, according to Mr. Leonard What, whose
testimony is of high value on all subjects connected with sugar culture, is
arranged beforehand, by contract, with extreme minuteness. When the
cane is cut the contractor is paid accordingly to the quantity of raw sugar
obtained from it. The master has no care or trouble (further than a
general oversight,) and can give his entire attention to the manufacture.
The same system, substantially, has been tried in a few instances on the
Island of Cuba, with the Chinese and free natives of the country as con
tractors. The only important difference is that they are paid by the weight
of cane delivered at the mill, at the rate of two dollars for one hundred
arrobas. We may call two dollars per ton of cane stalks the cost of cul
tivation under this system. With a large proportion of Chinese laborers
in Cuba, settled there with their families, free, and in organized companies
or cong-see*, the time may come when the Spaniards will discover that
they can get more cane to the acre, at a less cost with Chinese laborers
under this system than they can with slaves.
I he Chinaman will live on as little as the negro, and wilt work. The
negro slave must be compelled to work if his labor is to be worth any
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thing to his master. The Chinese laborer costs his master little at the
outset, and that little is more than returned in his period of service.
Working as a free man, he would cost less than the annual interest of the
sum paid for an able-bodied slave, and produce move. It is needless to
remark on the great saving the change would effect in releasing the large
capital invested in slaves, and freeing the masters from the losses which
the present system entails.
Among the most intelligent Cubans— those who are capable of looking
beyond their own farms, or their own island— these considerations are
beginning to attract attention, and while such a change would be the work
of years, it certainly appears as if, in the growing favor with which the
Coohe is viewed, the first step bad been taken to briug it about. Cuba and
Porto Rico bid fair to be the last countries in the world in which negro
slavery will exist, for it is agreed by the majority of thinking men, that,
as ne remit of the American rebellion, slavery neither can nor will exist
in Lite Southern States of the American Union after this war is closed.
V hen slavery is narrowed to these two islands, the destruction of
the slave trade will be a much sinpler matter than ever before.
Without the slave trade, slavery must soon become extinct in Cuba. Each
census shows that this is only a question of time. We remarked that the
proportion of free blacks to slaves is steadily increasing, and now embraces
two fifths of the whole negro population. The normal proportion is even
greater when we consider the unnatural predominance of males among
the slaves, the result of direct importation.
The figures stand thus :
Men.
Women.
Free
113,806
118,687
Slaves
218,722
151,881
All the world is agitated more or less on the question of the ability of
free labor to compete with slave. It has been considered that slave labor
was absolutely necessary for the successful cultivation of the cane. We
believe this to be a fallacy. The decay of the English West India sugar
colonies has been justly ascribed to the rash and headlong measures
adopted by the mother country in emancipating the slaves. No provision
was made for supplying the colonies with laborers, and the consequence
was that the colonist were ruined for want of power to compel the negroes
to work on the plantations. The negroes found easy support and more
profitable employment in cultivating small patches of land (or themselves,
and the withdrawal of their labor left a gap whicn those eman
cipating the negroes did not foresee, and neglected to fill. If a little
foresight had b "en exercised, and an immigration like that which England
has encouraged to Mauritius, had been extended to Jamaica and the other
English possessions in the West Indies, before the wholesale withdrawal
of laborers by emancipation, the distress which followed that act would
have been avoided.
The results of British emancipation naturally
strengthened the arguments of the sugar planters both in Cuba and the
United States ; but now political causes are bringing about the same re
sults in the last-tiamnd country, and if the people of Cuba "are wise, they
will be prepared beiore circumstances compel a change_ of system, by
supplying them.- el vi s with Chinamen and Hindoo Coolies, the best
and most industrious 'laborers in the world. Two great causes are now
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at work which will eventually make the change compulsory. The
slave trade has received heavier blows within the last five years than ever
before, and its complete destruction would leave the Cuban planter with
out labor. The cheapness of free Asiatic labor will, if it has a fair trial,
drive slavery from the field. Any siijns of this great change, such as the
growth in numbers and popularity of Asiatic laborers, are of interest and
importance under such circumstances, and among these we notice that on
the largest estates where the greatest attention is paid to economy, the
proportion of Asiatics to slaves ranges from one-fifth part to three-fifths,
and in one instance, which came to our knowledge, the proportion was
eight Chinamen to three negroes.
The physical superiority of the Cuban, over the Chinese Coolie,
is striking. In Cuba, they are more robust, taken as a class, than
the fellows who jog through Shanghai with a tea-chest slung on a banibuo,
or hang around the river-side at Canton waiting for a job. Anyone who
visits the seaports of China in the summer time has a fine opportunity of
jndging of the physique of the people, for in hot weather the poorer
classes wear nothing but their panjamas, or loose breeches, and the broad
hat of the country. The better classes, scholars and mandarins, are fas
tidious and dress well, but among the Coolies and shopkeepers upper
clothing is universally thrown aside in the middle of the day. They are
a lean race, but muscular.
In Cuba some of the Coolies are
almost fat notwithstanding the severe labor, and their broad chests and
muscular arms show better food than they get at home, where the miser
able pittance they receive is barely enough to get them a bellyfull of rice
and a cup of tea. Some part of this improvement is to be ascribed to
their inability to obtain opium. Although the Cuban law punishes the
sa'e of opium to Chinese by six years in the chain-gang, some do obtain
it, and can be detected at a glance by their lean condition. As for their
powers of labor, the niuyorals will tell you that they are not as good as
the negroes, and that the creole negro is the best of laborers, the native
African the worst; but if you carelully observe the disposition of the
laborers on the estate, you will find that if there are many Chinese they
can be counted in the sugar house, around the engines and vacunm pan,
having charge of the centrifugal machines, or of the defecators ; in short,
in all those places where it is customary to employ the best negroes of an
estate. If they are not all there, depend upon it that the rest are in the
cane-field with the sturdiest and most valuable of the field hands. The
engineers, on the other hand, will tell you that the Coolies are the best,
most obedient, and careful people about the Yngenio ; occasionally, they
qualify this encomium by expressing a preference for the creole negro, but
they always remark that the latter requires watching. Taking yet higher
authority, an administrador will sometimes candidly acknowledge that he
prefers fifty Asiatics to seventy negroes. This is high testimony to the
efficiency of the race when we consider what strong prejndices their good
conduct must have overcome to elicit any praise at all. Some masters have
suffered their prejndices to rule them so far as to give orders to teach ne
groes the management of machinery in preference to Asiatics, being fear
ful of losing the services of the latter if they teach them too much, whereas
the latter being property, any knowledge which can be driven into their
heads only increases their market value. All, from mayoral to master,
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agree that there is this difference between the Chinaman and the negro.
If you tell a Coolie what to do, he quietly and patiently sets about it. and
continues working all day without a word of comment, but the negro
throws down his work as soon as the mayoruVs eye is turned, and the
chances are ten to one that he goes to sleep. On a well regulated estate
every gang of slaves has its mayoral on horsehack with his whip in sight,
and now and then it is cracked at some lazy fellow. The whip is not often
needed for the Coolie ; and as many of them have committed suicide when
beaten, it is prndently trusted to one of their own nation. Of course
there are some lazy fellows among them, and a sugar planter knows of
only one mode of coercion for such ; but the occasions are comparatively
rare. We have seen large gangs of Chinese industriously at work, the
leader working as hard as the rest; and it is evident by the treatment they
receive from the engineers, wherever they are employed about machinery,
that the most intelligent are on pretty much the same footing as ordinary
laborers in other lands. It is observed that all of them can read and write,
and that they readily acquire Spanish.
With such intelligent and industrious laborers to be had in any num
ber from China, at low wages, it is a mistake to suppose that slave labor
is the cheapest in the world, notwithstanding the clamors of the Eng
lish colonies for protection against slave-grown sugar. The price of negroes
in Cuba will show that labor is higher m that country than in many others
where sugar is produced. A go 'd tield hand is worth $1,000 to-day in
Havana, and can be hired out for about ivi5 a month, his food and medi
cal attendance. House servants worth S7o0 @ $800, command $20 a
month, and even girls fourteen jeara old are paid $9. These prices are
less than they were prior to the breaking out of the American rebellion.
In the settlements of the Straits ol Malacca, Chinese labor—and skilled
labor at that—can be obtained under the contract system atfroru three to
five Mexican dollars per month, the laborer finding his own food and cloth
ing. In India labor is quite as cheap. In China it is even less. The
sugar planter of Mauritius, with a free Coolie immigration, is on a better
footing than the Cuban in this respect. This little island, only 36 miles
long by 22 miles wide, supports a tree Coolie population of 150,000. Even
in the Sandwich Islands, which are just beginning to be known among sugar
countries, the Kanaka works for eight dollars a month, his food, lodging,
and medical attendance. The cost of slave labor in Cuba, therefore,
is considerably greater than in several sugar-gTowing countries, and
that cost keeps pace with the advance in price which sugar now com
mands in all the markets ot the world, and with the increasing risk of
the slave trade.
That a cheaper system of labor will eventually supplant slavery, we do
not doubt; and we may hope that, with an increasing immigration from
China, stringent laws regulating the passenger traffic, and more liberal
treatment of the Coolies by their employers ; this Coolie immigration,
which has often been represented as being quite as bad as the African
Blave trade, will yet prove to be as great a blessing to Cuba as it has to
ihe British West Indian Islands, by providing them with cheap labor, and
an industrious population, well fitted_for« tropical climate*.

r
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COMMERCIAL LAW-NO. 19.
BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY.
(Continued from page 106, vol. 52.)
'WHO MAT BE INSOLVENTS.

The statutes provide, with much minuteness, as to who may become,
or be made bankrupt. In England, the statute of Georqe III. c. 16, sec.
2, collected in one clause the various kinds of persons whom the bankrupt
law considered as traders, and somewhat enlarged the provisions of former
statutes in this particular. But still the operation of the law was con
fined to traders. It will be remembered, however, that the insolvent laws
originally differed from the bankrupt laws, in the fact that they were not
confined to traders ; that is, only a trader could be proceeded against by
a creditor, and being so proceeded against, his debt was discharged. But
any debtor liable to arrest might seek relief under the insolvent laws, and
would be by them protected from imprisonment. Now, all our present
statutes are called insolvent laws ; and their operation is verv wide. In
England, for example, no married woman could be a bankrupt who was
not lawfully a sole trader ; but here, it may be presumed that any woman,
whether married or not, who by the present or any future law of a State
should be liable to suit upon a debt, could go into insolvency.
An infant cannot be made a bankrupt; but we do not know why he
may not be declared insolvent on his own petition ; for the modern rule
is, that none of his debts are absolutely void, but only—if not for neces
saries—voidable by him. And therefore, unless, or until, they are avoided,
he is the same as any other debtor.
A lunatic, while insane, could perhaps incur no debt for which he could
be held responsible; unless, possibly, for his own benefit, it was permitted
to him to make a valid contract for necessaries. In such case, he could
become insolvent for that, and he certainly could be declared insolvent on
the petition of a guardian, for debts contracted before insanity, or in a
lucid interval.
If a debtor attempts to place his property in the hands of assignees,
for the benefit of his creditors, this, where there is a bankrupt law, is an
act of bankruptcy. That is, the debtor may be proceeded against as a
bankrupt, and his voluntary assignment is void, and the assignee appointed
under the bankrupt commission takes all his effects. And this is applied,
even where there is no intention to defrand ; and even where the debtor
provided, by the express terras of the assignment, that his effects should
be applied and distributed according to the provisions of the bankrupt
law. This would now be true in this country only where the State statutes
expressly or by implication supersede all voluntary assignments ; but
would not be true where they merely offer the relief they provide to those
who seek it, leaving them at liberty to assign their effects for their debts,
if they choose to do so.
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THE PBOOF OF DEBTS.

As the insolvent laws purpose to divide all the assets of the debtor
ratably among all the creditors, it follows that they open the way very
widely for all persons who have claims to present, and prove them. This
proof is made, in the first place, by the oath of the creditor, and, if further
proof be required, by such evidence as would be admissible and appro
priate under the general rules of the law of evidence.
The presentation and proof may be, in some degree at least, by agent
or attorney ; and this is usually provided for in the statutes. In some
cases it can only be by an agent or attorney ; as, when a corporation is a
creditor. In such case, the corporation should act by an attorney speci
ally appointed and authorizd to act in their behalf.
If trustees hold claims against a, bunkrupt, and present them, it has
been said that the cestui que trust— or the party for whose benefit the
trust exists—should join with the trustee. This may be proper in many
caseE, but in some it would be obviously impossible, as where the cestui
que trust is a young child, or a lunatic, or out of the country. And if
6he were a ujarried woman, we should doubt the propriety of her joining,
unless under some particular provision or peculiar character of the trust.
If the creditor be himself a hankrupt, so that his claim also has passed
into the hands of his assignee, it would seem that his assignee alone
might present and prove it in case of necessity ; but the practice appears
to be to require the creditor's own oath, whenever it can be had. And
this is founded on obvious reasons. We think they apply equally to the
case of every claim assigned, and presented by the assignee. The re
covery is for the benefit of the assignee ; but at common law he must do
everything in the name of the assignor. And in such a case, if the assignor
alone presents and proves, it might accrue to the benefit of the assignee,
and be sufficient. But the more correct way would be for assignor and
assignee to join.
If a hankrupt holds claims, of which the legal title is in him, but the
beneficiary interests are in others, as if he be for any purpose a trustee
for others, and a bulance is due to him in that capacity, or to the fund
which he holds representatively, from his general assets, he may present
and prove this claim against his own estate.
Debts not yet payable can be proved. If they become due before a
dividend, there is no deduction from them. If not, interest is deducted.
In general, in order to equalize the claims, interest is cast upon all the
claims proved to a certain day ; and if a debt not yet due is then paid, in
whole or in part, interest must be deducted to put it on an equal claim
with others. If interest is cast for many years, compound interest is
never allowed as such. But we presume that an account would be cast
by commissioners of insolvency with annual rests, if it were one which
would be so calculated in a suit against the insolvent.
So, persons holding annuities payable by the bunkrupt have been per
mitted to come in, and have the value of the whole annuity reduced by
computation to a single sum, and present and prove that as a debt. In
several instances, a wife has been permitted to prove debts against her
husband's estate. As where she held a bond or other legal instrument
from him, payable at his death. Or if there were a settlement made upon
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her before marriage, and a sum due to her from her husband's estate
under that settlement ; and a settlement made after marriage, in good
faith, and before the husband became, or expected to be, insolvent, would
have the same effect.
<
The assignees, who for many purposes represent the bankrupt, or insol
vent, may make any defence to a claim which he could make. Ilence, a
debt for gaming, or one open to objection as usurious, or one without con
sideration, may be repelled. So, also, the assignees may make some de
fences which the bankrupt could not make. As if one presented a claim
for damages for a tort, or personal injury, this may be rejected by the
assignee, although the insolvent might be guilty and have no defence.
The reason given seems to be, that the insolvent would not pay them if
the}' were recovered, but that his other creditors would. This, however,
is equally true of every other claim or debt, if the whole fund belongs to
all the creditors, and cannot pay all in full. The true distinction, on prin
ciple, seems to be this : that, so far as the sum recoverable for wrong
done is only an unliquidated compensation for personal harm, to be ascer
tained by a jury, and savors of punishment to the wrong-doer, the claim
for it cannot be proved as a debt. But when jndgment has been recovered
for the tort, this takes the place of the original cause of action ; and it is
a debt which can he proved like any other. In some of the statutes it is
expressly provided, that, if the claim be for goods or chattels wrongfully
obtained by the debtor, it may be proved.
If the claim be merely contingent, that is, if it is to be valid and fixed
if a certain event occur, and otherwise not, it may still be proved,—and
not like an annuity, ikc, by reduction to its present value, but at its full
value; the payment of the dividend depending upon the happening of the
event which is to make the claim valid, and being delayed until that
event.
If a party holds a note which the bankrupt has indorsed or made, only
to accommodate the holder, as there is no consideration for it, it cannot
be proved. And, on the other hand, if the bankrupt holds a note made
or indorsed to him without consideration, and for accommodation only,
this note would not pass to the assignee as part of the bankrupt's assets.
We should apply the same principle to the cn.se of two promissory notes,
both accommodation in so Car as they were given for each other, that is,
exchanged notes. Here, if at the time of the bankruptcy neither party
had used his note, we should say that each should he returned, and not
that the holder of the bankrupt's note should take his dividend, and pay
the whole of the note given by him to the bankrupt. Each note was a
good legal consideration for the other; but the principle of accommoda
tion paper should apply to both. If, however, either of the notes had
been used and transferred to a third party, this principle would no longer
be applicable; and then the creditor would get only his dividend on the
note he received, but must pay the whole of the note he gave.
At common law, if one guaranties a debt for another, in any form, as
a surety, or as an indorser, he has no legal claim against that other until
he pa\s the debt. Therefore he cannot, before such payment, compel the
party for whom he is surety to give him security or indemnity; all he
can do is to pay the debt, and then bring his action for damages. It is
not so, however, under the bankrupt or insolvency law. Here, the fact
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of the debtor's insolvency carries with it the inference that the surety will
have to pay the debt he has guaranteed. The surety is, therefore, per
mitted to come in and prove as his claim the whole amount for which he
is surety. But it is in the nature of a contingent claim. And no divi
dend is paid to him excepting on the sum which he has actually paid
under his obligation as surety.
There is, however, a limitation to this right of the surety. He can
prove his claim only when the debt already exists, although it may not
now be payable. Thus, a surety for rent may prove for the rent due and
unpaid, but not for any future rent For this may never become due ; as
the tenant may be turned out, or something else occur to defeat the claim
for rent. This might seem a little hard. Thus, if A hires of B a store
for seven years, at $1,000 a year, and C is his surety for the rent, and
after one year A fails, having paid no rent, C could have a dividend on
what he pays for the year's rent that is due, but none on the remaining
six years, for which he is bound. And the reason is, that, if B chooses
not to terminate the lease, but to hold C for the six years, C acquires by
paying the rent the right to use the premises himself, or to let them and
take the rent.
There seems to be no way in which a surety may compel the party
whom he guaranties to prove his claim and take his dividend from the
assets of the debtor. This would, of course, diminish the liability of the
surety just so far; and the surety ought to have the power of requiring
this. In practice, a surety can only pay the debt, whether due or not, and
is then subrogated to all the rights of the principal creditor. (By "sub
rogated to his rights" is meant, that he is put in his place and stead, and
acquires his rights.) This prevents, probably, any practical mischief.
And if the creditor, relying on Ii is surety, and at the same time wishing
to distress his surety, refused the payment tendered to him, and also re
fused to prove his debt, undoubtedly such conduct would be considered
as a negligence or frand, which would discharge the surety. For to all
suretyship there must be attached the general condition, that the creditor
shall do all that can reasonably be asked of him to secure the debt from
the principal, or permit the surety to do it.
A creditor who holds security as collateral to his debt, may prove the
balance due to him after deducting the value of the security. This value
may be ascertained by the creditor's selling it, or, under our bankrupt law,
by having it appraised, and taking it at its appraised value. In general,
if he has any liens on any property whatever for his debt, he must make
them reduce his debt as far as possible, or otherwise make them available
to the assets, as by surrendering them to the assignees.
THE ASSIGNEE.

The assignee is usually selected or chosen by the creditors, at their first
meeting; a majority in value of the creditors choosing, with some restric
tions; as that a certain number must concur in the choice, in order to
prevent one or two very large creditors from deciding the question. If
the creditors fail, or decline, to choose, usually the jndge or commissioner
presiding may appoint. The assignee, or assignees, thus chosen, must
signify their assent within a certain time, which is usually a short one.
It is his duty to act as a faithful trustee for all concerned ; and with
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impartial justice to all. It would be impossible to enumerate all his
duties. The principal among them are, to ascertain the regularity and
sufficiency of the proceedings thus far; to take immediate possession of
all the assets (which mean property and effects and valuable interests of
every kind which are available for the fund) of the insolvent, and demand
and take any necessary steps to collect all outstanding assets of every
kind. And he must take due care of the property thus collected. In
general, he is clothed with the power, and is subject to the responsibilities
and disabilities, of a trustee. In one case his responsibility as trustee was
so strictly construed, that an assignee who was an accountant was not
allowed to charge for his services as accountant. So, if he sells any pro
perty of the insolvent, he cannot buy it himself.
He may compound debts due, or otherwise arrange for them, but on
his own responsibility, unless under order of the supervising court, which
it is always prndent, and perhaps necessary, to obtain, previous to any ac
tion of the kind. And the same thing is true of any temporary invest
ment, or any change of investment of the assets. Generally, he should
deposit all moneys, as soon as collected, in some bank of perfectly good
credit, and to the special account of the fund of the assignment. He may
redeem mortgages or pledges ; but here, also, he should obtain the sanc
tion of the court. So he may transfer notes payable to the insolvent, by
indorsing them in his own name. And where a note was actually trans
ferred before insolvency, by the insolvent, to a bona fide holder, and the
insolvent intended to indorse the same, but neglected to do so, the assignee
may indorse it for the holder.
It is undoubtedly the rule, that, when the assignee acts in the discharge
of simple and ordinary duties, he is liable only for want of ordinary skill
and care. But, as he may have the order of the court in all extraordinary
cases, if he does not obtain this, but acts on his own jndgment, he is held
to a more stringent responsibility. It is not always easy to draw the line
between these two classes of cases. The statutes provide for some of
them ; practice, or the obvious reason of the thing, for more ; and where
there is any doubt, it is always in the power of the assignee, and always
prndent for him, to have the direction and authority of the court.
The assignee is, in general, subject to the same equities as the insol
vent, whose title to anything is not confirmed by passing to the hands of
the assignee, even where it would be so by transfer for value to a third
party. Thus, if a negotiable note were held by an insolvent, who had
bought it with knowledge that the consideration had failed, the promisor
would have a good defence if he were sued by the insolvent himself, but
not if he were sued by a third party, who bought it for value without
notice or knowledge of the defence. But the same defence may be made
to the action if it be brought by the assignee, whether the assignee has
any such knowledge or not, because he has not purchased the note.
We have said that the assignee is bound to take possession of the whole
estate of the insolvent. But here also he has, and should exercise, a dis
cretion. If the property be encumbered by liens, or obiigations, which
would reduce its value to nothing, and for which the assignee makes him
self or his fund responsible by taking possession, be may and should de
cline the possession. Leasehold property, for example, may be held by
the insolvent on terms which require him to pay for it more than it u
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worth ; and if the assignee takes possession of this property under the
assignment, he would be liable for the rent. This he should avoid. But
here also, we repeat, he would be safest in acting under the direction of
l he court.
The assignee may sue in his own name, even upon covenants made with
the insolvent. And all the assignees of any insolvent .-hould join in
bringing any suit.
(To be continued.)

COMMERCE IIF THE UNITED STATES FOR \>U.
GkOFR EX POBTS AND IMPOU1B FBOM 1790 TO lfi64 — cXPObTS AND IMPOBTd OF COIN AND BULLION FBOM
lt21 Tu IS 4 — EXI'OKTSOF liKEADATUPK!*, OoTTnN, PBOVISIONS, ETC., FBOM 1859 TO 1864— ALSO
VALUE OF MANUFACTUBES EXPOb'IEO FBOM 1856 10 1604.

We are able, through the Treasury Department, to give some important tables
showing the commercial and financial movements for the fiscal year ending June
30, 18014.
EXPORTS AND IMPOETS.

The following gives the gross value of the exports and imports to and from
the United States, from the formation of the Government up to and inclnding
the last fiscal year. It is necessary, however, to remember that the imports are
stated at their invoiced specie values, while the exports of domestic produce,
manufactures, etc., for the past three years, are the currency values. Hence the
apparent excess of exports for those years is not real :
THE GEOSS VALUE OF THE EXPOETS AND IMPOETS FEOM 1790 TO JUNE 80, 1864.
EXrOBTB.

Year ,
.
endDomestic
Foreign
Total.
irlg—
produce.
meich»mUso.
1790. $19,560,000
*639,156 f '-'0,205.156
1.91.
18,501V 00
612,041
19,012,041
1792.
19,000,000
l,7i)8,i'98
20,768,098
1793.
24,000,000
2,109,672
2»,109,512
1794. 2«,5t:0,000
6,526,238
SS,02ri,ih3
1796.
S9,50o,00U
6,469,472
47,989,472
1796. 40,764,097 26,800,000
67,0tU,0y7
1797.
29,860,206 27,O0u,O0O
{,0,850,206
1793.
28,527,097 88,000,000
61,527,097
1799.
88,142,522 45,528,010
78,666,522
1800. 81,840,903 39,180,877
70,971,780
1801. 47,473,204 46,642,721
94,116,925
1802.
86,7t6,189 36,774,971
72,483, 160
1808. 42,205,961 18,594,072
55,800,033
1804.
41,467,477 36,231,597
77,699,074
1806. 42,ob7,002 68,179,019
95,566 021
1806. 41,253,727 60,283,286 101,536,963
1807.
48,699,592 69,643,558 108,348,150
1803.
9,433,546 12,997,414
22,430,960
1809.
81,406,702 20,797,531
62,208,233
1810.
42,366,675 24,391,295
66,657,9 0
1811. 45,294,043 16,022,790
61,816,838
lb 12.
30,082,109
8,495,127
S8,5j7,236
1813.
25,008,132
2,647,865
27,856,927
1814.
6,782,272
145,169
6,927,441
1815. 45,974,403
6,583,:oO
52,557,763
1816. 64,781,896 17,138,166
81,920,462

Imports.
Excess of
Excess of
Total.
exports.
Imports.
$23,000,000
$2,794,644
29,200,000
10,187,959
81,500,000
10,546,902
81,100,000
4,990.428
84,6l'0,'ioo
1,578,787
69,766,268
21,764,798
81,486,164
14,872,067
7S,879.4o6
18,529,200
68,551,700
7,024,603
79,060,146
403,026
91,252,768
20,280,988
111,863,511
17,247 666
76,383 333
3,860,178
64,ti6»,i.06
8,866,6:3
86,000,000
7,300,926
120,600,000
26,088,979
129,410,000
17,873,087
138.500,000
80,166,860
66,990,000
84,559,040
59,400,000
7,196,767
65.400,000
18,742,030
63,40u,oi 0 $7,916,833
77,030,000
88,502,764
22,005,000
6,850,927
12,905,000
0,041,569
113,041,274
60,483,521
147,103,000
66,182,548
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1817.
1813.
1819.
1820.
1821.

68,813,500
73,854,487
60,976,838
61,683,640
43,671,894

19,358,069
19,426,696
19,164,683
18,008,029
21,302,488

87,671,560
93,281,133
70,142,521
69,691,669
64,974,382

99,250,000
121,750,000
87,125,000
74,460,000
62,585 724

llKTS-nn
28468 SM
.
'*" 16»8-i478
"
*" 4W"mi
2 088 658

1822.
1828.
1824.
1825.
1826.
1827.

49,874,079
47,155,408
50,649,500
66.944,745
63,055,710
68,w2l,69l

22,286,202
27,513,622
25,337,157
82,590,648
24,530,612
23,403,136

72,160,281
74,699.030
75,986,657
99,535,383
77,595,322
82,824,727

83,241,541
77,579,267
89,549 007
96,340,075
84,974,477
79,484,063

l*n*aY««n
2Ssn»M
ln'sfiVssn
8 lgjVlV
'
' "
7870 isK
2840659
'

1828.
1829.
1830.
IsSI.

60,669,669
55,700,193
69,162,029
61,277,057

21,695,017
16 658,478
14,387,479
20,033,526

72,264,686
72,358,671
73,849,608
81,310.583

88,509 824
74,492,527
70,876,920
103,191,124

16*948 ifia
2158*™
2 97''' 583
'
'
'
BlVfinilil

1832.
1S83.

63,187,470
70,317,698

24,039,473
19,822,736

87,176,943
90,140.443

101,029.266
103,118,311

lSSV^'B
17 877 'lis

1834.
81,024,162
1885. 101,189,' 82
1886. 106,916,680
1837.
95,564,414
1833.
96,033,821
1839. 108,538,891
1840. 113,895,634
1841. 106,382,722
1842
92,969,996
9 iil01, to June 801843.
77,798,788
1 car end'g June 30—
1»44.
99,710,179
1645.
89,299,776
1846. 102,34l,»93
1847. 160,637,464
1843. 132,904,121
1049. 13;',666,965
1850. 136,946,912
1851. 196,639,718
1862. I92,36b,984
1853. 218,4 17,697
1854. 263,390,M70
1855. 246,708,553
1856. 31o,5b6,330

23,312,811
20,504.495
21,746,360
21,854,962
12,452,795
17,494,525
18,190,312
15,469,081
11,721,588

104,336,973
121.693,577
128,663,040
117,419,876
103,486,616
121,028,416
182,085,936
121,851,803
104,691,534

126,521332
149,895,742
189,980,035
140,989,217
113,717,404
162,092,182
107,141619
127,946.177
100,162,087

" " «2 lai'-vJ
2Y21WM*
" **' «l'si«''.q*
2s'5Ba'fUl
..!."" s'asnTxJ
..
"' il'u^-,,1
24 944*4I*7
'
'
'
b'o'oVsm
4 529 447
'
'
'
6,552,697
84,346,480
64,753,799 19 592 681
' "t""t
11,484,867 111,200.046 103,435,035
2765011
15,346,830 114,646,606 117,254,564
'
" oanYau
11,316,623 118,488,516 121,691,797
"" s'°o3 281
8,011,158 168,648,622 146,545,638 12 1u2''b'4
'
21,128,010 154,il32,131 154,993,928
.'
'
'"flVs''JflT
13.088,865 145,755,820 147,867,439
'
" o ioikiq
14,951,808 151.89^,720 178,138,318
2MS9 ft')«
21,698,293 218,383,011 216,224,982
2,163079
'"
17,239,382 20y,658,3d6 212,945,412
'
8 287 0711
17,553,460 230,976,167 26»,978,647
87 002490
24,850,194 278,241,064 804,562,381
.
"*" o6\2,,,,
28,448,293 276,166,846 261,463,520 18,68*8 3*26 " '
16,878,578 826,964,908 314,639,942 12'324*966

1657.
1853.
1869.
1860.
1861.
1862.
1863.
1864.

23.975,617
30,386,142
20,895,077
26,933,022
21,146,427
16,869,466
26,959,248
20,873,409

838,985,065
293,753 279
335,894,385
873,189,274
889,711,391
213,069,519
824,092,877
820,292,171

862,960,682
824,644,421
366,789,462
400,122,296
410,856,818
229,938,975
860,052.125
840,665,580

360,890,141
282,613,160
338,768,130
362,162,511
852,075,535
205,819,323
252,187,587
828,514,559

'

'

"

207o'541
42031'i71
180"l'33i
87'959'755
587812^3
24119 1 6i
97'86453S
la'.lol'oil

*

That our readers may see at a glance the total exports and imports of coin
and bnlliou, we give the following table covering the years from 1821 to 1864
inclusive :
THE EXPOETS AND IMPOETS OF COIN AND BULLION FEOM 1821 TO 1864, INCLUSIVE, AND
ALSO THE KX0E8S Of IMFOETS AND EXPOETS DUEING THE SAME YEAES.
Fiscal
KxroiiThii.
i tiir

en.ilng

f — — -—

Imported.

lBzl. $8,064,890
1822.
3,369,846

-—

American.

-_*—

_.

^

Foreign.

Total.

410,478,059
10,810,180

$10,473,059
10,810,180

Excgss of

imports,
...
"'

V

*

exports!
*"41iMsu
7^0,884
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1823.
6,097,P96
1824.
8,878,970
1826.
6,150,766
1826.
6,880,966
$605,866
1827.
8,161,180
1,048,574
1828.
1,489,741
698,087
1829.
7,4ii3,612
612,886
1880.
8,156,964
987,161
1681.
7,805,945
2,058,474
18)i2.
6.907,504
1,410,941
1833.
7,070,368
866,842
1834. 17,911.682
400,500
1885. 13,131,447
729,601
1836. 13,400,881
346,738
1887. H\51ti,414
1,283.519
I8h3. 17,747,116
472,941
1889.
6,595,176
1,908,868
1840.
8,882,818
2,286,078
1841.
4,988,633
2,746,486
1842.
4,087,016
1,170,764
Bmos. to
June 80—
1848. 22,390,569
107,429
Year end'g
June 80—
1844.
6,830,429
188,405
1845.
4,070,242
844,446
1846.
8,777,782
428,851
1847. 24,121,289
62,620
1843.
6,360,284
2,700,412
1849
6,651,240
956,874
1860.
4,628,792
2,046,679
1861.
6,458,592 18,069,580
1862.
6 516,044 87,487,887
1868.
4,201,382 28,548,535
1864.
6,939,842 88,062,570
1866.
8,669.812 68,967,418
1866.
4,207,682 44,148,279
1867. 12,461,799 60,078,352
1863. 19,274,496 42,407,246 "
1869.
7,484,7b9 67,502,805
1860.
8,550,185 66,946,851
1861. 46,339,611 28,798,870
1862. 16,415,052 81,044,651
1863.
9,684105 74,201,488
1864. 13,166,706 100,219,065

6,872.897
1,014,568
8,797.056
4,098,678
6,971,806
7,560,439
4,311,134
1,241,622
6,956,467
4.245.S99
2,244,859
1,676,268
6,748,174
8,978 698
4,692,730
8,036,106
6,868,386
6,181,941
7,287,846
8,642,786

6,872,897
7,014,552
8,797,056
4,704,588
8,014,880
8,248,476
4,924,020
2,178,778
9,014,981
6,666,840
2,611,701
2,076,768
6,477.775
4,824,836
6,976,249
8,508,046
8,776,748
8,417,014
10,084,882
4,813,589

1,418,862

1,520,791

6,270,809
7,762,049
8,481,417
1,844,404
13,141,204
4,447,774
6,476,316
11,403,172
6,286,298
8,938,340
8,218,984
2,289,925
1,597,206
9,056,570
10,225,901
6,885,108
9,599,888
6,991,310
6,842,989
8,163,049
4,906,686

6,464,214
8,606,496
8,905,268
1,907,024
16,841,616
6,404,648
7,522,994
29,472,752
42 674,186
27,486,875
41,281,504
66.247,843
46,746,485
69,186,922
62633,147
68,887,411
66,546,239
29,791,180
86,887,640
82,364,482
106,126,760

[March,
1,275,091

$1,360,148
2,646,290
2,176,483
186,260
768,736
2,479,592
6,977,191
1,708,986
261,164
4,458,667
16,884,874
6,633,672
9,076,546
4,540,166
14,289,010
8,181,567
486,799
8,046,698
726,523
20,869,763
376,215
'4,536,268
127,536
22,214,265
9,481,892
1,246,592
2,894.202
24,01 9,1 «0
87,169,091
23,285,498
84,.'i42,162
6-',587,531
41,587,868
66,075,128
88,858,651
56,462,622
67,996,104
16,588,481
20,472,688
72,780,877
91,970,044

The exports of American gold for the years 1863 and 1864 have been cor
rected from the returns heretofore published, and now embrace a large unusual
shipment from California to England, on account of New York and other
Eastern holders taking that direction for safety of transit. The sums added wera
918,207,879 in 1862-63, and $35,735,265 in 1863-64.
EXPOETS OF STAPLE PEODUCTS, MANUFACTUEES, ETC.

The 6rst of the following tables gives the quantity and value of the exports
of cotton, tobacco, coal, bread-stuffs, provisions, oils, animal products, etc., for
the last five fiscal years, and the second gives the values of manufactures exported
for nine years. It will be remembered that the values of these exports are stated
in currency :

1865.]
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The tonnage of the United States since 1822 has been each year as follows :
THE TONNAGE OF THE UNITED STATE8 ANNUALLT FEOM 1822 TO 1864, INCLUSIVE.

t«r ending-

Dec. 81, 1822 .
1828 .
1824 \
1825 .
1826 .
1827 .
1828 .
1829 .
18S0 .
1881 .
1882 .
1833 .
1S34 .
Sept SO, 1886 .
1836 ,
1887 ,
1838 .
1889 .
1840
1841 .
1842
June 80, 1843
1844 ,
1846
1846
1847
1848
1849 ,
1850
1661
1852 .
1863 ,
1854 .
1855
1866
1857 ,
1868 ,
1859
1860
1861 ,
1862 85
1863 ,
1864 .

Eegistered
tall
tonnage.
Tom.
628,160
689,921
669,973
700,788
787,978
747,170
812,619
650,148
675,056
619,575
686,809
749,4*2
867,098
885,4 81
897,821
809,843
819,801
829,096
895,610
946,057
970,668
1,003,982
1,061,856
1,088,680
1,123,999
1,235,682
1,844,819
1,418,072
1,540,769
1,668,917
1,819,774
2,013,154
2,238,783
2,440,091
2,401,687
2,877,094
2,499,742
2,414,654
2,448,941
2,540,020
2,177,268
1,892,899
1,476,876

Begistered Enrolled and Enrolled and Total
steam
licenced soil llc'ns'd steam tonnage.
tonnage.
tonnage.
tonnage.
Tom.
Tom.
Tom.
Tom.
696,549
1,324,696
671,766
24,879 1,886,566
697,580
21,610 1,889,163
699,263
23,061 1,423,112
762.154
34.059 1,534,191
833,240
40,198 1,620,608
889,856
39,418 1,741.892
556,618
54,087 1,260,798
1,419
562,248
68,053 1,191,776
877
613,827
33,568 1,267,847
181
661,827
90,633 1,489,450
754,819
101,805 1,606,151
646
840
778,995
122,474 1,768,907
840
816,645
122,474 1,824,940
454
889,226
145.U.2 1,822,108
1,104
982,576
168,661 1,896,684
2,791
982,416
190,632 1,995,640
6,149 1,062,446
1 99/189 2,096,479
4,166 1,082,815
198,184 2,180,764
746 1,010,599
174,842 2,130,744
4,701
892,072
224,960 2,092,891
6,873
917,804
231,494 2,158,603
6,909
946,060
265,270 2,280,095
6,492 1,002,303
319,527 2,417,003
6,287 1,090,192
841,61.6 2,562,084
5,631 1,198,523
899,210 2,839,046
16,068 1881,382
411,823 3,164,042
20,870 1,453,459
441,525 8,334,016
44,429 1,468,738
481,005 S,535,454
62,390 1,524,915
521,217 3,772,438
79,704 1,675,466
568,536 4,188,440
90,520 1,789,288
614,098 4,407,010
95,036 1.887,512
581,571 4,802,902
115,045 2,021,625
655,240 6,212,001
89,716 1,796,888
683,362 4,871,652
86,873 1,857,964
618,911 4,940,842
78,027 2,550,067
651,868 6,049,808
92,748 1,961,631
676,005 6,145,038
97,296 2,036,990
770,641 6,353,868
102,608 2,122,589
774,596 6,539,813
113,998 2,224,449
696,465 6,112,165
138,215 2,660,212
439,765 6,126,081
106,519 2,550,690
853,816 4,986,401
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IMPOETS OF POEEION DBT GOODS—BUSINESS DULL— PEICES AS APPEOTED

BY PEACE— INTEENAL

EEVENUE LAW —NEW TEEASUEEE—COMMEECE AT POET OF NEW YOEE—UNITED STATES DEBT—
PEICES U. .-. PAPEE AND OOLD—SPECIE EXPOETS AND IMPOET8—SHIPMENTS OF SPECIE PEOM CALI
FOENIA— OOLD

AND

SILVEE IMPOETED

AND

EXPOETED

PEOM

AND

TO

FBANOE —PEICES

OP

EXCHANGE.

But little business has been doing the past month. The future is, as far as
prices are concerned, considered to be so uncertain, that every prudent man
must act with caution. A good illustration of the want of confidence, now
universal, is seen in the imports of foreign dry goods since the first of January,
the total being only about one third the total for the same period last year.
IMPOETS OF FOEEIGN DEY GOODS AT NEW YOBE FOE FOUE WEEES ENDING
FEBEUAEY 24.
ENTEEED POtt CONSUMPTION.
1883.

Manufactures of Wool
Do.
Cotton
Do.
Silk
Do.
Flax
Miscellaneous Dry Goods.
Total entered for consumption.

1864.

1865.

$1,765,184
609,545
988,832
570,784
251,257

$8,937,865
959,224
2,174,326
888,640
465,402

$1,039,257
894,507
867,636
521,676
155,918

$4,070,662

$8,865,457

$2,478,798

WITHDEAWN FEOM WAEEHOUSE.

1863.

1864.

1885.

Manufactures of Wool
Do.
Cotton
Do.
Silk
Do.
Flax
Miscellaneous Dry Goods

$352,062
180,107
218,396
148,869
49,966

$614,321
248,020
848,976
812,522
68,066

$661,965
807,188
815,888
890,184
107,686

Total withdrawn from warehouse..
Add entered for consumption.

$948,890
4,070,652

$1,581,905
8,865,457

$1,682,811
2,478,798

$5,019,442

$9,947,862

$4,161,104

Total thrown on the market

ENTEEED FOE WAEEHOUSING.

1863.

1864.

1865.

Manufactures of Wool
Do.
Cotton
Do.
Silk
Do.
Flax
Miscellaneous Dry Goods

$416,899
168,487
266,671
69,289
61,009

$439,6*02
105,291
288,511
209,052
29,541

$469,588
245,968
207,927
276,699
45 866

Total entered for warehousing ...
Add entered for consumption

$957,805
4,070,662

$1,071,997
8,365,457

$1,244,897
2,478,798

$5,027,857

$9,437,464

$8,728,690

Total entered at the port

These figures are the specie values representing the foreign cost, without
freight or duty. It will be seen that the withdrawals from warehouse exceed
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the entries by nearly half a million dollars. The following will show the relative
totals since January 1st :—
IMPOETS OP FOBEIGN DBY GOODS AT NEW YOEE

FOB TWO MONTHS FBOM

JANUABY 1ST.
ENTEEED FOE CONSUMPTION.

Manufactures of Wool
Do.
Cotton.
Do.
Silk
Do.
Flax
Miscellaneous Dry Goods
Total entered for consumption

1863.

186).

$8,817,146
1,132.360
1,694,027
1,424,140
510,849

$6,526,350
1,940,274
8,684,254
1,785,088
848.618

$1,444,534
550,412
571,016
951,902
281,598

1865.

$7,978,022

$14,784,584

$8,799,462

WITHDEAWN FEOM WAEEHOD8E.

Manufactures of Wool
Do.
Cotton
Do.
Silk
Do.
Flax
Miscellaneous Dry Goods
Total withdrawn from warehouse..
Add entered for consumption
Total thrown on the market

1863.

1864.

$596,160
861,637
899,8"9
808,132
82,768
$1,7l43.006

$1,239,066
644,681
798,450
639,139
111,691
$8,438,027

$1,000,917
604,220
462,089
824.581
184,088
$8,075,845

1863.

7,978,022

14,784,584

8,799,462

$9,721,028

$18,217,611

$6,875,807

ENTEEED FOB WAEEHOUSING.

Manufactures of Wool
Do.
Cotton
Do.
Silk
Do.
Flax
Miscellaneous Dry Goods

1868.
$1,086,375
880,572
664,854
£46,758
90,457

1864.
$1,187,007
399,670
784,528
481,993
88,991

1865.
$857,668
505,719
274,212
648,687
93.577

Total entered for warehousing. .. .
Add entered for consumption

$2,819,016
7,978.022

$2,837,184
14,784,684

$2,274,868
8,799,462

$10,297,088

$17,621,768

$6,074,825

Total entered at the port

The continued remarkable successes of the army lead to the belief that an
early end to the war is prohable. Of course the first effect of peace will be
great depreciation of prices.- If men's minds were governed by their judgment,
rather than their fears, this would not be the case ; for prices cannot, of courser
permanently fall, except as the currency is called in. Yet there will be a panic ;
aud those whose business it is to make money out of these fluctuations will in
crease it. Hence it is the part of wisdom, if peace is so near, to keep a small
stock of goods on hand, so as to be able to purchase when prices are low. It is
this fear of lower prices, and the desire to be in a condition to take advantage of
them, that is the chief cause of the present stagnation.
But, besides this, the uncertainty with regard to the action that will be taken
by Congress on the revenue law serves to increase the difficulty, aud render more
feverish all commercial and financial interests. Tbis amendatory bill has been
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reported back to the Senate, with sundry amendments, among which are the
following :—
To strike out the exemption from duty or tax of Bibles, Testaments, or volumes
consisting only of parts of either, prayer books, arithmetics, spelling books, geogra
phies, grammars and school books of the kinds used in common primary schools, and
all books printed exclusively for the use of Sunday sclools. The House exemption
was not to any volume valued at more than two dollars.
The Senate's Finance Committee report the following amendments to the tobacco
clause :—On snuff manufactured of tobacco, or any substitute for tobacco, ground, dry
or damp, pickled, scented or otherwise, of all descriptions, when prepared for use,
forty cents per pound. The committee propose to strike out the tax of forty cents a
pound on cavendish, plug, twist, and all other kinds of manufactured tobacco, not
herein otherwise provided for. They propose thirty-five instead of forty cents a
pound on fine cut chewing tobacco, whether manufactured with stems in or not, how
ever sold, whether loose, in bulk or in packages, rolls, paper wrappers or boxes. On
cigarettes made of tobacco enclosed in a paper wrapper and put up in packages con
taining not more than twenty-five cigarettes, and valued at not more than five dollars
per one hundred packages, five cents per package. The committee propose to sub
stitute for the House clause of sixty cents a pound on all cigars, cheroots and cigar
ettes a tax of five dollars per one thousand on cheroots, short sixes, and all cigars
valued at less than fifteen dollars a thousand.
The committee leave the principle of the income tax untouched, viz :— A. duty of
five per cent on the excess over six hundred dollars, and not exceeding five thousand
dollars, and a duty of ten per cent on the excess over five thousand dollars ; but pro
pose to strike out the following proviso :—That net profits realized by sales of real
estate purchased since January 1, 1864, shall be chargeable as income, and losses on
sales of real estate purchased since January 1, 1864, and sold within the year for
which income is estimated, shall be deducted from the income of such year.
The committee propose to strike out the section providing that from and after the
1st of April, 1865, there shall be paid, in lieu of the duty now provided by law, on all
cotton upon which no duty has been paid, and which is not exempted by law. a duty
of six cents per pound until July 1, 1866, and on and after that date a duty of five
cents per pound.
The committee also propose to exempt coal from the duty of twenty per centum
additional on the rates now proposed to be increased to that extent on nearly all the
articles inclnded in the ninety-fourth section of the present law.
They report in favor of striking out the section that every National banking associ
ation, State bank or State banking association, shall pay a tax of ten per centum on
the amount of notes of any State bank or State banking association paid out by them
after the 1st of January next.
They propose to reduce the duty on crnde petroleum from six to two cents per
gallon.
The committee propose several new sections, namely: —Taxing sales 1-24 of one
per centum, providing that the President shall appoint an additional Anditor to be
called the Anditor of Internal Revenue, with the requisite number of clerks ; author
izing the Secretary of the Treasury to appoint a Commission of three members, at
$300 per month, to take into consideration and report on raising by taxition such re
venue as may be necessary to supply the wants of the goveromeot ; repeahng or sus
pending the bounties on the tonnage of vessels engaged in bank or other cod fisheries
from and after the 1st of April next, and during the present war and one year there
after ; that the present rates of postage on letters be increased from three to five
cents after July 1, 1865.
Senator Sherman has given notice of an amendment which he intends to offer, pro
viding that in lieu of the present duty there shall be collected on and after July 1,
1866, one fourth per cent per month, and after January, 1866, one half per cent on
the average amount of national bank circulation.
It will be seen from the above that the changes proposed are important, and
we have only noticed a small portion of them. Busiuess cannot, however, be
active, so long as this nncertainty envelopes the future.
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On the question of prices, if the policy Government intends to pursue could be
known it would serve to increase confidence. Is the volume of currency to be
gradually diminished, or is it to be increased ? Prohably the answer to this
question depends much upon who is to be our Treasurer It is now said that
the Hon. Hugh M'Cui.loch is to receive the appointment. He certainly has had
morcrTprrience than many of the other persons named, and would, we think, fill the
place more acceptably. Many of the opinions he has expressed have been sound ;
and yet we cannot but remember that Mr. CnASE argued against the paper money
system while he fostered it, and Mr. M'Culi.ocu differs just as widely between
his theory and his practice. At the end of D. cember, 18C3, he issued a circular
to the National Banks, in which he predicted a financial collapse from the policy
of the Government. He said that the seeming prosperity of the loyal States
was " owing mainly to the large expenditures of the Government and the redun
dant currency which they seemed to render necessary," and that this currency
would work great evils; and yet Mr. MCclloch has been since that time at
the head of a branch of the Treasury Department which has increased the volume
of the currency not far from a hundred millions, and which, unless the law is
amended, promises to increase it two hundred millions more in the future. The
oontrast between the preaching and the practice of our financiers has been so
wide as to reflect discredit upon them and make them utterly unreliable.
What the new Secretary of the Treasury, whoever he may be, may do, will
depend, to a great extent, upon contingencies, or, in other words, will depend
upon the interests of those by whom he surrounds himself. If lie will only have
the wisdom to take the advice of sound men, rather than speculators, he will give
satisfaction. Paper money is the life of speculation, and the issue of it will
always be encouraged, and the retiring of it be deprecated by all who are thus
trying to make money very fast.
Professor Bowkn, of Cambridge, in a recent letter, suggests the following
method of contracting the currency, a measure he considers of vital importance
to the best interests of the country :—
" In order to meet our present current expenses the receipts into the Treasury,
from taxes and loans united, must avernge nearly three millions a day. Let the faith
of the Government be pledged, that onefifth part of this sum shall be regularly de
voted, as soon as received, to redeeming and destroying an equivalent amount of
greenbacks. At the end of each week let an official statement be published of the
amount thus redeemed, and let this amount be publicly burned. The sum thus can
celed would be an average of three and a half millions a week—too little to create
any immediate agitation or alarm in the stock market or the ordinary channels of
business, but enough to contract the currency uniformly and without jar at such a rate
that in seven months over one hundred millions would be permanently withdrawn
from circulation, and gold would fall to about $1 .80. I suppose, of course, that the
Treasury should be deprived by law of any power to issue new greenbacks or any
other form of legal tender notes to take the place of the sums thus canceled. Now my
position is. that the mere formal announcement of this system would at once so but
tress the public credit, depress the price of gold, check speculative enterprises, raise
the relative value of the 7-S0'e, as compared with other government bonds, and there
by increase the rapidity with which this loan would be taken up, that within a fort
night the increase of the daily receipts into the United States Treasury would be bo
great that, even after the deduction of one fifth, the remaining sum available for use
would be as large as it is at present. In other words, as soon as this policy could be
iairly reduced to practice, the daily receipts would rise from $8,000,000 to at least
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1 8,800,000 ; and four-fifth9 of this latter amount, or as much as we need at present,
would be available to meet the current expenses of the government"
In the mean time our foreign commerce shows gratifying changes compared
with previous years. The following is a comparative statement, for three years,
from July 1st to February 21. The imports are given in gold at their foreign
cost, freight and duty unpaid ; the exports of produce are given in their currency
value at this port :—
COMMEECE OF NEW YOKE FEOM JULY 1ST TO DATE.

1862-63.

Imports merchandise
Exports produce
Exports specie

$115,163,722
124,862,262
38,673,892

1963-64.

1864-65

$121,908,243
100,745,879
36,795,581

$9:5.593,547
162.534,422
26,035,417

The exports, as will be seen, have largely increased, while the imports have,
at the same time, diminished.
A statement of the value of the imports and exports at the port of Boston, for
the month of January, 1865, show the same tendency. The total value of im
ports amounts to 81,192,653, and the total value of exports to $1,991,971. This
shows an increase of exports over imports of 8799.318. The amount of merch
andise withdrawn from warehouse for consumption is $1,151,397, and imports
entered for consumption $181,026, showing the value of merchandise thrown on
the market to be $1,632,423.
* The condition of the public debt on January 31 , is, by a published statement,
not official however, described as follows : —

Aggregate of debt bearing interest in coin
Aggregate of debt bearing interest in lawful
money
Aggregate of debt on which interest has ceased
Aggregate of legal tender debt, bearing no
interest
Aggregate of fractional currency
Total
Unpaid requisitions
Amount in Treasury..
Total

Principal.
$1,087,550,438

Inlertst.
$63,433,131

608,570,952
850,570

29,698,770

433,160,^69
24,096,913
$2,153,735,444

$126,100,000
10,262,958—

$93,131,901

115,887,012
$2,269,572,486

Internal revenue for January 31, 1865
Internal revenue from January 31 to February 23, 1865
Customs for January, 1866
Customs from January 3 1 to February 23, 1 865

$31,076,902
9,825,636
6,460,576
1,587,488

The unpaid requisitions continue to increase, notwithstanding the large re
ceipts from internal revenue and the seven-thirty loan.
The Secretary of the Treasury has authorized the payment of the March cou
pons on tiie ten-forty bonds on presentation, and those wishing to avail them
selves of the privilege can do so either at the Sub-Treasuries or at Washington.
The total interest on the semi-annual coupons will amount to about 84,000,000,
the principal being not far from $160,000,000.
The following are the prices of the leading Government stocks. There has
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been an increased demand on European account. The continued victories, and
especially the news of the taking of Fort Fisher, made United States securities
very active in London, at a decided rise, so that, although the price of gold has
fallen, these stock reach a higher figure.
PEICKS UNITED STATES PAPEE.

Dec 81,...
Jan. 7
" 14,
" 21,....
" 28,...
Feb. 4
" 11
" 18
" 26

.—6e8,1831.—i
Eeg.
Coup.
Ill*
110*
Ill*
111*
112*
112*
Ill
110
110*
109*
109}
109*
110}
110J
Ill*
111*
Ill*
111

5's, 1874.
100
100
102
99
9S}
99*
102
103
102

6 per ct., 5 per ct 6 per ct.
Gold.
5-20's.
lu-40's. 1 year oertlt.
price.
108*
101}
96}
229* a 229*
109
102
96}
227 a 227*
110
102f
98
217} a 221
108f
101*
97*
197* a 206
108*
10O*
98
113fa220
109*
101*
97*
209 a 214*
109*
102}
98}
204} a 209
lllf
102|
98}
204 a 205f
111*
102*
98}
198* a 199*

The price of the o-20's abroad was from 50 to 50*, February 10. The price
of gold has gradually declined through the month, as the successes at Fort Fisher,
Charleston, Colunibia, Wilmington, &c., have been announced. The specie
movement through the month is as follows :—
SPECIE AND PEICE OF GOLD.

-186 4
Beceived.

Jan.
"
„
„
Feb.
"
"
"

Exported.

,

,

18G5.
Becclved.

Exported. Gold in Bank. Prem. on gold.

7,... $264,230 $690,262$1,148,860 $594,863
14,
1,216,204
383.619 1,046,261
21,... 279,801 1,985,057
50,268
829,883
28,... 366,608 1,000,000
611,019
997,136
4,... 324,864
668,747
478,777
11
662,616
370,753
18,... 368,198 1,219,808
264,822
100.882
25
825,632
148,586

$20,162,892
21,367,608
20,211,569
18,890,085
19,682,308
20,297,346
20,682,819
20,092,3 8

127 a 127*
117} a 121
97* a 106
113fal20
109 a 114*
104} a 109
104 a 105}
198* a 199*

The shipments of specie from California, since the first of January, have been
as follows :—
January 4
Per Constitution—To England
$922,279 81
To New York
611.088 55
To Acapulco
8,000 00
To Panama
1 5,000 00
$1,466,859 86
10 . . .Per Light of the Age, to Hongkong
,
100,886 93
10. . . .Per Bavaria, to Hongkong
20,870 00
18. . . .Per Sacramento—To New York
$610,226 47
To England
388.204 80
To Panama.
65,000 00
To Acapulco
34,600 00
1,077,981 27
"
14
Per Passing Cloud, to Hongkong
87,639 77
Total since January 1
Corresponding period 1864
Decrease this year

$2,698,187 83
8,287,816 78
$594 ,129 46

The following is the amount of the imports and exports of precious metals
from and to France during the whole year of 1864, compared with the two pre
ceding years :
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GOLD IMPOETED FEOM FEANCE.
1864.
1S63.
Francs.
Francs.
110,093,766
83.266.419
353.90.V267
286,467,015
463,996,023

369,733,434
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1882.

Francs.
119,011,128
282,816,419
401,826,547

GOLD EXPOETED FEOM FEANCE.

Bullion
Coin

82.810.S23
810,926,420

86,117,505
271,638,705

41,457,399
195,331,509

843,736,943

857,766,210

236,788,908

SILVEE IMPOETED FEOM FEANCE.

Bullion .
Coin. . .

63,414.422
204,314,972

27.564,966
133,435,279

27,496,401
103,939,191

267,729,394

161,000,245

131,435,592

SILVEE EXPOETED FEOM FEANCE.

Bullion.
Coin . . .

134.106,666
175,73'.),091

126,123.911
103,216.950

116,051,205
101,564,700

809,846,757

229,340,861

217,615,905

The countries from which the imports came, and to which the exports went in
1864, were the following:
GOLD.

England.
Belgium
Zollverein
Kingdom of Italy..
Spain
."Switzerland
Roman States
Turkey
Egypt
United States . .
Uther countries . .

- Imports.
Bullion.
Coin.
franca.
franca.
187,567,460
103,730,838
8,764.773
267,570
67,832,400
191,790
77,782.965
4,023,690

842,000
1,537,878
110,093,766

483,800
61,471,359
358,902,257

-Exports.—
,
Bulilon,
Coin
francs.
francs.
6rf.4S0
17,918.394
67,314
6,544,252
15,969
3,188,367
8,160,200
182,033,300
38,866,563
29,067,990
21,853,278
8,420,000
961,200
59,468,100
46,800
482,570
27,626,166
82,810,523

810,926,420

SILVEE.

En^land
Belgium
Russia
Zollverein

-Imports.Bullion.
Coin,
francs.
francs.
24,939,234
14,5-20,356
6,820,016
15 378,840
482,367
26,443,864

85,739,318
85,596,765
39,426,244

6,278,941

291,600
18,861,849

43,460,145

40,565,059

68,414,422

204,314,972

lo4,lU6,o66

175,789,091

S f i ..in

Kingdom of Italy . . .
Switzerland
1 urkey
Egypt
British India
China
United States
Other countries

Eiports.Bullion.
Coin.
francs.
francs.
6,9ii4.702
19,240,828
10,221,762
19,254,668
500,000
203,3-27
6,349,100
940
1,12-2,015
1,883,600
8,698,400
652,421
72,200
4,873,400
64,976,8J0
67,802,000
6,396,400
6,709,000
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Turning the preceding totals for 1864 into American money, we find that:
The imports of gold were
$92,249,200
The exports of gold were
68,747,385
Excess of imports
The exports of silver were
The imports of silver were

$28,501,815
$61,96't, 150
68,645,875

Excess of exports

$8,428,275

Deducting the excess of silver exports from the excess of gold imports, it
appears that during the year 1864, the stock of precious metals increased by
815,078,530. As to the amount sent to the East, it was 811,893.620 in gold,
and 8974.680 in silver to E;jypt ; 826,555,560 in silver to British India ; and
82,621,080 in silver to China.
The rates of exchange since the first of January have been as follows :
BATES Or EXCBANOE 1!» GOLD.

London, 60 days.
Jan.' 7 108*a 109}
" NlOr-AalOU}
" 81 108* a 109}
" 28 108* a 109}
Feb. 4 ll'8 a 109}
"11 108* a 109
" 18 107 a 108}
"25 108 a 108*

Paris, 60 days. Amsterdam.
6.18}a5.15 41* a 41}
6.18}a6.18} 4l*a41}
6.1SJa 6.13J 41$a41J
6.20 a 5 18} 41 a 41$
6.214; a 6.16 41 a 41}
6.28}a6.15 40} a 41*
6.27* a 6.20 40*a41|
6.27* a 6.18} 40* a 40*

Frankfort.
41ia41*
41 a51*
414; a 41*
41 a 41*
41 a 41}
40}a41±
40* a 41
40* a 41

Hamburg.
8fi| k 36$
86* a 36}
86} a 36}
Stif a 36}
36 a 36}
36} a 36*
35} a 36}
35} a 36}

Berlin.
72 a 72}
724; a 72}
73 a 72}
72 a 72*
71} a 72
71} a 724,
71* a 72
71* a 72

JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY, AND FINANCE.
New York City Banks and the National System—Defects of the National Law—Bank Notes a
Tender for Bank Debts—This Is a defect, and Is Interfering with the re-orpanizatlon of the New
York City Banks—Are Certified Checks Circulation t—United Slates Securities Kxcmpt from
Taxation; Decision of D. 9. Court—How to avoid this decision-Mr. M'C'ulloch Secretary of the
Treasury and Mr. Clark Comptroller of Currency—City Banks Beturns—Eeturns of Bank of
England and France.
So far as the New York City Banks are concerned, the movement, looking to
a change from the State to the National system, has made no progress during
the month. The more the law is examined the more defective it appears, and,
therefore, prudence lead3 these old institutions to hesitate before entering into a
common fellowship with the new organizations. Many of these defects grow out
of, and are inseparably connected with, our paper money system ; but others are
simply mistakes in the law itself. We have frequently referred to the peculiar
features of this Bank circulation. The one which requires every National Bank,
no matter where it is located, or what its condition, to receive for its debts the
bills of any other National Bank, is certainly an error, and likely to interfere
with the organization of first-class institutions on that hasis. How can a hank
be safely managed and yet be compelled to receive notes which may be at all
shades of discount in payment of its debts ? There are now, for instance, eight
hundred and forty National Banks authorized, having a capital of 8189,449,736,
and 893,666,360 of circulation. This circulation is increasing nearly a million
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of dollars a day. Suppose it should continue to increase, and legal tender* dim
inish, until the latter are worth a premium in the open market —a circumstance
which is very likely to happen, — it would follow, as a matter of course, that
every man owing any debt to a National Bank, would pay it in National Bank
notes. When this occurs, in all probability there would be a want of " uniformity" in the valne of such notes, for those of the most distant or inaccessible
banks will be least desirable and most depreciated. In that case, of course, tho
notes that were the most depreciated would be selected to pay with, and the
bank must take any such note that may be offered. What thall the bank do
wilhthem? Sell them? That will only add to the depreciation and increase
the trouble. The process of sending for redemption will be troublesome wh-aever there is such a crisis. Any National Bank therefore, no matter how well
it is managed, may be over-loaded, by this operation, with the bills of far distant
banks, which it must receive but cannot disburse!
We refer to this defect now, because it is one that is at present preventing the
reorganization of some of our soundest and safest State institutions under the
National law. In the meantime, Government appears to be attempting to
coerce all old banks into the new system. There is now a bill belore Congress
which has, we believe, passed the House, laying a tax of ten per cent on all cir
culation of State Banks, after January 1st, 1806. This provision, if it becomes
a law, is intended, of course, and will operate so as to force the withdrawal of
all bank circulation except the notes of the new National institutions. This will
decidedly affect the profits of country banks, but those in this city can alford to
be indifferent to the mere question of note circulation. The issues of few city
banks have paid expenses, and none have supplied a profit at all equal to the
care und trouble of preparing and protecting them. New York being the finan
cial centre of the country, all currency at par here is at once picked up the
moment it is set afloat outside, and returned to its source. If the city banks
were forbidden to issue any more bank notes, they would not grumble seriously,
and could readily make arrangements to do without.
But a more serious matter is the attempt to class certified checks under the
head ol circulation, aiid tax them accordingly, even where they are returned
through the Clearing-Houte the next morning. Commissioner Lewis has decid
ed that the law is to be interpreted in this manner. He claims that the act is so
specific he has no option. There is certaiuly reasonable ground for his decision,
and yet we do not believe it is right.
The act reads as follows :
" There shall be levied, collected and paid a duty of one-twelfth of one per centum
each month upon the average amount of circulation issued by any bank, association,
corporation, company or person, including aB circulation all certified checks and all
notes and other obligations, calculated or intended to circulate or to be used at
money"
These certified checks are not " intended to circulate or to be used as money."
They are simply a convenience to the banks and their customers, and are ex.
changed at the Clearing-House the next morning, t'hecks that are not certified
might with equal reason be considered as intended to be used as money, and so
taxed under the words " other obligations" " issued by " a " person." Besides,
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such a decision should not be made unless the law ia so clear as to absolutely
compel it. for, if persisted in, it will require an entire change in the methods of
business. The first effect, as the Journal of Commerce well says, will be to cut
off from young men without capital the chance of succeeding in competition with
wealthy firms in any business requiring large payments. The actual possession
of wealth is not needed for much of the business of the city, where immense sums
are handled without any serious risk. All that is required is confidence. This
may rest on integrity and capacity, which is a much better foundation than the
mere possession of money. That form of business which allows the virtuous and
enterprising to build their fortunes on moral worth instead of a moneyed capital,
is a great conservator of public morals, and a direct stimulus to the acquisition
of an honorable character. A young man who has this invaluable possession,
can now enter any avenue of success which is open to human enterprise. He
may deal in millions daily, his disbursements preceding his receipts, but both
meeting alike in the daily settlement. He must often pay for stocks, bonds and
other property before receiving a transfer to himself. As soon as he obtains the
transfer he delivers these to his employers and obtains the means of squaring his
own account. The certificate of the bank is the bridge over a gulf which would
otherwise be impassable to him. He obtains this certificate because of the con
fidence the bank has in his integrity and capacity. The man of wealth, if the
business were confined to him, would not pay the money j he would give a check,
without having it certified, which would be accepted by the seller because of his
known capital or possessions. Both alike trade on confidence ; in the former
case it is based on character, in the latter on the mere possession of property.
But it may be said that, after years of trial, the character of the poor man
might become as widely known as the wealth of the capitalist, and thus both
have the same facilities. This might be true to some extent, but the years of
waiting give the other all the advantage. Besides, the very effort to acquire a
reputation would be almost preclnded by the obstacles thus placed at the outset
ol the poor man's careci. 'J he truth is, that much of the financial legislation of
the last two years, whether so intended or not, is, according to our opinion, ad
apted to make a rich man richer, and a poor man poorer ; to divide the popula
tion into permanent classes after the manner of the old world, and to lesseu the
chances for the enterprising in the lower relations to struggle upward or to make
any improvement in his condition. This may be sustained where the people are
governed, but it can hardly be successful where they are left to govern ; and there
will be a terrible reaction to the other extreme, if it is persisted in until the
nature of the struggle is thoroughly understood by those whose interests are
thus wantonly disregarded.
The provision of the law, exempting United State securities from State tax
ation, belongs to the class of legislation tending to make rich men richer. It
will be remembered that the New York State Legislature, at its session in 1863
(chap. 240, laws of 1863), passed an act for the purpose of avoiding this exemp
tion, so far as banks were concerned, by taxing their capital no matter how it
might be invested. The act was in these words :
Stction 1.—All banks, banking associations, and other moneyed corporations and
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associations, shall be liable to taxation on a valuation equal to the amount of their
capital stock paid in, or secured to be paid in, and their surplus earnings (less ten per
cent of such surplus,) in the manner now provided by law, deducting the value of the
real estate held by any such corporation or association, and taxable as real estate.
Under this law the capital of the Banks was taxed as heretofore.
This tax was, however, resisted so far as their capital was invested in United
States securities, and an action was brought to test the question, which has now
been decided by the United States Court in favor of the Banks, and these momed
institutions thus become free from Stiite and city taxation to the amount of
several millions of dollars. This decision is an important one, and shows how
unwise it is in Congress to exempt the national securities. We believe that it ia
best both for the State and the holders of the bonds that the only restriction
Bhould be upon discriminating taxes. Congress might enact that no higher taxes
should be exacted of United States securities than of capital invested in other
forms. This would be ample proteci ion for the general government. But to
allow all that portion of the capital owned in the State and protected by State
laws, to escape any contribution to the State expenses, because it is invested in
national securities, seems like injustice to other property holders, and will tend
to create a feeling against the securities thus exempted among those who are
unable, or do not for other reasons, hold them.
The State authorities now must be very ingenious to adopt any system by
which this tax may be imposed. We can think of no way of avoiding this pro
vision except by requiring an annual license fee of all hank corporations, which
should be proportioned to their capital. This system could be made to furnish
the same amount of funds as the other tax.
It is now decided that Mr. McCulloch, the present Bank Comptroller, will
succeed Mr. Fessenden in the Office of Secretary of the Treasury. He was
born, it is stated, in Kennebunk, Maine. Previous to being called to the Comptrollership of the National Currency Burean, he was President of the State Bank
of Indiana, which is the largest monied institution in the West, having a capital
of nearly three and a-half millions of dollars, and nine branches located in different
parts of the State.
Mr. Freeman Clarke, who will prohably succeed Mr. McCulloch as Comp
troller of the Currency, is a practical financier. He represents the Twenty-eighth
district of this State in the present Congress, which is now near its close. He
is owner and President of the Monroe County Bank at Rochester, which has a
capital of $100,000, and a circulation ol $85,800. In the war now waging
between the old and the new hanking system, it will prohably be somewhat diffi
cult for Mr. Clarke to make up his mind which side to take, as long as his own
Bank continues to operate under the State laws.
The city Bank returns, the past month, of Philadelphia and Boston show the
effects of the change that is being made from the State to national system. In
New York the returns are made as usual, and very few of the Banks have actual
reorganized under the United States law. In Philadelphia all the Banks are
included in the weekly statement, but the growth of the national system is seen
in the decline of specie and the increase of circulation :
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NEW YOEE BANES.

New York Banks (Capital, Jan., 1864, $69,494,677 ; Jan., 1865, $69,658,737.)
Clearings.
Loans.
Specie.
Circulation. Net Deposits
Date.
Dec.
24,.. $208,512,093 $20,600,441 $8,333.346 $158,805.909 $598,336,137
81,..
199,444,969 19,662,211 8,288,832 147.442,071 471,089,268
190,044,687 20,152,692 8,188,626 147,821,891 635,055,671
Jan.
7...
189,686,750 21,357,608 8,074.029 148,981,299 688,780,682
14...
187,060.686 20,211,669 2,979.851 146,068,356 611,194,907
21,..
169,602,630 18,174,816 2,906,194 148,842,230 656,828,378
28,..
185.6R9.790 19,682,308 2,868,646 152,708,816 668,814,434
Feb.
4,..
185,516,904 20,297,346 2,821,996 166.711,166 684,179,409
11,..
186,366,126 20,682,819 2,865,982 156,150,634 518,305,222
18...
183,634.735 20,092,378 2,789,384 158,948,481 481,028,121
26,..
PHILADELPHIA BANES.

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1868, $11,740,080; 1865, $1 3.815.720.)
Legal tenders.
Loans.
Circulation.
Deposits
Date. 1865.
Specie.
$14,524,176
$48,059,403
$1,808,583
Jan. 2,.
$2,798,468
$39,845,963
15.297,223
41,001,803
49,260,629
1,781,108
2,978,035
9,.
17,008,905
49,838,799
1,750,669
43,121,208
" 10..
8,228,785
16,939,598
40,186,513
1,792,891
49,755,716
8,606,051
" 28,.
15,672,898
60,056,584
1,773.266
4,010,192
69,822.860
" 80,.
14,000,852
60,269,473
1,702,776
88,4 96,337
4,398,173
Feb. 6,.
49,511,683
14,295,547
4,660,697
1,629,957
87,840,581
" 18,.
18,922,954
48,639,886
1,569,223
4,866,771
37,141,900
" 20,.
15,398,60248,992,272
89,011,100
1,498,644
" 27,.
6,077,436

The following are the returns of the Banks of Boston, except those which
have reorganized under the national law. They make no returns. Their cir
culation is said, however, to be included in these figures :
BUETON BANES.

Boston Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1863. $88,281,700 ; Jan., 1865, $22,350,000.)
Specie. •
Loans.
Circulation.
Deposits.
Date. 1865.
$4 6,312,701
$8,434,323
$7,766,888
$28,036,775
88.707,472
2,908,469
7,808,528
16,772,600
33.444,460
2,862,939
7,629,229
16,926,720
38,160,490
2,797,093
7,126,253
16,058,810
33,026,868
2,669,668
6,792,950
16,34 8,192
26,609,695
2,246,610
6,681,880
12,641,083
28,609,664
"
IS
2,067,996
6,346,912
11,031,788
28,638,879
2,089,669
6.094.370
10,621,322
22,872,774
1,982,769
"
27
6,912,600
9,789,000

For comparison we give the returns of the Boston Banks for the same period
during 1864 :
Dote. 1864.

"

a

18
26

15

Loans.
$76,805,343
77,747,784
76,877,427
74,146,000
78,959,176
71,765,122
71,088,849
71,074,000
72,189,003

Specie.
$7,503.889
7.531,195
7,464,511
7,440,000
7,366,418
7,265,104
7,224,924
7,215,500
7,179,310

Circulation.
$9,625,043
10,185,615
9,968,889
9,729,000
9,660,163
9,579,020
9,741,471
9,411,000
9,371,440

Deposits.
$82,526 679
81,524,185
31,151,240
30,898,000
80,655,782
30,030,292
30,4 1 2,647
81,881,000
38,155,888

In January, 1864, the capital of these Banks was eight millions, and in January,
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eeived a severe shock. Last year sixty-two vessels of an average of 950 tons
each were built and launched at Quebec. Of this number many yet remain un
gold in the English market, while the prices offering are less than the actual Q"St
of their construction. The same degree of stagnation exists in the home market ,
vhere accumulation of white and red pine are quite large, to be held over for tin'
opening of navigation. The stock of l he former is about 23,000,000 feet, and
of the latter 55,000,000 feet, which is a large excess compared with the previous
year. The number of vessels which proceeded to Montreal, including steam
ships, in 1864, was 376. of an aggr-gate of 157,162 ton3, against 503 vessels of
200,717 tons in 1868, showing a falling off of 127 vessel and 52,555 tons.

A NEW TEXTILE.
The Chamber of Commerce of Rouen, Franca, has caused experiments to be
made of the applicability of vario.*' substances to supersede or to be used in
conjunction with cotton. The results are embodied in a report representing that
China grass has proved successful The commission intrusted with the investi
gation and experiments say :
Ou the 16th of' August, 1863. M. Terwagxe, of Lille, sent in two samples of
China grass, a kind of Siamese nettle. One of these simples was raw, the other
bleached. Struck with the beauty of this textile substance, the chamber had
issued a notice, inviting the manufacturers of Rouen to try it. On this occasion,
MM. Mallard and Boxxean, of Lille, declared themselves to be the discoverers,
and announced that the Chamber ot Commerce of Lille had also caused experi
ments to be made.
The Chamber of Rouen then applied to the Minister of Agriculture and
Commerce, who, accordingly, sent them a hale of thread and stuffi obtained
from China grass, which is called mah by the Chinese, ramekin Java, and Urlica
nivea by botanists. Since then experiments have been made on a large scale,
especially with a mixture of China grass aud cotton, not received from Louisiana.
This mixture yields a softer and at the same time stronger stuff tlr.m that
obtained with cotton alone, a stuff particularly applicable to household purposes,
and certainly less apt to tear than cotton. It bleaches like the latter, and be
comes glossy under the drying cylinder. In regard to dyeing, the new stuff takes
madder quite as well as cotton ; so also the Adriauople red , it will take aniline
violet, fuchsine and indigo much better than cotton aloDe.
^'one has affinity of colors equal to that of the best cotton. With
Total. .
>, experiment shows that stulf made of China grass and cotton,
warp, is weaker than pure cotton in the proportion of 76 to 80,
' i that on the woof it is stronger in the proportion of 57 to 55.
January. *"' m'3 °^ being acclimatized in the south of France, and generally
February
on has been cultivated since the outhreak of the American war.
W;- ioui with great rapidity, even when left to itself, an 1 its cultivation gives
little or no trouble.
At Calcutta it yields three crops a year, with stalks of the length of from six
to nine feet. The Minister of Agriculture and Commerce has ordered over a
quantity of China grass seed from its native country, in order to distribute it to
all agriculturists who may apply for it.
The chemical treatment and the various manipulation requisite for obtaining
the material fit for spinning cost together If 5c. per kilo. As the cotton of
Egypt now costs of. 60c, the difference in favor of Cain i grass is 4f. 3c. To
this must be added 10 per cent for the cleaning or picking and consequent waste
of the said cotton, which raises the difference in favor of the new material at4f.
59c. This is irrespective of the profit to be derived Iro.n the refuse to be sent
to the paper mill.
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STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.
Commerce of Now York—Woollen Imports, Ac,—Cotton—Exports from Cronstadt—Tide-Water ,
Eeccipts-Lake Commerce of Buffalo— Imports and Exports at Baltimore— Chicago Growth and
Trade—Imports Wheat, &c., into London.

COMMERCE OP NEW-YORK.
In our last Dumber we gave (vol. 52, page 117) a detailed stutement of the
commercial movements at the Port of New-York, the past year, so far as the
nturus were at hand. We are able now, however, to complete the review, the
official Custom-Houae returns being made up to the cud of the year.
imports. *
It will be remembered that the imports are all reckoned at their foreign cost
in gold, freight and duty unpaid. Taking tl. imporls of dry goods, as given in
our last number, the total may be classified as follows :
FOBEIGN IMPOETS AT NEW-YOEE.

Dry goods
Uen'r'l merchandise
Specie

1661.
$48,636,689
138,472,764
87,088,413

1862.
$56,121,227
117,140,813
1,890,277

1863.
$67,274,547
118,814,219
1,526,811

1884.
$71,589,752
144,270,886
2,'266,'e22

Total imports.

$214,197,866

$174,652,817

$187,614,577

$218,126,760

We thus see that the value of the imports, the past year, have increased over
thirty millions of dollars, nearly all of which (or about twenty-six millions of it)
is under the head of general merchandise. In the one item of coflfee our imports
have doubled, being about seven and a-half millions in 1868, and fourteen and a
half in 1864. The increase in dry goods is only about four millions. If we com
pare these figures with those of 1859 and 18G0 (the two years previous to tho
war), we will find the total imports, the past year, to be less, by abenty "—t- to twenty five millions, than during those years. We give the fis sice 1850,
classifying them into dutiable, free, and specie. Under the heaidiable is
included both the value entered for consumption and that entered lwfcousing. The free goods run very light, nearly all of the imports now btjiit,^

able.

^^VwJ
FOEEIGN IMPOETS AT NEW TOEE.

1851
1862
1868
1864
1856
1856
1857
1868
1869

Dutiable.
$11 9,5!' 2,264
115,086,062
179,512,412
163,4,'J ''■4
14 2,ii00,661
198.639,646
196,279,362
128,678,266
218,640,863

Free goods.
$9.7 11i,7 71
12,105,342
1 2,156,3*7
In .7 68,9 IS
14,108,946
17.902,578
21,440,784
22,024,691
28,708,732

Specie.
$2,04 9,643
2,408,225
2,429,088
•2,1-7.572
855,681
1,814,426
12,898,088
2,264,120
2,816,421

T- Ul.
$181.-if.l,678
129,849,619
194,Ov7,a62
131,. 71.472
157,860,288
218,656,649
230,S18,129
152,867,067
245,166,616
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I860
18G1
1862
1868 ,
1864 .

201,401,683
95,326,459
149,970,416
174,521,766
204,128,236

28,006,447
30,353,918
23,291,625
11,567.000
11,731,902

8,852,330
37,088,418
1,890,277
1,525,811
2,265,622

288,260,460
162,768,790
174,652,317
187,614,577
218,125,7^0

We now annex our usual detailed statement, showing the receipts from foreign
ports durmg each month of the year, for the last five years, both of dutiabTand
-ree goods, and what portion were entered for warehousing, and the vS
drawn from warehouse :
WPOBT8 ENTEaED FOE CONSCMPTIOM.

January
February ..
March
April
May
Jane
July.
August
September..
October....
November..
December...

I860.
$16,521,174
14,467,040
16,163,698
10,407,966
10,515,411
11,H70,400
18,759,905
19,564,676
11,516,189
10,974,428
8,526,416
6,874,246

1861.
$8,178,887
7,003,399
6,700,061
6,393,809
2,889,588
1,825,563
8,200,663
3,359,695
3,100,298
3,638,580
4,614,982
4,842,766

1862.
$6,763,396
7,058,174
10,312,689
7,141,197
8,091,120
7,278,953
13,799,505
10,289,427
11,890,711
8,462,554
6,565,185
6,831,073

1863.

$8,741,227
7,872,5X9
11,461,572
9,493,830
7,980,281
6,328,581
9,080,210
10,004,580
11,203,535
11,805,569
10,826,929
10,498,576

1864. -

$12,422,618
16,766.601
16,848,4 5
18,961,7.0
7,681,3..i,
5,518,9s.5
6,382,928
6,608,663
4,390,114
3,770.526
f,863,359
4,443,542

TotaL.

$154,660,498 $54,254,231 $104,483,984 $114,877,429 fi^isTH
IMPOETS ENTEEED WAEEHOUSE.

January.....
February.. .
March
April
May
June
July
August.. ...
September.
October. . . .
November .
December...

$2,744,411
1,626,772
8,592,093
4,127,857
4,436,660
4,487,109
4,462,475
4,182,764
2,835,784
2,317,461
8,961,662
7,566,147

$8,560,680
8,751,673
3,084,187
4,187,678
6,842,813
3,245,504
1,769,636
2,660,467
1,390.766
2,082,381
2,160,561
2,816,887

$3,141,725
8,870,486
4,841,846
3,853,218
4,600,920
8,874,127
4,502,764
2,939,721
4,351,084
3,689,806
2,108,009
4,212,725

$4,482,794
3,657,775
6,016,901
6,456,208
6,487,404
5,377,885
6,057,342
4,409 891
8,431,310
4,189,457
4,956,416
5,676,955

$5,571,936
4,991,398
6,641,408
6,905,540
14,727,176
16,906,964
14,954,685
10,487,478
6,258,560
6,882,928
4,160,582
4,250,862

$41,072,228 $45,486,481

$60,144,887

M^tt,"

$2,413,649
783,561
1,828,806
1,828,216
710,021
781,053
688,880
609,781
786,864
741,888
665,207
834,074

$841,060
797,788
1,072,849
1,026,517
1,056,576
1,258,634
917,684
936,474
882,557
866,079
911,976
1,125,718

Total..
$46,741,185

IMPOETS OF FEEE OOODS.

January
February
March
April
May
June..
July
August
September . . .
October
November
December.....
Total....

$2,262,638
8,172,192
8,739,211
2,386,849
1,845,020
2,766,008
1,594,918
2,060,665
1,662,882
1,911,516
2,487,290
2,138,579
$28,006,447

$2,826,665
2,812,568
2,873,697
3,351,905
2,730,568
2,191,613
2,972,054
1,816,224
1,577,-86
2,168,462
1,964,644
2,574,248
$30,863,918

$2,652,050
3,881,473
3,476,004
2,282,315
1,446,093
1,122,092
1,831,931
982,992
1,784,804
1,004,870
1,526,496
1,950,504
$23,291,626

$11,567,000

$11,731,908
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January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

I860.

1SC1.

1862.

1863.

1864.

$228,050
190,175
86,094
49,186
96,060
88,272
64,351
140,750
255,695
1,088,888
446,798
6,174,061

$7,2ti2,229
2,274,067
5,546,406
1,968,001
8,48C,812
6,887,158
6,99o,4S8
1,049,552
1,281,012
639,328
908,825
868,630

$168,668
62,00?
S9.327
26,162
110,888
61,023
219,001
92,703
121,818
256,676
109,708
78,816

$101,006
218,971
123 616
107,061
197,217
109.997
182,245
1 18,877
78,281
78,053
108,144
116,493

$141,790
88,150
104,437
286,814
660,092
146,781
128,062
245,8i8
68,2 20
129,776
161,727
114,976

$8,862,330

$37,088,418

$1,890,277 $1,525,811 $2,266,622

TOTAL IMPOETS.

January.
Feb....
March...
April...
May
June
July
August .
Sept
October..
Nov
Dec...
Total.

$21,756,273
19,366,379
2H,680,126
16,971,368
16,898,151
19,160,789
24,881,649
25,938,854
16,260,450
16,787,242
16,421,156
21,258,088
$288,262,460

$26,872,411
16,841,707
18,204,351
14,886,398
14,949,281
12 649.733
14,988,851
8,885,928
7,305.461
8,628,741
9,639,012
9,616,921
$162,768,790

$12,620,829
18,872,140
18,719,866
18,252,882
14,248,521
12,386,196
20,358,202
14,304,848
18,147,917
18,418,906
10,309,898
18,072,618
$174,652,817

$16,739,576
18,027,846
18,390,895
17.3S5.315
14,824,925
12,597,616
16,008,677
16,088,129
15,499,940
16,894,967
16,046,695
17,126,098
$187,614,577

$18,977,394
21,648,937
28,667,1i9
26,168,681
28,976,144
28.926,314
22,388,299
18,228,463
10,639,469
10,u38,SU8
8,597,695
9,936,098
$218,125,7tO

WITHDEAWN FEOM WAEEHOUSE.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September.....
October.......
November
December. ...
Total

$2,964,024
2,888,649
2,200,117
2,069.428
2,475,067
2,268,377
8,598,993
8,325,105
4,007,272
8,018,393
1,697,801
1,246,208

$2,548,273
6,781,728
6,817,144
1,761,245
1,606,864
l,9i8,842
6,622,454
2,614,652
2,988,464
2,518,080
1,987,026
8,661,887

$4,350,252
8,466,641
8,039,567
4,405,410
8,730,232
5,054,106
0,102,088
2,886,6Ti4
2,716,630
8,109,888
1,914,983
1,282,908

$81,103,924

$39,717,259

$41,668,764

$2,881,531
2,499,127
8,456,530
4,182,633
9,794,773
8,830,337
4,227,266
6,429,421
6,^42,561
4,858,612
4,084,183
8,714,294

$4,950,418
6,281,680
6,216,983
14,188,8"i3
659,869
2,544,914
8,386,873
7,967,843
6,852,829
5,a04,188
6,828,884
6,100,974

$60,851,167 $67,480,778

EXPOETS.

The total exports for 1864 show a very large gain over 18C3, the increase
being about $56,000,000. If we compare these figures with 1859, the increase
will be found to be much greater— in fact, about three hundred per cent. The
total shipments for 1859, exclusive of specie, were 867,980,321, while the past
year they have been $221,822,542. It inutt be remembered, however, that these
values, for 1864, are currency values, except, ol course, the shipments oi specie.
The following will show the comparative shipments, lor the lust lne year?, o(
pioduce and merchandise by quarters :
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EXPOETS FEOM NEW-TOEE 10 FOEEIGN P0BT3 EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIE.

I860.
First quarter. . $20,827,086
Second quarter
22,740,760
Third quarter.
26,079,828
Fourth quarter.
33,845,108
TotaL

1881.
$83,477,742
88,128,489
80,075,918
41,917,752

1863.
$50,614,908
41,046,726
88.825.587
40,228,747

1881
$82,075,568
29,798,344
45,313,299
49,747,611

1864.
$41,429,756
48,446,686
79,519,134
62,426,966

$103,492,280 $138,594,901 $156,934,822 $170,718,768 $221,822,542

We now annex our usual detailed statement, showing the exports of domestio
produce, foreign dutiable and free goods, and specie and bullion during each
month of the last live years :
EXPOETS OF DOMESTIC PEODUCE.

Jan
Feb.
March.. . .
April....
May
June
July
August..
Septemb'r
October...
November
December.
Total..

1860.
$5,299,142
5,699,887
6,898,687
6,638,682
6,812,190
8,307,774
7,525,713
8,012,814
9,282,931
10,067,330
11,262,701
10,610,945

1861.
$10,277,925
10,268,820
10,580,907
9,256,648
10,855,709
10,270,4 80
9,552,789
9,652,301
9,87 7,909
12,904,860
14,109,768
13,661,444

1861
$12,053,477
10,078,101
8,985,176
8,002,094
9,887,693
10,048,882
14,050,487
18,046,889
14,734,993
19,476,947
14,060,840
14,805,112

$95,468,296

$131,235,995

$149,179,591

1868.
$14,829,398
17,780,586
16,187,689
11,581,933
18,183,510
14,780,072
16,298,073
10,666,959
11,717,761
14,513.454
11,413,591
12,846,161

1864.
$11,448,958
18,662,218
14,410,051
13,263,713
14,610,493
17,996,495
26.26 1.67 3
26,617,860
16,595.548
16,740,4l:4
12,015.064
19,248,528

$164,24y,l77 $201,855,9S9

EXPOETS OF FOEEIGN FEEE.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September. .. .
October
November
December

$324,003
344,994
285,351
254,742
809,921
200,464
140,949
76,083
46.620
94,175
84,167
97,241

$899,940
187,950
109,270
209,573
180,114
648,482
203.825
57,966
30,013
60,868
41,973
76,474

$27,198
49,099
65.388
56.350
76,971
43,368
1,117.193
417,100
667,987
179.2'i5
45.5 38
108,489

$73,111
43,889
213,685
74,949
103,387
49,380
77,282
90,815
55,400
149,:i25
66,531
55,566

$42,282
77.698
72,667
48.461
40,898
76,709
249,404
126,537
848,742
69,965
64.914
425.231

Total

$2,258,710

$2,154,947

$2,853,843

$1,087,212

$2,142,458

EXPOETS OF FOEEIGN DUTIABLE.

$39'',317
631,489
844,716
482,489
248,270
486,228
282,552
191,270
620,394
394,758
400,218
833,578

$465,978
429,587
839,415
231,784
567,872
903,877
260,866
176,581
261,168
192,196
877,170
494,514

$149,493
208,757
458,917
607,678
762,797
872,561
449,948
256,680
672 572
434,265
284,873
352,902

$668,276
610,009
758.266
375.224
602,254
298,067
448,601
231,774
233,9:2
360,614
383,948
458,575

$664,485
456,498
699,969
553.812
589,888
1,282,218
6,187,460
2,231,782
2.460,138
1,104,299
1,128,059
1,63 ',502

Total. . $5,765,274
VOL. LII.- -NO. III.

$5,203,959

$4,9il1,383

$5,425,679

$17,824,095

January ....
February....
March
April
May
June
July
August....
September . .
October
November ..
December...

1.5
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EXF0BT8 or SPECIE AND BULLION.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September....
October
November
December....
Total

$868,562
977,009
2,881,663
2,995.502
6,529,936
8,842,080
6,568,985
7,454,813
8,758,784
2,106,395
625,091
202,401

$68,894
1,102,926
301,802
1,412,674
128,900
244,242
11,020
3.600
15,756
16,088
48,885
898,013

$2,658,274
8,776,919
2,471,233
4,037,675
6,164,636
9,867,614
8,069,337
8,713,532
8,085,919
6,707,519
6,218,251
8,678,112

$4,624,674
8,965,664
6,585,442
1,972,834
2,115,676
1,367,774
6,268,881
8,465,261
8,460,885
6,210,156
6,488,863
6,259,063

$5,45?,079
8,016,367
1,800,659
6,888,077
6,460,930
6,588,109
1,947,329
1,001,813
2,835,S1i8
2,517,121
7,267,662
6,104,177

$42,191,171

$4,236,250

$69,437,021

$49,754,066

$50,826,621

TOTAL EXPOETS.

January..
February.
March...
April
May
June
July
August..
Beptemb'r
October..
November
December.

$6,876,024
7,652,879
10,610,417
10,390,415
11,900.817
17,836,546
14,468,199
16,784,980
18,658,679
12,662,658
12,272,177
11,745,165

Total $146,688,461

$11,202,737
11.907,233
11,881,894
11.709,679
11,732,595
12,067,081
10,028,000
9,890,448
10,178,846
18,172 452
14,577,291
15,124,445

$14,888,437
14,112,843
11.980,714
12,708,797
15,832,097
20,832,875
28,684,915
17,488,701
19,061,471
26,797,936
20,608,942
18,939,616

$142,981,151 $216,371,843

$19,695,368
22,400,148
28,695,082
14,004,940
16,002,780
16,495,293
21,092,787
14,464,809
16,492,518
21,219,549
17,292,436
18,619,3S4

$17,609,749
17,211,776
16,888,236
19,754,062
21,682,200
25,887,5::l
88,585,866
20,977,982
21,789,8^6
20,481,789
20,478,699
27,410,438

$220,465,034 $272,648,163

WOOL IMPORTS, ETC.
IHW TOEE, BOSTON, AND CALIFOENIA.

The trade in both foreign and domestic wools during the year just closed was
large and prosperous, the imports, as will be seen from the figures below, show
ing an increase over even those of last year. The number of hales imported at
New York, and the entered value, since 18C0 has been as follows :
IMPOETS OF FOBEIGN WOOL AT NEW TOBE.

Year.
I860..
1861
1862

Bales, Entcr'd value.
30,985 $2,250,928
81,016
2,006,136
88,883
6,134,292

Year.
1868
1864.

Bales. Entered value.
109,141
$8,121,032
115,799
9,418,291

The enormous increase in the consumption of wool by the army is well illus
trated by these figures. At Boston the imports of foreign wool have been as
follows :
IMroHTS 0P FOEEIGN WOOL AT BOSTON.

Year.
1864
1868
1862
1861
1860
1869

Bales.
35,841
22,644
89,799
81,578
80,160
86,708

Quintals.
6,746

....
600
6,097
16,471
88,774

Year.
1858
1857
1856
1866
1854
1853

Bales.
19,882
87,680
14,478
14,999
24,926
27,874

Quintals.
10,322
18,847
17,755
9,751
9,821
16,461

1865.]
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Below is a statement of the imports of wool at New York for the past two
years, giving the countries from whence it was imported, the number of baleti
weight, and sworn Custom-House value :
1MPOEIS OF FOEEIGN WOOL AT NEW VOEE DUEING THE TEAE 1863 AND 1864.

-Year, 1833.
,
No. of
Entered
From whence.
bales. Weight, lbs., value.
England
27,112 11,426,648 $2,013,770
BuenosAyres
14,819 12,203,407 1,819.690
France
24,964 7,076,227 1,223,548
Belgium
2,135 1,403,108
255,279
Africa
10,613 4,964,345
822,002
Brazil
2,009 1,135,073
168,777
Sardinia
82
24,020
2,968
Venezuela
7
650
58
Tuscany
671
243,318
80,874
British N. "A. colonies
20
3,206
955
Bremen
501
183,082
60,658
New Granada
295
66,449
9,086
Scotland
31
7,300
2,679
Wrecked
98
19,317
2,936
Spain
698
191,626
80,463
Canary Islands
174
1,724
1,734
Italy
Hamburg
480
169,055
49,331
Gibraltar
221
48,639
7,945
Cuba
16
5,869
894
Portugal
893
180,354
80,227
British West Indies.
24
907
139
Porto Rico
....
Turkey
2,567 1,117,552
1SP.004
Dutch West Indies..
92
84.739
4,241
Mexico
8,786 1,314,209
176,024
Cisplatine Republic.
1,270 1,058,892
172,221
Russia
8,705 1,887,479
217,748
British East Indies .
2,188
703,084
146,598
British pos. in Africa
6,456 2,915,994
626,012
Chili
3,160
757,445
143,643
Cadiz
151
80,649
6,364
Malta
6
2,772
666
China
147
79,213
9,514
Austria
Morocco
Danish West Indies
Greece

,

Tear, 1864.—
No. of
Entered
bales. Weight, lbs.
value.
18,463 6,561,(186 $1,812,817
14,121 11,582,990 1,780,49(-.
21,477 5,837,840 1,080,041
1,745 1,005,840
264,810
24,651 10,973,155 2,007,742
2,116 1,306,529
219,311
257

150,331

15,680

283
4,921

96,396
6,362,122

24,799
547,562

499

187,824

22,710

79
1,051
421

26,299
281,041
83,699

5,124
38,847
14,316

878
175,889
840
816,059
410
128,438
1,269
687,884
48
15,982
1,108
460,599
8,923 3,409,672
9,445 3,505,189
8,586 1,247,396
1,174
618,954
8,527 1,539,795

29,281
42,529
17,616
113,803
1,y53
60,562
613,844
600,343'
233,730
93 892
194,849

86
66
1.096
135
675

4,800
27,045
356,133
4,436
230,765

439
7,527
47,296
612
26,330

109,141 48,744,901 $8,121,082 116,799 56,874,128 $9,418,291
The receipts of wool at California and vicinity have been as follows, from
January 1st to December 31st, 1Stj4 :
California, estimated
Oregon, estimated
Vancouver Island, estimated
Sandwich Islands, estimated

lbs.

8,000,000
216,800
68,200
39,200

Total receipts
Shipments and consumption

lbs.

8,824,200
8,203,192

lbs.

121,008

Balance on hand and in the country
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Shipments of wool from January 1 to December 31, 1864 :
New York, per steamers
lbs.
New York, per sailing vessels
Boston, per sailing vessela
Punta Arenas, per Bailing vessels
Tahiti, per sailing vessels
La Paz, per steamer

8,560,260
1,981,554

Total
Home consumption
Grand total

5,491,814
84 2,650
1,012
341
175

lbs.

6,886,192
1,867,000

lbs.

8,208,192

The total product of California for a series of years has been as follows :
PBODUCT OF WOOL FOB EACH TEAE FBOM 1355 TO 1864, INCLUSIVE.

1865
1856
1857
1858
1859

lbs.

860,000 1860
600,000 1861
1,100,000 1862
1,4*8,000 1863
2,878,000 1864

lbs.

.8,260,000
4,600,000
6,400,000
7.600,000
8,000,000

The entire clip of the United States for 1864 was about 100,000,000 pounds.

COTTON,
The cotton trade the past year has continued in a very unsatisfactory condi
tion the world over. The fluctuations in prices have been almost incessant, and
if we take the Liverpool market, we And that not a week has passed without
some change transpiring in the value of one or more of the various descriptions.
There are, however, four grand movements which stand out promineutly from
the rest—first, a gradual decline from January to April ; second, a steady advance
to the close of July ; third, a rapid fall to the middle of October : und, finally,
a considerable rebound to the end of December. These extreme variations are
set forth in the following table, which gives also the fluctuations in yarn and
cloth :
PEICES OF COTTON TABN AND CLOTH AT LIVEEPOOL DUEING 1864.

Cotton.
Orleans, middling
Pernam, fair
Egyptian, fair roller
Smyrna, fair
Dhollera, fair
Bengal, fair
China, fair
Yarn.
Water—20's good 2nda
Mule—10's good 2nd?

28in
86in
86in
24in

Jim. 1.
27Jd
28Jd
2SJd
22Jd
23d
18d
20d

per lb.

Cloth—Gray.
printers 66rd 4J lb... per piece
shirting 64rd 7$ lb
shirting 66rd 7} lb
domestics 60yd 9} lb per yard.

-

Sid
36d
Jan. 1.
e. d.
11 9
18 6
19 9
0 4{

-Prices current April 1, July 31. Oct. 22. Dec. 31.
26Jd
Slid
22d
27d
26}d
82d
22$d
26fd
26d
oOd
20$d
27Jd
22id
23Jd
12 id
Ibid
2ljd
24d
13Jd
2'0.1
If,. I
17Jd
8Jd
18d
17*d
19Jd
lid
16d
28d
84d
April 1.
s. b.
11 6
18 3
19 6
0 4}

82d
36d
July 81.
b. d.
13 1}
20 6
22 6
0 4}

20d
22d
Oot. 23,
s. d.
9 0
HO
15 0
U8

28}d
80d
Dec. 81.
s. d.
12 0
18 6
20 6
0 8}
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The total supply and consumption in Europe the past year may be seen from
the following table :
IMPOET, STOCE, AND CONSUMPTION IN EUEOPE, EXPEESSED IN BALES.

(
1882.
,
United
Import, stock, etc.
States.
Total.
Stock, Jan. 1, M. bags. 434,000 888,000

,

1861
United
States.
88,000

Total.
607,000

. ,
1861
,
United
States.
Total.
62,000
864,000

Import to 31st December:
Great Britain
72,000 1,445,000 182,000 1,982,000 198,000 2,587,000
France
24,000
225,000
8,000
816,000 15,000
429,000
Holland
11,000
74,000
10,000
136,006
9,000
119,000
Belgium
1,000
17,000
87,000
1,000
22,000
Germany
6,000
98,000
11,000
158,000
6,000
181,000
Trieste
82,000
26,000
....
28,000
Genoa
1,000
10,000
1,000
28,000
....
18,000
Spain.
18,000
73,000
6,000
106,000 12,000
92,000
M.bags
Deduct inter. shipments

182,000 1,974,000
88,000
888,000

168,000 2,783,000 241,000 8,476,000
19,000
614,000 21,000 468,000

M.bags
94,000 1,586,000
Add stock from above. 484,000
883,000

149,000 2,219,000 220,000 3,008,000
88,000
607,000 42,000
364,000

Total supply, M. bags.
Deduct stock 81st Dec.

628,000 2,469,000
88,000
607,000

237,000 2,726,000 202,000 8,372,000
42,000
364,000 24,000
648,000

Total deliveries,!! bags 440,000 1,962,000

195,000 2,362,000 238,000 2,724,000

GENEEAL CONSUMPTION OF COTTON IN POUNDS WEIGHT.
1864.

United States
Brazil
West Indies
East Indies and China.....
Mediterranean.
Total pounds

1863.

1862.

1861.

104,000,000
85,000,000 198,000,000
41,000,000
82,000,000
24,000,000
1 8,000,000
6,000,000
8,000,000
675,000,000 662,000,000 427,000,000
242,000,000 200,000,000 106,000,000

1,197,000,000
16,000,000
8,000,000
800,000,000
88,000,000

980,000,000

1,609,000,000

885,000,000

768,000,000

The following table shows to what extent the supply from certain countries
has increased since the war began :

1860
1861
1882
1863
1864

bales

From Bombay.
608,000
906,000
915,000
899,000
1,043,000

From Madras, From Egypt. From Brazil.
65,000
109,000
103,000
80,000
97,000
100,000
124,000
182,000
184,000
177,000
204,000
148,000
178,000
257,000
212,000

There has also been a steady increase from China and Japan, but the bags are
small (240 lbs.,) and the aggregate quality not very large. The apparent
aggregate increase of supply, however, since the commencement of the cotton
famine is greater than the real one, inasmuch as the average weight of the bales
has been steadily decreasing.
The total receipts and weekly consumption in Great Britain during same
time have been as follows :
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Bales.
8,866,000
8,036,000
1,445,000
1,932,000
2,So7,000

—Beceipts,
A ver. weight. Aggregate In
Iiounds.
Lbs.
425
1,430,550,i00
415
1,259940,000
370
634,650,000
703.24 8,000
364
KIT
897,689,000

*

Weekly consumption.

Bales.
48,600
46,500
22,800
26,600
S0.900

Lbs.
425
415
870
864
847

.

Pounds.
20,612,500
18,882,600
8,486,000
9,646,000
10,722,300

RUSSIA.—EXPORTS FROM CRONSTADT IN 1864.
The following are exports from Cronstadt, in 1864, to New York and Boston :
TO NEW TOEE.

Sheet iron
Hemp. ...:
Flax.
Cordage
Junk
Rags
Oakum
Felt
Riistles

poods

Sheet iron
Flax
Flax tow
Cordage
Junk
Rags
Oakum

poods

Tar

24,404
16,799
1,301
8,041
69,658
88,650
630
inn
026

Feathers
Horse hair
Crash
Sail cloth
Havens duck
Flems
Mats
Oak wood

25,845
658
11,824
1,888
88.387
16,518
900

Diaper
Sailcloth
Ravens duck
Flems
Wats
Flaxseed
Lima wood
Tortoise shell
Linseed. . .
Cotton robes
Cotton lobes
Sundries

4,600

Blistles
Horse hair
Red leather
Crash

artheeDa

654
672
810
217.00c

poods

625
1,878

arsheens
pes.

647,000

poods

arsheens
pes.

poods
chetwerts
pes.
arsheens
pkgs.

6,308
8,520
100
6,130
863

17,959
8,004
1,550
50
3.700
141
2,830
27
60
1 00
1,000
8

CASALS OF NEW YORK.
TIDF.W4TEE EECEIPTS OP PBODUCE.

The quantity of Dour, wheat, corn, and hailey, le.t at tide-water, from the
commencement of navigation to the Sth of December, close thereof, during the
years 1863 and 1864, was as follows :
Flonr,
Wheat,
Corn,
Barley,
bbls.
bush.
buth.
bush.
1868
1.560,000
22,206,900
20.608,600
3.1St0.500
1864
1,184,800
15.465,600
10,362,4i'0
8,045,900
Decrease.

876,500

6,741,300

10,251,200

144,000

By reducing the wheat to flour, the quantity of the latter left at tide water
this year, compared with the corresponding period last year, shows a deficiency
equal to 1,724,760 harrels flour.
The following comparative table shows the quantity of some of the principal
articles of produce at tide-water from the commencement of navigation to the
cIom- thereof, in the years indicated :
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Canal opened—

Flour
Wheat
Corn
Barley
Oats
Rye
Beef
Pork
Bacon
Butter
Lard
Cheese
Wool

bbls.
bush.

bbls.
lb.

IMS,
May 1.
1,8'28,500
82,669,900
28,709,800
2,56J,700
5,940,000
7,000,100
171,900
169,800
6,782,000
6,028,000
10,200,000
13,700,000
1,760,000
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1863,
May I.
1,580,800
22,217,900
20,613,600
3,190,500
12,487,500
470,500
87,200
282,200
3,711,500
6,171,500
20,776,100
9,614,000
429,200

1864,
April 30.
1,184,800
15.465,600
10,852,200
8,404,900
12,177,509
620,300
76,700
58,800
579,600
1,827,800
2,644,800
4,298,9015
1,226,100

LAKE COMMERCE OF BUFFALO, 1864.
The following statement shows the arrivals and clearances at and from Buffalo
of American and foreign vessels to and from Canadian ports ; also the arrivals
and clearances of American vessels to and from American ports, the tonnage of
the same; and the number of men composing the crews arriving and departing ;
also comparative statement of the same for a series of years :
sujimaet for THE YEAR 1864.
American vessels entered
Foreign vessels entered
Coasting vessels entered

No.
1,663
926
4,369

Tonnage.
1,641,258
72,424
1,708,085

Crews.
17,102
4,229
62,442

Total entered for the year.
American vessels cleared
Foreign vessels cleared
Coastmg vessels cleared

6,958
1,810
814
4,528

8,421,787
1,669,883
64,407
1,735,291

73,778
17.424
4,066
62,898

Total cleared for the year
Grand total 1 864
"
1868
1862
"
1861
"
1860
1859
"
1858
1857
"
1856
"
1856
"
1864
1853
1852

7,147
14,105
15,876
16,390
13,866
11,527
10,521
8,318
7,581
8,1 28
9,211
8,912
8,298
9,441

3,469,581
6,891,848
6,757,903
6,689.191
6,963,896
4,710,175
6,592,626
8,829,246
8,226,806
8,018,589
3,860,233
8,990,234
3,252,978
8,092,247

74,388
148,161
157,418
166,138
144,173
120,497
118,109
8B.887
182,183
112,051
111.575
120,838
128112
127,491

TRADE AND GROWTH OF CHICAGO.
Trie annual tables of the trade and commerce of Chicago, furnished by the
Tribune of that city, for the year 1864, exhibit some surprising evidences of rapid
growth and continued prosperity.

The Tribune says that there has never before

been such activity and success in all branches of trade, manufactures, and com
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merce. The war has stimulated rather than diminished the demand for the pro
ducts of the great West and Northwest. We glean the following summary of
the statements for 1864 and 1863 :
Flour and grain
Beeves packed
Pork packed
Bigh wineB manufactured
Lumber received
Bides received
Wholesale grocery trade
"Wholesale dry goods trade
Bats, caps, and furs
Wholesale boot and shoe trade
Wholesale clothing trade
Lake fish trade

ISM.
46,962,741
65,000
904,658
183,146
480,168,000
19,524,409
$40,000,000
$86,000,000
$5,000,000
$14,000,000
$12,000,000
85,770

bush.
No.
bbls.
feet
No.

pbgs.

1868.
66,079,908
70,000
970,264
159,812
892,800,000
18,561,985

66,72»

BALTIMORE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Thb Baltimore commerce returns, as given by the Baltimore Sun, shows that
the chief articles of import compare as follows :
1864.
1868.
Sugar
lb.
84,919,266
40,808,242
Cofiee
.
16,721,667
14,060,084
Salt
bush.
28,844,570
841,500
Molasses
galls.
1,044,903
842,108
Guano
tons
1,916
940
The value of iron in 1863 was $41,169 against 8402,697 last year, and of
hides, in 1863, 8107,561 against $146,093 last year.
The chief articles of export compare as follows :
1864.

Corn
Wheat
Flour
Coal
Oils (petroleum and coal)
Tobacco
Tobacco, mid
Tallow
Lumber
Lard
Pork

bush.
bbls.
tons
galls.
value
lb.
value
lb.
bbls.

105,544
60,022
881,428
7,803
821,808
$5,260,044
68,727
468,469
$224,692
2,564,400
6,803

1863.

271,548
96,194
816,596
8,705
318,870
$4,576,221
102,301
1,241,735
$179,929
8,661,118
7,998

IMPORT^ OF W1IEAT, FLOUR, BARLEY, AND OATS INTO LONDON, I863-64.
Tiik leading countries from which the imports of wheat, flour, barley, and
oats, into London, last year, and in 1863, were derived, are exhibited in the fol
lowing statement :
,
WheatIt
,
.
Flour.
,
1864.
1863.
1864.
1868.
Qre.
Tkgs.
Pkgs.
Q».
America— British Possessions
64,889
27,464
66,586
29,406
United States. . 806,261
119,970
676,521
816,993
1,220
Egypt
85,801
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France
Hanseatic Towns
Mecklenburg
Prussia
Russia—Baltic Sea
AaoffSea
BlackSea

7,435
29,572
60,514
264,487
241,078
10,202
84,345

18,260
11,145

26,991
4,889

"884
2,217

1,464
18

908,829
818,096
/
Barley.
.
1863.
1864.
Qrs.
Qrs.
70,071
64,586
80,349
7,365
61,674
12,699
1,309
210
41,435
8,552
4,197
203
71,586
28,129
280
6,190
. ..
675
106,767
74,873
8,600
6,249
15.603
80,201
67,281

672,182

881,201

6,613
21,647
28,588
279,356
111,158
28,757
15,887

Total, including minor countries.

Denmark
Egypt
France
Hanover
Hanseatic Towns
Holland
Prussia
Russia—Baltic Sea'
WhiteSea
BlackSea
AzoffSea
Sweden
Turkish dominions
Total, including minor countries.

MINING

648,559

288,481

1863.

1864.

Qre.
251,696

Qrs.
210,548

16,880
68,853
21,688
60,425
128,364
248,567
80,541

9,890
16,061
10,632
49,241
35,614
674,547
126,839

888

. .••
680,978

2,700
651,081

1,551,796

1,827,304

STATISTICS.

GOLD MINING IN CONNECTICUT.
The Stamford Advocate, in alluding to recent discoveries of gold at Green
wich, Conn., says:
" We saw specimens of the ore from this mine some two weeks since.
" By an interview with Dr. Keith, a resident of this place, we learned the
following facts. The assays from ore taken from the Stamford lode yielded from
" No. 1—$57.44 in gold per ton.
" No. 2—851.70 in gold per ton.
"No. 3—$71.50 in gold, and $4.75 in silver per ton.
" Only one assay has been made from the Greenwich lode, and that gave $30.90
in gold per ton. The Doctor informs us the present appearance of the lodes is
as good as in the generality of the mines in Colorado. Should these mines prove
to be no richer than the yield by the above assays, their value must be very
great. After a mine is well opened, it is calculated that ore can be mined and
worked at a cost of from $15 to $20 per ton in currency—this would leave a
profit of over $50 in gold per ton, if we take the average of the above assays.
If there is gold on the surface of these mines, there must be a richer harvest
below, and we hope that the work on them will be prosecuted with vigor, as we
doubt not that it will be advantageous to the owners, and we are quite certain
that it will have a tendency to add much to the wealth and prosperity of Stainford."

■"
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PRODUCT OP PORTAGE LAKE MINES FOR 1864.
Quinry mine
Pewabie mine
,
Franklin mine
Isle Rovale mine
Grand Portage mine
Huron mine
Hancock mine
Mesnard mine
Shelden-Columbian mine.
Arcadian mine
Albany and Boston mine.
Douglass mine
St Mar) 'amine
Total
Product of 1863 .
Increase in 1864

Tons.
1,4 85

Pounds.
1,362

982
781
363
3l6
810
60
28
11
5
8

791
880
1,676

196
1,622

182
190
023
6K0

!

0-10
1,459

.!

690

4,292
4,106

1,691
1,317

186

874

The following table will show the productions of the various mines in the dis
trict for the past three years :
.
1804.
,
,
1863.
,
,
1861
.
Tons.
Lbs.
Tons.
Lbs.
Tons.
Lbs.
Quincy
1,465
1,362
1.472
1,531
1,252
1,403
Pewabie
932
791
1,083
752
1,025
1,789
Franklin
781
880
780
189
945
1,194
Isle R03 ale
863
1,676
872
920
620
1,080
G rand Portage
816
196
247
883
Huron
810
1,629
69
283
98
874
Hancock
60
182
72
820
66
846
Mesnard
28
190
8
1,185
83
....
Shehlen-Columbian
11
023
3
1,254
A rcadian
5
680
....
....
Albany and Boston
8
040
....
....
Douglass
2
1,459
St. Mary's
2
690
2
....
Total
Increase of 1863 over 1862
Increase of 1864 over 1863
Increase of 1861 over 1862

4,292

1,691

4,106

1,317

8,942
164
186

1,226
91
874

850

465

Considering the increased number of mines in 1864 over 1862, the gain has
net apparently, been in proportion, and a little explanation may be necessary.
In 18G2 the amount of ingot copper produced was 3,075 tons, while in 1864 it
whs 3,400 tons, which excess when reduced to 80 per cent mineral, gives 380
tuns instead of 350 tons gain as shown in the preceding table. This haB been
occasioned by improvements in washing machinery, whereby a greater purity of
metal is obtained, but the number of tons is decreased. Another item is the
scarcity of labor for the past two years ; and every Dew mine that has been
started has drawn away laborers Irom producing mines while the new mines have
produced nothing.
The prospects for another year, if labor grows no scarcer are much more flat
tering than those for the three years past, and we may expect a decided increase
ever the product of 1864—say 800 tous.— Portage Lake Mining Gazelle.
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THE CANADIAN GOLD FIELDS.
A correspondent of the Toronto Leader in speaking of the Canadian gold
fields, soys :
The anticipations of those gloomy prophets who foretold that the gold mines
would cease to produce enough of the auriferous metal to make their working
profitable—or perhaps, rather I should say, would decline in value from year to
year—have not been realized so far. On the contrary, the reports grow more
favorable from year to year. At the present time there are in operation in this
province some eight or nine well known mines, which have stood the test of years,
besides a number of other of lesser note, and unproclaimed districts, numbering
in all about 90. These employ very nearly 800 men. The quantity of quartz
raised during the three mouths of October, November, and December, was re
spectively 2,265, 2,330, and 1,520 tons. The average yield of gold is about
seven-eighths of an ounce per ton. The total yield of the past year, as gathered
from the official returns, was 20,022 oz. 13 qrts. 13 grs , being an excess over
the year 18G3 of 6,000 ounces. The following table shows the yield during each
quarter of the year :
Quarter ending March 31, 1864
June 80,1864
"
Sept. 30,1864
"
Dec. 81,1864
Year ending Dec. 31, 1864

4,010
6,159
5,395
6,457

18
8
2
9

8
8
21
6

20,022

18

18

This does not embrace all taken from the mines, because it is impossible to
obtain complete returns, but valued at $20 per ounce, we find that the product
of our gold mines last year was worth 8400,458. This is a very satisfactory
result, and the indications, I am happy to say, are, that the product this year
will be even larger than in 1864.

COMMERCIAL

REGULATIONS.

DECISIONS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT UNDER THE TARIFF ACTS.
The following decisions have been made by the Secretary of the Treasury, of
questions arisiug upon appeals by importers from the decisions of collectors, re
lating to the proper classification, under the tariff acts, of certain articles of
foreign manufacture and production, entered at the ports of New York, Boston,
&c. :—
SAIL CLOTH—DECISION UNDEE 24TH SECTION ACT JUNE 30, 1864.

Treasurv Department, October 18, 1864.
Sib:
Messrs. Aaron D. Weld & Son have appealed from your decision, that on
an importation of sail cloth from St. Petersburg, transhipped at London, the
freight, &c, from St. Petersburg to London, is made a dutiable charge under the
24th section of the act approved June 30, 18G4, which is as follows :
'• And be it further enacted, That in deterrr.ining the valuation of goods im
ported into the United States from foreign countries, except as hereinbefore pro
vided, upon which duties imposed by any existing laws are to be assessed, the
actual value of such goods ou shipboard at the last place of shipment to the
United States shall be deemed the dutiable value. And such value shall be as
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certained by the adding to the value of such goods at the place of growth, pro
duction, or manufacture, the cost of transportation, shipment, and transhipment,
with all the expenses inclnded, from the place of growth, production, or manu
facture, whether by land or water, to the vessel in which shipment is made to the
United Staets, the value of the sack, box, or covering of any kind in which such
goods are contained, commission at the usual rate, in no case less than two and
one half per centum, brokerage, and all export duties, together with all costs and
charges paid or incurred for placing said goods on shipboard, and all other proper
charges specified by law."
The comprehensive language of the section clearly inclndes the item of freight
and commission for reshipment. It does not express a value at the place of
original shipment for this country ; but following the merchandise by land anil
sea, adds the accruing charges of transportation, shipment, transhipment, &c.,
until the goods are laden on that vessel which bears them to our shores.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
Geo. Harrington,
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
To J. Z. Goodrich, Esq.,
Collector, Boston, Mass.
DEESS OENAMENTS.

Treasury Department, October 18, 1864.
Sir:
Messrs. Gavetty & Gker, of New York, have appealed (No. 2,385) from
your decision assessing duty, at the rate of fifty per cent ad valorem, on certain
dress ornaments, being wooden moulds or cores covered with silk ; and your de
cision assessing duty at the rate of thirty-five per cent ad valorem, as manu
factures of wood, the wooden moulds or cores uncovered.
The appellants claim that the articles are " buttons and button moulds," and
are liable as such to duty at the rates of 40 per cent and 30 per cent respec
tively.
The articles styled "buttons" by the appellants are dress ornaments, (in
accordance with decisions of the Department of February 16, 18Gl,and Novem
ber 19, 1863,) and composed of silk and wood, silk being the chief value, are
subject to duty at 50 per cent ad valorem, as " manufactures of which silk is the
component material of chief value, not otherwise provided for," in section 8 act
of June 30, 1864,
The articles styled " button moulds " are moulds or cores of wood for dress
ornaments, and being evidently not for bvttons, cannot be regarded as button
moulds within the meaning of the law, (section 22, act March. 1861.) are there
fore subject to duty as " manufactures of wood," at 35 per cent ad valorem, by
section 22 act of March, 1801. and section 13 act of July, 1862.
Your decisions are hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
Geo. Harrington,
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
To J. Z. Goodrich, Esq.,
Collector, Boston, Mass.
silk crapes.

Treasury Department, October 20, 1864.
, . .
Messrs. Becar, Napier & Co. have appealed (No. 2,351) from your decision
assessing duty, at the rate of 60 per cent, on certam " silk crapes " imported by
them from Liverpool per steamer •' Louisiana," and claim that the proper duty
should be 50 per cent, for the reason that " silk crapes are not known in trade as
Sir :
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' piece silks' or 'silks in tlje piece.' and are not so in reality, as the process of
manufacture makes them an entirely different article; an article as distinct in
itself as silk laces. As it is not enumerated among the articles which are distinct
in their manufacture from dress and piece silks, we claim that they should be re
turned by the appraisers as ' manufactures of silk not otherwise provided for,'
and pay a duty of 50 per cent "
Section 8 of the tariff act of June 30, 1864, imposes a duty of 60 per cent ad
valorem "on all dress and piece silks," &c., &c. In the same section it is pro
vided that a duty of SO per cent ad valorem shall be imposed " on all manufac
tures of silk, or of which silk is the component material of chief value, not other
wise provided for, fifty per cent ad valorem." Under this latter provision, Messrs.
Beoar, Napif.r & Co. claim to enter the ■' silk crapes " in question.
Silk crape is undoubtedly a manufacture of silk, and this is true of all silks
in the piece ; but a distinction is made in the tariff between silk in the piece and
a manufacture of silk, bo that all silks in the piece, by whatever name or descrip
tion designated, must be so classed, and are liable to 60 per cent ad valorem duty.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
1 am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden.
Secretary of the Treasury,
To Simeon Draper, Esq.,
Collector, New York.
BBANDY— DECISION UNDEB 20TH SECTION ACT APPBOVED JUNE 30, 1864.

Treasury Department, October 20, 1864.
Sir :
Your letter of the 24th ult., in relation to your withdrawal entry of brandy
imported by you per ships " Penelope," " Auguste," and " Victoria," is received.
It appears that your withdrawal entry was nearly completed on the 30th of
April, when the officers of the customs at New York received notice of the pass
age of the joint resolution of April 29, imposing 50 per cent additional duty,
which duty you declined to pay, and have not since paid, the brandy still remain
ing in bond.
You ask to be permitted to pay the rate of duty which the brandy was sub
ject to prior to the 30th April, " as Congress subsequently amended the 50 per
cent act, postponing its operation until the 1st day of May."
As there is no evidence of your having tendered the amount of the duty imr
posed by acts passed prior to the joint resolution to the collector on the 3uth of
April, 1 am ot the opinion that the subsequent act of Congress, to wit : section
2i1 of the act of June 30, 1864, affords you no relief. Had you paid the addi
tional 50 per cent on the 30th of April, and duly protested and appealed to this
Department, you would have been entitled to a refund under the 20th section.
I am of the opinion that the brandy in question, if now withdrawn for con
sumption, would be liable to the duty imposed by the act approved June 30,
1864.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury,
To S. L Duryee, Esq.,
341 Broadway, New York.
FELT LEATHEB SHOES.

Treasury Department, October 21, 1864.
Sir:
Messrs. Schack & Hotop have appealed, (No. 2,393.) under date of October
15, 1864, from your decision assessing duty of 24 cents per pound and 40 per
cent ad valorem on certain so-styled " felt leather shoes," and claim that under

r
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existing lawg said goods are only liable to a doty of 35 per cent ; that no pro
vision having been made in the last tariff of June 30, 1864, for shoes, they should
be classified under the tariffs of March, 1861, section 22, and July, 1862, section
13, the former imposing 30 and the latter 5 per cent.
The appellants further claim that the greater part of the article in question,
being loose hair, and the material of chief value being leather, it is unfair to
classify the article as a "manufacture of wool."
The experts of the customs have decided that the shoes in question are manu
factured of hair, leather, and wool.
Shoes are not provided for by name in the existing tariff laws. The 2d sub
division of section 5, act of June 30, 1804, provides for a duty of 24 cents per
pound, and 40 per cent ad valorem, '• on clothing ready made, and wearing
apparel of every description composed wholly or xnparl of wool, made up or manu
factured wholly or in part by the tailor, seamstress, or manufacturer, except
hosiery."
The article being " wearing apparel " composed " in part of wool,'' made up
wholly by the manufacturer, and not of the class of wearing apparel kuown as
hosiery, is clearly provided for in the provision just quoted.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq., Collector, New York.
SATINS—APPLICATION TO EE-OPEN A EE-APPEAISEMENT.

Treasury Department, October 22, 1864.
Gentlemen :
Your letter of the 8th inst. is received, asking permission to have a reappraisement of certain satins imported by you re-opened.
The satins in question were imported in the steamers" Kedar "and " Marathon,"
were invoiced at 3.50 francs per aune, and were appraised by the local appraisers
at 4 francs per aune, from which you appealed.
In the abscuce of the general appraiser from the port of New York, two ex
perienced merchants, familiar with the character and value of the goods in ques
tion, were appointed to appraise the same, who, after an examination, reported
the market value to be 3.90 francs, which exceeded by 10 per cent or more the
value declared on the entry, thereby subjecting the satins to an additional duty
of 20 per cent ad valorem, under the 23d section of the act approved June 30,
1864.
The law declares " the appraisement thus determined shall be final, and deemed
and taken to be the true value of said goods, and the duties shall be levied thereon
accordingly, any act of Congress to the contrary notwithstanding," and these
appraisements should be considered final and conclusive, unless there are peculiar
circumstances making them exceptional cases.
From the statement of the appraisers submitted by you, it does not appear
that they regard the re-opening of the case necessary or pi-oper ; they merely ex
press a desire that the penalty may be remitted.
1 have no authority under the circumstances to order a re-opening of the reappraisemeut, or to direct the remission of the additional duty.
It is a popular misapprehension to suppose that the imposition of the additional
duty of 20 per cent under the 23d section above referred to, is evidence ot frau
dulent intent upon the part of the importer. This is far from being true. The
real intent of the section is to protect parties innocent of any attempt to de
frand the revenue, but who have not been sufficiently mindful of the laws, and
whose neglect might otherwise entail the seizure and confiscation of their goods.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury.
To A. Person & Harriman, New York.
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GLOVE 8.

Treasury Department, October 25, 1864.
Sir :
Messrs. Winzer & Tailer have appealed, (No. 2,368},) under date of
September 17, 18G4, from your assessment of duty, at the rate of 40 per cent
and 24 cents per pound, on certain " cloth gloves " imported by them per steamers
" Bavaria " and " America."
It is understood that the gloves in question were originally reported by tipappraisers as " woolen cloth gloves," and duties were assessed accordingly. The
entries were finally liquidated on the 11th and 19th August, and the excess of
the deposits made refunded to the importers, without any notice of dissatisfac
tion on their part.
It is true, as alleged by the appellants, that subsequently the appraisers adopted
a different classification (viz. : " woolen hosiery ") for similar goods, under which
they became liable to 30 per ceut and 20 cents per pound ; but the appellants
having omitted to protest and appeal, conformably to section 14 of the act
approved June 30, 1864, from the decision of the collector on their importations
per steamers " Bavaria " and "America," are not entitled to relief under said
act.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq.,
Collector, New York.
CABPETINGS— PENAL DUTY.

Treasury Department, October 29, 1864.
Sir:
Your appeal, (No. 1,936,) dated June 6. 1864, from the decision of the col
lector at New York, imposing the penal duty of 20 per cent and 50 per cent
thereon, under joint resolution, ou your importation of certain carpeting per
" City of Cork," is received.
You state as follows : " On the 20th day of May I entered at the port of New
York, through my attorneys, one hale of samples of Brussels and velvet carpets,
which the appraisers advanced 58 per cent, claiming that they should have been
invoiced at the same price as piece goods, less 10 per cent discount. Being in
want of my samples, I could not wait the delay of re-appraisement ; the collector
delivered me the goods on payment of duties and penalty, which I have paid
under protest, claiming that the duty, being specific —only a portion of the invoice
paying more duty than at the prices entered— only this portion should be sub
ject to penalty. Also, the resolution of Congress, passed April 29, assessing 50
per cent additional duty, does not apply to penalties, and that the penalty should
be 20 per cent, and not 20 per ceut with 50 per cent added, as I have been com
pelled to pay."
The question growing out of your appeal, to wit : Does the penal duty attach
where goods are undervalued 10 per cent or more, but where such undervalua
tion does not affect the rate or amount of duty, has been most carefully examined.
The Solicitor of the Treasury, to whom it was referred, reports that, in his
judgment, the question " niusi be answered in the affirmative in all cases where
the article is one the duty on which is regulated by the value of the square yard
or other parcel or quantity. Carpeting is such an article, inasmuch as it is sub
ject to one rate of duty if worth less than a certain price per square yard, and
to a different rate of duty if worth more tlian that price."
The collector at New York reports as follows : •' The language of the law
being ' that in all cases where the actual value to be appraised
*
*
of
any goods
*
*
or wherever Ike duty is regulated by
*
*
* *

-■
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the value of the square yard
*
*
shall exceed by 10 per centum,' Ac.
The measure appears to be 10 per cent, not such a percentage as would change
I he classification."
I concur in the opinions above expressed, and hereby affirm the decision of the
vi 'I lector.
With regard to the imposition of the 60 per cent on the pennl duty of 20 per
wot, the collector at New York was instructed, under date of June 22, not to
exact it, and you are consequently eutitled to a relund of the amount so paid.
1 am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fkssenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To W. I. P. Inqraham, Esq.,
Philadelphia, Penn.

THE

BOOK

TRADE.

7 he Hand-Book of Dining ; or, Corpulency and Leanneti Scientifically Considered.
By ISiui.lat Savarin, author of the " Physiologie du Gout." D. Appleton & Co.,
443 and 445 Broadway, N. Y.
It would, of course, be impossible to form any estimate of the numberless ills, aches,
end ails the flesh is heir to, which arise solely and simply from an unwillingness to
give a proper attention to the subject of diet. The stomach is a little laboratory,
where all the various ingredients, compounded oftener with reference to the titillation of the palate than to the requirements of the body, meet together and commence
a process of disintegration and reintegration, distilling, fermenting, and continually
manufacturing those compounds, which permeate through every member, carrying
health and life or disease and death, as the case may be. To find out how in this
internal laboratory proper substances may be formed, and the formations of improper
ni.ee avoided, is the object of this little book, and certainly no inquiry can be more
practically interesting to every one.
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THE HOUSE OP HAPSBUBB IN AMERICA.
Br Professor Andrew Ten Brook.
A castle built in the beginning of the eleventh century on an emi
nence overlooking the river Aar, in the Canton of Aargau in Switzerland,
called the Castle of Hapsburg, was the residence of the Counts of that
name. The member of the family who built this castle was Bishop of
Strasburg, and he doubtless enjoyed many a day in the vicinity in pursuits
and pastimes which the bishops of the present age do not deem quite
consistent with their sacred functions, and which, to say the least, could
contribute but slightly to the welfare of the flock. Some attempt to trace
this family back to the Old Romans, and while no one doubts that it had
an ancestry somewhere, even anterior to their day, yet the accuracy of
the genealogy given may be questioned. The line is, however, traced
with probability to the seventh and with certainty to the eleventh century ;
but the particular person of this house whose fame reached such a pitch
of eminence as to make it known throughout the civilized world, was
born in the year 1218 of our era, and is known in history as Rudolph of
Hapsburg.
Our eccentric statesman, John Randolph, of Roanoke, is said to have
replied to some members of the House of Representatives, who talked
much of the advantage to posterity of their schemes of legislation, with
the sarcastic question : " What has posterity ever done for us, that we
should do so much for it? " This solecistic sarcasm contains much truth
when applied to the subject of this sketch, for, great as is the deserved
fame of Rudolph of Ilapsburg, derived from his personal deeds and those
of his ancestry, yet its lustre is augmented a hundred fold by the wonder
ful history of his posterity.
Rudolph's father followed the standard of the Emperor Frederic II.,
to whom he was distantly related. He finally caught the contagion of
his time and determined to sail for the Orient. He called together his
sons and said to them : " Be mindful that the Counts of Hapsburg did
toL. lii.—NO. iv.
16
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not attain their height of reputation and glory by fraud, insolence and
selfishness, but by courage and devotion to the public weal. As long as
yon follow their footsteps, you will not only retain, but augment, the pos
sessions and dignities of your illustrious ancestors." He emharked at
Marseilles with thirty burons in his train for Ptolemais, found on his
arrival that a truce had heen concluded with the Saracens, and, dying at
Askalon, in 1240, his mortal remains found their resting place in the Holy
Land.
Rudolph, by his own judicious management, extended his paternal in
heritance on the Upper Rhine, and in the Swiss Canton?. His upright
ness, his courage, and his infallible tactics as a military leader, created a
demand for his services as protector of free cantons or cities, or as umpire
in cases of dispute. His generosity, frankness, and contempt of etiquette
when some higher purpose rose to view, made him a general favorite.
As Count of Kyburg, a castle near Zurich, he had neglected to pay hom
age to the Abbot of St. Gall, who claimed its lordship. The prelate
ii arched with a force to exact this duty. Rudolph was ready with
knights and infantry to repel the attack, when a message from his friends
in Alsace informed him that the citizens of Basle, headed by their bishop,
had, at the close of a tournament, massacred several of his relatives. He
called his confidential followers and addressed them to the following
effect: "I am drawn by my interests in one direction, and by the entrea
ties of my friends in another. I have refused homage to the Abbot for
these fiefs, because they are my inheritance from my uncle. But if a man
has two powerful enemies, he should be reconciled to one of them. If
you agree with me that it is nobler to avenge injuries done to friends,
than to pursue one's private advantage, let us make peace with the Abbot."
They favored the measure, and proposed an arbitration. He replied :
"There is no need of arbitration. The business must be settled at once,
and I will be my own mediator." He rode with six attendants to the
Abbot's camp, where he found the latter and his associates at dinner.
His frank, gallant and noble bearing captivated them all, the quarrel was
at once settled, and he was invited to dine with his enemy. He related
at the table the sad issue of the tournament at Basle, and declared that
he was compelled to neglect other considerations in order to avenge him
self on these people and their Italian bishop. Such was the effect of his
address, that the force which in a lew hours would have met him in deadly
conflict, became his allies. They compelled the citizens of Basle to deliver
hostages in pledge of satisfaction, and concluded a truce of twenty-four days,
and there, encamped uuder the walls of the city, they were waiting the
expiration of the time. One night at midnight, Rudolph's nephew,
Frederic of Hohenzollern, came to his tent with intelligence that the
Electoral College of the Empire had made him King of the Romans. At
first he deemed this a joke and an insult, but finally, satisfied of its truth,
he gladly accepted the proffered dignity. The tidings spread. The peo
ple of Basle opened their gates, saying that they had "made war against
the Count of Hapsburg, and not against the Roman king ;" and the bishop
made the not very revereut exclamation : " Sit firm, Lord God, or
Rudolph will seize thy throne."*
* Sede fortiter, Domine Deus, vel locum Rudolfus occupabit tuuni.
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Various circumstances had determined the election of an insignificant
Count over mighty kings. Werner, Archbishop elect of Mentz, had
made a journey to Rome, in order to receive confirmation and his pallium
at the hands of the Pope. Rudolph had protected hira by an escort
through the Alps, then infested with robbers, and on his return magnifi
cently entertained him. The prelate, deeply impressed with this behavior,
resolved to reward it. Being one of the imperial electors, he had now the
opportunity. Rudolph had marked personal qualities to recommend him.
He was perhaps the greatest strategist of his age. He is supposed to have
re-introdueed pontoon bridges, which had been unknown from ancient
times. His just, generous and noble traits fitted him to deal with that
state of anarchy which had resulted from a virtual interregnum of more
than twenty years—a state of things which contemporaries have aptly
described in the words of Scripture : " In those days there was no king in
Israel, and every one did that which was right in his own eves." The
other two spiritual electors were privately brought over to the views of
the Cardinal Archbishop of Mentz. Other motives might control the
temporal electors, and others were oftered. Rudolph had six unmarried
daughters. Such a possession has sometimes proved a fortune, and some-'
times a source of torment. In this instance it was the former. Two of
the electors were in a condition to form matrimonial alliances with the
new candidate for the imperial dignity. Rudolph's friend and relative,
Frederic of Hohenzollern, took it upon hira to urge these views to the
electors, who were also influenced by the fear that in the other candidates
they were in danger of finding masters rather than correctors of existing
abuses. They declared for Rudolph, and the electors of Brandenburg and
Bavaria immediately married daughters of the Emperor.
Ottocar, Kmg of Bohemia, at the time the most powerful monarch in
the Empire, was of course displeased. During the long period of anarchy,
he had by usurpation added to his kingdom of Bohemia and Moravia, the
duchy of Austria, with Styria, Carinthia and Carniola. These lands had
been declared by Frederic II. vacant fiefs of the Empire, hereditary in
the Emperors. They embraced a tract extending from the spurs of the
Carpathians on the north, through the Alps, to the Adriatic on the south.
He was called upon to restore these lands and do homage for his own
hereditary kingdom. This would have been humiliating on any supposi
tion, much more so, if it is true, as maintained by some, that Rudolph
had once been in Ottocar's service as master of his horse. The king re
fused compliance, and insulted the new emperor. Ha declared that the
election of a man who had once been excommunicated by the Pope—for
such was Rudolph's case—was unlawful. But, beaten in battle, the
haughty sovereign yielded his claim to the other states, and consented to
do homage for Bohemia, but besought that it* might be in secret in the
imperial tent. His request was granted, and he repaired thither all glit
tering in gold, and found the emperor in plain clothes—and the clothes
revealed the men. In the midst of the ceremony, the sides of the tent
were raised, so as to exhibit the pioud Oitocar on his knees before his
late despised rival. The wound was too deep to heal. The King of
Bohemia soon broke the peace and fell in battle.
Thus the founder of that house which at the present day still reigns
over the Austrian Empire, a scion of which has just been transplanted to
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our own Continent, was established upon the throne of those lands which
formed the nucleus of that Empire. His right was no more called in
question. The whole empire felt his healing touch. His son Albert
succeeded him in Austria, but not immediately on the imperial throne ;
for, unlike his father, be was of harsh and imperious temper and manners.
He was, however, still raised to the throne of the Empire on the death of
his father's immediate successor, Adolphds of Nassau. It was in the
reign of this Albert that the three forest Cantons of Switzerland—Uri,
Schweitz, and Unterwalden—struck for independence, and gave rise to
that marvelous history, which, as embodied in Schiller's tragedy of
William Tell, has thrilled so many hearts, but which would, to this day,
be very unpalatable to the Hapsburgs. Rcdolph himself had held the
patronage of these Cantons, but he humored their love of independence,
and did not interfere in the details of their government, which Albert
attempting to do gave rise to the Swiss Confederation, now five centuries
old, and a perpetual protest against European despotisms. He was assassi
nated in the year 1308, by a conspiracy headed by his nephew, just as he
was entering Switzerland to enforce his demand ; and, seven years later,
.his son Leopold was signally defeated by these Cantons in the battle of
Morgarten.
Previous to the year 1457 the imperial dignity had been distributed
among the reigning houses of the Empire ; from that time it remained in
the house of Hapsburg until 1804, when Austria itself assumed the rank
of a hereditary empire. The house culminated in Charles V., who united
in his own person Austria with its dependencies, the Netherlands and
Franche Comtc, Spain with her vast American possessions, and consider
able territory in Italy, to all which was added the imperial throne, at the
age of nineteen years. His grandfather, Maximilian, was his predecessor,
and governed the Empire at that interesting period when Luther's first
movement broke its long though turbulent monotony. Charles succeeded
bira in 1519. A prince more powerful and politic never sat upon a throne.
He kept faith only when counseled by policy. He knew his contempor
aries. Francis I. had been his rival for the Empire, and was still his
competitor for European power. Henry VIII. of England was the only
soveieign able to turn the balance in his favor. He trampled upon
etiquette in order to visit Henry on his way to his own coronation.
Wary and observing beyond his years, he perceived that Woolsey
governed the English monarch and that ambition governed Woolsey ;
lie accordingly promised the prelate that he should have the papal chair
when it became vacant. The vacancy seemed distant, for Leo X. was
still young, but he died soon. The promise, however, had served its end,
and needed not therefore to be fulfilled, especially as the dignity could, as
he thought, be more safelybestowed. Leo was succeeded, therefore, by
Adrian Boyens, Professor at Louvain, Charles' old tutor. He would
have put down the Reformation at once, but he desired to hold it as a
scourge over the Pope, and as a bait for the goodwill of the princes of the
empire who favored the Reformers. His army in Italy seized the Pope's
person, acting doubtless on his authority, but when he found the measure
unpopular, he disavowed it, went in mourning, and ordered prayers for
His Holiness' release. The Holy Father was soon at liberty, but the case
was not decisive as to the efficacy of prayer. When he became ready to
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put down the Reformation —that is, when it agreed with his plan to do
so—he remorselessly seized the immediate successor of the very prince to
whom he doubly owed his elevation —for the imperial dignity had first
been offered to Frederic the Wise of Saxony, who declined it, and caused
it to be given to the youthful Charles. He subjected the Elector to a
mock trial at the gates of Wittennberg, before the infamous Duke of
Alva, and made his life depend upon the opening of the gates by the
Elector's family, who were within. He saved his life indeed, but gave his
dominions to the Protestant Prince Maurice, who promised to be his
supple tool. He seized the Landgrave of Hesse, the only prince on the
Protestant side who did not yield, and held him a perpetual hostage. He
governed the States of Germany as if they had been his hereditary domin
ion*. Maurice proved, indeed, too shrewd for him, and was the first to
beat him at his own game of dissimulation. He knew that Charles
could not be trusted. He saw the imperial plans through their disguise,
and having won his confidence, he obtained the command of the army
which was to have been used in enforcing the Interim,* that is in putting
down the Reformation. Maurice had, however, a private understanding
with the Protestant Princes, and a secret treaty with Henry; II. of France,
that the latter should enter Lorraine at the same instant that he should
march against the Emperor. He managed so adroitly that Charles never
entertained the slightest suspicion until he was within two hours march
of Innsbruck, where His Imperial Majesty was quietly waiting and watch
ing the progress of the Council of Trent, then in session on the other side
of the mountains. Suffering from gout, and unable to ride, he escaped
upon a litter, under cover of a dark and stormy night. He was thus
borne through by-ways to the alpine village of Villach in Carinthia.
Having narrowly escaped capture by his own army, he was, of course,
ready to give the Protestants the free exercise of their religion by signing
the treaty of Passau, which was brought to him in his mountain retreat.
Charles never recovered from this shock. The Pope and the Catholic
powers could not trust him ; the Protestants of course could not; he made
some ineffectual attempts to recover himself; but finally chagrin and the
gout wrought together to bring him to the magnanimous resolution to
resign his vast dominions and cares. On his accession to the Empire, he
had given up Austria to his brother Ferdinand, and the Electors had
appointed the latter to succeed him on the imperial throne. He tried
several times to persuade his brother to relinquish this succession to his
son Philip—the aggrandisement of his immediate family being his great
motive, when the hope of his own was past— but when he found this im
possible, and his imperious counsellors, gout and chagrin, pressed him
sorely, he abundoned his honors and retired to the walls of a convent,
where, like the dying wolf, he doubtless sought to find a bulance against
his many acts of arbitrary rapacity, in the many supposable ones which he
had not committed. The review of the reign of tiiis Hapsburg, and that
of Philip II., has led the thoughtful student of history often to contem* Charles, assuming to control alike spiritual and temporal matters, got up a
system of religious doctrine and church order, somewhere between those of the two
parties, which was to be made obligatory until the final determinations of the Council
of Trent could be known. This was called the " Interim."
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plate with gratitude Europe's narrow escape from the scenes enacted on
the narrower stage of the Netherlands, so finely portrayed by Schiller,
and recently by our own Motley. Even the reputation which his sup
posed austerity in the monastery of Yuste had won for him, has all been
dissipated by the discovery of his correspondence, showing that even in
that retreat, his time and faculties were divided between political schem
ing and gormandizing.
Ferdinand, by marriage with Anne of Hungary, inherited that kingdom
in 1526, together with Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and Lusatia, and in this
augmented dignity originated the title of Archduke, which still remains in
the family. This extensive domain, with numerous additions, after various
cessions and retrocession, continues in the family to this day. There is not in
the whole civilized world another instance of so great diversity of character,
language and religion crowded together within the same space. It is as
if the period of the northern migrations had been a vast inundation, dur
ing which this whole range of country, permeated by the Danube, embrac
ing the mountains and valleys of the eastern Alps, the Carpathians, the
Giant and Pine mountains and Bohemian forests, had formed a series of
innumerable eddies, in which this human drift of all kinds bud beeu col
lected and whirled round until the waters subsided and left it all there,
where it still lies not yet assimilated, nor likely to become so. The popu
lation of France, though as large as that of Austria, has become all French,
with but slight mixture on the side of Germany and Italy. The two
latter, though always under numerous independent governments, have
each been one people in language and feeling, with a slight exception in
eastern Prussia. In Germany and Italy independent sovereigns have
striven to keep their subjects from becoming one, lest they should lose
their thrones; but in Austria the one sovereign has made the most violent
efforts, that too all in vain, to unite and harmonize his subjects.
Austria lay on the frontier of Europe, next to the Ottoman Empire. Its
name, Oesterreich, the Eastern Empire, is significant. The germ of those
dominions over which the Hapsburgs now reign, was formed in the time
of Charlemagne, in the year 800, by a militia force which guarded the
eastern frontier of his empire from the incursions of Asiatic tribes. Several
centuries later it was increased by the territory above the river Enns, and
became a duchy, around which continued, from time to time, to cluster
the various lands which have finally made up the Austrian Empire, the
whole taking the name which the little Margraviate had received as being
the eastern limit of Charlemagne's dominions.
Aggrandizement has been the motive of this family, just as of all other
governments, both monarchies and republics, unless it be such as the
Republic of San Marino, or the Duchy of Lichtenstein, which lie below the
level where ambition figures. This idea is nowhere more active than in
our own Republic, and none boast so loudly when traveling abroad of the
extent, wealth and intelligence of their country as our own, citizens.
Each feels that he has a personal share in the toil and glory of this
aggrandizement, while in Austria it belongs to the Hapsburgs, and the
private person seldom feels his heart swell and expand with this thought.
The distinction, then, between the House of Hapsburg and any other
sovereign power, is not to be sought in this desire for national aggran
dizement, but in the principles and policy by which it is pursued. The
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sovereigns of this family have been much governed by a policy of oppres
sion and narrow-minded restrictiveness. Apparently changing with the
changes in events, it has remained nearly unchanged. Ferdinand IL
seemed more liberal than his brother Charles. We can scarcely doubt
that he was so. But as a party to the treaty of Passau, he was moved by
a feeling of jealousy of his brother's power, and by the necessity of tha
Elector Maurice's aid against the Turks in Hungary. As the bone in the
wolf's throat was mercy to the lamb, so Ferdinand's fears and necessities
were liberality to the reformed party in the Empire. He received the
Jesuits into his dominions, but did not adopt their counsels for the exter
mination of Protestantism. Similar causes dictated a similar policy until
the opening of the thirty years war changed the aspect of things. The
Protestant armies held the capital of Bohemia and threatened Vienna.
Two hundred years had not killed out the seed sown by John Huss and
his compeers. Indeed, the Protestants were the strongest party in
Bohemia and the neighboring lands of Silesia, Lusatia, and Moravia, and
were strong in#the duchy of Austria itself, as also in Styria, Transylvania
and Hungary, and were in open rebellion, already well-nigh triumphant.
But by the battle of White Mountain, in 1620, Prague and all Bohemia
fell into the hands of Ferdinand II., who but the year before had succeed
ed to his hereditory dominions and the imperial throne. This prince had
been educated in the Jesuit College at Ingolstadt. His education but
nourished the superstition of his nature, He gave the Jesuits the problem
of bringing his Bohemian subjects back to the bosom of the church.
They required the people to observe the church ritual. It was a short
process of reduction to a common denominator, and the rule was quite
distinct. Each family must appear in the church in an order to be regu
lated by their house numbers. To the charge of non-attendance they
could plead that their number or their day was not that contained in the
indictment, or something else equally decisive of their true religious state.
Moreover, a military force accompanied the reformatory agents, and where
submission could not be obtained, the scaffold settled the question. Con
fiscations and martyrdoms flung terror in all directions, and voluntary
exiles deprived the kingdom of 30,000 of its best families, with all their
servants and retainers, while their forfeited estates rewarded the agents of
this desolation., As a still further reward, the Emperor endowed sixteen
colleges for the Jesuits within his Austrian dominions. What body of
men would not work well for such pay ? The monarch rather than the
missionary should be charged with the result. The Inquisition never acted
with more rigor, nor was a policy more ruinous to a country's best inter
ests ever pursued. Three-fourths of the people of Bohemia had been
heretics, and their heresy was extinguished. Death was the lightest pun
ishment inflicted. Far worse was the indiscriminate abandonment to the
license of a soldiery who might gratify every lust and then turn their
victims penniless upon the world to wander in hourly apprehension of
further vengeance, forbidden to use their native language, to exercise their
trades or professions, their marriages declared unlawful, and their children
illegitimate. If any escaped the vigilance of these itinerant reformers in
their first round —and this would doubtless occur from sheer weariness
and satiety of the lusts of the agents—they had slight cause to congratu
late themselves; for their tormentors might be expected to return with
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appetites whetted to greater keenness. Bohemia had been perhaps, in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, more than any other land, the light
of Europe, and its great light had been the University of Prague. Fer
dinand gave this to the Jesuits, and its light was extinguished ; and from
being the first of Universities it has nearly lost its character as a seat of
learning. This country had had a glorious history for more than two
centuries before these events. Its written memorials were still to be
found in many a house in the kingdom. All traces of this history were,
so far as possible, obliterated, that the people might forget whose children
they were, or rather what their fathers had done. Any monument of their
former glory might become the rallying point of new aspirations, and
none must therefore be left. Ilence it has happened that the history of
John Hess, Jerome of Prague, and John Ziska, had been, until within a
few years, so imperfectly written. The flames which had consumed the
bodies of the children, had destroyed also the memorials of their fathers'
deeds. Few besides those which had already reached other countries,
and were there preserved, escaped the fire. As printing was not yet
known in the days of the Hussite war, these books were n6t greatly mul
tiplied, and it is but recently that enough of these have been recovered to
write this history with tolerable fullness. From the days of Ferdinand
II., Bohemia has been scarcely known in the history of the world.
Ferdinand pursued the same general policy, though less vigorously in
the rest of his dominions. He attempted to introduce it throughout the
German Empire. He authorized the Catholic sovereigns of Germany to
enforce their subjects' return to their own faith, as he had done. Ho
published the so-called edict of restitution, requiring the restoration of all
the ecclesiastical property which had been secularized since the peace of
Passau. But he went too far. He awakened enemies who would other
wise have been his friends, or remained neutral. He aroused the appre
hension of even Catholic sovereigns. The Catholic league headed by
Maximilian of Bavaria, refused to sustain him, although he had rewarded
this prince with the Palatinate which he had taken from the weak and
unfortunate Frederic, son-in-law of James I. of England. His grand
plan was to exterminate protestantism, which be regarded as identical
with rebellion. He looked upon any means necessary to the accomplish
ment of so beneficient a work as justified by the great end to be achieved.
In attempting to negotiate with the electors of Saxony and Brandenburg,
he represented the contest as not a religious one. In treating with
Catholic France, he allowed the approaching war to be regarded as one
demanded by the interests of the Church and depicted the common dan
ger to France from the Hugenots, and the German empire from the Pro
testants. But his plans, if not fully penetrated, were still viewed with
apprehension and even alarm. The German Catholic powers moved
first. This emboldened the Protestants. They called upon Ferdinand
in 1029 to convene a diet at Ratisbon. Here they insisted upon certain
concessions, which, though humiliating, he granted, in the hope that his
son would be immediately elected to succeed him on the imperial throne,
Cardinal Richelieu, jealous of the growth of the House of Hapsburg.
sent thither an ambassador and outwitted His Imperial Majesty. The
latter made the concessions, and still the diet was dissolved without his
son's election.
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At the very time that Richelieu was treating with Ferdinand, he
was also closing a treaty with Gustavus Adolphus, King; of Sweden,
against the house of Austria, and in June, 1630, that wonderful man
landed in Pomerania on the South shore of the Baltic. The Emperor
despised, hut soon learned to dread this new enemy ; for before the close of
1631, all Bohemia was again in the hands of Ferdinand's enemies, the exiled
nobles were returning and reclaiming their forfeited estates, the forced con
verts were resuming the forms of worship which they had been compelled to
renounce, and this truest type of the Hapsburg family found himself in
volved in a war of which he was destined never to see the end. It had
raged ten years, when instead of closing, its earnest realities were just
about to commence. How little this man knew what trains he had set in
motion ! By reasonable moderation in 1620 he might have left his house
in the enjoyment of a power and a splendor, nay, even a control in mat
ters of religious faith, which his more liberal son would have loved in
vain to establish in the peace of Westphalia, after 28 years more of the
most desolating war that ever ravaged the extent of the German Empire.
This war was the great theatre of the genins of Gustavus Adolphus, and
his wise Chancellor Oxenstiern—of Count Tilly, whose name is the best
synonym for cruelty to the population of cities taken by siege—of Wallenstein, not one of the greatest generals, but one of the most enigmati
cal characters, which has ever appeared as general. It was too a theatre
for the display of the artful diplomacy of Cardinals Richelieu and
Mazarin. For this whole devastating and embittering struggle, Ferdi
nand II. was mainly responsible, and although Maximilian of Bavaria
was head of the Catholic league, which generally co-operated with the
Emperor, the latter was the soul of the war which began with his
accession and continued 11 years after his death. The German Protest
ants have given the name of Gustavus Adolphus unious to their mis
sionary societies formed to sustain feeble Protestant churches in Catholic
lands. This is at least in had taste ; for Gustavus was not the peaceful
messenger of the glad tidings, but the martial defender of his party's
rights. Neither party is at the present day disposed to put this question
to the test of arms, but if they were so disposed, they could not rally under
more appropriate names than those of Gustavus Adolphus for the one,
and Ferdinand II. for the other.
These two men, were each in his way, equally devout. When the tide of a
hard contested buttle turned in his favor, the King of Sweden would drop
upon his knees amid the unsettled dust and smoke and the bodies of the
slain and return his fervent thanks to God for the victory. So Ferdi
nand, when in 1619 the Protestant forces, masters of Bohemia and Mor
avia and most of the duchy of Austria, were at the Gates of Vienna, with
scarely less than a certainty of its capture, Bartholomew Valerius, the
Emperor's confessor, entered his private cabinet at the moment when he
had finished his devotions, and Ferdinand said to him : " I have reflected
on the dangers which threaten me and my family, both at home and
abroad. With an enemy in the suburbs, sensible that the Protestants are
plotting my ruin, I implored that help from God which I cannot expect
from man. I had recourse to my Saviour, and saitf" Lord Jesus Christ,
thou Redeemer of mankind, thou to whom all hearts are opened, thou
knowest that I seek thy honor and not my own. If it be thy will that I,
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in this extremity, should be overcome by my enemies, and be made the
sport and contempt of the world, I will drink of the bitter cup. Thy
will be done !" I had scarcely spoken these words before I was inspired
with new hope, and felt a full conviction that God would frustrate the
designs of my enemies."
His life was consistent with this prayer. He bore adversity with the
fortitnde of a 'saint. His arrogance in prosperity was but a different
manifestation of the same feeling. An affected or real humility fostered
by his educators, led him to admit the poor and even beggars to his presence,
and that too though they might be infected with the plague. He got
up entertainments for the poor and served them himself. He pur
chased Christian slaves from their African masters. He hired advocates
at his own expense for the needy before courts of justice. And yet his
was the age marked in the history of Germany above all others for cruelty
in religious persecution, and he the man personally responsible for it.
That a man of so mild and clement a natural disposition could cherish at
the same time the cruel feedings which wasted the fairest lands of his
Empire, is a mystery which can only be solved by stndying the times, the
strong antipathies and bitterness which arose from Luther and the Refor
mation, and the strong and thoroughly organized counter-movement
directed by the Society of Jesus. In this, Ferdinand II. stands revealed.
The reign of this monarch has been fully sketched, because he is a kind
of type of his house since the Reformation, inclnding even its present re
presentative, Francis Joseph I. The others have only been less marked
and extravagant instances of that superstitious, narrow-minded and bigoted
policy, which had its highest manifestation and received its grent rebuke
and final check in the German Empire in Ferdinand II. Since his days
this policy has reigned only at home within the Austrian dominions, and
even there has been more modest.
The reader is to understand that we picture persons, or at most dynas
ties and not Catholics or Catholic sovereigns in general. How have the
liberal Catholics of Italy and of the whole continent of Europe regarded
the policy of the House of Hapsburg, both at home and in the Italian
peninsula? In 1848 the Grand Duke Leopold of Tuscany promised his
people a constitution and a liberal government and began the execution,
when the house of Hapsburg forbade and stopped the movement. In the
spring of 1861 we heard Dr. Doellinger, of Munich, who has very few
equals among Catholic divines, lecture on the temporal power of the Pope.
He is marked with the ultramontane school, and yet he remarked that of
all the possibilities in regard to the future of Italy, the restoration of
Austria's ascendency was most undesirable.
( To be continued.)
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THE LEGAL TENDER ACT.
Bt Albert Sticknet, Esq.
The Legal Tender Act of February 25, 1862, has been by several of
the Statu courts pronounced constitutional. Very possibly the Supreme
Court of the United States will also pronounce it constitutional. Yet
even then, if men generally feel certain that the measure was an unwise
one, and doubtful whether or not it was a constitutional one, any resort
in the future to such means for providing Government funds might be
prevented. The subject is not therefore, even though it is well nigh put
at rest for the present by decision, devoid of interest for discussion.
The act provides that the Treasury notes therein authorized to be issued,
commonly called Greenhacks, " shall be lawful money and a legal tender
in payment of all debts, public and private, within the United States, ex
cept duties on imports and interest as aforesaid," t. «., interest on the pub
lic debt.
Is this act constitutional ?
The 10th amendment to the Constitution reads thus : " The powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it
to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people."
This then is clear ; the power, to be vested in the Congress of the United
States, must be "delegated" to Congress by the Constitution.
Not as was the case with the Congress under the old confederation,
there weje given to Congress under the new Constitution all the powers
which naturally belong to the legislative body of a genuine government.
There are the powers " to raise armies," " to provide a navy," and lastly
the power " to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for
carrying into execution " the other expressly granted powers. For the
execution of these powers of a national government, raising armies, main
taining a navy, constituting eourts, and othors, money must be had. This
power to pass a Legal Tender Act, if brought or attempted to be brought,
under the power " to raise armies," must come undersome of the powers to
raise money for the purpose of raising armies. If brought, or attempted
to be brought, under the power to "maintain a navy," it must come under
some of the powers to raise money for the purpose of maintaining a navy.
And these powers of raising money are specially defined and given.
Under some of these money powers, then, must we find the power to pass
this Legal Tender Act, or not at all. And if we do not find it at all under
them, it does not exist.
These money powers given by the Constitution to Congress are these :
"To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises;" "to borrow
money on the credit of the United States ;" and " to coin money, regulate
the value thereof, and of foreign coin." These are the only powers given
to Congress, under the Constitution, for the purpose of raising money for
carrying on the general Government. They will be considered, not in
the order in which they are enumerated in the Constitution, but in the
order which suits the course of argument here pursued.
The first one is the coinage power, reading in the Constitution " to coin
money and regulate the value thereof." And this clause alone will ba
first considered.
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At common law, before the Constitution was formed or dreamed of,
coined metals had always been recognized as money ; t. e., metals weighed
and stamped by the authorities having the power so to weigh and stamp
them. Other articles, too, may have been at times legally or illegally con
sidered to be money. That is immaterial to us at present. Coined metals
were so considered. Courts of equity, when they decreed damages, in
cases where courts of law would not decree them, always decreed damages
in money. But it was necessary to have the standard of money uniform.
The Constitution then did not touch the point of what should be money ;
coined metals already were so; nor did it give Congress power to touch
the point of what should be money ; but the Constitution gave Congress
the power to coin what already was money ; t. «., to weigh and stamp the
metals which, without any congressional action at all, were money alreadv,
and to regulate the value of them after they were so weighed and stamped .
It is not then by virtue of the Constitution, or of Congressional legisla
tion, that gold and silver coin are money, but being money, Congress has
by the Constitution power to coin them and regulate their value after
they are coined.
Nor is it by virtue of Congressional legislation that gold and silver are
legal tender. Gold and silver, being at common law money, were at com
mon law legal tender for contracts to pay money, and the payment of
money was always decreed as damages by courts of law. The Constitu
tion recognized this, and under the Constitution they still remained legal
tender for contracts to pay money, and still remained the article in which
courts were to decree damages. But of course the power must be some
where to coin this money, and regulate the value at which it shall be
legal tender, and at what rate courts of law shall decree its payment as
damages, and this is the power given to Congress. Congress never in its
legislation, whatever it may be said to have done, made gold and silver
coin legal tender. Witness the titles of the acts it has passed. " An act
establishing a mint and regulating the coins of the United States." The
title of the act shows the intention of the legislation, and the act accomp
lished what the title showed the intention to be ; and what the act
accomplished Congress had the power to accomplish, and no more.
It seems clear then, if the preceding statement be correct, that under
this clause of the Constitution no claim can be made as to the power of
Congress to make paper money, or to do anything but " coin " money.
But there is good authority for this statement. In the case of Hague v.
Powers, 39 Barb. 446, Jndge Smith in an opinion sustaining the consti
tutionality of the Legal Tender Act, says: "These two provisions con
strued together, most conclusively show, I think, that it was the purpose
of the framers of the Constitution to give to the national Government
exclusive control of the currency of the country, and to secure thereby
one currency for the whole country, one national uniform currency. But
that currency most evidently was to be a metallic one.
*
*
*
The national Government is to coin money, [the italics are in the original
opinion,] t. «., to fix the national stamp upon metals which are tojie used
as money.
*
*
*
The money of the Constitution was to be
hard money, metallic money. It was to be coined."
Still although we may succeed in establishing as a point of constitu
tional construction, and it is nothing more, that the power to make
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Treasury notes legal tender can not come under this power " to coin
money," yet another position is often taken which deserves notice. It is
often claimed that the power to create mooey, or as it is called, " the con
trol of the currency," is an inherent attribute of sovereignty. This may
be true. But the question then occurs, is Congress " sovereign ?" By
the terra "sovereign," as in this argument used, must be understood a
government not merely supreme in the exercise of those powers which it
possesses, but unlimited in the number of those powers. But it is not of
such a government that Congress is the legislative assembly. The United
States Government is supreme in the exercise of its powers, but the num
ber of those powers is not unlimited. They exist only when conferred by
the Constitution, and because conferred by the Constitution. The ques
tion then is not whether the power to create currency is a power belong
ing to a sovereign government, but whether it is a power belonging to
this constitutionally created Congress. Whether the founders of the Con
stitution ought to have given Congress the power to create a currency is
very different from the question whether they have given it, and this last
is one of interpretation merely. The power to provide punishments for
crimes is certainly a sovereign power, if there be such an one. Yet no
one claims that Congress has this power, except in a very few constitu
tionally defined cases. Our inquiry must be, not what are sovereign
powers, but what are congressional powers ; and not what are unconsti
tutional acts of Congress, but what are constitutional powers of Congress.
Chief Justice Redfield in a note in the American Law Register, for
January, 1805, in favor of sustaining the act, says, "It seems to us, upon
any ground of a priori reason \ng fairly conducted, it was very obvious no
such power as to create a legal currency and legal tender out of their own
bills of credit was given." But on what other ground of reasoning is
the Constitution to be interpreted than " a priori reasoning fairly con
ducted?"*
Nor will any one claim that this act is an exercise of the power to "lay
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises." In so far as it made Uni
ted States taxes payable in these Treasury notes, it might be an exercise
of this power ; for Congress when laying a tax can undoubtedly say in
what these taxes shall be paid. But the point now under consideration
is not the making these notes legal tender for dues to the Government,
but legal tender for dues from one individual to another.
We come then to the power " to borrow money on the credit of the
United States." And if the act in question, that is, the part of it mak
ing Treasury notes legal tender for private debts to private individuals, can
be brought under this power, it will stand. If it cannot be so brought,
it would seem that it must fall. And here some points will at once be
admitted as now beyond question, and which will clear our ground before
us.
Congress has undoubtedly power to issue United States securities. The
power " to borrow" surely gives, as a " necessary means," the power to give
* Immediately following this quotation Jndge K. gives an argument in favor of
. the validity of the act, on another ground, which is not at present allnded to. This
quotation is made for the one purpose which it here serves, not for the purpose of
attacking Jndge R.'s argument.
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to the lender a certificate of indebtedness. The word "borrow " must in
clude obtaining money from a lender, and parting with a liability to repay
it. No one would pretend that Congress could not issue or authorize to
be issued a certificate of this liability and a promise to pay interest, at
any rate they think best.
Congress has, too, the power to say that these securities shall be received
in payment of debts due to the Government. They can make a tax or
duty payable in anything they choose ; in gold, silver, copper, or paper.
Uaoue v. Powers, 39 Barb. 450.
Congress might, too, as far as any constitutional law is concerned, say
it would use these securities with which to pay all the Government's own
debts to private or public parties; for, under the Constitution, the only
way to obtain money is by " appropriations made by law." Congress need
not appropriate money unless it please. They have the sole power, in
their discretion, to order the payment of United States monies ; and, as a
mere point of law, independently of the justice of the matter, they need
pay United States debts only at their pleasure, and in any thing that may
to them seem good.
But all these are plain and legitimate performances of congressional
powers. If Congress deem it necessary to obtain money by borrowing,
no one doubts that they may by an act authorize an officer of Govern
ment to negotiate a loan, to engrave securities therefor, to issue them, to
promise to pay interest on these securities, to determine their denomina
tions, and generally to provide all means proper for effecting a loan. But
when the " borrowing" has been provided for, the power of Congress
ceases. They can go no farther. After the money is borrowed, and the
security issued, and after Government has parted with all its property in
the security to the individual who has loaned the money, is not the bor
rowing finished ? Can Congress then, by legislation, constitutionally say
at what price this private individual shall sell that security ? The secu
rity is his. Government has no longer any right in it. Judge Denio in
an opinion, not yet printed in the Reports, in the case of Meyer v.
Roosevelt in the Court of Appeals of New York, says, "Was it ever
before supposed to be incident to the contract of loan, that the rights of
other persons, strangers to the transaction, were to be controlled or
affected ?" Can such a piece of legislation be justly called a necessary
means to the act of borrowing?
But suppose it granted that Congress can fix the price at which these
securities shall be bought and sold. Can they do more than that ? The
authority to "borrow" means an authority to receive money from a vol
untary lender, and to give him security therefor. Does it include the
authority to affect the rights of third parties ? When the money is ob
tained and the security parted with, is not the act complete ? Is it even
the same thing as regards those securities, to regulate their price in money,
and to make them money ? Is it a necessary means to this act of borrow
ing, to compel a private individual, not the lender, to lose part of the
debts due him, by allowing contracts to be performed contrary to their
terms? Judge Denio, in the opinion before cited, says of this power of
borrowing, and of the making Treasury notes legal tender, "But it is a
step far beyond this to require that all persons shall receive them in paymeut of all manner of obligations. This has no natural relation to the
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contract of borrowing." " Either the borrower or the lender may insist
on any stipulation to which the other will consent, and when the former
is a sovereign State, it may agree to any concessions on its own part not
inconsistent with its constitutional limitations, and insist upon imposing
any terms upon the lender which it may be thought expedient to require,
and to which he will consent. The arrangement of these mutual stipula
tions embraces all which is material, or which can be appropriately attached
to the contract of loan. A provision which is to control other parties not
connected with the transaction, to their loss, though to the advantage of the
lender, cannot be appropriate, for it is foreign to the nature of the trans
action, and has never before been employed in connection with such
arrangements.
*
*
*
*
As to being needful, requisite,
or essential, it is not so in any sense which would enable the Government
to impose on the citizens who should have business relations with the
holders of the securities, conditions which would only conciliate such
holders."
But does this provision, making the notes legal tender, hinder deprecia*
tion, regulate the price at which the securities shall be bought and sold,
or have any tendency so to do ? All legislation tending to restrain and
control the ordinary course of trade, to more than a very slight extent, is
generally evaded. But suppose that any legislation Congress might adopt
for that object could be strictly enforced, and suppose such legislation to
be constitutional. We might then allow that Congress could pass an act
providing punishment for any one selling United States securities below
their par value. Or we might allow that Congress could pass an act im
posing a tax on all sales made below their par value of United States
securities; a tax equal in amount to the difference between the price and
the par value of the bonds. These would be acts of legislation, whether
wise or constitutional, it matters not at present, at least looking directly
towards the point to be gained. Of such acts there would be no doubt
of the object.
But what is the result, which, from the nature of the case, necessarily
would be gained, and which, as facts have shown, actually has been gained
by making Treasury notes legal tender? Of course, if these notes depre
ciated, they would be tendered in payment of all debts and obligations in
curred before the passage of the act. This would be certain. What
other result possibly could happen ? Would the depreciation of the notes
be prevented ? Men buy corporation stock and pay for it its market price,
and no more. Men buy a private individual's note, and pay for it its mar
ket price, and no more. And men buy a nation's note, and pay for it its
market price, and no more. After they have bought it, they will pay a
debt, with it, provided they can gain anything by it. But that will not
make them pay any more for it than its market value. If Government
issue so many bonds, or manage its finances in any point whatever, in such
a marmer that the commercial world thinks the chances are about one in
two that the bonds will be paid, men will give about fifty cents on a dol
lar fur them. Thic it is that determines their market value, and not the
fact that they can be used to discharge debts. Men will not give par for
the note of an individual when they think the chances are doubtful whether
it will be paid. Nor will they*give par for a nation's note, when they
thiuk, lor any reason, there is tue same doubt. After they have bought
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these Government notes, they will undoubtedly pay their debts with them,
if they can ; but they will not, for that reason, pay a dollar for an article
that they can buy for fifty cents.
Moreover, what had been the fate of every other scheme of the kind ?
It had been tried in France and failed. It had been tried in the American
Revolution and failed. And where had it ever succeeded ?
It was certain, from the nature of the case, that Government bonds could
not be hindered from depreciating simply by making Treasury notes legal
tender. No other result could have been forseen than the one which ac
tually happened. Any intelligent merchant would have told Congress
that this must be so. Any man, who had ever read a work on Political
Economy, would have told Congress it must be so. Almost any school
boy would have told them that it had been so. The paper would not, by
being made legal tender, be hindered from depreciating, but creditors
would thereby be deprived of their just dues. This last result was sure
to follow, and it was sure that no other result would follow.
In the case of Hague v. Powers, 39 Barb. 451, the court say, " If the
argument is sound that Congress has power to authorize the issue of
treasury notes, and to pay them out to public creditors, who will volun
tarily receive them as a substitute for money, and that they are valid pub
lic securities, I cannot see why it does not follow, as a matter of course,
that it has power, if the occasion will justify so extraordinary a measure,
to declare their commercial value." It is as a measure to hinder depre
ciation, and, consequently, as a measure to the exercise of the power of
borrowing money, that the legal tender act is often supported, and in this
light alone we are now discussing it. If Congress intend to pass an act
which shall be an exercise of the power to raise armies, it must provide
some means necessary for the purpose of raising armies: it must provide
for furnishing arms, or ammunition, or commissary stores, or quarter mas
ter's supplies, or for raising men. If Congress intend to pass an act in
the exercise of the power to maintain a navy, it must provide for building
dock yards, making ship's guns, or iron plates, or something necessary for
the purpose of maintaining a navy. It must be really fitted to accom
plish the object which Congress has the power to accomplish. And if
they pass a measure which depends for its validity on its hindering de
preciation in United States securities, they must not pass a measure which
very many men could have told them never would have that effect, which
very many men could have told them never had had that effect when it
had been tried, and which surely would have the effect of taking a certain
amount of money from one individual and giving it to another, and no
other. This act does not hinder depreciation. It could not hinder de
preciation. It may be a certain convenience for Government to provide a
paper currency for the country, and Government undoubtedly does raise a
certain amount of money by the use of this legal tender. But it raises
this money not by borrowing it, but by creating it; and this power of
creating money never was given by the Constitution to Congress; and the
framers of the Constitution, wisely judging that the exercise of this power
by any branch of a government, was disastrous, not only did not give the
power to Congress, but expressly prohibited it to the States.
A point of history may throw some light on our question. Consider
what was the state of affairs under the articles of confederation, and what
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money powers consequently then were necessary, and what was the state
of affairs under the present Constitution, and what money powers conse
quently then became necessary. Under the old confederacy there was no
executive; there wag no judiciary. The confederacy might engage in
war, and it was the very purpose of its creation that it should engage in
war. Consequently it would need money. Could it lay taxes? No.
" Charges of war, and all other expenses which shall be incurred for
the common defence or general welfare, and allowed by the United
States in Congress assembled, shall be defrayed out of a com mon
treasury, wAtcA shall be supplied by the several States. * * * * The
taxes for paying that proportion shall be laid and levied by the authority
aud direction of the legislatures of the several States, within the time
agreed upon by the United States in Congress assmbled." Then the arti
cles continue: Congress shall have power " to ascertain the necessary
sums of money to be raised for the service of the United States, and to
appropriate and apply the same, to barrow money, or emit bills on the
credit of the United States." The United States Congress then could
ascertain the sums of money necessary to be raised, and the States were
to raise the money, after Congress had determined the amount, if they so
pleased. What could such a Government do? Or ratlier, what could
such a deliberative council do, for Government there was none. They
could not raise money by force. The only powert hey had, as far as rais
ing money was concerned, was the power to borrow. Consequently it was
a measure of absolute necessity to give them the power of making money ;
and this power was given to them. Without it they would have been
penniless. With it they became bunkrupt. And in consequence of the
ruinous effects, which resulted'from having no Government, with the power
of making paper money, the founders of the Constitution determined to
alter the policy, and have a real government, with the power of raising
money by taxes. Washington, in his Farewell Address, said : " towards
the payment of debts there must be revenue ; to have revenue, there must
tie taxes." " Cherish puhlic credit. One method of preserving it is to
use it as sparingly as possible." And Mr. Langdon said in the debutes
on the adoption of the Constitution, that he would rather reject the whole
plan than retain the words "and emit bills of credit." What change
then did they make ?
In the first place they made a Government, instead of a persuading
council; they created an executive and judiciary, as well as a legislature.
They gave to the legislature of this Government the power of "coining
money"; not of making money, but of coining what already was money.
They gave them, too, the powers to " raise armies," to " maintain a navy,"
to "provide for calling out the militia," and the ordinary powers of a
strong general government. For the execution of these powers, of course
a great amount of money would be necessary. And the Constitution states
distinctly how this is to be obtained.
The first way indicated is " to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and
excises" to any extent that Congress may deem necessary and wise ; to
the extent of all the property in the United States. Congress have under
this clause the power to take every dollar of money, and every piece of
property in the country, if they think it wise.
If Congress cannot raise enough money by this means, or do not deem
YOL. UI.
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it wise to raise all the money they need in this manner, then there is the
second way, viz: to "borrow" money.
Are not these two powers as great as can possibly be given to any
Government, even in conceivable terras? Can greater power be given to
a Government than the power to take every dollar of property in the
country, and then in addition, to borrow all that any one in the world
will lend them ?
Here then are the two means given to Congress of providing funds for
Government use : the one to raise money, and the other to borrow money.
But where is the power to create money ?
When in the preamble of the Constitution, the object of the formation
of the Constitution is declared to be, " to provide for the common defence,
promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to our
selves and our posterity," it is not thereby intended, that for the further
ance of this object, every power is by the Constitution given, which, in the
opinion of any of the officers or departments of the Government thereby
created, may be adapted to the attainment of that object. Else what
would be the use of adding anything to the preamble ? Why should the
Constitution go on and define any special powers at all ! Or what would
be the meaning of the clause stating that " the powers not delegated to
the United States by the Constitution * * * * are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people ?" But the preamble merely, in general
terms, states the objects to be obtained, and the following parts of the
same Constitution specifically provide the means for the attainment of
those objects. The delegation of specific powers for the attainment of an
object is always a strong presumption that no other powers are given.
It being then, without question, that money is needed and can be raised,
for the purpose of carrying on the Government, it is also a fair supposition
that, particular ways of raising money being given, they are the only ways
given.
The framers of the Constitution expressly said, that all the powers of the
general Government were to be found in that instrument .; that no power
not found there had any existence. Suppose, then, that the power to raise
armies had never been given. No one would claim its existence. Suppose
the power to maintain a navy had never been given. No one would claim
its existence. Mere incidental subsidiary powers would not be specifically
mentioned. Powers, which are merely necessary means for the exercise of
more broad and general powers, would not be specifically delegated. No
one expects it. But the great important powers of a Government would
surely not be omitted, if they were meant to be conferred. These powers
never are omitted. A man would as soon think of making a promissory
note, and omitting the number of dollars which he was to pay.
Now consider a point of fact, that the issuing of a paper currency, so far from
being an ingenious device of wise statesmanship, now first known to the
world, or a useful and necessary means for borrowing money, always has
been, and before the Constitution was formed, had been, at all times since
there has been such a thing as financial history, the ordinary resort of a
Government in financial troubles. Consider that the French revolutionists
tried it, that our own confederacy tried it, that it was felt by all men to
have been the greatest evil of the Revolutionary war, that, moreover, so far
from considering the act of making legal tender the same thing as coining
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money, or borrowing money, they had a special phrase for it, viz : " emit
bills of credit," which they had always used to designate this ruinous
measure, consider that this phrase had been used in the old articles of con
federation, that it is used in the present Constitution, and then will any
man deny that on principles of sound construction we must hold, that such
a power if meant to be conferred, would have been enumerated specifically
in the regular term of the time, as " emitting bills of credit," and that the
power, would in those words have been inserted among the powers of Con
gress ? W hereas, do we find it ? And do we not know that so far from its
baing put into the Constitution, it was stricken out, after it had been put
into the first draft of it ?
But even if it be clearly made out that this Act of Congress does not
hinder depreciation, it will still be claimed that the making Treasury notes
legal tender inevitably causes a certain amount of them to be absorbed, -ano!
thus puts it in the power of Government to obtain a certain amount of
money, by issuing them and giving them this quality. Undoubtedly, Gov
ernment does raise money in this way. But in so doing, they do not raise
the money by "taxing." They do not raise it by " borrowing." No one invests
money in these legal tender notes which bear no interest. No one makes
loans on them. Enough of them are taken up to use as currency. They
are made money. The price of United States bonds remains what it would
be were there no legal tender notes. Men give for them what they think
them worth. The only effect produced is that we use Treasury notes in
stead of gold and silver for money. Government may get money by this
means. ' So it might by seizing it without any legal process. The point is
met by what has already been said, that the Constitution has provided
ways of raising money, ample and sufficient. This way was one well
known, universally designated by a particular phrase, had been used in the
articles of confederation, in common speech, and actually is used in the
Constitution itself, and yet this way of raising money is not mentioned
among those authorized, but was proposed to be mentioned, and was left
out. This can come in, as a necessary incident to the power of borrowing
money, only in case it can be shown to be something directly auxiliary to
the obtaining a loan. It cannot be shown to be anything of the kind.
Undoubtedly this proceeding puts a few hundred millions into the hands of
Government. But does it do it in a constitutional way ? The old confed
eracy, being merely a league, having no power to act on individuals, being
merely a persuader of State governments, needed such a power as the
power to emit bills of credit. They could not get along without this
ruinous make-shift. But under the Constitution, the state of things was
entirely changed. Here was a powerful Government, with the power of
taxing individuals, and the power of borrowing what it could not raise by
taxing. What more could be asked ? This put at the command of
Government every cent in the country, and as much more as any one out
of the country would lend them. Is there anything more that a Govern
ment could conceivably get ? And this the Government has.
One effect this Legal Tender Act certainly has. It makes contracts and
obligations performable in a manner utterly at variance with their letter,
and the intent of their makers, and a portion of the property of creditors is
by this Act arbitrarily transferred to their debtors. This effect it has, and
this only. Are not the debts due a man as much his property as his real
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estate, botli in law and in common sense ? And unless authority for this
Act is given by the Constitution, is not its passage simply a " depriving of
property without due process of law V The Constitution says private pro
perty shall not be taken for public use, except with just compensation ; but
this is taking private property for private, use without any compensation.
In some remarks in the American Law Register for February, 1865, some
examples are given, of cases where great inconvenience results, from holding
legal tender notes to be the equivalent of gold and silver. These examples
are given by a writer who supports the constitutionality of the Act of Con
gress. He says : " It is easy to put cases not unlikely to arise, where the
doctrine that coin and Treasury notes are for all purposes legally identical,
and that judgement can only be for so many dollars, payable in whatever
the law has made legal tender at the option of the debtor, would work posi
tive injustice, where there exists great difference in their market value."
But can any one put a case of a contract or obligation, made before the Act,
where it does not work positive injustice? The writer says : "Suppose I
leave $1,000 in gold coin on special deposit, and my builee converts it."
Or suppose I left $1,000 in convertible hank notes before anything but gold
and silver were legal tender. Again, "suppose I loaned $1,000 in gold, and
the borrower agrees to return it in kind." Or, suppose I loan him $1,000
in convertible bunk bills, and he agreed before the Act to repay me, which
was a promise to pay gold. Does the passage of the Act ever work any
thing but injustice, as far as it has any effect at all ? The only effect it has,
is on contracts made before the passage of the Act, and on all these, is not
the effect one of injustice, and nothing else ?
Arguments against the Legal Tender Act are, now-a-days, generally viewed
by many men with distrust. They are supposed, generally, to be written
with partisan motives, with a design to emharrass tue Administration, and
by that means to embarrass the Government. This paper is written under
a firm conviction, that much injustice to private individuals would have
been avoided, and that the financial position of the Government would have
been much stronger to-day, had the Legal Tender Act not been passed, and
that the passage of the Act was unconstitutional. Though it is too late now
to undo what has already been done, and though a return to another policy
must, to be safe, be very gradual, yet the temperate expression of honest
thoughts on this subject may have some influence in case the nation should,
at any future time, be placed in need of large amounts of money to meet its
wants.

HON. THUBLOW WEED.
Br Matthew Hale Smith.
Mr. Weed is one of the influential men in the Union, a Warwick in
politics, though far advanced in life, like the Law Giver of Israel on Nebo,
his eye is not dim nor his natural force ahated. His political home for
years, has been at the Astor House, in the City of New York. He has
occupied one room for a quarter of a century. It is on the lower floor
near the ladies parlor. Around it clusters more influence than any room
in the nation, except the President's room at the White House. Mr.
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Weed seems never at rest. He flits in and flits out. He comes in and
goes out as if driven by business which could not be stayed or resisted.
He passes away in the evening train and comes buck with the early
morning light. He walks into the dining-room; but before his presence
is really noticed, he has concluded his meal and gone. His tone is sub
dued and low, speaking but seldom. A degree of quietness and even
secrecy seems to mark all his movements. He walks about the corridors
with a cat-like step, rarely speaking to any one, rarely being spoken to.
Moving with so quiet and subdued a mien, that his presence at onca
attracts attention and causes visitors to ask : " Who is that gentleman ?"
He seldom speaks loud. He recognizes any civility, but rarely says any
thing. His resemblance to clergymen is so marked, that his opponents
sometimes put '* Rev." to his name. His figure is tall, he stoops slightly, '
Lis Lend inclines to one side after the manner of Mr. Buchanan. His
rooms are the headquarters of the conservative elements of the land with*
out regard to party. Few men of fame or position visit New York, with
out visiting him. He is keen, far-sighted and practical. Not what he
wants to do, but what he can do, is the principle that guides him. When
his party follow his lead it is successful; when it gets tired of following,
weary of what it calls dictation, and disposed to be free, throws off—like
Rehoboam of old—the counsel of the wise, disaster follows. Without
office emoluments or gifts to bestow, he has more influence in the great
events of the day than any other man. A telegraph comes to him in
cypher, he takes the night train for Washington ; before his arrival is
fairly announced, he is buck to his old quarters. In like manner he
is summoned to Albuny, and is closeted with the powers that be. Plans for
reorganizing the rebel States—the conservative movement for conducting
the next Presidential campaign —influences that agitate Congress, and
knock into pie the well known schemes of politicians— who shall be
senator or foreign minister— who shall go into the Cabinet, and who shall
stay out, are agitated and perfected in the little chamber which forms the
New York room of Thurlow Weed. More than once a distinguished
Cabinet officer has reached New York at an early hour in the morning,
before the people were astir, remained quietly all day in consultation
vith the astute Statesman, and left at night with the great metropolis
profoundly ignorant of the visit.
He began his public career as an editor in Rochester. He bought the
half of an interest in a small paper and worked it up to a paying success.
The Anti- Masonic excitement was abroad. Mr. Weed admitted into the
columns of his weekly some articles denouncing the arrest and death of
Morgan. This, with an article which he wrote himself, stirred society to
its depth and brought ruin to his craft. As he had sunk the little craft,
with that justice that has ever marked his career, Mr. Weed bought out
bis partner's interest and resolved to start an independent paper in Alhany.
He became early and intimately attached to William H. Seward. The two
formed a mighty power. The one earned laurels on the field, the other wore
them ; and for thirty years the pair have guided the legislation of
the nation and disposed of its patronage at will. Mr. Seward, when
Governor of the State, was riding with a stage driver, that he might enjoy
his segar. Curious to know who his quiet puffing companion was, Johnn?
said, " Captain, what are you?" "Guess," was the reply. "A farmer 1"
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" No." " A merchant V " No." " A minister f " No." " Well what
then ?" " Governor." " Governor of what ?" " Of this State." " I guess
not." " Inquire at the next tavern." Driving up Mr. Seward asked the
proprietor, "Do you know me?" "Yes!" "What is my name?"
" Seward." "Am I Governor of New Yor"k ?" " No, by thunder, Thur
low Weed is."
Mr. Weed's power is in his heart no less than in his brain. He never
forgets, deserts, nor neglects a friend, however humble or unfortunate.
He is as polite and considerate to an illiterate breakman or to a domestic
as he is to a member of Congress. There is not a boy or man on the
Hudson River or New York Central Roads, that does not love him. One
of the conductors said that Mr. Weed could send a glass vase to Galena
by the railroad boys without having it broken. " They would carry it in
their bunds for the old man and quarrel for their turns." He pays liber
ally for all favors and has a strange way of attaching men to him. His
private munificence to the lowly and indigent is unbounded, and thou
sands of eyes moisten at the mention of his name. No amount of expo
sure or inconvenience will keep him from befriending one whom he
wishes to serve. He has been know to wait hours at night in the Central
depot to meet some friend from the interior who had asked to see him
there.
A single incident will illustrate Mr. Weed's kindness of heart. While
busily engaged on a pressing matter in his rooms, a Senator sent in his
card. "Tell him I am very much engaged, but will see him," uaming
the hour. The card of a Governor was sent in, to which he gave a
similar reply. Soon a knock was heard at the door. " Open the door,
George," he said to his companion. The door was opened ; a negro man
stood outside, trembling. Mr. Weed knew him well. He knew that
nothing but stern necessity drew him to his door. In his tenderest tones
he hade him come in, pushed aside his paper, heard his story, gave him
twenty minutes of his precious time, gave him a little money, granted his
request, which was better than all, and sent him on his way rejoicing.
He bud no time for a Senator or a Governor ; had time and money for an
indigent negro, who at the same time was a fugitive slave. He is one of
the best conversationalists in the country. His eye kindles, his face
glows, and though at times slow to talk, acts with power. His life touches
the highest and the lowest. None can fail to be impressed with its won
derful volume, so noble in its faculties, so infinite in its resources. In
the nation he will always remain a power. So wise, practical, with such
unbounded political knowledge, few are willing to oppose him or offend
him. The "Old Man wants it," is enough to carry almost any measure.
Few men have been as loved in their own home. Few men are as valued
in the realms of private friendship. The poor find in him a constant
friend and adviser, one who does deeds as well as give words. His cool
ness, his bravery, his kindness of heart, his liberality, his disinterestedness,
are household words with his friends. A power in the State, his highest
honor is in the warm love of those who know him best.
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NATIONAL FINANCE WITH LEGAL TENDER.
Professor Goldwin Smith, )
London, England.
J
Sir,—I have read in the newspapers of New York a letter of yours on
the Finances of the United States, copied from the London Daily News,
that I trust will attract the attention of our people and Government,
coming, as it does, from one so conspicuous in science and so friendly to
our nation as yourself. Without doubt you are correct in your convic
tion that the financial administration is the weak point in this country.
It was the weak point prior to the rebellion, and has been over since the
birth of the nation. Some of us have long been aware of this, and have
taken every convenient opportunity to impress the truth upon government
and people; but truth in political economy is of unaccountably slow
growth every where ; and here, especially, it is thoroughly opposed and
kept down by an unreasoning and unconquerable prejudice in favor of
what is absurdly called "paper money," as if the promise to pay a thing
could be the thing itself.
You think the root of the mischief here is the Legal Tender Act.
Pardon me for differing with you on this point. It seems to me the
Legal Tender Act is neither root nor trunk, but a mere off-shoot of a false
principle, having its root or source on your side of the water, in the pet
bunk of your country, the Bank of England. I mean no disrespect to you
or your opinions in this statement, but I wish to place the responsibility
for the false system, under which not only the finances of this country but
of the commercial world are suffering, where I think it belongs. The
establishment of that Bank was the opening of an era of debt in the
world that is needless, endless, and boundless, and our nation is but fulfill
ing the financial destiny assigned to it by that institution.
It was, as you are aware, the beginning of the public debt of Great
Britain ; a debt that was paid, paradoxical as it may appear, in the capital
of the nation when the same was contracted. No other capital but that of
Great Britain paid the cost of the war in which it was consumed, and the
delivery of the capital was its payment. But the sophistical scheme of
false hanking re-established the debt for the benefit of mere currency
makers, men who loaned no capital to the Government at all, but added
bo muchprtce to the value which the Government received and agreed to pay
for their currency obligations. It is a scheme that transmutes from mouey
into debt all the exchanges it touches, and piles upon commercial com
munities a huge mass of needless individual indebtedness, over and above
the sum of the false currency it manufactures. Value pays for value, and
service for service, but a debt currency pays for nothing, it merely post
pones the payment needlessly that with a currency of money would be
made at once.
No one is paid for his goods or his services in a bunk note or check ;
one simply gives credit to the promise of a bunk instead of the promise of
some other debtor, and gets his pay by parting with the promise for
value received. It is a false principle that discards capital, which is the
object of exchange in money, its element of payment and of wealth, to
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substitute therefor mere debt as the medinm of exchange, which, in the
dual nature of money, is precisely that element which of itself makes no
payment and is no wealth. A medinm of exchange may be made of
promises, or of paper, or iron, or copper tokens, but so far as it lacks in
trinsic value it is not the object of exchange, and so far it is poverty in
the place of wealth.
The false principle is the formation of a " deposit " in pretended bunk
ing by discounting a debt out of itself; creating so much additional debt
and making it currency. The credit given by a bunk to its customer,
which is not the transfer of a prior credit, but which increases the loan
and the "deposits" in one and the same transaction, is no deposit, and no
bunking; there is no value received; it is currency making out of debt,
and, to the extent of its convertibility into coin, it depreciates the value
of money, and expels an equal sum of capital from the community that
originates it in pure loss.
None but a wealthy or thriving community ever did, or ever can main
tain this costly and wasteful system of currency making. Strangely
enough, the industry, wealth, and general prosperity which support the
system are supposed to be its results ; but it has never been introduced
in any of our new States or frontier settlements, where capital was scarce,
without ciippling the energy and industry of the people, and bringing
about in the end almost universal bunkruptcy. True, the credits it has
created have enabled individuals to purchase goods at inflated prices on
credit from the Atlantic cities, which they could not pay for, and this, by
a sort of involuntary robbery, has transferred some capital from the older
cities to the interior States and outlying settlements ; but this has been
but a wretched pittance of compensation for the suspension of business,
check of production, confusion and violation of contracts, broken fortunes
and broken hearts, that have followed its operations with the certainty of
death. It would be instructive to trace its history in the experience of
nearly all our Western States, but especially of Illinois and Arkansas.
Banking is a very proper, honest, and useful business; it is dealing in
money and exchange, and in loanable capital. There cannot be too much
of it because it will regulate itself. It is borrowing of those who have
capital to lend, and lending to those who have capital to borrow. But
currency making is another thing; it is not a proper, necessary, or use
ful business ; it is unnecessary, and as unprofitable to any community as
counterfeiting, because it creates price without value, and the false price
must be paid in precreated value for imports, while it checks the exports
of merchandise, forcing money abroad instead, until the excess of the sup
plies of merchandise at length compels the holders to yield to the price
and demand of foreign markets. Beyond our own borders it does not
raise the price of our exportable commodities a dime, while its irresistable effect is to raise the price of imports, stimulate increased supplies,
and, as I have said, drive our money abroad in dead loss, because of its
degraded value.
Now, the immediate cause of the suspension of money payments, and
of the present ridiculous condition of our currency, with the expansion
of debt under false prices, was, and is, the operation of this false principle
following the negotiation of the so-called 7-fe loan with the corporate
bunks in the autumn of 1861.
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The approach of the rebellion, evident in 1860, with the repudiation
of Southern debts, which broke the merchants of the North, and the open
rupture in the attack on Fort Sumter, in April, 1861, had so destroyed
general confidence in credits and in trade, and reduced the available assets
of the hanks and their liabilities, that the currency of the loyal States
fell below the natural money measure. This appreciated the value of
money and depreciated the relative value of merchandise, until money
became more valuable than merchandise. The foreign exchanges were
turned thereby largely in favor of this country, so that we gained prohably
$80,000,000 of gold and silver in the year 1801. The hanks were thus
placed in a condition, not merely of ease as to their liabilities, but of anxiety
to lend their credit and maintain their dividends. They had what they
call money to lend, although those of the loyal States, to whom alone
my argument applies, owed, payable on demand in gold and silver, the
sum of $420,000,000, with prohably $80,000,000 on hand to pay it with.
No official statement of the condition of the bunks having been made
at Washington, since January, 1861, it is not easy to determine what por
tion of the large excess of specie imported and mined here in that year
went into their coffers, as applicable to the payment of their liabilities ;
but the general distrust caused private hoarding among those who were
unfamiliar with hanks, and, among the friends and customers of those
institutions, the transfer of large sums from general to special deposits,
which amount to the same thing, so it is not probuble that the specie re
serves available for their demand liabilities of 8420,000,000 exceeded
$80,000,000, to which should be added, say $80,000,000 of coin outside
of the hanks and free of hoards, making the whole circulating medinm
to consist of a debt currency of $340,000,000, and money $160,000,000
($500,000,000,) this sura of five hundred millions being less than be
longed to our capital in real money, as is evident from the state of the
exchanges, with the rapid influx of specie and the rapid efflux of mer
chandise in exchange. I need not inform you that money goes where it
has the most exchange value, with no more reference to the so-called
"bulance of trade" than iron, or wheat, or any other exchangeable com
modity.
Because of this reduction of currency and excess of unemployed capital
the rent of capital was low, and loanable capital and bunk debt were beg
ging customers at 3 to 4 per cent per annum. In this condition of finan
cial affairs the Government came into the market for a loan of $150,000,000
offering 7 Jff per cent interest per annum. Can you doubt that the hanks
could have borrowed this sum for the Government at a much lower rate
than this? But to have done so would have produced less profit to them
immediately ; they were for grasping the whole 7^ per cent at once, and
the want of scientific knowledge, with the indolence of those having charge
of the negotiation on the part of the Government, threw the whole mat
ter into the hands of the managers of the chartered bunks upon their
own terms. Accordingly, without borrowing a dime of capital, they
undertook to lend the Government one hundred and fifty millions of dol
lars when they had not one hundred and fifty cents to do it with.
As I have said, they already owed a demand debt of $420,000,000,
with only $80,000,000 of money on hand to pay it. They were the cus
todians of this money, not its owners. It belonged to their prior creditors,
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whose forbearance was due to the favorable condition of the foreign ex
changes, and consequent absence of any export demand for money.
Creditors for nearly five times its amount were authorized to check upon
it at sight when the hanks authorized the Government Treasurer to check
upon it nearly twice over again, besides; and they maintained that they
were not increasing the currency because they paid the Treasurer's checks
in gold. You will see the fallacy of this statement in the fact that their
demand liabilities, which constitute the hank currency, were raised from
$420,000,000 to $570,000,000, against the same Bum of money in re
serve as before.
The Government bonds thus granted to the bunks formed the fund out
of which they were themselves discounted ; debt was increased by debt,
not by capital transferred, and the " deposits" thus created, say in round
numbers $150,000,000, to the credit of the Government Treasurer, was so
much currency over and above all the pre-existing currency, money,
capital, and wealth of the country ; in a word, it was so much fiction. It
matters not in what form or by what instrument a bunk deposit circulates,
whether in note or check or money itself, it forms part of the fund offered
like money in exchange against the whole circulating capital of the
country, which determines the relative value of money and of other
capital.
Doubtless some portion of the loan was retaken by capitalists who
checked upon their own preexisting deposits without increasing the
currency, but more of it was taken by persons who obtained bunk dis
counts for the purpose; besides, the Government had issued directly from,
the Treasury $20,000,000 of its own notes—greenhacks—so I am quite
sure that the sum of $150,000,000 was added to the currency of the
country without capital by the financial operations of the hanks and the
Government in the summer and autumn of 1861. No one can be so dull
as to suppose there was any more capital in the country because of this
currency making.
The money demanded as the equivalent for circulating the capital of
the country is never a fixed amount ; it must vary with the aggregate of
capital offered in exchange against it ; an approximate estimate is all that
we can obtain from the best statistics; but when sterling exchange re
mains for any considerable period at $4.86-66 to the pound, ». e., 9£ per
cent premium on the Spanish dollar valuation of $4.44-44, which nominal
preminm is the true par, if we can then know the amount of the hank
liabilities we can determine the natural volume of the currency with con
siderable accuracy.
I suppose the natural volume of the currency of the loyal States to have
been something more than $500,000,000 in the fall of 186 1, but if we assume
$500,000,000 to have been the true amount, the $150,000,000 then added
depreciated the value of money here 23 per cent, equal to a preminm on the
gold dollar of 30 percent. To have maintained the equation of international
values it would have been necessary for us to export $150,000,000 of gold
and silver. As soon, therefore, as that fictitious credit to the Government be
gan to circulate and act upon prices, our exports of merchandise were check
ed and our imports stimulated ; of course a foreign demand for specie took
place, which it was obvious the hanks could ont meet, and they broke, asevery
intelligent bullionist knew they would when they undertook the Govern
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merit loan upon this false principle, for they were being called upon to
pay $150,000,000 of value that nobody ever possessed.
Now this principle is the system of the Bank of England, and when
ever that bank aids or influences the creation of credits, used as money,
in excess of the true money measure, it either breaks to save the debtors
of the kingdom, or the debtors break to save it, and you have in England
the " commercial crisis."
One may read Adam Smith's account of that bank, Francis' history,
and nearly every other history, without discovering this principle in its
formation; in other words, without 'discovering that it was formed by
making a spurious currency, and without capital, except perhaps £72,000
which may or may not have been expended when the bank went into
operation. A simple balance sheet presented in Lawson's history of
banking will show the truth of this statement to any tyro in accounts
beyond a peradventure.
Two years after its establishment the bank failed, the real cause of the
failure being plausibly concealed by the recoinage of the silver of the
kingdom to which it was attributed, no one caring to notice that the bank
notes had expelled an equal amount of coin, which was sent to Flanders,
leaving so much additional debt to pay and so much less money to pay it
with—so much embarrassment in the place of so much wealth, a double
power of bankruptcy to which the advocates of this system are persistently
blind. One who has nothing is poor, but one who has nothing and is in
debt besides is doubly poor, which latter condition is the currency prin
ciple of the Bank of England. Such a currency cannot exist without
plundering individuals of so much capital in the payment of the fictitious
price it creates for imports, and leaving them in debt an equal amount
besides.
Here is the balance sheet that I find in Lawson's history. It was pre
sented at the bar of the House of Commons, December, 1696, by order
of the House, the bank being then under suspension of payment, as I
Lave just said, two years after its establishment :
DEBTOE.
£.

To sundry persons for sealed bills standing out
To sundry persons on notes for running cash
To moneys borrowed in Holland
To interest due on bank bills standing out
To balance

893,800
764,196
800,000
17,876
125,816

n. i..

0
10
0
0
2

0
6
0
0
11

2.101,187 13 6
CEEDITOE.

By tallies in several Parliamentary funds
By one-balf year's deficit of fund £IOO.OUO per annum
By mortgages, pawns, and securities
Bycash

1,784,576
60,000
230,946
86,664

16 5
0 0
15 2
110

2,101,187 13 5
The youngest clerk who ever balanced a set of books will see at a glance
that the bank owed the whole sum of its assets except the balance of
£125,315 2s. lid. This eovered its whole capital and contingent fund.
For two years it had done an extremely profitable business, paying eight
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per cent per annum dividends. It is very possible that the whole £72,000
paid in was expended in procuring the charter, the granting of which was
strongly opposed in Parliament, where bribery, it is said, was not un
known, so that it began without a penny of capital, and after paying
dividends had accumulated the balance above mentioned. Yet the bank
boasted of having loaned to the Government and paid into the exchequer,
before the time stipulated in the charter, a capital of £1,200,000. He
must possess a necromantic skill in accounts who can discover any such
capital in these figures. Why this balance sheet is not produced by
Francis in his apparently exhaustive history of the Bank of England, and
why he should say that twenty-five per cent of the subscription was paid
down, leaving it to be understood that the payment was on account of
the £l,2u0,000 of capital, it is difficult to conceive. The subscribers,
however, were to advance to the Government £1,500,000, of which
£300,000 was to be returned, having nothing to do with the capital of
the institution, and this without doubt is the " moneys borrowed in Hol
land " according to the balance sheet. Francis may have mistaken it for
a payment on account of the capital.
Michael Godfrey, the first Deputy-Governor, sets this matter of capital
at rest. Writing in 1695, he says: "Some find fault with the bank be
cause they have not taken in the whole £1,200,000 which was subscribed,
for they have called in but £72,000, which is more than they now have
occasion for. But, however, they have paid into the exchequer the whole
£1,200,000 before the time appointed by act of Parliament, and the less
money they have taken in to do it with so much the more they have
served the public, for the rest is left to circulate in trade, to be lent on
land, or otherwise to be disposed of for the nations service."
This is a precious piece of sophistry which sets at naught the teaching
of the nursery, that one cannot eat his cake and have it too. Its accep
tance as truth then and now is a remarkable evidence of the depth of
credulity among intelligent men. The truth is the bank had no capital,
unless the £72,000 was unexpended after procuring the charter. The
Government loaned the bank as much as the bank loaned the Govern
ment, which was nothing at all. The bank handed into the exchequer
its own notes in exchange for tallies—mere memorandums of unfulfilled
contracts— paper and notched faggots exchanged against each other. The
scheme was a manufacture of currency virtually out of nothing, that is,
without value received. The effect upon prices was exactly the same as
if so much gold had been produced and thrown upon the market, but
here was no gold or other value produced, and the price it created was
therefore paid out of pre-existing gold and silver, the precreated money
capital of the nation. The bank borrowed no capital and loaned no capital ; it simply loaned
memorandums of indebtedness on which the people subsequently loaned
their capital to the Government, and paid interest, or £100,000 annuity,
on their own capital thus loaned for the benefit of the Bank of England.
The people, not the bank, loaned the capital to the Government, but the
bank held all the securities and took all the profits.
Adam Smith supposed that an excess of convertible paper currency
could not be circulated, because the excess would at once return upon its
issuers for redemption. This is one of his errors, and the more surpris
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ing because of the experience of France with Law's banking sixty years
before the ''Wealth of Nations" was written. For four years the infla
tion continued there, until general prices advanced four-fold, indicating a
four-fold expansion of the currency, and yet the currency did not return
upon the bank for redemption to any inconvenient extent until a few weeks
before its doors were closed in hopeless insolvency, although money was
rushing out of the country all the time. It is a question of confidence
on the part of the people ; if they prefer the paper to money, and do not
call upon the bank for payment, there is no difference in effect between
an inconvertible and a so-called convertible currency, and, as we see in
the example of France, it is easily possible to press upon a credulous com
munity as much convertible as an intelligent people will bear of an in
convertible currency. We have not yet, at any time, with our inconvertible
currency reached the degree of inflation that existed in France with their
convertible currency in 1719-20, after three to four years operation of
Law's, and the Royal Bank, which failed in 1720.
The philosophic action of this spurious currency is to degrade the value
of the whole volume of money or currency to the extent of its increase.
The whole convertible sum of this increase and degradation then runs
away, and brings returns in price not in value. In other words, the ex
cess of currency thus thrown off is wholly absorbed in the false price of
imports, because the exporis will command only the price determined by
the demand measured by the currency of foreign countries. Adam Smith
overlooked this inevitable result of local inflation, and supposed that the
specie expelled by what he calls " paper mouey " was sent abroad at its
normal value, and necessarily commanded an equivalent value in the im
ports, but it is never so.. The reason of the shipment of money is because
it is cheaper than merchandise to the exporter, and when it is cheapened
naturally by an excess of production, the excess is a clear addition to the
wealth of the country in the capital it commands in the imports, precisely
like an excess of wheat, or beef, or copper, or any other form of capital
that can only be exported when it is cheapened by supply to an exportable
value. But when money is cheapened to an exportable value without
any excess of production, in other words, by making " paper money," the
gold and silver sent abroad is taken from precreated capital, and might as
well be plunged into the sea so far as any benefit accrues to the nation
that exports the money, simply because it is sold and exported at the de
graded, and not the natural value. You will observe it is the whole
volume of the currency that is degraded in value, and only the amount of
the degradation that is expelled, so that the whole amount of specie thus
exported is lost in the abnormal price of imports.
Now the people of the United States are thorough dupes of the Bank
of England ; they believe in " paper money " more than they believe in
democracy, and so favor privileged legislation in the matter of currency.
It makes no difference .to them who or what issues the note ; if it is hand
somely engraved and "convertible," they circulate it in preference to gold,
having no conception that they are lending their capital upon it for noth
ing, and, in the case of bank notes and bank credits, paying interest on
their own capital thus loaned for the benefit of bank stockholders into
the bargain. Virtually every bank note, or bank debt on acoount, payable
on demand, is a legal tender ; the man who should refuse to accept it
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would be ostracised—sent to Coventry ; he could do no business unless
the note were discredited by some competent authority. It is a forced
loan even from myself and others who see through the iniquity and false
hood of the thing; we cannot help ourselves; we must accept and circu
late bunk notes, pay interest on our own capital, and deal with the hanks
upon their own terras, or do nothing.
The notes issued directly by the national Treasury—greenbacks that
form two-thirds of the legal tender—have the advantage of costing no
interest to the public, but the public know nothing and care nothing for
the advantage. There is not intelligence enough upon the subject in Con
gress to see the saving to the industrious classes, and the National Bank
Act, which is a copy essentially of the principle of the Bank of England,
imposes a needless cost of interest upon the public for the currency it
authorizes. Public writers and professors are busy here writing down the
"greenbucks," that the bunks may have the profit of the circulation in
their place. It is doubtful if they know who pays it.
There is an important advantage in all the national currency, whether
furnished directly by the Treasury or through National Banks, 'as com
pared with that furnished by the State Banks, namely this : the national
currency being public debt, directly or indirectly, forms a fund with which
goods are bought and sold as for cash, relieving a vast amount of em
burrassment in individual indebtedness. Whereas the State Bank cur
rency requires to be fed with individual indebtedness. Goods must be
sold on credit to make notes for the bunks to discount into currency, and
their system accordingly forces nearly the whole traffic of the country
through debt and credit. But this again is unheeded ; people care noth
ing about it.
The one idea here is that without a paper currency we should have no
money and do no business. It is a common remark that there is not gold
and silver enough in the world to do the business of the United States ;
and the notion prevails that " paper money " is capital, so that the more
we have of it the more business we have. Accordingly it has come to
be considered a sort of patriotic duty for every one to encourage the utmost
extension and circulation of hank and Government notes, and of bunk
credits. If there be such a thing as blind ignorance here upon any sub
ject, it is the most dense upon this subject of " paper money ;" and if
there be an unpopular man in the nation it is the bullionist. Thus we
drive away capital, the only employer of industry, and substitute debt,
the emburrassment of capital and industry, in its place. But we work
hard and cover our foolish losses with a surplus still.
Under these circumstances you may readily conceive that the Legal
Tender Act is a matter of small practical importance. Theoretically it is
an act in violation of contracts; it is expost facto, unconstitutional, and
the essence of injustice ; but its repeal would make no practical difference
in our currency, or in the condition of the national finances. Even in
satisfaction of a judgment and execution no court or individual declines
to accept a check or current bunk notes. Legal tender is seldom thought
of, and never demanded except in bunk settlements at the Clearing-House,
and the repeal of the act could only tend to a further inflation of the
currency by removing all check upon bunk discounts and currency mak
ing. There is a possible ultimate restraint upon the making of fictitious
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credits by bunks, in the legal tender requirement, but as the legal tenders
amount to three times as much as the specie by which the currency was
formerly regulated, we must expect three times as much currency as under
the specie requirement before the restraint can operate. Still it is some
thing, and better perhaps than no restraint at all.
The Bank of England system enlists the strongest motive to human
exertion—self interest—in the business of damaging the capital of the
country by expanding the currency and degrading the value of money.
The more mischief of this sort they can do the greater is the profit of the
corporators. Instead of furnishing capital to the people, as the people
generally suppose, it is using their capital and charging them interest
upon it, their money capital meanwhile being forced abroad in pure loss
to them for the benefit of foreign producers. But our people like it, and
exhibit a democratic spirit of independence in ignoring the science which
teaches the folly of it.
Asia gets the benefit of this folly of America and Europe, and the pre
cious metals are driven to the East nearly as fast as they are taken from
the bowels of the earth, because there they escape the contact and depre
ciation of "paper money." If America and Europe obtained an equiva
lent value in return the benefit would be mutual, but it is not so.
Thankful for your friendship to my country, and for your earnest sup
port of the democratic principle in its present terrible conflict with bur
barism here, I am glad of the opportunity to contribute something to
your knowledge of our institutions, and to explain to you the evil nature
of our financial system, which is one of the two greatest evils and antag
onisms that the democratic principle has yet to deal with in this country.
The other is the tariff system of "protective" duties on imports, which
by checking imports checks our exports to the same extent, and cripples
the commerce and the industry that the energy and enterprise of our
people would otherwise develop into much additional and enduring wealth.
Both are creatures of class or privileged legislation that are out of place
in the institutions of the United States.
But we are a young nation. England is old. And we follow England
with a weak subservience that our self-styled democrats are too ignorant
to see, or too conceited to acknowledge. We did once set up for our
selves in politics in establishing a republican government, and did well ;
but we take no step in political economy until England pioneers and points
out the road. From her we received our great anti-democratic institu
tions of slavery, protective tariff, and privileged bunking for the manu
facture of a currency of debt. From her we have learned to hate slavery
and abolish it, and we expect to follow her lead already taken in estab
lishing free trade. But until she moves to protect her capital against the
encroachments of " paper money," we shall doubtless continue as blind as
we are now, and know nothing of the difference in currency between
capital and debt, and we shall go on sinking our capital by putting debt
into its place.
If I could induce you to lend your pen and your influence to persuade
your Government to change its great financial institution from a debtfactori/ to an honest bunk, with the simple privilege of every honest
bunker to borrow and lend capital without limit, it would be something
to repay me for much careful thought upon this subject, and I should feel
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that I had taken a step to benefit England and my own country, and the
commercial world.
With the highest regard, permit me to subscribe myself, your friend,
Charles H. Carroll.
West Newton, Mass., February, 1865.

COMMERCIAL LAW-NO. 20.
BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY.
(Continued from page 198, vol. 62.)
WHAT PBOPEBTY THE ASSIGNEE TAEES.

It has been already intimated, that what the bunkrupt holds in the
right of another does not pass to the assignee. If, therefore, the bunkrupt
has collected a debt for another, and has kept the sum so collected apart,
it belongs, generally speaking, to him for whom it was collected. But if
it is merged (or sunk) indistinguishably into the general assets of the
bankrupt, the owner has only a claim for it, which must be proved
like other debts. So, if the hankrupt sold goods for his principal, and
they are not paid for, the principal can collect the whole debt, and sue
for it in his own name. Or if the bunkrupt has received payment of the
goods, and has kept that payment apart, the owner, generally, could re
claim it; but not if it were merged in, and mingled with, his assets.
The insolvent laws generally exempt from their operation the same or
similar property with that excepted by statute from attachment or levy.
Amon'r these is wearing-apparel ; but under this clause in the national
act, it was held that articles of jewelry belonging to the bankrupt passed
to his assignee. In New York, however, it was held that jewelry
and ornaments which belonged to the wife before marriage, or were given
to her afterwards,—even if given by the husbund, provided he was
not then insolvent, and gave the articles in good faith,— belonged to the
wife, and not to the assignee. In a case which occurred in Boston, Judge
Story differed somewhat from Judge Betts, applying the principles of
equity and trust to the question, and allowing to the wife only such
things as the husbund must be regarded as holding in trust for her. So
as to gifts to the children of an insolvent ; if made by himself, and in
good faith, before insolvency, we know no reason why they should not
remain the property of the children. If given by a stranger, there could
be no doubt An interesting case occurred before Judge Stout, in which
the wife of a person who petitioned the court for the benefit of the bunk
rupt law was possessed of a watch of about the value of fifty dollars, pre
sented to her by the petitioner, about ten years before the filing of
the petition. She had likewise several mourning rings and pins, and
a few other articles of jewelry, of the value of about twenty-five dollars,
some of which had been given to her by friends, and others by the
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petitioner, some years previous, and one mourning ring, of the value of
about five dollars, given her by the petitioner nearly two years before fil
ing the petition. The petition further stated, that his two sons, of
the respective ages of seventeen and twenty years, had each a gold watch,
of the value of about fifty dollars, which had been purchased about twn
years before with money given by a friend, and with about twenty -eight
dollars given to each by the petitioner, out of his private cash. It
was ruled by the court, that the watch of the wife, and any jewelry given
to her by third persons before the marriage, or by her husband, either
before or since the marriage, pass to the assignee as part of the property
of the bankrupt, to which his creditors are entitled. But jewelry, as per
sonal ornaments, and mourning rings, given to her by third persons since
the marriage, as personal ornaments or memorials, belong to the wife for
her sole and separate use in equity, and do not pass to the assignee under
the bankruptcy for the benefit of the creditors. That the watches of the
sons, under the circumstances stated in the petition, belong to them, •
as their property. But, nevertheless, if the petitioner was insolvent
when he applied a part of his own money to purchase the same for his
sons, he had no right so to do against the claims of the creditors ; and
that in equity, therefore, if the petitioner was so insolvent, the sons must
account to the assignee for the amount of the money of the petitioner so
paid towards the purchase of the watches. But if the petitioner was not
then insolvent, and the donation on his part was made in good faith, and
the donation was suitable to his rank in life, condition, and estate, then it
was good, and not within the reach of the creditors, or in frand of their
rights under the bankruptcy.
A gift is not complete and effectual until there has been an assent to
it on the part of the donee; and the siirae rule is generally applicable to
a devisee. But where one devised real estate to a bankrupt, the bank
rupt was not permitted to decline it ; and the true reason is, that
the assignee had become possessed of his right of acceptance.
After a party is decreed to be a bankrupt, it would seem that whatever
comes to the bankrupt remains his own property. It is sometimes impor
tant to determine the moment of time before which what comes to
the bankrupt goes to his assignee, and after which all that comes to him
remains his own.
If the title to property, by devise or otherwise, falls upon him after the
petition and before the decree, in England, it goes to the assignee,
as much as if it fell before the petition. But our insolvent laws do not
contain the same provisions as to decree, ifec. ; and it is probable that the
time when the insolvent shall -begin to hold as his own what comes
to him will generally be determined by the phraseology of each statute,
or the practice under it. The principle upon which this question must
always be determined, can be no other than this : whatever falls to him
before he is actually and completely an insolvent at law, goes to his
assignee for his creditors ; whatever falls to him after this point of time,
remains his own.
If one partner of a firm becomes insolvent, this operates a dissolution
of the partnership; and his assignee takes only his interest in the balance
remaining after the debts are paid. To ascertain this, it is the common
practice to permit the property of the firm to remain in the hands of the
VOL. LII.—MO. IV.
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other partners, for them to settle the affairs of the firm and render
an account. But there is nothing to prevent an appraisement or agree
ment as to the value of the insolvent's interest, and a transfer of that for
its value to the other partners*. But such arrangement should not be
made without the sanction of the court. And of course it would not
be binding against the creditors, and in favor of the other partners, if it
were made frandulently, with their connivance or knowledge or reason
able means of knowledge. The assignee of the insolvent partner is said
to have no right to take the property from the hands of the other partner
or partners. But the solvent partners must have a right to hold the pro
perty needed to settle the concern. This subject has been allnded to in
the chapter on the law of Partnership.
Where, after the petition, property fell to the wife of the bankrupt, in
such a way as to give him the right of possessing it, in the final decree
the "equity" of the wife's interest was regarded, and reasonable provision
for her support was made out of this property. And when, at the time
of the insolvency, the wife was possessed of an interest or estate in expec
tancy, to become hers in possession after the death of some person, and
that death occurred some time after her husband's insolvency, the
assignees were permitted to take the property for the creditors, when the
death occurred ; but the court made a proper provision for the wife.
An assignment in insolvency passes to the assignee the money of the
insolvent which is in the hands of an attorney who has collected it
for him.
It passes the possibility of estate or title, when that is connected with
an interest; but not a naked possibility, as that of an heir, who expects to
inherit, and probably will, but has no certain right. And the test in all
such cases is, could the insolvent have made a transfer or assignment
of his right ; for if so, it passes to his assignee. Thus, an only son of an
aged father has every reason to expect his inheritance ; but his inter
est is not legally vested in him, and he cannot transfer it ; and therefore
the assignee does not take it, and if the father dies the day after the son
is insolvent, the son takes it and keeps it. But if the father had property
for his life only, to be his son's at his death by the original title, the son
must have this, if he lives, and may transfer his right during the father's
life ; and therefore, if he becomes insolvent, hisassignee then takes this right,
and then takes the property at his father's death. And the assignee may sell
this right and interest at once, and divide the proceeds among the creditors,
and the purchaser of the right will take the property when the father dies.
An assignment in insolvency cancels and revokes any authority or
power or lien which the insolvent had the power of revoking. Therefore,
it does not revoke one which belonged to the agent or attorney as
his own. As where the attorney had a vested right or interest in the
authority; as if he had paid money for it, or on some good consideration
had a right to execute the authority, and apply the proceeds to payment
of a debt due from the principal.
Where there is no insolvent law, there is nothing to prevent a debtor
from making a voluntary assignment of his property, in trust lor his
creditors; and to assign so much only as he pleat'es, and favor one
creditor, or one class ot creditors, at his own choice, and generally to con
stitute the trust upon such terms as he prefers. The mischiefs resulting
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from this state of things led, as we have said, to the general introduction
of insolvent laws. But these laws do not exist in all the Slates; and
where they do not, the same questions, andtthe same diversity of decision
may he expected which led to their adoption elsewhere. Thus, in some
States, no assignment operated to the benefit of creditors who did not
become parties to it ; in others, their assent was presumed on the ground
that it was for their benefit. 'And, generally, an assignment which pro
vided for the absolute discharge of the assignor, was construed with much
more strictness than one which provided only for the distribution of the
property.
THE DISCHABGE OF THE INSOLVENT,

Among the insolvent laws of the several States, there is a great diver
sity in the kind and extent of relief or benefit which they give to the in
solvent. In some, only bis present assets are distributed, leaving future
acquisitions liable to attachment. In some, the insolvent is discharged
and protected from arrest or imprisonment. In some, the debtor is dis
charged, if this be voted by a certain proportion of his creditors. In
some, the debtor is discharged, either if so voted, or without or against
the will of his creditors, provided his assets pay a certain percentage of
his debt.
The persons who are entitled to relief under the insolvent laws differ in
the different States, as follows :
In California, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Louisiana, Missouri, Connecti
cut, New York, Massachusetts, Arkansas, and Rhode Island, any debtor,
whether in or out of prison, may have the benefit of the insolvent laws.
In Delaware, Maryland, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Alahama, Mississippi, Illinois, and New Jersey, persons only are
entitled to relief who are imprisoned on civil process. Bit} in Maine,
New Hampshire, Kentucky, and Virginia, the relief is confined to debtors
charged in execution.
In Vermont, the only law resembling an insolvent act is one of the
Legislature of 1855, forbidding voluntary assignments with a preference;
but there is a constitutional provision, that the debtor shall not be con
tinued in prison where there is not a strong presumption of fraud, aftef
he has delivered up and assigned, bona fide, all his estate for the use or
bis creditors.
The provisions relating to the effect of the discharge vary, also, in dif
ferent States. The statutes of Arkansas, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Illinois, Georgia, Missouri, Connecticut, Pennsyl
vania and Ohio exempt only the person of the debtor from imprisonment.
The statutes of California, Michigan, and Massachusetts provide for the
discharge of the insolvent from liability for the debt itself, if his property
be assigned and distributed among his creditors.
The laws of New York upon this subject differ in important respects
from those of many of the States. We give a few of its provisions, as
abridged from the statutes by Chancellor Kent. "The insolvent laws of
New York enable the debtor, with the assent of two thirds in value
of his creditors, and on the due disclosure and surrender of his probity
to be discharged from all his debts contracted within the Stale, subse
quently to the passing of the insolvent act, and due at the time of the
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assignment of his property, or contracted before that time, though pay
able afterwards. The creditor who raises objections to the insolvent's
discbarge, is entitled to have this allegations heard and determined by a
jury. The insolvent is deprived of the benefit of a discharge, if, knowing
of his insolvency, or in contemplation of it, he has made any assignment,
sale, or transfer, either absolute or conditional, of any part of his estate,
or has confessed jndgment, or given any security with a view to give a
preference for an antecedent debt to any creditor. The discharge
applies to all debts founded upon contracts made within the State, or to
be executed within it; and for debts due to persons resident within the
State at the time of the publication of notice of the application for a dis
charge, or to persons not residing within the State, but who united in the
petition for his discharge, or who accept a dividend from his estate."
If a bankrupt or insolvent, who can be discharged only by the assent
or vote of his creditors, gives money to any one or more to obtain their
ascent, his discharge is void ; and the assignees can recover the money
from the creditor. And if he gives the creditor a bond, note, or promise,
for the same purpose, the paper or promise is void, and so is the dis
charge. And it has been held that the discharge was void if money was
given for it by some one for the bankrupt, but not by the bankrupt
himself, nor with his authority or knowledge.
No certificate of discharge affects the claims of creditors upon co-debt
ors or sureties of the insolvent. Nor does it reach the liability of the in
solvent for torts,—as slander, trespass, or the like ; nor for claims for
profits of land held by him without title ; nor for debts due to him in any
capacity or relation of trust, which were not proved before the assignee ;
nor, generally, for any debts which could not be, by law, proved before
the assignee.
•

FOBEIGN BANEBUPTCY OB INSOLVENCY.

The effect of proceedings in bankruptcy in a foreign state has been
much discussed aDd variously determined. The principal question may
be stated thus. Let us suppose that an English merchant, resident in
England, becomes a bankrupt there ; that he has also creditors in NewYork, and property there ; and that after the proceedings in England,
which certainly vest in his assignees all his property in that country, his
creditors in this country attach his properly in New York. Can the
assignee in England set aside the attachment in New York, on the
ground that the property in New York had passed to the assignee by
force of the proceedings in England before the attachment?
After some fluctuation, the courts in England have settled down upon
the rule, that the proceedings in bankruptcy in the country of the bank
rupt's residence operate upon his assets all over the world. And in
France and Holland, and, indeed, among the commercial states of Europe
generally, the same rule prevails. It is based upon two principles. One
is, that the system of bankrupt law should not be considered as local, but
as universal, and that all the various parts of this system in different
states should recognize each other, and by their union form a branch of
what may be called the private law of nations. Another is, that the
bankrupt law, when it sequesters the property of the bankrupt, and passes
it over to his assignee, operates precisely like a grant, or sale, or other
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transfer of the bankrupt himself, and should be regarded as his own act,
done by him under compulsion of law.
In this country, in the earliest cases, it would seem that our courts
were disposed to adopt the English rule. " But this tendency soon disap
peared ; and although to this day wise men doubt whether the English
rule is not the most reasonable and just, it seems to be admitted that the
American rule is the very opposite of the English.
We hold in this country, that the bankrupt and insolvent law form a
part of the law of nations in no sense and in no respect ; that they not
only derive all their force from the authority of the state which enacts
them, but have no force whatever—no more than any otber local and
municipal law—beyond the limits of that sovereignty.
So, too, our courts hold that the cession of the bankrupt's assets to his
assignee is not to be regarded as his own act; but rather as the result and
effect of his civil death. He has, as a merchant, ceased to be. He has
no longer anything to do with his property ; and does not possess, and
cannot exercise, any more right or power in respect to it than a mere
stranger. And the principle on which his assets are to be gathered and
distributed is the same which would be applied if he had died insolvent,
and an administrator, instead of an assignee, had possession of his pro
perty. Hence it follows, that within the state where insolvency goes into
effect, it operates on all the property, in the same way that insolvency
declared by probate would operate on the effects of a dead man ; that is,
only within the state where it occurs ; leaving creditors under other juris
dictions to get bold of other assets if they can.
Hence an English assignment under the bankrupt law would not defeat
the attempt of a creditor in New York to get hold of the property cf the
bankrupt that was there, provided the English assignee had not previ
ously, in person or by agent, got possession of it ; but after the New
York debts and claims are satisfied, the English assignee takes all the
residue. It may be added, also, that the question and the difference refer
to personal goods and chattels only ; as real estate has always, in view
of the law, a place, and is transferable only under the law of that
place.
The English courts do not intimate that their bankrupt law can have
any force, as law, abroad ; or that any foreign law can have that force in
England. But they hold that international comity requires that the tri
bunals in each state shall recognize this law, and the proceedings under
it, in every other. But in this country, it is held that this woul I be an
unreasonable and excessive stretch of comity ; and that it is the duty of
our courts to protect our citizens against interference with their rights or
securities by a foreign law, which was made neither by us nor for us.
The English courts, indeed, have recently manifested a purpose —per
haps in consequence of the American decisions—to limit the operation of
their rule to the proceedings under bankruptcy in states which admit the
same rule. This is perfectly fair, but it tends to reduce this question of
comity or justice into one of mere expediency, concerning which the
courts and authorities of every country must jndge for themselves, on
their own facts.
This question is much more important in this country than it is in Eng
land, because the numerous States of the Union are, in the absence of a
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national bankrupt law, foreign to each other, in this respect. And vastly
more cases and questions, involving far greater amounts of property, arise
under this question between our States, than can come under it in Eng
land, in reference to foreign bankrupt laws, or the operation of her own
in foreign States. Thus, by force of the American rule, if a New York
merchant becomes insolvent, a Massachusetts creditor may get security
from the insolvent's property in Massachusetts, provided he can get hold
of it by attachment before the New York assignee. Everybody agrees
that the foreign assignee acquires such an interest in or right to the pro
perty, that, if he completes his title by taking possession first, no creditor
can interfere with him.
There is a similar question, whether a discharge of the debtor under a
bankrupt or insolvent law is a discharge of all his debts everywhere. And
it has been decided in a similar way, that is, with a similar difference,
in England and America. Here, however, this very inieresting question
is affected importantly by the clause in the national Constitution which
prohibits the several States from passing laws which " impair the obliga
tion of contracts"; but the questions which have arisen upon this subject
are so nice and difficult, and the adjndication in respect to them is
so various and irreconcilable, that it will be impossible to do more than
give a very brief statement of what seems to be the result. And even
this must be stated with some uncertainty.
The foundation of the whole is a distinction introduced by the Supreme
Court of the United States, between the right of the creditor and his
remedy. They say that a State statute which affects the right of a
creditor is unconstitutional and void. But if it affects only his remedy for
a breach of his right, it is not unconstitutional. Thus, a statute which
exempts the person of a debtor from arrest or imprisonment, touches only
the remedy, and is constitutional, although applying to previous debts.
But if it discharges the debt, or relieves the property from attachment, or
prevents a jndgement or execution, or operates as a stay law, that is,
a law to prevent process of law, it affects the right of the creditor and the
obligation of the debtor, and is unconstitutional unless limited to debts
subsequently incurred. And as a State may pass almost any law about
svbsequent contracts, because then people who make the contracts may
know what obligations they assume, if a statute does not say whether it
applies to the present or only to the past, it shall if possible be held to be
intended to apply only to subsequent debts, because it shall be held to he
intended to be constitutional rather than otherwise. But if it expressly
covers all debts, whether subsequent or prior, equally, it is unconstitu
tional as toall subsequent debts. A State may, however, make partial
exemptions, as of apparel, tools, or even of a homestead, to a reaso lable
extent. But the decisions even on this subject are not uniform.
The courts of the United States have held, that no State insolvent law
or process can discharge the debts of the citizens of that State, so as to
affect the citizens of another State, unless those citizens choose to come
into the assignment. This, most of the State courts, if not all, deny.
And therefore a citizen of New York, for example, whose Boston debtor
has become insolvent, and who chooses not to come into the assignment,
but to sue his debtor, brings' his action in the Circuu Court of the United
States, sitting in Boston ; because, if he brought it in the Stale courts,
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they would say the defendant was discharged, and would not sustiin Ihe
action. It is, however, generally true, that a discharge by the insolvent
law of a State in which the contract was made, and should be executed,
and of which the debtor was a citizen at the time it was made, is valid iti
another State, Thus, if a Boston man received in New York the note of
a New York man, made there and expressly payable there, and the
promisor failed in New York and was discharged there, and the Boston
man afterwards caught him in Boston and sued him there, the court
of Massachusetts would hold that the defendant was effectually discharged
from the debt.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

Tub Panic—Comparison- of the Present Panic with former Spring Panics—Its Causes —
Pricks of Umtid States Paper and Gold—Bates of Discount— Fall in Bailway Shares
— Decline in Merchandise— Pallino otf of Imports —Bates of Exchange—Probabili
ties of an Eablt Becovery of Prices.

The month through which we have just passed, has witnessed another Spring
panic. A heavy fall in the premium on gold, an extensive depression in the
prices of all commodities, a tight money market, and a number of heavy mercan
tile failures, are the features which have successively developed themselves dur
ing the month of March. 1865. The panic of the previous year was entirely
dissimilar. The latter was simply caused by the sndden absorption by Gov
ernment of some sixty millions of greenbacks; by resolutely hammering down
gold certificates, and sterling exchange ; and by the application of other and
still more equivocal measures to the purpose of diverting capital from invest
ments iu the share market to investments in Government securities, and to the
additional purpose, perhaps, of injuring the State banking system in order to
make room for the National 'banking system. The fall in gold was from 184 to
165. Before this had produced any marked effect upon the prices of commodi
ties, the means of the Treasury to still further depress the market were ex.
hausted, gold went up to its former figure in little over a week, and the State
banks crept out of their difficulty, though not without a fearful sense of the dan
ger they had been in. The panic had no other permanent efTect than to destroy
the gold and silver mining bubbles of the day, transfer the capital invested in
them to Government securities, and make people a little more careful for a—
few months.
The panic of March, 1863, was of even still less virulence. It was directly
occasioned by the sale of some ten millions of gold by the Government, and
lasted but a few days, knocking gold iu three weeks from 171 to 140.
A comparison of the effect on the price of gold in paper currency by these
successive Spring panics is interesting :
Spring panic of 1863, March 1st, 171 ; 6th, 150 ; 9th, 163 ; 26th, 140 ; April 2nd, 168
Spring panic of 1864, April 14th, 181 ; 19th, 166 ; 26th, 183.
Spring panic of 1865, Mitrch 1st, 201, and then running almost steadily down to 147
on the 24th, and up to 152 ou the a 1st.
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Did there exist do other evidence of the fact, the remarkable periodicity of
these crises would afford strong ground for believing that they were promoted by
official action. The part that the Treasury played in 1863 and in 1864, in pre
cipitating the revulsions of those years is well known, and the selection of this
season of the year for such operations, is the best that could be made. This,
with the Fall of the year, are the two most active seasons for the employment of
currency. For a short period in both seasons an unusual amount of paper money
is in demand to effect exchanges. This is shown in ordinary times by the exten
sion and curtailment of bank circulation and discounts ; but in these times it is
exhibited in the rise and fall in the purchasing power of the currency j because
the currency is fixed in amount, and promissory notes are in little use. The cur
rency, therefore, at these seasons becomes temporarily of more value, and the
prices of gold and other commodities fall. No better time could be selected for
giving them an additional downward impetus. As between the Fall and the
Spring, the latter is preferable, for in the former case havoc is played with the
interests of myriads of small farmers, while in the latter it is only the large mer
chants who suffer, who, though their capitals are larger in amount, as capitalists
are fewer in number. An additional advantage consists in the fact, that at this
season the Treasury is generally better filled with gold than at any other.
But whatever inference may be deduced from the singular felicity with which
Treasury raids are favored at this time of the year, the causes of the present
panic must be looked for as far below those of its predecessors, as its effects ex
ceed theirs in importance. Political, financial, and commercial causes have all
contributed to it, we think. More than any other, perhaps, it is owing to poli
tical causes.
People for a long while past—ever since the fall of Atlanta—have had their
minds fixed upon an early return to peace, and a consequent fall in the premium
on gold. Seasonable or unreasonable, this opinion has held resolute possession
of men's minds, and has affected their commercial transactions. Then came the
magnificent series of victories, which, commencing with the capture of Sa
vannah, inclnded the fall of Branchville, Charleston, Wilmington and Columbia,
and the junction of Sherman's and Sciiofield's armies. The effect which these
triumphs of the Federal arms produced upon the public mind was heightened by
the political demonstration which took place in this city on the 6th of March,
and which found a responsive echo in every part of the country. We refer, of
course, to the jubilee of victory. Here then we find the principal cause which
has contributed to the recent decline.
But financial and commercial matters have had something to do with it. We
doubt if these victories had occurred in mid-summer, or if the seven-thirty loan
had not been successful, that the victories would have had the effect we have seen.
The rapid absorption of nearly 81G0.000.000 by the Government, mainly through
the seven-thirty loan, has had a prodigious effect. Very little of this money has
been paid out again. But few greenbacks are to be seen. Then the withdrawal
of a large amount of State bank notes from circulation preparatory to the con
version of the banks from the State to the National systems, has had some influ
ence in making currency scarce. Add to these reasons, the almost entire cessation of
any demand from importers for gold to pay duties with, caused partly by vague up
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prehensions and partly by the late changes in the Tariffand Internal Revenue laws,
and bearing in mind that at this season of the year circulating paper is in more
active demand, and we see enough to have caused quite a respectable panic, had
no political causes whatever existed.
But it is not likely that any very permanent impression will be made by the
late decline. The end has not come yet. Ample time has almost universally
been conceded by creditors. The latter class have never been so accommod tting
before. The crisis will probably blow over. The Treasury, frightened at the
prospect of its loans falling in the market below par, has, it is s.iid. commenced
to buy gold in order to stiffen matters up again. The following tablj shows the
course of U. S. securities during a falling market in gold :
PEICES OF UNITED STATES PAPEE.

.—6'8,183l.—.
Beg.
Coup.

Marchl
- 8
" 15
" 22
" 29,....

111
Ill
110
105
106

110r
111$
110
105
105

5's, 1S74.

105
....
100
....

5-20's.

110$
HOf
109|
105
105

10- 10's. 1 year oertlt

•
Gold.

102}
97|
97
91}
91}

201
196
178$
158
151}

98*
93$
98$
97
97

But let us now see what havoc this recent panic has created. Under the sys
tem of hanking and the usury laws extant, the pressure is but partially seen in
the following quotations for commercial paper :
hates or DISCOUNT, MAECH, 1865,
Loans on call, Stock securities
do.
Bond and Mortgage,
Prime endorsed bills, 60 to 90 days
do.
4 to 6 months
First class single signatures,
Other good bills,

March 1st to 15th.
6a7
7
8 a 8$
8a9
8a 9
10 a 12

March 15th to 8Ut.
7
7
9 a 12
9 a 12
9 a 10$
10 a 15

The fluctuation in the bank discount line will tell the story more plainly.
These will be found in another part of this volume.
The principal railway shares have sustained the following decline :
PEICES OF EAILWAT SHAEES.

New York Central
Hudson River,.
Erie,
Cleveland, Col. and Cin,
Reading
Mich. So. 4 N. I,
Illinois Central
Cleveland and Pittsburg
Chicago and N. W
Chicago and R. 1
Fort Wayne

March 1.
8.
118
106$
118
112
78$
65$
160
...
118
110$
66}
68
118$
117$
77}
77
84
88$
95$
94$
94$
91}

.

16.
106
109}
61$
...
106$
64f
92$
70
81}
98
87}

•

22.
98$
98*
69
ISO
96
68
98$
68
28
88*
82}

29
84
96
46
....
89$
60
93$'
62
21$
85$
76}

This exhibits a fearful decline, an average of over twenty per cent, during the
month. The produce and merchandise markets show a corresponding state of
affairs :
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A sbes, pots, 1st sort
Coffee, Rio, prime
Cotton mid. fair, upland
Flour, State, superfine,
Hay, N. R. shipping
Nails, cut
Petroleum, crnde 40 a 47 gravity
Pork, prime mess, new
Tobacco, Kentucky lugs
Leather, oak (SI.) light
Lumber, spruce, Eastern
Corn, white Southern
Wheat, white Genessee
Sheetings, brown, standard

[April,

March 1.
$11. a II."25
21 a 21$
92 a 98
9.85 a 10.00
a 1.65
8.50 a
48 a
86.00 a 35.50
10 a 18
48 a 52
23 a 27
1.98 a 2.00
2.50 a 2.65
621a

March 28.
Nominal.
20}a21
65 a 58
».20a9.4O
1.60 a
a 7.50
38 a
26.00 a 27.00
8 a 10
47 a 51
Nominal.
1.70 a 1.80
2.25 a 2.40
25 a

In the face of this heavy decline, merchants have held their own remarkably
welt. This is partly owing to the clemency of creditors, all of whom in common
with their debtors, look to a speedy recovery of prices to the former level, and
partly to the fact that in many businesses, but little credit is in vogue now-adays. But in others, though no six, eight, or ten months notes are passed, yet
short paper at 60 and 90 days is much in use and cramping on short credits is
always more severe than on long ones. Many dealers have lost all the profits
they had reaped during the war, and some have eaten into their original capital.
The decline which follows a fall in gold from 234 in January, to 147 in March,
is not likely to have produced but little loss. One-fourth of the wealth of many
commercial houses has been swept away during the past sis weeks.
The following table shows the imports of dry goods into this port and the
gradual cessation of entries for consumption and consequent falling off in
gold duties of which mention has already been made :
VALUE OF DEV GOODS ENTEEED FOE CONSUMPTION IN MAECH, 1865.

1864.
$8,068,855
2,009,441
1,542,668
1,341,894
2,063,566

1865.
$909,2*9
672,683
880,919
71ti,009
709,605

$10,021,418

$3,838,535

March 2
9
't 16
" 28
" 80
.Total

WITBDaAWN FEOM WAEEHOUSE.

March 2
9
" 16
" 28
" 80

$260,260
253,897
815,797
244,012
190,188

Total

•

$656,232
690,188
659,025
389.750
228,817

$1,263,499

$2,424,007

$511,695
163,972
617,967
869,892
760.6S8

$400,548
47U.8M8
266,962
101,659
238,497

$2,618,709

$1,486,064

ENTEEED FOE WAEEHOUSING.

March 2
9
" 16
" 23
" 80
Total
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Total entered for consumption. . .
Add withdrawn from warehouse.

1864.
$10,021,418
1,263,499

$3,838,585
2,424,007

Total thrown on the market.

$11,284,917

$S.*62,542

Total entered for warehousing. . .
Add entered for consumption . . .

$2,613,709
10,021,418

$Y,4 89,064
8,888,535

$12,635 127

$5,824,599

Total entered at the port

1805.

The specie movement has been as follows :
SPECIE AND PBICE OF GOLD.

,

1804
.
Eeceived. Exported.
Boceived.
Jan. *.. . . $254,239 $590,262 $1,148,850
M
1,-216,204
383.519
».. . .
50,268
" 16.. .. 279,801 1,985,057
«M 23.. . . 865,608 1,000,000 611,019
668,747
80,. . .
824,864
.-••••
662,616
Feb. 6,.
Il
18,. ..
868,198 1,219,808
M
20,.
825,682
" 27,. . . 407,067 531,700 264,822
March 5,. ..
512,358
629,803
a
465920
12,.
it
281.804
18,. ..
83,881
II
875,101
86,. ..
298,900
Total

1 805.
Exported. Quid In Bank.
$594,353 $20,152,892
1,046,251 21.357,608
829.883 20,211,569
997,136 18,896,085

......
478,777
870,753
100.882
148,536
38,893
20,015
108,157
164,440

19,682.303
20.297,346
20,682,319
20,092,388
19.830,183
20,737,838
22,256,596*
22,006,524

Pre m. on gold.
127 :i 127 J
117} a 121
97} a 106
11Sf a 120
109 a 114$
104$ » 1°9
104 a 105}

981 a »9v
96
96}
86}
62}
47

a
a
a
a
a

98
101
¥9
91}
67}

$4,892,526

The rates of exchange have ruled as follows :
BATES OF EXCHANGE IN GOLD.

London, 60 days.
Paris, 60 days. Amsterdam.
Jan. 7 108} a 109} 5.18} a 5.15 41}a 41}
" 14 108} a 109} 6.18}a6.13} 41} a 41}
" 21 108} a 10St} 5.18}a5.13} 41}a41}
" 28 108} a 109} 6.20 a 5. 13} 41 a41}
Feb. 4 108 a 109} 5.21} a6.15 41 a 41}
" 11 108} a 109
6 23} a 5.16 40} a 41}
" 18 107 a 108} 6.27} a 5.20 40} a 41}
" 25 108 a 108} 6.27} a 5.18} 40} a 40}
Mch. 4 103 a 108} 6.2"}a 5.21} 40} a 41}
" 11 107} a 108} 5.27} a 6.22} 40} a 41}
" 18 109} a 109} 5 21}a 5.13} 41 a41}
" 26 109 a 109} 6.20 a5. 15 41 a 41}

Frankfort.
41} a4l}
41 all!
41}a41}
41 a 41}
41 «41}
40} a 41}
40} a 41
40} a 41
40} a 40}
40} a 40}
41 all;
40} a 41}

Hamburg.
36} a 86}
36} a 36}
36} a 36}
36} a 36}
36 a 86}
35} a 36}
85} a 86}
35} a 36}
86} a 36}
86} a 36}
86 a 36}
86 a 86}

Berlin.
72 a 72}
72} a 72}
73 a 72}
72 a 72}
71} a 72
71} a 72}
71} a 72
71}a72
71}a71}
70} a 71}
71} a 72
71} a 72

In regard to the probabilities of early recovery from the prevailing depres
sion, the effect of whatever military successes may yet await us has undoubtedly
been already discounted. The Treasury will soon be obliged to pay out a large
portion of whatever amounts of currency it has succeeded iu temporarily absorb
ing, though we believe the policy of the, new Secretary to be in favor of reduc
ing the redundancy all that he can, and we think he will succeed iu carrying out
this policy to a great extent. Goods meanwhile will be hammered without
mercy, and when the urgent necessities ot merchants have been relieved, the spriug
trade will fall off, and the demand for currency concomitantly cease. With a
little further pressure, therefore, the general markets may be expected to gradu* Two new National Banks now first inclnded in the totals.
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ally recover, and as the summer is ushered in, something very like the old state
of affairs may exist again. And particularly if peace occurs ; for then, the end
being known, we can see nothing to prevent another rise in prices. Meanwhile,
between these two high tides of inflation, the past one and the future one, those
who cannot live in such low tides as now prevail will be stranded ; to float again,
perhaps, upon the returning flood. Yet these great ebbs of currency will leave
their mark upon every industry, and so gradually weaken the resources of dealers.
Opportunities to make up for sacrifices that are now unavoidable may never
occur. This should caution merchants and others to be more prudent. It is
difficult to get out of the scrape now. To wind up might prove ruinous ; to go
on, as bad. Great prudence and great judgment is required. The return of
peace will play as much immediate havoc with mercantile houses as the coming of
war did. This is the compensation of forces. Mr. McCulloch has now the com ■
mercinl destinies of this country in his hands. We trust he will act with wisdom
and moderation, and show no favor to one interest more than to another—to the
agricultural more than to the mechanical— or to either more than to the commer
cial. Let him remember that the merchant is just as much a producer as is the
farmer, or the mechanic. With his success the country succeeds ; with his failure
the well-being of all must suffer.

JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY, AND FINANCE.
APPOINTMENT OF nON. HUGH MCCULLOCH AS SECBETAEY 07 THE TBEASUET— THE 8EYEN-THIETT
L.'AN-THE MONET PANIO— TEUE PEINCIPLES OF MONET AND NANKINe;— Till: CUEEENCY MUST NOT
BE FIXED IN AMOUNTi—IT MUBT BE LEFT FEEE—6PECIE PAYMENTS OALLED FOB—THE EIVAL BANE
ING SYSTEMS TO STAND ON THEIE OWN MEEITS—EETUENS OF THE NEW TOEE OITT BANES —THB
LEGAL TENDEE El'LF.—EETUENS OF PHILADELPHIA BANES—EETUENS OF BOSTON BANES—THE
BANES OF ENGLAND AND FEANCE.

The chief events of the month have been the appointment of Hon. Hdgh
McCulloch as Secretary of the United States Treasury, the taking of the seventhirty loan to the extent of over twenty-five millions per week, and the mouey
panic, to which reference has been made in another part of this volume.
Mr. McCulloch, unlike his predecessor, brings to the Treasury Department
the experience of a practical hanker, a faculty which, in these days of fiscal
experiments, cannot be too highly rated. In addition to this, he enjoys the
advantage of being intimately acquainted with the details of the department
over which he now presides, having served as Comptroller of the Currency since
that office was created. No man, coming into the office which he has, ever had
so much to perform, so excellent an occasion on which to perform it, so many
powerful tools to work with, and so many people to gratify by performing it
successfully. This consists in no less than entirely remodelling the monetary
system of the country. For this great mission Mr. McCulloch is well fitted,
the time is apt, and the people ready to applaud its execution. But what is
done must be done gingerly. A great deal remains to be undone before anything
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can be done. Yet, pinch whose shoes it may, reform must go on, and the sooner
it goes on the better. Mr. McCulloch probably knows that money is anything
that is used for the purpose of exchanging values : that specie is money, bank
bills are money, promissory notes are money, book credits are money ; that these
various kinds of money have various rates of circulation : that specie circulates
more than any other kind of money, bank bills next, promissory notes next—
having but the faculty of circulating two or three times on the average,—and
that book credits circulate less than all, seldom possessing the faculty of more
than a single circulation. That if left to itself the quantity and the kinds of
money needed by society will adjust themselves to the demand : that in times of
security and peace, time-notes and credits will be largely used, and specie and
bank notes very little used : and that, in times of war and danger, specie and
bank notes will be largely used, and time-notes and credits scarcely used at all.
That though in war or other times of insecurity, more quickly circulatmg paper may
be employed for money than at other times, it does not follow that the amount
of it should be fixed and unalterable, because the wants of society change from
moment to moment, and the demand for currency, with which to supply those
wants, changes as often as the wants do. That, consequently, any currency
which is fixed in amount—no matter if it is only fixed for an hour at a time—
and not free to come into existence, and to be demonetized, whenever required,
is an evil. It is an evil, because the demand for it being varied every moment,
the value of it must vary every moment, and continual fluctuations in the prices
of commodities must be the result It matters not if such a currency be made of
paper or gold or what not. If not left free to ebb and flow, it must continually
fluctuate in purehasing value. If gold could not be melted or exported or im
ported or coined at pleasure, the same effects would ensue with gold as with
paper eurrency.
All this Mr. McCdlloch is well aware of. Not that such knowledge
follows as a matter of course from the fact of bis having been appointed the
Secretary of the Treasury; for Mr. Chase did not know it, and neither
did Mr. Fessenden. But Mr. McCulloch knows it, and the people of this
country, and particularly the mercantile community who suffer most from its
being ignored, earnestly ask him to recognise these important elementary truths
of political economy in the practical operations of the Treasury. The time ha3
now passed when any excuse existed, if any ever did exist, for the use of a fixed
currency. The currency should be free, and to be free it must either be of some
substance capable of being demonetized or shipped abroad at pleasure, and vice
versa, or it must be convertible at pleasure into such a substance. We all know
that this means specie In plain words, we want specie payments again. No
doubt but that in the present state of diminished credit several hundred millions
of United States Treasury notes, even if inconvertible, would continue to be used
as currency, and need not, therefore, be withdrawn from circulation. But we
would have this left entirely free to itself. If the people desired to use them,
well and good. If not, they should be left free to use what currency they
deemed best.
With this great reform all minor difficulties that now attend the system of
banking in this country would vanish. The rival systems would find their
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respective levels, and a good deal of that gloom would be dispelled which now
hangs over the future ol hanking io the United States.
The frequent changes of hanks, from the State system to the National, deprive
the statements, at least for a time, of much of the value which they formerly
possessed.
NEW YOKE CITT BANES.

N*w Yobk Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1864, $69,494,577 ; /an.,1865, $69,658,787.)
Date.
Loans.
Specie. Circulation. Net Deposits. Clearings.
Dec.
Jan.
"
"
Feb.
"
"
"
March

24,..
SI,..
7...
14,..
21,..
28,..
4...
11,..
18...
25...
4,..
11,..
*I8,..
26,..

$208,512,093 $20,600,441 $8,383.346 $158,805,909 $698,886,187
199,444.969 19,662,211 8,283.832 147,442,071 471,089,268
195,044,687 20,152,892 8,168,626 147,821,891 635,066,671
189,686,760 21,367,608 8,074,1i29 148,931,299 638,780,662
187.060.5c6 20,211,669 2,979.851 146,068,856 611.194.907
169.602,630 18,174,816 2,906,194 148,842,230 656,828,878
186,689,790 19,682,308 2,868,646 152,708,816 663.814,484
185,516,904 20,297,346 2,821,996 166,711,166 684,179,409
186,366,126 20,682,819 2,S66,v82 156,150,634 618,805,222
188,634,7;S5 20,092,878 2,789,88* 153.948,481 481,028,121
186,669,665 19.880,188 2,720,666 158,009,688 611,861,387
188,120,890 20.737,888 2,741,684 162,134,448 412,302,458
211,486,651 22,;66,596 4,662,505 174,479,367 635,736,288
207,677,608 22,066,524 4,457,162 166,965,608 604,796,728

The Clearing House has introduced an excellent feature in requiring the hanks
to state the amount of Legal Tender they have on hand.
The lollowing are the weekly returns of the New York City hanks from the
commencement of this rule :
March
"
"

11....
18....
26....

Legal Tender.
Do.
Do

$26,718,408
88,646,014
85,296,166

The following are the returns of the Philadelphia banks :
PHILADELPHIA BANES.

Philadelphia Banks. (Capital, Jan.,\86$, $11,740,080; 1866, $18,815,720.)
Date, i-i ■•"'.
Loans.
Specie.
Circulation.
Deposits.
Legal tenders.
Jan. 2,...
"
9,...
" 16,...
" 23,...
" 30,...
Feb. 6,...
" 18,...
r 20,...
" 27,...
Mar. 6,...
" 18,...
" 20,...
" 27,...

$48,069,403
49,250,629
49,883,799
' 49,765,716
60.066,684
60,269,473
49,611,683
48.689,386
48,992,272
49,228,540
49,^97,223
48,976,280
50,265,294

$1,808,688
1,781,108
1,760,669
1,792,891
1,773,266
1.702,776
1,629,967
1,569,223
1,498,644
1,389,264
1,422,736
1,328,274
1,350,968

$2,793,468
2,978,085
8,228,785
3,6i6,061
4,010,192
4,898,173
4,660,697
4,866,771
6,077,436
5,446,021
6,906,791
6,609,276
6,736,660

$39,845,963
41,001,808
43,121,208
40,186,518
69,822,860
88,496,837
87,840,681
37,141,900
89,011,100
88,891,622
88,665,908
88,678,804
89,117,258

$14,524,176
15.297,228
17.008,906
15,989,698
15,572,898
14,000,862
14,296,647
18,922,954
15,398,602
16,200,287
16,487,886
16,796,788
16,866,146

0HANGE8 IN CAPITAL STOCE.

Feb. 27, $14,485,450
|
Mar. 6, $14,494,060
|
Mar. 18, $14,495,650
The following are the returns of the hanks ol Boston,'except those which have
reorganized under, the National law. They make no returns. Their circulation
*The iteuie, except specie, would all show a ilecreaee for the week but for the ad
dition of two new National Baukg, now first included in the totals.
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is, however, included in these figures.
number about thirty institutions.
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With the other National Banks, they

BOSTON BANES.

Boston Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1863, $88,281,700 ; Jan., 1866, $22,350,000.)
Date. 1865.
Loans.
Specie.
Circulation.
Deposits.
January 2
$46,812,701
$8,434,328
$7,766,888
$28,036,775
9
88.707,472
2,908,469
7,808,528
16,772,600
"
16
83.414,460
2,862,939
7,629,229
15,926,720
"
23
88,160,490
2,797,098
7,126,268
16,068,810
"
30
88,025,868
2,659,568
6,792,960
16,348,192
February C
25,609,695
2,245510
6.581,880
12.641,088
IS
23.609,664
2,087.995
6,345,912
11,031,788
"
20
28,588,879
2,089,669
6.094.370
10,621.322
"
27
22.872,774
1982,769
6,278.194
9,789,000
March
7
22,825,217
1,877.323
6,848,974
9,961,545
14
21,224,401
1,700,714
6,680,219
9,436,578
"
21
21,206,180
1.524,401
6,435,928
9,893.22*
"
28. ...
20,952,000
1,426,700
5,279,700
8,968,800
The following are the returns of the Bank of England :
THE BANE OF ENGLAND EETUENS (iN POUNDS STEELING).

Publlo
Date. 1503.
Circulation. Deposits.
Dec. 7,... 20,118,116 6,468,544
" 14,... 19,669.832 7,161,719
" 21.... 19,669.007 7,694.616
" 28,... 19.810.455 8,601.125
Jan. 4,... 21,007,215 8,600,269
" 11,... 21,012.778 4,445,635
" 18,... 21.223.S48 4,186,614
" 25,... 20.614,794 4,836.799
Feb. 1,... 20,998,478 6.541,452
8
20,748,805 6,252,892
" 16,... 20,399,763 6.572.512
" 22,... 20,101,978 6.666,364
Mar. 1,... 20,881,080 6,854,409
"
8,... 20,281,455 7,677,728

Private
Deposits.
12,666,764
12.267,474
12 927,807
18,0i0,643
18,874,977
16,174,166
14,658,015
14,653.983
14.447.994
13.814,063
18,969,659
14,140,885
14,168,331
18,904,702

Securities.
28,726,674
28,3i>1,608
29,826/127
30,708,083
32.832,904
80,957,880
29,292,273
29,178,458
30,040,983
29,908,102
S0,0»7.199
29,910,491
30,424,108
80,949,096

Coin and
Bullion.
13.810,691
14,122 711
14,307,760
14,100,974
18,933,592
14,097,890
14,168,227
14,817,215
14,461,224
14,511,611
14,663.871
14,600,288
14,801,867
14,758,607

Bate of
Discount,
7 per ct.
6 "
6 "
6 r
6 "
5} "
6} a
6 "
6 "
5 "
5 ■
4J "
i\ "
41 "

This shows, for the week ending March 8th, a withdrawal of £238,629 from
the private deposits, and an addition of £524,987 to the private securities, as
compared with the previous week. The decrease in coin and bullion w £42,760.
The principal feature in the London market is a dullness in the Government
funds (British), and a decline of consols to 88}, in expectation of gold shipments
having to be made to this country. In view of the recent fall in gold on this
side, and the prohability of the shipment of five-twenties, held in Europe, to this
market, in order to realize at the present handsome profit, the expectation of
gold shipments to this country may not be well founded.
BANE 07 rEANOE.

December 8
15
"
22
"
29
January
5
12
"
19
26

Loans.
Cash and Bullion.
Circulation.
fr.S66,U2 1,053 fr.865,a4 0,597 fr.722,29 1,475
686,521,788
851,662,024
739,888,125
66l,6US,876
864,008,878
721,487,475
61i7,157,830
859,969,767
726,212,275
690,129,269
880,071.918
790,626.625
677,690,909
814,771,598
806,825,676
667,121,414
818.17ii.064
817,448,275
642,779,287
322,119,477
808,288,926

Deposits. Interest.
fr.178,968,028
6
161,270,492 6
158,193,515
4J
171,321,867
190,488,181
■!.}
168,188,884
41
142.120,960 41
139,128,008 44.
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February
"
"
March

The New Tariff.
2
9
16
28
2
9

661,875,290
636,808,905
604,140,057
684,895,098
669,812,574
644,367,920

818,454,492
839,240,543
864,578,168
871,680,678
881,456,854
410,774,986

812,425,525
806,966,676
801,601,176
786,026,125
772,877,175
778,848,825

[April,
148,480,627
168,039,752
139.995,788
150,235.834
192.866,298
166,985,971

Ai
4
4
4
4
8*

An increase of one hundred millions of francs in the stock of coin and bullion,
and a decrease of one hundred and fifty millions in the discount line, within two
months, are the principal features of this exhibit. They testify to a depression
in commerce which is really painful to contemplate. The stock of coin and bul
lion now exceeds one-half of the notes in circulation. In consequence of this
plethora, the rate of interest has been lowered to 3J per cent.

THE NEW TARIFF.
We give below an official copy of the Tariff Act passed by Congress and
approved March 3,1865. It takes effect the first of April. To understand this
law it will be necessary to refer to the tariff acts passed at the previous sessions
of Congress and approved July 14, 1862, and June 30, 1864. The former may
be found in vol. 47, page 157, (August, 1862,) and the latter in vol. 51, page
47, (July, 1864,) of the Merchants' Magazine. In transmitting the act, the
Secretary of the Treasury accompanies it with the following circular giving a
liberal interpretation to its provisions :
Treasury Department, March 11, 1865.
Sir : I transmit herewith an act, amendatory of certain acts imposing duties
on imports, approved March 8, 1865.
The second proviso in section 4 of this act does not repeal the 4th section of
" the act to modify existing laws imposing duties on imports, and for other pur
poses," approved March 8, 1863. Vessels trading " to or from any port or place
south of Mexico, down to, and including Aspinwall and Panama," will pay the
tonnage duty of thirty cents per ton, only once a year.
The 9th section enacts " that this act shall take effect on and after the first
day of April, eighteen hundred and sixty-five ;" consequently, in the absence of
any provision of law to the contrary, you will cause the rates of duty imposed
by this act to be assessed only on such goods, wares, and merchandise as may be
imported on or after the 1st proximo. Goods imported prior to the 1st proximo,
whether under bond or otherwise, are not liable to the increased rates imposed
by this act.
Applications for relief under the 13th section of this act must be made in the
manner prescribed by articles 524, 525, 526, 627, 528, 529, and 530, of the
General Regulations; as that section extends the relief provided by the 8th sec
tion of the act of March 28, 1854, to the cases specified in said 13th section.
I am, very respectfully,
Huon McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury.
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Laws of the United Stales passed at the second session of the Thirty-eighth Congress.
[POBLIO—NO. 58.]
An act amendatory of certain acts imposing duties npon foreign importations.
Be il enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Stales
of America in Congress assembled, That section six of an act entitled " An act
to increase the duties on imports and for other purposes," approved June thirty,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, be amended so that paragraph second, third and
fourth of section six of said act shall read as follows :
Second. On all manufactures of cotton, (except jeans, denims, drillings, bed
tickings, ginghams, plaids, cottonades, pantaloon stuff, and goods of like descrip
tion,) not bleached, colored, stained, painted, or printed, and not exceeding one
hundred threads to the square inch, counting the warp and filling, and exceeding
in weight five ounces per square yard, five cents per square yard ; if bleached,
five cents and a half per square yard ; if colored, stained, painted, or printed,
five cents and a-half per square yard, and, in addition thereto, ten per centum
ad valorem. On finer and lighter goods of like description, not exceeding two
hundred threads to the square inch, counting the warp and filling, unbleached,
five cents per square yard ; if bleached, five and a-half cents per square yard ; if
colored, stained, painted, or printed, five and a-half cents per square yard, and in
addition thereto, twenty per centum ad valorem. On goods of like description,
exceeding two hundred threads to the square inch, counting the warp and filling,
unbleached, five cents per square yard ; if bleached, five and a half cents per
square yard ; if colored, stained, painted, or printeJ, five and a-half cents per
square yard, and in addition thereto, twenty per centum ad valorem.
Third On all cotton jeans, denims, drillings, bed tickings, ginghams, plaids,
cottonades, pantaloon stuffs, and goods of like description, or for similar use, if
unbleached, and not exceeding one hundred threads to the square inch, counting
the warp and filling, and exceeding five ounces to the square yard, six cents per
square yard ; if bleached, six cents and a-half per square yard ; if colored,
stained, painted, or printed, six cents and a-half per square yard, and in addition
thereto, ten per centum ad valorem. On finer or lighter goods of like descrip
tion, not exceeding two hundred threads to the square inch, counting the warp
and filling, if unbleached, six cents per square yard ; if bleached, six and a-half
cents per square yard ; if colored, stained, painted, or printed, six and a-half
cents per square yard, and in addition thereto fifteen per centum ad valoiem.
On goods of lighter description, exceeding two hundred threads to the square
inch, counting the warp and filling, if unbleached, seven cents per square yard ;
if bleached, seven and a-haif cents per square yard ; if colored, stained, painted,
or printed, seven and a-half cents per square yard, and, in addition thereto fifteen
per cent ad valorem. Provided, That upon all plain woven cotton goods, not
inclnded in the foregoing schedule, unbleached, valued at over sixteen cents per
square yard, bleached, valued at over twenty cents per square yard, colored,
valued at over twenty-five cents per square yard, and cotton jeans, denims, and
drillings, unbleached, valued at over twenty cents per square yard, and all other
cotton goods of every description, the value of which shall exceed twenty-five
VOL. LII.—NO. IV.
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cents per square yard, there shall be levied, collected, and paid a duty of thirtyfive per centum ad valorem ; And providedfurther, That no cotton goods having
more than two hundred threads to the square inch, counting the warp and fill
ing, shall be admitted to a less rate of duty than is provided for goods which are
of that number of threads.
Fourth. On spool thread of cotton, six cents per dozen spools, containing on
each spool not exceeding one hundred yards of thread, and in addition thereto,
thirty per centum ad valorem ; exceeding one hundred yards, for every additional
hundred yards of thread on each spool or fractional part thereof in excess of one
hundred yards, six cents per dozen, and thirty-five per centum ad valorem. On
cotton thread or yarn when advanced beyond single yarn, by twisting two or
more strands together, if not wound upon spools, four (4) cents per skein, or
hank of eight hundred and forty (840) yards, and thirty per cent ad valorem.
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That from and after the day when this act
takes effect, in addition to the duties heretofore imposed by law on the importa
tion of the articles mentioned in this section, there shall be levied, collected, and
paid the following duties and rates of duty, that is to say :
On brandy, rum, gin, and whisky, and on cordials, liquors, arrack, absynthe,
and all other spirituous liquors and spirituous beverages, 50 cents per gallon of
first proof and less strength, and shall be increased in proportion for any greater
strength than the strength of first proof.
On spun silk for filling in skins or cops, 10 per centum ad valorem.
On iron hars for railroads or inclined planes, 10 cents per 100 pounds.
On wrought iron tubes, one cent per pound.
See. 3. And be it further enacted, That from and after this act takes effect, in
lieu of the duties heretofore imposed by law on the importation of the articles
mentioned in this section, there shall be levied, collected, and paid the following
duties and rates of duty, that is to say :
On cotton, five cents per pound.
On illuminating oil and naphtha, benzine, and benzole, refined or produced
from the distillation of coal, asphaltuin, shale, peat, petroleum, or rock oil, or
other bituminous substances used for like purposes, forty cents per gallon.
On crude petroleum, or rock oil, 20 cents per gallon.
On crude coal oil, 15 cents per gallon.
On tobacco stems, 15 cents per pound.
On ready made clothing of silk, or of which silk shall be a component material
of chief value, 60 per centum ad valorem.
On quicksilver, 15 per centum ad valorem.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That section fifteen of an act entitled " An
act increasing temporarily the duties on imports, and for other purposes," approved
July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, be, and the same hereby is,
amended so as to impose a tax or tonnage duty of thirty cents per ton in lieu of
." ten cents," as therein mentioned : Provided, That the receipts of vessels pay
ing tonnage duty shall not be subject to the tax provided in section one hundred
and three of " An act to provide internal revenue to support the government, to
pay interests on the public debt, and for other purposes," approved June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, nor by any act amendatory thereof; Provided,

-
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further, That no ship, vessel, or steamer having a license to trade between dif
ferent districts of the United States, or to carry on the hank, whale, or other
fisheries, or on any ship, vessel, or steamer to or from any port or place in Mexico,
the British provinces of North America, or any of the West India Islands, or
in all these trades, shall be required to pay the tonnage duty contemplated by
this act more than once a year.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That the term "statuary," as used in the
laws now in force, imposing duties on foreign importations, shall be understood
to include professional productions of a statuary, or of a sculptor only.
Sec. 6. And be itfurther enacted, That there shall be hereafter collected and
paid on all goods, wares, and merchandise of the growth or produce of countries
feast] of the Cape of Good Hope, (except raw cotton and raw silk as reeled
from the cocoon, or not further advanced than tram, thrown, or organzine,) when
imported from places west of the Cape of Good Hope, a duty of ten per centum
ad valorem, in addition to the duties imposed on any such article when imported
directly from the place or places of their growth or production.
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That in all cases where there is, or shall be
imposed any ad valorem rate of duty on any goods, wares, or merchandise im
ported into the United States, and in all cases where the duty imposed by law
shall be regulated by, or directed to be estimated or hased upon the value of the
square yard, or of any specified quantity or parcel of such goods, wares, or mer
chandise, it shall be the duty of the collector within whose district the same
shall be imported or entered, to cause the actual market value or wholesale price
thereof, at the period of the exportation to the United States, in the principal
markets of the country from which the same shall have been imported into the
United States, to be appraised, and such appraised value shall be considered the
value upon which duty shall be assessed. That it shall be lawful for the owner,
consignee, or agent of any goods, wares, or merchandise, which shall have been
actually purchased or procured otherwise than by purchase, at the time and not
afterwards, when he shall produce his original invoice or invoices to the collector,
and make and verify his written entry of his goods, wares, or merchandise, as
provided by section thirty-six of the act of March two, seventeen hundred and
ninety-nine, entitled " An act to regulate the collection of duties on imports and
tonnage," to make such addition in the entry to the cost or value given in th e
invoice as in his opinion may raise the same to the actual market value or whole
sale price of such goods, wares, or merchandise, at the period of exportation to
the United States, in the principal markets of the country from which the same
shall have been imported, and it shall be the duty of the collector within whose
district the same may be imported or entered, to cause such actual market value
or wholesale price to be appraised in accordance with the provisions of existing
laws, and if such appraised value shall exceed, by ten per centum or more, the
value so declared in the entry, then, in addition to the duties imposed by law on
the same, there shall be levied, collected, and paid a duty of twenty per centum
ad valorem on such appraised value : Provided, That the duty shall not be
assessed upon an amount less than the invoice or entered value, any act of Con
gress to the contrary notwithstanding : And provided, further, That the sections
twenty-third and twenty-fourth of the act approved June thirtieth, eighteen hun
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dred and sixty-four, entitled " An act to increase duties on imports, and for other
.purposes," and all acts andrirups gin dut qeao fcsaitries to be assessed upon
commissions, brokerage, costs of transportation, shipment, transshipment, and
other like costs and charges incurred in placing any goods, wares, or merchan
dise on shipboard, and all acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions
of this act are hereby repealed.
Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That so much of an act entitled " An act to
authorize protection to be given to citizens of the United States who may dis
cover deposits of guano," approved August eighteen, eighteen hundred and fiftysix, as prohibits the export thereof, is hereby suspended in relation to all persons
who have complied with the provisions of section second of said act, for two
years from and after July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
Sec. 9. And be it further enacted, That this act shall take effect on and after
the first day [of] April, eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
Sec. 10. And be it further enacted, That so much of sections thirty-nine, forty,
forty-one, forty-two, forty-three, and forty-four of the act entitled " An act to
regulate the [collection of] duties on imports and tonnage," approved March
second, seventeen hundred and ninety-nine, as requires the branding or marking,
and certifying of cask?, chests, vessels, and cases containing distilled spirits or
teas, be, and the same is hereby, revived, to be executed under such rules and
regulations as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Sec. 11. And be it further enacted, That flax and bemp machinery and steam
agricultural machinery, as designated in section 21 of the act, " to increase duties
on imports and for other purposes," approved June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, may be imported free from duty for one year from the passage of
this act.
Sec. 12. And be it further enacted, That in all proceedings brought by the
United States in any court for due recovery as well of duties upon import' alone,
as of penalties for the non-payment thereof, the judgment shall recite that the
same is rendered for duties, and such judgment, interests, and costs shall be pay
able in the coin by law receivable for duties, and the execution issued on such
judgment shall set forth that the recovery is for duties, and ohall require the
marshal to satisfy the same in the coin by law receivable for duties, and in case
of levy upon and sale of the property of the judgment debtor the marshal shall
refuse payment from any purchaser at such sale, in any other money than that
specified in the execution.
Sec. 13. And be itfurther enacted, That the eighth section of the act of March
twenty-third, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, " to extend the warehousing system
by establishing private bonded warehouses and for other purposes," which author
ized the Secretary of the Treasnry, in case of the actual injury or destruction of
goods, wares, or merchandise by accidental fire, or other casualty, while in ware
house under bond, &c., to ahate or refund the duties paid, or accruing thereon,
be extended so as to include goods, wares.or merchandise injured or destroyed in like
manner, while in the custody of the officers ol the customs, and not in bond ; and also
to goods, wares, and merchandise, so injured or destroyed, after their arrival within
the limits of any port of entry of the United States, and before the same have
been bonded [landed] under the suspension [supervision] of the officers of the
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customs : Provided, That this act shall apply only to cases arising from and
after its passage, and to cases where the duties have not already been paid.
Approved, March 3, 1865.

AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES INTERNAL REVENUE LAW.
[We give the following official copy of the Internal Revenue act approved
March 8, 1865. The notes are inserted as the readiest mode of pointing out the
nature of the several amendments.]
(official copy.)
An act to amend an act entitled ' An aet to provide internal revenue to support
the Government, to pay interest on the public debt, and for other purposes,'
approved June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled. That the act entitled 'An, act to provide
internal revenue to support the Government, to pay interest on the public debt,
and for other purposes,' approved June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, be, and the same is hereby, amended as hereinafter set forth, namely :
That *section four be amended by striking out the word ' five ' and inserting
in lieu thereof the word ' ten.'
That fsection eight be amended by striking out, after the words ' within each
of which the,' the words ' Secretary of the Treasury, whenever there shall be a
vacancy, or the public interest shall require, shall appoint, with the approval of
the said commissioner, one assistant assessor, who shall be a resident of the dis
trict of said assessor,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' assessor, when
ever there shall be a vacancy, shall appoint, with the approval of said commis
sioner, one or more assistant assessor[s,] who shall be a resident of such assess
ment district.'
That ^section fourteen be amended by striking out the word ' fifty,' and insert
ing in lieu thereof the words ' twenty five.'
That ||section twenty-five be amended by inserting after the words ' four hun
dred thousand dollars,' the words ' and not exceeding one million of dollars, andone-eighth of one per centum on all sums above oue million of dollars ;' by in
serting alter the words ' reasonable charges for,' the word ' advertising ;' and by
* This increases the Dumber of revenue agents to ten.
f This amendment vests the appointment of assistant assessors in the assessor, and
provides for one or more assistants in each division, when necessary.
X The assessed peaalty for failure to make return is reduced to twenty-five per
cent
| Collectors are allowed commissions on the total amount collected, at the rates of
three per cent on the first hundred thousand dollars, one per cent on the next three
hundred thousand dollars, one-half of one per cent on the next six hundred thousand
dollars, and one-eighth of one per cent on all sums above one million dollars. The
five thousand and ten thousand dollar limitations are stricken out, so that statements
of expenses will be unnecessary, unless additional allowance is asked for. Collectors
are also allowed their reasonable charges for advertising in the same manner as for
stationery.
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striking out all of the first proviso ; and by striking out the word ' further,' in
the second proviso.
That *section twenty-six be amended by striking out the word 'apportionment,'
and inserting in lieu thereof the word 'appointment.'
That fsection twenty-eight be amended by striking out all after the enacting
clause and inserting in lieu thereof the words, ' That each of said collectors shall,
within twenty days after receiving his annual collection list from the assessors,
give notice, by advertisement published in each county in his collection district,
in one newspaper printed in such county, if any such there be, and by notifica
tions to be posted up in at least four public places in each county in his collec
tion district, that the said duties have become due and payable, and state the
time and place within said county at which he or his deputy will attend to re
ceive the same, which time shall not be less than ten days after such notification.
And if any person shall neglect to pay, as aforesaid, for more than ten days, it
shall be the duty of the collector or his deputy to issue to such person a notice,
to be left at his dwelling or usual place of business, or be sent by mail, demand
ing the payment of said duties or taxes, stating the amount thereof, with a fee
of twenty cents for the issuing and service of such notice, and with four cents
for each mile actually and necessarily traveled in serving the same. And if such
persons shall not pay the duties or taxes, and the fee of twenty cents and mile
age as aforesaid, within ten day3 after the service or the sending by mail of such
notice, it shall be the duty of the collector or his deputy to collect the said duties
or taxes, and fee of twenty cents aud mileage, with a penalty of ten per centum
additional npon the amount of duties. And with respect to all such duties or
taxes as are not included in the annual lists aforesaid, and all taxes and duties
the collection of which is not otherwise provided for in this act, it shall be the
duty of each collector, in person or by deputy, to demand payment thereof, in
the manner last mentioned, within ten days from and after receiving the list
thereof from the assessor, or within twenty days from and after the expiration of
the time within which such duty or tax should have been paid ; and if the annual
or other duties shall not be paid within ten days from and after such demand
therefor, it shall be lawful for such collector, or his deputies, to proceed to col
lect the said duties or taxes, with ten per centum additional thereto, as aforesaid,
by distraint and sale of the goods, chattels, or effects of the persons delinquent
as a foresaid . And in case of distraint, it shall be the duty of the officer charged
with the collection, to make, or cause to be made, an account of the goods or
chattels distrained, a copy of which, signed by the officer making such distraint,
shall be left with the owner or possessor of such goods, chattels, or effects, or at
bis or her dwelling, or usual place of business, with some person of suitable age
and discretion, if any such can be found, with a note of the sum demanded, and
the time and place of sale ; and the said officer shall forthwith cause a notifica
tion to be published in some newspaper within the county wherein said distraint
is made, if there is a newspaper published in said county, or to be publicly posted
* The amendment to section 26 is merely verhal.
f Uoder Btction 28, as amended, the peDalty of ten per cent for non-payment, bo
far aB the annual taxes are concerned, attaches oDly upon failure to pay within ten
days after demand, instead of upon failure to pay at the advertised time.
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op at the post office, if there be one within five miles, nearest to the residence of
the person whose property shall be distrained, and in not less than two other
public places, which notice shall specify the articles distrained, and the time and
place for the sale thereof, which time shall not be less than ten nor more than
twenty days from the date of such notification, [and] the place proposed for sale
not more than five miles distant from the place of making sueh distraint. And
*in any case in which any person, bank, association, company, or corporation re
quired by law to make return to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall
refuse or neglect to make such return within the time specified, the amount of
circulation, deposit, and capital, or either, shall be estimated by the proper
assessor or assistant assessor, and shall be certified by him to the Commissioner.
And in all cases in which the person, bank, association, company, or corporation
required by law to make payment of taxes to the Commissioner shall neglect or
refuse to make such payment within the time required, the Commissioner shall
certify the amount of tax due by such person, bank, association, or corporation,
with all the penalties, additions, and expenses accruing to the collector of the
proper district, who shall collect the same by distraint and sale, as in other cases.
Andf the same proceedings may be had to enforce the collection of taxes which
have already accrued and which still remain unpaid. And J if any person, bank,
association, company, or corporation liable to pay any duty shall neglect or re
fuse to pay the same after demand, the amount shall be a lien in favor of the
United States from the time it was due until paid, with the interests, penalties,
and costs that may accrue in addition thereto, upon all property and rights to
property ; and the collector, after demand, may levy, or by warrant may authorize
a deputy collector, to levy upon all property and rights to property belonging to
such person, bank, association, company, or corporation, or on which the said
lien exists, for the payment of the sum due as aforesaid, with interest and penalty
for nonpayment, and also of such further sum as shall be sufficient for the fees,
costs, and expenses of such levy. And in all cases of sale, the certificate of such
sale by the collector shall have the same effect as is prescribed by the one hun
dred and nineteenth section of the act to which this is an amendment. And||
all persons and officers of companies or corporations are required, on demand of
a collector or deputy collector about to distrain or having distrained on any pro
perty and rights of property, to exhibit all books containing or supposeJ to con
tain evidence or statements relating to the subject or subjects of distraint, or the
property or rights of property liable to distraint for the tax so due as aforesaid :
Provided, That in any case of distraint for the payment of the duties or taxes
aforesaid, the goods, chattels, or effects so distrained shall and may be restored
to the owner or possessor, if prior to the sale payment of the amount due or
* This authorizes the assessor or assistant assessor to make the assessment in case
of failure to make the return required by section 110; and the next sentence pro
vides for collection of the tax by distraint
' \ Taxes heretofore due and unpaid may be collected in the same manner as those
hereafter accruing.
\ Every tax is made a lien from the time it is due, and collectors are authorized
to distrain upon securities.
| All books containing evidence relating to property, or rights to property, liable
to distraint, must be exhibited to the collector upon demand therefor.
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tender thereof shall be made to the proper officer charged with the collection of
the full amount demanded, together with such fee for levying, and such sum for
the necessary and reasonable expense of removing, advertising, and keeping [the]
goods, chattels, or effects so distrained, as may be prescribed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue ; but in case of non-payment or tender as aforesaid, the
said officer shall proceed to sell the said goods, chattels, or effects, at public auc
tion, and shall and may retain from the proceeds of such sale the amount demanduble for the use of the United States, with the necessary and reasonable
expenses of distraint and sale, and a commission of five per centum thereon for
his own use, rendering the overplus, if any there be, to the person whose goods,
chattels, or effects shall have been distrained : Provided, further, That there shall
be exempt from distraint the tools or implements of a trade or profession, one
cow, arms, and provisions, and household furniture kept for use, school books,
and apparel necessary for a family.
That *section thirty-eight be amended by striking therefrom tne words ' thirtyfive,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' thirty- six.'
That fsection forty be amended by inserting after the words ' appointment of
a successor ' the words : ' Provided, That in case it shall appear to the Secretary
of the Treasury that the interest of the Government shall so require, he may, by
his order, direct said duties to be performed by such other one of the said depu
ties aB he may in such order designate.'
That Jsection fifty-two be amended by inserting before the words ' That all
assessors,' the words ' And be it further enacted ;' by inserting after the word
' deputies,' the words ' revenue agents ;' and by striking out after the word
i charged ' the word ' and,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word 'or.'
That ||section fifty-three be amended by inserting after the word ' distiller,'
where it first occurs, the words ' before distilling any spirits,' by striking out
after the word ' any,' and preceding the words ' still or stills,' the word ' addi
tional ;' by striking out after the word ' used,' and preceding the words ' shall be
erected,' the wordu ' as aforesaid,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' for
distilling ;' and by inserting after the words ' shall be erected,' the words ' or
used.'
That g section fifty-four be amended by striking out the words ' the same,' and
inserting in lieu thereof the words ' and owning the same, and owning the build* The amendment to section 88 is merely verhal.
| In case of a vacancy in the office of collector, the Secretary of the Treasury may
designate a deputy collector to act as collector.
| Revenue agents are authorized to administer oaths, and the authority of assessors,
collectors, assistant assessors, deputy collectors, and inspectors, is extended to all cases
wliere oaths are required.
| The amendments to section 53 are merely verhal.
| Section (4 as amended reads as follows: 'That the application in writing made
by any person for a license for distilling, as aforesaid, shall state the place of distill
ing, the number and capacity of the still or stills, boiler or boilers, aud the name of
the person, firm, company, or corporation using and owning the same, and owning
the building used as a distillery, and the laod on which the same is located, and if
the building or land is leased, the terms and conditions of the lease ; and any person
making a false statement in either of the said particulars shall forfeit and pay the
sum of three hundred dollars, to be recovered with costs of suit'
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ing used as a distillery, ami the land on which the same is located, and if the
building or land is leased, the terms and conditions of the lease ;' and by striking
ont the word ' one,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' three.'
That *section fifty-five be amended by inserting after the words ' said duties
shall be a lien,' the words * on the spirit distilled and ;' and by adding at the end
of the first proviso the words f except when made and used in the manufacture
of vinegar or acetic acid, in which case the duties shall be collected on the basis
of the actual proof.'
That Jsection fifty-six be amended by adding at the end of the section the fol
lowing words, to wit : ' and in all sales of spirits hereafter made, where not other
wise specially agreed, a gallon shall be taken to be a gallon of first proof, accord
ing to the standard set forth and declared for the inspection and gauging of
spirits throughout the United States-'
That i|sectioD fifty-seven be amended by striking out the words ' twenty-five,'
in the last proviso, and inserting ' fifty ' in its place ; and by adding to the said
proviso the following words, ' and distilled from apples or peaches, shall pay one
dollar and fifty cents per gallon.'
That \ section fifty-nine be amended by striking out the words ' so inspected
and,' and also ' forthwith,' in the last clause of the first sentence ; and by adding
to the said sentence, after the word ' warehouse,' the words ' before the day pre
scribed by law for making return of the same ;' and \ by striking out the words
' one hundred,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' three hundred.'
That **section sixty-one be amended by striking out after the words ' and all,'
the words ' refined coal oil,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' distilled or
refined coal-oil, distillate berjzoine or benzole ;' also by inserting after the word
' warehouse,' and before the words ' and no drawback,' the following words :
ft* and the same fees shall be paid for exports as are charged to exporters for like
services in the custom-house ;' andJJ by inserting after the words ' redistilled' and
before the words ' for export ' the words ' or canned.'
* The tax is made a lien upon the spirits distilled as well as upon the distillery.
f Low proof spirits made and used in the manufacture of vinegar are to be taxed
on the basis of actual proof.
\ This amendment relates merely to the contract between the purchaser and the
seller of spirits, and has no effect upon the amount of duty.
| The duty upon brandy distilled from grapes, is fixed at fifty cents per gallon,
and upon brandy distilled from apples or peaches, at one dollar and fifty cents per
gallon.
§ The clause, as amended, reads as follows : ' And the duty imposed by law shall
be paid on all spirits not removed to a bonded warehouse before the day prescribed
by law for making return of the same.'
WA The penalty for changing or frandulently using an inspection mark for the pur
pose of evading the tax upon distilled spirits is raised from one hundred to three
hundred dollars.
** This amendment allows unrefined coal oil, distillate, benzine and benzole to be
placed in bonded warehouses and withdrawn therefrom, in the same manner as refined
coal oil.
f f See Treasury Regulations, edition of 1857, article 593, page 326.
\\ Distilled spirits and coal-oil may be withdrawn from warehouse for the purpose
of being canned for export.
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That 'section sixty-eight be amended by inserting after the word ' suits ' the
words ' and shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be subject to imprison
ment for a term not exceeding one year ;' and that the proviso to said section be
amended by adding after the words ' forfeiture shall have ' the word ' been ;' and
by striking out the word ' the ' where it occurs the second time before the word
' nature.'
That tsection seventy-four be amended by striking out the word ' or' after the
word ' with,' and inserting, in lieu thereof, the word ' one ;' and by striking out
the words 'and hold the same until the license is produced,' and inserting ia lieu
thereof the words ' and the assessor of the district in which the seizure has
occurred may, on ten days' notice, published in any newspaper in the district, or
served personally on the peddler, or at his dwelling-house, require such peddler
to show cause, if any he has, why the horses, wagon, and contents, pack, bundle,
or basket so seized shall not be forfeited ; and, in case no sufficient cause is shown,
the assessor may direct a forfeiture, and issue an order to the collector or to any
deputy collector of the district for the sale of the property so forfeited ; and onehalf of the same, after payment of the expenses of the proceedings, shall be paid
to the officer making the seizure, and the other half thereof to the collector for
the use of the United States.*
That Jsection seventy-nine be amended by inserting in the first paragraph,
after the words ' claim agents,' the words ' patent agents ;' by striking out, in the
same paragraph, the words ' carrying on such,' and inserting in lieu thereof the
words ' may carry on ;' by striking out, in the same paragraph, the words ' may
transact such business ;' ' Provided, || That no license shall hereafter issue unti 1
the managers of a lottery now existing shall give bond, in the sum of one thou
sand dollars, that the person receiving such license shall not sell any ticket, or
supplementary ticket of such lottery, which has not been duly stamped accord
ing to law ;' by inserting, in paragraph nine.? after the words ' other securities,'
the words ' for themselves or others ;' by striking from said paragraph the words
' and shall make oath or affirmation according to the form to be prescribed by
the Commissioner"of Internal Revenue that all their transactions are made for a
* Brewers and distillers who neglect to comply with all the provisions of law in
that behalf, in addition to other penalties, are to be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and be subject to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year. The other amend
ments to section 68 are merely verbal.
f The first amendment to section 74 is merely verbal ; the second amendment pro
vides for the disposition of goods which may be seized in the possession of a peddler
who fails to produce his license when demanded.
\ The sentence, as amended, reads as follows : ' Any number of persons, except
lawyers, conveyancers, claim agents, patent agents, physicians, surgeons, dentists,
cattle brokers, horse dealers, and peddlers, may carry on business in copartnership at
the place specified in their license, and not otherwise.'
1 This proviso is an addition to paragraph six, relative to lottery-ticket dealers.
§ Paragraph nine, as amended, reads as follows : ' Brokers shall pay fifty dollars
for each license. Every person, firm, or company, except such as hold a license as a
banker, whose business it is as a broker to negotiate purchases or sales or stocks, ex
change, bullion, coined money, bank notes, promissory notes, or other securities, for
themselves or others, shall be regarded as a broker, under this act : Provided, That
any perron holding a license as a banker shall not be required to take out a license
as a broker.'
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commission ;' by 'striking out the proviso at the end of paragraph ' twentyeight ;' by adding to paragraph thirty-two the following proviso : ' Provided$
further, fThat no man between the ages of twenty and forty-five who is not en
rolled for military dnty, or regularly exempted from enrolment or draft for
physical disability, shall be entitled to a license as a peddler.'
By % striking out all of paragraph ' forty-nine,' and inserting in lieu thereof the
following, to wit :
' Forty-nine. Miners shall pay for each and every license the snm of ten dol
lars. Every person, firm, or company who shall employ others in the business of
mining for coal, or for gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, zinc, spelter, or other
minerals, not having taken out a license as a manufacturer, and no other i shall be
regarded as a miner under this act : Provided, That this shall not apply to any
miner whose receipts from his mine shall not exceed annually one thousand dol
lars.
-Fifty. A license of ten dollars shall be required of every person, firm, or
company engaged in the carrying or delivery of money, valuable papers, or any
articles for pay, or doing an express business, whose gross receipts therefrom ex
ceed the sum of six hundred dollars per annum. But one license fee of ten dol
lars shall be required from any one person, firm, or company, in respect to all
the business to be done by such peison, firm or company on a continuous route,
and the payment of such license fee shall cover all business done upon such route
by such person, firm, or company, anywhere in the United States ; and such
license fee shall be required only from the principal in such business, and not
from any subordinate.
' Fifty-one. Substitute brokers shall pay one hundred dollars for each and
every license, and in addition thereto ten dollars for each substitute procured by
him and actually mustered into the military service of the United States.
Every person who shall furnish or offer to furnish, for pay, fee, or reward, volun
teers, representative recruits, or substitutes for men drafted or liable to be
drafted, for the military or naval service of the United States, shall be deemed
a substitnte broker under this act : Provided, however, That persons appointed
by any State, county, city, township, or district, or the officers thereof, to pro
cure the enlistment of volunteers or substitutes to fill the quota of such State,
county, city; township, or district, for the military service of the United States,
under the call of the President of the United States, shall not be considered sub
stitute brokers : And provided, further, That such person or agent shall receive
no compensation except that which is given by such State, county, town, city,
or district.
* Fifty-two. Insurance brokers shall pay twenty-five dollars for each license.
Any person who shall negotiate or procure insurance in behalf of another person
* This makes insurance agents or brokers liable to license without regard to the
amount of their receipts.
f The intention of this proviso is that every person physically qualified for mili
tary duty shall be enrolled before procuring a license as a peddler.
X The paragraph repealed imposes a license fee upon every person, firm or cor
poration, engaged in any business, trade, or profession whatsoever, for which no other
license is required, whose gross annual receipts therefrom exceed the sum of one
thousand dollars per annum.
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or party, for which he shall receive any pay, commission, or compensation, shall
be regarded as an insurance broker under this act ;' and the licenses herein pro
vided for shall take effect on the first day of May next.
That *section eighty-one be amended, by striking therefrom the words ' sev
enty-three,' and inserting in lien thereof the words ' seventy-four,' and by striking
out the words' to vinters,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' nor to vintners."
That fsection eighty-three be amended, by inserting after the words ' within
his district, monthly,' the words ' within ten days from the twentieth day of
each month,' and by inserting after the words ' such duties within' the word
'said,' and by striking out after the words ' ten days,' following the words 'after
demand in writing, delivered to him in person, or left at his house or place of
business, or manufactory, or sent by mail.'
That {section eighty-four be amended by striking out the words ' eighty-first,'
and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' eighty-second,' and by striking out the
words ' eighty-fourth,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' eighty-fifth.'
That ||section eighty-six be amended by striking out the words ' deposit at the
time of sale,' after the words ' freight from the. place of,' and inserting in lieu
thereof the word ' manufacture,' and in the next following paragraph by striking
out the word ' that,' where it first occurs, and inserting in lieu thereof the word
' the.'
That ^section eighty-seven be amended by striking out after the words ' accu
rately setting' the word ' for,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' forth,' and
after the words ' description of the manufactured article,' by striking out the
words ' the proposed market for the same, whether foreign or domestic,' and by
inserting after the word ' assessor ,' and preceding the word ' assistant,' the word
'or.'
That Ifsection ninety be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause,
and inserting in lieu thereof the following : " That any person, firm, company,
or corporation, now or hereafter engaged in the manufacture of tobacco, snuff, or
cigars of any description whatsoever, shall be, and hereby is, required to make
out and deliver to the assistant assessor of the assessment district a true state
ment or inventory of the quantity of each of the different kinds of tobacco, snuff,
flour, snuff, cigars, tinfoil, licorice, and stems held or owned by him or them on
the first day of January of each year, or at the time of commencing business
* The amendments to section 81 are merely verbal.
\ This amendment requires manufacturers to pay the tax within the last ten days
of the month, and imposes the penalty of ten per cent for failure so to do.
(The amendments to Bection 84 are merely verbal.
Manufacturers are allowed to deduct freight from the place of manufacture to
the place of delivery from the sales price of their goods. The other amendment is
merely verbal.
§ These amendments are merely verbal, except that manufacturers of tobacco,
snuff, and cigars are not required to inclnde the proposed market for their goods in
their statements to the assessor.
•' The weekly return required of the manufacturers of tobacco, snuff and cigars is
dispensed with, and the return is to be made monthly, as io the case of other manu
factures ; the bond for transportation of tobacco to a bonded warehouse is to be taken
by the collector instead of the assessor and imported tobaeco, snuff, and cigars may
be placed in bonded warehouse as well as domestic.
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under this act, setting forth what portion of said goods was manufactured or pro
duced by him or them, and what was purchased from others, whether chewing,
smoking, fine cut, shorts, pressed, plug, snuff-flour, or prepared snuff, or cigars,
which statement or inventory shall be verified by the oath or affirmation of such
person or persons, and be in manner and form as prescribed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue ; and every such person, company, or corporation shall keep
in a book, in such manner and form as said commissioner may prescribe, an
accurate account of all the articles aforesaid thereafter purchased by him or
them, the quantity of tobacco, snuff, snuff-flour, or cigars, of whatever description
sold, consumed, or removed for consumption or sale, or removed from the place
of manufacture ; and he or they shall, on or before the tenth day of each month,
furnish to the assistant assessor of the district a true and accurate copy of the
entries in said book during the preceding month, which copy shall be verified by
oath or affirmation ; and in case the duties shall not be paid within five days,
after demand thereof, the said collector may, on one day's notice, distrain for the
same, with ten per centum additional on the amount thereof, subject to all the
provisions of law relating to licenses, returns, assessments, payment of taxes,
liens, fines, peaalties and forfeitures, not inconsistent herewith in the case of other
manufacturers ; and such duty shall be paid by the manufacturer or the person
for whom the goods are manufactured, as the assessor may deem best for the col
lection of the revenue ; Provided, That it shall be the duty of any manufacturer
or vender of tinfoil or other material used in covering manufactured tobacco, on
demand of any officer of internal revenue, to render to such officer a correct
statement, verified by oath or affirmation, of the quantity and amount of tinfoil
or other materials sold or delivered to any person or persons named in such demand;
and in case of refusal or neglect to render such statement, or of cause to believe such
statement to be incorrect or frandulent, the assessor of the district may cause an
examination of persons, books and papers to be made in the same manner as
provided in the fourteenth section of this act ; Provided, further, That manufac
tured tobacco, snuff, or cigars, whether domestic manufacture or imported, may
be transferred, without paymont of the duty, to a bonded warehouse, established
in conformity with law and treasury regulations, under such rules and regula
tions and upon the execution of such transportation bonds or other security, as
the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, said bonds or other security to be
taken by the collector of the district from which such removal is made ; and may
be transported from such a warehouse to a bonded warehouse used for the storage
of merchandise at any port of entry, and may be withdrawn from bonded warehouse
for consumption on payment of the duty or removed for export to a foreign country
without payment of duty in conformity with the provisions of law relating to the re
moval of distilled spirits, all the rules and regulations and conditions of which, so far
as applicable, shall apply to tobacco, snuff, or cigars in bonded warehouse And
no drawback shall in any case be allowed upon any manufactured tobacco, snuff,
or cigars, upon which any excise duty has been paid, either before or after it
has been placed in bonded warehouse.'
That "section ninety-one be amended by striking out all after the enacting
* The section repealed required manufacturers of tobatco, snuff, and cigars to make
a moathly declaration that their several returns had been in accordance with law.
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clause, and inserting in lieu thereof the following : " That all manufactured
tobacco, snuff, or cigars, whether of domestic manufacture or imported, shall,
before the same is used or removed for consumption, be iuspected and weighed
by an inspector appointed under the fifty-eighth section of the act to which this
is an amendment, who shall mark or affix a stamp upon the box or other pack
age containing such tobacco, snuff", or cigars, in a manner to be prescribed by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, denoting the kind or form of tobacco, and
the weight of such package, with the date of inspection and the name of the
inspector. The fees of such inspector shall in all cases be paid by the owner of
the manufactured tobacco, snuff, or cigars, so inspected and weighed. And the
penalties for the frandulent marking of any box or other package of tobacco,
snuff, or cigars, and for any frandulent attempt to evade the duties on tobacco,
snuff, or cigars, so inspected, by changing in any manner the package or the
marks thereon, shall be the same as are provided in relation to distilled spirits by
existing laws. And all cigars manufactured after the passage of this act shall be
packed in boxes. And any manufactured tobacco, snuff, and cigars, whether of
domestic manufacture or imported, which shall be sold or pass out of the bands
of the manufacturer or importer, except into a bonded warehouse, without the
inspection marks or stamps affixed by the inspector, unless otherwise provided,
shall be forfeited, and may be seized wherever found, and shall be sold, one-half
of the proceeds of such sale to be paid to the informer, and the. other moiety to
the United States. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall keep an ac
count of all stamps delivered to the several inspectors ; and said inspectors shall
also keep an account of all stamps by them used or placed upon boxes contain
ing cigars, and of all tobacco, snuff, and cigars inspected, and the name of the
person, firm, or company for whom the same were so inspected, and return to
the assessor of the district a seperate and distinct account of the same ; and also
to return to the said Commissioner on demand all stamps not otherwise accounted
for, and shall give a bond for a faithful performance of all the duties to which he
may be assigned, and to return or account for all stamps which may be placed
in his hands.
That *section ninety.two be amended by striking out the words ' by this act,'
and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' by law.'
That fsection ninety-four be amended by inserting after the words ' pea coal'
the words ' or coal that will pass through a five-eighth inch and over a threeeighth inch mesh ;' in the paragraph relating to gas,J by adding after the words
' understood to be,' in the first proviso, the words ' in addition to the gas con.
sumed by said company or other party;' by ||inserting in the last proviso
in the paragraph on gas, after the words ' coal tar,' where they first
* The amendment to section 92 is merely verbal.
f The first amendment to section 94 exempts from duty coal that will pass through
a five-eighth inch mesh.
J The sentence amended reads as follows: 'That the product required to be re
turned by law by any gas company shall be understood to be, in addition to the gas
consumed by said company, or other party, the product charged in the bills actually
rendered by the gas company during the month preceding the return.'
| Ammoniacal liquor and the products of the manufacture of ammoniacal liquor
produced in the manufacture of illuminating gas, are exempt from duty.
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occur, the words ' and ammoniacal liquor ,' and by inserting after the words
' coal tar,' where they occur the second time in said proviso, the words ' and the
products of the manufacture of ammoniacal liquor ;' by 'inserting after the word
' naptha,' in the paragraph relating to coal illuminating oil, the word ' distillate ;'
by inserting after the words ' returns, assessments,' the words ' removing to and
withdrawing from warehouses ;' by striking from the proviso relating to naptha,
after the word ' exceeding,' the word 'eighty,' and inserting in lieu thereof the
word 'seventy ;' by fstriking out of the first paragraph relating to ' sugar* the
words ' brown or Muscovado ;' and by striking out of the second paragraph re
lating to ' sugar' the words .' all clarified or refined ,' and by striking out of the
third paragraph relating to ' sugar' the words ' all clarified or refined ;' by Jstriking from the paragraph relating to gunpowder the words ' at twenty-eight cents
per pound or less, a duty of one cent per pound ; when valued above twenty-eight
and not exceeding thirty eight cents per pound, a duty of one and a half cents
per pound,' and inserting in lieu thereof ' at thirty-eight cents per pound or less,
five per centum ad valorem ;' and by striking out, in the last line of said para
graph, the word ' eight,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' ten ;' by ||inserting in the paragraph relating to ' bill-heads, printed,' after the word ' circu
lars,' the words ' law blanks, conveyancers' blanks, and other printed forms ;' by
gadding at the end of the paragraph relating to printed books the words
' which shall be paid by the publishers thereof ;' by ^[inserting in the paragraph
relating to photographs, after the words ' being copies of engravings, or works
of art,' the words ' when the same are sold by the producer at wholesale at a
price not exceeding ten cents each, or are ;' by **striking from the paragraph re
lating to ' hulls, as launched,' the word ' launched,' and inserting in lieu thereof
the words ' finished, including cabins, inner and upper works ;' by f-f-inserting after
the word ' sewing,' in the proviso to the paragraph relating to ' sails, tents, awn
ings, and hags,' the words ' or pasting ;' by inserting at the end of the paragraph
relating to stoves and hollow-ware the following :
* Distillate is made eubject to the duty of twenty cents per gallon, and naptha of
specific gravity exceeding seventy degrees is to be treated aa gasoline and subject to
the tax of five per cent ad valorem.
f The rate of tax upon eugar produced directly from the cane is made to depend
solely upon the color.
X The paragraph, as amended, reads as follows : ' On gunpowder, and all ex
plosive substances used for miniDg, blasting, artillery, or sporting purposes, when
valued at thirty-eight cents per pound or less, five per cent ad valorem ; and when
valued at above thirty-eight cents per pound, a duty of ten cents per pound.'
| The paragraph, as amended, reads as follows : ' On billheads printed, printed
cards and printed circulars, law blanks, conveyancers' blanks, and other printed forms,
a duty of five per centum ad valorem.'
§ The duty upon printed books, magazines, Ac., is to be paid by the publisher.
Tf The paragraph, as amended, reads as follows : ' On photographs, or any other
sun picture, being copies of engravings or works of art, when the same are sold by the
producer at wholesale at a price not exceeding ten cents each, or are used for the
illustration of books, and on photographs so small in tize that stamps cannot be affixed
a duty of five per centum ad valorem.
** Ships, steamboats, ttc , are made taxable upon the hulls as finished, including
cabins, inner and upper works, instead of upon the hulls as launched.
\\ Shades and hags are to be assessed on the increased value when made by past
ing as well as when made by sewing.
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' On *railroad chairs, and railroad, boat and ship spikes and tubes, made of
wrought iron, Ave dollars pur ton ;' by fstriking out, in the second proviso of the
paragraph relating to ' rivets,' the words ' upon which no duty has been assessed
or paid,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' the duty to which it was liable ;'
and after the word ' loops,' in the line following, inserting ' not having been paid ;'
by striking out the paragraph relating to steam engines, and inserting in lieu
thereof the following words : 'On Jsteam, locomotive, and marine engines, in.
eluding the boilers and all their parts, a duty of five per centum ad valorem :
Provided, That when such boilers shall have been once assessed and a duty pre
viously paid thereon, the amount so paid shall be deducted from the duties on
the finished engine.
' On boilers of all kinds, water tanks, sugar tanks, oil stills, sewing machines,
lathes, tools, planes, planing machines, shafting and gearing, a duty of five per
centum ad valorem.
' On iron railings, gates, fences, furniture, and statuary, a duty of five per cen
tum ad valorem ,' by adding at the end of the paragraph relating to quicksilver,
the following : ' Provided, That quicksilver may be transferred, without payment
of the duty, to a bonded warehouse established in conformity with law and
treasury regulations, under such rules and regulations and upon the execution of
such transportation bonds or other security as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe ; said bonds or other security to be taken by the collector of the dis
trict from which such removal is made, and may be transported from such ware
house to a bonded warehouse used for the storage of merchandise at any port of
entry ; and quicksilver so bonded may be withdrawn from the bonded warehouse
for consumption on payment of the duty, or removed for export to a foreign
country without payment of duty, in conformity with the provisions of law re
lating to the removal of distilled spirits, all the rules, regulations, and conditions
0i which, so far as applicable, shall apply to quicksilver in bonded warehouse ;
and no drawhack shall in any cose be allowed upon any quicksilver upon which
any excise duty has been paid, either before or after it has been placed in
bonded warehouse ;' by ||adding at the end of the paragraph relating to copper
and ltad ingots the following proviso : ' Provided, however, That brass made of
copper and spelter, on which a duty of three per centum ad valorem shall have
betn assessed and paid, shall be assessed and pay a duty of three per oeotum on
the increased value only thereof;' by ^inserting in the paragraph relating to
rolled brass, after the word ' sheets,' the words ' copper, zinc, and brass nails or
* I hese articles were subject to an ad valorem duty under the act of June thir
tieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
f The proviso, as amended, reads as follows: " Provided, further, That castings of
iron, and iron of all descriptions advanced beyond pig-iron, blooms, slabs, or loops, the
duty to which it was liable in the form of pig iron, blooms, slabs, or loops, not having
been paid shall be assessed and pay, in addition to the foregoing rates of iron so
advanced, a duty of three dollars per ton.'
J The duty on steam-engines, under the act of June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, was three per cent.
| The paragraph to which the proviso is added reads as follows : 'On copper and
lead ingots, pigs or hars, and Bpelter and brass, a duty of three per centum ad valo
rem.'
§ The duty on copper, sine, and braes nails and rivets is reduced to three per cent
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rivets ;' by 'adding to the paragraph relating to patent, enameled, and japanned
leather the words ' Provided, That when a duty has been paid on the leather in
the rongh, the duty shall be assessed and paid only on the increased value ;' by
fstriking out all of the first sentence of the proviso in the paragraph relating to
wines or liquors, and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' Provided, That the re
turn, assessment, collection, and the time of collection of the duties on such
wines, and wines made of grapes, shall be subject to the regulations of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,' by Jinserting in the paragraph relating to
cloth, after the word ' felted,' the words ' articles or ;' after the word ' warps,' in
the proviso of said paragraph, by striking out the word ' for,' and inserting in
lieu thereof the words ' sold before;i by ||inserting in the paragraph relating to
ready-made clothing, after the word ' dress,' the words ' not otherwise assessed
and taxed as such,' and by striking out of the same paragraph all after the words
' does not exceed the sum of,' and inserting the words ' one thousand dollars per
annum shall be exempt from dnty ;' by \ inserting in the paragraph relating to
manufactures of cotton, after the word ' cloths,' in the first proviso, the words
' or articles,' and after the word ' fabrics,' in the second proviso, the words ' or
articles ;' by striking out the words ' as aforesaid,' where they occur the second
time in said proviso, and by inserting at the end of said proviso the words ' and
when made wholly by the same manufacturer shall be subject to a duty only of
five per centum ad valorem ;' by \striking out in [the] paragraph relating to
diamonds, precious stones, and imitations thereof, and all other jewelry, the word
' ten,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' five ;' by **striking out of said sec* The paragraph to which the proviso is added reads as follows: 'On patent
enameled, and japanned leather, and skins of every description, a duty of fire per
centum ad valorem.'
f This authorizes the commissioner to prescribe the mode and time for paying the
duties upon wine made of grapes as well as those upon manufactured wines.
| The paragraph, as amended, reads as follows : " On cloth and all textile or knitted
or felted articles or fabrics of cotton, wool or other materials, before the same has
been dyed, printed, or bleached, and on all cloth painted, enameled, shirred tarred,
varnished, or oiled, a duty of five per centum ad valorem ; Provided, That thread and
yarn, and warps sold before weaving, shall be regarded as manufactures, and be sub
ject to a duty of five per centum ad valorem.'
| Custom-made clothing is made subject to a duty of five per cent when the an
nual product exceeds one thousand dollars.
§ The provisos, as amended, read as follows :
' Provided, That on all cloths or articles dyed, printed, or bleached, on which a
duty or tax shall have been paid before the same were so dyed, printed or bleached,
the said duty or tax of five per centum shall be assessed only upon the increased
value thereof: And provided, further, That any cloth or fabrics or articles, as afore
said, when made of thread, yarn, or warps, upon which a duty shall have been as
sessed and paid, shall be assessed and pay a duty on the increased value only thereofand when made wholly, by the same manufacturer shall be subject to a duty only of
five per centum ad valorem.'
^ The duty on jewelry is reduced from ten to five per cent.
** The paragraphs stricken out prescribed the duties upon manufactured tohacco,
snuff, and cigars, and required cigars to be inspected and stamped. The paragraphs
inserted establish the new rates upon those articles, except upon cigarettes, made of
tobacco, enclosed in a paper wrapper, and valued at more than five dollars per hun
dred packages of twenty-five cigarettes, the duty upon which is five per centum ad
valorem. The new provisions for the inspection of cigars are found in the amend
ment to section 91.
YOL. UI.—No. IV.
20
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tion the several paragraphs from the words 'on cavendish, ping, twist,' down to
and inclnding the words ' and the other to the United States,' and inserting in
lieu thereof the following :
' On snuff, manufactured of tobacco or any substitute for tobacco, ground dry
or damp, pickled, scented, or otherwise, of all descriptions, when prepared for
use, forty cents per pound.
' On cavendish, plug, twist, and all other kinds of manufactured tobacco, not
herein otherwise provided for, forty cents per pound.
' On tobacco twisted by hand, or reduced from leaf into a condition to be
consumed, without the use of any machine or instrument, and without being
pressed, sweetened or otherwise prepared, thirty cents per pound.
• On fine-cut chewing tobacco, whether manufactured with the stems in or
not, or however sold, whether loose, in bulk, or in rolls, packages, papers, wrap
pers, or boxes, forty cents per pound.
' On smoking tobacco of all kinds, and imitations thereof, not otherwise herein
provided for, thirty five cents per pound.
' On smoking tobacco made exclusively of stems, and so sold, fifteen cents per
pound.
' On cigarettes made of tobacco, enclosed in a paper wrapper, and put up in
packages containing not more than twenty-five cigarettes, and valued at not
more than five dollars per hundred packages, five cents per package.
" Ou all cigars, cheroots, and cigarettes, made wholly of tobacco, or of any
substitutes therefor, ten dollars per thousand cigars ;' by inserting in the last
paragraph relating to cigars, after the words ' imprisonment not exceeding thirty
days,' the words *' And any person furnished with such permit may apply to the
assistant assessor or inspector of the district to have any cigars of their own
manufacture counted ; and on receiving a certificate of the number, for which
such fee as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall be
paid by the owner thereof, may sell and deliver such cigars to any purchaser, in
the presence of said assistant assessor or inspector, in bulk, or unpacked, without
payment of the duty. A copy of the certificate shall be retained by the assistant
assessor, or by the inspector, who shall return the same to the assistant assessor
of the district. The purchaser shall pack such cigars in boxes, and have the
same inspected and marked or stamped according to the provisions of this act,
and shall make a return of the same as inspected to the assistant assessor of the
district, and, unless removed to a bonded warehouse, shall pay the duties on such
cigars within five days after purchasing them to the collector of the district
wherein they were manufactured, and before the same have been removed from
the store or building of such purchaser, or from his possession ; and any such
purchaser who shall neglect for more than five days to pack and have such cigars
duly inspected, and pay the duties thereon according to this act, or who shall
purchase any cigars from any person not holding such permit, the duties thereon
not having been paid, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be fined not
exceeding five hundred dollars, and be imprisoned not exceeding six months, at
* This amendment prescribes the conditions under which alone cigars may be eold
before inspection.
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the discretion of the court, and the cigars shall be forfeited and sold, one fourth
for the benefit of the informer, one fourth for the officer who seized or had them
condemned, and one half shall be paid to the government.'
That section ninety-six be amended by inserting after the words ' concentrated
milk,' the words * ' cider and cider-vinegar, and sugar or molasses made from
other articles than the sugar-cane ;' by ^striking out after the words ' use exclu
sively,' the words ' materials prepared for the manufacture of hoop-skirts exclu
sively, and unfit for other use, such as,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word
'and,' and by striking out the words ' for joining hoops together,' and inserting
in lieu thereof the words ' used in the manufacture of hoop-skirts.'
That {section ninety-nine be amended by striking out the words ' gold and
silver bullion and coin,' and by striking out the words ' of all contracts for such
sales,' and inserting in lieu thereof the words ' upon any sales or contracts for
the sale of gold and silver bullion and coin, one-tenth of one per centum on the
amount of such sales or contracts.'
That ||section one hundred and three be amended by adding the following after
the word ' vehicle,' where it occurs the second, time in the section : ' Provided,
That this section shall not apply to those teams, wagons and vehicles used in tho
transportation of silver ores from the mines where the same is excavated to the
place where they are reduced or worked.'
That section one hundred and three be further amended by inserting after the
words ' and any foreign port,' the words ' but such duty shall be assessed upon
the transportation of persons and property shipped from a port within the United
States, through a foreign territory to a port within the United States, and shall
be assessed upon, and collected from, persons, firms, companies or corporations
within the United States receiving such freight or transportation.' And that
section one hundred and three be amended by adding at the end of said section
the following : ' And provided, farther, That no tax under this section shall be
assessed upon any person whose gross receipts do not exceed one thousand dol
lars per annum.'
That I section one hundred and five be amended by striking out, at the end
thereof, the words ' for the quarter then next preceding.'
That ft section one hundred and nine be amended by striking out, after the
words ' one hundred aDd,' the word ' two,' and inserting in lieu thereof, the word
' three.'
* The articles specified are exempt from duty.
] The exemption of materials used in the manufacture of hoop-skirts is limited to.
cut tapes and small wares.
% The tax upon sales, and contracts for the sale, of gold and silver bullion and coinis raised from one-twentieth of one per centum to one tenth of one per centum.
| The amendments to section 103 exempt from duty the receipts of vehicles used
in the transportation of silver ores from the mines, and the receipts of persons receiv
ing not more than one thousand dollars per annum, and impose the duty upon receipts
for the transportation of persons or property from a port within the United Statesthrough a foreign territory to a port within the United States.
A clause in the amendatory tariff act of March S, 1865, exempts the receipts of
vessels paying tonnage duties from the tax imposed in section 103.
"5 The amendment to section 105 is merely verbal.
~ The amendment to section 109 is merely verbal.
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That * eection one hundred and ten be amended by striking out, after the
words ' and redemption thereof,' the words ' nor to any savings bank having no
capital stock, and whose business is confined to receiving deposits and loanmg
the same on interest for the benefit of the depositors only, and which do do other
business of banking.'
That f section one hundred and sixteen be amended by striking out all after
the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following : ' That there shall
be levied, collected, and paid annually upon the annual gains, profits, and income
of every person residing in the United States, or of any citizen of the United
States residing abroad, whether derived from any kind of property, rents, inter
ests, dividends, or salaries, or from any profession, trade, employment, or voca
tion, carried on in the United States or elsewhere, or from any other source
whatever, a duty of five per centum on the excess over six hundred dollars and
not exceeding five thousand dollars, and a duty of ten per centum on the excess
over five thousand dollars ; and in ascertaining the income of any person liable
to an income tax, the amount of income received from institutions whose officers,
as required by law, withhold a per centum of the dividends made by such insti
tutions and pay the same to the* Commissioner of Internal Revenue, or other
officer authorized to receive the same, shall be inclnded ; and the amount so with
held shall be deducted from the tax which otherwise would be assessed upon such
person. And the duty herein provided for shall be assessed, collected, and paid
upon the gains, profits and income for the year ending the thirty-first day of De
cember next preceding the time for levying, collecting and paying said duty :
Provided, That income derived from interest upon notes, bonds and other secur
ities of the United States, and also all premiums on gold and coupons shall be
inclnded in estimating incomes under this section. Provided, further, That only
one deduction of six hundred dollars shall be made from the aggregate incomes
of all the members of any family, composed of parents and minor children, or
husband and wife : And provided, further, That net profits realized by sales of
real estate purchased within the year for which income is estimated, shall be
chargeable as income ; and losses on sales of real estate purchased within the
year, for which income is estimated, shall be deducted from the income of such
year.'
•
That % section one hundred and seventeen be amended by striking out all after
the enacting clause, and inserting in lieu thereof the following : ' That in esti
mating the annual gains, profits and income of any person, all national, State
* Savings banks are made subject to the duties imposed in section 110.
-\ The changes in section 116 are : first, in the rate of tax on income in excess of
five thousand dollars ; second, income from dividends, ifcc., from which a tax has been
withheld, is to be inclnded, and the amount of tax withheld is to be deducted from
the tax assessed upon the entire income ; third, there is a specific provision requiring
the return of premiums on gold and coupons; fourth, but one deduction of $ti00 is
allowed in any case from the aggregate mcomes of any one family.
\ The changes in section 117 are: first, the allowance of the national income tax as
a deduction from income; second, the repeal of the provision allowing the deduction
of income from dividends, Ac., from which a tax has been withheld , third, interest
accruing against the tax payer may be deducted; fourth, the increased value of live
stock on hand is not to be inclnded, but merely the amount received for live stock
sold.
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county and municipal taxes paid within the year shall be deducted from the
gains, profits or income of the person who has actually paid the same, whether
owner, tenant, or mortgagor ; also, the salary or pay received for services in the
civil, military, naval, or other service of the United States, including senators,
representatives, and delegates in Congress, above the rate of six hundred dollars
per annum ; also the amount paid by any person for the rent of the homestead
used or occupied by himself or his family, and 'the rental value of any homestead
used or occupied by any person or by his family, in his own right or in the right
of his wife, shall not be included and assessed as part of the income of such per
son. In estimating the annual gains, profits, or income of any person, the inter
est received or accrued upon all notes, bonds and mortguges, or other forms of
indebtedness bearing interest, whether paid or not, if good and collectable, less
the interest paid by or due from such person, shall be included and assessed as
part of the income of such person for each year ; and also all income or gains
derived from the purchase and sale of stocks or other property, real or personal,
and of live stock, and the amount of live stock, sugar, wool, butter, cheese, pork,
beef, mutton, or other meats, hay and grain, or other vegetable or other produc
tions, being the growth or produce of the estate of such person sold, not includ
ing any part thereof unsold or on hand during the year next preceding the thirtyfirst of December, until the same shall be sold, shall be included and assessed as
part of the income of such person for each year, and his share of the gains and
profits of all companies, whether incorporated or partnership, Bhall be included
in estimating the annual gains, profits, or income of any person entitled to the
same, whether divided or otherwise. In estimating deductions from income, as
aforesaid, when any person rents buildings, lands, or other property, or hires
labor to cultivate land, or to conduct any other business from which such in
come is actually derived, or pays interest upon any actual incumbrance thereon,
the amount actually paid for such rent, labor, or interest, shall be deducted ; and
also the amount paid out for usual or ordinary repairs, not exceeding the average
paid out for such purposes for the preceding five years, shall be deducted, but no
deduction shall be made for any amount paid out for new buildings, permanent
improvements, or betterments, made to increase the value of any property or
estate : Provided, That in cases where the salary or other compensation paid to
any person in the employment or service of the United States shall not exceed
the rate of six hundred dollars per annum, or shall be by fees, or uncertain or
irregular in the amount or in the time during which the same shall have accrued
or been earned, such salary or other compensation shall be included in estimating
the annual gains, profits, or income of the person to whom the same shall have
been paid, in such manner as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, under the
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, may prescribe."
That * section one hundred and eighteen be amended by striking out all after
the enacting clause, and inserting in lieu thereof the words, " That it shall be the
duty of all persons of lawful age to make and render a list or return, in such
*The principal changes in section 118 are the reduction of the penalty for neglect
to make return to twenty-five per cent., and the provision that the declaration per
mitted by the proviso shall not be considered as conclusive of the facts. The other
changes are mainly verhal.
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form and manner as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
to the assistant assessor of the district in which they reside, of the amount of
their income, gains, and profits, as aforesaid ; and all guardians and trustees'
whether as executors, administrators, or in any other fiduciary capacity, shall
make and render a list or return, as aforesaid, to the assistant assessor of the dis
trict in which such guardian or trustee resides, of the amount of income, gains,
and profits of any minor or person for whom they act as guardian or trustee ;
and the assistant assessor shall require every list or return to be verified by the
oath or affirmation of the party rendering it, and may increase the amount of any
list or return, if he has reason to believe that the same is understated ; and in
case any person, guardian, or trustee shull neglect or refuse to make and render
such list or return, or shall render a false or frandulent list or return, it shall be
the duty of the assessor or the assistant assessor to make such list, according to
the best information he can obtain, by the examination of such person, and his
books and accounts, or any other evidence, and to add twenty-five per centum as
a penalty to the amount of the duty due on such list in all cases of wilful
neglect or refusal to make and render a list or return, and, in all cases of a false
or frandulent list or return haviug been rendered, to add one hundred per cen
tum, as,a penalty, to the amount of duty ascertained to be due, the duty and the
additions thereto as penalty to be assessed and collected in the manner provided
for in other cases of wilful neglect or refusal to render a list or return, or of ren
dering a false and frandulent return : Provided, That any party in his or her own
behalf, or as guardian or trustee, shall be permitted to declare under oath or
affirmation, the form and manner of which shall be prescribed by the Commis
sioner of Internal Revenue, that he or she, or his or her ward or beneficiary, was
not possessed of an income of six hundred dollars, liable to be assessed according
to the provisions of this act ; or may declare that he or she has been assessed
and paid an income duty elsewhere iu the same year, under authority of the
United States, upon his or her gains and profits, as prescribed by law, and if the
assistant assessor shall be satisfied of the truth of the declaration, shall thereupon
be exempt from income duty in said district ; or if the list or return »f any party
shall have been increased by the assistant assessor, such party may exhibit his
books and accounts, and be permitted to prove and declare under oath or affir
mation, the amount of annual income liable to be assessed ; but such oaths and
evidence shall not be considered as conclusive of the facts, and no deductions
claimed in such cases shall be made or allowed until approved by the assistant
assessor. Any person feeling aggrieved by the decision of the assistant assessor
in such cases may appeal to the assessor of the district, and his decision thereon,
unless reversed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, shall be final, and the
form, time, and manner of proceedings shall be subject to rules and regulations
to be prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.'
That * section one hundred and nineteen be amended by striking out the words
' for thirty days,' and, after the words ' for ten days after,' inserting the words
' notice and.'
* 1'Iih income tax is made payable immediately after the thirtieth of June, upon ten
days' notice.
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That * section one hundred and twenty be amended by striking oat, at the end
thereof, the word ' act,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' section.'
That f section one hundred and twenty-five be amended by striking therefrom
the word ' and,' following the word ' custody,' and inserting in lieu thereof the
word 'any.'
That X section one hundred and thirty-three be amended by adding, at the end
thereof, the following words : 'Provided, That no duty shall be levied in respect
of any succession vesting before or subsequent to the passage of this act, whera
the successor shall be the wife of the predecessor.'
That [| section one hundred and thirty-five be amended by striking therefrom
the word ' extension,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word 'extinction.'
That \ section one hundred and forty-nine be amended by striking out the
word ' assment,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' assessment.'
That \ section one hundred and fifty-eight be amended by striking out all
after the enacting clause, and inserting in lieu thereof the following, to wit :
' That any person or persons who shall make, sign or issue, or who shall cause to
be made, signed or issued, any instrument, document, or paper of any kind or
description whatsoever, or shall accept, negotiate, or pay, or cause to be accept
ed, negotiated, or paid, any bill of exchange, draft, or order, or promissory note,
for the payment of money, without the same being duly stamped, or having
thereupon an adhesive stamp for denoting the duty chargeable thereon, with in
tent to evade the provisions of this act, shall for every such offence forfeit the
sum of fifty dollars, and such instrument, document, or paper, bill, draft, order,
or note, shall be deemed invalid and of no effect : Provided, That the title of a
purchaser of land, by deed duly stamped, shall not be defeated or affected by the
want of a proper stamp on any deed conveying said land by any person from,
through, or under whom his grantor claims or holds title : And provided, further,
That hereafter, in all cases where the party has not affixed to any instrument re
quired by the one hundred and fifty-first section of the act of June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, or the schedule marked B, thereunto annexed,
and the stamp thereby required to be thereunto affixed, at the time of making or
issuing the said instrument, and he or they, or any party having an interest
therein shall be subsequently desirous of affixing such stamp to said instrument,
he or they shall appear before the collector of the revenue of the proper district,
who shall, upon the payment of the price of the proper stamp required oy law,
and of a penalty of fifty dollars, and, where the whole amount of the duty denoted
by the stamp required shall exceed the sum of fifty dollars, on payment also of
interest, at the rats of six per cent, on said duty, from the day on which such
•This confines the exemption of return premiums paid by mutual life insurance
companies to the tax upon dividends.
fThe amendment to section 125 is merely verhal.
^This exempts real estate passing from a hushand to his widow from succession tax.
[The amendment to section 135 is merely verbal.
SThe amendment to section 149 is merely verhal.
% Down to and including the first proviso this is the old section, with the insertion
of the word 'negotiate' and the reduction of the penalty from two hundred dollars to
fifty dollars. The second and third provisos are new, and substantially take the place
of section 163.
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stamp ought to have been affixed, affix the proper stamp to such instrument, and
note upon the margin of said instrument the date of his so doing, and the fact
that such penalty has been paid, and such instrument shall thereupon be deemed
and held to be as valid to all intents and purposes, as if stamped when made or
issued : And provided, further, That where it 6hall appear to said collector, upon
oath or otherwise, to his satisfaction, that any such instrument has not been duly
stamped at the time of making or issuing the same by reason of accident, mistake,
inadvertence, or urgent necessity, and without any wilful design to defraud the
United States of the stamp duty, or to evade or delay the payment thereof, then
and in such case, if such instrument shall, within twelve calendar months after
the making or issuing thereof, be brought to the said collector of revenue to be
stamped, and the stamp duty chargeable thereon shall be paid, it shall be lawful
for the said collector to remit the penalty aforesaid, and to cause such instrument
to be duly stamped.'
That 'section one hundred and sixty be amended by inserting before the word
' injury,' the word ' accidental,' and by striking out the words ' while traveling ;'
also fby striking out after the words ' nor on certificates,' the word 'or,' and
inserting in lieu thereof, the word ' of,' and % by striking out the words ' other
articles,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' hay.'
That ||section one hundred and sixty-five be amended by striking out in the
proviso the words 'act contained,' and inserting in lieu thereof the word ' sec
tion.'
That §section one hundred and sixty-seven be amended by striking out the
word ' or,' where it occurs the second time, and inserting after the word ' sell,'
the words ' expose for sale.'
That Tfsection one hundred and sixty-eight be amended by striking out the
words ' lucifer or friction matches, and cigar lights or wax tapers.'
That **section one hundred and sixty-nine be amended by inserting after the
words ' who shall offer,' the words ' or expose ;' and by inserting after the words
' so offered,' the words ' or exposed ;' and fj-by inserting in the proviso, after the
words ' imported articles,' the words ' except lucifer or friction matches, cigar
lights, and wax tapers.'
That XX ' Schedule B,' preceding section one hundred and seventy-one, be
amended in the paragraph marked ' receipts,' by inserting after the word ' pro-

•

:

~—

* This confers exemption from stamp duty upon contracts of insurance when limited
to accidental injury to persons.
f Tbis amendment is merely verhal.
j This limits the exemption of certificates of weight or measurement to such as
give merely the weight or quantity of animals, wood, coal, or hay.
| Medicines compounded according to published formula; are made subject to ad
valorem duty.
§ Tbis prohibits the manufacture of articles euumerated in Schedule C, from ex
posing for eale any articles on which the proper stamp is not affixed.
"' Lucifer or friction matches, cigar lights, and wax tapers are not to be manufac
tured in bonded warehouse.
** The first two insertions in section 169, prohibit the exposure for sale by any
dealer of articles enumerated in Schedule C, on which the proper stamps are not affixed.
ft This prohibits the sale of imported matches without the proper stamp.
XX This exempts from stamp duty receipts issued by express companies on the
delivery of property for transportation.
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perty.' the words ' except receipts issued by any persons, firms, or companies
doing business as an express or express company on the delivery of any property
for transportation,' and * that ' Schedule 0,' preceding section one hundred and
seventy-one, be amended in all the paragraphs concerning ' playing cards,' by
striking out, wherever it occurs, the word ' retail.' Add at the end of the
paragraph marked ' receipts,' the following : ' Provided, f That when two or
more persons shall sign the same receipt, one or more stamps, equal in value to
the several stamps required by this act may be affixed to said receipts in lieu of
said several stamps.'
That X ' Schedule B,' preceding section one hundred and seventy-one, be fur
ther amended by striking out the word ' lease,' in the proviso in the clause tax
ing ' mortgages,' &c. ; and also by adding to said proviso the following : ' And
provided, further, That upon each and every assignment of any lease a stamp duty
shall be required and paid equal to that imposed on the original instrument, in
creased by a stamp duty on the consideration or value of the assignment equal
to that imposed upon the conveyance of land for similar consideration or value.
That || section one hundred and seventy-one be amended by inserting before
the words ' refined coal oil,' the words 'crnde petroleum or rock oil ;' and after
the words ' all descriptions,' by inserting the words ' bullion, quicksilver, lucifer
or friction matches, cigar lights, and wax tapers.'
That ^section one hundred and seventy-nine be amended by striking therefrom
the words ' if a collector or deputy collector,' and by adding at the end of the
words ' use of the United States,' the words ' and where any penalty is paid
without suit, or before jndgment, and a moiety of the same is claimed by any
person as informer, the Secretary of the Treasury, on application to him. under
such regulations as he shall prescribe, shall determine whether any claimant is
entitled to such moiety, and to whom the same shall be paid.
Sec. 2. And be itfurther enacted, That from and after the passage of this act,
the proviso to section one hundred and sixty-nine of the act to which this act is
an amendment, shall not be held to apply to lucifer matches, friction matches,
or other articles made in part of wood, and used for like purposes, nor the cigar
lights and wax tapers.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That from and after the thirtieth day of
June, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, the gross amount of all duties, taxes, and
revenues, received or collected by virtue of the several acts to provide internal
revenue to support the government and to pay the interest on the public debt,
* The manufacturer of playing cards is allowed to affix the stamp appropriate
to the price at which he sella, and the subsequent vendor must affix the additional
stamp if the advance on price is such as to require it.
f If the full stamp duty is paid, it is immaterial whether there be one or more
stamps.
$ Under the former law the duty on the assignment of a lease was the same as
that on the original instrument.
| No drawback is to be allowed or paid upon crnde petroleum or rock oil, bullion,
quicksilver, lucifer or friction matches, cigar lights, or wax tapers.
§ A moiety of all fines, penalties and forfeitures is to be paid to the informer,
whether an officer of the revenue or a private citizen; and where penalties are paid
without suit, the Secretary of the Treasury is to determine to whom the moiety
belongs.
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and of any other act or acts that may now or hereafter be in force, connected
with the internal revenues, shall be paid by the officers, collectors or agents re
ceiving or collecting the same daily into the treasury of the United States, un
der the instructions of the Secretary of the Treasury, without any ahatement or
deduction on account of salary, compensation, fees, cost, charges, expenses or
claims of any description whatever, anything in any law to the contrary not
withstanding. And all moneys now directed by law to be paid to the Commis
sioner of Internal Revenue, including those derived from the sale of stamps, shall
be paid into the Treasury of the United States by the party making such pay
ment ; and a certificate of such payment stating the name of the depositor, and
the specific account on which the deposit was made, signed by the treasurer,
assistant treasurer, designated depositary, or proper officer of a deposit hank,
and transmitted to, and received by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, shall
be deemed a compliance with the law requiring payment to be made to the com
missioner, any law to the contrary notwithstanding : Provided, That in districts,
where from the distance of the officer, collector or agent receiving or collecting
such duties, taxes, and revenues from a proper government depositary, the Sec
retary of the Treasury may deem it proper, he may extend the time for making
such payment, not exceeding, however, in any case, a period of one month.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That so much money as may be necessary
for the payment of the lawful expenses incident to carrying into effect the vari
ous acts relative to the assessment and collection of the internal revenues after
the thirtieth day of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, until the first day of
July, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, and not otherwise provided for, be, and the
same is hereby, appropriated from any money in the treasury not otherwise appro
priated. And it shall be the duty of such of the colectors of internal revenue as the
Secretary of the Treasury may direct to act as disbursing agents to pay the afore
said expenses without increased compensation therefor and to give good and suffici
ent bonds and sureties for the faithful performance of their duties as such disburs
ing agents, in such sum and form as shall be prescribed by the First Comptroller
of the Treasury, and approved by the Secretary.
Sec. 5. And be itfurther enacted, That in addition to the duties imposed in
section ninety-four of the act to which this is an amendment, as hereinbefore
amended, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the goods, wares, and
merchandise therein mentioned, except as hereinafter otherwise provided, an in
crease of one-fifth or twenty per centum of the duties or rates of duty now pro
vided in said section, whether ad valorem or specific : Provided, That the addi
tional duties or rates of duty herein mentioned shall not apply to coal illuminat
ing oil, refined, and naphtha, benzine, and benzole, wood-screws, paper of all de
scriptions, printed books, magazines, pamphlets, reviews, and similar publica
tions, cotton, manufactured tohacco, snuff, cigars, cigarettes, and cheroots.
Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That every national banking association,
State hank, or State hanking association, shall pay a tax of ten per centum on
the amount of notes of any State hank or State hanking association, paid out
by them after the first day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
Seo. 7. And be it further enacted, That any existing hank organized under the
laws of any State, having a paid-up capital of Dot less than seventy-five thou*
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sand dollars, which shall apply before the first day of July next for authority to
become a national bank under the act entitled ' An act to provide a national
currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds, and to provide for the
circulation and redemption thereof,' approved June third, eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, and shall comply with all the requirements of said act, shall, if such
bank be found by the Comptroller of the Currency to be in good standing and
credit, receive such authority in preference to new associations applying for the
same : Provided, That it shall be lawful for any bank or banking association
organized under State laws, and having branches, the capital beinir joint and
assigned to and used by the mother bank and branches in definite p:oportioos,
to become a national banking association in conformity with existing laws, and
to retain and keep in operatiou its branches, or such one or more ol" them as it
may elect to retain ; the amount of the circulation redeemable at the mother
bank and each branch to be regulated by the amount of capital assigned to and
used by each.
Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That there shall be levied, collected and
paid on all crnde petroleum or rock oil that may be produced and sold, or re
moved for consumption or sale, a duty of one dollar" on each and every barrel of
not more than forty-five gallons ; and all petroleum or rock oil that may be in
possession of the producers at the place of production on the day when this act
takes effect, shall be held and treated as if produced on that day ; and the said
duty shall be paid by the owner, agent, or superintendent of the well from
which the petroleum or rock oil has beeu produced within ten days after the time
of rendering the account required to be rendered by law of petroleum or rock oil
bo chargeable with duty ; and the said duty shall be a lien upon the same, and
on the well producing the same, with the buildings, fixtures, vessels, machinery,
and tools, and on the lot or tract of land where the same may be until the said
duty shall be paid : and the person paying such duty, if other than the actual
owner of said petroleum, shall have a lien on such petroleum for the repayment of
the duties so advanced by him : Provided, That any person who shall produce
petroleum or rock oil, and use or refine the same without having paid the duty
as aforesaid, shall, in addition to all other penalties and forfeitures, be liable to
pay double the amount of duties as aforesaid thereon. Provided further, That
when casks, barrels or other vessels are used holding more than forty-five gallons,
the excess shall be paid for at the rate of one dollar for every forty-five gallons.
Sec. 9. And be itfurther enacted, That every person who shall be the owner of
any well producing petroleum or rock oil, or who shall have such well under his
superintendence, either as agent for the owner or on his own account, and every
person who shall use any well as aforesaid, either as owner, agent, or otherwise,
shall, from day to day, make true and exact entry, or cause to be entered in a
book to be kept for that purpose the number of barrels of crnde petroleum or
rock oil barreled or removed for storage, or for sale, or for consumption ; which
book shall be opened at all times when required for the inspection of the assessor,
assistant assessor, collector, deputy collector or inspector, who may take any
memorandums, or transcript thereof; and on the first, eleventh, and twenty-first
days of each and every month, or within five days thereafter, the owner, agent,
or superintendent shall render to the assessor of the district an account in dupli
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cate of the number of barrels of petroleum or rock oil sold, and of the number
of barrels removed for consumption or sale or storage, not before accounted for.
Sec. 10. And be it further enacted, That wherever, under the proviso to sec
tion one hundred and three, the addition to any fares shall amoant to a sum in
volving the fraction of one cent, any person or company liable to the duty of two
and one-half per cent, as in said section provided, shall be authorized to add to
such fare one cent in lieu of such fraction.
Sec. 11. And be it further enacted. That Incifer or friction matches, and ci:rar
lights and wax tapers may be transferred, without payment of duty, directly
from the place of manufacture to a bonded warehouse established in conformity
with law and treasury regulations, and upon the execution of such transporta
tion bonds or other security as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, said
bonds to be taken by the collector in the district from which such removal is
made; and may be withdrawn therefrom for consumption after affixing the stamps
thereto as provided by the act to which this act is an amendment, or may be re
moved therefrom for export to a foreign country without payment of duty or
affixing stamps thereto, in conformity with the provisions of the act aforesaid,
relating to the removal of distilled spirits, all the rales and regulations and con
ditions of which, as far ad applicable, shall apply to lucifer or friction matches,
cigar lights, and wax tapers in bonded warehouse. And no drawback shall in
any case be allowed upon any lucifer or friction matches, cigar lights, or wax
tapers, upon which any excise duty has been paid, or stamps affixed, either be
fore or after they have been placed in bonded [w]arehouse.
Sec. 12. And be it further enacted, That any person required by law to be
licensed as a manufacturer of tobacco, snuff, or cigars, before said license is issued,
shall give a bond to the United States in such sum as shall be required by the
collector, and with one or more sureties to be approved by the collector, condi
tioned that he will comply with all the requirements of law in regard to any per
sons, firms, companies, or corporations, engaged in the manufacture of tobacco,
snuff, or cigars ; that he will not manufacture nor employ others to manufacture
tobacco, snuff, or cigars, without first obtaining the requisite permit for such
manufacture ; that he will not engage in any attempt by himself or by collusion
with others to defrand the Government of any duty or tax on any manufacture
of tobacco, snuff, or cigars ; that he will render truly and correctly all the re
turns, statements, and inventories prescribed for manufacturers of tobacco, snuff,
and cigars, and will pay to the collector of the district all the duty or taxes
which may or should be assessed and due on any tobacco, snuff, or cigars, so
manufactured, and that he will not knowingly sell, purchase, or receive for sale
any such tobacco, snuff, or cigars, which has not been inspected, branded, or
stamped, as required by law, or upon which the tax has not been paid.
Sec. 13. And be it further enacted, That all persons and every person who shall
engage or be concerned in the business of a lottery dealer without having first
obtained a license so to do, under such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury, shall forfeit and pay a penalty of oae thousand
dollars, to be assessed by the assessor of the proper district and collected as
assessed taxes are collected, subject, nevertheless, to the provisions of law relaU
ing to erroneous assessments, and shall, on conviction by any court of competent
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jurisdiction, suffer imprisonment for a period not exceeding a year, at the discre
tion of the court. And it shall be the duty of all managers and proprietors,
and their agents, to keep, or cause to be kept, just and true books of account
-wherein all their transactions shall be plainly and legibly set forth, which books
of account shall at all reasonable times and hours be subject to the inspection of
the assessor, assistant assessor, revenue agent, and inspector of the proper dis
trict ; and any manager, proprietor, agent, or vender under this act, who shall
refuse or prohibit such inspection of his or their books, as aforesaid, shall pay a
penalty of one thousand dollars or suffer imprisonment for a term not exceeding
one year for every such offence.
Sec. 14. And be it further enacted, That the capital of any State bank or bank
ing association which has ceased or shall cease to exist, or which has been or
shall be converted into a National Bank, for all the purposes of the act to which
this is an amendment, shall be assumed to be the capital as it existed immedi
ately before such bank ceased to exist or was converted as aforesaid. And when
ever the outstanding circulation of any bank, association, corporation, company,
or person shall be reduced to an amount not exceeding five per centum of the
chartered or declared capital, existing at the time the same was issued, said cir
culation shall be free from taxation. And whenever any State bank or banking
association has been converted into a national banking association, and such na
tional banking association has assumed the liabilities of such State bank or bank
ing association, inclnding the redemption of its bills, such national banking asso
ciation shall be held to make the required return and payment on the circulation
outstanding, so long as such circulation shall exceed five per centum of the
capital before such conversion of such State Bank or banking association.
Sec. 15. And be it further enacted, That in any port of the United States in
which there is more than one collector of internal revenue, the Secretary of the
Treasury shall designate one of said collectors to have charge of all matters re
lating to the exportation of articles subject to duty under the laws to provide
internal revenue ; and at such ports as the Secretary of the Treasury may deem
necessary there shall be an officer appointed by him to superintend all matters of
exportation and drawback, under the direction of the collector, whose compen
sation therefor shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, not exceed
ing, however, in any case, an annual rate of two thousand dollars, which, together
with the office expenses of such superintendence, shall not be inclnded in the
maximum of the aggregate expenses of the office of the said collector. And all
books, papers, and documents in the bureau of drawback in the different ports,
relating to the drawback of duties paid under the internal revenue laws, shall be
delivered to said collector of internal revenue.
Sec 16. And be it further enacted, That all provisions of any former act in
consistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed : Provided however.
That no duty imposed by any previous act, which has become due or of which
return has been or ought to be made, shall be remitted or released by this act, but
the same shall be collected and paid, and all fines and penalties heretofore incurred
shall be enforced and collected, and all offences heretofore committed shall be
punished as if this act had not been passed ; and the Commissioner of Internal
Bevenue, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, is authorized to
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make all necessary regulations and to prescribe all necessary forms and proceed
ings for the collection of such taxes and the enforcement of such Sues and penal,
ties for the execution of the provisions of this act.
Sec. 17. And be it further enacted, That the privilege of purchasing supplies
of goods imported from foreign countries for the use of the United States, duty
free, which now does or hereafter shall exist by provision of law, shall be ex
tended, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe,
to all articles of domestic production which are subject to tax by the provisions
of this act.
Sec. 18. And be it further enacted, That this act shall be in force and effect
on and after the first day of April, in the year eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
unless otherwise provided by this act.*
Sec. 19. And be it further enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized to appoint a commission, consisting of three persons, to in
quire and report, at the earliest practical moment, upon the subject of raising, by
taxation, such revenue as may be necessary in order to supply the wants of the
government, having regard to, and including, the sources from which such re
venue should be drawn, and the best and most efficient mode of raising the same,
and to report the form of a bill ; and that such commission have power to inquire
into the manner and efficiency of the present and past methods of collecting the
internal revenue, and to take testimony in such manner and under such regula
tions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. And such com
missioners shall receive for their services three hundred dollars a month for the
time necessarily employed, and their necessary travelling expenses.
Sec. 20. And be it further enacted, That the Seeretary of the Treasury may,
at any time, prior to the first day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, assign
to the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue such number of clerks as
he may deem necessary, or the exigencies of the public service may require ; and
the privilege of franking all letters and documents pertaining to the duties of his
office, and of receiving, free of postage, all such letters and documents, is hereby
extended to said Commissioner.
Approved, March 3, 1865.
* The provision requiring cigars to be packed in boxes, and that relating to import
ed matches, (sec. 2,) take effect from the passage of the act. The amendment relat
ing to licenses tak« effect May 1,

NATIONAL BANK CURRENCY.
By an amendment to the National Currency Act, passed at the late session
of Congress, the amount of circulation contemplated by that act is to be appor
tioned to the different States^and Territories. In view of this fact, Mr. Hugh
M'Culloch, Comptroller of'the Currency, issued a circuiar, saying :—" All per
sons, therefore, who contemplate the organization of National Banks, other than
those whose papers have been filed or whose applications have been approved,
are requested to suspend operations until the necessary data can be collected
and the required apportionment can be made. State banks contemplating a
change of organization can proceed without interruption."
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THE CROPS OP 18GJ AND 1864.
Mr. Isaac Newton, the Commissioner of Agriculture at Washington, has
published in advance of his report, the following tables, showing the amount, the
yield per acre, the whole average, the price per bushel, and the total value of
the crops of 1863 and 1864 :
AMOUNT OF CBOPS.

Bushels.
680,451,403
160,695,823
19,872,976
176,990.194
10,716,828
18,700,540
96,582,029

888,546,554

1,012,959,292

141,386,939

lbs.
tons

168,358^082
18,846,780

197,460,229
18,116,691

84,107,147

17,488,752
13,158,089
1,410,983
6,461,760
640,817
1,051,700
902,295
239,826
15,034,564

2,126,311
69,158

lbs.
tons

15,812,441
13,098,936
1,489,607
6,686,174
657,299
1,054,060
1,129,804
216,428
16,641,504
55,136,248

66,238,276

2,208,867

Indian com.
"Wheat
Rye
Oats
Burley
Buckwheat..
Potatoes . . .
Total.
Tobacco
Hay

Increase.
Bushels.
182,612,191

1863.
Bushels.
397,839,212
173,677,928
19,989,335
170,129,864
12.1S8.89S
15,786,122
98,965,198

1864.

Decrease.
Bushels.
12,982,106
116,860

5,860,330
i,*442,567
8,814,41*8
2,438,109
16,974,201

280,689

AVEEAGE OF CKOP8.

Indian corn
Wheat
Bye
Oats
Barley
Buckwheat
Potatoes
Tobacco
Hay
Total.

28,624
224,424
16,982
2,860
227,509
23,403

606,940
1,106,889

value or oaors.
Indian corn
Wheat.
Bye
Oats
Barley
Buckwheat .
Potatoes . . ,
Tobacco . . .
Hay
Total

$278,089,609
197,992,887
20,589,015
105,990,906
13,496,873
12,660,469
65,024,650
24,289,609
247,680,866

527,718,188
294,816,119
81,976,013
139,381,247
16,941,028
21,986,768
77-.1 84,048
29,835,226
865,707,074

249.628,574
96,822,282
11,886,998
83,390,842
3,444,650
9,326,294
22,159,898
6,096,616
118,026,219

$955,764,822

1,504,543,690

648,779,368

TABLE OF COMPAEISON BETWEEN 1863 AND 1864.

Total bush
Tobacco
Hay
Average .
Value crops

lbs.
tons

959,821,150
888,546,564
168,358,082
140,503,760
18,004,366
18,846,730
68,960,797
55,186,248
$956,764,822 $1,440,415,436

21,274,598
22,849,322
842,264
1,185,451
$484,651,118
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The value of crops, the market value of gold when the prices were taken, and
the per cent increase of the value of both are as follows :
Years.
1862
1868
1864

Value crops.
$706,887,496
966.764.S22
1,440,416,485

Per ct. inc. Per ct. Inc.
Bate gold. Gold value. Value crops.
181
147
12
85
227
64
60

The relative difference of 1863 and 1864 between the increase of gold value
and of the value of crops, shows that, of the advance in the value of crops in
1863. twenty-three per cent over the gold value was caused by the demand of
government for war purposes ; but in 1864, great as was the increase in the value
of the crops, being $484,651,118, it was four per cent less than the increase in
the value of gold,. This proportional decrease was doubtless caused by the de
crease of exports in 1864.

THE ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH CABLE.
The new Atlantic cable, which is now in process of manufacture in England,
is to be about two thousand five hundred miles long, allowing four or five hun
dred miles for all contingencies. Its core, through which the electricity passes,
is to be composed of seven strands of the best copper wire, making together over
seventeen thousand miles of copper wire ; this is to be enclosed in eight coats or
layers of insulating material ; then follow ten coatings of jute, and ten iron
wires. Each wire is covered separately with five twists or strands of yarn.
About eight hundred miles of this cable is now ready, and is being placed on
board of the Great Eastern, and will fill one of three large tanks prepared to re
ceive it. It is intended that in June nent the whole two thousand five hundred
miles of the cable will be ready to pay out from the Great Eastern, and be sunk
" down among the dead men," who, lor once, will have their connection with the
living world of humanity resumed wherever their bones come into contact with
the cable.

THE NEWSPAPER TRADE.
Ten years ago, the whole amount of business done by the wholesale news
agents did not probably exceed in amount the sum of $750,000 yearly. Now
the cash receipts of the American News Company of New York for the sale of
newspapers, magazines, books and stationery, for the eleven months ending with
the thirty-first of December last, have reached the sum of $2,226,372 83. We
learn from the office of that company, that prohably forty millions of newspapers
were handled within that time by persons in the employ of the company, of whom
seventy were constantly occupied in getting them in, charging, distributing and
shipping them. For wrapping paper and twine, with which to pack this enor
mous mass, the company paid twelve thousand dollars.
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JACOB LITTLE.
By Matthew Hale Smith.
Heated, throbbing, excited New York found time to stop one half
hour and adopt resolutions to the memory of Jacob Little. Perhaps it
may find time to profit by the lessons that life teaches. A few years ago
Mr. Little was the autocrat of Wall Street. He was king of the Stock
Board. Men took off their hats as he passed. They would have bowed
down to him if he had desired it, as the faithful did to the golden image
on the Plain of Dura. He originated the bold and dashing style of busi
ness by which fortunes are made and lost in a day. He was known as
the Ursa Major, the Great Bear of Wall Street. He held on to it till
it led him to an untold fortune, and hurled him down at the last, as it
has hurled down before many a strong man. No one has brought to that
line of business more ability ; no one has followed it with different re
sults.
MB. LITTLE'S EABLY HOME.

Newburyport, in the State of Massachusetts, was the birth-place of
Jacob Little. He descended from the line founded by George Little,
who in 1G40 came from England and cast his lot with the infant colony
of Newbury, and who obtained a grant of land which still remains in the
family. Members of the household in a direct line have ploughed, sowed,
and reaped the same hardy soil till the present time. The old homestead
in which Jacob Little was born is still standing. Here resides the only
remaining member of the family, Miss Hannah Little, a lady noted
in her circle for her intellectual culture and her religious worth. Thrift,
forecast, and industry distinguished the ancestry of Mr. Little. The ar
chives of the family are stored with precious relics of the patriotism of
the founders of the line. Among the bravest and truest of those who
offered treasure and blood to give America a place among the nations,
the Little's were found. The times demanded courage, sacrifice, and
TOL. LII.
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lofty patriotism. The inmates of the Newbury homestead responded to
the call, and laid all that they held dear on the national allar. Those
able to bear arms fought at Lexington, Bunker Hill, Trenton, and Prince
ton. The velvet coat worn at the battle of Bunker Hill, June, '75, sprinkled
with the blood of the wounded and dying in that terrible struggle, is pre
served in the family to this day.
Jacob Little was born in the year 1T97. His father, Jacob Little,
was a man of large wealth and distinction. But disaster, that comes
sooner or later to nearly every mercantile house, swept away his property,
and the war of 1812 nearly completed his financial ruin. Jacob inherited
from his ancestry a sound constitution, good principles, and indomitable
energy. His native place was too limited a field for his enterprise, and
he looked abroad for some spot on which he could plant himself and
make his mark.
THE GBEAT CITY.

The old adage that " God made the country and man made the town,"
is as falre as it is trite. The city no less than the country was made by
the Almighty. The talent, the wealth, and the ability of the nation con
centrates in the city. The fountains of benevolence and religion that
send out their blessed streams to fertilize the arid plains and cause the
wilderness to blossom as the rose, are located among the habitations of
men, " whose merchants are princes, whose traffickers are the honorable
of the earth." The most elegant churches, richest congregations, learned
and eloquent preachers, the ablest lawyers, shrewed, energetic, far-seeing,
and talented merchants, are attracted to the city, and find scope for their
ability. A city is bad only because men are bad. Evil men bring their
talent and ability to the city, and find scope and security in the multitnde
of its people. The larger the city the more desperate is crime. In it, it
locates its head-quarters, and reduces vice to a system,— marshals its talent
and sends out iu ramifications to all parts of the land and over the seas.
The crime of England is concentrated in London. Barracades in Paris
toi.eh public security and personal safety in the remotest provinces of
France. Crime committed in Turkey, and in distant islands of the sea,
often has its origin in the dark recesses and hidden chambers of London
or New York. But no man need be ruined in the city any more than in
the country. All depends upon one'sself—on the motives that bring him
to the city—the style of business he chooses to adopt—and the spirit that
distinguishes him in his calling. Take the case of a young man, who is the
son of a New England (armer. The great lesson of his life has been, that
idleness is a sin, and that the chief end of man is hard work. The max
ims of Fbaklin that " time is money," that he " murt either hold or drive
the plough," that " a pin a day is a groat a year," has been drilled into
him from his earliest slumbers. He has known toil and seen toil from
his earliest childhood. All flowers, paintings, recreations, were driven
from tin: homestead like famine. His father bent his back to daily toil
like a beast of burden. His mother drndged her life away like a galley
slave. His sisters were hewers of wood and drawers of water. The only
prospect before him was the long dreary and beaten path of toil, till he
should reach the turn when the weary are at rest. Such an one is visited
by a country cousin from the city, who with his fine clothes and brass
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jewelry, white hands and glib tongue, quite unsettles the plough boy —
disgusts him with farming—haunts his sleep with the giin to be had in a
city — makes him resolve that he will delve no longer, but will seek his
fortune amid the attractions of the city; and, having secured weakh, will
return, buy the old homesteaj, give his father and mother a green old
age, and make them glad that one child hid enterprise enough to lift the
mortgage from the farm and the burden from their bucks. One of the
most touching incidents in the life of Mr. Webster is the conversation
between him and his father, held in the hay field south of the old home
stead at Salsbury. • Daniel and his father were getting in the crop of
hay. While at work, a well dressed man on horsehack rode into the field
and held some conversation with Daniel's father. On his departure, Mr.
Webstkr said to his son, " Daniel, that man was once a hard-working
farmer. He is now a member of Congress. If I had been educated, as
he has been, I should have gone to Congress in his place, and been saved
this hard work. You shall have an education. We are poor, my son,
but your mother and I have decided to mortgage our farm and send you
to college. We shall never be the poorer for it, and you and Ezekisl
will take care of us when we are old." That touching sacrifice was never
forgotten. Nobly did the boys repay that confidence in after years.
It was not to escape toil that Mr. Little sought the great city of New
York. He knew something of the city. His father as a merchant had
transacted business with the leading men of New York. He was well
acquainted with the renowned Jacob Barker, then one of the leading
merchants of the city, and it was easy for him to put his son in connec
tion with the great merchant. In the year 1«17 Jacob took leave of his
native town and entered the counting house of Jacob Barker on South
Street, where his business career commenced. Ho at once became a favorite
with that shrewd and successful merchant. Under his vigilant eye, Mr.
Little laid well and truly the foundation of his great career. He was
shrewd, intelligent, industrious, energetic, and honest. He had great tact,
and the quick eye of Mr. Barker detected and brought out his talent and
aptitude for business. His home culture, and the tuition under Mr. Barker,
enabled him to escape the two great sources of commercial ruin —an in
sane haste to be rich, and the mistake in the selection of business. Many
shipwreck their prospects by the notiou that they have a fortune to make,
and must be about it. They look upon the few who have been made sud
denly rich, and heed not the thousands who have missed the prize, who,
like petrified Lot's wives, stud ihe pathway along which the eager runners
press toward the goal. By such, business is selected for immediate gain.
To one seeking a fortune in the city, two kinds of business are presented,
the had and the good. The one pays well at the start, the other pays
nothing. It is difficult to get into a hank or insurance office —into a firstclass mercantile or mechanical house. If an opening exists, the pay is
small ; perhaps a bonus is demanded for the position. One must enter, if
he enters at all, as a menial. Do the low and servile work, climb up the
narrow and dusty height with struggle and toil, working hard on small
pay, with a hope, at some future time, of taking a place among the mer
chants of the land. On the other hand, bud, disreputable, doubtful busi
ness is open to a frank, honest lad. Pay is immediate and generous, and
if he has a dash of piety it is all the better. If one goes into a city to
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obtain reputation and character lie will select the business that will be
permanent, and give him enduring success. But if he has a fortune to
make and must be about it, if he takes the first thing that offers until some
thing better turns up, he will find himself tainted for life. He has touched
pitch and is defiled. Neither the dazzling glitter of sudden fortune, nor
the temptation of wayward business led Mr. Little astray. He entered
as a subordinate into the office of Mr. Barker, and remained five years in
his service. The heart of his employer confided in him. He made him
self master of the business in all its detail, gained the confidence of the
community, and by his integrity and ability laid the foundation for his
permanent success.
MB. LITTLE AS A BBOEEB.

Having completed his financial education with Mr. Barker, in 1822,
he selected a small busement office in Wall Street, snd commenced busi
ness on his own account as an exchange specie broker. Caution, industry,
and self-reliance were his characteristics. Those who look at Mr. Little
as the great speculator—walking as king on change, and rolling up a for
tune counted by hundreds of thousands, and even millions— overlook the
years of patient toil and endurance through which he passed to obtain
his great elevation and make his name famous in the land. They omit
the twelve years of devotion to business, when unknown to fame he strug
gled for a foremost place in the mercantile world — working eighteen hours
a day in his little office—devoting his evenings to the purchase from re
tail houses of uncurrent money which they could spare—earning the re
putation of an energetic, honest, business man —promptly and shrewdly
executing all orders—carrying on a correspondence reaching from Boston
to New Orleans—and by indomitable industry and talent rising gradually
to be the great rival of the leading financiers of Wall Street.
Mr. Little's career is another illustration of the truth that permanent
business success attends only on indomitable industry and unswerving in
tegrity. Our national and mercantile character has been molded on these
two principles joined with religion. Men who harter the solid ground for
the mirage, substantial business for the glittering morass, are men who
allow the hands on the dial plate to stand still while they grasp at sha
dows. Washington the surveyor, Hancock the successful merchant,
Sherman the shoemaker, Hamilton and Adams the lawyers, and Frank
lin the printer, came from honest and successful business to mould the
nation. And those who would take the places of the fathers must catch
their spirit. Early in life usually, the bent of a lad will be seen. In a
family of several boys the taste and talent will develop themselves. If a
boy is shrewd in trading knives and marbles, he is regarded as fit to be a
merchant. If he is sharp, and outwits his playmates, he is sent to the
bar. If he is restless and hard to control, he will probubly run away and
go to sea. If he is good, and not available for anything else, he will be
sent to college and make a minister. In a country like ours, it is hard to
keep a boy of energy down. West, in a family of Quakers, who con
sidered the fine arts a sin, became an artist, taking his brush from the tail
of a favorite cat, his paint from the soot of the chimney, and, drawing
like life the buby gem of the family, extorted a kiss of praise from his
Quaker mother. Ferguson mapped out the heavens on a side of leather,
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on which he was working, with his awl. A small tray, a watch glass, a
pair of cheap halances, and a blow pipe was the laboratory in which com
menced the labors of the great philosopher Dr. Woolston. A burn-door
and a stick were the canvas and brush which laid the foundation of the
great fame of Wilkte. A kite, a bit of thread, two sticks and a silk
handkerchief enabled Franklis to make a discovery which has since given
us the telegraph. Watts blew up his mother's silver tea-kettle, on the
table, in his attempts to make a miniature steam-engine, and an old syringe
was his first steam-boiler.
No man can doubt that Mr. Little made the right selection when he
commenced his business as a financier. His success was due no less to
his integrity than to his talent. He did not adopt the motto that " all is
fair in trade," or that he was as " honest as the times will allow." Had
he done so, he would long ago have been bunkrupt in fortune and char
acter. The morality of such maxims I will not discuss. All history shows
that they are fatal to success. A man might as well steer his burk in a
dark and stormy night, in a dangerous and treacherous sea, by a lantern
on his bowsprit, as to guide his commercial hark by anything but the un
erring index of integrity, or the fixed lighthouse of commercial principle.
I do not deny a measure of success to men who take their chances in
business without regard to character or principle. But permanent suc
cess attends only on high moral principle. Shysters and knaves at the
bar are not trusted with the lucrative practice of the profession. Quack
doctors, with few exceptions, and men whose "sands of life are almost run
out," dwell in portions of the city where reputable people do not choose
to call. Men who have reached the age of thirty years can count on their
fingers successful names which have outrode the commercial disasters for
a quarter of a century. The few permanent houses are as well distin
guished for their honor as for mercantile success. The man who began
business in a little shanty on Broadway, and lived in chambers on Hud
son Street, has risen to be the autocrat of merchants, and to count his
fortune at the high figure of thirty million. The simple rule he adopted
was to attend personally to his own business, and to give the purchaser
the exact article that he bought. If he paid for a first rite or a second
rate article he would find the exact purchase upon getting home. Around
the business portions of New York, on any fair day, can be seen a man
doing a little brokerage, who once represented the most respectable house
in the country, and whose social and financial position was unequalled.
He inherited the name and fortune of a house which America delighted
to honor. That house was founded by two lads, who left their country
home with their worldly effects tied in a handkerchief, but with the rich
boon of a mother's blessing and prayers on their heads. They began busi
ness in the smallest way. They laid deep the foundation of commercial
integrity. They rose slowly but surely on that solid foundation, till their
names were known and honored in all portions of the civilized world, and
theircredit was as extensive as our commerce. They poured out their
wealth in donations large as the seas. Education, humanity, and religion
blessed them for their munificence. The poor and lowly were never turned
empty away. They died, leaving a colossal fortune, and a name without a
plain. They died and left their repute and wealth to another who accep
ted the legacy, but did not heed the principles on which it had been
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gathered. Tn a short period he stained the name that for fifty years had
been untarnished. He fled from his home under an assumed name. He
diagged down the innocent with him in his fall. He skulked about from
place to place, till at length he ventured hack. Men were too kind to
harm him. Those whom he had befriended in the days of his prosperity
help him in the litle brokerage that gives him bread. It is a sad sight
to see the wreck of a man in the prime of life. But it teaches the lesson
that integrity and success, like mercy and truth, walk hand in hand.
A granite store was built in Boston and filled with goods from the cel
lar to the rafters. It had a strong fair show—was full of valuable mer
chandise, and the builder said it " would stand if filled with pig lead."
One day, in the midst of business, the floors gave way, carrying everything
down into the cellar, the inmates harely escaping with their lives. Deep
down among the foundations, under an important pillar, an unfaithful work
man had put an imperfect stone. The exact pressure came ; it gave way ;
and the wreck was complete. So it is with character. No matter how
fair the outside, if the foundations are not strong, the exact temptation
will come, and ruin will follow. No man understood this better than Mr.
Little. He was an honest man. Integrity was the polar star of his
business life, quickening him while he acted, cheering him in his decline,
leaving an inheritance better than rubies to those who shall bear, or
cherish, his name.
SUCCESS AS A FINANCIEB.

In 1834, Mr. Little stood at the head of the leading financiers and
bunkers of the city. His office was in the old Exchange Building in Wall
Street. His reputation as an honest, energetic, and successful broker was
firmly established. For more than a quarter of a century, in stocks and
money, his tread was that of a king. He could sway and agitate the
whole street at his pleasure. His dealings were rapid, prompt, and made
with good judgment. He devoted more hours to his business than any
other man in the city. His gains at times were vast, reaching in some
years the high point of two hundred thousand dollars. He moved steadily
on to a position among the millionaires. He controlled large amounts of
stock and money, and was known as the "Napoleon of the Board." His
foresight induced him early to turn his attention to railroads. The capi
talists of the city did not at that time comprehend the raising of funds
for their construction. He p'aced himself at the head of the railroad
movement. Fortune attended him, and he was known as the "Railway
King." When this business was overdone, he was ainona; the first to dis
cover it, and changed his course. One incident will illustrate his tact.
The Erie Railroad stock was a favorite investment, and, at that time, was
selling at par. He threw himself against the street. He contracted to
sell short a large amount of Erie to be delivered at a future day. The
brokers and bankers, envious at Mr. Little's success, determined to floor
him. They entered into a combination. They took all the contracts he
offered, and, by compact, agreed not to sell a share. All the loose stock was
tied up by the conspirators and out of his reach. His ruin seemed inevit
able. His enemies had both his contracts and the stock. Mr. Little saw
the plot and his way out of it. He kept his own secrets. The day of
delivery arrived, and before two o'clock he must deliver or break. His
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dilemma was generally known, and the public waited anxiously for the
results. He came down to his office on that morning apparently more
self-reliant and calm than usual. His aspect was cool. His greetings
pleasant. One hour before the fatal two o'clock arrived, Mr. Little pre
sented himself at the office of the Erie Railroad Company, holding in his
hands certain certificates of indebtedness issued by the corporation. He
demanded the new stock which by those certificates they had covenanted
to issue in exchange. The covenant was unequivocal. The scrip was
made out—the stock delivered in due time—theconspiritors overwhelmed,
and Mr. Little triumphed.
BUSINESS BEVEBSES.

Nothing is more striking or more sad than the commercial reverses that
are so common in the great marts of trade. Reverses and failures come
like tempests and hail storms which threaten every man's home, and cut
down the harvest ready for the sickle. One mercantile house in this city
is a sort of hospital for reduced merchants. Over twenty men are em
ployed as salesmen on a salary, who a few years ago commanded a fortune
—whose families lived in style, and gave law to fashion. The treacherous
sea of mercantile life engulfed their vessels with the richly laden freights,
they escaping by the masts and spars thrown to thein by more fortunate
adventurers. One of the rocks on which men strike is joining outside
speculation with legitimate business. Because a man is successful as a
dry goods merchant, he imagines that he can be equally successful in
stocks. One is at the head of the bar, he aspires to lead the stock board.
A broker dabbles a little in real estate. Hundreds of men who have made
a fortune by tact, diligence, and shrewdness, not content to go along well,
have dashed into speculation and became penniless. However wise or
prndent, shrewd or gifted with forecast, a man may be, however large his
fortune or well invested, if he is a speculator he cannot be sure that com
mercial disaster will not overtake him. In the staid and careful city of
Boston it is estimated, on good authority, that ninety-nine out of every
hundred fail wholly, or suspend business. It is said that property there
has never, or rarely ever, descended to the third generation. Mr. Little
did not escape. Many times, before reverse overtook him, or his credit
was in any manner shaken, he could have retired a millionaire. Ha could
have enjoyed the honor of having beun the architect of his own fortune,
and of raising himself from a penniless boy to be a prince among monied
men. By observing the law of success he had reached the high pinnacle
on which he stood. He ventured all on the treacherous sea of specula
tion, and more than once all was swept away. To gain wealth is one
thing; to keep it is another. A man may climb to the main truck, who
cannot keep his footing after ho has gained that giddy elevation. Many
a ship, through the skilfulness of her pilots, has weathered the gale, and
then rolled her masts overboard in a calm. Travelers have returned, un
scathed, from the home of the plague, and, by imprndence, have died
amid the bracing air of their mountain home. If one would see how
fortunes are lost in New York, let him walk down where bankers and
brokers most do congregate, and look at the wild, desperate, and reckless
spirit that marks the transactions in stocks and gold. Once this business
was in the hands of the most reputable and substantial of our citizens.
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TLe present mode of doing things has thrown to the surface a new set of
men, who know no hours and no rules— who fill up the streets till it is
impaisable for teams. Who jell and scream like mad men, and can be
heard for blocks. A reckless style of living, extravagance, and dissipa
tion is the handmaid of wild speculation. No gamblers are more desper
ate than many dealers in stocks, or more snddenly destroyed. Romance
cannot equal the reality of reverses in New York. One afternoon, Mr.
Little was walking through Onion Square. He casually remarked: "I
have lost money enough today to buy this whole Square. Yes," he ad
ded, " and half the people in it." He gained hundreds of thousands, and
then lost hundreds of thousands in a day. It is no uncommon thing for
a millionaire to leave his palatial home in the morning, and return at
night crushed and ruined. His elegant equipage, in which his bejeweled
wife and prond daughters whirled the du^ of the Park in the eyes of wellto-do citizens, is sold. The lordly mansion is abandoned to a more fortu
nate speculator. The gay family disappear from the fashionable soiree.
The lofty merchant with a fallen crest appears on the outskirts of the
Curbstone Board, and borrows a few dollars to commence anew the strug
gle for position and fortune. Men who sow to the wind must reap the
whirlwind. Thrice Mr. Little was carried down, but be never yvas dis
honored. He recovered himself, paid up his contracts to the full, so that
it was a common saying among monied men that "Jacob Little's sus
pended paper was better than the checks of most merchants." He closed
his long career without a stain upon his mercantile reputation.
MB. LITTLE AND THE TELEGBAPH.

In 1847, Prof. Morse soueht to form a stock company, and to open a
telegraph line between New York and Boston. Few capitalists had con
fidence in the new system. Mr. Little was asked to take stock, as the
telegraph lines would soon become the great opposition to the United
States mail. Not a dollar would Mr. Little invest, though be offered a
donation of a $100. It is not singular that he had so little confidence in
the telegraph. When the line between Baltimore and Washington was
in working order, a gentleman from New Yoik called upon Mr. Spencer,
the Secretary of the Treasury. In speaking of the new system of com
munication, Mr. Spencer as-ked the gentleman "how large a bundle could
be sent over the wires to Baltimore." Intimating that if successful the
mail would be sent on that line. The intelligent Secretary not having the
least idea of the manner in which the messages were sent from one point
to another. Many years after the application to invest had been refused
by Mr. Little, he admitted that had he accepted the proposition he would
have owned nearly all the telegraph lines of the country.
PEBSONAL HABITS.

Mr. Little was married in 1844. His home was peculiarly happy.
However the storm might beat without, he found a warm welcome and
genial spirits at his own fireside. His peisonal appearance was command
ing. He was tall, with a clear, expressive eye, a genial expression, with a
face that indicated talent, and inspired confidence. He was reserved in
his manner, but it was the reserve of strength and not of diffidence. As
a creditor he was most liberal. His settlements were generous. If a man
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could not meet his contracts, and Mr. Little was satisfied of his honesty,
he discharged the debt. With himself lie was severe. On his first sus
pension, though legally free from liability, he disbursed nearly a million
of dollars—paying every creditor in full with interest. Ilis charities were
discriminating and large, though unostentatious. He was a true patriot.
The Southern rebellion swept away much of his fortune. Yet, without a
murmur, he laid it on the altar of his country. He loved the home of
bis childhood, and wished to close his eyes amid the scenes so familiar to
his youth. In private life he was social and hospitable. He had a hu
mane and liberal heart. A devout member of the Episcopal Church, his
Christian charity was bounded by the limits of no sect.
HIS DEATH.

His last hours were characterized by a gentle and patient spirit. His
sufferings were severe. No murmur or complaint escaped his lips. Ha
cast himself on God, and waited patiently for the great change. He re
tained his cheerfulness and consciousness to the last. An hour before his
death he took an affectionate leave of those beloved best on earth —threw
up his hands exclaiming, " I am going up, who will go with me?" He
closed his eyes. He fell gently asleep to awake not till the heavens be n i
more. The news of his death startled the great city. He had been long
one of its most remarkable men. Merchants congregated to do him honor.
Resolutions of enduring respect were adopted, and the Stock Board ad
journed to attend his funeral. He was borne to his burial with all honor.
The solemn cermonies of the Episcopal Church were performed over his
body. The Doblest men of our city honored his memory with their pre
sence. After the services at .Grace Chirch, while the pealing org;in sent
forth the plaintive strains of the Dead March in Saul, the bo ly was con
veyed to the hearse, thence to Greenwood, where it was committed to the
tomb—" Earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust — to repose till death
shall be swallowed up in victory."
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NATIONAL DEBT AND RESOURCES.
Br T. M.

The mighty struggle which our people have maintained for four years,
for the re-establishment of the Union, having gloriously ended in com
plete success, the time has come when we may safely relax that absorbing
attention to the actual conflict which has so long kept us from watching,
with sufficient care, the question of ways and means connected with it.
Hitherto it has mattered very little how things went, so long as the issue
of the war was in the least degree doubtful. Every consideration of pru
dence was held of little value, so long as the Union was imperilled. But
the great blow has been struck; the bogus Confederacy is no more; our
soldiers are marching homeward ; and as it was our duty to provide for
them while in the field, so now it is our duty to pay regard to their wel
fare when they have returned home.
If during the progress of the struggle, there were hearts which felt
faint at the prospect of success, if there were doubters who saw in the
many petty checks we met, auguries of ultimate defeat, and if to make
success doubly assured, even such pecuniary aid as they could contribute
was desirable; then to throw upon the question of public finance such a
coleur de rose that the Treasury might be always kept filled, and the
public expenditures always promptly met, were but a venial fault. The
most severe casuist will admit that to encourage the hopeless, by over esti
mating their ability to conquer difficulties, is a sin which may well be
pardoned. The fallibility of human confidence in ultimate results excuses
its commission. It is characteristic of the non-mechanical nature of our
impulses that they should find their main-spring less in reason than in

hope.
But a time must arrive when the excuse no longer holds good ; when
the struggle, having ended, it becomes a duty to know how much it has
cost, and what train of consequences it has evoked. In regard to the
struggle in which we have been engaged, this time has arrived. The
fight is done: it now becomes our duty to scrutinizB with every possible
severity, not only what it has cost, but what it may yet cost. In regard
to the social and political changes occasioned by the war, and which may
yet grow out of the war, we have nothing here to say. We propose to
occupy ourselves solely with the question of ways and means.
CAN THE WAB DEBT BE PAID ?

First of all is the question of the war debt. People fancy that the war
debt is a sum representing an expenditure which it is in our power either
to pay now or to saddle upon posterity. The wardebti's paid. The Govern
ment owes nothing for the war. The entire cost of the war has been de
frayed ; just as much so as when, having paid for this volume with a bank
note, the cost of the volume has been defrayed, provided the seller is satis
fied with the note when he takes it, no matter if afterwards the bank
note should prove to be good or bad. In plain words, the entire waste
occasioned by the war, the material destroyed, the Government clothing,
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and the Government food consumed by the soldiers and sailors, the boun
ties and wages paid to them, even to the cities burned, the vessels de
stroyed, and the farms trodden down —all this has already come out of
the public capital of the whole country, which was saved up before the
war, and never can come out of it again. And it could not be otherwise.
No war can be supported any longer than this capital lasts, (unless through
international loans,) and when this capital is exhausted, war must stop.
But as this capital, in our case, has not been contributed in equal propor
tions by every member of the community—as some, for inst-mce, contri
buted more than others—the result is that a large number of our people
are in debt; not in debt to the Government, but in debt to those who
contributed more than their due share of the waste occasioned by war.
To say that this debt cannot be paid is absurd. Unless through interna
tional loans, which are now-a-days happily in little repute, no people can
possibly contract a debt which they cannot pay, any more than any num
ber of parts can aggregate more than the whole from which they were
taken.
IN FBEEDOM DO WE FIND SECUBITY.

But to pay a national debt it i3 necessary, first, that the nation should
hold together; and, next, that those who owe the debt shall be compelled
to pay it to those to whom it is owing. It is the interest of the creditor
class to maintain both a united government and a strong government ;
and, as we shall presently see, the best way to attain these ends is to re
move restriction and promote the greatest amount of freedom.
HOW THE DEBT MAY BE PAID.

The debt may be paid either at once, or by instalments, or by means
of a perpetual annuity. The first plan would necessitate the immediate
and entire impoverishment of every person of moderate means in the
country. The amount of money, merchandise, lands, and even food and
clothing, which would have to be paid alike by every one, would fall but
lightly upon those who had plenty to spare, but would plunge the poor,
who form the large majority of the people, into instant and severe dis
tress. This plan is, therefore, clearly impracticable. To pay by instal
ments would be almost as had, provided the last instalment fell within
any reasonable period of time, because not only the instalments, but in
terest too, would have to be regularly met. If we regard the social con
sequences which flow from interminable indebtedness, to pay by instal
ments would s^m to be the best plan after all. But we are here merely
looking at the question of ways and means.
To pay by means of a perpetual annuity is the easiest way of all, and
this is the shape in which the Government has seen fit to place the debt.
The whole people are required to pay every year so much per head in the
form of taxes. These yearly taxes are then paid over to the creditor class
as yearly instalments of the perpetual aunuity due to them. Next year,
and so on following, the same plan is pursued over and over. Thus, by
paying a little in the shape of taxes every year, the debtors escape paying
the principal of the debt to the creditors, and the latter enjoy what to
them is even more desirable than the payment of the principal—namely,
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a yearly income ; in other words, an interest annuity, which is due once
a year for ever.
HOW MUCH IS THE DEBT ?

So much by way of preliminary. We have seen what a national debt
is— that it. is a sum which, if engendered by war, represents more or less
the amount of material destroyed, and which material was contributed by
a creditor class, who by means of taxation are to be repaid by a debtor
class. The sum of this debt is, in our case, represented in a statement
lately made by Mr. Jay Cooke, to be altogether about $3,000,000,000.
Assuming this statement to be correct, let us see what Mr. Cooke says
about it.
SHALL THE DEBTOBS PAT SEVEN PEB CENT PEB ANNUM TO THE CBEDITOBS!

Mr. Cooke, after assuming that the entire debt is $3,000,000,000, which
sum, he believes, covers all the diminution of the national capital occa
sioned by the war, contends that the national capital, through the profits
made since 1860, is greater now then it was then. Consequently, the
debtor class can fully afford to pay the debt to the creditor class; and not
only this, but that they can afford to pay at the rate of seven percent per
annum. And to support this view, he adduces column upon column of
figures repre:enting resources of taxation, comparative wealth, yearly
profits, etc., etc.
If those whose toil and sweat will in future years have to yield the
taxes from which this seven per cent per annum is to be raised, could
come forward and subscribe to the seven-thirty loan to an extent which
would counterbalance their share of the general indebtedness, we should
cordially second Mr. Cooke's efforts to place the loan ; and, indeed, we
do so to the extent that it falls into the hands of the people, and trust
that the masses will take all of it that they can afford to take without
unduly cramping their scanty resources. But we fear that the right to
demand sufficient of the annual produce of this country to pay seventhirty per cent per annum on the six or seven hundred millions of dol
lars lately thrown on the market, will be monopolized by the rich,
by shoddy contractors, by purveyors and suttlers, and army followers,
and the legion of knaves who have snddenly grown rich by the
war, and fattened upon the general distress which it entailed. For
this reason we oppose a high rate of interest, and favor a low one. If
Mr. Cooke's figures were correct, it would matter very little wtiat rate of
interest we paid, since, according to his showing, we are abundantly able
to pay almost any rate of interest; but we thiuk that he* has rested his
case too much upon mere figures, and that he has lost sight of the true
foundation upon which rests the accumulation of national wealth. Con
sequently, though by his figures he shows that we are netting profits enough
every year not only to pay the high rate of interest he names, but to pay
even a higher one, we still think that this is not the case, and shall pro
ceed to expose what we deem to be his error.
HOW WE STOOD BEFOBE THE WAB.

In 1850, according to the census figures, the total capital employed in
this country was $7,135,780,228. In 1860 it was$16,lj9,616,0S8. The
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increase in ten years was therefore $8,925,481,101, or 126TYff per cent.
This is equal to about 8^ per cent per annum, compounded. If this
capital had remained untouched, and the same rate of profit continued to
be earned, the following would have been the aggregate capital remain
ing in the couvtry in 1900. The figures are roughly calculated :
Year.

Bate of decennial incroase.

Capital.

1860
1870
1880
1890
19u0

1 26 45 per cent
"
"
"
"
a
"
"
"

$16.1 59.6 1 6,068
88,000.; lOn.OOO
85,000.000.000
200,000.000.000
650,000,000,000

HAS THE CAPITAL BEMAINED UNTOUCHED.

But the capital has not remained untouched.
$6,000,000,000 has been sunk by the war. Thus:

In the first place,

The amount of our debt, according to official estimates, is
Of this, prohably not over two-thirds represents capital destroyed or
put into unproductive shape, as into arms, cannon, men-of-war, etc.
—the remainder has only changed owners, therefore deduct i, or,

$8,000,000,000

Total destruction of capital in the North
Say an equal amount in the South
Add for cities, ships, and other improvements burned or otherwise
destroyed by act of war, an equal amount, or

$2,000,000,000
$2,000,000,000

We thus have a grand total decrease of capital from the figures of
1860 of

1,000,000,000

2,000,090,000
$6,000,000,000

This is only our private estimate, it is true, and we wish, to satisfy the
reader, that it could be verified by official figures, but this is at least, for
the present, impossible. We consider the estimate low—very low ; but
every reader must judge for himself. The havoc that four years of con
tinued warfare has produced in this country, can only be appreciated when
the evidences of it which yet remain can be seen with the observer's own
eyes. This sum of $6,000,000,000 of capital, taken fro;n the capital in
vested in this country in 1860, would leave but $10,150,610,068, but as
it was not taken in 1860, but was taken from time to time during the four
years and a-half following, we are disposed to believe that another thou
sand millions would be but fair as representing the saving which resulted
from a gradual, instead of an immediate, destruction of the $6,000,000,000.
This would leave, as a basis of calculation, a capital in 1860 of
$11,159,610,008.
FOEEIGN CAPITAL WITHDBAWN.

But how much of this has remained in the country during the war?
A large portion of it was owned abroad, and when the war broke out, an
enormous mass of wealth was sent to the rich countries of Europe, the
capitalists of which owned it, and who, being fearful of its security, with
drew it. The withdrawal of this capital was manifested in the large ex
ports from this country of gold and merchandise, the return of stocks,
bonds, mortgages, notes, bills of exchange, and other evidences of indebted
ness, and the great depreciation of the latter as well as of merchandise
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and every description of property in our own markets. Precisely the
same thing occurred in the South. The entire railways of the country
are largely owned in England.
To what extent, then, was foreign capital withdrawn from the whole
country ? This question it is impossible to answer. Did we know the
exact imports and exports of the whole country during the war, it were
an easy task to do so; birt this is unfortunately not the case. We are
ignorant of the facts; we are also ignorant of the foreign business trans
acted at the South both on private and government account. Finally, we
are ignorant of the value of the importations made even at the North on
government account. The Government has no more seen fit to vouch
safe us that information, than the rebel government has seen tit to do the
same thing at the South. Therefore, all answer to this important ques
tion is, at least for the present, left entirely in the dark.
FOEEIGN CAPITAL ADDED.

It is undoubtedly the fact that enormous amounts of foreign capital
were withdrawn in the first dark and trying days of 1861 and 1862. But
it is no less the fact that in the latter part of 1868, aud in 1864 and 1865,
other amounts equally, perhaps more enormous, have been added. Some
$500,000,000 to $800,000,000 in United States bonds are now held by
European capital, and, in addition to this, large amounts are invested in
railway, hank, canal, insurance, telegraph, steamship, and manufacturing
and mining companies' stocks, or granted by way of commercial credit.
It is utterly impossible for any one to say what the aggregate is—80 we
shall not make the attempt, but it must be something enormous.
A THEOBEM COOLY SOLVED.

Mr. Jay Cooke is, therefore, not quite correct when he assumes that
" we have for June, 1865, a wealth of $16,112,000,000."
has the same rate of profit continued ?
The annual net profits during the decade ending in 1860, were, as we have
seen, about 8£ per cent per annum. Has this rate continued the same ?
Mr. Cooke assumes that it has, aud that it will continue the same, with
alight diminution, until the year 1881, and perhaps even longer. But
this calculation is as entirely unwarranted as the other. The rate of profit
depends upon the competition of capital, and this again depends upon
freedom and security. Why does so much British capital come here for
investment? Becauso it brings more profit here than in England.
But why does it not all flow to Turkey, to China, to Africa, to South
America, where the rate of profit is even higher than it is here ? Be
cause, under the governments prevailing in those countries, it is not so se
cure; and under the tyranny of despotic rulers, or that of anarchy, its
freedom of action is circumscribed. Insecurity and restriction, therefore,
drive it towards a lower rate of interest, and it comes to the United States.
So sensitive is capital to the action of restrictive laws, that the least change
in governmental measures will cause it, like the sensitive plant, either to
expand or contract in a moment. If the rate of profit in this country, pre
vious to the war, was 8£ per cent per annum, it is very easy to ascertain
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what it has been since that date, by comparing the amount of political
and commercial freedom and security which prevailed then, and that
which has prevailed since. If we have enjoyed the same freedom as be
fore, then the rate has remained the same. If we have enjoyed less, the
rate has increased. But it should be remembered that an increased rate
of accumulation is incompatible with new accessions of capital. Either
no foreign capital must be added to our capital, or the estimated future
rate of accumulation to our capital must be lowered.
Mr. Jay Cooke's statements concerning the rate of profit are, therefore,
not quite reliable, and we thall not be worth $550,000,000,000 in the
year 1900.
A GUESS.

But some people like figures. They are better satisfied with a column
of figures, even though they are told that the figures may be quite hy
pothetical, thxn they are with an argument well based. Reduced to
figures, arguments are convincing because they are short. Let us, there
fore, take a hint from Mr. Cooke, and see what figures will come of an
argument based upon due consideration of all the facts in the case, as com
pared with those which he has adduced from the contemplation, a mere
isolated phenomenon. Let us premise that but a very short time, say three
years, will suffice for the people of this country to discover the real na
ture and bearing of the odious restrictions now placed upon finance and
commerce, the insecurity of property occasioned by over-legislation, and
the shackels placed upon enterprise by the many forms of monopoly
which now prevail. From the time of making this discovery, let us sup
pose it takes twenty years of continued peace to effect the work of re
form, and that there shall be, during that time, no marked change in the
legislation of other countries. On this basis we may venture to make a
rough guess as to the resources of the whole Union; not of the Northern
Stales alone, as Mr. Cooke has done.
In 1800, the entire capital in the country was $16,000,000,000, of which
say $2,000,000,000 was in slaves. The previous rate of increase was about
6 per cent per annum, reckoning the slaves as free men, or 8£ per cent,
reckonir.y them, as Mr. Jay Cooke does, as merchandise. Counting the
slaves free, this leaves the aggregate capital, in 1860, at $14,000,000,000.
In that year, foreign capital began to take alarm and disappear from the
country at a gradually accelerating rate, which culminated in 1863. Then
it began to decrease until 1864, when it stopped. By the begiuning of
the present year, the movement was strongly the other way, and is still in
progress. Its culminating point is difficult to determine, but if it has not
already been reached, it probably soon will be, under the prevailing state
of affairs. The rate of profit has meanwhile been larger than ever. Dur
ing the early part of the war, it was probably as high as 10 or 12 per
cent. It is now not over six. From 1861, to the present time, the war
has continued to sink capital at the rate of about $1,250,000,000 per an
num. Taking into consideration the deduction for the slave valuation of
1860, the double movement of capital, the sinking of capital by the war,
and the varying rate of profit, we conclnde that the entire capital invested
in the thirty-five United States is, today, about $14,000,000,000, or
precisely what it was in 1860, less the slave valuation.
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BEBOUHCES OF THE UNITED STATES, NO. 1.

t [ All the following sam;e are stated in millions, except the per centagee.]

Period.

Average
Increase of
Average yearly yearly rate capital and
aecostun of
of net
prolHatend
Capital, foreign capital, accumulation, of pciiod.

Bemarks.

1866-68.... 14,i00 2 per ceut. 6 per cent. 8,630 Over Legislation
1868-78
17,630 8
"
6
"
22,130 Reform
1878-88
Ba.'ieo 8
"
4
89,240 Continued reform.
1888-98.... 79,<O0 2
8
"
62,600 f Stationary state of free1898-1900.. 131600 1
■'
2
48,866 1 dean and eecUrny. same

1 iectVj'etw^rIn tlie year 1900 the amount of capital invested in this country would
thus be 8175,400,000,000, or a sum so large that the payment of the in
terest on the national debt, by the debtor class to the creditor class, would
be an insignificant hagatelle.
But we are here presuming upon many things which may not come to
happen.
Ihe tempest of over-legislation which is now upturning the very founda
tions of security in ibis country, the ruga for protection, for oppressive
taxes, for class priviledges, for confiscation, for power—all this may not
blow over by the time we have calculated —namely, 1868.
Reform may not be inaugurated. And, if inaugurated, it may be a feeble
and spasmodic species of reform, which would take longer than ten years
to bring us up to, and enable us to overtake, that condition of freedom and
Becurity which the foremost nations of the world have meanwhile attained.
Let us reverse the picture. Let us say that the condition of affairs to
day is continued; that men with a minimum allowance of brains are con
tinued to be appointed to public office ; that passion and injustice shall rule
the country ; that tive-aud-thirty years hence our form of government,
no matter what it may be in name, shall be as strong and as despotic as
that of Turkey ; that the very name of free trade shall be abhorred ; and
that commercial intercourse between this and Albuny shall be as thoroughly
tied up and protected as that between this and Europe now is. What then
will be our condition ?
Though California should yield mountains of pure gold, though petro
leum should spout up from the earth in volumes that would shame Niagara
itself, though coined money rained from the clouds as manna rained upon
the Hebrews, though wealth of every kind sprang up upon every side to
feast the greedy eye and water the longing lip, the nation will grow
poorer and poorer, and finally lapse into a state, which, if compared to
the progress made by other nations in the meantime, will closely resemble
that which we now call harharism.
Mr. Jai* Cooke, before inserting in his statement a long account of the
gold mines in California, and the petroleum wells in Pennsylvania, should
have remembered that there are gold mines in Mexico and petroleum
wells in India. Both these sources of wealth have been worked for hun
dreds of years ; in the latter case for thousands. Yet are Mexico and India
rich and powerful countries S Oh ! Mr. Cookk, something more is wanted
besides wealth to make men rich, and that something is freedom —free
dom Irom injustice, freedom from restriction, and freedom from Govern
ment! But to the figures.

1865.]
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[All the following sums are stated in millions, except the per centajes.]
Period.

Capital.

1805-68.
1866-78.

14.000
17,630

1878-88..

85,000

1888-98..
1888-1900
1900 ....

47,000

ss.coo

Average yearly
accession of
foreign capital.

Average yearly Increase of
rate of net
capital and
accumulation, profit at end
of period.

2 per cent.
None.
Capital yearly
.—sent abroad.-^
6 per cvut

10
15

„

6 per cent.
7

17,000

i°.ooo

Worse and worse.

»—I»ecrea■e.12.0 IU
. 24,000

0
10

Bemarks.
Oyer Legislation.
Continued do.

Insecurity.
War, ttc.

11,000.

Thus, in the year 1900, the Amount of capital invested in the country
would only be $11,000,000,000, or §3,000,000,000 less than it amounts
to at the present time, and in spite of an increasing rate of net accumu
lation for every decade.
Alongside of the two statements, which are based respectively upon in
creased freedom and increased restraint, let us pi tee Mr. Jay Cooke's
statement, which takes no account of these little inducements to the
accretion of national wealth, or its contrary condition of dispersion towards
countries where its use and possession is more unrestricted and more
secure. Mr. Cooke buses his figures upon the assumption that capital
has been, during the last five years, and is no v, employed in this country
with the same security —no more, no L-ss —aid the same freedo n — no
more, no less — that existed from 1850 to 18i50, and that it will continue
to enjoy the same security and free lo n up t • tin year 1870. No allow
ance is made for the four years of war thro i^1i which we have passa 1 ; of
the present condition of the Southern Statss; of the terrorism which has pre
vailed in the North from time to time, and frightened capital to such an extent
that gun-boats had to be stationed at the loot of Wall Street to pr i'ect
the hanks of this citv ; of the expatriation, voluntary and involuntary, of
An.ericaft citizens, from both North and South, and the removal of their
wealth to other countries ; of the many odious forms of monopoly gener
ated by the legislation which has been introduced under the color of war
necessity; and of the tabooing of capital from competition in the manu
facture of wood screws, horse shoes, cut nails, cutlery, ironmongery,
cotton textures, wooden ware, prepare! food, spirits, cigars, ami a thou
sand other departments of industry. No mention is male of those things,
but the affairs of the country are figured up as though they went by clock
work, and the clock always pointed to just the time wanted.
MB, JAY COOEE'S STATEMENT.

[All the figures of the table express millioni of dollars, except the column of dates
and that of per centages.]
Annual
Per cent of annual
Year.

Wealth.

16,11-2
17,128
18.9(9
20,516
22,260
24,226
18i0....
VOL. MI.
No. VI.

1S65 ...
186o....
Ifrt7
186s ...

Annual
produce
4,318
46S5
6,067
5,498
6,965
6,492

Bevenue An. Peace
required. expend,tuies.
199
325
200
848
2 i0
865
863
200
200
865
200
365

Annual
Interest.
126
148
165
165
165
165

27

Revenue to au
nual Product.
7.55 per cent.
7.42 per cent
7 . 28 per cent.
6.63 per cent.
6.11 per ceut.
6.62 percent.
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Further comment upon these figures is useless. They bear about as
much relation to truth as the day of the month does to the Chinese
budget.
But from these various estimates the calculating reader will draw a
conclusion which, more than any other, would appear to concern him
most. Whether Mr. Cooke be right or wrong, whether the people of this
country enjoy increasing freedom or suffer increasing restraint, it appears
to be conceded in any event, unless war or some other unforseen
calamity happens during the next ten years, that at least, for that period,
the debtor class will be in a condition to pay the creditor class—in other
words, that the National debt will be paid. True; but as to the value of
this conclusion to the reader, much depends upon whether he belongs to
the creditor or the debtor class. If to the former, the country may be
come another Turkey for all he cares, so long as he gets his seven-thirty
per cent; if to the latter, he will be careful to reckon up the differ
ence between the interest at seven-thirty on the one or two hundred dol
lar bond he is hoarding up, and the overplus which he will have to
pay, in the shape of taxes, for ten years, in order to gratify the present
inordinate whim of Government to pay seven-thirty per cent when any
amount of money can be borrowed at six.
CONCLUSION.

As an evidence that the possible evils we have foreshadowed are not
only not entirely groundless, but are, on the contrary, imminently threat
ening, we present our readers with two extracts, one from the Constitution
of the United States (the bond of agreement between the governors and
the governed), and the other from the very statement of Mr. Cooke which
we have had under review.
Says the Constitution, Art. I., sec. ix., clause 5 : "No tax or duty shall
be laid on articles exported from any State."
Says Mr. Cooke: "Additional Sources of Revenue—Export Duties.—
An export duty upon the cotton, tobacco, and other staples of the recon
structed Union, for which we have the command of the world's markets, is
not only an ultimate reliance but a near probability, and can be made to
pay from $60,000,000 to $100,000,000 a year, without detriment to any
American interest."

i865.]
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THE RECIPROCITY QUESTION.
TRADE BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.
Bt William J. Pattkhson, Secretary of the Board of Trade,
etc., of Montreal.*
The intent of the Reciprocity Treaty was not to increase the revenue
of governments, on one side or another; as expressed in the preamble,
the objects were, to settle a " misunderstanding" in regard to the extent
of the right of fishing on the coasts of British North America, and to
regulate trade and com mere, so as to be reciprocally beneficial and satis
factory. The terms of the Treaty are clear and specific. Vague generali
ties have beer, indulged in, about the unequal and invidious working of
the measure. On the merits of the ca*e, however, the argument of the
Finance Minister (Hon. A. T. Galt,) published three years ago, is, in our
opinion, unanswerable.
A table given on page 13 of the "Report of the Trade and Commerce
of Montreal for 1868," shoved that the business between Canada and the
United States increased from $24,182,103 in 1854, to 840,236,8a7 in
1862, or 66^ per cent in eight years. In 1854, 384; percent of the whole
imports of Canada were from the UniteJ States ; ttie proportion having
increased to 51 £ per cent in 1S62. In 1862, Canada purchased go"ds
valued at £25,178,157 from the United States; while the purchases by
the United States from this Province amounted to only 815,063,730 —
turning the so-called " bulance of trade" against Canada to the extent of
$10,109,427. In that year, the United States boug'it 8774,761 worth of
dutiable goods from Canada; while Canada bought 86,128,783 worth of
dutiable goods from the United States—a plain indication of the relative
liberality of the tariffs of the two countries.
A table is given below, which shows that the average annual value of
imports into Canada from the United States, during fourteen and alialf
years, was 47^ per cent of the entire imports into the Province from all
parts of the world ; the rate for nine years and a-Iialf being 51^ percent.
But, to be more explicit. The following table shows the values of free
goods purchased in the markets of the United Stales and imported into
Canada, during fourteen years and a-half—the figures for 1864 being for
first six months of that year. The last column indicates the proportion
made free by the Reciprocity Treaty :
Calendar years.
1S50
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856

Produce of
United States,

$2,048,717
8,829,472
10,190,336

Produce of
other countries.

$10,040
649,732
181,591

Totals.
$791,129
1,884,030
8a4,6P0
1,125,5i55
2,088,757
9,379,404
10821,935

Free, under
Eeciproclty
Treaty.

$7,725,572
8,082,821

* We received this article previous to its appearance in the Report of the Board
of Trade of Montreal, but was unable to make room for it before —Ed. Hunt's Mer
chants' Magazine.
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1858
1859
1860
1S61
1862
1863
1864(Ayear).
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10.2X1,018
6,920,2i,9
8,04i1,225
8,197,874
*11,052,718
*16,680,701
*13,517,876
*6,898,286

27,219
212,797
616,820
64 9,425
8t6,729
888,87i5
965.911
885,231
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10,258,220
7,183,086
8,556,546
8,746,799
*11,859,447
*16,514,077
*14,483,287
*5,778,467

8,642,044
6,564,616
7,106,116
7,069,098
9,980,987
14,430,626
12,839,387
4,875,630

$109,280,188

$85,816,826

In this table, the items with an asterisk (*) prefixed do not inclnde the
coin and bullion imported; the amounts ot' which were: in 1861,
$863,308; in 18t!2, $2,530,297 ; in 1863, $4,651,679 ; in first six months
of 1864, $2,474,1 71.
The subjoined table gives the values of dutiable goods purchased in the
markets of the United States, and imported into Canada, during fourteen
and a-half years. The last column shows the value of dutiable goods
coming into the Province through the United States, in bond ; the amounts
are not, of course, inclnded in the column of totals:
Calendar years.
1850
1S61
1852
1858
J864
J865
J 866
1.857
1858
1859
I860..
J861
1862
18*8
,1864(}-jear)

Produce of
United States,

Produce of
other countries.

$9,298,885
7,488,428
7,981,284
6,203,313
4,524,503
4,200,826
4,431,315
4,226,400
2,967,079
2,118,706
1,073,186

$4,150,956
4,017,044
4,987.5'JO
8.703,118
8,684,865
4,835,546
4,101,229
4,121,2*3
3,161,704
1,865,690
1,108,867

Totals.
$5,803,782
6,981,785
7,613,000
10,656,582
13,449,341
11,449,472
12,968,804*
9,966,431
8,478.607
9,036,371
8,582,544
8,346,633
6,128,788
8,974,896
2,177,008

Passing through
United States
In bond.

$6,347,081
4,463,77*
4,926,922
6,582,644
2,057,024
4,546,491
8,041,877
6,688,952
6,508,427
6,172,483
7,926,177

$125,568,483

The two preceding tables »vere collated from the trade and navigation
reports of the Province, and show to how great an extent Canada has
been a consumer of United States' goods.
An assertion has been made, that the effect of the Reciprocity Treaty
has been to diminish the general volume of domestic exports from the
United States to Canada. The importation into this Province of dutiable
and free goods, the produce and manufacture of the United States, since
the treaty came into operation, was as follows:
Calendar years.
1855
1866
1867
1868
1859
1860
1861
1862
1868
1864 [half-year]

Free goods.
$8,829,472
10,190,386
10.231,018
6,920,289
8,040,225
8,197,874
11,052,718
15,630,701
18,517,876
7,867,407

Dutiable goods.
$7,438,428
7,981,284
6,203,818
4,524,508
4,200,826
4,481,315
4,226.400
2,967,079
2,118,706
1,070,067

Total
$16,267,900
18.171,620
16,434,826
11,444,742
12,241,051
12,628,689
15,278,118
18,597,780
16,636,082
8,987,474
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Any person who looks candidly into these figures cannot fail to perceive
the sudden decrease in 1858, and to attribute it to its real cause —the
financial crisis of 1857; this view of the matter being confirmed by the
fact that in 1858 the value of dutiable goods brought into Canada in bond
through the United States, showed a decrease of 63 per cent as contrasted
with the year preceding. The influence of that disastrous period was
being recovered from, when civil war broke out in the United States—
after and in consequence of which, an average increase in the importation
of bonded goods into Canada commenced, stimulated by high tariffs and
internal revenue imposts, which had become a necessity in the United
States to meet its enormous war expenditure. It would, however, be most
unreasonable to expect the trade of this Province with the United States
to continue to be as great as heretofore, in view of this increased taxation,
which has necessarily enhanced the prices of all commodities ; the natural
consequence has been to constrain Canadian merchants, for a time, to
seek other, because cheaper, markets.
The following table is compiled from Canadian Trade and Navigation
Reports,* and indicates the entire volume of trade between the two coun
tries, specifying dutiable and free goods, and including coin and bullion
in 1861 to 1864, omitted in a preceding table. It may be stated also,
that the exports, both dutiable and free, were the produce and manuf icture
of Canada—the official returns not including grain or flour, the growth
or produce of the United States :
Calendar years.
1850
1861
,
1852
,
1853
1854
1855
,
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
,
1861
1862
1863
186J[i-year]..

.
Duty-payiiag iroods.
*
Imported from
Exported to
United States.
Unttod States.
$3.95ii,401
$5,803.732
8,816,986
6,931,735
5,222,203
7,6 1 8,000
7,620,172
10,656,582
4S9.8U2
18,419,341
327,710
11,449,472
675.564
12,868,804
689,7i4
9,9i56,431
456,191
8,478,607
651,726
9,036,371
574,959
8,632,544
8,346,633
619,517
77i,7rtl
6,128,783
8,97i,:i96
1,393 171
339.507
2,177,003
$125,558,434

$26,912,333

-■
,
Freei goods.
Imported from
Exported to
United States. United States.
$1,000,758
$791,129
1,384,030
754,559
864,690
1,062,819
1,125,566
1,816,210
2,088,757
8.159,2ii0
16,409,567
9,379,204
10,321,985
17,404,190
10,268,220
12,566.722
11,463,903
7,138,036
18,270,539
8.556,545
17,853.009
8,746,799
13.866,910
12,722,755
14.238,969
19,044,374
18,657,261
19,134,966
7,332,890
8,252,638
$119,799,613

$155,407,056

The whole trade of these fourteen and a-half years between the two
countries may be thus summarised :
Canada imported dutiable goods from United States. .
$125,658,434
United States imported dutiable goods from Canada. .
26,912,383
Excess of dutiable importations by Canada

$98,646,051

* The exports in the provincial reports here referred to, are not separated into/raa
and dutiable. The figures in the two columns of exports in the following table, there.
fore, are approximates. The aggregates— i. a., dutiable and free exports added
together—are, however, precisely those of the Canadian official returns.
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United States imported free goods from Canada
Canada imported free goods from United States
Excess of free importations by United States
Balance against Canada, in fourteen and a-half years
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$155,407,056
1 19,79^,643
$35,607,413
$63,038,638

According to the figures in the foregoing table, the volume of trade
between Canada and the United States, from 1850 to first half of 1864
inrlusive, amounted in value to $427.677,516 —Canada paying 14f per
cent of the whole amount in caidi ($63 038,638 ;) the value of her exports
being $182.319,439, against $245,358,077, the value of dutiable and free
goods imported by her.
If the analysis of the table be limited to the time the Reciprocity Treatv
has been in operation, the volume of trade between the United Stales and
Canada is shown to have amounted in value to $344 031,345 — this Pro
vince paving 13J per cent of the whole amount in cash, ($45,177,687,)
the value of her exports being $149,426,829, against $194,604,516, the
value of goods imported.
This view of the case is sustained by a statement reported to have been
made to the United States Congress in February, 1864, by Hon. Mr. Chase,
then Secretary of the Treasury, showing, that during ten years ending in
1863, the exports from the United States to Canada amounted to
$170,635,000; while the imports from Canada were $18,584,000 less,
namely, $152,051,000.
But there is much stronger confirmation to be found in a special report,
entitled "Statistics of the Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the United
States," presented by Mr. Chase to the United States Senate, under date
June 25th, 1864. It is shown, on page 92 of that document, that, in
1855, Canada took from the United States dutiable goods valued at over
$11.000,000—the amount having decreased, in 1862, to about $6,000,000.
On the other hand, in 1854, the United Slates took from Canada dutiable
goods valued at over $5,300,000 —the amount, in 1862, having fallen as
low as $227,000. The tables here referred to are for eight years, 185ft
to 1863, and may be thus concisely stated :
United States goods paying duty in Canada [average of 8 years] . p. annum $3,4 01,481
Canadian goods paying duty in U. States [average of 8 years]. .p. annum
467,238
A"erage annual over-importation by Canada

$7,934,243

Upon which, Mr. Chase remarks: "Under the Reciprocity Treatv,
therefore, duty is paid on goods of the United States entering Canada of
the average annual value of $7,934,243 mure than the values of dutypaying goods entering the United States from Canada." This shows that,
bo far as dutiable goods are concerned, Canada imported to the extent of
$63,473,944 more than she exported in eight years; the figures from pro
vincial documents showing a difference, in fourteen years and a-half, of
$98,646,051*
* That this reference to the report of Mr. Chase, the late Secretary of the Treasury,
may be better understood, we publish the following extract from pages 92 and 93 of
the report— Ed. Hunt's Merchants' Magazine:
The impurts from Canada show an average value of $16,643,825 for the last eight
fiscal yeuie, of which au average of $4G7,2;iS only paid duty on entering the United
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The Secretary of the United States Treasury goes on to show, at page
98, that the " Reciprocity imports into Canada from the United States,"
in eight years, 1856 to 1868, inclusive, were 842.338,257 less than the
" Reciprocity imports into the United States from Canada." The Canadian
returns, however, indicate that "other free goods" (which seem for a
moment to have escaped the notice of Mr. Chase) reduce that particular
difference by $16,310,354—making a bulance, so far as free goods are con
States. The average sum of $16,176,337 entered free of duty, of which $14,448,000
was under the Reciprocity Treaty, and $1,732,725 was free under other laws. The
following are the values admitted free to each country, respectively, contrasted for
each year :
PAYING DUTY IN CANADA.

Calendar years.
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
,

Amount,
Calendar years.
tl 1,449,472 1861
12,770,923 1862
9,966,430 1863
8,478,607
9,032,861
Average of 8 years .
8,526,280

Amount.
$8,888,620
6,128,788
8,974,396
$8,401,431

PAYING DUTY IN THE UNITED STATES.

Fiscal years.
1854-55....
1855-56....
1856-57. .,
1857-58 ...
1858-59...,
1859-60...

Amount
358,240
227.059
667,677

Amount.
Fiscal years.
|5,305,818 1860-61....
640,375 1861-62....
691,097 1862-63....
818,953
Average of 8 years. .
604,969
481,582

$467,288

Under the Reciprocity Treaty, therefore, duty is paid on goods of the United States
entering Canada of the average annual value of $7,934,211 more than the values of
duty-paying goods entering the United States from Canada.
1 he respective values made free by the Reciprocity Treaty were, from 1856 to
1861, nearly twice as great from Canada, or of Canadian produce, as from the United
States, or of United States produce. In 1862 and 1868, in consequence of the enor
mous increase in the shipments of wheat, flour, and grain nominally to Canada, but
really through Canada to other markets, the values became nearly equal.
EECIPEOCITY IMPOBTS INTO CANADA FEOM THE UNITED STATES.

Calendar years.
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860.
EECIPEOCITY

Fiscal years.
1855-66...
1856-67....
1857-58. ..
1808-59....
1859-60....

Amount.
$8,082,820
8,642,044
6,664,615
7,1 06,11 tl
7,069,098

Calendar years.
1861
1862
1863
Total, 8 years.

Amount.
$9,980,987
14,430,626
12,839,867
$73.215,628

IMPOETS INTO THE UNITED STATES FEOM CANADA.

Amount.
Fiscal years.
$16,959,550 1860-61...,
16,781,984 1861-62...,
10,900,168 1862-63....
12,307,371
Total, 8 years
16,218,767

Amount.
$16,827,824
14,295,562
12,807,354
$115,548,880

The treaty has, therefore, released from duty a total sum of $42,338,257 in value
of goods of Canada more than of goods the produce of the United States. The de
cline in value of American and foreign gooJs p iv in< duty on entering Canada from
the United States, in 1862 and 1868, is due to the decline of trade in all fabrics and
manufactures not to any change in the proportions of free and dutiable, through which
our exports are relieved from tax.it ion. — Report on Foreign and Domestic Commerce
of the Uuited States, 1361. Pages 92 and 98.
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cerned, against the United States of only $20,022,903. Assuming, how
ever, for a moment, that his figures fully anil fairly represent the state of
the case, (which they certainly do not,) he still shows that, taking dutiable
and free goods together, Canada had over-imported in the period to the
extent of $21,140,687—or, by suggested correction, $37,451,041.
Mr. Chase as-erts, on page 104, that the decline in dutiable goods ex
ported from the United States to Canada is wholly due to the levying of
ad valorem duties in this Province, lie declares that kind of taxation to
be a practical discrimination against purchasing in United States markets ;
for, in consequence of increase in piice of fabrics caused by enhanced
tariffs, and by internal duties levied, "a duty of 20 per cent on invoices
made in England, can scarcely tail now to amount to two such percent
ages when the same or similar goods are purchased in the United States,
simply through the duplication of prices attained here. Efforts have
been made in Canada to obviate the difficulty in some measure by admit
ting United Slates invoices at a reduction to goid values, but nothing has
been settled on." To this most extraordinary averment, there is a very
brief reply : An order of the Governor General in council, issued on 31st
October, 1862, provided for the levying of duties on all goods imported
from the United States according to their value in gold ; this regulation
was therefore in force nearly two years prior to the date of Mr. Chase's
report, and has continued ever since to be acted upon by the Canadian
customs' authorities.
On page 91 of his report, Mr. Chase gives certain totals, showing a
decline in the "foreign exports" of the United States; and remarks: "It
is obvious, that the Canadian supply of foreign goods is no longer pur
chased in the importing cities of the United States, as before the treaty ;
and the statistics of goods entering Canada, through the United States,
under bond, show that to be the mode of receipt substituted for the former."
His allegation about the effect of ad valorem duties is set up to account
for the decline of trade, from what it is supposed to have been before
1855. A table, and some remarks, given on page 32, establish that the
decrease in dutiable goods was not coincident with the Reciprocity Treatv,
and, when it did occur, was the effect of other causes. In addition to
what was there stated, it is shown by the following table, that the effect
of the treaty was to increase importations from the United States into
Canada, and very materially to decrease importations from Great Britain.
The proportions of the yearly values of imports into Canada from the
United States, to the imports from all parts of the world, (the annual im
portations from Great Britain being also shown,) during a period of four
teen years and a-balf, were as follows:
Calendar years.
1850
1851
1852
1863
1854
1855
1856
1857
1863

Imports from
Great Britain.
$9,631,921
12,tl48,133
10.671.133
18,489,121
22,963,330
13,803,460
18,212,934
17,559,025
12,287,063

Imports from
United Mates.
S 6,51)4,861
8,365.765
8,477.693
11,782,147
15,533,101
20,828,676
22,704,601
20,224,651
15,635,566

Per centImports from all ago from
pal Is ot l In- world. U. states
$16,932,069
39
21,434,791
40
20,286,493
41$
81,981,436
SH$
40,529,825
86,086,169
57}
43,584,887
62
89,430,598
61*
29,078,527
63$

m
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14.786,084
16,859,98'i
20.886.937
21.179,312
20,177,572
11,880,240

17,592,916
17,273.029
21.069.3S8
25, i73.157
28,109,362
10,426,572

88,555.161
31,447.935
48,054,836
48.6i0.633
45,964,493
28,882,216

$239,436,235

$244,791,484

$508,899,069

521
BOJ
49

51 8
50J
4a!

The averages give a mean of 47^ per cent, as the proportion of im
ports annually, during the whole period, from the United States —the mean
from 1855 being 51^ per cent, or an average increase of four per cent,
attributable to the treaty. The aggregate value of imports from Great
Britain was less by $5,355,249 than the total from the United States.
Reckoning from 1855, the value of imports from Great Britain was
$165,632,597; from the United States, $194.037,917; a difference of
$28,405,320, or 17^ per cent. The importations from the two countries,
during the first five years referred to in the table, speak for themselves.
The foregoing glance at the current of trade between the neighboring
Republic and this Province should be satisfactory to the most fastidious
protectionist in the United States. Had the conclusions been of an oppo
site character, the so called "halance of trade" being reversed, it would
not therefore have followed, that the people of the United States had not
been greatly benefited by their excessive importations from the British
North American Provinces. The people of these Provinces buy so much
more from the United States than they sell to thein, simply because it is
profitable so to do; and the people of the United States will buy more in
the provincial markets than they do at present just as soon as their tariff
and taxation are modified, so as to make the transactions remunerative.
If the Reciprocity Treaty were abrogated, and discriminative duties against
Canada imposed in its stead, neither the Government nor the people of
the United States would be advantaged. Take an illustration from a re
port on the subject by the Detroit Board of Trade:
" In 1863, we imported at Detroit 300,000 bushels of Canadian white wheat, on
which we received the following sums for labor, freight, insurance, elevating charges,
and commission :
Elevating and shipping charge on 300,000 bushels, 2c
$6,000 00
Fire insurance on value here, $150,000, Jc
1,125 00
Freight to Buffalo on 300,000 bushels, 6c
1 8,000 00
Transfer at Buffiilo, lc
8,000 00
Canal freight to New York, 20c
60,000 00
Measuring at New York, lc
8,000 00
Lake insurance on $534,250, at i per cent preminm
'.
2,921 25
Commission on value at New York, at $1 90 per bushel, $584,250, 2^
per cant preminm
14,250 00
Total charge paid citizens of the United States

$108,296 25

" With the revenue law, as it stands at present, the Government would have
ceived directly, as its portion of the benefit, the following sums :
On canal and lake freight, $78,000. at 2J percent
$1,950
On gross sales, $584,250, at one-eighth of 1 per cent.
730
On stamps for time drafts for $400,000, at 50 cents per $1,000
2U0
Assuming that all parties interested netted the moderate sum of
$10,000 on this property, it added just that amount to the net in

re
00
30
00
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comes of the various parties interested ; bo that, with a five per
cent income tax, the Government would get another sum out of the
transaction, of
Amount paid the Treasury
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500 00
$3,880 SO

"Here we have the sum of $111,676 65 paid to the Government and people on
one lot of 300,000 bushels of white wheat. Every transaction of the same nature
resulted more or less in the same way. It will take a great deal of argument, preju
dice, and sophistry to prove that the United States were deeply wronged by the
above and kindred transactions. The opponents of the treaty say that this wheat
would have come in under a twenty per cent ad valorem duty, and that we should
have had all these profits, and the duty besides. To this, we reply : we would not
have received one single bushel of the wheat with a twenty per cent duty ; for the
simple reason, that the amount of this tax would have paid the freight charges, insur
ance, and commission from the point or way-port, from which the grain started in
Canada, to Montreal —where it would have sold for a larger sum than it would have
done in Detroit."
It must not be overlooked that Mr. Chase's Report speaks of the trade
in breadstuff's between Canada and the United States as, to a great extent,
merely a transit business; and figures are given on pages 80 and 81 to
illustrate that view of the case— hence the allegation that "the volume
imported at all parts of the border does not differ much from the volume
exported." The quantities in the examples differ materially; exports in
three years from United States to Canada are shown to be equal to
15,657,244 bushels, while imports from Canada to United States are only
equal to 11,308,515 bushels, the difference being about 27^ per cent. The
wheat and flour forming these imports, as before remarked, were the pro
duce or manufacture of this Province. The viUies, too, when closely ex
amined, make the connection between the premises and the conclusion
much less obvious than at first sight it appears to he.
The facts of the case are these. The bulk of the flour imported into
Canada from the Western States and Oswego, for a number of vears p:ist,
has been for local consumption and for export to Great Britain — very little
indeed finding its way back to the United .States. A great proportion of
the wheat imported into the Province from the West is manufactured on
the Wetland Canal and in Montreal. The flour is largely consumed at
Quebec and in the lower provinces; shipments being also made to Eng
land. This flour could not be sent into the United States in any consider
able quantity, in consequence of the customs' regulations; for, notwith
standmg Mr. Chase's affirmation that such flour finds free entrance into
the United States, the experience of merchants and millers in the Pro
vince is that it does not, there being a special Treasury order in force which
contradicts the allegation. Moreover, that description of flour could not
compete in the Eastern market with the kind produced by the millers of
Oswego and Rochester. On the other hand, the demand in the United
States for Canadian flour is for a high-classed quality from white wheat—
the spring wheat of this Province also yielding a strong flour, which is
much inquired for. The trade in breadstuff*, therefore, is not merely a
transit trade, but a reciprocal and mutually beneficial one. Li illustration
of this view, it may be further stated that the receipts of flour by lake at
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Oswego, " foreign and coastwise," in 1864, were 51,650 barrels—of which,
39,909 barrels (or 77| per cent) were Canadian. The receipts of wheat
by lake at that port, in the same year, were 5,657,778 bushels—of which
1,004,917 (or 17 J per cent) were Canadian.
THE "UNILATEBAL" HYPOTHESIS.

One of the opponents of the Reciprocity Treaty, (Hon. Charles
Sumner.) has made an effort to show that it is " unilateral " in its opera
tion, and very disadvantageous to his country's commerce. A leading
commercial newspaper, however, proved that his theory was fallacious —
and it is believed that the figures in the foregoing pages destroy his con
clusions. But they do more than this; for, from the protectionist stand
point, they demonstrate that the treaty is one sided in the very opposite
sense from that in which he views it. This will be further evident, when
it is stated that the Reciprocity Treaty conferred no special advantages
upon the British North American Provinces in general, or Canada in par
ticular — the goods admitted free into the United States from the Provinces
(under Article III. of the Treaty,) being also admitted free from all oth-r
countries. Further, the navigati in of the River St. Lawrence and of the
provincial canals was secured to United States' craft on the same terms as
provincial vessels; Canadian craft being excluded from the canals of the
United States, notwithstanding the third clause of Article IV. of the

treaty.
trade of the united states with the lower provinces.
The Reciprocity Treaty has been frequently spoken of as if the parties
to it were—Canada exclusively on the one hand, and the United States
on the other. It is worthy of remark, however, that United States
authorities point to the existence of a very extensive trade between that
country and Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, and Prince
Edward Island — much of which is the direct result of that treaty. The
following table shows the value of the trade:
Years
ending
Juno iO.
1850
1851.
1 852 .
1858.
ltt54.
1855.
1856.
1857.
1858.
1859.
18ti0.
1861.
1862.
1868.

.-Exported to lower Provinces by U. S.—■ ,—Tmported from lower Provinces by U. S.—,
Totals.
Domes, goods. Foreign goods.
Totals.
Free goods. Dutiable goods.
$1,358,992
$8,116,840
$8,618,214
$ 151,145
$1,207,847
*50l,874
4,085,78 i
160,:-67
1,576,284
1.736,650
861,280
S/2 "24,553
•2,650,134
1,520,330
3,791,956
1,301,612
1,141,822
2H.718
2,fi72,6o2
8,398,675
1,912,968
'288.568
2.031,034
5,811,543
4,693.771
7,266,154
1,946,919
2,572,883
2.206,041
259,102
2,951,42. t
8,229,798
9,085.676
1,227,627
1,726,793
5,855,878
3.610.875
181,349
626,199
7,519,909
8,146,108
8.822,224
6,911,4ii5
8,882,462
776 182
136.647
7.637.5S7
8,695,816
64',979
5,075,494
6,622,473
177,779
4,047,169
4,224,948
8,329,960
888,422
9,213,832 6,290,088
228746
6.518,834
7,502,839
1,120,375
4,753,830
8.623,214
135.878
4,989,708
8.883,755
7,133,734
1,250,021
162,171
4,417,176
4,255,305
4,046,843
7,369,905
866,708
8,236,611
8,744.6)4
302.199
10,198,505
1,188,807
11.882,812
4,797,814
409,610
5,207,424
$101,405,218

$48,508,934

According to these figures, (from Mr. Chase's Report,) the exports
from United States to the maritime Provinces exceeded the value of the
imports from the Provinces by §52,896,284. The free and dutiable goods
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sold to the Provinces are not particularized ; but the quantities of flour,
wheat, etc., are noted below :
Years ending Jane 30.
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
I860
1861
1862
1863

Flour.
Brls.
214,934
200,664
166,117
171,640
145,590
198,122
897,616
436,281
491,802
649,088
678,133
669.S56
605,826
732,884

Wheat.
Bush.
198,319
216,971
189,672
204,717
148,882
98,323
147.925
142.568
108,943
74,676
68.621
19,886
18,748
70,894

Maize.
Bush.
9a,552
101,169
141,185
158,885
188,134
160,444
188,372
140,618
109,841
110,692
117,204
61,804
118,077
171,984

Meal
(Corn k rye.)
Brls.
Total value.
142 832
$1,W4,768
92,341
1,621,365
42,121
1,078,001
40.224
1,238,898
95.485
1,699,733
139,795
2,792.427
145,409
4,158,479
101,896
8,572.777
66,255
8,084.730
63.440
3.385,257
52,941
8,427,088
69,789
8,330,656
82,835
8,685.330
74,478
4,948,871
$39,498,410

The favorable influence of the Reciprocity Treaty upon the trade in
breadstuff's will be seen at a glance. The value of the whole "domestic"
exports from the United States to the lower Provinces in the period was
$88,881,502.
BECAPITULATION.

The foregoing statements clearly show how important and valuable the
British North American market is to the United States. They may be
briefly recapitulated thus:
Canada over-imported, since 1850, to the extent of
$68,088,688
Lower Provinces over-imported, ia same period
62,896,294
Paid United States, to halance accounts

$1 15,934,932

These advantages of this profitable traffic which accrue to the United
States, are entirely independent of the benefits arising from the free use
of the British North American fisheries, the free navigation of the St.
Lawrence, etc.
SHOULD THE TBEAT? BE BEPEALED ?

Since the foregoing remarks were penned, notice has been given to the
Government of Great Britain that the United States Government desire
the termination of the present Treaty. It may have been suggested by
the American Minister that a new treaty should be negotiated. It is
doubtful whether an addition to the schedule of free goods would be con
sidered beneficial to the United States, if the views which appear to be
extensively accepted in that country are taken into account. On the
other hand, if the people and Government are resolved upon the abroga
tion of the Treaty, it would be needless for the people of these Provinces
to ask for its continuance or even revision; they could only regret that
a great nation, whose commercial interests are so identified with their
own, should be impelled to such a retrogressive and suicidal policy, and,
when the treaty expired, the business community would endeavofto adapt
themselves to the altered circumstances.
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A CONVENTION OF MERCHANTS.
PBOPOSED MEETING AT DETEOIT.

The importance of sustaining an efficient Board of Trade or Chamber
of Commerce in each of our principal cities has long been acknowledged.
Such organizations are of evident use to the community where they exist,
and also to the country at large. But could not their usefulness be de
cidedly increased if there was a central head uniting these different bodies,
and making them one in purpose? We now have, for instance, trade re
ports of .many cities, published under the direction of these different
boards. Some of them are intelligible, some of them are full, .vhile others
ate meager and of little use. Could not a report of all the States be ma le
up each year, tinder the supervision of a central organization, with the
assistance of these local bodies, which would possess the greatest value?
We are persuaded that a little money spent in thus compiling a volume,
would give us a work of rare usefulness.
Then, too, would not an annual convention of delegates from each of
these boards be a meeting of decided interest and influence? Commer
cial questions have assumed far greater importance to us as a nation than
formerly. They must be the study of every man. Our prosperity in the
future depends upon our wisdom now. At a convention such as we sug
gest, all commercial questions agitating the country could be fully discussed,
and the voice of the convention when expressed would carry far greater
weight with it tiian does the separate action of these different bodies.
Besides, the comparing of views held by our leading merchants in differ
ent sections of the country would be more likely to lead us to correct con
clusions, than where each makes its decision seperately, influenced per
haps by local prejudices.
Last year there was a meeting at Portland of invited delegations from
prominent boards of trade at the West, and this year we see that Boston
is planing for a similar meeting early in June. The visit at Boston is to
extend over three days, and is simply designed to bring New England and
the West into more intimate commercial relations. Such assemblages
are unobjectionable and of value for the purpose of advancing particular
interests, but of no further use. They are not national, but sectional. The
Detroit Board of Trade, however, has proposed a convention, out of which
good may come if supported with spirit by other similar organizations.
We gladly give place to the preliminary letter which has been mailed to
each Board of Trade and Chamber of Commerce throughout the country,
hoping it may serve to increase the interest felt in the measure. Mr. It.
Hawley-, of Detroit, in sending us this letter, says:
" It has occurred to me that it would be well if you would publish this prelimi
nary letter, and then, if any board bis been inadvertantly overlooked, notice will
prohably reach it in time for the appointment of the requisite number of delegates.
Very many of the Chambers of Commerce have already signified their acceptance of
the invitation, not only as to time and place, but as to the subjects to be discussed and
acted upon. You will do doubt agree with me that it will be a most important as
semblage, and if men of enlarged views and wide experience, who can rise above
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narrow prejndices and selfish inteiests, are generally §ent, its influence upon the future
well-being of our country cannot well be overestimated."
The following is a copy of the letter referred to, which has been mailed,
as already stated, to each hoard of Trade ai.d Chamber of Commerce
throughout the country :
" Board of Trade Rooms, Detroit, Mich.,
March 28, 1885.
" At a meeting of this Association, on the £th inst— following resolutions, after full
discussion, were unanimously adopted :
" Hesilved, That the President be requested to address circular letters to the pre
siding officers of the several Boards of Trade in the loyal Stales and British Provin
ces, asking the appointment of delegates to attend a convention to he held during the
approaching Bummer, lor the consideration of the following subjects, viz : Commerce,
Finances, Communications of Transit from the West to the seaboard ; Reciprocal
Trade between the United States and the British Provinces, and such other business
as may come before the Convention, not of a purely local or political character.
'• Resolved, That Detroit is a central and convenient place for the Convention to
meet, and we hereby tender the Board of Trade Rooms for its accommodation
" In conformity with the loregoing resolutions calling a Convention, the objects be
ing therein stated, I shall simply ask for them your careful consideration, if approved
of, that your association will cordially cooperate by sending a suitable number of its
members to the proposed Couvention, to assist in discussing the various and import
ant commercial questions which may properly come before it.
'.' It is believed that this is eminently a proper time for the business men of this
country, through their several Boards of Trade and Chambers of Commerce, to meet
in council, to discuss matters of finance and commerce, and thus give to the people at
large the hfe-long experience of men devoted to commercial affairs. Such discussion
cannot produce evil, and may result in material good.
" I would beg leave to name tlie second Tuesday in July, proximo, for the Conven
tion to meet in Detroit. If any other time or place should be thought more desirable
by a majority of the Buarda their views will be adopted. When wo hear from the
several Boards of Trade on the subject this Association will communicate their action
to you.
" Hoping to hear from you at your earliest convenience,
" Your obedient servant,
" JosEr-H Aspinall, President."
We trust that the convention referred to in the above letter will not
only meet, but that it will be composed of earnest men alive to their
country's true interests ; that a permanant organization will be effected,
and that hereafter we shall have a regular annual convention of delegates
from every Board of Trade in the land, meeting together to discuss and
act upon the prominent commercial measures and questions of the day.
The voice of our merchants would thus he heard, and exert the influence
it should on all matters affecting the great mercantile interests of our
country.
This invitation is very properly, we see, extended to the British Provin
ces. It is not expected, of course, that we shall ask Cauada what shall
be the commercial policy of the United States, nor that we shall mark
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out or dictate what shall be lier legislation affecting us. Yet our interests
are so similar and dependant, it is well for us to consult together, and en
deavor to recommend some policy to our respective governments which
shall make us closer and tiriner friends.
The relative representation of the different Boards in such a convention
might be a matter of some difficulty. In case, however, each Hoard or
Chamber of Commerce was required to vote as a unit, there would b". no
question of representation. This plan, we presume, will be adopted, as it
avoids this difficulty of representation, and is otherwise desirable, in that
it would thus be readily seen from whence came the approval of, or oppo
sition to, every measure, and the different organizations preserving their
individuality, would carry with their vote their due influence.

COMMERCIAL LAW-NO. 2 2.
TOE LAW OF SHIPPING.
THE OWNEBSHIP AND TEANSFEB OF SHIPS.

The law of shipping may be considered under three divisions. First,
as to ownership and transfer of ships. Second, as to the employment of
ships as carriers of goods, or of passengers, or both. Third, as to the
navigation of ships. We begin with the first topic.
Ships are personal property ; or, in other words, a ship is a chattel ;
and yet its ownership and transfer are regulated in this country by rules
quite analogous to those which apply to real property.
The Constitution of the United States gives to Congress the power to
enact laws for the regulation of commerce. In execution of this power,
acts were passed in 1792, and immediately after, which followed sub
stantially (with one important exception, to be hereafter noticed) the
Eegistry and Navigation Laws of England, one of which had been in force
about a century and a half. The English laws were intended to secure
English commerce to Englishmen and English ships; and it was supposed
that the commercial prosperity of England was in a great measure due to
them.
To secure the evidence of the American character of a vessel, the
statute of 1792 provides for an exact system of registration in the custom
bouse. There is no requirement of registration. The law does not say
that a ship shall or must be registered, but that certain ships or vessels
may be ; and if they are registered, they shall have certain privileges.
And the disadvantage of being without registry operates as effectually as
positive requirement with a heavy penalty could do.
The ships which may be registered are those already registered, 31 De
cember, 1792, under the act of September, 1789; those built within the
United States, and owned wholly by citizens thereof; and those captured
and condemned as prizes, or adjudged forfeited by violation of law, if at
the time of registry they are owned wholly by citizens of this country.
No ship can be registered, if an owner or part-owner usually reside abroad,
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although he is a citizen, unless he is a consul of the United States, or
agent for, and a partner in, a mercantile house established and doing busi
ness here; nor if the master be not a citizen of the United Slates; nor
if the owner or part-owner be a naturalized citizen, and reside in the
country whence he came more than a year, or in any foreign country more
than two years, unless he be consul or public agent of the United States.
But a ship which has lost the benefits of registry by the non-residence of
an owner, in such a case may be registered anew if she become the pro
perty of a resident citizen, by bona fide purchase; nor can a ship be regis
tered which has been, at any time, the property of an alien, unless she
becomes the property of the original owner or his representative.
Sometimes Congress, by special acts, permits the registration, as an
American ship, of a vessel which has become, by purchase, American
property. If a registered American ship be sold or transferred, in whole
or in part, to an alien, the certificate of registry must be delivered up, or
the vessel forfeited ; but if, in case of a sale in. part, it can be shown that
any owner of a part not so sold was ignorant of the sale, his share shall
not be subject to such forfeiture. And as scon as a registered vessel arrives
from a foreign port, her documents must be deposited with the collector
of the port of arrival, and the owner, or, if he does not reside within the
district, the master, must make oath that the register contains the names
of all persons who are at that time owners of the ship, and at the same
time report any transfer of the ship, or of any part, that has been made
within ids knowledge since the registry; and also declare that no foreigner
has any interest in the ship. If a register be issued fraudulently, or with
the knowledge of the owners, for a ship not entitled to one, the register
is not only void, but the ship is forfeited. If a new register is issued, the
old one must be given up; but where there is a sale by process of law,
and the former owners withhold the register, the Secretary of the Treasury
may authorize the collector to issue a new one. If a ship be transferred
while at sea, or abroad, the old register must be given up, and all the re
quirements of law, as to registry, &c., must be complied with, within three
days after her arrival at the home port.
Exclusive privileges have at various times been granted to registered
vessels of the United States. By the statute of 1817, it is provided, that
no merchandise shall be brought from any foreign country to this, except
in American vessels, or in vessels belonging to that country of which the
merchandise is the growth. Also, that no merchandise shall be carried
from port to port in the United States, by any foreign vessel, unless it
formed a part of its original cargo. A ship that is of twenty tons burden,
to be employed in the fisheries, or in the coasting trade, need not be regis
tered, but must be enrolled and licensed accordingly. If under twenty
tons burden, she need only be licensed. If licensed for the fisheries, she
may visit and return from foreign ports, having stated her intention of
doing so, and being permitted by the collector. And if registered, she
may enyiige in the coasting trade or fishery, and if licensed and enrolled,
she may become a registered ship, subject to the regulations provided for
such cases.
A ship that is neither registered nor licensed and enrolled, cm sail on
no vo)age with the privilege or protection of a national character or na
tional papers. If she engages in foreign trade, or the coasting trade, or
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fisheries, she is liable to forfeiture ; and if she have foreign goods on board,
must at all events pay the tonnage duties leviable on foreign ships. In
these days, no ship engaged in honest business, and belonging to a civi
lized people, is met with on the ocean, without having the regular pipers
which attest her nationality, unless she has lost them by some accident.
THE TBANSFEB OF PBOPEBTY IN A SHIP.

The Statute of Registration provides, that, " in every case of sale or
transfer, there shall be some instrument in writing, in the nature of a bill
of sale, which shall recite at length the said certificate; otherwise the said
ship or vessel shall be incapable of being registered anew." It follows,
therefore, that a merely orul transfer, although for valuable consideration,
and followed by posse^sio i, gives the transferee no right to claim a new
register setting forth his ownership. But this is all. There is nothing
in this statute to prevent the property from passing to and vesting insuclt
transferee. It is, however, unquestionably a principle of the maritime
law generally, that property in a ship should pass by a written instrument.
And as this principle seems to be adopted by the statute, the courts have
sometimes almost denied the validity of a merely parol transfer. The
weight of authority and of reason is, however, undoubtedly in favor of
the conclusion stated by Judge Story, that " the registry acts have not,
in any degree, changed the common law a3 to the manner of transferring
this species of property." It would follow, therefore, that such transfer
would be valid, and would pass the property.
The English Registry Act provides, that " when the proparty in any
ship, or in any part thereof, shall, after registry, be sold, the same shall
be transferred by bill of sale, or other instrument in writing, containing
a recital of the certificate of registry, or the principal contents thereof;
otherwise, such transfer shall not be valid or effectual for any purpose
whatever, either in law or in equity." Our Registry Act contained no
such provision. Perhaps this important o mission arose from a doubt
whether legislating concerning the tran-fer of ships at home, as property,
could be considered as a regulation ot commerce; for if not, it was not
within their constitutional power.
In 1850, Congress, however, passed an act, "to provide for recording
the conveyances of vessels, and for other purposes." By this statute it
was provided "that no bill of sale, mortgage, hypothecation, or convey
ance of any vessel or part of any vessel of the United States, shall be
valid against any person other than the grantor or mortgagor, his heirs
and devisees, and persons having actual notice thereof; unless such bill
of sale, mortgage, hypothecation, or conveyance be recorded in the office
of the collector of the customs whore such vessel is registered or enrolled."
Then follows an exception in favor of liens by bottomry, and in subsequent
sections are provisions for recording by the collector, and giving certifi
cates, &C.
This statute has no eff.-ct, that we perceive, upon oral transfers, except
ing that, as they cannot be recorded, their operation is limited to the
grantors and those who have actual notice. Where the transfer is by bill
of sale, the record of this, under the late statute, is, perhaps, notice to all
the world. But in most of our States there are already provisions for the
record of mortgages of personal property, and it may be a difficult quesvol. lii.—No. vi.
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tion how these are affected by this statute of the United States. For ex
ample, if there be such a record as is required by the State law, is this
sufficient, without a custom house record, either because it is a public no
tice, which is the equivalent of actual notice to everybody, or because the
State has the right to regulate this matter; or, if there be a record in the
custom house and none which conforms to the Slate requirements, is this
sufficient against all the world ? If we suppose this statute to be consti
tutional, of which we do not, however, feel certain, we should say that it
controlled and superseded the State statute, to as to make that unneces
sary aid imffectual; and then-fore a record in the custom-house only
would he sufficient, and a record under the State law would affect only
those who had actual knowledge of it.
As a ship is a chattel, a transfer of it should be accompanied by a de
livery of possession. Actual delivery is sometimes impossible where a
ship is at sea; and perhaps the statute of 1850 makes the record of the
transfer equivalent to change of possession. It there be no record, pos
session should be taken as soon as possible; and prndence would still re
quire the same course, we think, in case of transfer by writing and re
cord.
There have been cases which have been supposed to intimate that, as
between two innocent purchasers, he that gets actual possession first com
pletes his title as. against the other. We doubt the correctness of ibis in
all cases. We say rather, that if A becomes in good faith the purchaser
of a vessel, and has taken constructive possession, (as by having a bill of
sale indorsed on the register and recorded in the custom-house, and tak
ing an order to the master or other person in possession to deliver her
tip.) he has no right to delay unnecessarily the taking actual possession,
for this may deceive and injure other persons. And if B, a second pur
chaser, in ignorance of the first purchase, during such delay or neglect
.gets actual possession, he would hold the vessel; unless, indeed, prevented
,hy the record. But if B gets actual possession before A, but while A was
.so prevented that his want of actual possession cannot be imputed to him
.as neglect, A \\ill get a better title than B, if he (A) takes actual posses
sion as soon as he can.
,By the word i'.sb,ip," and still more by the phrase "ship and her appur.tenances,". or "ajipatel," or •' furniture," everything would pass which was
distinctly connected with the ship, and is on board of her, and fastened
.to her if phat,be usual, and needed for her navigation or for her safety.
.Kentledge, a v.aju^ble.kiud of permanent ballast, has been held to pass
,Wiith the ship; so have a rndder and cordage prepared for a vessel, but
. not yet attached to her, and not quite finished ; and so would a boat, an
chors, £c., generally. But,the answer to the question, What is part of
the ship) must always depend somewhat upon the words of the instru
ment, and upon the circumstances of the case and the intention of the
parties.
Sometimes, when a ship is built, she is paid for in instalments. If these
are regulated by the progress in building, so that, when so much is done,
a sum deemed equivalent to the labor and materials used shall be paid,
and when more is done, another sum in due proportion, and so on, it is
held that each payment purchases the ship as she lies ; and if she be lost
after auy such payments, ,the loss is the loss of the purchaser. But if
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paid for, so much down, and so much at a certain time, so much at
another, &c., without reference to the state of the ship at these times,
these are only payments on account, and the ship does not belong to the
purchaser until completed and delivered.
A sale by the decree of any regular court of admiralty, with due notice
to all parties, and with proper precautions to protect the interests of all,
and guard against fraud or precipitancy, would undoubtedly be acknow
ledged by courts of admiralty of every other nation as transferring the
property effectually.
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oPening or the southern roan to trade—the old condition or imm beino rapi0ly rrETOEED— THE PEESIDENT'S PEOCLAMATIONS—A EEVIVAL OF FOEEIGN COMMEECE AT HAND — OAPITAL
DESTINED TO PLOW INTO THE C0UNTEY IK WISE MEASUEES PEEVAIL— DECEEE Or THE EMPEEOE
MaXIMILLIAN—COLOSSAL SUBSCEIPTIONS TO THE SEVEN-THIETY LOAN- MONEY MAEEET— PEICES or
MEECHANDISE —OONGEESS OF THE BOAEDS OF TEADE TO EESTOEE EECIPEOCITY TEEATY—IMPOETS
OF DRT OOODS— SPECIE MOVEMENT—COUESE OF EIOHANOE—PEICES UNITED STATES PAPEE — EAIL*
WAY SHAEES—IMPOETANT DECISION OF JUDGE NELSON IN THE UNITED STATES CIECUIT COUET ON
CONFISCATION, ETC., ETC.

President Johnson appears to be sincerely desirous of pacificating the late
insurgent parts of the country, and reopening them to the healing influences of
commerce and private enterprise as soon as possible. Various edicts have already
emanated from the Government opening the Southern ports to trade, and per
mitting commercial intercourse to reestablish itself under certain rest! ict inns.
None but those who have carefully considered the great part that commerce has
always played in burying national animosities, and in ever advancing the true
interests of civilization and progress, can fully appreciate the wisdom of these
measures at this time. Some of the most interesting indications of the new con
dition of affairs, which will inevitably flow from renewed traffic with the South,
are furnished by the long columns of advertisements which now appear in the
daily press concerning lines of steamers to Charleston, Savannah, and other
Southern ports, express companies to all points South, railroads once more in
riaming order, and telegraph lines just delivered from military control.
The two proclamations of May '29th, the one extending amnesty to the rank
and file of the rebellion, and the other, re establishing civil government in North
Carolina, are additional indications that President Johnson will go as far as pub
lic opinion will permit him in restoring peace and harmony to the ruined South.
A great revival of foreign commerce is also undoubtedly at hand. Steam lines
are announced to run between California and China, touching at the Sandwich
Islands, California, and Japan ; Mew York and Brazil ; and New York and Italy
touching at the port of Cadiz in Spain. But we have woefully impaired our
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former means of prosecuting foreign commerce by the restrictions which, still in
the form of tariffs and penalties, chain us to that retrogression which the war
necessitated. Let these be once removed and peace prevail, and the immense fields
for the employment of capital in this vast country will invite accretions of capital
from all parts of the world for investment ; let them remain, and the hope that
now inspires the commercial classes in the United States will flicker and die out,
and the activity it has already promoted will be so much wasted effort.
The Emperor M axmilian has published a decree increasing the duty on foreign
tobacco, which, in addition to the municipal taxes, will have to pay duty as fol
lows :
Leaf tobacco, gross weight
Chewing tobacco, "
Snuff tobacco,
"
Cigarettes, net weight
Segars,
"

26
60
76
75
160

cents per pound.
"
"
"
"
■
"

Tobacco, entered with a final destination to interior custom-houses, will pay as
a counter-registry duty the following rates :
Leaf tobacco, gross
Chewing tobacco, gross
Snuff tobacco, gross.
Cigareltes.net
8egars,net

26
60
60
60
100

cents per pound.
"
"
"
"
"

In leaf tobacco no deduction will bo allowed in weight from the original pack
ages. Segars will inclnde the ties, but the boxes will be deducted from the
weight. The decree is to take effect in forty days from the date of publication
—April 6th.
The great event of the month has been the colossal subscriptions to the seventhirty loan. With gold oscillating about 130, interest at seven and three-tenths
per cent has proved, as might be expected, inviting enough to attract great sums
of capital from all parts of the country—indeed, was the true welfare of the
people, who will have to pay the interest on these sums in the form of taxes, con
sulted, it will be seen that the money has been borrowed at altogether too attrac
tive a rate. The withdrawal of so much capital from industrial pursuits is a
matter of small regret, because foreign capital will be sure to flow in ultimately
and replace it ; but the rate of interest is decidedly objectionable.
The steady flow of the immense sums attracted by this loan has had an all-ab
sorbing effect upon the money market and the price of gold. On the 30th of
June, 1863, the amount of loans to the Government at 7-30 was 852,725,350.
On the 31st October, 1864, it was $76,668,550. But on the 31st March, 1865,
it had grown to $300,812,800. Since the latter date the subscriptions to this
loan have been incessant, amounting, in one particular day alone, to $40,000,000,
and during the month ending May 14, to $300,000,000. Two scries of about
$300,000,000 having been disposed of, the Government offered a third series of
nearly the same amount, but with the option reserved of making the iuterest six
per cent in case specie payments were resumed. This sort of tinkering soon af
fected the receipts, and they have now subsided to an average of about a million
per day. Of course with such movements as these going on, other influences are
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scarcely discernable. Yet, as in the end, the regular motion of the tides gradu
ally overcomes tlie great upheavals occasioned by storms, so the movements of
commerce are now gradually making themselves felt where lately nothing but the
transactions of the Treasury had any effect whatever. Gold from a premium of
28$ per cent on May 11th, has gradually made its way up to 38 on May 30th,
and with an export movement in full tide may yet strike some level considerably
higher. The Treasury, though, in the disposal it sees fit to make of its receipts,
whether it pays them all to the soldiers and other Government creditors, or uses
them in curtailing the currency, has everything in its own hands, and for some
time to come may make the price of gold whatever it pleases.
If we are not mistaken, however, Mr. McCclloch belongs to the laisserfairs
school of political economists. Should this surmise be true, Treasury interfer
ences with the National course of events will be less and less frequent in future.
The money market has been kept pretty easy by the Treasury during the
pendency of the enormous operations we have noted, the price of money on call
having been from 5 to 6 per cent ; but towards the end of the month a sharp
contraction occurred consequent upon the partial withdrawal of the Treasury
deposits in the National Banks, and the rate stands at the end of the month at
6 to 7 per cent.
The prices of general merchandise have not fallen in harmony with gold. This
is partially owing to the fact that sufficient time has not yet elapsed for the full
effect of the fall, which occurred in April, to be felt ; partly because taxes on
production have not yet been equalized, and must, in any event, bear heavily on
all classes ; and partly to the still uncertain condition of the currency.
The following comparative table of the prices of several leading articles of
general merchandise will exhibit the present state of the markets:

Ashes, pots, 1st sort
Coffee, liio, p. ime
"
Cotton, mid., fair, upland. . ..
Flour, State, superfine
Hay, N. K. shipping
Nails, cut
Peiroleutn,crude40a17 gravity
Pork, prime mess, new
Tohacco. Kentucky lugs
Leather, oak (SI.) light
Lumber, spruce, Eastern
Corn, white Southern
Wheat, white Genessee
Sheetings, brown, standard. . .

March 88.
Nominal.
20}a
21
65 a
58
9 20 a 9 40
1 tin a
a 7 60
83 a
26 00 a 27 00
8a
10
47 a
51
Nominal.
1 70 a 1 80
2 25 a 2 40
26 a

April 29.
|8 00 a 8 12}
a
21 i
a
68
6 90 a 7 10
1 00 a 1 05
7 00 a
39 a
40
26 50 a 27 50
8a
10
41a
46
22 a
25
1 30 a 1 40
2 20 a 2 86
81a
82$

May
$7 25 a
a
a
6 10 a
1 .. a
6 75 a
..a
17 00 a
6 a
44 a
14 a
0 80 a
2 00 a

37.
7 62
28}
54
6 50
1 08
6 ..
85
18 00
9
46
18
0 90
2 20
87

The Board of Trade of Detroit has issued invitations to the Boards of Trade
all over the United States and British America to meet together, in general con
vention, at Detroit, on the second Tuesday in July. This invitation will ba
found in another part of this number. The main object of the call is undoubt
edly to iriflueuce Congress to reconsider its late unwise recession of the Recipro
city Treaty with the British American Provinces.
The following table shows the import of dry goods into the port for the past
month :
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VALUE OF DEY GOODS ENTEEED FOE CONSUMPTION IN MAT, 1865.
1864.

May
4
" 11
" 18
" 25
Total

1865.

$876,758
880,827
608,925
617,762

$628,387
659,797
656.935
628,888

$2,784,272

$2,368,951

WITHDEAWN FEOM WAEEHOUSE.

May 4
" 11
" 18
" 25
Total

$529,828
918.076
914.943
582,540

$686,327
1,260,631
775.808
695,867

$2,944,887

$3,818,628

$101,374
798,617
616,187
734,466

$590,657
76,842
98,268
868,503

$2,143,643

$1,129,270

ENTEEED FOE WAEEHOUSING.

May
"
"
"

4
11
18
26
Total

1861.

1865.

Total entered for consumption
Add withdrawn from warehouse

$2,781,272
2,944,887

$2,368,951
8,318,628

Total thrown on the market
Total entered for warehousing.
Add entered for consumption

$5,729,159
$2,146,648
2,784,272

$5,687,579
$1,129,270
2,868,951

$4,929,916

$3,498,221

Total entered at the port
The specie movement has been as follows :

SI'ECIE EECEIPTS, SHIPMENTS, 40.

-1864.
. .
1863.
Beceived.
Exported.
Received
Beceived Exported. Gold la Bank,
from California. Foreign.

Jan. 2
" 9
„ 16
„ 28
" 80,
Feb. 6,
■ 18,
" 20,
" 27
March 4
" 11
" 18
" 25
April 1,
" 8
" 15
" 22,
" 29
May 6
" 18
" 20
" 27

$264,289
279,801
865.608
824,864
863,198
407,067
612,858
281,804
375,101
278,429
802,844
269,522
282876
282,776
888,428

$590,262 $1,147,745
1,216,204
883.519
1,985,057
511,088
7,000,000
668,747
662,616
631,760
1,219,808
264,822
825,682
448,182
531,700
794,149
629,803
465.920
431,168
88,881
278,900
168,912
345,471 1,463,487
1,002,884
682,521
8,226,000
1,271,836
1,174,241
664,281
2,462,668
225,876
1,884,195
867,998
680,820

$8,171
25,517
6,125
12,605
19,952
18,789
22,900
88,696
48,317
76,993
55,221
60,000
20,978
60,769
81,945
71,229

$594,853 $20,152,892
1,046,251 21,857,608
829,883 20,211,569
997,136 18,896,085
478,777
870,753
100.882
148,586
83,893
181,648
108,157
164,440
79,308
400,736
188,900
88,922
217,192
687,848
649,885
8,044,258
2,079,216

19,682,808
20,297,846
20,682,319
20,092,388
19,830,188
20,787,838
22,256,596
22.006,524
20,584,668
20,046,976
19,588,784
19,122,288
19,049,913
20,088,399
28,553,281
23,194,402
23,068 929
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The rates of exchange have ruled as follows :
BATES Or EXCHANGE IN GOLD.
London, 60 days.
Jan. 7 108} a Hiti}
" U 108$ a 109}
" 21 108} a 109}
" 28 108* a 109J
Feb. 4 108 a 109|
" 11 108* a 109
" 18 107 a 10SJ
" 25 108 a 108*
Mch. 4 108 a 108$
" 11 107} a 108J
" 18 109} a 109}
" 25 109 a 109$
April 1 109$ a 109}
" 8 108|a 109$
" 15 1081a 109J
" 22 109} a 109}
" 29 109 a 109$
May 5 108$ a 109}
" 12 108$a 109}
" 19 108$a 109$
" 26 108} a 109}

Paris, 60 days. Amsterdam.
6.18} a 5. 15 41}a 41}
6.18} a 5.18} 41} a 41}
6.18} a 6.18} -11} a 41}
6.20 a6.1S} 41 a41}
6.21}a6.15 41 a 41}
6 '28} a 6.15 40} a 41}
6.27$ a 5 20 40} a 41}
6.27$ a 6.18} 40} a 40}
6.2-$ a 6.21} 40} a 41}
.27$ a 6.22J 4i'} a 41}
21} a 6. 18} 41 all}
20 a 6.15 41 all;
.20 a 5. IS 4H} a 41}
22$ a 6.16 4d} a 41}
5.22J a 5.1H} 4ii} a 41}
5.20 a 6.12$ 41 a-llj
6.20 a 6.12} 41 alii
5 18} a 5.18} 4U a Hi
S.lii} a 6.12} 41} a 41}
8. 17-} a 6. 12} 4l}a41}
6.16} a 6. 12} 41} a -Hi

Frankfort.
41}a41}
41 ail}
41}a41}
41 a 41}
41 a 41}
40} a 41}
40} a 41
40} a 41
40} a 40}
40} a 40}
41 a41}
40} a 41}
4<i} a 41
40} a 41}
40} a 41
40} a 41}
40} a 41}
41 a 41}
41} a 41}
41 a4l}
■11$ a 41}

Hambarz.
86} a 86}
36} a So}
36} a Sti}
36} a 36}
36 a 36j
35} a 36}
35} a 36}
3i} ii.1i}
86} a 3 ,}
85} a 36}
3A a 36}
36 a 36}
34 a 36}
35} a 3d |
35} a 36}
36} a 36}
36 a 36}
36} a 36}
36} a 36}
36} a 31}
36} a 36}

Rerlin.
72 a 72}
72} a 72}
78 a 72}
72 a 72}
71} a 72
71}a72}
71} a 72
71} a 72
71}a7l}
70} a 71}
71} a72
71} a 72
71}a71}
72} a 71}
72 a7l}
71} a 72}
71}a72
71} a 72}
72} a 72}
72 a 72}
72} a 72}

PBICE9 OF tlNITEQ 8TATES PAPEE.

Jan.

7,.

" 14,.
" 21,.
" 28,.
Feb. 4,.
" 11,.
" 18..
" 25,.
March 1 .
"
8,.
- IS,.
" 22,.
" 29,.
April 6,.
" 12,.
" 19,.
" 26,.

May
"
*
"

8,
10,.
17,.
24,.

.—«">, 1831

,

Beg.
111}
112}
111
110}
109}
110}
111}
111}
111
111
110

Beg.
Kin

105
105
106}
107}
109
110}
110}
109}
110

,
Conp.
111}
112}
110
109}
109}
110}
111}
111
110}

nil
no

102
91i
9s}
99}
102
103
102
105

iosj
HO
110
109
109}

109
110
108}
103}
109}
109}
111}

104}
102}

HI}
110}
110}
109}
105
105
107}
M8»

102}
105
105
103
103}

108}
105}
105}
1»3}
103}

Km

105
105

ioH

5-20's.
,
Coup.

Gold price.
227 a 227}
217} a 2.M
1^7} a 2i'6
213} a 220
209 a 214}
201} a 209
204 a 205}
ins a 199}
1994 a 200}
196} A 197}
174} a 177}
166} a 1561
15 ; i a 15.'}
148 a 153}
145} a 14"}
No quotati ms *
147} h 14J
1H} a 14;}
181} a 135}
12 ij) a 131s
132} a 1(5}

1ii- Ill's. 1 rear oertlf.

102
102}
101}
loo}
101}
102}
102}
102}
102}
97}
97
91}
91}
92
93}
97
a7
*rt}
yj
f5

96}
98
97}
99
97}
98}
US}

ysj
98}
98}
98}
97
97
9S
93}
99}
99}
99
99}

PEICES OF EAILWAY SHAEES.

New York Central
Hudson River
Erie
Heading
Mich. So. and N. I
Illinois Central
Cleveland and I'ittsburg.
Chicago and N. W
Chicago and 11. [
Kort Wayne

March 29. April 3. April 27. May 2D.
ci.i
101}
64
69
ill
115}
97
107
85}
45
69}
72}
110}
91}
74
50
62
58
117}
911}
112}
117
83}
61
74
52
81
2i}
81}
21,
96}
105
85}
08 1
103
70}
93}
92}
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In the case of the United States vs. 1,756 shares of the capital stock of the
Great Western Railroad Company, Jndge Nelson of the United States Cir
cuit Court rcndeied a most important decision louchiug the question of confis
cation. The following is a summary :
In this ease the shares in question, valued at half a million dollars, were seized
and libelled by Uuited States District Attorney Smith. Their condemnation
was claimed as being the property of Leroy M. Wilkt, a resident of the South,
and who, it was claimed, was an alien em my. Mr. Wiley put iu ananswerand
piepared to defend the claim. His answer was stricken out by Jndge Betts,
on the ground that Mr. Wiley was an enemy, and therefore, had no standing in
court, and the property was, therefore, declared forfeited to the United States.
An appeal was taken to this court, and the plea was reversed, because, among
other things, the property, being stock of an Illinois corporation, was not within
the jurisdiction of a court of this district, and because Mr. Wiley, the claimant,
even if an " alien enemy," had a right to be heard. .

JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY, AND FINANCE.

SUBBENDEE OF ElEBY SMITH AND 1 HB TBANS-VISSIPMPPI— EMICBATMN OF CAPITAL TO TDE SOrTHTA'IIST— GOvEENMENT INTEBFEBENCE Villi FINANCIAL MA1TBBN- CEBTIFIED CHECEN, AEE THBT
MONEY ?- BETUBNS OF THE BANES OF NEW YOBE—iF tin: PHILADELPHIA BA*E6—OF THE BANES
OF TOE STATE OF NEW TOEE —OF THE BOSTON BANES— OFTHE OHIO BANES—OF nil: NATIONAL BANES
—TEEAF UBT CIBCULAB—ESTIMATE OF fcFEOlE ON DF.FOS1T IN FNITED STATES— BETUBNS OF BANES
OF ENGLAND AND FBANCE, ETC., ETC.

The surrender of Kirby Smith and the organized insurgent forces west of the
Mississippi, consumates the close of the war, and were the vexed questions of re
construction, negro status, etc., disposed of, and a state of security inaugurated
in those regions, nothing could prevent a large emigration of capital to the South
and southwest for employment. Some time, however, will necessarily have to
elapse before our old relations with these sections of the country can be re-estab
lished. Meanwhile a good deal of lawlessness will prevail, and capital will be
frightened away. The Texans and Western Louisianians, too, owe considerable
sums to Northern merchants, especially in Galveston, Houston, San Antonio,
etc., and the latter will be apt to keep themselves on the alert for settlements.
New credits, it given at all, will hardly exceed in the aggregate the amounts now
due to the North ; so that any new movement of capital from the Northern States
into those regions, beyond exchanges of credits to and fro, is probably a remote
occurrence.
Our greenback currency, though, must make its way there, and supplant the
miserable stuff which the Confederate Government once imposed upon them ;and to
this extent must prevent its redundancy from being felt here. In view of the
daily increasing volume of National Bank circulation, this question of redundant
currency is destined never to leave its hold upon the interests of the people of
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this country until those institutions have stood the test of a panic in United States
stocks ; and even then it will only be shelved until such a reform is effected in
banking legislation, that Government shall have no more power to legislate on
the subject of banks than it now has on the subject of insurance companies.
This tendency of our Government to interfere in these matters makes it neglect
its most important function —that of the administration of justice. In no country
in the world where people are so intelligent and so public-spirited, where, in
former times, at least, political freedom was so jealously guarded, where material
progress has such a brilliant record, is the rate of interest so high as it is in the
United States. And this reiults solely from the notorious maladministration
of justice which prevails here. Not to speak of the arbitrary code which pre
vailed during the war, we have Lynch law m all the Western and Southern
States, and sometimes within hail of the Circuit Courts in the most populous
States. The luws for the collection of debt vary in every State ; and are very
bad in most of them. Suits, before civil justices even in this State, (where their
jurisdiction extends to all cases involving $250 or under,) are decided more
through good-fellowship, political affinity, or even worse motives, than by vir
tue of law and evidence. Suits against corporations are hardly ever to be won
in any part of the country, except, perhaps, in New England and the rural parts
of the Middle States. Indeed, the dispensation of justice is so wretched, that
merchants and bankers are afraid to litigate.
If Government, then, instead of doctoring banking systems and printing bank
notes, turned its attention to doctoring the laws, and printing the Statutes at Large ,
it would find much more useful and profitable employment.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has decided that certified checks are
money, and has notified the Banks that the amount of these instruments issued
by them shall be returned to the department to be taxed as a portion of their
circulation. According to the letter of the law the Commissioner is right, for
it inclndes all " certified checks calculated or intended to circulate, or to be used
as money." But the writer of the law was evidently in a fog when he framed
it, and Congress not on the alert when th»y passed it ; for it is difficult to couceive wherein a certified check differs, in respect to its circulation or use as money,
from a check which is not certified. The truth is, neither a cheek which is cer
tified, nor one which is not certified, is intended to " circulate, or to be used as
money," in the common acceptation of the term money. Nor are they. Gener
ally but one and rarely more than two persons use any check before presenting
it at Bank for redemption. Scientifically, checks are money ; but so are promissary notes and book credits. In the meaning of the law, though, they are
not money, and the Commissioner has decided wrongly. The evident intention
of the law was to prevent any evasion of the tax on bank notes by the circula
tion of instruments which might be drawn in the form of certified checks, but
which would really constitute circulating bank notes. This trick has, as yet,
only been attempted by a Bank in New Brunswick anxious to circulate its
paper in this country ; but none of our State Banks have resorted to it ; and their
certified check system could only be disturbed through a most arbitrary construc
tion of the law. But this question will probably be settled by all the Stale Banks
going over to the national system.
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The following are the returns of the New York City Banks during the past
month :
WW TOEE OUT BANES.

{Capital, Jan., 1864, $69,494,577 ; Jan., 1865, $69,658,787; April, $76,658,737.)
Date.
Loans.
Specie. Legal tender. Circulation. Net Deposits. Clearings.
Dec. 24,$208,512,093 $20,600,441 $
$8,383,346 $153,805,909 $593,386,187
8,283.882 147,442,071 471,039.253
81, 199,444,969 19,662,211
Jan. 7, 195,044,687 20,152,892 ....
8,188,526 147,821,891 635,055,671
14, 189,686,750 21,357,608 ....
3,074 029 148,931,299 638,780,683
21, 187,060,586 20,211,569
2,979.851 146,068,855 611,194.907
28, 169,502,680 18,174,816
2,906,194 143,842,230 656,828.878
Feb. 4, 185,689,790 19,682,808
2.868,646 162,703,316 663.814,434
11, 185,516,904 20,297.846 ....
2,821,996 156.711,166 684,179,409
" 18, 186,365,126 20,682.819
2,355,982 156,150,634 518,305,222
2.789,883 153.918,(81 4Sl.028.12l
" 25, 183.584,735 20,092,378 ....
2,720,666 158.009,583 6U.361.3S7
Mar. 4 186.569,666 19.830,183
" 11 188,120,890 20.787,838 26,713,408 2,741,684 162.134.418 412.302,453
" 18, 211,48i1,651 22,266.596 83,6i5,014 4,662,505 174.479.3'57 635.736.238
" 26, 207,677.508 22,066,524 35,295,156 4,457.162 166,965,508 604,796,728
Apr. 1, 204,458,356 20,584,668 42,989.882 4,888,980 173,350,491 509,118.691
"
8, 204.163,839 20,045,976 46.424.957 4,773,528 174.850,185 483,653,631
" 16, 206,508,095 19.533,734 51,061,462 4,757,862 177.815,915 427,761.675
" 22, 204,723,195 19,122,288 67,954,987 4,700.210 184,244,399 272.740215
" 29, 204,277,578 19,049.918 66,096,274 4,660,659 196,188,733 859.950,814
May 6, 218,172,277 20,088,399 66,258,849 4,886,987 200,466,735 603.899,215
" 18, 218,502,980 28,563,231 61,052,537 4,889,562 203,369 886 611,914,111
M 20, 219,810,780 28,194,402 65,626,517 6.082,944 208,854,726 610,767,355
" 27, 212,446,121 28,063,929 64,524,078 5,068,698 197,081,017 429,221,799

The deposit and discount lines are seen to have dropped six or seven millions
since May 22d. This is due to the withdrawal of Government deposits in such
of the institutions as are doing business under the National Banking Liw.
The money market has, in consequence, rather tightened up. The rate of in
terest having advanced, within the last week of the month, from five per cent to
6 a 7 on call loans.
The following are the returns of the Philadelphia banks :
PHILADELPHIA BANES,

(Capital, Jan., 1868, $11 ,740,080; 1866, $13,315,720 ; />eo, 1885, $14,485450.)
Date 1S65.
Jan. 2,...
i.
9,...
it
16....
" 28,...
ti
30,...
Feb 6,...
M
13,...
(i
20,...
M
27,...
Mar 6,...
" 13,...
ti
20,...
l.
27,...

April 4,...

-'

11,...
17,...
24,...
11 aj 8,...
" 16,...
" 23,...
u

»

Loans.
$48,059,403
49,250,629
49,833,799
49,756,716
60,056,584
60,269,473
49,511,683
48,639,886
48,9M2,272
49,228,540
49,297,223
48,976,280
60,265,294
60,268,729
60,225,821
60,810,519
60,819,031
61,172,347
62,678.146
62,978,269

Specie.
$1,803,583
1,781,108
1,750,669
1,792,891
1,773,266
1.702,776
1,629,957
1,569,223
1,498,644
1,389,264
1,422,736
1,823,274
1,350,963
1,314,223
1,219,282
1,286,383
1,228,798
1,297,558
1,286,404
1,261,618

Circulation.
$2,793,463
2,978,035
3,228,785
8,606.051
4,010,192
4,393,173
4,860,697
4,866,771
6,077,436
5,446.021
6,906,791
6,609,276
6,736,660
6,893,628
6,133,397
6,232,343
6,313,889
6,430,742
6,447,961
6,585,003

Deposits.
$39,845,963
41,00l,8"8
43,121.203
40,186,618
59,822.860
88,196,387
87,340,531
37,141.900
89,011,100
88,891,622
S8,K55,903
88,673,804
89,117,258
3^,316,847
89,S66,445
41,187,764
42,591,060
45,158,284
47,695,971
44,881,878

Legal tenders
$14,524,175
15.297,223
17 003,905
15,939,598
16.572,893
14,t100,852
14,295.517
13,922,954
15,398,502
1 5,200.287
15,187,83.5
16,796,788
16,366,146
17,087,645
17,812,697
17,991,294
19,188,676
19,576,916
20,30:',8.'6
20,919,610
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The annexed quarterly statement of the Banks of the State of New York is
from the Albany Keening Journal:
BBSOOB0ES.

Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts
Due from banks
Due from directors
Due from brokers
Realestate
Specie
Cash items
Stocks, promissory and U. States 7 8-10 notes
and indebtedness certificates
Bonds and mortices
bills of solvent banks and U.S. demand notes.
Bills of suspended banks
Loss und expense account
'.
Add for cents
Total

Deo. 31 , 180 1.
$196,649,246
866,164
22,916,031
9,226,712
11.042.8S5
8,142,807
20,289,286
92,514,882

Mwoh 25, 1885.
$159,665,827
709.265
18,628,244
8,182,724
6,S97,650
7,070,085
19,490,230
89,862,166

120,459,776
4,073,797
20,261,810
2,643
2,260,786
877

92.CS8.059
8.710,775
27,957,014
2,718
1,208,900
827

$488,888,125

$420,844,099

$106,690,761
31,180,546
28,345,347
45,206,682

$90,492,828
27,550.208
22,085.263
36,211,772

2,107,764
8,144,210
269,042,097
2,671,197
621

1,141.628
3,517,917
286,961.536
2,282,763
445

$488,338,126

$420,274,411

LIABILITIES.

Capital
Circulation
Profits
Duebanks
Due individuals and corporations other than
banks and depositors
Due Treasurer State of New York
Due depositors on demand
Due others not inclnded in above heads
Add for cents
Total

Two hundred and eighty-nine banks reported ; fourteen blanks, which had or
ganized as National Banks, prior to the 25th of March last, did not report. Up
to und inclnding the 15th inst., seventy eight banks of the two hundred and
eighty-nine reporting, have given notice to the Bank Department of their inten
tion to close their affairs as State Banks. It will be noticed, perhaps, that the
liabilities in the above statement exceed the resources by a small amount. This
is occasioned by two closing banks, which had also become National Banks,
merely reporting the securities in hand in the Department and their outstanding
circulation. The fourteen banks which did not report have securities, (accord
ing to the books of the Department,) deposited with the Superintendent amount
ing to $1,807,882, against which is charged—circulation, $1,740,633.
The following are the returns of the banks of Boston, except those which have
reorganized under the National Law. They make no returns. Their circula
tion is, however, inclnded in these figures. With the other National Banks, they
number about thirty institutions :
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BOSTON BANES.

Boston Banks. (Capital, Jan., 1863, $88.231,700 ; Jan., 1866, $22,360,000.)
Date. 1863.
Loans.
Specie.
Circulation.
Deposits.
January 2
#46.312.701
$3,4:4.823
$7,766,888
$23,086,775
9
33.707,472
2,903,469
7,808,528
16,772,600
16
83.4i4.460
2,862,939
7 628,229
18,926,720
28
33,160.490
2.797,093
7,126.253
16,068,310
80
33.026,868
2,659.568
6.792,950
16.343,192
February 0
25.609.695
2,245810
6,581,880
12,641,033
18
23.609.664
2.087.995
6,345,912
11,031,788
"
20
28,538,879
2,089,669
6.094.870
10,621,822
"
27
22.872,774
1982,769
6,278,194
9,789,000
March
7
22,825,217
1,877,323
6,843,974
9,961,545
14
21,224,401
1,700,714
6,580,219
9,435,578
21
21,206,180
1.524,401
6,435.928
9,893.224
"
28. ...
20,e5'.t,000
1.426,700
6,279,700
8,968,800
April
3.. ..
80.749,648
1,885,964
5,099.588
9,264,451
"
10
19.047,885
1.258,019
6.898,609
9.OS6.604
17
19.222,460
1,178,336
4,738,296
9,185,149
Kay
23
6,929,000
610,000
8,612,000
8,021,000
80
5,726,428
626,584
2,976,178
2,781,794
From the wholesale change of State Banks into National Banks these returns
now scarcely possess any value. The capital of the Banks of Boston is now
reduced to $3,100,000 from 8'22,350:000 in January last. Very soon there will
be no State banking institutions in the city.
Quarterly statement of the Banks of Ohio, exhibiting the condition of the
several incorporated banking institutions of the State of Ohio, on the first
Monday of May, 1865, as shown by their returns made, under oath, to the Anditor
of State. The leading items compare with the last report, that of February 1
last, and the 1st of May, 1864, as follows :
Specie
Loans
Capital
Circulation
Individual deposits
Eastern deposits

May 1,1865.
$S6v,690
6,527,160
2,6M2,800
2.693,912
7,824,093
1,577,508

Feb. 1, 1865.
$682,870
8,294,302
8,808,660
8,762,918
8,754,887
1,875,522

May 1,1864.
$1,870,804
11,456,954
4,640,825
6,941,679
11,167,217
2,648,462

The changes in the capital and run of individual deposits are, in great part,
attributable to the transfers to the uational system, and these are most promi
nent in the State Bunk.
The following table exhibits the aggregate National Bank circulation :
NATIONAL BANES.

Number, capital, and circulation quarterly to the end of 1864, and periodically
to date in 1865.
Date.
Banks.
Capital.
Circulation.
October, 1868
94
$7,1S4,715
January,1864
187
14,523,721
$29,155
April, 1864
857
42,204,474
12,144,650
July,
1864
489
75,213,945
25,825,065
October, 1864
624
89,839,400
51,394,150
January, 1865
681
143,641,400
76,3u»,S90
January 7,1866
685
145,524,560
78,724,520
"
21
786
169,099,296
83,068,200
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Februarys
i'
18,
March
4,
•
18,
April
1
8,....
"
22,
May
6

782
815
865
908
978
993
1,041
1,116

179,121,296
186,04 l,7?fl
192,ii49,736
202,944,486
826.446,800
28-2,064,160
246,064,170
281,954,170

453
87,288,300
9S,666,3S0
99,825,600
104,750,540
111,634.670
114,S24,H00
119.96l.SnO
126,'i60,380

The following circular has been issued by the Hon. Freeman Clark, for the
purpose of adjusting the circulation of the National Banks:
Treasury Department, Office of Comptroller )
of tub Currency, Washington, May 6, 18G5 j
Sir : You are requested to make a statement, as indicated iu the inclosed form,
exhibiting—
First, The amount of your circulation as a State Bank outstanding, at the
date of the conversion of your bank to the national system.
Second, The amount of such circulating notes outstanding May 15, 1865.
Tou are also requested to specify, as a separate item, in your regular monthly re
port, the amount of State Bank circulation outstanding at the date of such state
ment. This information is necessary in order to determine the amount of national
currency that may be issued to your Bank without exceeding the ratio prescribed
by the amendment to section 21 of the currency act, passed March 3, 1865. In
tuture it will be requisite, in order to avoid confusion or misunderstanding, to
send with each order lor national currency, a statement of the amount of Dotes
of your old Bank outstanding at the date of the order.
F. Clark, Comptroller of Currency.
The following is the estimated stock of gold on deposit in the various banking
institutions in the city :
New York banks and Sub Treasury on May 1
Deduct for exports about

$39,397,087
6,500,titiiJ

Balance
Specie
Specie
Specie
Specie
Specie

in
in
in
in
in

$33,397,187

Boston banks
Philadelphia banks
W iecunsin banks
Illinois banks
other banks in the loyal States

2,500,000
1,285,000
1 ,300,000
1,800,000
6,900,000

Total

$40,182,1 87

The following are the returns of the Bank of England :
THE BANE Of ENGLAND EETUENS (iN POUNDS STEELING).

Date. 1S65.

Dec.
"
".
"
Jan.
"
"
"

Circulation.

7,... 20,118,116
14,... 19,669,882
21,... 19,669,007
28,... 19,810,455
4,... 21,007,216
11,... 21,012,778
18,... 21,228,848
25,... 20,614,794

Publlo
Deposits.

Private
Deposits.

6,468,514
7,161,719
7,694,616
8,601,125
8,500,269
4,445,535
4,186,614
4,836,799

12,666,764
12,267,474
12,927,807
13,040,643
13,874,977
16,174,166
14,655,015
14,553,933

SeCurities.

Coin and
Bullion.

28,726,674 13.840,691
28,301,608 14,122,711
29,3J6,"27 14,307,760
30,708,083 14,100,974
82,832,904 13,93:to,592
30,937,S80 14,097,390
29,292,273 14,163,227
29,173,458 14,317,216

Bate ol
Discount

7 per ct
6 6 "
6 "
6 "
:..j "
b] •
6 «
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Feb.

1,...
8,...
IB,..
it
22,..
Mar. 1...
h
8...
" 16,..
(i
22... .
■
29,..
April 6,..
" 12...
M
19,..
a 26, .
May 8,..
" 10,..
M

M
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20,1)98,478 6,541,462
20,748,805 6,262,892
20,899,763 6.672.512
20,101,978 6,665,364
20,881,080 6,854,409
20,281,455 7677,728
20,095,668 8,848,481
20,028,891 10,198,989
20,888,744 9,889,430
21,862,503 9,381,616
21,760,643 6,826,864
21,428,M9 6.020,989
21,488,877 6,298,882
22,072,011 6,712,465
21,701,880 7,849,114

14.447,994 80,040,983
18.814,063 29,908,102
18,969,659 80,007,199
14,140,885 29,910,491
14,158,381 80,424,108
18,904,702 80,949,096
18,786,825 81,204,694
18,561,794 82,884,622
18,478,242 32,271,064
14,172,358 82,728,269
15,414,509 81,226.403
14,700,220 80,368,910
18,966,270 30,139,409
14,069,280 81,866,848
18,760,032 31,149,978

[June,

14,461,224 6 "
14,511,611 e "
14,568,871 6 "
14,600,283 41 "
14,801,867 4f 14,758,607 4* "
14,882,258 *i a
16,308,686 4i "
16,368,999 4 "
15,255,488 4 "
14,937,379 4 14,974,010 4 "
14,764,795 4 "
14,679,974 4$ "
14,862,102 4J -

The following are the returns of the Bank of France :
BANE OF FEANCE.

December 8
M
IS
M
22
M
29
5
January
lt
12
u
19
M
26
February 2
•4
y
M
10
it
28
2
March
"
9
i
16
u
23
II
SO
6
April
M
13
•I
20
U
27
4
May
•t
11

Loans.
fr.566,921,068
686,621,788
661,608,876
597,157,830
690,129,269
677,690,909
667,121,414
642,779,287
661,S75,290
636,808,905
604,140,067
684,896.098
669,812,674
644,867,920
614,176,668
609,478,256
688.202,260
620,898,678
622,800,281
538,609,141
682,804.786
641,446,768
628,458,076

Cub and Bullion.
Circulation.
fr.855,640,697 fr.722,291,475
789,388,125
861,662,024
864,008,378
721,487,475
859,969,767
726,212.275
880,071,918
790,526,625
814,771,598
806,826,675
818,170,064
817,443.275
322,119,477
808,288,926
818,454,492
812.4 25,526
889,240,643
805,966,675
854,678,163
801,601,176
871,680,678
785.026,126
881,466.854
772,377,176
410,774,1i86
778,848,826
424,981,280
777,628,125
446,864,708
774,866,626
456,899,812
764,788,125
464,946,861
786,434,775
806,667,975
482,776,299
430,926,270
811,761,176
422,621,708
808,818,275
451,698,249
812,077,975
460,968,977
81^,660,875

Deposits. Interest,
fr.l 78,968,028
5
161,270,492
5
168,198,615
4|
171,821,867
190,488,181
44.
168,188,884
4}
142,120,960
4}
189,128,008
4$
148,480,627
4*
158,039,752
4
189995.7S8
4
150,235.834
4
192,866,298
4
166,986.971
8}
158,467,097
8*
148,899,173
3}
168.286,600
S$
167,028,900
84;
130,834,687
3$
182,941,883
»i
151,124,075
34;
172,871,682
84;
168,218,664
Si

Tbe Bank of France returns, though favorable in a purely banking point of
■view, are unfavorable to commerce. They show a constant accretion of coin
and bullion, a heaping up of deposits, and .a falling off in loans.
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STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

COMMERCE OF THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.
The annual commercial statistics, prepared by the Collector General of Cus
toms, show that the commerce of the Sandwich Islands has made an enormous
stride during the year 1864, having increased about fifty per cent, in the foreign
imports and sixty per cent, in the exports over the previous year. This increase
is mainly attributable to the rapid and extraordinary development of the sugar
interests. It will be remembered that in the November number of lust year of
the Merchant's Magazine, we gave a very able paper on •' The Sandwich Isl
ands and their Sugar Crop," showing that there was no reason why the Hawaiian
group should not assume in the Pacific Ocean the same relative position to the
markets of the Western coast of America, which Cuha bears to those of the
Eastern, and Mauritins to Great Britain. We now see that under the stimulus of
high prices decided progress is being made, and with fertile soil, cheap land, labor
at moderate prices, and a ready sale, we trust that we may be able another year
to record even greater progress. The following table, prepared by the editor of
the Honolulu Commercial Adierliser, will show the comparative exports of sugar
and other principal articles the past three years :
EXPOETS OF LEADING AETICLES FEOM SANDWICH ISLANDS.

186£

Sugar, lbs
Molasses, galls
Rice.lbs
Paddy, lbs
Hides, lbs.
Goat skins
Coffee, lbs
Cotton, lbs
Pulu, lbs
Tallow, lbs
Fungus,lbs
WooL,lbs.

1863.

1864.

8,006,608 6,292,121 10,414,441
118,977
89,764
881,922
111,008
128,461
819,886
801,699
698,291
106,3i0
682,758
477,422
855,651
68,076
48,646
82,888
148,488
188,171
50,088
None.
8,122
2,518
788,064
425,081
648,437
242,942
282,640
189,700
801,417
279,158
368,885
119,927
288,163
196,667

From the above it will be seen that the exports of sugar have doubled the past
year, and the total crop, for 1864, is estimated at from eleven to twelve million
pounds. The coming year it is thought that it will reach as high as twenty mil
lion pounds. Molasses also shows a gain. The cultivation of cotton, however,
does not appear to have succeeded. Rice from the Sandwich Islands always
commands a high price in California, and, in fact, in all foreign markets it is
acknowledged as equal to any offered for sale ; the cultivation ol it, therefore,
must, we think, increase.
The total value of exports, imports, &c., the past three years, are given in the
Commercial Advertiser of Honoluln, as follows. The figures for previous years
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may be found in the April number, 18C4, of the Merchant's Magazine, page 321,
(Vol. 50, page 321).
COMMERCE OF 8ANDV1CH ISLANDS.

Tear.

Total
Imports.
1864. .$1,712,241 61
1S6S.. 1,1 76,488 S6
1862.. 998,289 67

Total
Exports.
$1,662,181 49
1.026,852 74
68b,424 61

Domestlo
Produce
Exported.
$1,113,828 81
744,418 54
686,641 87

Total Cus
Foreign
tom House
Merchandize
Receipts.
He exported.
$54 8,852 66 $159,116 72
122,752 6S
281,439 20
107,490 42
261,382 74

Merchant
Number
Gallons
Vessels.
Number
-> Entries
Spirits
Rational
Lbs.
Tounage. Whalers Consumed
Vessels. No.
Bone.
75,339
140
10.287
110
839,331
42,030
102
7,862
337,04 8
ss
48,687
78
8 940
193,920
113

Oil and Bone Transhipped.
Year.
1864.
3803.
1862.

Galls.
Whale.
608,502
675,344
4ts0,407

Galls.
Sperm.
33,860
66,687
12,522

TLe figures giving tie Lumber of Custom House entries of whalers, at various
ports, inclnde all the entries at different ports of any and all whalers. Some of
the ve:sels enter at several different ports during the year, and each entry, is
counted in making up the above total. The actual number of different whalers
arriving during the Spring of 18G4, was fifty vessels, and duriug the Fall was
fifty-seven, making a total of one hundred and seven.

MICHIGM CENSUS RETURNS OF 1864.
POPULATION AND PBODUCTIONS.

The State census of Michigan for 1864 is ju3t published, and we are indebted
to the Hon. Geo. H. House, Deputy-Secretary of State, for a copy of the re
port. There is iu population a gain of 54,632 since 1860, the returns for I860
giving the number at 749,113, and those for 1804 at 803,745 ; but whether the
returns for 1864 inclnde the soldiers now in the army, the published volume does
not state.
We give below a table showing the production of grain and wool of each
country according to the census of 1864, and the population in 1854, 1860, and
1864:
Population.Counties.
Allegan
Alpena
Antrim
Barry
Bay
Berrien
Branch
Calhoun
Cans
Cheboygan
Chippewa
Clinton

•

lrttt.
18,881
674
882
14,483
6,307
26,866
82,468
30,488
17,776
483
1,168
14,739

ISOO.

16,089
290
179
14,020
3,164
22,823
20,410
81,409
17,720
617
1,003
13,926

18-i4.

7,804
New
Not Or
7,821

....
13,847
16,724
22,768
13,124
272
1,962
7,926

No. bushels No. bushels
No. lbs.
of wheat
of all other
of wool
raised, kinds grain raised . sueari-d.
lr03.
i-i a
te&i.
210,464
79,882
65,515
676
272,306
1,291
341,363
407,949
886,588
897,741
1,261
1,081
98,903

268
88,127
1,591
110,657
sy,057
119,359
110,278
1,657
4,204
117,482

130,719
802
63.121
259,817
448,455
114,827
4.980
1:5,931
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Delta
Eaton
Emmet.
Genesee
Grand Traverse.
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Houghton
Huron
Ingham.
Iouia
Iosco
Isabella.
Jackson
Kalamazoo. ....
Kent
Keweenaw
Lapeer
Leelanaw
Lenawee
Livingston.
Mackinac
Macomb
Manistee
Manitou
Marquette
Mason
Mecosta
Menommee
Midland
Monroe
Montcalm
Muskegon
Newaygo
Oakland
Oceana
Ontonagon
Ottawa
Saginaw
Sauilac
Shiawassee
St. Clair
St. Joseph
Tuscola.
Van Buren
Washtenaw
Wayne
Unorga'd count's

561
16,497
1,826
22,776
2,017
6,881
27,824
8,226
8,961
17,128
17,984
896
1,844
26,905
26,842
83,468
6,1 80
16,247
2,389
40,202
16,174
1,335
22,404
1,673
....
3,724
844
1,382
496
1,244
22,221
6,619
6,812
8,481
88,785
2,879
5,406
16,166
19,681
8,853
18,465
27,591
21,796
6,983
17,830
84,048
88,826
1,196

1,172
16,896
1,149
22,600
1,286
4,042
26,876
6,599
8166
17,521
16,682
175
1,443
26,671
24,651
8l',721
3,653
14,754
2,168
88.582
16,851
1,988
22,843
975
1,043
2,821
881
880

New
10,966
4,977
15,676
617
116
19,188
643
702
11,222
10.727
New
New
21,855
16,893
17.869
2,878
9,704
With
81.148
14,186
1.X78
18,114
894
New

••••

•-••
....

805,879

748,645

Total

787
21,596
8,968
8,947
2/i 60
87,720
1,816
8,973
13,215
12,698
7,599
12,369
26,760
21,108
4,886
16/; 24
86,659
74,727
830

••••
....
New

18,122
2,060
1,355
979
31,884

....
8,662
7,187
1,053
8,529
7,419
16,897
16,087
1,504
8,300
28,836
65,778

518,893
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13,784
181,802
214,562

1,900
108,019
1,677
180,665
4,000
21,243
111,818
2,470
7,796
1 10,053
103,443

8,261
733,558
682,082
836,874
80
168,716
2,975
477,826
290,734
80
220,782
960

3,266
101,912
126,585
119,210
900
120,551
4.495
21 0,62 1
120,346
685
275,163
787

••••
••••

...

16
166,464
750
117,626
12,154
18.871
479,869

202.438
8
289,018
191
11,434
866,628
1,266
206,540
189,689
866
696,117
274,390
168,105
44
176,113
9
489,268
868,586
800,588
6

6
1,512
7,688
1,100
4.351
1SJ.764
19,248
10,077
16,596
349,616
2,611
1.246
66,207
64,204
65,187
76,236
211,464
72,612
27,763
77,447
259,054
817,240
1,898

263
6U0
204
05
861
124.596
18,653
2,175
2,741
696,987
187
1
25,726
10,480
11,297
134,188
68,730
168,611
9,735
66,588
897,509
196,421
19

9,687,627 4,195,244

7,249,934

672
4 877
150
2,812
179,606
56,525
16,678
19,317
605,590
7,469
26
87,886
20,542
39,211
109,301
102,207
617,495
86,385
295,185
714,909
181,145
1,319

SALT.— PBOGEE8S IN TUE MANUFACTOEB.

The progress made in the manufacture of salt has been very rapid. This is
made particularly evident when compared with the production of the Onondaga
and Virginia Salt Springs.
The manufacture of salt was commenced at the Onondaga Salt Springs, iu
New York, June 20, 1797.
vol. in.—no. vi.
29
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Salt made let year
"
20th " 1816
40th " 1888
"
41et " 1837
,66th r 1862

[June,
5,095 harrels.
69,733
"
882,678
"
488,465
"
1,810,775
"

At Kanawha, Virginia, salt was manufactured as early as 1804.
Made in 1829
•' 1860

barrels

130,000
700,000

SALT MADE IN SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

1st year, 1860
Sd
" 1861
3d " 1862.
4th " 1863
5th " 1864

harrels

4,000
125,000
248,000
466,856
629,078

The first investment in the salt business on Saginaw River, was by the East
Saginaw Salt Manufacturing Company, at East Saginaw, in 1859. Present
value of the salt investment in the Saginaw River district, nearly two anda-half
million dollars—about the same value it was estimated all the salt works in the
Onondaga district would hold at the end of the year 1860. [Report Supt.
Onondaga Salt Springs for 1859, p. 15.]
Fifty years of progress in the manufacture of salt in the Kanawha Valley, did
not equal the progress made in four years in Saginaw Valley ; and forty-two
years of progress at the Onondaga Salt Springs, the leading salt producing lo
cality in the United States since 1797, did not equal the progress made there in
five years.
salt business or 1864.
The following is a summary of the salt business in Michigan for the year 1864 :
Number of companies in operation
"
of blocks
,
"
of kettles
"
of solar covers
"
of acres land
Investment
Salt made in 1864
Men employed
Cords of wood consumed
Aggregate value of wood
Value of harrels used
Aggregate value of salt at shipping point

harrels

67
118
4,210
4,949
9,475}
$2,269,500
629,078
892
109,868
$286,546
1288,074
$1,190,410

The disproportion between the aggregate value of wood and the number of
cords given, is explained by the fact that many works where mill fuel is used,
have given the value without any estimate as to number of cords. As at pre.
gent carried on, the demand for wood for salt manufacture in the Saginaw Val
ley will require each year the timber off from about 3,000 acres of land.
MANUFACTUEES.

We are told in the published report that the State census has always been
very incomplete in its returns with respect to its manufactures. Hundreds of
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manufactories, of various classes, hare either made bat partial returns, or none
whatever. Additional legislation, and a better appreciation of the importance
of correct statistical information, is required to insure fall and accurate returns
hereafter. We give, however, the following table from the Report :
MANUFACTOEIES NOT HEEEAFTEE

Steam power
"Waterpower
Persons employed
Capital invested
Value of products past year

ENUMEEATED.

Census of 1834. Census of 1864.
Not returned
SOS
Not returned
189
6,769
8,142
$2,832,965
$5,632,619
$8,604,712
$9,326,795

Aggregate
increase.

Per ct
increase.

2,873
$2,899,664
$6,722,088

41.1
84.7
158.7

144
49
108
867
486
821,420
$1,012,919
$8,004,158

66.7
196.0
46.8
67.8
72.8
82.2
66.4
84. S

922
1,078
151
271
581
260
618
521
*95
4,579
7,747
8,168
892,920,714 621,477,904 228,667,190
$2,442,578 $6,109,070 $8,666,492
$8,278,036 $8,868,650 $6,090,514

16.4
96.9
*16.4
69.2
58.2
150.1
155.6

FLOUEING MILLS.

Number of mills
Steam power
Water power
Rung of stone
Persons employed.
Barrels of flour past year
Capital invested
Value of products past year

254
26
220
618
604
998,603
$1,828,006
8,567,978

398
74
S28
97S
1,040
1,819,928
$2,840,925
$6,672,186

SAW MILLS.

Number of mills
Steam power
Water power
Persons employed
Feetof lumber sawed past year..
Capital invested
Value of products past year ... .

BEEWEEIES.

Number of breweries
Barrels beer made preceding year

28
86,392

95
64,926

67
18,584

289.3
50.9

11
284,334
6,651
64,816

*2
28,992
4,336
61,986

15 4
9.2
866.9
2186.7

DISTILLEEIES.

Number of distilleries
Gallons liquor made preced'g year
Gallons wine made preceding year
Barrels cider made preced'g year.

18
260,840
1,216
2,880

* Decrease.
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REGULATIONS.

DECISIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE.
The following are official copies of the decisions of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue the past month :
[Circular No. 29.]
EMULATIONS WITH REGAED TO THE DUTIES ON WINES AND MANUFACTUBED
LIQCOBS.

Treasury Department, Office of Internal Revenue,
Washington, April 6, 1865.
The act of June 30, 1864 provides that on wiue made of grapes a duty of 5
cents per gallon shall be levied, collected and paid.
On all other wines, or liquors known or denominated as wine, not made from
currants, rhubarb, or berries, produced by being rectified or mixed with other
spirits, or into which any matter whatever may be infused, to be sold as wine, or
by uny other name, and not otherwise provided for in this act, a duty of 50 cents
per gallon.
Under these provisions, all wines made or produced from grapes, and sold, or
removed for consumption or sale, or for delivery to others thau agents of the
manufacturers or producers, were liable to a duty, under the act of June 30,
-1864, of five cents per gallon. All wines made from currants, rhubarb, or ber-ries, without the mixture or infusion of any other spirits, were liable to an ad
valorem duty of 6 per centum. All other wines, or liquors known or denomi
nated as wine, whether sold under the name of " wine," or by any other name,
were liable to a duty of fifty cents per gallon.
The same regulations for the return, assessment, and collection of the duties
on manufactures in general, under the 94th section, were and are applicable to
-wines made dutiable under said section, and will be observed as though made
specially in reference to such wines.
By the act of amendment of March 3, 1865, on and after the first day of April
the duty on wine made of grapes will be 6 cents per gallon ; on wine made from
currants, rhubarb, or berries, &c., 6 per cent ad valorem ; and on all other wines,
&c., 60 cents per gallon.
Monthly returns will be required by the assessor from the manufacturer or
producer of wines, whether the same are the product of the vintage and the gar
den, or made by any process of mixing, rectifying, or refining, and the taxes must
be assessed thereon according to the above rates, and collectors will make the
collection of all such duties so assessed upon wines, in all respects, as upon other
manufactured products taxable under section 94.
In addition to the distilled spirits, wines, and imitations of wine, especially
provided for and taxed under the 55th and 94th sections of the act of June 30,
1864. as amended by the act of March 3, 1865, there is another class of liquors
manufactured and sold as imitations of Bourbon whiskey, brandy, gin, Arc, for
which the law has made no special provisions. These liquors are made from
domestic whiskey after the same has been rectified, by leaching through tubs
containing charcoal, or by redistillation, and afterwards reducing the proof of
the pure spirits, and adding essences, flavoring extracts, and coloring matter.
The leaching or redistillation of raw spirits in its ordinary state does not make
the product liable to any additional excise tax ; but every distiller, rectifier,
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brewer, or other person or persons, who, by the processes Darned, or by any
other processes, manufactures liquors for sale under the name of brandy, gin,
rum, Bourbon, or any other assumed name, or fancy brand, is liable to pay
thereon an ad valorem duty of 6 per centum, under the general provisions of the
94th section, as manufactures not otherwise provided for.
It will be the duty of the assessor to require every distiller, rectifier, brewer,
or other person engaged in the manufacture or production of any spirituous
liquors, or imitations as above,* to make monthly returns in the same manner,
and at the same time, as provided for other manufactures taxable under the 91th
section.
If it is at any time ascertained that aDy articles of the character herein descri
bed have been heretofore manufactured and sold, or removed for consumption or
sale, without being regularly returned'for taxation, the assessor will take imme
diate steps for obtaining the proper returns, or assessing the same ; and in case
of neglect or refusal, or of frandulent evasion, will assess the appropriate penal
ties.
Joseph J. Lewis,
Commissioner.
[Circular No. 30.]
EEGULATIONS FOR TH8 PUBCHASE OF SUPPLIES FOE THE USE OF THE UNITED
STATES, FREE OF TAX.

Treasury Department, Office of Internal Revenue,
Washington, April 7, 1865.
The following regulations, prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, are
herewith published for the information of all officers of Internal Revenue.
Joseph J. Lewis,
Commissioner.
Treasury Department, Washington, April 7, 1865.
BEGULATIONS.

The seventeenth section of the act of March 3, 1865, provides that the privi
lege of purchasing supplies of goods imported from foreign countries for the use
of the United States, duty free, whhh now does, or hereafter shall, exist by pro
vision of law, shall be extended, under such regulations as the Secretary of the
Treasury may prescribe, to all articles of domestic production which are subject
to tax by the provisions of this act. Under this section the following regulations
will be observed :
1. Articles Stored in Bonded Warehouse — When any goods which are stored
in bonded warehouse are purchased for the use of the United States, under a
contract entered into subsequently to the first day of April, A. D. lHtJo, the
officer purchasing the same will, in his official capacity, make a certificate setting
forth the fact of such purchase and the date of the same, and embodying a de.
seriptive schedule of the articles, in which they shall be described with sufficient
minuteness to allow of their identification and to determine their quantity.
This certificate will be forwarded to the bureau or department on behalf of
which the purchase is made j and if the head of such bureau or department shall
approve the contract and request a remission of the tax, he will transmit the
certificate to the Secretary of the Treasury, with a request for such remissiou of
tax.
If the certificate is found to be in proper form and to set forth the quantity
and description of the goods with sufficient clearness to allow of their identifica
tion, a permit will be issued for their removal from the warehouse and delivery
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to the officer making the purchase. This permit will bo delivered to the Collec
tor of Internal Revenue having charge of the warehonse, and will be by him
transmitted to the Office of Internal Revenue as his voucher for the cancellation
of the warehonse bond under which the goods were stored.
2. Articles not Stored in Bonded Warehouse.—When any articles which are
subject to an excise tax, and which are not stored in a bonded warehouse, are
purchased for the use of the United States directly from the producer or manu
facturer of such goods, under a contract entered -into subsequently to the firstday of April, A. D. 1865, the officer making such purchase will furnish to the
manufacturer or producer a certificate similar to that required in the case of
bonded articles, but setting forth in addition the price paid under the contract,
and the fact that there was a mutual understanding at the time of making the
contract that the goods were to be free of tax.
This certificate will be forwarded to the bureau or department on behalf of
which the purchase is made ; and if the head of such bureau or department shall
approve the terms of the purchase, he will transmit the certificate to the Secre
tary of the Treasury, with a request for the remission of the tax.
If the certificate is found to be in proper form, and to set forth the quantity
and description of the goods with sufficient clearness to allow of their identifica
tion, a permit will be issued for their delivery to the officer making the purchase
without payment of duty. Tbie permit will be accepted by the assessor of the
district in which the goods were manufactured, in full discharge of any liability
of the manufacturer to an excise tax on account of the manufacture and sale of
the articles so purchased for the use of the United States, and in making any
assessment against such manufacturer, he will omit the value and quantity of
such goods.
H. McCclloch,
Secretary of the Treasury.

[Circular No. 31.]
BEGULATIONS FOB THE INSPECTION OF TOBACCO, SNCFF AND CIGAES.

Treasury Department, Office of Internal Revenue,
Washington, April 21, 1865.
As it was found that stamps of a suitable character to be used on boxes and
packages of cigars could not be conveniently provided prior to the first day of
April, it was determined that the alternative mode of marking allowed by the
statute should be adopted as a temporary measure. It is now ascertained with
reasonable certainty that a sufficient supply of stamps calculated to answer the
purposes intended can be had by the first day of June next. It is therefore
deemed expedient to apprise revenue officers and manufacturers of cigars that
from and after that date these revised regulations, prepared specially in reference
to the use of stamps, but adapted to the requirements of the law relating to snuff
and tobacco, will take effect, and the regulations heretofore issued, so far as they
differ from these, or are inconsistent with them, are to be considered as rescinded.
Until the first of June, however, the regulations of the thirtieth of March will
continue to be observed.
Tobacco.
Section 91 of the act of June 30, 1864, as amended by the act of March 3,
1865, provides that all manufactured tobacco, snuff, or cigars, whether of domes
tic manufacture or imported, shall, before the same is used or removed for con
sumption, be inspected and weighed by an Inspector, who shall mark or affix a
stamp upon the box or other package containing such tobacco, snuff or cigars in
a manner to be prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, denoting
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the kind or form of tobacco, and the weight of such package, with the date of
inspection and the name of the inspector.
1. By virtue of this section, plug, twist and all other kinds of manufactured
tobacco, inclnding cut and granulated tobacco, whether designed for chewing or
smoking, snuff and all substitutes for such manufactured tobacco or snuff shall be
inspected in the boxes, casks, barrels, bundles or packages in which they are in
tended to be sold or offered for sale by the manufacturer.
2. Tobacco twisted by hand or reduced from leaf into condition to be consum
ed without the use of any machine or instrument, and not pressed, sweetened or
otherwise prepared will be subject to inspection in the same manner.
3. Where tobacco of any kind is placed in bond it must be presented to the
inspector packed in such boxes, barrels or cases as will enable him to brand or
mark each box, barrel, or cose as required.
4. The inspector will mark with a stencil or branding iron on each box, cask,
barrel, bundle or other package of tobacco or snuff inspected by him, the weight
and kind of tobacco or snuff contained in each, with the date of the inspection
and his name and official designation.
5 The inspector will keep an accurate account of all tobacco and snuff
inspected by him, and on the first day of each month return to the assessor of his
district a separate and distinct account of the weight and kind of all tobacco
and snuff inspected by him during the preceding month, with the dates of such
inspections and the names of the persons, firms or companies for whom the same
were so inspected.
6. Any Inspector who shall knowingly put upon any box, cask or package,
any false or frandulent mark, is liable to a penalty of three hundred dollars for
each box, cask or package so marked. And any person who shall attempt frau
dulently to evade the payment of the tax by changing the mark, or who shall
purchase or sell any empty box, cask or package, with the Inspector's marks
thereon, or who shall frandulently use the same so marked, shall be subject to a
like penalty for each box, cask or package so purchased, sold or used, or upon
which the mark was so changed.
Cigars and Cigarretles.
7. All cigars manufactured, on removal from the place of manufacture, must
be packed in boxes by the manufacturer, and all cigars imported must be so
packed by the importer ; provided that any manufacturer may avail himsell of
the privilege given him, by the late amendment of section 94, to have cigars
counted by the assistant assessor or inspector, and to sell the same unpacked or
in bulk in his presence.
8. The inspector will satisfy himself of the number of cigars in each box, and
will attach to the box a stamp, or more than one if necessary, expressing in the
aggregate the number of cigars and the tax payable thereon, and bearing also
bis name, official designation and date of inspection.
The requisition for marking the weight does not apply to domestic cigars, bat
only to those that are imported.
9. The inspector will keep an accurate account of the cigars inspected by him,
and on the first day of each month return to the assessor of his district a separate
and distinct account of the uumber of cigars inspected by him during the preced
ing month, the number of stamps used, the dates of inspections, and the names of
the persons, firms or companies, severally for whom the same were so inspected.
1U. Under the provisions of the amendatory act in relation to cigarrettes made
of tobacco inclosed in a paper wrapper, it is evident that there can be none
which can be " valued at not more than live dollars per hundred packages," inasmuch as they must be valued at least at the cost ot the tax and makiug beyond
the tax, which is itself five dollars per hundred packages. 1Jigarrettes therefore
made of tobacco inclosed in a paper wrapper, are not subject to inspection as
cigarrettes, but subject to duty at the rate of five per ceut ad valorem. The
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tobacco of which such cigarrettes are made, being a species of manufactured
tobacco mentioned in the law, will however be necessarily inspected as manufac
tured tobacco, and the tax assessed at the rate of thirty five cents per pound.
The term cigarrette, originally the diminutive of cigars, must be confined
strictly to its trade meaning which is descriptive of smoking tobacco cut and
made fine and inclosed in a paper wrapper. Any so called cigarrette containing
any tobacco other than smoking tobacco, cut and made fine or inclosed in any
other than a paper wrapper, must be classed and treated ns a cigar.
All cigars, cheroots, and cigarrettes, made wholly of tobacco or of any substi
tutes therefor, are required to be inspected. This will inclnde cigarrettes pro
perly so-called inclosed in tobacco wrappers, and all cigars and cheroots made of
tobacco or of any substitutes for tobacco, whether made entirely of tobacco or
some substitute therefor, or partly of tobacco and partly of such substitute.
Imported Tobacco, Snuff and Cigars.
11. Imported tobacco, snuff and cigars, are subject to the same rules and
regulations relating to inspection, as the same denomination of articles of domes
tic manufacture, except ihat the weight of imported cigars is to be marked on
the boxes or packages instead of the number.
Bonds of Inspectors.
12. Inspectors are required by the late amendatory act to give bond for the
faithful performance of all the duties to which they may be assigned, and to re
turn or account for all stamps which may be put in their bands.
The bonds of inspectors shall be taken by the collectors of the respective dis
tricts in such penalties as they may severally require, and with not less than two
sureties each, to be approved by the collectors. The collectors shall certify to
the sufficiency of the sureties, and transmit the bonds with their certificates to
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for his approval and custody. The Com
missioner will, at any time, if he deems the bond of any inspector insufficient in
amount or unsatisfactory in any other lespect, require other or additional secur
ity. Blank bonds in proper form will be furnished by this office.
Fees of Inspectors.
13. The fees of inspectors are in all coses to be paid by the owner of the
manufactured tobacco, snuff, or cigars.
They shall be as follows :
For inspection of cijzars, twenty-five cents per thousand.
For inspection of tobacco, ten cents per hundred pounds.
For inspection of snuff, oue cent for each ten pounds.
For the certificate ol cigars sold without inspection, as provided by the
amendment to section 94, ten cents per thousand.
For the examination and identification of tobacco received at a bonded ware
house under transportation bond, five cents per hundred pounds.
When this scale shall be found, in any district, to be excessive or inadequate,
the scale will be modified upon a report of the circumstances to this office.
Re~Inspeclion.
14. All manufactuted tobacco of any kind which shall be sold or pass out of
the hands of the manufacturer, except into a bonded warehouse, without the in
spection marks, is liable to seizure and forfeiture. The only exception is that
cigars may be sold before inspection under the regulations for that purpose.
But a purchaser of tobacco after inspection may innocently ..repack the same
for sale ; although, under the law, the appearance of the tobacco in the market
without the inspection marks, is prima facia evidence of frand. In case of re
packing, therefore, to avoid suspicion and trouble, such purchasers on application
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to the assessor of the district, will be permitted to have such repacked tobacco
re-inspected by an Inspector. The inspector shall receive the original boxes,
casks, envelopes, or other packages, and destroy the marks or brands thereon ;
and shall brand or mark the new packages with the word " re-inspeelei," in
addition to the words and figures above required ; and shall return the amount to
the assessor as " re inspected," and not as again taxable.
Stamps.
15. Stamps will be furnished of three denominations, for packages of twentyfive, one hundred, and five hundred cigars each, and representing duties of
twenty-five cents, one dollar, and five dollars respectively.
It is supposed that each box will contain twenty-five cigars, or some multiple
of that number, agreeably to the present trade custom. But as the inspector
cannot control the manufacturer in this, if any manufacturer determine to pack
such numbers as cannot be represented by the above stamps, on notice to this
office stamps will be provided, and the fees for inspection will be increased for
such lots.
16. Each Inspector will transmit to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
through the assessor of his district his application for stamps, setting forth his
name, his post-office address, his collection district, and the number of each de
nomination of stamps required by him. This number ought not in general to
exceed one month's supply. The application must be endorsed by the assessor of
the district, to whom the stamps will thereupon be sent, if the application is
approved by the Commissioner. The assessor will deliver them to the inspector,
taking his receipt for them in duplicate, oue of which he will transmit to this
office.
17. If at any time, when an inspector presents his application for a supply of
stamps, the assessor shall be of opinion that some other inspector in his district
holds more stamps than arc needed by him, he will endorse upon such application
an order for the transfer of a designated number of stamps ; and the inspector
receiving snch stamps will give a receipt in duplicate in the same manner as pro
vided above, and such receipt will be a sufficient voucher for the inspector
delivering such stamps in the settlement of his account.
19. Each of the 6tamps furnished will bear imprinted upon it a series of
mouths and days, in such manner that the inspector, by a stroke of his brush or
peu, under any date, may indicate that as the date of inspection.
Inspectors and Assessors.
20. It will be seen by the foregoing, that it becomes important that assessors
and inspectors shall be particularly vigilant that the whole product of each
manufactory be returned and accounted for, and that care be exercised in the
use and application of stamps, which must also be accounted for.
21. Section 12 of the amendatory act provides that any person required by
law to be licensed as a manufacturer of tobacco, snuff or cigars, shall, before said
license is issued, give a bond to the United States in such sum as shall be re
quired by the Collector, with one or more sureties, to be approved by the Collec
tor. The amount of such bond should not, in any case, be less than twice the
estimated monthly tax to which such manufacturer will be liable. Such bond
will be conditioned that the manufacturer will comply with all the requirements
of law in regard to any persons, firms, companies or corporations, engaged iu the
manufacture of tobacco, snuff, or cigars ; that he will not manufacture or employ
others to manufacture tobacco, snuff, or cigars, without first obtaining the requi
site permit therefor ; that he will not engage in any attempt by himself or by
collusion with others to defrand the government of any duty or tax on any manu
facture of tobacco, snuff, or cigars ; that he will render truly and correctly all
the returns, statements, and inventories prescribed for manufacturers of tobacco,
snuff, and cigars, and will pay to the Collector of the district all the duty or
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faxes which may or should be assessed and due on any tobacco, snuff, or cigars,
so manufactured, and that he will not knowingly sell, purchase, or receive for
snle any * uch tobacco, snuff, or cigars, which has not been inspected, branded, or
stamped as required by law, or upon which the tax has not been puid. Collec
tors will require this bond to be given before any license shall hereafter be issued,
and it will be the duty of the manufacturer to prepare and furnish the bond.
Forms of such bond will be lurnished by this office.
Joseph J. Lewis,
Commissioner.
[No. 153.]
Treasury Department, Office of Internal Revenue,
Washington, April 21, 1865.
DECISION WITH BEFEEENCE TO THE TAX ON IBON, COPPEB, LEAD, SPELTEB AND
BBASS, AND AETICLES MANUFACTUBED THEBEFEOM.

Under the several clauses of the 94th section of the act of June 30, 1864, as
amended by the act of March 3, 1865, the following rates of duty are imposed
on iron, copper, lead, spelter and brass in the different states hereinafter named,
accordingly as each metal at different stages is wrought from material which has
been previously taxed, or from material on which no tax has been paid.
Whenever a manufacturer reduces iron or other metal from the ore, or advan
ces it from one of the primary forms to a more advanced state, and afterwards
uses or consumes the same iu the production of manufactured articles, he is liable
to pay the same tax thereon as if he removed it for sale.
Applying these provisions to the different metals in question, and the manu
factures therefrom, we obtain the following schedule of rates :—
1. Pig-lrou, $2 40.
2. Blooms, slabs and loops from the ore, $3 60.
3. Railroad Iron, $3 60.
4.
Do. do., re-rolled, $2 40.
5. Bars, or Rods, $3 60.
Band, boop, and sheet, not thinner than No. 18 wire gauge, and plate not
less than one-eighth of an inch in thickness, $3 60.
6. Band, hoop, and sheet, thinner than No. 18, and plate less than one-eighth
of an inch. $6 00.
Do.
do., from material taxed under No. 5, $2 40.
Cut nails and spikes made from plate taxed under No. 5 or 6, $2 40.
[If the manufacturer of the nails or spikes makes the plate from which the
nails or spikes aie cut, such plate will be taxed under No. 6 or 6, in
accordance with the proviso to section 93]
Cut nails and spikes made from plate which has not been taxed under No.
5 or 6, $6 00.
[Axe polls are subject to the same rates of duty and the same provisions
as cut nails and spikes.]
7. Castings for bridges or other permanent structures, ?3 60.
8. Stoves, and hollow ware, and castings, exceeding ten per cent, $3 60.
9. Rivets exceeding one-fourth of au inch, nuts and washers not less than two
ounces each, and bolts exceeding five-sixteenths of an inch, $6 00.
Rivets, nuts, washers and bolts made from iron taxed under No. 5 or 6,
82 40.
10. Railroad chairs, and railroad, boat, and ship spikes and tubes made from
wrought iron, $6 00.
11. Axle bars, or rough forgings for car and wagon axles, car tire, shafting,
cranks, anchors, &c., &c., made of blooms, slabs or loops, or of scrap
iron, are taxable as bar iron under No. 6.
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12. Finished car and wagon axles, car tire, and all manufactured articles from
forcings as above, boilers of all kinds, water tanks, sugar tanks, oil
stills, shafting, gearing, iron railings, gates, fences, furniture, statuary,
and all other manufactures of iron not above enumerated or otherwise
provided for, are to be taxed at the rate of six per cent ad valorem.
13. Wrought nails, inclnding annealed nails, finishing nails, tacks, brads, and
horse-shoe nails, wrought by hand or machinery, are liable to a duty of
six per cent ad valorem.
14. Castings of iron less than ten pounds in weight, and malleable iron cast
ings of all weights, are taxable as manufactures not otherwise provided
for, at the rate of six per cent ad valorem.
. 15. Ingots, pigs, or bars of copper, lead or spelter, 3 6 10 per cent.
Do.
do. of brass made from taxed material, on increased value, 3 6-10
per cent.
Do.
do,
do untaxed material, 3 6-10 per cent.
16. Rolled brass, rolled copper, yellow sheathing metal in rods or sheets, cop.
per, zinc and brass nails or rivets, and shot, sheet lead, and lead pipes,
made from copper, lead, spelter or bras3, upon which a duty has been
assessed and paid in the form of ingots, pigs or brass. 3 6-10 per cent.
Do.
do. made from copper, lead, spelter, upon which no duty has been
assessed and paid in the form of ingots, pigs or bars, 6 per cent.
17. Zinc or spelter rolled from ingots, pigs or bars, 6 per cent.
18. Castings of copper, spelter, or brass, or of mixtures, or fusions of these
metals, are liable, as manufactures not otherwise provided for, to an
ad valorem duty of 6 per cent.
19. The law imposes a tax on the finished hull of a ship, steamboat, or other
vessel, inclnding cabins, inner and upper works, as a unit or entirety ;
and in like manner upon engines, locomotives, cars, carriages, and other
articles. This does not, however, exempt iron and other materials,
castings exceeding ten pounds in weight, which the law regards as a
condition of iron, or nails, spikes, rivets, bolts, nuts, washers, spindles,
screws, tubes, pipes, springs, axles, tires, cranks, shafts, boilers, &c.,
&c., which are manufactures of iron or other material, from their appro
priate duties, when the same are made and used or consumed by the
builder, manufacturer, or producer of any ship, engine, locomotive, car,
carriage, or other article. The only exception to this rule is in the
case of boilers for engines, for which the law specially provides, that
when boilers shall have been once assessed and a duty paid thereon, the
amount so paid shall be deducted from the duties on the finished engine.

[Special No. 11.]
BELATING TO THE SALE OF PLAYING CABDS

IX THE OBIGINAL PACEAGE.

Treasury Department, Office of Internal Revenue,
Washington, April 5, 1865.
Assessors and Collectors are hereby informed, that, where the manufacturer of
Flaying Cards shall indicate by a mark upon the outside of the original package
in which such Cards are sold, that stamps of a certain denomination are affixed
to the respective packs enclosed in such package, iu the view of this office it will
not be consistent with the late act of Congress to require that any penalty shall
be imposed upon jobbers, who may sell such Cards in the original and unbroken
package thus marked by the manufacturer : Provided, That the price at which
the Cards are sold by the jobber is such as is covered by the stamps said to be
affixed.
Wherever any such package is broken, and the several packs exposed for sale,
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it will be the lluty of the bolder- to affix any additional stamps that may be re
quired by the price at which he offers them for sale.
Joseph J. Lewis,
Commissioner.
[Special No. 14.]
CONOEBNING THE POST OFFICE ADDBESS OF TAX PATEES.

Treasury Department, Office of Internal Revenue,
Washington, April 27. 1805.
Assessors are instructed, in all cases where practicable, to enter the Post Office
address, as well as the residence, of each tax-payer in their assessment lists.
As soon as the present supply of form 23 is exhausted, a new column will be
introduced for this purpose, but for the present the old form will be filled as
above directed, and two lines will be used when necessary.
Joseph J. Lewis,
Commissioner.

TRADE WITH THE SOUTH.
RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE WITH
INSURRECTIONARY STATES.
EXECUTIVE OBDEE.

Executive Chamber, Washington, April 29.
Being desirous to relieve all loyal citizens and well-disposed persons residing
in insurrectionary States from unnecessary commercial restrictions, and to
encourage them to return to peaceful pursuits, it is hereby ordered :
First,—That the restrictions upon internal and domestic commercial inter
course be discontinued in such parts of the States of Tennessee, Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and so much
of Louisiana as lies east of the Mississippi River as shall be embraced within the
lines of Dational military occupation, excepting only such restrictions as are im
posed by acts of Congress, and regulations in pursuance thereof, prescribed by
the Secretary of the Treasury, and approved by the President ; and excepting
also from the effect of this order the following articles contraband of war, to wit :
arms, ammunition, and all articles from which ammunition is manufactured, gray
uniforms and cloths, locomotives, cars, railroad iron and machinery for operating
railroads, telegraph wires, insulators and instruments for operating telegraph
lines.
Second,—That all existing military and naval orders in any manner restricting
domestic and coastwise commercial intercourse and trade iu the localities abovenamed be, and the same are hereby revoked j and that no military or naval
officer in any manner interrupt or interfere with the same, or with any boats or
other vessels engaged therein under proper authority pursuant to the regulations
of the Secretary of the Treasury.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
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EULES AND EEGULATIONS.

Treasury Department, May 9, 1865.
With a view of carrying out the purposes of the Executive, as expressed in
bis executive order bearing date of April 29, 1865, " to relieve all loyal citizens
and well-disposed persons residing in insurrectionary States from unnecessary
commercial restrictions, and to encourage them to return to peaceful pursuits,"
the following regulations are prescribed, and will hereafter govern commercial
intercourse between the States of Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alahama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, east of the
Mississippi Hirer, heretofore declared in insurrection, and the loyal States.
First,—All commercial transactions under these regulations shall be conducted
under the supervision of officers of customs and others acting as officers of cus
toms.
Second,— Prohibited Articles.—The following articles are prohibited, and none
such will be allowed to be transported to or within any State heretofore declared
in insurrection, except on government account, viz. : arms, ammunition, all
articles from which ammunition is manufactured, pray uniforms and cloth, loco
motives, cars, railroad iron and machinery for operating railroads, telegraph
wires, insulators and instruments for operating telegraph lines.
Third,—Amounts of Products Allowed, and Places to ichick such may be Trans
ported. —It having been determined and agreed upon by the proper officers of the
War and Treasury Departments, in accordance with the requirements of section
9 of the act of July 2d, 1864, that the amount of goods required to supply the
necessities of the loyal persons residing in the insurrectionary States, within the
military lines of the United States forces, shall be an amount equal to the aggre
gate of the applications therefor : and that the places to which such goods may
be taken, shall be all places in such lines that may be named in the several appli
cations for transportation thereto : it is therefore directed that clearance shall
be granted, on application by any loyal citizen, for all goods not prohibited, in
such amounts and to such places, which, under the revenue and collection laws
of the United States, have been created ports of entry and delivery in coastwise
trade, as the applicant may desire.
Fourth,— Clearance.—Before any vessel shall be cleared for any port within
the insurrectionary States, or from one port to another therein, or from any such
ports to a port in the loyal States, the master of every such vessel shall present
to the proper officer of customs a manifest of her cargo, which manifest shall set
forth the character of the merchandise composing said cargo, and, if showing no
prohibited articles, shall be certified by such officers of customs.
Fifth,—Arrival and Discharge of a Cargo in an Insurrectionary Stale. —On
the arrival of any such vessel at the port of destination, it shall be the duty of
the master thereof forthwith to present to the proper officer of the customs the
certified manifest of her cargo, whereupon the officer shall cause the vessel to be
discharged, under his general supervision ; and if the cargo is found to corres
pond with the manifest, a certificate to that effect shall be given to the master.
If there shall be found any prohibited articles, they shall be seized and held sub
ject to the orders of the Secretary of the Treasury, and the officer shall forthwith
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report to the department all the facts of the case ; and any such vessel arriving
from any foreign port, or from any domestic port, without a proper clearance, or
with contraband articles, shall, with her cargo, be seized and held as subject to
confiscation under the laws of the United States.
Sixth,— Lading within, and Departurefrom, an Insurrectionary State.—Ves
sels in ports within an insurrectionary State, not declared open to the commerce
of the world, shall be laden under the supervision of the proper officer of the de
partment, whose duty it shall be to require, before any articles are allowed to be
shipped, satisfactory evidence that upon all merchandise the taxes and fees
required by law and these regulations have been paid, or secured to be paid,
which fact, with the amount so paid, shall be certified upon the manifest. No
clearance shall be granted if upon any article so shipped the fees and internal
revenue taxes, or either, shall only have been secured to be paid, such fact shall
be noted upon the manifest, and the proper officer at the port of destination of
such vessel, shall hold the goods till all such taxes and fees shall be paid accord
ing to law and these regulations.
Seventh,— Supply Stores.— Persons desiring to keep a supply store at any
place within an insurrectionary state, shall make application therefor to the
nearest officer of the Treasury Department, which application shall set forth that
the applicant is loyal to the Government of the United States, and upon being
convinced of such loyalty, a license for such supply store shall forthwith be
granted, and the person to whom the license is given, shall be authorized to purchase goods at any other supply store within the insurrectionary States, or at
any other point, as he may select. The party receiving such license shall pay
therefor the license fee presented by the Internal Revenue Law.
Eighth,—Exempted Articles.—All articles of local production and consump
tion, such as fruits, butter, ice, eggs, meat, wood, coal, &c., may, witnout fee or
restriction, be freely transported and sold at such points in an insurrectionary
State as the owner may desire.
Ninth,— Shipments of Products of an Insurrectionary Stale.—All cotton not
produced by persons with their own labor, or with the labor ol freed men or
others employed and paid by them, nust, before shipment to any port or place in
a loyal State, be sold to and resold by an officer of the government especially
appointed for the purpose, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, and approved by the President ; and before allowing any cotton or
other product to be shipped, or granting clearance for any vessel, the proper
customs officer, or other person acting as such, must require from the purchasing
agent, or the internal revenue officer, a certificate that the cotton proposed to be
shipped has been resold by him, or that 25 per cent of the value thereof has been
paid to such purchasing agent in money, and that the cotton U therefore tree
from further fee or tax. If the cotton proposed to be shipped is claimed and
proved to be the product of a person's own labor, or of freedmen or others em
ployed and paid by them, the officer will require that the shipping fee of three
cents per pound shall be paid or secured to be paid thereon. If uny product
other than cotton is offered for shipment, the certificate of the internal revenue
officer that all the internal taxes due thereon have been collected and paid must
be produced prior to such product being shipped or cleared, and if there is uo
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internal revenue officer, then such taxes shall be collected by the customs officer ,
or he shall cause the same to be secured to be paid as provided in these regula
tions.
Tenth,— Inland Transportation.—The provisions of these regulations, neces
sarily modified, shall be considered applicable to all shipments inland to or within
the, insurrectionary States by any means of tiansportation whatever
Eleventh,— Charges —Goods not prohibited may be transported to insurrec tionary States free. The charges upon all products shipped or transported from
an insurrectionary State other than upon cotton, shall be the charges prescribed
by the internal revenue laws. Upon cotton other than that purchased and re
sold by the government, three cents per pound, which must be credited by the
officer collecting, as follows, viz : two cents per pound as the shipping fee. All
cotton purchased and resold by the government shall be allowed to be transport
ed free from all fees and taxes whatsoever.
Twelfth,—Records to be Kept.— Full and complete accounts and records must
be kept by all officers acting under these regulations, of their transactions under
them in such manner and form as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner of
Customs.
Thirteenth,—Loyally a Requisite.—No goods shall be sold in an insurrection
ary State by or to, nor any transaction held with, any person or persons, not
loyal to the government of the United States. Proof of loyalty must be the
taking and subscribing the following oath or evidence, to be filed, that it, or one
similar in purport and meaning, has been taken, viz. :
I,
, do solemnly swear, in presence of Almighty God, that I will hence
forth faithfully support, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States,
and all laws made in pursuance thereof.
Fourteenth,—Former Regulations Revoked.—These regulations shall take
effect, and be in force on and after the 10th of May, 1865, and shall supersede all
other regulations and circulars heretofore prescribed by the Treasury Department
concerning commercial intercourse between loyal and insurrectionary States, all
of which are hereby rescinded and annulled.
HUGH McCULLOCH,
Secretary of the Treasury.
Executive Chamber, Washington, May 9, 1865.
The foregoing rules and regulations concerning commercial intercourse with
and in States and parts of States declared in insurrection, prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury, in conformity with the acts of Congress relating
thereto, having been seen and considered by me, are hereby approved.
ANDREW JOHNSON.

OFFICIAL COPIES OF DECISIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
UNDER THE TARIFF ACTS.
The following decisions made by the Secretary of the Treasury, of questions
arising upon appeals by importers from the decisions of Collectors, relating to
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the proper classification, nnder the Tariff acts, of certain articles of foreign
manufacture and production entered at the port of New Tork, ifcc., have been
sent us by the Secretary of the Treasury for publication :
ALLOWANCE FOB DBAFT.—TEA.

Treasury Department, November 1, 1864.
Sir : Messrs. E. D. Morgan k Co. have appealed (No. 2,343) from your
decision in relation to certain Tea imported by them ex steamship *'Atalanta,"
and claim " that in adding $1,262 excess of invoice value, and levying thereon
the 10 per cent ad valorem duty, amounts to $126 20, you have levied this
amount unlawfully, and that our entry should be liquidated without this addition
of 8126 20. We claim that this excess in value is made up by an apparent excibs in weight, which arises from the different mode of weighing by the U. S.
weighers, who weigh a large number of packages at one draft, whereas the in
voice weight is the aggregate of each package weighed separately, with allowance
for draft ; and consequently the invoice represents the true and legal ad valorem
value for the assessment of the 10 per cent discriminating duty laid on Teas and
other articles Irom east of the Cape of Good Hope, when imported from places
west of the Cape of Good Hope."
Under existing laws no allowance is made for " draft." and the weight returned
by the U. S. weighers determines the nnmber of pounds imported. The value is
determined by the appraisers.
In the case of E. D. Moroan & Co., the weighers found the weight of the Tea
per steamer "Atalanta" to be in excess of that stated in the invoice, and the
appraisers found the value or price per pound as stated in the invoice to be cor
rect ; consequently the specific duty on the increased weight, and the 10 per
cent on the value of said increase, both attach.
It it be shown that the usage in a foreign country is, on the purchase of 100
lbs. ot Tea, to deliver 105 lbs., the answer is that the tariff levies a duty upon
the Tea imported, and the gift or concession for good weight or allowance for
dralt, iVc, &c., is as liable to duty as any five pounds purchased ; the price per
pound being fixed by the invoice, (below which duty cannot be levied,) and the
duty must be charged at the actual and not invoice weight.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
1 am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq.,
Collector, New York.

manufactures of coral.
Treasury Department, November 3, 1864.
Sir : Messrs. Bigelow Brothers & Kennard have appealed (No. 2,388)
from your decision assessing duty at the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem on cer
tain Manufactures of Coral, imported by them in the steamer "Africa," from
Liverpool, August, 1864, and claim that they " should pay a duty of but 25 per
cent, being ol a similar description of othir jewelry set in gold."
Under the 22d section— act March 2, lbbl —-coral cut or manufactured " is
liable to duty at the rate of 30 per ceut ad valorem.
The article in question (samples ot which have been examined by the experts
of this Department) are invoiced and entered as " coral goods," and are com
mercially known as such ; the tact that they are gold mounted, and are to be
used for the adornment of the person—such ornamentation not being sufficiently
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material to change their character—do not entitle them to be classified aa
" jewelry."
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To J. Z. Goodrich,
Collector, Boston, Mas3.

6TEEL SPECTACLES.

Treasury Department, November 5, 1864
Sir: Messrs. Beckel & Brothers have appealed (No. 2.401) under date of
October 25, 1864, from your assessment of duty at the rate of 45 per cent on
certain Spectacles imported per steamer " City of Washington," from Liverpool.
The appellants claim that the frames of tha above articles are miuut'aetureJ of
iron, and are entitled to entry at the rate of 35 per cent.
The experts of the Customs report, after a thorough examination of the article
in question, that they are manufactured of steel, and consequently the assessment
of duty at 45 per cent was perfectly proper.
Your decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Pessenden,
Secretary of the Treasnry.
To Simeon Draper, Esq.,
Collector, New York.

TOYS, DOLLS, AC.

Treasury Department, November 12, 1864.
Sir: Messrs. H. F. Alberti & Co. have appealed (No. 2.400) from your
decision assessing duty at the rate of 50 per cent ad valorem, (under the classifi
cation of " wooden and all other toys for children," found in the 12th section of
the act approved June 30, 1864.) on certain " Common Marbles," " Magic
Lanterns," and " Dolls," imported by them, and claim to enter them at 35 per
cent ad valorem.
'• Common Marbles" are undoubtedly " toys for children," under the above
section, if of such size, material, and general character, as would render them
suitable for the play or amusement of children only. If of a description and
character to indicate their fitness for philosophical purposes, or for the amuse
ment or instruction of grown persons, they should not be classified as " toys for
children," but according to the materials of which they are composed ; and as
glass forms a part of the article, they should be classified as manufactures of
which glass is a component material, not otherwise provided for, at 40 per cent
ad valorem, under the concluding clause of section 9, act approved June 30,
1864.
" Dolls" are specifically provided for by name in the 13th section of the act of
July 14,1862, in this connection: "dolls and toy3 of all kinds;" and I am of the
opinion that the language in the 12th section of the act approved June 30, 1864,
viz. : " On wooden and all other toys for children," cannot be held to include
" Dolls ;" and that they are consequently liable to duty under the 13th section
of the act of July 14, 1862, at the rate of 35 per cent ad valorem.
You are hereby instructed to adjust the entries of Messrs. H. F. Alberti &
vol. hi.—No. vi.
30
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Co. accordingly, provided the requirements of the 14th section of the act approved
June 30, 1864, have been complied with.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To H. W. Hoffman, Esq.,
Collector, Baltimore, Md.
DAMAGE ON IEON AND STEEL.

Treasury Department, November 18, 1864.
Sir : Messrs. Peter Wright & Sons have appealed (No. 2.415) from your
decision assessing duty upon certain Iron and Steel recovered from the wreck of
the ship '• James Smith," wrecked in Delaware Bay, and claim that, although
under the law no allowance for damage to Steel and Iron can be made when such
articles are damaged by salt water while in ordinary transit, the law should be
construed so as not to apply in cases where a ship is actually stranded, and heavy
expenses are incurred by the owners in recovering the goods.
The 3d section of the act of July 14, 1862, provides " that no allowance or
reduction of duties for partial loss or damage shall be hereafter made in conse
quence of rust of iron or steel, or upon the manufactures of iron or steel, except
on polished Russia sheet iron."
The provision of law is unconditional, and consequently, the assessment of duty
on the Iron and Steel in question was perfectly proper ; and your decision is
hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Wm. B. Thomas, Esq.,
Collector, Philadelphia, Pa.
WOOL.—ALLEGED MISEEPEESENTATION OF QUALITY IN THE INVOICE.

Treasury Department, November 19, 1864.
Sir : Messrs. Fitzgerald, Booth & Co. have appealed (No. 2,411) from your
decision assessing a duty of six cents per pound on certain Wool imported by
them, claiming that " it was found, after a careful examination by experts aad
wool brokers end merchants, to be of inferior quality, and under a correct and
true valuation, that it should only pay the duty of 3 cents per pound."
An examination of the facts in the case discloses that Messrs. Fitzgerald,
Booth & Co. imported, on or about July 8, 1864, per harque " George & Henry,"
a quantity of Wool, in bulk ; that subsequently an entry was made as per invoice,
and the duty finally adjusted and paid, and the Wool passed into the possession
of the importers.
Messrs. Fitzgerald, Booth, & Co. now allege that a further examination of
the Wool proved a less quantity of Wool, upon which a duty of six ceuts per
pound had been paid, was received, and a greater quantity of a commoner grade,
upon which three cents per pound had been paid, and claim to have the difference
of duty returned to them.
I am of the opinion that the Wool in question, having passed out of the possession of the officers of the Government, thereby rendering an identification of
it impossible, coupled with the fact, that the entry was adjusted on the hasis of
the invoice values, do return of an alleged excess can be made.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To H. W. Hoffman, Esq.,
'
Collector, Baltimore, Md.
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CEOCHET NEEDLES.

Treasury Department, November 22, 1864.
Sir: Kodlsaat, Brothers have appealed (No. 2,426) from your decision
assessing duty at the rate of 45 per cent ad valorem on certain " Crochet
Needles " imported by them, and claim that the article is liable to 25 per cent
ad valorem only.
Under the 13th section of act July 14, 1862, *' Needles, sewing, darning,
knitting, and all other descriptions," were liable to 25 per cent ad valorem duty.
Under section 3 of the act approved June 30, 1864, a duty of one dollar per
thousand, and, in addition thereto, 35 per centum ad valorem, is imposed ou
" Needles for knitting or sewing machines."
It thus appears that needles for knitting machines, and needles for sewing
machines, are the only description of needles provided for in the act approved
June 30, 1864, and I am of the opinion that the " Crochet Needles" imported
by Messrs. Koblsaat, Brothers, being unfit for use in knitting machines, are
sufficiently designated in the term " all other descriptions " in the 13th section
of act July 14, 1862, and are liable to duty at the rate of 25 per cent ad valorem.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessbnden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq.,
Collector, New York.
WOBSTEDS.—IN WAEEHOUSE JULY 1, 1864.

Treasury Department, November 22, 1864.
Gentlemen : Your appeal (No. 2,428) from the decision of the Collector at
New York, assessing duty under the provisions of the act approv -d June 30,
1864, on certain Worsteds, imported by you per steamer " Persia." iu April,
1864, and withdrawn from warehouse November 14, 1864, is received.
You claim " that the additional duty cannot be levied legally upon merchan
dise imported prior to the passage of the act levying it," ifcc.
The 19th section of the act approved June 30, 1864, is as follows :
"And be it further enacted, That all goods, wares, and merchandise which may
be in the public stores or bonded warehouses on the day and year this uct shal 1
take effect, shall be subjected to no other duty upon the entry thereof for cansumption than if the same were imported respectively after that day," &c
You will perceive that the action of the Collector was strictly in accordance
with the above section, and his decision is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessendkn,
Secretary of the Treasury .
To Messrs. D. H. & M. Arnold,
New York.
ANILINE COLOBS.—PENAL DUTY.

Treasury Department, November 29, 1864.
Gentlemen : Your appeal (No. 2,4il) is received from the decisiou of the Col
lector at New York, assessing certain duty on five cases Aniline Colors imported
by you in September last.
The Collector at New York reports " that the U. S. Appraisers of this dis
trict advanced the invoice value of the goods in question more than 10 per cent,
to make market value ; and that an appeal was taken by the importers to reappraisers as provided by law ; and that the re-appraisers advanced the invoice
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value 30 per cent to make market value. Tbe additional duty and penalty com
plained of by your appellants were exacted accordingly."
An appraisement thus determined is final under the law, and consequently the
action of the Collector is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
\V. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Messrs Lenning & Clemm,
Philadelphia, Pa.
BUTTONS.

Treasury Department, November 30, 1864.
Sir : Messrs. Walmslet Brotiiers have appealed (No. 2,418) from your de
cision assessing duty at the rate of 50, 45, and 40 per cent on certain silk, steel,
and other " Buttons," respectively.
By the 22d section of act of March, 1861, "buttons of all kinds" are provided
for at 30 per cent ad valorem. By the 2d section of act August, 1861, it is pro
vided that " silk" Buttons shall pay 40 per cent ad valorem.
The subsequent acts of July. lbti2, and June 30, 1864, make no other or dif
ferent provision for Buttons of any description ; the claim of the appellants to be
allowed to enter the silk Buttons ut 40 per cent, and all other kind of Buttons
at 30 per cent is consequently in accordance with the law and the ruling of this
Department.
You are respectfully requested to adjust the entry in conformity herewith.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessknden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Luther Haven, Esq.,
Collector, Chicago, 111.
GEEEN TOW YABN, (SO-STTLED.)

Treasury Department, December 2, 1864.
Sir : B. H. Bolster, Esq., in bthnlf of Messrs. J. E. Todhunter & Co. has
appealed (No. 2,417}) from your decision assessing duty at the rate of 40 per
cent ad valorem on eighteen bales of " Green Tow Turn," imported by them
from Dublin per ship "Tonawonda." and claims that two bales thereof, being
" No. 8 lea," and valued less than 24 cents per lb., are subject to a duty of only
30 per cent ad valorem, and the other sixteen bales which exceed " No. 8 lea,"
acd also valued at less than 24 cents per lb., are subject to a duty of 35 per cent
ad valorem.
Tour report corroborates the stiitement of the appellants as to the character
of the Yarn in question, and your opinion is expressed that the claim to enter
the two bales " No. 8 lea " at 30 per cent is perlectly proper, that being the rate
imposed on such Yarn, for carpets, by the 1st sub-division sec. 7, act June 30,
1864.
You are therefore directed to adjust the entry of the two bales accordingly.
The sixteen bales were properly assessed at 40 per cent, as provided in same
section, in the clause " all other manufactures of flax or of which flax shall be
the chief value, not otherwise provided for."
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To Wm. B. Thomas, Esq.,
Collector, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WOOL CAPS.

Treasury Department, December 3, 1864.
Gentlemen : Tonr appeal (No. 2,424) from the decision of the Collector at
New York assessing a duty of 40 per ceut ad valorem and 24 cents per pound
on certain " Wool Caps," imported per steamers " Hecla " and " New York,"
is received.
You submit samples, and " claim that they are knitted and made on a frame
exactly in the same manner as wool hosiery is manufactured," and " should pay
the same duty of 30 per cent ad valorem and 20 cents per pound." &c.
The article in question is made up from woolen cloth, silk, cotton and leather
by the tailor, seamstress, or manufacturer.
In the 2d sub-division of section 5 of the act approved June 30, 1864, there is
a provision for " clothing, ready made, and wearing apparel of every description,
composed wholly or in part of wool, made up or manufactured wholly or in part
by the tailor seamstress, or manufacturer, except hosiery," and a duty of 40 per
cent ad valorem and 24 cents per pound is imposed thereon.
Under this provision of law the Collector assessed the duty on the Caps in
question, and his decision is hereby affirmed.
By order.
I am, very respectfully,
Geo. Harrington,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
To Messrs S. Wolff & Co.,
No. 53 Broadway, New York.
CHAMPAGNE

WINE.

Treasury Department, December 13, 1864.
Gentlemen : Your appeal (No. 2,443) in behalf of Messrs. Stehn & Wulfino,
from the decision of the Collector at New York, assessing penal duty on certain
Champagne Wine imported by them per " Notre Dame des Victoires," is re
ceived.
You claim, firstly, that " said Champagne being chargeable with duty at the
rates specified in section 2, of the act of Congress approved June 30, 1864, to
wit : at the rate of six dollars per dozen bottles, and two cents for each bottle, is
not by law subject to the payment of the additional or penal duty demanded."
Secondly, " because said Champagne being subject to the payment of specific
duties, the provisions of section 23, of the act of Cougress approved June 30,
1864, levying in certain cases additional duty of twenty per centum, do not
apply.
The 1st sub division of the 2d section of the act approved June 30, 1864, im
poses " on wines of all kinds, valued at not over fifty cents per gallon, twenty
cents per gallon, and twenty-five per centum ad valorem ; valued at over fifty
cents and not over one dollar per gallon, fifty cents per gallon, and twenty five
per centum ad valorem ; valued at one dollar per gallon, one dollar per gallon
and twenty five per centum ad valoren. Provided, That no Champagne or
Sparkling Wines, in bottles, shall pay a less rate of duty than six dollars per
dozen bottles, each bottle containing not more than one quart and more than
one pint, or six dollars per two dozen bottles, each bottle containing not more
than one pint." On the entry of the Wine in question a duty of six dollars per
dozen bottles, and two cents on each bottle was paid, under the 1st sub-division
of section 2, of the act approved June 30, 1864, as above quoted.
The value of the Wines was subsequently appraised, and it was found to ex
ceed by ten per centum or more the entered value, and the additional (or penal)
duty of twenty per centum ad valorem was exacted.
The duty on " Champagne or Sparkling Wines, in bottles," is not exclusive
ly specific j the same schedule which governs " all other wines," as provided for
in section 2, above quoted, governs " Champagne or Sparkling Wines, in
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bottles," but a provision of the law directs that said wines shall not pay a less
rate of duty than six dollars per dozen bottles, &c., &c. Unquestionably, if the
value justifies it, they must pay more.
It will be seen, therefore, that the duty depends, to a certain extent, upon the
value, and hence " Champagne and Sparkling Wines, in bottles," are clearly
articles upon which the appraisers must pass judgment. If they decide that the
dutiable value exceeds the entered value by 10 per centum or more, it is quite
immaterial whether or not the regular duty be increased by the advance. I am
of the opinion the additional or pnal duty properly attaches.
The decision of the Collector is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury.
To Messrs. Webster & Craig,
Attorneys for Messrs. Stehn & Wulfing, New York.
BONE EAMI- BITTEES, AC.

Treasury Department, December 29, 1864.
Sib : Messrs. Van Praag & Co. have appealed (No. 2,464) from your deci
sion assessing duty at the rate of 100 per cent ad valorem on certain " Bone
Kamp of Maag Bitters" and " Pommerance Spirits," agreeably to a classifica
tion adopted in New York, (into which port the articles in question were im
ported.) viz. : " Spirituous liquors not otherwise enumerated " under the sixth
sub-division of the 2d section of act approved June 30, 1864.
The appellants claim that they should be admitted at $2 per gallon under the
2d sub-division of 2d section of act approved June 30, 1864, as " Spirits manu
factured or distilled from grain or other materials "
The articles in question are commonly known as " Bitters," and are composed
of alcohol and aromatic substances ; they bear a similitude in some respects both
to " spirituous beverages " and " spirituous liquors," provided for in the 2d sec
tion of the act approved June 30, 1864, but mostly resembling the latter, and
therefore, according to the 20th section of the act of 1842, should pay according
to the enumerated article " paying the highest rate."
The classification of the Collector at New York, and your assessment of duty
at the rate of 100 per cent ad valorem, agreeably thereto, are hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury.
To J. Z. Goodrich, Collector, Boston, Mass.
IEON WIEE BODS—IN COILS.

Treasury Department, January 4, 1864.
Sir : The appeals of Messrs. William E. Rice & Co. (Nos. 2,363 and 2,364)
are received, dated September 2, 1864, from your decision assessing a duty of
one and a-half eents per pound on certain " Iron Wire Bods, in Coils," imported
ex " Herald of the Morning " and " Golden Hind."
The article in question is rolled down har iron, in shape round, one quarter
inch in diameter, bent into a coil.
The appellants allege that the article is specially provided for at one and a
quarter cents per pound as " rolled or hammered iron, not otherwise provided
for."
Under previous tarifls it was decided that " steel in coils," was not "steel in
bars," and hence there would appear to be some ground for the claim of the ap
pellants. A careful examination, however, of the letter of the law shows that
the phraseology in reference to steel differs from that relating to iron ; the law
speaks of steel in hars, and of har iron.
There is more than a verhal distinction between har iron and iron in hars, and
it follows, consequently, that the present question is whether " rounds less than
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three-quarters of an inch in diameter" cease being rounds less than three-quartera
of an inch, &c., by being bent into a coil.
The language of the " steel clause " in the act approved June 30, 1864, will
be found to include " Coils," doubtless because the phraseology as to description
has been mainly copied from former acts, but the word " Coils" is not included
in the iron clause of same act, unquestionably because it was understood that
iron in coils was embraced in the somewhat general term of " har iron."
The decision of the Collector is hereby affirmed.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury.
To J. Z. Goodrich, Esq., Collector, Boston, Mass.
WINES—DUTY ON BOTTLES.

Treasury Department, January 4, 1865.
Sir: The appeal of James de Frbmery, (No. 2,407,) dated September 9,
1864, from your decision assessing certain duty on five hundred anil uinety (590)
cases of claret, and one hundred and forty-sis (146) cases white wine, imported
on the 27th July, 1804, in the French hark " Cesambre," from Bordeaux, is re
ceived.
The ground of appeal in this case is, that in ascertaining the dutiable value of
the wine in question, under the 24th section of the act approved June 30, 1864,
you included the value of the bottles, boxes, &c.. in the v.ilue of the wine ; and
that you have assessed a duty of two cents eacli on the bottles.
The appellant claims that " uuder the first subvision of section 2, act approved
June 30, 1864, the specific duty of 20 cents, 50 cents, and $1, respectively, should
be regulated by the value of the wine without including therein the value of boxes
and bottles or other charges ; said duty is regulated by the value of the wine
itself
*
*
*
, and l he 24th section does not
*
#
*
apply to the manner of determining said specific duties for the reason that it re
lates exclusively to dutiable value.
The 24th section, above alluded to, provides in very explicit language, that in
determining the value of goods, &c., upon which duties are to be assessed, the
actual value of such goods on shipboard at the last place of shipment to the
United States, shall be deemed their dutiable value; and this value includes every
expense attending the transportation of the goods from their places of produc
tion to the place of shipment, together with the value of the boxes, bottles, &c.,
in which such goods are coutained.
There is but this one rule given for ascertaining the dutiable value of goods,
&c., imnorted, and there can be but one dutiable value, for the same goods,
whether the duty to be assessed is specific, according to value, or ad valorem.
Therefore the same valuation must attach to the wine for the purpose of the spe
cific duty, per gallon, as for the ad vulorem duty.
The words in the 24th section, "except as hereinbefore provided," have special
reference to the exception in favor of wool, &c. See section 4, act approved
June 30, 1864.
The cost of the bottles, boxes, Ac., and charges were therefore properly em
braced as part of the value of the wines; and no duty being assessed on tue bot
tles, as bottles, it follows as a matter of course the duty of two cents each as pro
vided in section 2 of said act properly attaches.
Your decision is hereby uffir.ned.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury.
To Charles James, Esq., Collector, San Francisco, California.
IBON BANDS ON

SHEET IEON—TABE ALLOWED.

Treasury Department, January 4, 18C5.
Sir : Messrs. Aymar & Co. have appealed (No. 2,452} under date December
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8. 1864, from your decision assessing a duty of 3 cents per pound on the "Iron
Bands," which they allege secured the sheets of iron imported by them per
"Heiress" and '• Telegraph " from St. Petersburg, Russia. They further allege
that the iron bands in questiou " are simply common hoops of the poorest iron ;
are worth nothing to the importer, or to any body else, except as a common de
scription of old iron, and as such would not bring as much as the duty ;" and
that hitherto such baDds have always been deducted as tare.
I am informed it is the uniform practice at other ports to consider iron bands
brought into the country, under the circumstances as above stated, as tare.
The bands in question, it appears, are of but trifling value; are absolutely ne
cessary to insuie the safe transportation of the sheets of iron ; are not deemed
to be an item of expense to the importer ; and are thought to be no more liable
to duty than iron hoops around casks or boxes, the contents of which pay specific
duties only, uninfluenced by value. In my opinion the bands should be considered
tare, and you are hereby instructed to adjust the entry accordingly.
I am, very respectfully,
W. P. Fessenden, Secretary of the Treasury.
To Simeon Draper, Esq., Collector, New York.
DEOSS LEAD, (SO STYLED.) CLASSIFIED LEAD OEE.

Treasury Department, January 16, 1865.
Sir : Your appeal (No. 2,479) is received, dated January 9, 1865, iu behalf
of Messrs. J. J. Crooke & Co., from the decision of the Collector at New York,
assessing a duty of one and one half cents per pound ou certain " Dross Load,"
(so styled,) imported per ship " Universe," from Liverpool. You claim that the
article in question, being raw or unmanufactured, is liable to a duty of 10 per
cent only.
The experts of the customs have classified the article as " lead ore," and report,
that "although it varies from some of the descriptions of lead ores, and may not
in all respects come up to tho quality found in the usual article in commerce, it
is of a character that cannot be treated otherwise than our (their) classilieatiou
indicates."
From the facts given by the appraisers, I think there can be no doubt that the
article in question is liable to a duty of one and one-half cents per pound, Dy
virtue of the 20th section of the act of August 30, 1842.
The decision of the Collector is hereby atfiruied.
By order.
I am, very respectfully,
Geo. Harrington, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
To S. P Russel, Esq.,
No. 39 Wall Street, Jauncey Court, New York,
Attorney for Messrs. J. J. Crooke & Co.
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